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Introduction 

R. M. W. Dixon -3 
The direct inspiration for this volume comes from Peter Ucko who, from his 
appointment as Principal of AIAS in November 1972, introduced new 
standards of scholarship and organisation into Australian anthropology and 
linguistics. Ucko conceived of a new format for the Institute's Biennial 
Conference, in 1974: this involved consecutive (rather than simultaneous) 
sessions, invitations to a number of distinguished overseas scholars, and the 
precirculation of papers, enabling the conference sessions to be devoted to 
informed and critical discussion. 

Two linguistic symposia were included in the 17-day programme-a one- 
day meeting on Cape York (whose proceedings have been published by 
AIAS, edited by the convener Peter Sutton) and a three-day session 
'Grammatical Categories in Australian Languages' for which the present 
editor was convener. 

The papers in this volume were-with six exceptions (numbers 6, 27, 30, 
35, 52 and 89)-precirculated and discussed at the conference. Seven papers 
prepared for the conference have-at the authors' request-not been prepared 
for publication; these are mentioned at the appropriate point below. Almost 
all papers were thoroughly revised by their authors, in the light of comments 
and discussion at the conference (and, in some cases in the light of new data 
from later field work). 

To gain some unity of theme and the maximum cross-fertilisation, we 
conceived the idea of inviting papers on five specific grammatical topics. 
Anyone expressing interest in this symposium received, in December 1973, a 
forty-page document consisting of a general introduction, and one or two 
sample papers, for each of the topics. The 'rapporteur' for topics A and B 
was the editor, for topics C and D-Barry Blake, and for topic E-Arthur 
Capell. Participants were asked to address themselves to the questions 
ventilated in each introduction and to-as far as possible-follow the format 
of the sample papers. At the conference each of the topics was introduced by 
its rapporteur, who at the end attempted a summary of the papers presented, 
and drew conclusions and generalisations where possible. 

In this volume the introductions for topics A and B are published as they 
were originally circulated, to show the sort of guidelines that were provided 
for contributors; for these topics a separate rapporteur's summary is included 
at the end. In the case of topics C, D and E, however, the rapporteurs have 
preferred to revise their introduction, including it and the conclusions of the 
conference in a single paper. 

In addition, a number of papers on other grammatical topics were invited 
from chosen participants (notably, those from overseas). They are included 
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in this vof ume-under the heading 'Plenary Pap&'--ahead of the five set 
topics. Bruce Rigby's paper 'Possession in Gugu-Dhayban', although 
originally presented at the Grammatical Categories symposium, is being 
published in the volume on Cape York languages. TWO other plenary papers 
are omitted from this volume: since revised versions were not received by the 
deadline-Stanley Peters' 'Presupposition' and Terry Klokeid's 'Tense, topic 
and focus in Lardil complement sentences'. Klolteid's paper was essentially a 
further illustration of Hale's thesis in 'The adjoined relative clause in 
Australia' (paper 4) for Lardil, spoken on Mornington Island; it forms a 
part of his PhD thesis which hopefully will be prepared for publication in the 
near future. 

Crowley on Nganjaywana (paper 2) 
It  has long been believed (although, of course, it has not yet been proved) 
that all or most Australian languages are genetically related. Ten or twelve 
years ago there were thought to be two passible exceptions. One was 
Mhabararn-spoha west of Mareeba, north Queensland--of which just a 
few words had been published by N. B. Ti'indale and J. B. Birddl (1941). The 
present editor gathered some data from the last speaker between 1964 and 
1971, and it can be shown that Mbwbaram is descended ftom a language of 
the normal Australian type (Dixon 1972:347-50). mere is in fact a longish 
old ,yoc,abulary of Mbabamrn, the 'Walsh River language' of John Mathew, 
1899:205-72. It should have been possible to reconstruct the. phmological 
changes from this, but those scholars who suggested Mbabaram was 
anomalous do not seem to have been familiar with Mathew's work, or with 
Schmidt's (1 9 19 : 170) discussion of it.) 

The other exception was Aoewan, from the New England highlands. In late 
1973, Terry Crowtey-while a third-y ear undergraduate-reconstructed the 
phonological changes by which Nganjaywana (to give a more accurate 
spelli!g) had evolved, again from an ancestor of a normal Australian type. In 
view of the importance of Crowley's discovery 11e was invited to submit his 
papgr on the languages of the Mew England area for this couferenm. It is 
worth noting that the materials used 'by Crow ley are almost a11 of considerable 
age, and were available to those linguists who commented on Anewan's 
supposed anomalous nature (see, for instance, Wurm 1965 : 376 ; 1972 : 40). 

Phonological rules in Nyangumarda (paper 3) 
In contrast to the diachronic changes so insightfully reconstructed by 
Crowley, Hoard and O'Grady present synchronic phonological rules for 
Nyangumarda, a Western language. They sensibly present first, in §§ 2-3, 
the paradigmatic data that requires principled explanation and then, in § 4, 
the relevant rules; these achieve an elegant analysis of the rather complex 
conjugational alternations in Nyangumarda, highlighted by a rewardingly 
simple statement of (positive) imperative. One point of note is that whereas 
many linguists would recognise five contrastive points of articulation for 
Nyangumarda, Hoard and O'Grady deal with the retroflex series in terms of a 
sequence of r plus the corresponding alveolar; this reduces the phonemic 
inventory but of course complicates the phonotactics (virtually the only 
consonant clusters in affix-initial and syllable-final positions are those 
involving r as first member). 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Adjoined versus embedded relative clauses (paper 4) 
Hale's seminal paper provided one of the high-spots of the conference. He 
argues lucidly and convincingly that many Australian (and other) languugcs 
have :in 'adjoined' type of relative clause, and attaches historical p r i o r ~ ~ y  to 
this. Hale suggests that Walbil-i has relative clauses entirely of the acijoined 
type, whereas Kailitj could hc said to have rclative clauses that are adjoined 
a1 the level of deep structure but are-lhrough the opcr:tiion o i a n  rzttraction 
rule-embedded in surface structure. He also says that other languages might, 
through grammatical reanalysis, have developed embedded relative clauses 
at the deep level. (It came out in discussion that Hale does not consider the 
possible dwelopment of relative clauses to be entirely linear-although 
Australian languages provide evidence of a movement from adjoined to 
embedded types, it is quite feasible that embedded clauses could be super- 
ceded by the adjoined variety. We thus have the possibility of a circular 
(potentially never-ending) scheme of syntactic change.) 

It  appears that Dyirbal, from north-east Queensland, is an example 
(complementary to those described by Hale, but anticipated by him) of a 
language with embedded relative clauses in deep structure. Four pieces of 
evidence can briefly be cited (and see Dixon 1972: 99-105, 176-79): 

(a) a relative clause will always show strict case concord with the coreferential 
NP in the main clause; 

(b) word order in spontaneous Dyirbal conversation is extraordinarily free, 
but a main informant (speaking the Dyirbal dialect) would use a norm 
'underlying order' in elicitation of simple and complex sentences ; she preferred 
to place a relative clause after the head noun of the coreferential NP in the 
matrix sentence. However, a sample of 200 relative clauses in texts embraces 
all ordering possibilities-a relative clause can precede or follow the co- 
referential NP within the main clause, or (equally as often) follow the entire 
main clause. It  may be that the latter possibility is an instance of the tendency 
to move a long constituent to the end of the sentence (as in English object- 
NPIphrasal-verb-preposition ordering-we can have he ate up the meat or 
he ate the meat up but he ate up the large juicy steak dripping ~tlith mushroom 
sauce is preferred to he ate the large juicy steak dripping with mushroom sauce 
UP). 

(c) relative clauses in Dyirbal are pretty well confined to NP-relative interpre- 
tations, and the nominative NP in the relative clause must be coreferential 
with an NP in the main clause. (The writer has only very occasionally en- 
countered a clause that could have T-relative interpretation); 

(d) a Dyirbal sentence can involve more than one relative clause-it seems in 
fact that there can be a relative clause corresponding to every NP in the main 
clause. Thus an informant from the Mamu dialect, when asked about this 
point, gave: 

(I) duggaragu lglayguna baggul balgan lmiyandaguru 
Cry-REL-NOM I-OBJECT he-ERG hit-PRES~PAST laugh-REL-ERG 
He, who was laughing, hit me, who was crying 

and 
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(2) yada bayi buyan /rnapduyuru /balgalya!~u coreferential with an NP in the main clause, and in both clauses this 
-b 

NP 
I-SUBJECT he-NOM S~~-PRES/PAST eat-REL-ERG ~ ~ ~ - I J ~ ~ - R E L - N O M  be in nominative case (direct object or intransitive subject function). Since 
jiibigu nominative has zero case inflection there is no chance of discovering if there 
woman-DAT is any 'case concord' involved; 
I, whilst eating, saw him hitting the woman (b) there are some (5-10 per cent) clauses that have no coreferential NP and 

Note that this informant either postposed both subject and object relative can only have T-relative interpretation-these are greatly outnumbered by 
clauses, as in (2), or preposed the object clause whilst postposing the subject the NP-relative clauses, but they are too numerous to be ignored; 
one, as in (1). 

The evidence suggests that Dyirbal has embedded relative clauses, with an (c) a relativc c1:iuse will normally follow thc main clause (word order i n  
optional late (and, probably, dialect-determined) 'extraction rule' (although Yidijl is n-ruch less free than in  Ilyirbsl); it will somctirnes be preceded by an 
the tremendous freedom of word order in Dyirbal does severely impede 

irito~~ational pause but most often fr~lls into the same intonational group as 

invcsti~ation of any rule of this kind). B u t  this is by no means a Iinal judgc- the main clause. Sorne relative clauscs are preposed (and then always coml>rise 

meut-the topic deserves ;I Tullcr investigation than it has yet received 
a distinct inlon;~tional group); a relative clausc is tiever inscrted into the middle 

(ideally. by a nittive speaker trained as a linguist). 
of the main clause; 

(Hale now suggests-priva~c communication, February 1975-that he is (d) no instance is known of a Yidip sentence involving more than one relative 
less sure that the existe~lce of relative clauscs modifying more than one N P  clause (indeed, the criterion on coreferentiality-involving the nominative 
in a sentence does provide clear evidence of embedded status. Hale mentions NP in both main and subordinate clauses-would preclude two clauses with 
that he has recorded Walbiri sentences similar to (1-2) for example: NP-relative interpretation). 

(3 )  /kzr[I~i ~bu!i k~,t!ju-ku yu(ari-~?;i, !l~4/u-!/tci( k q ~ i  puku-II~  t~?ulil{i J~OI!~I??/)~I, Detailed discussion of this aspect of Yidip syntax would be out of place 
klitjrr-ku yltrlu-nli yrrnla-!jko/ here (there is a full discussion, with exemplification, in Dixon forthcoming). 
(child that :distal REI.-nux laugh-rionpnst, t hat-erg AUX stri ke-nonpast But it is clear from (b-d) above that Yidip relative clauses show some of the 
dog  hat : prox, RSL.-AUX lie-nonpasl shrldc-loc) characteristics of the adjoined type, and-from (a)-some of the embedded 
That child over there who is Iaughillg will hit  lllal dog that is lying in Lhe type. It may be that (following Hale's suggestion concerning diachronic 
shade. I reanalysis) Yidip has adjoined relative clauses, but they are just entering the 

and feels that the relative clauses may be 'stacked1-that is, with underlying process of historical change by which they are attracted into an NP in the 
structure : main clause. 

S There are three inflections that can mark the verb of a relative clause in 

/'\> 

Yidijl, and thcy are hornoplionous with the dative, purposive and ablative 

/ \  
case inflections on nouns (-/?(la, -sir :ind -r?11/ respectively). A substanlirzl case 

/ ' \ can he made out for providing parallel syntactic explanations of relative 

Rcl S clauses and of periphel-al (tl1:tt is, not subject or object) NPs in Yidijl (Dixon, 

I /\ k?rthcoming). This suggests a pl;iusiblc historical development: 

I ,/ ' \ peripheral NP + adjoined relative clause + embedded relative clause. 

s SM Re1 
In Dyirbal, on the other hand, there are two inflections that mark the 

verb of a relative clause (-1~1i arid -mi) and thcy coincide in fo~.rn wit11 the two 
genitive inflections on nouns (roughly 'prcsent posscssion' nnd 'past 
possession'-Dixon 1972: 105-10). A strong case can be made out for 

S regarding possessive phrases as, in deep structure, n type of rcla~ive clause 
where S, is the main assertion. This whole topic requires-as Hale stresses- (Dixon 1972 : 179-84)+ Michael Silverstcin has suggested (in conversation) 
more detailed study. But even if this criterion is not conclusive, points (a-c) that the historical development might have been the other way around, with 
above are sufficient tentatively to characterise relative clauses in Dyirbal as possessive phrases-which one assumes would always have been embedded 
 he embedded type.) in a main clause NP--giving rise to embedded rcliitive clauses. This presenls 

I t  is interesting lo compare relative c1;iuses in Yidijl, a langusgc geographic- :in alternotivc orisin for embedded relative clauses, and i t  is quite concciv;tble 
;illy contiguous but not gncLically close to DyirbaI; the evidelicc liere docs that enlbedded relative clauses in  dill'erent languages (or even difirent types 
no1 yield a straigh~forward decision between 'adjoined' and 'em bedded' ol'embcdded relative clause in the same languilge) could have developetl somc 
types, in terms of Hale's criteria. There are four relevant points: by the path: adjoined N P  adjoined clause -- embcdded clausc. and some 

through: embedded possessor NP  -+ embcdded clause. 
(a) over 90 per cent of relative clauses in the Yidip corpus have an NP This and the whole question of relative clauses in Australian languages is, 
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as Hale emphasises, a large and absorbing topic that will well repay detailed 
study. One relevant point may be that a peripheral case is surely more likely 
to be extended to mark adjoined relative clauses if it has a fairly wide range 
of nominal use. The Dyirbal ablative is restricted to the local sense (from a 
place, out of a hole) and one would hardly expect it to give birth to a relative 
clause. But the Yidip ablative has a 'causal' sense (I'm full from food, 
I'm sore from a wasp) that can easily be extended to causal relative clauses. 
(I'm full from eating (food), I'm sore from being stung (by a ,vasp)). Certainly 
Hale's inspiring paFer opens up new vistas of synchronic and diachronic 
sy~ltactic inquiry. 

Hale's hypothesis also has important consequences for gra111m:lticvl theory 
in the most general sense. Fr~r  instance, i t  has been thc cstnblished doctrine- 
since Cliomsky 1957:72-that ~liudifying adjectives derive from relative 
cla~~ses (with predicate adjecrives) in  deep structure. But inany languages with 
just adjoined relative c1:tuses may allow only one relative clause pcr sentence 
(Yidip seems ro be OIIC example), whereas cvery N P  can i~lvolve one or more 
arlject~ves. We ivould then have to allow modifying adjectives to be directly 
~enerated as part or an N P by the phrase structure rulcs (;I solution argued for, 
;ti independent grounds, by Dixon 1972:205-8). But then, if adjoined I-clative 
clauses are-by historical change- altractcd, and re-anillysed ah enlbedded 
clauses, are adjectives suddenly to be rc-anal ysed as dcrivcd from relative 
clauses? The implausibility oi'tllis suggestion niust surely lend weight 10 thc 
universal trcntnlent of moclifying adjectives i n  terms or simple PS expatision 
or N P  (treating arljevtives like Der) 1.nt11cr than through underlying prcdi- 
cational clauses. 

I~uungidj~wu (paper 5) 
Wurm's paper is particularly welcome, esl>ecially as it is the first data-based 
paper on an Australia11 language that he has produccd (although, over thc 
last twenty years, Wurm is believed to hove workcd on ten or more languages, 
somu now extinct). Tlie 'accusative' anix -ya - :?la occurs in most Australian 
Innguagcs, but with some variation of function and of the classcs of words 
ir crtn be affixed to. Thc occurrence of -UN - -yu call be explained in tcrms of 
a 'grammatical hierarchy' (see paper 6-8 and comments below): in some 
languages the affix occurs only with pronouns, in others with pronouns and 
proper nouns, in others with pronouns, proper nouns, and common nouns 
that have human reference, in others this is extended to nouns with animate 
reference, and in others to some or all non-animate common nouns. 
Typically, -ya - p a  marks direct object function, but there are languages 
where it marks transitive object and also intransitive subject, and yet others 
where the affix is said to mark just subject function. (Examples of all these 
types of class and function variation are summarised in Dixon 1970:94-97.) 

As Wurm points out, the behaviour of the accusative affix in Duungidjawu 
shows several interesting features: 

(a) the canonical form seems to be -nu, involving an apical, in place of the 
usual laminal, nasal; 

(b) it can be added to pronouns, common (and, one presumes, proper) nouns 
with human reference, to certain nouns with animate reference (the examples 
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given are: 'dog', but not 'kangaroo'), and, under certain conditions only, to 
at least two inanimate nouns ('tree' and 'fire/camp'); 
(c) it can be extended to mark indirect object function. 
Tlie most fnsuinatitlg example quoted is of -IIU alfixcd to e:~ch of the words 
in a rclativo clause which qualities a milin clause direct object. Unfortunately. 
Wurm was only able to artend rhe part of thc symposium that i~ivolved dis- 
cussion of his ow11 paper: i t  would have been interesting to discover how 
relativc clauscs in Duungidiawu n1c;lsurc up to Hale's critcria for ndjoincrl 
versus embedded. As Wurm comrncnts (personal communicatio~i) 'tlie 
subject is a very extensive onc and tvill reqi~irc a lot of cxtl-21 study'; i t  is 
prcatly to be hoped that he will be able to make rime lo  i~ndertnkc this ctucly, 
in the near Suture. 

Grammatical hierarchy (papcrs 6-8) 
The papers given at the confcl-ence by Jethey Hcnth and Patrick McConvell 
were extensions of orisinal work by Michael Silverstcin, known chicfly from 
:I draft paper 'H iernrchy of features and ergativity'. Silverstcin had unfor.- 
tunntely not bcen invited to the conl'l.rence, but hc has allowed us to include 
licrc a revised ilnd enlarged version of this thought-provoking paper. 

Basically, Silverstcin is conccrncd with languages which niix a n  'ergalive 
systen~' of inflections (with a marked, 'erg:ltivc' case Ibr transitive subjcct, 
:ind an unmarked 'nominative'.-or. :IS Silversiein prefers 'absolutive'-case 
fcr both intransitive sub.ject and transitive object fi~nctions) witli an ':rccusntivc 
system' (here ii marked, 'accusative', casc indicatcs transitive object r~~~ic t ion ,  
il11d an  unmarked 'nominative' case is used for trailsiiivc and intransitive 
subject fi~iictions). Silvci-stcin sets up a hierarchy, roughly: 

1st and 2nd 3rd proper human animate 
person - - - - person - - - - nouns - - - - common - - - - common - - - - 
pronouns pronouns nouns nouns 

1 2 3 4 5 
ACCUSATIVE + + ERGATIVE 

:ind suggests that for each language which mixes ergative and accusativc 
c:~sc systems. everything to the lcft of :I ccrlain point on this hierarchy will 
show an accusative paradigm, and everything to rhc riglit an crgative system 
of case marking. Thus, for some languages the critical point is '2'-pronouns 
\ \ , i l l  then be n~orphologically accusative and 1111 nouns crgotive: other 
Irtnguapes fakc as their critical poinl ' 1 '  or '3' or '4' or '5'. ;ind so on. 

Silverstein suggests :I natural cxplnnation for this division. Refc~.ents 01' 
items to the lcft in tlie hierarchy arc nntur:il instigators of acrinns, whereas 
iIs one moves to tllc right, each new class is progressively less likely to occur 
as transitive subject. I t  is thus rcasonablc to n ~ ~ l l i  the riphimast classes (witli 
thc crgalivc inflection) when they occur with this marked function: but i t  is 
Icis ncccssary to mark thc lef'tmost classes when they occur in  their most 
natuml fi~nction, transitive subjcct. The reverse ar_gumcnr applies for 
acciis;llive: direct objcct is :in unusual or 'marked' fi~nction for rhe leftmost 
classcs. so accusative marltinp is more natural at this end of the 1iier.archy. 
Wc thus havc, cfTectively, two indepe~iderit parameters--the marking of 
'transitive subject' (which cxtelids inwards some distance from the righl) 
anti thc marking of 'transitive ol?ject' (which extends in from tllc left). IS the 



cut-OH points of these two parameters coincide we get a simple split ergative] 
accusative system. But the parameters can overlap and we will t k n  get some 
part of the middle of the hierarchy-say, third person pronoun-having three 
distinctive cast inflections : ergative (for transitive subject), accusative (for 
transitive object) with just intransitive subject receiving the unnrarked case 
i&ecti.on (often, zero). 

Silverstein gives detailed consideration, in $1.1-1.2, to the nature of 
markedness a& hierarchid organisation within the class of first and second 
person pronouns. His closely reasoned argumentation, and justifitioa for 
the features he sets up, well repays close study. The hierarchy is related to 
s~lit-ermtive systems in f 1.3 and ilIustrations from a rang of Australian 
lingua& apgar in 8 1.4. 

la & 2.1-2.3 Silverstein uwrrts detailed and elegant justification for the 
hierakh which underlies ihe Chinookan pronominal syitem; the discussion 
is exte J ed in # 2.4-2.6 to cover syntactic derivation and discourse structure, 
Saverstein then exadnes Dyirbal, in 8 3, and by assessing its syntax in terms 

I 
of co-reference and switch-reference relations is able to detect signi6cant 
similarities in the subordinating apparatuses of Dyirbal and Chinook. 
Finally $ 4 suggests theoretical conclusions concerning the general syntactic 
relevance of grammatid hierarchy. 

Heath ( aper 7) adds krrther theoretical points and provides a fascinating 
example f rom Nur~gubuyu and Ngmdi. McConvell (8) investigates the 
nature of the grammatical hierarchy in Yukulta (utilising the data in Sandra 
Keen's thesis) which determines the type of constructioa used, It is clear that 
the nation of hierarchy has an important role to play in explaining the mixed 
syntactic nature of Australian languages (and in attempting to reconstruct 
the syntactic nature of proto-Australian) as well as in describing all sorts of 
grammatical details in individual languages. For instance, in Yidip a type of 
indirect abject can be marked by dative or by locative case; and inalienable 
possession can be shown by genitive inflection or by simple apposition. In 
each case, no fixed 'yalno' rule GRIY be given for which alternative to employ 
in any instance; both alternatives are pousible, in most cases, but one of the 
choices becomes more and more frequent as on5 moves along a hierarchy, 
similar to that illustrated above. The use of difkrent types of demonstratives 
and interrogatives is governed by the same kind of considerations. (For 
detailed discussion see Dixon, forthcoming.) 

Topic A: The der iy~ t im l  a x  'having' (papers 9-31) 
This topic attracted a large number of, on the whole, detailed and well- 
orwised pagers. The guidelines suggested by the rapporteur were enerally 

f3 followed rather closely, so that it is an easy matter to compare t e form, 
grammatical function, and semantic range of the 'having' aafx in different 
lanwageg. Some contributors Iisted semantic functions additional to those 
given as 1-7 in paper 9, and only occasionally were these senses ones that 
properly belonged under 1-7, 
Only limited conclusions seem possibk at present (paper 3 1) con~ming 

the origin and development of this nominal affix, and its possible relat~on to 
a verbaI 'intransitiviser'. But the data presented here constitute an excellent 
guide for future fieldworkers (on what to look for) and a good foundation fur 
future comparative study on this topic. 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Some cautions should be directed to the kinds of comparison of gram- 
matical morphemes proposed in some of these papers. Since most Australian 
languages have a relatively small set of phonemes (the m~~jority, between 
I6 and 23) there are likely to be Inany coincidences of form, within a language 
and between languages. Thus, what are properly two homophonous aflixes 
in a certain language (with qiiitc diKerent meaning and function) are some- 
times wrongly regarded as two 'uses' of 'one morpheme'. And, with two- 
hundred-odd languages to choose from it is always possible to find some 
affix in some language with similar form and meaning to a given affix; the 
two affixes are then not necessarily genetically related! As mentioned in 
paper 31, comparative reconstruction in Australia will only be possible 
within a framework of genetic subgrouping (justified quite rigorously, in 
terms of shared grammatical and phonological innovations and retentions); 
this is not presently available. 

Somewhat rashly, the rapporteur took a vote at the conclusion of discus- 
sion of this topic (which in fact ended the conference) on a suitable name for 
the 'having' affix. The term 'proprietive' won, and has been used by some 
authors in the revisions of their papers. This term seems more fitted to some 
of the typical semantic functions of this affix than to others. Thus, one could 
appropriately use the term 'proprietor' for I have a spear (I spear-'having'), 
less appropriately for I have a moustache, less so again (depending on degree 
of chauvinism!) for I have a )rife. And 'proprietor' is surely quite inappro- 
priate to describe relations like I am going hunting with my father (. . . father- 
'having') or I am going hu~ting by moonlight (. . . moon-'having'). The writer 
admits to joining the (growing?) minority who are dissatisfied with the result 
of this vote, and intend to use the term 'comitative' for this!nominal affix (as 
for the verbal affix that derives a transitive from an intransitive stem, for 
example, bring (=come with) from conze). 

Two of the papers published here-27 by Heath and 30 by Breen-were 
not discussed at the conference but were written specially for this volume in 
late 1974. The paper given by David Birk on the comitative in Malak-Malak 
is to be published as part of his Ph.D. thesis [forthcoming]. 

Topic B: Ergative, locative and instrumental case inflections (papers 32-52) 
There were, when this symposium began, three open problems concerning 
these three cases : 

(1) almost every Australian language (outside Arnhem Land) has an ergative 
case, marking transitive subject function. This nornlally has a fair number of 
allomorphs, with the same kind of patterning of phonological form and 
conditioning recurring in widely separated languages. As a rule, all allo- 
morphs end in -u. The form after a consonant is most often a hornorganic stop 
plus -u, but sometimes just -(It/  (with no or only limited assimilation). After 
a vowel we gel -111 - -!]gu. The problem here concerns the origin of this post- 
vocalic alternation, involving as it docs such phonologically different segmenis 
ns -I- and -yg-. 

(2) most languages with an ergative case inflection have another case whose 
realisation exactly (or almost exactly) corresponds to ergative-repeating all 
the allomorphic alternations-except that the final vowel is -a and not -u. 
This inflection most frequently indicates locative case. The problem here is 
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why ergative (a major syntactic case) sl~ould SO exactly parallel locative (a 
local case) rather than, say, dative (which is normally -gu, without much 
allomorphy-see Topic C in this volume). 

(3) for most languages an 'instrun~ental' fu~ictio~l car1 be remgnised. In just 
about every one of ~hesc  languages instrutncntal inllection coincides either 
with ergative or with locative. Thc question here is why inslrumental shoulcl 
be distributed over just these two cases (and what determines which of the 
two it coincides with)? Dues this question tie in with (21, the matter o r  close 

I rcalisational parallel between crgative and locative? 

Whilst i t  was reatised that solutions to tllesc three proble~ns mighl well 
be interrelated, this symposium Topic was dcsigned to attract data that rnight 
suggest an answer to question (3). Unfortunately, although il number of 
sound papers were coatributed, none of tl~eir data redly suggested :1 solution. 
It may be, in fact, that the problem should be looked at not so much i n  lcrms 
of morphological shift (why did instrumental move from ergative to locative 
in some languages, or vice versa) but from a more basic, syntactic point of 
view. In terms of an articulated syntactic description of each language, what 
are the syntactic processes giving rise to an instrumental NP?  And, in terms 
of these, what case should be assigned to an instrumental N P ?  This approach 
is developed in paper 5 1. 

I The [nost exhilarating moment of [he conference was undoubtedly when 
I Ken Hale went to the blackboard and explained how ergalive and locative 

alternants (-ygir - -111, -!~gu -- -10) might have evolved. This actually took 
I place at the Cape York symposium but Peter Sulton, editor of that volume, 

has generously agreed that Hale's write-up of this idea (paper 52) is most 
appropriately published under this Topic; Hale's hypothesis c a ~ n e  u p  again in 
discussion on each subsequent day of the conference. 

Briefly, Hale postulates that crgative was originally - / I / ,  which becan~e -rhr 
after a consonant, wilh luter assimilation. He suggests that some ancestral 
Australii~n language(s) may have proscribed vowel-final disyllabic words- 
and that this may have been achieved by simply adding a final -!]. A l  a later 
stage the number of consonantal scgments that could end a word was reducecl. 
by firstly dropping non-coronals; a stem CVCV!/#: would now become 
CVCV#, and i t s  crgative CVCVy I-piril- could bc reanalyscd as 
CVCV-1 ggu#I. Thc ergative inflection on trisy llahic vowel-final stems would 
have remained -1u throughout. 

We thus ger the modern pattern of ergalive allomorphy, explained entirely 
in terms ofan original form *-ILI, and a number ofgeneral plionological changes 
(of types well-attested for Australian langunges). This also suggests at1 original 
locativc " 1 0 :  plainly the -I- here would have undesgone the same changes as . ergative -I-. so that ihe formal p:traltelisrn between crgative and Iocative in 
moderti ln~~guages is si~nply the result oTa uniform series of historical changes. 
We have now posited original ergativc *-lu and locative ' + - h i  these coincide 
in the consonantal segment but there is surely nothing significant in this (that 
is, i t  implies no l~idden syntactic conaeciion). 

Hale's hypothesis thus puts forward an answer to question ( I )  above, and 
disposes of qucstion (2). And il may be that it will, in time, suggest a fu r& her 
line of attack for question (3). 

1. INTRODUCTION - 
Topic C: The bivalent suffix -ku (papers 53-66) 
There are a number of examples in Australian languages of verbal and nominal 
&xes having both formal and semantic similarity (far instance, Ray 1907 : 10); 
the most notable, recurring example is--as Capell 1956:77-79 felicitously 
named it--'the bivalent affix -gu' (or -ku, to those who prefer the voiceless 
symbols). Papers under this topic survey the form and function of this a& 
in a wide geographical range of languages; there are also comments on 
languages lacking an affix -ku, but with an affix of different form that covers 
the grammatical/semantic range typically found with -ku. 

Nominal -ku always covers 'dative' function (marking an indirect object, 
complement noun, and so on). Allative is sometimes identical to dative and 
sometimes involves an increment to dative -ku (in other languages, allative 
can coincide with or be based on the locative case-see Topic B). Genitive is 
frequently identical to dative-both being shown by -1cu-and occasionally 
involves an increment to dative (but the reverse-with dative being based on 
genitive-is never found). This opens up all sorts of historical possibilities. 
One (suggested in personal discussion by Michael Silverstein) is simple affix 
shift; from 

(4) man dog-kzi The man is [going, etc] for the dog 

we could get 

(5) man-ltu dog The man's dog 

The suggestion is that the semantic link between (4) and (5) could lead to the 
affix hopping from 'implicated' to 'possessor', and then being employed in 
both genitive-example (5)-and dative-example (4)-senses. (The affix 
-kuis effectively a construction marker in sentences like (4), marking the relation 
between its NP and the whole of the rest ofthe sentence, and shifts to become a 
genuine case-ending in ( 9 )  This would add a new storey to the possible 
development of embedded relative clauses, as sketched in the commentary on 
paper 4 above. To match an extension of Hale's scheme: 

peripheral N P  -t adjoined clause + embedded clause 
we could have, as an alternative line of development: 

peripheral (dative) N P  -t embedded (genitive) N P  -> embedded clause 
The one disappointing aspect of this Topic was the lack of any really detailed 

syntactic discussion. It  is surely fascinating to search out deep syntactic 
justification as to why certain NPs, and certain verbs, should both receive the 
same surface marking, -ku. (One line of explanation is pursued in Dixon 
1972: 141-47, 156-76; but there must be many different syntactic approaches 
that could be tried.) The paper given by David Birk on Topic C will be pub- 
lished as part of his Ph.D. thesis [forthcoming]. 

Topic D : Are Australian languages syntactically nominative-ergative or 
nomhative-accusative? (papers 67-77) 

This is perhaps, from the viewpoint of syntactic theory, the most important 
of the five Topics. It attracted four detailed and well-argued deep syntactic 
analyses (68-71) and five accounts of some relevant surface data (72-76). 

The topic of 'ergativity' has perhaps been over-exposed of late, and- 
following Hale (1970) and Dixon (1972)-there is surely too much attempt to 
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force each language into a straightjacket of 'strictly ergative' or 'strictly 
accusative' deep syntax. Silverstein's pioneering work on hierarchies (paper 6) 
was unfortunately not available for precirculation to contrib~itors; he shows 
that surface 'ergativity' proceeds on a sliding scale, rather than in terms of 
absolute pigeonholing, and it may well be that Silversteiu's ideas could be 
extended to provide a more fluid and appropriate typology of deep syntaxes. 
In this connection, Heath's suggestions (paper 77) are also salutary, with his 
reference to multiple-intralisitivity in Choctaw hinting aL interesting new lines 
of semantic enquiry. 

But, iiilking in  Ierlns of the currcnl crgativelaccusative dicho~omy, some 
of the papers I'som this conrcrcnce should have helped dispel al  Icasl onc 
persistent bogey. There are a number of linguists who, whilc agreeing that 
Dyirbal ccrtaii~ly does have an ergative dccp synlnx (as claimed in Dixun, 
19721, argue t h a ~  i l  may bc uniqiie in this. The writcr finds this inconccivable- 
surcly thc odds are enormous against Dyirbal being thc oi~ly cine oul of over 

L 200 Australian languages (or llie only one out of 5,000 or so world languages!) 
to be 'truly ergative'. I11 point ol'lhct, o~ i ly  a h:i~ldrul of Australian languages 
have bcen or are being investigated thoroughly et~ougli at the sy~ltactic level 
(by scholars with the r-ipht sort of professional expertisc) lo ask whcthcr 01. 
ilot they are ergative. (Note tl-iat in most cases this cluestion can only be 
answored for u Innguage th;it is slill actively spoken: suficiei~t material is 
unlikely to be obtained in the case ofa Isunguage that is only 'retnel~ibcrcd' by 
one o r  two vcry old pcople.) O i  the languages for which ~ h c  question can bc 
al~swercd it appcnrs that Rembarng;~ ( ~ ~ a p e r  68) and piqol>ably Alawa (paper 
69) are pi.edominantly 'ergalive', as are Yidili (Dixon, forthcoming), and 
Bandjnlatlg (Terry Crowley, personal communicatiot~). On the olllcr side 
Walhiri (Hale, 1970). L~irdil (paper 711, Atjnjnmnthonha (paper 70) and 
DhirarijUiyari (Pctcr Austin, personal cammunication) seen1 to be accusative. 
But in most o f  these cases the vertlict is only u ml!jijri~y one-there is some 
evidencc for one possibility, but rather mol-e for the other. In  fact, the more 
liltlgiiages there art. investigaictl i t )  these tcrms, the more a strict 'yeslno' 
lypology seems rnisguidcd. There is surely a continuum 01' some kind and 
Dyirbal is inleresting in that i~ is very f;lr to (hc ergalive end of  i t .  

Two papers originally cil.culated for this topic l~ave  not been submitted for 
publica~ion--Blake on Kalkatuneu (this was  he satnple paper which was 
circula~ed-logether will1 rin earlier vcrsion or paper h7-10 polct~ti:iI cun- r tributors in Deccmber 1973) and Michael Walsh on Murinjpata. 

Topic E: Simple and compound verbs: conjugatioii by auxiliaries in 
Australian verbal systems (papers 78-95) 

Some Australian languages have an open class of verbs that i~ is difficult or 
impossible exhaustively to list. For instance, the writer has the best part of a 
thousand monomorph-ic verb roots for Dyirbal, from north-east Queensland, 
and new items crop up 011 every day of field work. I11 other languages, 
however, tlie number of monomorph-ic verb roots is distinctly limited. TIILIS 
O'Grady ( 1  970 : 849, see also 1957 : 306-8) reports only about 100 simple 
verbs in Nyangumarda (from the north-west coast) a language which he 
knows well, having lived and worked with speakers for half-a-dozen years. 
That is, there are only about 100 forms which can take verbal affixes-for 

I 
tense, aspect, and so on. There is, in f a c ~ ,  a potentially open-ended set of 

compound verbs-each having a non-inflecting first colnpone~it, followcd by 
one of the set of simple verbs. 

As one moves d i e  east from Nyangumarda, so tlie number of mono- 
morphemic verbs decreases. Joyce Hudson (personal communication) reports 
around 60 for Walmadjari, and Patrick McConvell (personal communication) 
no more than 30 for Gurindji, over the border into the Northern Territory. 
As one moves north, from Walmadjari into the 'Kimberley languages' there 
are only something like a dozen forms that can take verbal inflections; all 
verbs contain one of these iterns as their filial component. Such small sets of 
'simple verbs' have been referred to as 'auxiliaries'; and since all verbal 
inflections go onto the auxiliary (rather than onto the preceding lexical 
element, which bears the major semantic load) verbal systems of this kind are 
said to involve 'conjugation by auxiliaries'. 

Papers 79-89 survey languages of this type. The set of simple, iiiono- 
morphemic verbs is in most cases quite small, ranging from ten to thirty or 
so in size. In some cases all inflecting verbal forms can occur as bound or as 
free verbs, but in  other cases only certain 'simple verbs' can occur free. others 
being restricted to occurrence in compounds (these coiitrasting systems are 
exemplified in papers 86 and 85 respectively, by Hoddinott and Kofod). 

Papers 90-94 exemplify a typologically similar but genetically quite dif- 
ferent sort of phenomenon, in languages of the Lakes area, South Australia. 
Here there is evolving a set of 'auxiliary verbs' that originally had (and still 
have, \vheii used alone) referential meanings-'lie', 'enter' and so on. When 
these auxiliaries occur with non-auxiliary verbs they then have a tenselaspect- 
type significance-'lie' -:- 'state just attained', 'enter' t 'state recently 
attained', etc. The evolution of 'te~ises/aspects' from refel.entia1 verbs, in the 
Lakes languages, is of great interest to any linguist concerned with the ouce- 
tabooed topic of the origin and development of human language. 

Paper 95 deals with Wangaybuwan, from New South Wales, and describes 
a set of eight 'simple verbs'; these do not obligatorily occur with a lexical 
verb, but serve as base for evaluative adverbs, describing tlie ways in which a 
certain action was performed. 

There is a parallelism between verbal auxiliaries (of the type dealt with in 
papers 79-89) and noun (gender) classes. Whereas each ~ l o u n  normally occurs 
with a certain gender marker, each verb norrually selects a certain auxiliary, 
in each case the selection being partly semantically (and sometimes partly 
formally) determined. Further in some languages a noun may occur with 
several different noun class markers, with a difference of meaning in each case; 
so also a verb may-in certain languages-take one of several auxiliaries, 
again with different semantic effects. Waiigaybuwan auxiliaries seem more 
similar to those of the nort1iel.n type (79-89) than to  recent developments in 
the Lakes region (90-94). But whereas tlie Kimberley/Arnhem Land auxili- 
aries resemble a gender-carrying article in an  NP (accotn/~a~iying the head, 
and agreeing with it), the Wangaybuwan forms are more like gender- 
determined pronouns (which may rel~lacr the head). 

There remains one difficulty of terminology. Sonle central Australian 
languages have a special constituent which i~lcludes various tense and 
~iumber,'person morphemes (that are affixed to tlie verb in other languages) 
attached to a root that Capell (1956: 11,  etc.) has called a 'catalyst'. There are 
most often just three or four possible forms filling the catalyst slot, and they 
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often have modal-type significance ('indicative', 'interrogative', 'admonitive', 
etc.-see, for instance, paper 82 by Joyce Hudson). These catalytic verbs 
have-by natural extension from the terminology of English grammar- 
sometimes been referred to as 'auxiliaries'. For instance, Hudson's paper on 
Walmadjari follows Hale in using the term 'auxiliary' to refer to this modal- 
type constituent, rather than for members of the set of 60 monomorphemic 
verb roots (one of which must occur in each VP). But the set of Walmadjari 
simple verbs are plainly comparable with (and some items may be cognate 
with) the sets of a dozen or so simple verbs in the Kimberley languages; 
and the latter are referred to (in papers 78-80, and elsewhere) as 'auxiliaries'. 
There is here a confusion of terminology which Australianists must surely 
resolve before long; for the time being the reader must simply be warned of 

I this double use of the term 'auxiliary'. 
Paper 89 by Jeffrey Heath was not precirculated for the conference, but 

was written specially for this volume in late 1974. An earlier version of 78, 
together with 79 and 91, was sent out as a guide to potential contributors, in 

I 
December 1974. David Birk's contribution to this topic will appear in Birk 

'I [forthcoming]. 

'I 
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2. Phonological change in 
N e w  England 

Terry Crowley 
Abstract 

This paper discus* the linguistic situation of the New England 
region of New South Wales, defining as far as possible the relation- 
ships of Yugambal, Ngarbal, Marbal, Baanbay, Gamblamang, 
'Enneewin' and Nganjaywana (see map on page 20). Particular 
attention is paid to the latter, which has often thought to be 
completely unrelated to the rest of the languages of Australia. It is 
shown here that it is in fact derived from a normal New South 
Wales north coast language by a series of rather far-reaching phono- 
logical changes, expressable in terms of natural phonological rules, 
some of which show remarkable similarity to historical rules dis- 
covered in other, quite independent, linguistic situations in 
Australia. 

General introduction 
For whatever reasons+ the languages of the New Endartd Aborigitles died 
out much earlier than in the coastal and inland areas, where the languages 
still survive to varying degrees. The result of this ewIy loss of language is that 
today, very little is known of the languages that used to be spoken in this area 
before the white man moved in. Much of what was published up to the 1930s 
is difficult to interpret, and often wntradictory. Since the 1930s, almost 
nothing has been published. The present paper is an attempt to sort out the 
confusion that exists, establishing just what languages were spoken in the 
d o n ,  and what relationships the languages exhibited between themselves 
and with the other languages on the coast and inland. 

Gamblamang 
Gamblamang was spoken on the eastern extremity of the New England 
Tableland in the Dorrigo Plateau area. All fhat is known of the languap is 
its name, which was given by a Gumbaynggir speaker during a field trip 
conducted by the writer in early 1973. The informant said that Gamblamang 
was 'almost the same' as Gumbaynggir; from this comment it would seem 
that the two were probably only dialects of one language. 

Baanbay 
Baanbay was the language of the New England Tableland around 
Wollomombi, Oban, Ben Lomond and the catchment area of the Boyd and 
Mitchell River systems generally. From the small amount of data available, 
Hoddinott (1967) has shown that it is very closely related to Gumbaynggir in 
its lexicon, phonology and grammar, so there is no need to enter into a detailed 
discussion of the position of this language. 
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The languages of New England and northern New South Wales 

1 Note: Language names in this niap and throughoul this paper are spelt according to the 1972 
recornyendations of the 'A.I .A.S.  Convention for the Representation of Tribal and Language 
I Names. 

2. PHONOLOGICAL CHANGE IN NEW ENGLAND 

Yugambal 
Yugambal was originally spoken in the area between Boggy Creek and 
Inverell, with Bingara, Bundarra and Tingha being on the extremities of the 
territory covered by this language. There is some published material on 
Yugambal, but it is scant (MacPherson 1931, 1934; Mathews 1901): the 
MacPherson sources consist of lists of lexical items only, and Mathews 
provides only a five page grammatical sketch of the language, with some 
details of the noun cases, pronoun paradigms and verb inflections. There are 
also the unpublished sources of Mathews and MacPherson, as well as the 
more recent fieldnotes of Court (1963), Austin (1972, 1973) and Crowley 
(1972-73), bringing the corpus to about 120 lexical items, and even some 
short sentences. 

Ngarhal 
Ngarbal was evidently spoken adjacent to Yugambal, on the latter's north- 
western limits, covering the territory from Stonehenge to Bolivia, including 
Glen Innes, Wellingrove and Deepwater. Less has been published on Ngarbal 
than on Yugambal (see again MacPherson 1931, 1934; also MacPherson 
1930) and the manuscript data provided by MacPherson is also much more 
scanty. The total Ngarbal corpus comes to approximately 60 lexical items and 
about 40 place names. 

Marbal 
Marbal used to adjoin Ngarbal on the north, covering the country around 
Tenterfield. The only reference to this language is in MacPherson (1904:679, 
683; 1930: 123). No linguistic information is provided, though we are told 
that Marbal, Ngarbal and Yugambal were all mutually intelligible 
(MacPherson 1904 : 683). 

Of course we cannot decide questions of mutual intelligibility with respect 
to Marbal, though we can compare the vocabularies of Ngarbal and 
Yugambal. Comparison reveals that lexically, these two dialects are very 
close: fourteen out of the twenty comparable lexical items are the same 
(70 per cent). This suggests that they can probably be considered dialects of 
a single language. 

There are two short vocabularies in Curr (1887:294-97). One is quoted as 
being taken from Glen Innes (Ngarbal territory) and the other from Tenter- 
field (Marbal territory). These clearly belong to this dialect group, and one is 
even referred to as 'Yucomble' (obviously Yugambal). They are both very 
close lexically, though it is impossible to be sure about which dialect each 
belongs to because of the limited scope of the corpora. 

Despite the restricted nature of the data on Yugambal-Ngarbal-Marbal, we 
can still be fairly certain about the external relationships of this dialect group. 
Some words are identical to words from the Bandjalang dialects to the east, 
but the number is so small that it should be put down to loan influence. 
Otherwise the group seems to be related to the languages of the Macleay 
valley, and mention of a particular phonological correspondence between 
Yugambal and Djangadi is made below on page 34; and on page 40 it is 
pointed out that culturally the two areas are thought to be closely related. 

Unclassifiable data 
There remains a certain amount of miscellaneous data from New England 
which cannot be adequately incorporated into the linguistic and geographic 
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groupings of the present discussion. If we were to try to account for all the Jngleba, etc; (2) 'Inuwon': from Bundarra to UralIa, including Armidale. 
references in various texts and manuscripts without recourse to knowledgeable From M B C P ~ T S Q ~ ' ~  cbmment that the 'Himbemong' and the 'Inuwon' 
informants in the field for checking, the whole situation would become little undsstwd ~ c h  other, but not the 'Enneewin' (A4acPhwson 19~4:683), we 
more than a mass of contradictions. The map as presented on page 20 can mclude that (1) and (2) were either dosely related dialects d one 
shows only the locations of those languages which are adequately attested by lan@ag% Qr they WertE names f ~ r  sub-tribal units (e.& l ~ ~ a l  groups or 
reliable sources. MacPherson (1904) mentions the following other tribes hordes). Mathews W E ~ S  to have cunfused tbe sityation; 'AnEwan' is 
for example: Gee-Cn-yun (at Tabulam), W6lroi (Warialda, Parramallowa, obviously supposed tQ repment the same ward as the spelling 'Ena~ewia~*~ 
Terry-hie-hie), Girbombul (Manilla, Barraba) and Kbomilroi (Breeza, the name of the language spoken to the north, which w&, as has already been 
Narrabri, Moree) as distinct from Gamilraay ('KBmilroi'). None of these mentioned on page 22, not mutually intelligible with the language he was 
names fits in with information from other sources, so they are ignored in this actually de~:ribing, The name Nganjaywana CAniiwan'), referring to 
paper. (It may simply be that these names refer to hordes or other sub-tribal Hirnberrong and Inuwon co~~mtively, is kept however, since it can be dis- 
units.) tinguished from its northerly neighbow by retaining the orthographic 

Much of the most recent material that has been collected during field trips representation of the name of the latter used by MacPbefson. (InudeatalIy, 
to the New England region is also unclassifiable. In the field notes of Court the C O ~ O R  of the two languages by Mathews may also account fur the 
(1963), Austin (1972, 1973) and Crowley (1972-73), some of the material discrepancles in the pronoun paradigms between the different Mathews 
tallies exactly with the Yugambal-Ngarbal corpus and the Nganjaywana notebooks and his published account of the lanuage.) 
corpus, and some is clearly from surrounding languages, especially Djangadi, 
Gumbaynggir and Gamilraay. There is quite a residue however, which cannot Non-Australian languages in Australia 
be definitely placed in any one of the known New England languages, nor in Nganjaywana has great interest for linguists in Australia since it has often 
any of the coastal or inland languages close to the New England region, been thought to be a non-Australian language. Wurm (1965 : 376) comments 
though we know it must belong to one of the languages from New England. 
Such Unspecifiable New England Material (U.N.E.M.) plays a role in parts Less than 1 % of the languages in Australia appear to b undated or 
of the discussion below, so we cannot ignore it simply because we cannot perhaps only Very distantly dated to the other Australian languages. 
specify exactly to which of the languages a word belongs. It may be that there I One of these languages, Anewan, used to IE spoken in Northern New 
are other languages in this region which the writer has not been able to place South Wales near Armidale , . . and anather one, Babaram, in the rain- 
geographically or linguistically and that this data should fit here (possibly forest area of North 1 Queensland. 

I belonging to the mysterious tribal names mentioned on this page). Tasmanian, which seems to be a genetically related group of possibly as many 
as eight languages or dialects, is placed similarly: 

I I - 
I '  
I 

'Enneewin' 
This is the language of Tingha, Wandsworth, Ollera, Black Mountain and Taking everything into account that has been said . . . about the 

Guyra. It must be pointed out that this is not the same language as 
I 

Tasmanian languages, it appears that they are more appropriately 

Nganjaywana (AnEwan).' The territorial limits described by MacPherson regarded as unrelated, than as distantly related, to the Australian 

(1904: 678) for 'Enneewin' lie outside, though adjacent to, the limits described 
languages. (Wurm 1972 : 174.) 

by Mathews (1903:251) for Nganjaywana, and the lexical items, as far as the We find these views also expressed by others, for example O'Grady, Voegelin 

I 

1 

twenty item 'Enneewin' corpus allows us to decide, are not the same as those and Voegelin (1966 : 15-20). 
of Nganjaywana. The 'Enneewin' lexicon is still basically of Nganjaywana b Because the material is so poor and because it is now no longer possible 
stock however (about 65 per cent) though it seems that words which begin to engage in detailed fieldwork on any of these it bas been easy in 
with r- in Nganjaywana have a prothetic a- in 'Enneewin', as in: the past to make claims concerning their linguisti~ position without scien- 

tifically based arguments for support. Howwer, from information gained from 

I 
'Enneewin' Nganjaywana 

I 

I 

I 

bk 

the last speaker of Mbabaram, Dixon (1972b:347-50; and forthoomin@ has 
i arula 'stone' rula shown that the un-Australian characteristics of this language are the mult 

aruda 'cod' ruda of a series of rather drastic phonological changes operating on an o$ginaDy 
I 'Enneewin', being geographically adjacent to the Baanbay-Gumbaynggir- normal north Quemslaad type language. And, by completely reworhng the 

Gamblamang dialect group, has apparently undergone a certain amount of entire Tasmanian corpus, including the reoentIy discovered Robinson manu- 
loan influence from these dialects, more so than has non-contiguous scripts, it is found that all the evidence su ports the hypothesis that Tas- 
Nganjaywana. manian should be regarded as a phonologi ly absolutely normal Australian 

Nganjaywana 
P 

lartgnagsa (Crowfey and bixon, forthcoming). 
Tribal geography In the latest general survey of Australian languages to a p p r ,  it is actually 

I In the area given by Mathews (1903:251) as being occupied by Nganjaywana, sumted that Nganjaywana may in fact be related to the remaining Australian 
MacPherson recognises two groups: (I) 'Himberrong': around Walcha, (and Tasmanian ?) ~augwges (Wunn 1972 : 139) : 

4 

l 
- - 
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This now extinct language has been regarded as unrelated to other 
Australian languages by some linguists (O'Grady, Voegelin and Voegelin 
1966) in view of the paucity of definite cognates which may not be loans, 
though typologically and in the form of some of its bound morphemes, 
it resembles other Australian languages of the same area. It  seems likely 
that the same situation prevails with Aniwan as has been discovered to 
be the case with Mbabaram of the Mbabaramic group. 

I 
Wurm presents no further concrete evidence on this point however. Tryon 

1 (1971 :351) also says that Nganjaywana should be regarded as a member of a 
I homogeneous Australian macro-phylum, but, once again, no evidence is 

presented. The aim of the rest of the present paper is to definitely establish 
the linguistic position of Nganjaywana among the Australian languages. 

Sources for Nganjaywana 
An exhaustive listing of sources for Nganjaywana appears to be: 

(a) Parts of Court's fieldnotes of 1963. 

(b) R.  H. Mathews' four page grammatical sketch of 1903, followed by a 
210 item word list. Mathews' original fieldnotes have also been used. These 
provide some new material, as well as enabling us to cross-check some of the 
published statements and spellings. 

(c) Buchanan (1901), with 58 lexical items. 

(d) Radcliffe-Brown (1930a, 1930b) with eight lexical items, and an account 
of the kinship system. 

(e) Crowley's fieldnotes of 1973, with two lexical items remembered by Mr 
Frank Archibald of Armidale, a Baanbay speaker himself, who spent part of 
his earlier life with Nganjaywana speakers as well. Mr Archibald once knew 
more Nganjaywana than at present however, as shown by the records of an 
interview with Court in 1963. 

General description of Nganjaywana phonology 
From examples of conditioned and free variation in the sources, it is possible 
to set up the phoneme inventory for Nganjaywana as given in table 1. 
The semi-retroflex continuant y, similar to the phoneme y of Gamilraay, 
Gumbaynggir, Djangadi and most other Australian languages, was only 
recognised by Court, and then not completely consistently. The other sources 
made no provisions to distinguish it from the trill r. Voiced and voiceless 
stops interchange freely, and, as in the languages along the coast, there is no 
phonological contrast between palatal and dental laminals. Vowel length is 
non-contrastive, and there is also sufficient evidence to suggest that phonetic 
mid-vowels are non-distinctive variants of the three vowel phonemes, with 
the pattern: 

lil [il [el 
1 ~ 1  [ul [ol 
la1 [el - [a1 - [ol 

(Interpolating from the phonological pattern of many Australian languages, 
it is possible that [a] alternates with more open mid-vowels such as [E] and 
[31. but the orthographic systems used in the sources do not allow us to 
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stop 

nasal 

lateral 

trill r 

I semi-retroflex continuant I I r I 
semi-vowel 

high 
vowel 

low a 

Table I :  Nganjaywana phonemes 

assume this.) The rules for stress placement are largely unknown, but the 
Nganjaywana forms in the Court notebooks carry stress on the first syllable 
-how general this rule is, is not known. 

Because reference is made in the text below to distinctive features, a feature 
breakdown of this phonology is presented here. It  must be noted that the 
choice of features is'rather arbitrary, and will undoubtedly prove unsatisfac- 
tory for many purposes, though for the uses to which they are put in the 
present discussion they are adequate. 

I syllabic 

I consonantal I + + + + + + + + + -k + + - - - - - 11 
rhotic - - - - - - - - - -  + + 
peripheral + + + + - - - - - - 

I oral closure + + + + + + 4- - t  - - I 
low 

front 

1 oral release I + - + - + - + - - - I1 
Table 2: Nganjaywana distinctive features 
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Phonological aberrations in Nganjaywana 
Although the phoneme inventory presented in table 1 looks like that of any 

I normal Australian language (except that the lamina1 lateral is unusual for an 
I 

east coast language), the phonotactic behaviour of Nganjaywana is highly 
I aberrant. The following aspects mark the major points of divergence with 
I I II other New South Wales languages: 

(a) Most of the surrounding languages allow only semi-vowels and a restricted 
number of nasals and stops to begin a word (though the Yugambal dialects 
do occasionally have an initial vowel). Nganjaywana however freely allows 
initial vowels and laterals as well, and also r (though apparently not y), 
for exam~le  : 

ila 'eye' lala 'frost' 
uwara 'brown hawk' lunda 'jewfish' 
abaya 'father' rilivinu 'curlew' 

I I (b) The semi-vowels in most of the surrounding languages cannot follow 

" 3 consonants at the beginning of a word (though in Gumbaynggir, there are 
word initial occurrences of Cy- and Cw-, derived from underlying unstressed 

I Ci- and Cu- respectively). In Nganjaywana however, semi-vowels are able to 1.1 1 enter into word initial clusters with a number of consonants (these being 
I I difficult fully to specify with the corpus available), for example: 

gwaya 'child' byana 'fat' 
(c) There are numerous examples in Nganjaywana of initial clusters of nasals 
followed by homorganic stops.4 Initial clusters of any kind are totally for- 
bidden in all the nearby languages (except Gumbaynggir, as mentioned 

1 above, which allows Cy- and CJV-), but note Nganjaywana forms such as: 
mbupa 'kangaroo' ?tdara 'eel' < " 

ndabayi 'uphal' ygada 'fog' y (d) At the end of a word, the surrounding languages allow any vowel and a 
varying number of non-stop continuants, that is I, r and y (and in Gum- 
baynggir and Bandjalang also w), and of the nasals n and? and generally y 
(and in Bandjalang, Yaygir and Gumbaynggir, also m). Nganjaywana 
however seems to allow only vowels to occur word finally. Some final . consonants do occur in the sources, but these are often found to alternate 
with the consonant followed by -a, suggesting the application of an optional 
synchronic rule to delete the final -a. The most frequent final vowel to appear 
at the end of a word is -a, as the following statistics show: 

final -a 96% (including the 704 found only with final consonants 

i 
assumed to have undergone the low level final -a 
deletion rule) 

final -i 2Yb i.e. duwi 'forehead' 
ndabayi 'uphill' 
nabanadi 'run' 
-yi 'ablative suffix' 

i.e. rilwinu 'curlew' 

I 
guyu 'cod' 
-gzl 'dative suffix' 
-gu 'genitive suffix' 

1 

final -u 

1 A2. PHONOLOGICAL CHANGE IN NEW ENGLAND 

(e) The intmocalic clusters permissible in Ngmjamna afe a little mom 
restricted than those in the neighbowing languages. Thw, we havc only 
homorganic clusters, and ctusters in which the first member is an apid  
>continuant and the $second a peripheral stop (-fib-, -n-, -Ib-, -4p-, -rb, +g-) 
md also, rmly, some with a peripheral noo-stop as the second member 
,(only'f/m- and -m- arc attested). Unlike many of the surrounding tnguages,. 
there qre no clusters of the type -rip, - I p s  -rw-, -m-, -+, etc. 

I 1 Phmdogical correspondences between N k Q -  a d  -by hgmgea 
,Although the s~urces for Nganjaywana are on the whole phonetical1y rather 
poor, it is possible, by a process af comparison between the sources, to arrive 
at a tentative phonemicisation for most of the items in the word list. Once 1 the tentative phonemicisations arere arrived at, fhPs war chkLed off c a w  
fully against vocabularies from ladguagus in the area for which interpretable 
material exists. This includes Gamilraay (Austin ms. ; Coua ms.), Yugambal 
(Coufl ms.; Austin ms.; Crowlg ms.; Mathew ms.; MacPherson ms., 1931, 
1934), Oumbayn 'r (Smythe 1948-49; &a& ms.; Crowley ms.; Mathews 
lW), D j a ~ p i  Folmer 1966,1967; Caowlcy nu.), Gadjang (Hdma 1966, 
1967) and t e Bandjalang dialects (Crowley m ; Holmer 1971 : Geytenbeek 
and Geyteabeek 1971 ; CuMingbarn 1969). 

To the west, lexical corn rhon with Oarailratty proved rather unrewarding. 
However, by comparing ganjaywma with the complex of coastal languages, h 
of wbich thew listed above are takan as being representative, just over 70 
lexical cognates were found--this means that more than 30 per cent of the 
total Ngimjaywaaa corpus appears to be bedated to coastal vo~bulary,' 
These cognates do v~ot seem to have been r-nised bcfcire because the 
Nganjaywana forms havc been greatly modified by a series of rather drastic 
phonological changes. All of the changw that have taken place can k 
expressed in terms of natural rules (that is, rules that seem htuitivdy feasible, 
rtad which o.prate in terms of natural classes of wents ) .  Tbe naturalxtess 
of the rules ~s shown by the fact that simitar rules have been formuIatd for 
mrtain other Australian langura es, particularly those spoken in Cape York 
and in pas of w n ~  ~un9aL. ruler for of tbae changes in 
Ngarrjaywana are presented M o w  with all d the pertinent examples that 
have been discovered. 
Initial syllable reduction 
Them rules specify the ways in which the ftrst syllable of a word is d u c a l  in 
different ways m different environmenk In some cases, the initial consonant 
is lost, and in others, the initial cansonant (where there is one) and the 
f~I10wing vowel disappears. Rules W;c this. dropping all or pan of the initial 
syllables of words, have been observed appl 'ng completely ladependwtl in 
other parts of AustraIiia. For example, we &d that such a rule hu a& 
in many of the Cape York languages (Hale 1964:259): 

Linngidhigh 
ma 'person' 
Ian 'tongue' 

In Nganjaywana, the rules are fairly complex. When the vowel of the first 
syllable is long, the initial consonant is dropped and the vowel is retained 
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(no~t: once again that there is no contrastive vowel length in Nganjaywana, 
so the original features referring to length are deleted; see page 29). Such a 
rule would account for the correspondences in: 

Coastal Nganjaywana 
~honemic  source 
spelling 

I ga:nay (Dja.Gad.)= anaga 
2 wi:gan (Gum.)7 Ii 1 3 di:w (Gum.) 

ira igana 

4 ba;.baia ( ~ i m . )  hbaga 
1 5 mi-gin (Yug.Nga.) igina 

I : 6 mi:l (Gum.) ila 
7 ma:ni (Gum.) ani 
8 ga:liyza (Yug.Nga.) ' O aliyla 
9 gabu1ga:n (Dja.) abulgana 

I 
(*ga:bulga:n) ' 

spelling 
anunga (M) 
ikana (M) 
ira (C) 
ab-bang (B) 
ec-kee-na (B) 
ila (M) 
anin (M) 
ell-een/ya (Mac) 
abulgan (RB) 

'who' 
'snow' 
'tooth' 
'father' 
'star' 
'eye' 
'take' 
'black snake' 
'shark, rainbow 

serpent' 

When the intervocalic cluster of the related languages reflects an original 
I non-homorganic cluster, the vowel of the initial syllable is also retained to 

ensure that the cluster does not occur at the beginning of the word, that is, 
I the vowel effectively acts as a 'support' for the cluster. Correspondences of 
I 
I 

this type are illustrated by: 

1 Coastal Nganjaywana 
phonemic source 
spelling spelling 

10 bargan (Dja.Yug.Gad.) argana arkana (M) 'boomerang' 
I 1 durgug (Dja.Gad.) urguga urkfing (M) 'mopoke' 
12 ~vinba (U.N.E.M.) inba inba (C) 'fire' 
13 garbuy (Gum.) arbuya arbong (RB) 'section-name' 
14 ga:rgan (Gum.) organa arkon (RB) 'section-name' 

With 

Coastal Nganjaywana 
phonemic source 
spelling spelling 

15 wiyu:g (Gum.) iyuga irong (RB) 'section-name' 

and 59 and 75 below, we show that if the intervocalic position is occupied 
by the semi-retroflex continuant y, we must delete only the initial consonant 

! because Nganjaywana does not seem to tolerate y in word initial position. 
(This runs contrary to the pattern noted for most Australian languages in 
Dixon (1972b:3) where it is pointed out that many languages allow initial 7, 
but few allow initial r.) 

In all other environments, the initial syllable reduction rules delete the 

I first consonant, as well as the following vowel, and in the few cases which 
are reconstructed with only an intial vowel, this vowel undergoes deletion. 
This rule accounts for the changes at the beginnings of the words in 16-35. 

I t 
I I 6 
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Coastal Nganjaywana 
phonemic source 
spelling spelling 

16 mipag (Dja.Gad.) paw 
17 buruluy (Dja.Gad.1 

nyanga (MI 
ru l~ga  rulung (M) 

1 8 ~vambuy (Dja-Gad.) mbtqtu mboinya (M) 
19 bagar (Dja.) gara kara (C) 
20 ganay (Dja.Gad.Gum. naya naia (M) 

Ban.) 
21 ma;lzdar (Dja.) = fish j14ara ndyarra (M) 
22 wambug (Dja.Guin.) = nzbuya mbo :qa (C)  

section-name 
23 dimin (Gum.) mina minna (M) 
24 gayanda (Dja.) = go back yanda yanda (M) 
25 ~vanda:ral (Ban.) = ndarala daral (RB) 

bora ring 
26 nzubul (U.N.E.M.) = bula bulla (M) 

stomach 
27 arada (U.N.E.M.) rada rata (C) 
28 agadir (Yug.) gadira katYara (C) 
29 guruman (Dja.Gad.Gum.) rumana roomunna (M) 
30 lvara (Dja.Gad.Gum.) ra 
31 bujlu (Dja.Gad.) 

rsgya (MI 
1" nyoona (M) 

32 gambi (Dja.Gum.) mbi ambia, 
imbekka (M) 

33 doma (Dja.) ,* ma meka (M) 
34 baya (Dja.) Ya yenna (M) 
35 marula (U.N.E.M.) rula rula (C) 

'what' 
'fly' 
'kangaroo' 
'meat' 
'yamstick' 

'eel' 
'bandicoot' 

'nits' 
'behind' 
'totem of 

medicine man' 
'anus' 

'smoke' 
'woman' 
'boy' 
'stand' 
'hit' 
'drink' 

'eat' 
'go' 
'stone' 

Taking into account all of these facts, we can attempt to set out a formal- 
isation of the rules which are involved in the reduction of the initial syllable. 
The first rule to apply would be the Initial Consonant Deletion Rule, which 
says simply 

c + $I#- 
(A consonant or semi-vowel at the beginning of a word is deleted.) Then we 
would apply the Initial Slzort Vowel Deletion Rule, which drops the vowel 
left at the beginning of the word if it is short under certain conditions. This 
rule would look like: 

where it is not the case that both cc = y and P = 6 

he parts of the rule are disjunctively ordered, with (a) applying before (b). 1 
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This is a standard procedure fur dealing with an 'elsewhere' rule such as this. 
The rule reads: A short vowel is deleted at the beginning of a word unless it 
is followed by a eon-hornorganic cluster or by the semi-mtroflex continuant. 

I 
After this nile has applied we must apply a Vowel Length Deletion Rde to 

d e w  all reference to vowel length in the distinctive feature system of 
Ngajaywana. This rule would have the form: 

[F long1 + 4 
The three rules presented so far must be ordered in the order discussed, 

that is, 
Xnitiat Consonant Deletion (I) 

(Initial short Y o d  Deletion 0 
(vowel Length Deletion (III) 

The output of provides the input for (IT). Ordered the other way round 
(i.e. II before I), we would not be able to predict the loss of the vowel as well 
as the initid consonant in 16-35. (HI) must follow 01) becaum we must 
.I preserve the specifications of vuwel length at the stage at which (II) applies, 

otherwise we muId not explain why in 16-35 the vowel is lapt, yet in 1-9 it is 
retained. 

I - A  Addition 
The examples already given also necessitate the formulation of a rule which 

I) stipulates that -a is added to a stem which does not already end in a vowel. 

11 I 
Formally, this rule is: 

4 + a/C - # 

I There is no need to order this rule (IV) with respect to (I), @I) or (111). (IV) 
II I would explain the overwhelming occurrence of word final -0 in Nganjaywana 

11 I 
as noted on page 26. The rare oceumnces of find -i and -rc noted on page 26 
would presumably have had this vowel in the earlier stage of the language. 
The leznguaga that sham the same ancmtor language as Nganjaywana have 
apparently gained a number of words with final high vowels because the 

excentages of final -i and -u @st over and under 10 pEr cent mpctively 
for most of the languages) is generally rather higher than for Nganjaywana 
(2 per cent for both I- and -u), 

This -a additjgfl rule., or a rule very similar to it, must have developed 
quite independently in Aranda, because in this language, the typical word 
f k l  segment i s  -a [Strehlow, 1942441. 

Semi-vowel Assimilation 
Ngaqjayma also has rules which have the effect of t rans fhg  the quality 
of certain segments of the initial syllable of a word, that is to be later deleted 
by the initial syllabfe reduction mtes, to another part of the word, Similar 
rules have been encountered in other parts of Australia. Cape York is one I 
such m a :  Hale (1964325% gives this kind of rule to explain the following 

I correspondences between proto-Paman and Yinwum : 

proto-Paman Yinwum 
*damba mbi 'give' 
*4alan lin 'mouth' 

ni 
ndi 

'go' 
'spear' 

7 
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where the initial palatals trigger an umlaut rule of the form a + t Dixon 
(19722, : 34748) has noticed the application of a similar ruIe in Mbabanun. 
This rule states that a in the second syllable of a word is raised to 1 if & prc- 
vious syllable begins with a back consonant (a velar) and to s if the previour 
syllable begins with a fon t  consonant (a palatal), as in: 

proto-Paman Mbabaram 
*uula- 13- 'die' 
*llalva IL'E 'mouth' 
"gu~va 1t13 'west' 

I 
*&nu- n ~ -  'stand' 
*diba be 'liver' 

In Nganjaywana however, the rule is  not quite of the same nature as in 
I Yinwum or Mbabaram. Instead, as apparently happens in certain other 
I O p e  York languages, we fmd the introduction of an assimilatory semi- 

vowel, which maintains the original lexical distinctions. This assimilation 
rule is probably rather complex and from the data available, we may never 
be able to uncovet. these complexities in full. The m a t  easily observabIe part 

I of the rule is that which says: if the first syllable has short I or u, then we add 
the appropriate semi-vowel (i.e., y and w respectively) after the consonant 
or consonant cluster preceding the vowel. of the wond syllable. The rule 
could be given the form: 

v 
a front 

A rule such as this w&ld explain the presence of the semi-vowel in 36-38, and 
also in 52, 57, 58, 82 and 86. 

Coastal Nganjaywana 
phonemic source 
spelling spelling 

36 ~ ~ ~ i g a y  (Dja.) gyaya kyaya (C) 'food' 
37 biba:n (Dja.) byana pyenna (M) 'fat' r 38 gugaya p u g . )  glloya gw8:qa (Cr) 'child' 

'The non-application of (V)-the Semi-Vowel Assimilation Rule-in the 
examples listed below is the result of the morpheme structure rules for 
Nganjaywana which prohibit the appearance of w and y in certain environ- 
ments. Details on this point are scarce but it would seem that y can follow 
only b and g, though lv can follow both of these, and apparently also d and I. 
Non-initially, no semi-vowel can precede its corresponding vowel, so sequences 
of -yi- and -wu- are forbidden. Hence: 

H 
16 miptarf +parJa notpyaga 'what' 
17 buwlurg + ruiugu ,, rwuluga 'fly' 
23 dimile -a m i n ~  ,, myina 'nits' 
26 mubd + bula ,, bwula 'anus/stomach' 
29 guruman + rumuna ,, PIYUMIU~Q 'boy' 
31 bwu +flu ,, PIVU 'hit' 

(V) must be ordered before the initial syllable reduction rules (1) and (11), or 
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pculiar behaviour of the laminals yl- and 4- may be due to markedness 

With the features [ - peripheral the laminals may be the most marked 
- front I 

I 
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the coilditioning segment for the insertion of the semi-vowel (generally the 
vowel of the first syllable as stated above, but sometimes apparently the 
initial consonant; see below) would have been deleted beforehand, leaving 
us with no way of predicting which semi-vowel would be inserted in which 
environments. 

Nganjaywana 
phonemic source 

This process of assimilation might explain the origin of the lamina1 lateral 
-where y is introduced after I ,  assimilation would produce I. Unfortunately 
there are no cognates available to check this suggestion. A formal expression 

f the Lamina1 Assimilation Rule (VI) is: 

C C 
I [; :;;$herd] ([; gxPral]) [?k%t] + 

C C [- F;;2heral] ([_ F;;2heral]) 

I Laniitlal A.s.sitr~ilurion must ol~coursc be ordered after Soni- Vurid A.s.rit~riluriorr, 
-r the conditions for its application would not be met. 

Tlie sources provide two examples which may necessitate some fitrther 
modifica(ion of this rulc, tliough there are iasulficicnt cases to make any 
gcner;iIisa(ior~s. I 

I (i) In some cases (unspecifiable with the corpus available), the conditioning 
factor in the choice of semi-vowel may be the consonant of the first syllable, 
rather than the first vowel, for example: 

Nganjaywana 
phonemic source 
spelling spelling 

40 dumba:l (Gum.) mbyala imbisla (M) 'carpet snake' 
I 

If the rule were as stated above, we would predict inbwala rather than 
mbyala. See also 70. 
(ii) Example 41 could mean that with a long vowel, an initial consonant 

I 

transfers its quality to the vowel of the first syllable as a diphthongisation: I 
I 

Nganjaywana 
phonemic source 

I spelling spelling 
aYga aikunna ( M )  'see' : I 

From examples 1-9 we could conclude that this may occur only with initial 
laminals, because the following initial segments are observed to have no effect 

I on the following long vowel: b-, m-, d-, g- and w-. The explanation for the 

- - 7 -  . 

consonant series, and so receive special treatment. 

Apical correspoizdences 
Ngalijaywnna, Gurnbaynggir, Yugambal, Ngarbal and Gac!jang have four 
~nembers i n  their apical serics of consonants. il nasal 11, a slop (1, a lateral I and 
;I trilled rhotic r. There is some cvideiice to supgcst th:lt the proto-language 
may hiive had a lifi11 apical which we can represent a h  "L. Thc nasal and thc 
rhotic pho~lemes are prcservcd i n  all of the coastal and Ncw England 
languages, but therc are so~ne  irregularities with respect to the distribution 
01' 1l1c stops and laterals. suggeslitlg the previous existence of the separate 
phonetne "L. This hypothesised rtew pl~onetne has no apparel11 relation witti 
any supposed Cutnnion Australian phonology (Capell 1962:48; Dixon 
lO72a:84-86) and its presence in the proto-Coastal phonology cannot be 
explained in the present state of our knowledge. Ho~vever, the arguments in 
frtvour of recognising :In earlier five-way apical distinctio~i on [he New South 
Wales north coast and in New England arc fairly compelling. 

We car1 see this if we take each of the three problematic proto-phonemes in 
lorn and exiiniine their varying reflexes. ("11 and "r. present no problcms and 
:ire of no further relevance to the present discushion.) The proto-phoneme "1 
sccnis to be always reflected as (/. Thc proto-phoi~cme " I  has ils reflex ill  both 
Nganjaywana atid a11 tlic New Ertglatid and coastal languages as I ,  except 
l l~at at the end of sonie words in all languages except Nganjaywa~ia it is lost. 
Examples 6, 17, 26 and 40 i l l  ustratc cases where *I is reflected as I .  

Nganjaywana Other Coastal 
6 ilu nii:l (Gum.) ' c y ~ '  

1 7 rilllc!/a hurlth~~j (Uj;i.Gad.) ' f l y  
26 blrlu tnobul(U.N.E.M.) 'anus/stomach' 
40 tnly*u1(1 rlrtn7ha:l (Gum.) 'carpet sn:~ke' 

Tlte loss of :V /at the end of some words in  languages oilier than Nganjaywan:, 
is illustrated by examples 42-5 1.  

Coastal Nganjaywana 
phonemic source 
spcllilig spelling 

42 ~crbi (U.N.E.M.) b111ikr pwela (C )  'possurn' 
43 .~~anza (Y ug.Gum.) mialu mel-la (B) 'hand' 
44 gurctgu (Dj:i.) ri~gall~ rrokaln ( M )  'kookaburra' 
45 (dortr (Dja.Y ug . )  rwla rulla ( M )  'stone' 
46 bum (U.N.E.M.) rult~ r ~ l a  ( C )  'hair' 
47 !ltr:ya (Gum.) zrralu uralla (M) 'camp' 
48 clir~rr (Y ug.Gad.) jlalu liyalla (M) 'font' 
49 YW(I (D-ia.) rrrl(~ orrulla (M) 'gum-tree' m 
50 bu.vlr (Yug.) -- leg yulo yuln (M) 'calf' 
5 1 bur-tr (Yug.) rrrla rula (M) '111aIc' 
(See also 84.) Compare 45 with 35; we cannot say whether the source for rula 

I 
is "~narula or *darul. What conditions the loss of *I in these words in the coastal i 
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li I languages and some of the New England languages is not known. I t  is p ~ i b l e  
tbat some of t h  proposed etymologies are spurious, but it is also possrble to 
find further evidence suggesting an original final *I in some of these words. 
There is a U.N.E.M. word for 'hand', yamah; instead of deleting the -1 in 
this word, the language has added -a, as in Nganjaywana. There is also a 
U.N.E.M. word garbilu lapssum' corresponding to another U.N.E.M. word 
gubi, sharing the same relationship as y m u  : ymalrx. The Gamilraay word 
for 'stone' has been recorded as yqul, and them is a Bandjalang word #uruJ, 
which are probably both reflexes of the reconstructed form "darui. The 
morphophonemic behviour of Gumbqnggir W:ya suggests an underlying 
Form gu.7ui, in which the final -I is deleted in the nominative. The Iocative 
of a normal -I root is simpIy -a, as in mi:la 'in the eye', from the nominative 

and for a normal -a word, the locathe ends in -om. Far gar:?a however 
the locative is gufci:la, not, as we would expect for an m roo4 yup:rl&a. ' a 

The h~othesised original phoneme *L is reflected in Nganjaywana as din 
dl positions, fonowing the LStoppirtg Rule (VII), which says 

L + d  

From the information we have on (VII), it is not possible to be certain about 
its ordering with respect to other rules. If we had any reliable examples of 
reconstructions of the form CiLV-, we might be able to draw some coo- 
clusions cancerning the ordering of L-Slapping and Semi- Vowel Assimilatiam. 
Xf (VII were to apply before (Y), L would have as its reflex a lamina1 stop 
(L + d + dy +$), but if it were to apply afkr 0, we would 6nd instead 
presumably a lamina1 L (L + Ly 4 &), which has not been discovered in any 
of the sources. (For the phonetic nature of non-Iaminal L see page 36.) The 
only possible relevant etyrnoIogy is 67, where a proposed original *L (in 
*gw 'moon') is presumed to have changed to 4, though the example is not 
fully reliable, and we must be careful in any case not to g m l i s e  from a 
single a m p l e .  

In the other north coast and New England languages, "L has as its reflex 
either a stop or a lateral. In Djangadi, we can explain the origin of the possible 
phonological distinction between intervocalic 1 and d with rules of the form: 

d + d  
(These rules are not expressed in terms of distinctive features since to 
do so would mean devising a distinctive feature system for Djangadi 
phonology, which will prove impracticable until the details of 
Djangadi phonology are definitely worked out.) 

In Yugambd, *L is reflected in dl positions as d intervocalically and 1 
elsewhere. The rub would then be of the same form as the possible revision 
of the Djangadi rule mentioned in note 13. Tbe existence of this systematic, 
though poorly attested, correspondence between Djangadi and Yugambal 
shows that there is some degree of genetic relationship between the twa. 
(This relationship was first noted by Sthmidt (1 9 19 : 123-24.) 

In the remaining Ian ages under discussion (that is, Oadjang, Gum- 
baynggir and some U.N. r .M .), *L is reflected as I in all positions. Exampks 
of these apical carrespondences are ; 
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Djan- Yugam- 
Nganjay wana gadi bal 

buLal dwala 'twala (M)' buta buda 
yambuL mbuda 'imbota (M)' yambul - 

buguL guda 'kuta (M)' bugul - 
maygaL ygada 'ngatta (M)' maygal - 
babiL bida 'peta (M)' - babil 

Other 
bula (Gad.) 
ya:mbul 
(Gum.) ' 
- 

'two' 
'magpie' 

'hill' 
'fog' 
'father' 

57 wigaL gyada 'kyatta (M)' - - wigal ' 'food' 
(U.N.E.M.) 

58 wuLa dwa 'twaka (M)' wuta - - 'cry' 
59 miyiLay iyidaya 'irritanga (M)' - - miyila 'dog' 

(Gam.) 
60 guruL ruda 'ruta (M) '  - guru1 - 'cod' 

giLa - gita - gila (Gad.) 'urinate' 
yulu - yutu - yulu (Gad.) 'forehead' 
wiLiy - witiy - wiliy (Gad.) 'lip' 
yaLi di- (see 8 1, 85) yati yadi yali (Gum. 'we' 

Ban.) 

(The blanks indicate that the appropriate form is either unknown 
or etymologically unrelated.) See also examples 67, 71 and 73 for 
examples of reflexes of " L  in Nganjaywana 

Some comment needs to be made concerning the relationship between the 
Gamilraay form mifla 'dog' and Nganjaywana ilidaya. From this example, 
and from 15 and 75, ye can conclude that intervocalic7 conditions the reten- 
tion of the short vowel of the first syllable, as set out in (II) above. Evidence 
shows that the loss of final peripheral nasals (g and m) is a characteristic of 
Gamilraay, so the -4 - -8a correspondence with Ngartjaywana is quite 
regular if we assume that the coastal languages still had the original form 
m i r w  at the time that Nganjaywana separated. Nganjaywana would then 
haw applied the -a Addition Rule. Since then, nsqiL.ag was lost in the coastal 
languages (though some have retained it as the disyllable miri) and Gamilraay, 
which also s h a d  the word with the coastal languages through a weaker 
genetic relationship or through borrowing, lost its peripheral nasals at the 
end of a word. Evtdence supporting the claim that Gamilraay has lost final 
-8 and -m comes in the following correspondences (from Austin, personal 
communication) : 

Gamilraay Other 
biyi biyiy (Dja.) 'chest' 
guna gunay (Dja.Ban.) 'excrement' 
bina binay (Ban.) 'ear' 
burulu buruluy (Dja.) 'fly' 
m@a m@ay (Gum.Dja.) 'what' 
pi: pi:m (Gum.Ban.) 'anus' 

It is interesting to speculate on the phonetic nature of the original phoneme 
"L.  The variation in reflexes between laterals and stops suggests a possible 
pre-stopped lateral. This sound still occurs widely along the coast between 
Port Stephens in the south and beyond the Queensland border in the north, 
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Gough in a11 languages only as an allophonic variant of the lateral phoneme, 
the na 'or allophone of which is a non-prestopped lateral. Another suggestion 
conldk that L represents an original cluster of -Id. Such ~lurters tend to be 
very unstable in Australia, and in Cape York languages, for example, -Id- 
clusters are often resolved as simply -d-. However in proto-N.S.W. northcoast, 
L occurs word finally, and the proto-language allowed no consonant clusters 
in this position, suggesting that L must have been some kind of unitary 
phoneme. 

I 
Anomalous correspondences 

I There remains a fair number of awkward forms. Some, hopefully all, of these, 
are probably the result of mistranscription in the sources. The irregularities 
presented in 61-68 involve sounds that untrained observers often found 
difficult to deal with, and so may in fact have been quite regular by the rules 
presented above. 

Coastal 

61 4aygu:r (Gum.) 
62 guyur (Gum.) 
63 na:na (Gum.) 

predicted source phonemicisation from 
form spelling source 
ygura indora (M) ndura 'leaf' 
yura nura (M) nura 'jew lizard' 
ana enna (M) ana 'me' 

64 Jib;.la?z' ( ~ j a . )  bilapa pillang (M) bilaga 'bird' 
65 yuyawara (Dja.) pawara no-aran (M) naivara 'be afraid' 
66 ginda (Dja.Yug.) indeka ( M )  nda 'laugh' 
67 yulup (Gum.) (*yuLup) duya duna (M) duna 'penis' 
58 y @ i  (Dja.) JZ i nina (M) ni 'sit' 

There is a small group of words in which Nganjaywana -nda corresponds 
to final -n or -p of other coastal languages (the final syllable after original -p, 
written as -do, may actually have been -4a) : 

predicted source phoneinicisation 
form spelling from source 

69 gr~urup (YugNga-Ban.) ry-4-a runda (M) rwda 'emu' 
70 wambtp (Dja.Gad.) rnbtiwp-d-~'~ mboanda (M) mbwanda 'kangaroo' 
7 1 &fayt (Dja.) ( *dam)  dap4-a tunda (M) d u d  'tongue' 
72 ~va&:n (Dja.) dm-Ed-a tyunda (M) danda 'goanna' 
73 gitm (Dja.) ( * g i L q )  4ap-4-0 tan'-da ahcia 'moon' 

(Mac)' 
These correspondences suggest that a -da or -da was added as some kind o f ,  p 
empty accretive (in some words only), but of course the whole story cannot 
be known. It  may also mean that the etymologies are inappropriate. 

Some other possible correspondences are : 
Coastal 

whonemic source 

74 g@inma (Dja.) 
75 mayuyba (Dja.) = t improve 
6 gi:rbaj> (Dja.) 

~ I 

spelling spelling 
pirrna nirmatin, n&riman (M) 'scratch' 
ayunba aroonba (M) 'good' 

Erpatha (M) 'white 
cockatoo' 
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d ,  

of (I) and (II) in 74 results in i n  initial sequence afpi- which 
easily have hen misheard as ni-, as spelt in the source (see also 68 for 

8 similar case), The morpheme structure rules of Ngan'aywana prohibit ' rquenees of -nm-, whik -rm- is allowed, so it is possible t 1, i t  a substitution 
aok place. In 75, the not tolerated -I& could have been replaced by the 
ermissible -rob-. The Initial Consonant DeZetfon Rule and other obligatory 

rules could be expected to produce phonemic irbayu in Nganjamda in 
example 76. The irregularity in the fmal syllable could have the same explana- 
tion as the irregularity in 69-73, with deletion of y before a lamina1 (cf. 
discussion of a -)p- cluster on page 39'3. 

Grammntical cornpadran of N d a p m  and other languages 
An examination of Nganjaywana grammatical categories and forms reveals 
quite a number of significant similarities with the surrounding languages. - Ngnjaywana nouns follow the nominative-ergative panern of inflection 
common to most other languages of AustraIia. The ergative (which is the 
formally marked category) also functions as the instrumental, as in the 
surrounding languages : 

gadira-nda dapa-4 jzu -1ia naya -nda18 
woman erg. man nom. hit pres. yamstick inst. 
'The woman is hitting the man with a yamstick' 

n can be seen however that the fm of the ergative in Nganjaywana, -nda 
(and rarely, also -Ida), is different from the usual coastal -gu (and various I allomorphic variants). The inflections lor the alletive and genitive, -gu (77) 
and -f~u (78) respectively, are exactly the same as those found in Baanbay, 
which is related to the other coastal languages. 

In its pronominal system, Nganjaywana makes the same distinctions as in 
neighbovring Baanbay, Gumbaynggir and Gamilraay* that is, there are 
separate forms for the singular, dual and pIural, and in the first person non- 
singulars, there is a distinction between inclusive and exclusive functions. 
The morphological nominativeaccusative pattern for pronouns is similar 
to the languages on the coast such as Gadjang and Djangadi, and indeed 
most of the languages of Australia (except some east coast languages, which 
incidentally include Gumbaynggir and BandjaIang. In some or a11 persons, 
these languages make a three-way distinction of function.). The forms of some 
of the pronouns are difficult to determine because of the bad transcriptions 

singular 

1st ?Pya, yaga 

-- 
2nd pjaga,  ruyga d~vaga 
P 

3rd ? 

Table 3: Nganjaywana nominative pronouns 
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page 33 concerning the highly marked nature of laminals in the language 
from which Nganjaywana is derived.) For Nganjaywana, we may need to 

for this phenomenon of -ga suffixation, which would say: I 

4 + SU/#S - # 

formulate some kind of productive Syllable Addition Rule (VIII) to account 

Nhere S stands for any single syllable and S" for the unmarked syllable -ga. 
rhis rule would have to follow the initial syllable reduction rules which 
;reate monosyllables, or it could not apply since it requires a monosyllabic 

Nganjaywana Djangadi Other input. The -LJ Allttiriot! R ~ r i r ~  may have had o similar origin 10 the S,~~lluhlo A~i(iifiot1 
phonemic source fluit, just descnbcd. I 1  may be that this rule earlier added -a only to mono- 
spelling spelling syllabic< ellding in consonants, such as reflexes of n~/)ru,~ 'whrit', ~vambtyt 

yuya (Gum.) 1 sg. 'krlngaroo1, bugat. 'meat'. totern' and so on, and that -go was added lo mono- 
ginda (Gum.) 2 sg. syl]ahlcs ending in  vowels, such as reflexes ol'yqna ' I  sg.', !)irr~Iu ' 2  sg.' and 
yali (Gum.) 1 dl. incl. 

so 0". By analogy with the many disyllables formed by -u Addirioi~, longer I 

bula (Gad.) 2 dl. words such as b~rrrrl1111 'fly', gulvnian 'boy' and so on would have adopted 
[his  rule, it cc:ised to bc a rulc to creale drsyllables as was still the case with 
- ~ t ,  :rddition, arld it bcca~nc a rule to crcate word final vowels. 11 seems likely' 
'ilat in the proto-language, the unmiirked sylli~ble after a vowel was -ga and 1 pl. excl. tftel. a consonant, -m, in keeping with a universal tendency to produce 

'2 sg.' and dala '1 dl. excl.' cannot be related to forms in cyllablc strircli~res of the forrn CVCV. 
The rules involved in the derivation of each respective The objective pronoun paradigm for Nganjaywana is given in Table 4. 

79 I -t I1 + I11 
80 V -t VI -t I -t 11 -t I11 
81 VII + I  + 11 -t 111 
82 VII + V + I + I1 +- III 
83 V + VI + I + I1 -t 111 
84 I + I1 -t I11 

Table 4: Nganjaywana accusative pronouns 

Of these, we can derive by the rules already proposed, apa (see 63) and also 
the dual forms d@a and d~vapa. The latter two are derived from: 

Nganjaywana Rules 
phonemic source 
spelling spelling 

tenya (M) VII + I + I1 + 111 '1 dl.inc1.' 

I 
85 *yaL&a diyza 
86 *buLaya d~vayza tuanya (M) VII + V -t I + 11 -t I11 '1 dl.exc1.' I 

I 

Jieilexes of tllc bascs " y a l i  and *buLcr are found in other lan~uages of" 
i\uairiilia (see 81 and 82) and the *-]lo (87) is the accusative marker of I 
r'ommon Australian generally found on pronouns and pcrsanal nouns,, 
discussed by Dixon (1972a:9497). Thcrc is ever1 an attested for11l gacli/rm I 
' I  dl.incl.' for Yugnmbal, derived from "]aLt)ta by the rule mentioned in, I 
J I O ~ C  13. Thc original form for qra, i.e. 'ya:/la (see 63) can probably be 

singular dual plural 
.- ------ - 

incl. doza naytabura 
1st a]za ---- - 

excl. dwapa nanambiya 
----- - ---. ------- 

2nd n a p ~  dujapa ? 
-- -. - - - -- _I-____ 

---- - 

3rd ? ? ? 
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anairzed as *gaps, with deletion of the p in the unstable cluster -p-, with 
compensatory. Ieneening of the preceding vowel. 

The verbal lnffecbonal system in Nganjaywana is poorly recorded, though 
it does seem to have k e n  fairly complex, with a number of Bnse-type 
distinctions that are not made in the other languages dong the mast. The 
verbal inflections that can be mgnised are: -4 (present), -(mbi)na (non- 
future], -14 [immediate future), -marah ( s e n d  fiture), -mars and -ga 
(imperative), -(g)gdi- (reflexive) and - d m -  (reciprocal), The morpheme -na 
lb8], ggeaerally used for the present tense, but occasionally also for the past, 
is clearly related to the Djangadi praent-past -u and the GamiIraay resent 
of the same form, by the -. Addition Auk. The immediate future -la (&) may 
be related to the -la which in some ofthe Bandjaiang dialects carries a general 
non-past reference (Cunningham 1969 :87) and in others a specific present 
refereace (CroWIey ms.). Cape11 (1962375) sums'ts that there may be some 
connection between the refledve -&)gadi- (9D) in Nganjaywana and reflexives 

C 
in many other New South Wales languages of the form -giii- (which is often 
reduced to -li-, as in Band'alang). T h  original form may have been * - g d -  
or *-giLi-, explaining the dl  correspondence. Note that in the language from 
which Gadjang and Djanpdi are derived, the reflexive-miprod su& must 
have been -&, which appear$ in Gadjang as -li- and Djangadi as -1i-. A 
reflex of an original *-@i- appears in Warungu, spoken 1400 km to the 
north along the Herbert River near Ingham in Queensland, as -gal& (Tsunoda 

' ~1974:122).Tncitingverh,Mathewssometimssgivesformswitha-ga(91) 
suffix; this is not explained, but it could have an imperative, related to 
the imperative -ga of a great many Australian languages, and in particular 
the 'imperative' -ga af same Bandjalang dialects. '' 
CondusPons cmmdng Ngimjaywana 
Just over 30 per cent of the available pureIy lexical items in Ngmjaywana 
(that is, over 70 out of ofabout 220) am related to forms in nearby languages 
by more or Iess regular phonological rules. Some of these rules are found to 
apply in a number of other parts of Australia. We could condude therefore 
that Nganjaywana was originally very closeIy related to the other languages 
of the New South Wales north coast and that it underwent a series of rather 
drastic phonological chan a, setting it very much apart from the neigh- 
bowing languages, and in d eed from the rest of the languages of Australia, 

It Iaas been suggested that there is evidena from material culture pointing 
to the existence d an original tribal group extending right along the Macleay 
val1ey and then north along the ranges as far as Yugambal territory. It is 
also suggested in this paper that there is a linguistic group cuvering the same 
area. 

The corpus is not as extensive as we could wish, and the figure of 70 per 
cent for the nnn-coastal constituent of the Nganjay waaa vocabulary may be 
misleading. However, although this 70 per cent cannot be relaw to the 
coastal material by the rules presented, it is nevertheless phonologically 
quite homogeneous with the explainable 30 p r  cent. We could suggest 
therefbre that the rules operated on a language quite homogeneous with the 
surrounding languages. This is arguing @ast a conclusion that Nganjaywana 
was originally un-Australian, and that about 30 per cent of its lexicon was 
,borrowed from the surrounding Australian languages prior to the application 
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I I of the rule (that is, that the Australian content is by diffusion only). If this 

i 
were the case, we would expect the non-Australian 70 per cent of the 
Nganjaywana corpus to be ph011010gidly quite different to the rernltinfng 
30 per cent, As stated above, this is simply not so. 

~ u t  we must still explain the fact that there is nevertheless a rather Iuge 
difference in lexical content between N jaywana and the coastal and other $" New England languages to which it is re ated. If we assume-that Nganjayma, 
after undergoing these drastic changes, became unpopular as a source of 
loans, we must conclude that lexical replacement in these other languages 
had to be from languages elsewhere nearby. Thus there would haw been an 
exchange of words between all the languages of the coastal area except 
Nganjaywana. Dion (1972b: 349-50) says, for example, that after sound 
changes took place in Mbabaram, the surrounding languages stopped 
borrowing from it, but continued borrowing from each other. But it seems 
that Mbbaram continued borrowing from its neighbours as well: 

In a one-way situation such as this, the language that borrows (but is not 
borrowed from) is likely to have more of its phonologically idiosyncratic 
words replaced by words from neighbouring languages, that conform 
to the standard Australian pattern . . . Eventually, we are likely to get a 
language whose vocabulary is phondogially 'normals, but many of its 
grammatical forms will still display a deviant patterning. 

N8anjaywana has not followed this course however. There does seem to have 
been some borrowing into Nganjaywana from the surrounding languages, 

''but this is scarcely enough to enter into consideration here. The only definite 
loans are: wayIara fblack cockatoo' from Bandjalang, wwwra 'woomeray 
from Djangadi and gaya '1' from Baanbay or Gamilraay. So, Nginjaywaaa 
apparently actually did become a linguistic isolate-neither borrowing nor 
being borrowed from. 

The phonological changes in Nganjaytvana discus& above must have 
taken place some considerable time ago to allow the other languages to 
replace up to 70 per cent of their lexicons with non-coastal material. Why 
then did Nganjaywaoa become so linguistically isolated? A passible solution 
to this is this : There may have been no ~ e e d  for Nganjaywana ro borrow new 
lexical material. Dixon (1972b:31) says the main reason for lexical replace+ 
ment in Australian languages is a tabu throughout the continent that forbids 
the mentioning af a word identical or similar t o  the name of someone who 
has died recently. To avoid this situation, most languages would borrow a 
word from a neighbouring language which had a different form. Some 
languages such as Walbiri in central Australia and Tiwi in Bathurst and . Melville fsbnds however have sets of 'reserve' items for use when the usual 
word is put under rabu and so do not have the same need to borrow from 
other languages. Mathews mentions the presence of a 'mystic' or 'secret' 
vocabulary in Wganjaywana, for which he provides some lexical correspan- 
dences with the everyday language. This 'mystic' language could have been 
used in a similar way to these reserve vocabularies, thus obviagng the need 
to borrow from the other coastal languages in cases of this pafticular tabu 
applying. Mathews does state that the mystic language was used during 
initiation ceremonies, but it could have had a wider use than he realized. 

I Apart from the above arguments which suggest that the similarities of 
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Nganjaywana to the coastal languages are due to genetic relationship rather 
than lexical diffusion, we are also able to find the following similarities of a 
non-lexical nature, which are much less likely to be the result of diffusion: 
(a) a very close overlap in  the grammatical functions overtly realized ; 
(b)nurnerous formal morphological similarities wilh other Australian 
languages, particularly those geographically closest: allative -grr and genitive 
-yu on nouns. accusative -32u on pronouns, the non-future -,la, the immediate 
future -lo, the reflexivc -(y)gai/i- and the itnpel-ative -go an verbs; 
(c) many cognares in the pronon~i~lal paradigms: this includes the intcrrog- 
ativc pronouns 'who' and 'what' and tnany of the first and second person 
forms in the nominative and accusative functions. 

General results of the present investigation into the New England linguistic 

1 B $ ~ ~ ~ n t o  account all of the available sources, new and old, published and 
u;~ubli&ed. for the languages of the New England region, we can come to - - 
thi following conclusions : 

(i) Baanbay and Gamblamarlg arc very closely related, belonging to the same 
dialect group as Gumbaynggir. (Gumbayllggir itself apparently exists in two 
separate dialects, each with the same name. a northern dialcct spoken inland 
along the Nymboida valley and the Clarence River upstream frntn around 
Cowpcr, and a southern dialect, spoken along lhe coast between ColTs 
Harbour and Nnrnbucca Hettds and in  the Bcllingcr River catchment area.) 

I 

(ii) Yugambal, Ngarbal and Marbal belong to the same dialect group. These 
dialects have undergone some lexical infusion from neighbouring Gamilraay 
and related dialects. The Yugambal .dialect seems to be genetically most 
closely related to the languages of the Macleay valley, with which it shares 
some common phonological developments. 

(iii) NgarGaywana (that is. Hiinberrong and Inuwon) is niost closely related 
to 'Enneewin', khough the latter has borrowed to some extent from the 
adjacent Gumbaynggir dialects, while the former hlrs undcrgotle very little 
loan influence. Nganjaywana, which was originally thought to be a nnn- 
Australian language, is quite definitely related to the other languages of the 
area, and therefore, to the rest of the Ai~stralian 1angu:lges. Its closest 
relatives seem to be the Yugambal-D,jangadi group, with wliich it shares 
the retention of  some distirlctiolls made by the original language, which arc 
completely neutralized in  all the other languages. (Note that thc Gadjang. 
Birbay and Warimi dialects of the Manning, Hastings u ~ ~ d  Karuah rivers 
between Ncwcastle and Kempsey form a group of their own, wllich also 
seems to be related to the Djangadi-Nganjaywana-Y~~~rnbal dialect group.) 

As a closillg note, this paper points out the danger of taking too seriously 
the comment by Cape11 (1962: 83-84) that: 

. . . the observed sound laws in Australia operate only within rather 
unpredictable limits . . . There does not seem to be the Indo-European 
consistency of laws. 
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Appendix I 
Index of reconstructed forms and Nganjaywana rule summary 

The following is an alphabetical list of reconstructed proto-northern New 
South Wales lexical items that have been deduced in this paper. The list could 
be added to if.we did not restrict ourselves to reconstructions with reflexes 
attested only in Nganjaywana. Somc of the itenis are found in Capell's 
Common Australian vocabulary in similar or identical form (Capell 1962: 
85-94); these are shown in italics below. Some items, parlicularly thc pro- 
nouns, also have cognates in many pilrts of Australirl, though they are not 
necessarily mentioned by Capell as being C.A. 
anus bandicoot wambuq pi :m foot dinal 

forehead quLu 
be afraid gupawara go baya 
be good marugba goanna waqa :n(da) 
bird dibilap gum-tree yaral 
black snake ga :lipa hair baral 
boomerang bargan hand yamal 
bora ring wanda :ral here cjinda 
boy guruman hill buguL 
calf buyul hit bujztr 
camp gu :[a1 jew lizard 
carpet snake aumba:l kilngar00 gurJur walnbujl 
catch ma:ni kill biyu 
chest birig kookaburra garugal 
child guga?la Inugh gindn 
cod guruL ~ leiif I J ~ U  :r 
cry wuLa lip WILIIJ 
dog miriLaq magpie qambuL 
drink qambi male burul 
ear binag meat bagar 
eat duma moon giLap 
emu r~u ru~(da )  mopoke 
excrement gunag nits 

cjygug 
dimin 

eye mi:l penis 
fat biba:n possum gubil 

~ L U P  

father ba:baqa, babiL rainbow serpent ga :bulga :n 
fire winba return gayanda 
lish rnajlcjar scratch gipinma 
fly buruli~q section-names wambug, wilu :q, 
1% maggal garbug, ga :rgan 
food wigal, wigay see pa:ga 
shark ga:bulga:n totem bag ar 
sit pilzi totem of medicine 
snow wi :gan man wanda :ral 
stand wara tooth di:ya 
star mi :gin two buLal 
stomach mubul urinate giLa 
stone ~arul/marula ? white cockatoo gi :rbay(cja) 
take ma:ni woman ag acjir 
tongue daLa?(da> yamstick ganay 
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The list below contains the pronominal and grammatical forms reconstructed 
in this paper: 

what mipaq 2 dl.acc. buLa1la 
who qa:naq 1 pl.excl.nom. pina 
1 sg.nom. ?laYa 
1 sg.acc. qa:pa 
2 sg.nom. qinda 
1 dl.incl.nom. naLi 

allative -gU 
genitive -?lU 
accusative -Pa 
non-future -n 

I ' 1  1 dl. inc1.a~~. i a ~ i ~ a  immediate future -la 
1 dl.excl.nom. qanal imperative -ga 
1 d1.excl.a~~. buLapa . s ! 2 dl.nom. 

reflexive -(qga)Li- 
buLa 

The phonological rules by which Nganjaywana is related to the other northern 
New South Wales languages are listed. 

' I (I) Initial Consrwt Deletion 
C + 4 / # -  

1 (11) Initial Short Vowel Deletion 
C C 71 1 , , + - / # - ([; erhe- 7 peripheral 

- long 118 front I)r (b) 

( 4  
where it is not the case that both a = y and P = 6 

(111) Vowel Length Deletion 

(IV) -a Addition 

(V) Semi- Vowel Assimilation 

4 + a front (C) -low C(C) - V 
["lidel / [a fIonJ 

(VI) Lamina1 Assimilarion 

C C [- peripiwa I]  ( [  per ip~ ,c ra~] )  [ GF:".'.d -> 
- 1  front 1 front 

(VII) L-Stopping 
L + d  

Y 
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I 

VIII) Sj)l/able Addit ion 

4 + SU/#S - # 
hese rules must be ordered as follows: 

if 
L-Stopping (VII) 
Semi-vowel Assimilation (V) 
Lamina1 Assimilation (VI) 
Initial Consonant Deletion (I) 
Initial Short Vowel Deletion (11) 
Vowel Length Deletion (111) 
-a Addition (IV) 
Syllable Addition (VIII) 

I 
I 

I 

i 

Appendix I1 
r'aygir 
The main interest of this paper lies in its discussion of the initial-dropping 
nature of Nganjaywana. A number of analogies have been pointed out with 
the various initial-dropping areas of Cape York. Initial-dropping also occurs 
over a wide area of central Australia, in Aranda, Adnjamadhanha and other 
languages. There is one other initial-dropping area in New South Wales that 
deserves to be mentioned since no data has yet been published on this 
language. Yaygir, spoken on the New South Wales coast around the mouth 
of the Clarence River (see map) has dropped some initial stops and semi- 
vowels (but no nasals) and lenited others to y. The conditions for dropping, 
lenition and retentiofl are unknown with the limited nature of the corpus 
that has been assembled. Examples of initial-dropping in Yaygir are: 

Gumbaynggir Yaygir 
di:na ina 
gi:dap i:dajz 
1%'~ :y u ugu2' 

'foot' 
'moon' 
'neck' 

(Note that the Yaygir forms are compared with Gumbaynggir, since these two 
are clearly quite closely related.) Cases of initial-lenition contrasting with 
irlitial-dropping are : 

Gumbaynggir Yaygir 
~ja la :p ya :lap 
bu1u:yt yu:lup 
gapa:mbil yapa:mbil 

'mouth' 
'stomach' 
'tongue' 

Some examples which show that initial nasals are not dropped or lenited are 
presented : 

Gumbaynggir Yaygir 
ni:yum nigum 
ma:ya maga 
ya:ri yabi 

'cold' 
'hand' 
'leg' 

lnlt~al-dropping in central Australia and Cape York is often associated with 
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a stress retraction rule. It is mentioned on page 24 that we know very little 
about stress in Nganjaywana, but for Yaygir it is quite certain that stress 
has not shifted. The same syllables are stressed in the Yaygir forms as in the 
Gumbaynggir forms. 
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Notes 
1. Anewan (or Aniwan) is the traditional name for the language which 

should more accurately be referrred to  as Nganjaywana. Holmer (1967 : 51) 
and Crowley (1973) record forms with the initial velar nasal. The final 
vowel is recorded in the R. H. Mathews manuscripts. The medial diph- 
thong is attested in Holmer and Mathews. 

2. The last speaker of a Tasmanian language died in the 1870s. Some 
. remnants of the language were oollected by Tindale at Cape Barren 

Island and Kangaroo Island in th~z 1930s and by Crowley in Hobart in 
1973, but the amount was extremely small. Mbabaram (referred to by 
Tindale, and later, Wurm, as Babaram) is also extinct, though Dixon 
worked with the last speaker (who died in 1972) between 1964 and 1971 
to gain some valuable information. Nganjaywana has not been spoken 
since the 1930s, though Court's 1963 notebooks do contain some lexical 
material from this language. Crowley visited the area in 1973, but could 
find only a very small amount of Nganjaywana material still remembered 
by Mr Frank Archibald of Armidale. 

3. Note that it is not being claimed that Tasmanian can be proved to be 
related to other Australian languages, only that this is now a likely 
possibility rather than an improbability, as was claimed before. p 

4, Initial clusters such as mb, n&,pd- and yg- were often misheard as being 
preceded by a vowel. This could rnean that the initial nasal was some- 
times syllabic. Court's notes however clearly show that these clusters did ' 
exist without the initial vowels. The sources often vary in the nature of 
the vowel actually recorded, and this itself is a sign that there was an 
initial nasal-stop cluster (see example 31). Sometimes, the nasal was 
missed altogether, and it is inserted in these cases as a probability (see - .  
example 24). 

5. Even if we accept the lexicostatistical method of linguistic classification 
(as in O'Grady, Voegelin and Voe4:elin 1966; Wurm 1972; et al.), which 
has been shown mathematically to be of dubious value for Australian 
languages by Dixon (1972b3331-37), Nganjaywana would belong to the 
same 'subgroup' as the coastal languages, and certainly not to different 
'macrophyla' as is in fact stated. 
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6. The abbreviations here refer to: 
Dja. Djangadi (Thangatti) 
Gad. Gadjang (Kattang) 
Gum. Gumbaynggir (Gumbaingar) 
Yug. Yugambal (Yookumbul) 
Nga. Ngarbal (Ngarrabul) 
Ban. Bandjalang 
Gam. Gamilraay (Kamilaroi) 
M Mathews (1903, ms.) 
C Court (ms.) 
B Buchanan (1901) 
Mac MacPherson (1931, 1934, ms.) 
RB Radcliffe-Brown (1 930a, 1930b) 
Cr Crowley (ms.) 
U.N.E.M. Unspecifiable New England Material 
In example 2, arid also in 5 and 8, the long vowel in the first syllablc is 
considered the most likely form because it makes a general explariation 
of the historical changes possible, though the sources from which these 
forms were taken do not consisteritly mark vowel length. 

8. In example 3, the source was not specilic as to the distinction between 
r. and r, and the form given is oncc again a supposition. See also 15, 47, 
59 and 75 for the same problem. 

9. Thc verb forms in thc sources arc generally inflected in some way. The 
form qirotcd is tlie root, whicli we can generally extract from the cited 
forni by comparing vcrb inflections and other roots, and by looking at 
Mathew's grammatical notes describing verb morphology (see pages 
39-40). 

10. nl@u 'black snakc' is actually only attested in 'Enneewin', and not 
Nganjaywana. This item rnay have been originally Nganjaywana, 
borrowed by 'Enneewin' after tlie form had undcrgorie the change, and 
subseque~~tly lost in Ngari.iaywana. 

I I .  The Djangadi f'or~ii gu6ulga:n has a short vowel in the initial syllable, 
though this may liavc been long at an earlier stagc of the language. This 
shortenilig could have been prompted by thc long vowel in the third 
syllable. A word in Djangadi can apparciltly huvc only one syllable with 
a long vowel and no more. 

12. The locative of di:na 'foot' in Gumbaynggir however is cjina:yga, not 
dina:la, despite the reconstruction of *cjinal. This could possibly be 
explained as the result of analogy with the regular locative inflection 
-yga on nouns ending in -a. 

13. If it turns out that this contrast is not phonemic in Djangadi, then the rule 
would s i m ~ l v  be : 

A d 

d / intervocalically "dl/ elsewhere 1 
14. Thc rolc of tllc length in ga:nrbul is not known. Presumably ilic addition!' 

or length into the Gumbaynggir form is a later development, as is thq: 
loss of length in Djangad~ (see note 12). 

IS. nib\vlqtljcr is disallowed by the morphcmc structure rules of Nganjaywana.. 
mbw~njz& is a possible dissimilation. An explanation for the existence of 
the couplet t?lllq~a - t a h w a ~ ~  is not available. Pcrliaps dirercnt rules 
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1 17. There is  also a Gamihay form bwrdga 'native companion' which could 
be related to Nganjaywana ralgdo.  By the rula given, we would ex 

T 
rwa!ga. Perhaps PHI- clusters an dhllomd and become simply r-. 
h w n  that Gamilraay loses ha1 peripheral nasals (see page 35). if 
s h e  -14 were lost as we11 we could set up a proto-form *buralga. Then, 
the -1 -da could be given the same explanatibn as the final syllable in 
69-75 and 76. (The 'm~ybes' here seem t r r ~  numetous to allow this & a 
valid detym0~0gy.) 

18. The sentence is taken from Mathews. The phonemicizations of the lexical 
items represented are deduced from all the sources available to us, not 

I just the Mathews spelling: 
I httyurmda tana nyuna naianda 

which is inwrate in mrtain respects. 
I 19. -ga ia Bandjdang is not really an imperative, though ih many Australian 

languages it is. In Bamdjalang, it wtvally marks a sentence as speak@ 
I about something that cannot or should not be avoided. A sentence 

such as: 

I If you come boae late, your mother will hit-ga yo& 
I appears with -&a, though it can bardly be called an imperative. 

20. The Y a w  carpus is so small that the vowel length atternations with 
Gumbolyaggir must remain a mystery. 

I 21. The symbol g in Yay& represents a third rhotic phaneme, a voi~eless 
1 trill. It is geneidly derived from an earlier preceded by a long vowel, 

which is then shortened. 
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N yangumarda phonology: 
- 

a preliminary report 

James E. Hoard h Geoffrey N. O'Grady 
I ~ntroduction 
me Nyangumarda language, which has two principal dialects, is spoken by 
Ian estimated 900 people in northwest Australia. At the present time, the 
northern Nyangumarda (called Wanyarli by their southern neighbours), 
number less than 100. The southern Nyangumarda (called Ngulibardu by 
'the northern Nyangumarda), number about 500. Nyangumarda is also spoken 
'by approximately three hundred peopIe of other Aboriginal groups as a 
second language. 

Nyangumarda is one of some 160 languages in the Pama-Nyungan family. 
h Aboriginal times the Pama-Nyungan family embraced about seven-eighths 
of the Australian continent. Nyangurnarda belong, together with Garadjarti 
(Karadjeri) and Mangrla, within the Macngu subgroup of the Nyun ic 
branch of Pama-Nyungan (O'Gnady 1966; O'Grady, Vagelin and ~aegefn  
1966l. -. . . 

~ k v i o u s  work on Nyangumarda steins from the 1930s. D. S. Davidson 
collected vocabulariks of Nyangumarda and a number of other Western 
Australian languages. A. Capell (1940) surveyed the languages of north and 
northwest Australia. Since the 1950s Helmut and Gisela Petri have under- 
taken extensive ethnographic research in northwest Australia. For Nyan- 
gumarda they have compiled a dictionary in excess of 6,000 entries. Lloyd 
Penria undertook the study of the language in the mid-1960s. In 1968 Father 
K. McKelson produced a large volume on northern Nyangumarda com- 
prising a grammatical sketch, the diary of Mr Tommy Dodd (see below), 
topical vocabularies, and biblical stories. More m n t l y  an S.I.L. team 
comprising Mr and Mrs Brian Geytenkk began research in the language. 
O'Grady has undertaken the study of Nyangumarda since 1949 and has 
contributed a number of publications: 1956, 1957, 1960a, 1960b, 1964, 1973 
[with K. Mooney). O'Grady has studied Nyangumarda with some twenty 
different speakers of the language and would like to pay special tribute here 

I to the late Mr Tommy Dodd, who was his first teacher. Hale (1968) reviews 
I iOPGrady (1964) and offers some important observations based on his own 

work on Australian languages. 
We will be concerned in this paper primarily with the phonology of northern 

I Nyangumarda as spoken at Wallal in the early 1950s. Section 1 takes up the 
phonemics and phonetics of Nyangurnarda and the practical orthography 
which we employ in the remainder of the paper. Sections 2 and 3 treat verb 
and noun morphology. In section 4, we present the phonological rule which 
account for the extensive alternations exhibited within the verb and noun 

t paradigms. 
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GRAMMATICAL CATEGORIES IN AUSTRALIAN LANGUAGES 

1. Underlying segments, phonetics, and orthography 
I 

Nyangumarda has thirteen underlying consonants and three underlying 

I vowels, as given in figure 1. 
I tY k P t  u 

m n nY r~ a 
1 r lY 

W Y 
Figure I :  Nyangumarda underlying segments 

In terms of distinctive features, the sixteen underlying phonemes of 
Nyangumarda can be characterised (not minimally) as in figure 2. 

p t t y k m n n y g l  r l y w y  i a u  
consonantal + + + + + + + + + + + - - - - -  
vocalic - - - - - - - - + + + + + + + +  
syllabic - - - - - - - - - - - - -  + + + 
coronal - + + - - + + - + + + - - - - -  
labial + - - - + - - - - - - + - - - +  
nasal - - - - + + + + - - - - - - - -  
continuant - - - -  

- - 
+ + + + + + + + + + + +  

high + + - - + + - - + + + + - +  
back - - - + - - - + - + - + - - - +  \ 

front - - + - - - + - - - + - + + - -  
Figure 2: Distinctive feature values for Nyangumarda phonemes 

The feature 'vocalic' is defined as: produced in such a way that the airstream 
through the oral cavity is essentially unimpeded. 

We will use the digraph ng to represent the velar nasal / y / .  Cj  represents a 
palatalised consonant. Hence, t j  = I ty / ,  nj = InY/, and lj = / lY / .  For con- 
venience we will use these digraphs for the citation of Nyangumarda forms 
rather than the special symbols given within diagonals. 

1 The morpheme structure of Nyangumarda i s  relatively straightforward. 
All morphem begin with a consonant and a11 consonants occur morpheme 

I I initially except I j .  There are no roots which begin with a consonant cluster. 
I 

Since there are no prefixes, this means that all words begin with a single 
consonant. So far as we are aware, there is only one productive suffix that 
begins with a consonant cluster other than a cluster of r plus consonant; 
this is the morpheme /+nta/ 'thee', apparently a truncated form of the 
independent pronoun njuntu 'thou'. 

As morpheme finals, the consonants In, nY, 1, r, l y /  occur freely. The stops 
/p,  t ,  t", k /  occur infrequently in this position, the consonants / m ,  y, w, y/ not 
at all. 

Word-final consonant clusters are virtually limited to sequences of 
r + Alveolar, where alveolar means one of the set It, n, 11. Final consonant 
clusters consist then of only two consonants and are generally described 
by the class: 

+coronal 
r [-back -high ] . 

Note, however, the loan word tirplzrp 'kind of tree carving'. Even here the 
first consonant of the final cluster is r. 

= 
I 

r 
J. NYANGUMARDA PHONOLOGY 

~edially, consonant clusUsteLs of up to three members occur. ~usters of I 
consonants ?re wsentuilly a combination of a permissible final cluster 

and a permissible initial crpnso?ant. They are thus of the form P-Alveolar-C,. 
~ h c  class C, is, however, restnctud to consonants which are not [+coronal 
+continuant]. That is Jn, 9, I, r, F/ do not belong to C, and C, consists d 
the set Ip, f ,  t Y ,  k, m, Q, wl. The medial dusterS of t h e  consonants are, then, 
&f the form: 

+coronal 
r [-high -back ] - [$gyl] 

Medial clusters of two consonants consist of (1) a non-high coronal 
resonant /r ,  n, I /  plus one of C,; (2) a high coronal resonant InY, ly /  plus a 
non-coronal; (3) r plus a following [+cor h i g h ]  consonant; (4) a continu- 
ant followed by a homorganic non-continuant. The two consonant medial 
sequences can be summarized as : 

(3) r f cor ; 
[-high] 

(4) +conr -qnt  

. [g ] [gz ] 
I The two consonant medial clusters defined by (1) to (4) arc given below. 

Those clusters givenrin parentheses are not attested but their absence seems 
1 accidental. 

(1) (2) (3) 
rr 

(4) 
rp np lp nYp lYp mp nYtY 
rt nt It nYk lYk rt lt lYtY . rtY ntY ItY nYm (lYm) rn nt qk 
rk nk Ik (nYq) lYq rl rt 
' rm nm (lm) (nYw) (lYw) 

Q n9 I D  
rw (nw) lw 

In groups (1) and (2) the w clusters might be excluded. But the existence of 
medial rw in kurwalj 'sky', of lw in tjulwal 'sister's husband' and of rtw in 
purtwarninj 'frog' seems to us to indicate that the lack of medial w clusters 
is not systematic. On the other hand, we have omitted the medial clusters 
/Iy!/ and /nJ't/ from all of the above sets, since we believe that these clusters 
are completely forbidden. 

The vowels a ,  i, u are short. Phonetic long vowels occur rarely, primarily 
in onomatopoeia, and are interpreted as sequences of two like vowels. 
Typical syllable shapes are CV, CVC, and CVCC. It follows that clusters of 
unlike vowels do not occur. Our treatment of three-consonant sequences 
suggests a natural syllabification 

. . V r Alveolar[ . ]C, V . . ., 
where [ . ] indicates a syllable boundary. For two-consonant sequences, a 
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natural syllabification will give a syllable boundary between the two 
consonants : 

, .  V C [ . ] C V . . .  . 
The articulation of Nyangumarda is unusually rapid. This is possible 

because the structure of syllables is preponderantly CV, length contrasts are 
almost totally lacking, and there are no underlying fricatives contrasting with 
the stops. 

There are a number of phonetic rules which determine the pronunciation 
of Nyangumarda utterances and which specify the phonetic realization of 
the underlying segments given in figure 1. 

A primary accent is located on the first syllable of a word. Syllables after 
the first seem to have no discernable (secondary) accents. 

The sequence rr is realized as a flap [El, as in ngurra [IJIXE] 'camp'. Before 
an alveolar consonant, r is realised as a voiced continuant and the alveolar 
consonant is interpreted as a retroflexed consonant; for example marni 
[m&r_ni] 'markings', karlu [khr!u] 'soft mud'. A single r, initially and inter- 
vocalically, is phonetically a voiced continuant [r]. Before a non-alveolar 
consonant and word finally, r is trilled, [r"]. 

!bps are v o i d  in void surroundings. Example+ we m p l r  m6mh 
'hair ofthe h~sd', h t a  B h d ~ ]  'more, again', Mdyv] 'far', ipQw{ 
'rotted, kwrn [Irb@~] 'sleep8 (n.)'. The sups are and unasp~rhted, p, ij, 1 
and % (but not t )  tend to besQme fricatives inbrvocelid ancl fallowing a 
liquid. Exampk ere p&a Ipfip~J for @@I, as above) nn milpiaj [mi@nrj 
(or (mflWn9]) %ngerdl, toenaiP, 

J 
Word initial alveolars are retroflexed. For example, tarra [ f a f ~ ]  'seagull', 

nurta [nu rd~]  'blunt, dull', laka [!tigel or [!6ye] 'agape'. 
Stpps are glottalised when voicelessness follows. For example, kartku 

[kdrtk'y] 'river gum', raljup [rhlYuIj] 'whoosh!', wurrarnatjanaku 
I [wufernedYen~kp] 'he/she told them (pl.)'. The glottalised stops are not 

strongly ejective, but the glottal closure is complete and quite audible. Nasals 
and laterals tend to be laryngealised before final voiceless vowels. For 
example palama [ptilcm;] (also with the final vowel deleted: [pblem]), 'that 
(near)', pungkinjangu [phgginYc~y] 'he/she/it is falling/fell on thee', 
wurralirjipulu [wufclidYibuly] 'you (dual) tell me!' 

All voiced non-nasal consonants are devoiced: (1) phrase or sentence 
final, or (2) before a voiceless vowel. Nasals sometimes devoice in the latter 
environment. Examples are pirnlil [pirndzl] 'back, spine', parir [ptirzf] 'hand', 
yanapulu [y6nebuly] 'they (dual) went', yankulupiyi [yhngulubiyi] 'they (pl.) 
will go', parntirnirni [p6rndzrnzrpb] 'I smell(ed) itY. 0 0 

Phrase and sentence final high vowels, especially in words of three or more 
syllables, are rather consistently devoiced. In words of two syllables, a final 
high vowel is often devoiced. The low vowel a is less frequently devoiced in 
word final position. This rule applies before the rule which voices stops in 
voiced surroundings. The sentence final environment applies to a word cited 
in isolation, for example, takipinti [tdgibint'j] 'a small ceremonial shield', kaku 
[ktik'p] 'deep'. The devoicing of vowels can occasionally extend to the 
penultimate syllable of the word, as in kamarnapulu [k t im~m~p 'y j? ]  'they 
(dual) called out'. 

The vowel a is pronounced [D] before w or ng as in tjawa [ tY~we]  'mouth' 
and tjangu [ t Y 6 ~ v ]  'tobacco'; a is pronounced as [a] when a palatal follows 

3. NYANGUMARDA PHONOLOGY F 
:M when it is in the second syllable of a word and the vowel of the first 
syl]&le is i. Examples of [a] are pc~rtonj blirdanY] 'child', ngaljl [g915] 'tleck', 
m i r ~ , ~ u  [mirarny] 'knqwledgeable'. We note here also the non-phonetic 

a is fronbd to [el ~f the next morpheme begins with y as in ya+u~+yi 
wneljJ 'they (PI.) went'. In other environments a is pronounced [a if 
amnted and [t93 when uaaooen%d. 'lke vowel i is laxed to [ I ]  except when it 
p m d e $  a palatal consonant or 1s word final. me vowel u tends to be laxed 
to except when word final. It  is fronted to tense [ii] or lax [li] when 
d'acent to a palatal consomnt, as in knlngunj (k&lgUnY] 'armpit'. he rules just stated seem to US to exhaust the salient allophcmy of the 
underlying segments of northern Nyangumarda. 

2. Verb morp~ology 
Nyangurnarda verb $ inflected with suffixes marking mood, aspect, 

pnon, and a category wh~ch we labd 'purposive'. The thm moods are tk 
the expective, and the actual. 

imperative mood has both a positive and a negative (or admonitive) 
aspect and occurs in the positive only with second persons but occurs with all 
persons in the negative aspect. 

The expective mood occurs with all persons. The simple expective mood is 
perhaps best termed a 'hortative' mood. The simple expective can be 
augmented with an additional formative to yield a future aspect. 

The actual mood occurs with all persons. The aspects which occur in the 
actual mood include 'unrealised', 'completed', 'imperfect', 'desiderative', 
and 'remote intention'. The 'remote intention' aspect is used primarily by the 
Ngulibardu but is employed by some Wanyarli speakers. 

The Nyangumarda hersonal pronoun suffixes show a distinction of three 
numbers and three persons, with an inclusive/exclusive contrast in the first 
person dual and plural. There is also a reflexive-reciprocal marker. 

There are three major verb conjugations, designated temporarily as 
Conjugations I, 11, and 111, and three minor conjugations (limited to a 
combined total of five verb roots), designated as Conjugations IV, V, and VI. 

In presenting the various Nyangumarda verb forms given below, we take 
the liberty of distinguishing at this stage of our presentation between internal 
morpheme boundaries (identified by pluses) and external morpheme boun- 
daries (identified by sharps). The motivation for this distinction will become 
apparent in $4. 

The simple imperative mood (all second person) can be exemplified by the 
following forms : 

Conjuga- 
tion 

I 
I1 

Singular 
ngalpi+ yi 
yurpa + la 
wirri+li 
kalku+ lu 
muwar+pi+li 
ka+ wa 
naa + la 

Dual 
ngalpi+ yi#pulu 
yurpa + la #pz/lu 
wirri+ li#pulu 
kalku+lu#pulu 
muwar+pi+li#pulu 
k a  + ~ v a  #pulu 
nga+ la#pulu 
ya+ rra#pulu 

Plural 
ngalpa + yi  
yurpa + la + yi  
wirri+la+yi kalku+ la+ yi 

muwar+pi+la+ yi 
ka+ ~1a+yi 
nga+la+yi 
ya+rra+yi 
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The meaning of the roots are ngalpila 'enter', yurpa 'rub (trans.)', wirri 'put 
(trans.)', kalku 'care for (trans.)', muivar fp i  'speak', k a  'carry (trans.)', 
nga 'eat', and ya 'go'. 

Negative imperative forms have the meaning 'so-and-so might happen (I 
hope it doesn't)'. The forms are: 

Person Singular 
(1) 
1 inc -- 
1 exc ngalpi+yi+rni+li 
2 ngalpi+yi+npi+ l i  

3 ngalpi+ yi+ li 

Dual Plural 

ngalpa+ li+ li ngalpi+yi+nji+li 
ngalpa+ lay i f  li rigalpa+yirni+ li 
ngalpi+ yi#njumpulu ngalpi+ yi#njurru+ lu  + lu 
ngalpi+ yi#pulu+lu ngalpa+yi+ li 

(11) 
1 inc - yurpa+la+li+li yurpu+li+nji+li 
1 exc yurpa+li+rni+li yurpa+la#layi+li yurpa+li+yirni+li 
2 yurpa+ li+npi+ li yurpaf  la #njumpulu yurpa+ la#njurru+ lu 

I l l ,  

3 yurpa+li+ li 
1 inc -- 
1 exc k a l k u f  lu+rnu+lu 
2 kalku+lu+npu+lu 

(111) 
1 inc - 
1 exc muwar+pi+li+rni 

1 '" 
yurpaf  la#pulu+lu yurpa+li+yi+li , 
kalku+ la+ li+ li kalku+ lu#nji+ li 
kalku+ lu#layi+ li kalku+ li+ yirni+ li 
/calku+ lu #njumpulu kalku+ lu#njurru+ lu + lu 
kalku + Iu #pulu + lu kalku + li+ yi + li 

,- 1 

1 inc -- 
1 exc ka+~~a+rrii+li 
2 ka+iva+npit- li 

The negative imperative forms for nga and ya are parallel to those for k a  
except that nga has la instead of lva and ya has rra instead of wa in all forms. 
The verbs yurpa, ka ,  nga, and ya have alternative first, second, and third 
person singular forms: yurpa+la+rnat-la, yurpa+la+npa+la, yurpa-tlrr 
+la; ka+wa+rna+ la, ka+~va+npa+la, ka+iva+la; nga+la+rna+la, 
nga+la+npa+la, nga+la+la; ya+rra+rna+la, ya+rra+npa+la, ya+rra 
+la. 

The simple expective mood (or hortative) has the meaning 'I wish it would 
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llappeu (and have every reason to expect that it will)'. Representative forms 

I are : 

~el.so11 Singular Dual Plural 
I l i n c  - ngalp + u + li ngalp +u+ riji 

1 exc llga/p+uf rr.lu nga@+u+ layi ~zgalp 4- u + yirrzi 
I 2 i~gulp 4- u + 11 ngulp+u #njui~zpulu rigalp+u #njurru 

3 ngulp+ 11 - r r u  ngalp + u #pulu ngalp+u$-~vi 

1 inc -- yurpa+ llctl+ li y urpa + lku + rzji 
1 exc yu~pu+lku - ; - r~~u  yurpa+ IktlLlayi yurpa+ lku-kyinii 

I 2 jl~irpa + Iku + 11 ytlrpa+ lku #/ijunz- yurpa+ llcu#njurru 
puIz1 

3 j,urpa+ Iltzt+ rru yurpa+ 1kz1 #pulil yurpaf  llcu-k ,vi 

i~/JII~~'ut.+pi and 12ga have the same endings as yurpa; k a  has ngkil instead of 
/ / ( ! I  and ya has rikil instead of Ilctr. 

The complex expective mood (or future) has the forms: 

1 inc -- rzgalpf u+ lupa+li ~galp+u+lumi+rzji 
1 exc ngalp+u+lumu + rnu ngalptu+lupi+ layi ngalp+u+lupi+yirni 
2 iigalp + u' lzlmu+ 11 izgalp + zl+ lu #njtlm- ngalp + u+ lu #njurru 

pulu 
3 iigalp + u +rlinj rigalp+z~+rlirij#pulu ngalp +u+ lzqi+yi 

I inc -- yurpa + lapu + li yurpa + lami+nji 
1 exc yurpa+lanza+rna yurpa+ lapi t layi yurpa+lapi+yirni 
2 yurpa+ la~iia+/i yurpa + 11czl+ lu yurpa-1- llcuf lu 

I #nj~crnpulu #njurru 
3 yurpa+Ilcu-1-rlinj yurpa+Iku+rlir?j yurpa+lapi+ yi 

#pulu 

lint -- ,virri+ lipu+ li ivirrif limi+ nji 
I cxc ~virri -tlinzi+rl~i wirri+lipi+luyi iv i rr i t  l i p i t  yirni 
2 ~vin.i+ litizi+ 11 ~v irr i f  lku+ h1 wirri-t lku-k lu 

#~ijumpulu #/ijurru 
3 nvirri+ Ikw+rlii?j ~v~rri+lku+rli~ij ~virri+lipi+yi 

I # p u b  

1 inc -- kallcu+lupa+ li lcalku+ lunzi+ nji 
1 exc kalku+luinu+ riiu lcallcu+ lupif  layi kalku+ lupi+ yirni 
2 kalku + lunzu + rz kalku+lku+ lu lcalku + lku + lu 

#njunzpulu #njurru 
3 kalku+Iku+ rlirij kalku+ lku+ rlinj kallcu+ lupi+ yi 

I #pulu 
iMu~var+pi has the same endings in the future as ~virri. Ka has ~ g k u  instead 
of the LL of rigulpi (with the same endings); riga has llcu instead of the u of 
11salpi; ya has riku for the u of ngalpi. 

The simple actual mood has the meaning 'recent past or present' for 
I Coi~jugations I, 11, and 111. Conjugations IV, V, and VI have distinct 'recent 

I 

I 
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past' and 'present' actual forms. The forms for Conjugations I, 11, and I11 
are : 

Person Singular 
I inc - 
1 exc ngalpi+ilji+rni 
2 ngalpi+nji+n 
3 ngalpi+nji+rri 

Dual Plural 
tigalpi+ilja+ li iigalpi+nji+tiji 
ngalpi+iiji+ layi tigalpi{-njifyinii 
ngalpi+ /iji#iljiitnp~~lu ngalpi+ nji #i?jurru 
ngalpi+nji#puh~ iigulpi+tlji+ yi 

The second dual and plural forms can be reduced to ~iga/pi#t~ju~npulu and 
~igalpi#njur~~u,  respective1 y. 

1 inc - yurpa+ rria t li )~iirpa+ riii-kiiji 
1 exc yurpa+rna+rna yurpa+rni t l a y i  yurpa+riii+yirni 
2 yurpa+ma+ti yurpa+~.na#tijiuni- yurpa t rna #tijurru 

pt1111 
3 yurpa+riia+ 1.r~ yurpa+rna#puhi j.~irpa.+rtii+yi 

For yurpa+rna+rra, the form yurpa+rtii+rri is occasionally heard. 
Yurpo+rna+yi is frequently heard for yurpa+~rvii+~j9i. 

I 
1 inc -- ~virri+rna+li ~.vir~.i-;-nii+ nji 
1 exc ~virri+rni+rni ,virri+ mi+ layi ,~~irri+rtii+yirni 
2 ~virri+rni+n ~virri+rni#njunipulu nlirri+rni#njurru 
3 wirri+rni+rri ~virri+rtii#pulu ~virri+ rtii+yi 

I inc -- k a l l t u t  ma+ li Irallcu+rtii+nji 
1 exc kallcu+rnu+riiu /callcu+ rni+ layi kallru+ mi+ yirtii 
2 kalku + rnu + 11 kalltu+ rnti#njunipuliu lialku+rnu#njurr~~ 
3 lcallcu+ rnu+rru lcalku+rtiu#pulu lcallczu+rni+yi 

For nzu~var fp i ,  the forms are parallel to the ~virri forms but m i  is replaced by 
ni. For lca, the forms in the meaning 'recent past' are parallel to those for 
yurpa but nja replaces ma.  The recent past endings of nga are the same as 
those of yurpa. The recent past forms of yu are also parallel to those of yurpa 
but na replaces riia. 

The present actual forms of k a  are: 

1 inc -- ka+ngi+nja+li lca+ngi+nji+riji 
1 exc lca+ngi+nji+riii ka+iigi+nji+layi lia-ktigi+iiji+yirni 
2 /ca+ngi+.nji+ri ka+rigi+~?ji#njuni- ka+ngi+~lji#tljurru 

pulu 
3 ka+ngi+~lji+ rri ka+iigi+~~ji#pulu Ira+ngi+nji+ yi 

For ka+ngi+nji+yi, ka+ngi+iija+yi is also heard. The second person 
dual and plural forms can be shortened to lca+ngi#r~jutnpub and 
Ita+ngi#iijurru. For nga, rni replaces ngi; for ya,  ni replaces iigi. 

The unrealised aspect of the actual mood has such meanings as 'it was 
about to (but didn't), it should have (but didn't)', and also is used for 
negation with the negative particle munu preceding an unrealised actual form. 
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I person Singular Dual Plural 
l inc - ngalpi+mn+li n g ~ l  i+mi+nji 
I exc aga@i+mi+mni wdpj+ mi+layi ngu pi+mi+yirni 
2 ng~@i+mi+n 

f 
~dpi+nsl '~junrpuIu ngalpi+mi#njurw 

3 &pi+mi+rri ngalpi+rni#p& ngdpi+mi+yi 

1 inc - yurpa+rna+ma+li yurpa+nia+mi+nji 
1 exc yurpa+r1ia+nia+ riia yzurpa+riiatnzi+lajii yurpa+rna+nzi+yirni 
2 yurpaf  rna+ nia-Ln j~urpa+rna+ina yurpa+nia+ma 

#njumpulu #~ijz~rrzi 
3 yurpa+rna+~?~a-l-rra yurpa+nia-Cnia j'urpa+rria+nzi+yi 

#pz11u 
The third plural form can also be yurpa+rna+nia+yi. 

The forms of ~virri and muwar+pi have the same endings as those of 
n , ~ ~ n l p i  with the addition of m i  and izi, respectively, after the root. So, 

n]i~.ri+rni+mi+rni, etc., and mu~var+pi+ni+mi+ m i ,  etc. 
The unrealised actual forms of kallcu are: 

1 inc - kal&+rm+ma+li kalku+rm+mi+njS 
I exc kalkn+rnu+mu+rmu kaIku+rnu+mi+loyi kaIku+mu+mlEFl+yi~ni 
2 kulku+rnw+mu+n kalku+rnu+mi kalkuf rmu+mi 

4- njumpulu +iljurru 
'3 kalku mu+mu+rru kalku+mu+niu lcalku+rnu+mi +yi  

#pulu 
h11e third dual form can shorten to kalku+rnu-km#pulu. Note particularly 
[that we have positedjrregular internal sandhi in the second dual and seconcl 
Iplural forms; an irregular + juncture seems to us to account (in part) for the 
occurrence of mi  in these forms rather than the expected inu. 

In the three minor conjugations the singular forms of the unrealised actual 
are: ka+ngY'+mi t rn i /k~~+~gu+~+ra ,  ka+ngi+mi+n/ka+nga+mrt+m, 
&tt+ngi+mi+rriIk~t+ngaf ma+rra; nga+rni+rni+rnilnga+m+n~~+ma, 
etc.; ycr+ni+mi+rniIya+na+m~f mu, etc. The dual and plural forms are 
parallel to those of ngalpi: kafw+rna+li, etc.; nga+mni+ma+li, etc.; 
ya+ni+ma+li, etc. The alternative singular forms with I seem to be due 
to paradigm pressure from the corresponding present actual forms. Note, 
then, lca+izgi+mi+rni beside ka+ngi+nji+rizi, and so forth. 

The remote aspect of the actual mood has the meaning 'completed in the 
distant past'. The remote actual forms of ngalpi are: 

Person Singular Dual Plural 
1 inc -- &ppi+nji+Ipa+Ii ngalpi+n$+l'+nji 
1 exc nga lp i l  nji+ lpi + rni nga@+n@+Ipi+Iayi n&ui+nji3.lpl+yi& 
2 ngalpi+nji+ l p i l n  regalpc+~j~+l# ngabf+ n i i + ~ # M ~ ~  

~tjumpulu 
3 ngalpi+tlji+l#nga ngalpi-~iiji+l#pulu ngalpi+izji+lpi+yi 

All of the above ngalpi forms can also occur without t h e  nji. Hence, 
.~igalpi-1-lpi+rni, etc. Conjugation 11 verbs with final i, like wirri and 
Conjugation 111 verbs like nzu~var+pi have forms parallel to those of ngalpi: 
~vi~.ri+rni+Ipi+rni, etc.; mu~var+pi+ni+lpi+nzi, etc. 



The remote actual forms of yurpa are: 

Person Singular Dual Plural 
l inc - yurpu+rna+lpa+li yurpu+rnu+ lpi+nji 
1 exc yurpa+rna+~a+ma yuupa+rna+ l,ui+la~~i yurpa+rna+ lpi+pirni 
2 yurpa+rna+lpa+n ~~urpa+rflaSl# jfurpu+ ma+ I#njurru 

njumpulu 
3 yurpa+ r o t  1#11ga yirrpa+ r ~ n +  l#pttIu yurpafrna + lpi+jvi 

The remote actual forms of kallcu are: 

1 inc -- Iial/~u+rnu+lpa+li Iialku+nru+lpi+~rji 
1 exc kalku+rnuflpu+r~u kalku+rnu+lpi+layi kalku+rnu+lpi-!-yirni 
2 kalku+rnu+lpu+rr kalku+mu+l# kalku +mu+ l#njurru 

~i,junipulz~ 
3 Italku{-mu{ l#irga 1calku-I-rtiz~I-I#pulu l tal / iu+r/~u~-lpi+))i  

The remote actual forrns of the three minor conjugations are parallel to 
those of yurpa: /<a-1-irja +lpa+ina, lra+17ja+lpa+11, /ta+rija{ I#nga, etc.; 
riga+i~~a--lpu+riia, /rgatrtia~lpa+t7, rigai-rrra+ l#iiga, etc. ; j,a-,-tiaTlpa 
+ma,  )~a-tiia+lpa-i-n, ya+ira kl#nga, etc. I 

The unrealised remote actual forms have the meanings 'in the remole past 
it was about to (but didn't), in the remote past it should have (but didn't)' 
and is dso used for negation with the negative particle far events or states 
that did not happen (in the remote past). Jn Conjugation I, mi replaws the 
nji of the remote actual forms. Thus, ngalpi+mi+lpi+rM, etc. In Conjuga- 
tions I1 and LII we have yurpa+rr?a+ r~w+ lpa+rna etc. and muu~ar+pi+ni 
+mi+lpi+rni, etc., respectively. And in Conjugatinns IV, V ,  and VI, we 
have ka+ngi+mi+lpi+mi; ngd+rni+mi+lpi+ini, ya+ni+mi+lpi+rni, 
respectively, and so forth. 

To the forms of the unrealised actual paradigms can be added the internal 
suffix +ngirri - +ngurru -, +rtgurru. This is a 'conditional' suffix and has 
the meaning 'if', Ngirri occurs after forms ending in i ,  ngarra after forms 
in a, and ngurrac after forms in u. Examples are: rrgalpi+ma+ lifngirri 'If you 
and I had entered . . .', yurpa+ra+ma+I#nga+ngarra 'If he had rubbed 
it (long ago) . . .', kalku+rrtu+ mu+ I#njurru+ngurru 'If you (pl.) had cared 
for him/her/it (long ago) . . .'. 

The imperfect aspect of the actual mood has the meaning 'waslwere in tb- 
process of'. The Conjugation I forms are: 

Person Singular Dual Plural 
1 inc -- ngalpi+ kinja+li ngalpi+ kirtjitnji 
1 exc n g ~ l p i - ~  kin ji+ rti i ngalpr' + kinji+ layi ngalpif kinji+))lrni 
2 iigalyi+lzitrji+~i ngufpi+ ki#njumpulu ngalpi+ W #.njurru. 
3  galp pi + kiti ji-1- rri ngalpi+kinji#pullr r~galpi+ kinji+pi 

Conjugatioi~ 11, 111, IV, V, and VI forrns are parallel to those of iigalpi: 
yurpa-trni+/ci/iji+rni, j~urpa+ri~i+Izinji+n, etc., kal / tu+rni+l t i~~j i+r t i i ,  
etc.; muivar-1-pi + ni+kiiiji{-r~i, etc.; / ta+tigi- j - -~i i tr j i~r~i~i ,  etc.; nga.-r.tli 
+kinji+rni, etc.; ya+iii+kinji+r17i, etc. 
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desiderative aspect fornis of the actual mood are used to express 
w j ~ h a  which are unlikely 'to be fulfillable, at least in the immediate future. 
conjugation I forms are exemplified by ngalpi+njd+ki+ri, #galpi+@ 
+k;+n, n$:a&i+nji+ki+ rri, n alpi+trji+ka+li, etc.; 'if only I could enter, 
. . , a u l d  enta, . . . he/sbe#t could enter,' etc.111 Conju~tion II, we have 
y u r p + r ~ r a + k a + ~  etc.; ~virri+rm'+ki+rni, wh.ri+rni+kf+n, wirri-l-mi 
+ki+rrmi, wirri+rni+ka+li, etc.; kalktt+rnu+ku+rnlr, kalku+rnw+ku+rr, 
ktrlkac+rnu+ku+rrt1, kalku+rnt~+ka+ll, etc. In Conjugatiop ZZI the 
de51deral~ve (aclual) fornls are parallel to those of i ~ i r r i :  muwar+pi+ni+ki 
- ~ ~ . l l ; ,  etc. And In the minor conjugations we have: ka+iigij-iiji+kiTrni, 
c;c. (1V); tiga+nli-biiji+ki+rtii, etc. (V); and ya+r?i+nji+ki+rni, etc. (VI). 

;The  emote future forms of the actual mood have the meaning 'intend to 
do  (at a remote future time)'. Examples of Conjugation I forms in the remote 

Y ' ~ L . L I I ~  are: i ~ g a / p i + ~ r j a + 1 ~ g l t u I u ~ 7 ~ 1 + r ~ ~  and ngalpi+-MjaJ-tigku+lumu+n. 
 or Conjugation I1 we have such forms as yurpa+ma+ngku+lunru+mu, 
ll:i/./.i r t r a  /1g/i~+1~1171l+r~l1, and lrallcu+ma+ngku+Iumu+mu; and in 
Co~ijugatio~l III, niuir:ar-kpi-~~ia+tigltu+luniu+mt~. N o  Conjugation IV, 
V, VI remote future forms have been elic~ted but we would predict Ita-tngi 
trier + ii,q/r~~ t /1/111~1+rII~ ( lv),  nga+nri+iija+ngku+luni~~+r~iu (V), and 
I:(,+ 1 / l iS  t l j0  ~ M ~ / ~ u + ~ u M I U + ~ ~ ~ I  (VI). 

To all of the verbal paradigms can be added a 'purposive' suffix. This 
suffix has the ~neaning 'for (the reason of)' .  If indirect object suffixes are 
~ ~ c ~ e n  t (see below) the meaning is 'benefactive' (that is for the benefit of, to 
tlic d~sadvantage of) .  The simple actual purposive Conjugation I forms are: 

Person Singular., Dual Plural 
l i n c  -- ngalpi+nji +/#a  ngalpi+nji+nj#a 
l exc tigalpi+-t~ji-tr/r#a  galp pi-1-Mji+lay#a ngalpi-lnji+yirn # a  
2 iigalpi+ 11ji+ir1) #a  17galpi+i1ji#/1jz1nz- ngalpi+i?ji#njurr # a  

pul#a 
,? tigalpi+irj#a rigalpi+~iji#~ul#a ngalpi+ riji+ j: #i; 

Tlie remote actual singular forms are: ngall~i-.iriji+lpi+r.M#a, ngalpi+nji 
+ll)i-t-iiy+a, and ngalpi-+nji+lp#a. 

The simple expective ('hortative') purposive forms for Conjugation I are 
i n  the singular: ngalpi-u+rn#a, iigalp+zi+iip#a, and t igalpi-u~v#a; the 
third person plural form is ngalp-l-u+~>#a. The complex expective ('future') 
purposive forms for Conjugation I are, in the singular: ngalp+u+lumu 
+r.n #a ,  i~gal~~+t~+lurnu+tip#a, iigalp+u+rli~jp#a. The first person dual 
forms are ngalp-1- u+lupu+l#a and irgalp-l-z~-;-lul~i+ lay#a. The third 
person plural forin is iigalp{-u+l~tpi+y#a. 

The desiderative purposive forms for Conjugation I, in the singular, are: 
~rgctll~i+t?ji+lci+rn#a, ngalpi+rzji+ ki+iip#a, ngalpi+iiji+ kaw#a. 

The other conjugations add nothing new to the verbal alternations: the 
overt marker # a  is added to each of the forms; and if a vowel precedes, that 
llnwel is deleted; but if a consonant precedes, a p appears between the con- 
sonant and #a.  Examples are ya f iri+i~ji+rtr#a 'I'm going for it', ya+ni+ 
~ ! i i - !  ti/)#u 'You (sing.) are going for it'. 

All of the verbal forms given so far either have had an  understood third 
person direct object or are intransitive. The direct object forms are: 
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Person Singular Dual 
1 inc -- #nga+ li+ nji 
1 exc +nji #nga+ layi+nji 
2 +nta - +nti - #njumpuli+nji 

+ntu 
3 4 #puli+ nji 

Plural 
#nga+njtjurri+ nji 
#nga+ni+nji 
#njurri+nji 

The reflexive/reciprocal direct object form is +rni+nji. For all of these forms, 
nji is nj before a vowel and the second singular form is nt before a vowel. 
The choice of nta, nti, ntu is covered in § 4. 

The indirect object pronoun markers are: 

Person Singular Dual 
1 inc - #nga+ li+ k u  
l e x c  +tji #nga+layi+ k u  
2 + ngu #n  jumpula+lcu 
3 +la - +li - +lu #pula+ku 

The reflexive/reciprocal indirect object form is +rna+ngu. As for the other 
indirect object forms, tji has a variant t j  before a vowel and ngu has the variant: 
ng. Similarly, the u of +ku deletes before a vowel and the as of njumpula, 
pula, njtjurra, and njurra then become u. 

The subject pronoun suffixes precede the object pronoun suffixes except 
that the first person singular precedes any second or third person pronoun 
and second person singular precedes the third person dual. For example, in 
subject-object order we have: . . . pulu#nga+li+nji . . . they (dual subject) 
u s  (dual inclusive object). . . . +li#pula+ku . . . we (dual inclusive subject) 
t o  them (dual). For second p e r s o n  first person, we have : . . . +nji+n 
. . . t h o u m e ,  . . . +tj#umpulu . .  . you (dual) t o  me, . . . tji+np#a . . . 
t h o u f o r  me. For second person s i n g u l a r t h i r d  person dual we have 
such pronoun suffix combinations as: . . . +ngu+pul#a . . . they (dual) - 
for thee, and . . . +nta#pulu . . . they ( d u a 1 ) t h e e .  

An examination of the vowel and consonant alternations in the verbal 
paradigms shows that many of the suffixes have a large number of sbrface 
allomorphs. For the 'future' marker we find the following variations: lapa, 
lipa, lupa, lama, lima, luma, lipi, lupu, limi, lurnu, lapi, lami, lupi, lumi; lu, 
rlinj, and rlinjp. These alternations are apparently rule governed and seem 
actually to be due to the interaction of a few fairly simple rules which we 
discuss in $4 .  

The verbal morphology has also a number of derivational affixes. For 
example, the formative +pi of muwar+pi 'speak' is a verbaliser which is 
suffixed to the noun muwar 'language, talk'. The derivational affixes show 
alternations similar to those of the inflectional endings. Since the deriva- 
tional endings show no peculiar alternations, we will not discuss them in 
this paper as our aim is to formulate phonological rules rather than to 
present the complete morphology- of Nyangumarda. 

3. Noun morphology 
The noun suffixes of Nyangumarda are much fewer in number than the 
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verbal endings. Nouns a* inflpted, h~wever, both for case and number. 
overt case5 are ergpave, dahve, allatlve, locative, -and elative. 

The ar atiye suffix 1s +lu after vowels and +gu after consonants. The 
dative su k x IS Sku. TIE auahve suffix i! +kurnu with cardinal directions 
a& +karti with other nouns. The locat~ve sufFtx is +@ri with cardinal 
directions, +@ with other nouns that end in consonant., and +nga - 
+ngi N +ngu with other nouns that end rn a, i, u, respectirely. The slative 
sufix is  +igu vhtk wdiasl directions and ngurlu with other nouns. 

Other noun endtngs ~nclude the possessive form # M i  - #mila and the 
'resulti~e' suffix #tja. Both the possessive and resultive endings precede a 
case marker; the possessive ending precedes the resultive. The resultive 
ending has the meaning 'as a result of, due to, because of, from'. 

The overt (productive) number suffixes are the dual and plural. The dual 
ending is +tjirri and the plural ending is +rrangu. The productive number 
suffixes follow case endings. 

Among the lexical suffixes we note here #tjurtinj 'proprietive', #kurlu 
and #lcupunu '-like'. Examples are yukurru#tjurtinj 'owning a 

dog', yukurru#kurlu 'lacking a dog, dogless', yukurru#kupanu 'dog-like'. 
There are also the emphatic suffixes #rla - #pirla and #rti, - #pirti 
where the shorter alternants occur after vowels and the longer after 
consonants. 

The following sentences illustrate the case endings (and some of the verbal 
endings). As ~yangumarda  is an 'ergative language', there is no case ending 
for intransitive subjects. 

( 1 )  yarvarta ngalpi+nji+ rri 
'horse' 'enter'-.actual-3rd subj. 
'The horse is goinglwent inside' 

(2) tjatilf fju yalvarta yurpa+rna+rra 
'saddle'-erg. 'horse' 'rub'-actual-3rd subj. 
'The saddle is rubbinglrubbed the horse'. 

(3) P a r u f k u  partarl kanj t j i f rn  #a  larlka+ k u  
spinifex'-dat.. 'in vain' 'search'-actual-purposive 'dry'-dat. 
He searched in vain for some dry spinifex'. 

(4) Pula+ karti ya+rra+la marngu+ karti 
'that (near)'-allative 'go'-imp.-to him 'person'-allative 
'Go to that person!' 

(5 )  Tjiria ~varnku+ngu Icarirf ka+nju+rra 
'foot' 'rock'-loc. 'slip'-verbaliser-past actual-3rd sing., 
'His foot slipped on a rock.' 

(6) Tjimpu+ngurlu tama+rni+y #a partanj+ karrungu 
'egg1-elative 'emerge'-actual-they(p1.)-purposive 'child'-pl. 
'The young are emerginglemerged from the eggs.' 

(7) n7ilja yurpa+rn+yurpa+rna+rna+mi+nji 
'nose' 'rub'-actual-'rub'-actual-I-reflexive 
'I keep on rubbing my nose.' 

L 
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4. Phonological rules 
In this section we establish underlying forms for the suffixes and stems given 
above in $ 2  and § 3 and propose a set of phonological rules by which the 
varied surface forms can be derived. 

The most important process in Nyangumarda phonology is Progressive 
Vowel Assimilation. Consider (a), (b), and (c). 

(c) 
kalku+lumu+rnu 
kallcu+ mu+ rru 
kalku+rnu+mu+rnu 
kalku+rnu+lpu+riiu 
kalku+lzi+rriu+lu 

In (a), (b), and (c) vowel assimilation starts with the last stem vowel and 
proceeds completely through each of the words. Consider, however, (d) to (i). 
The first inclusive dual suffix +li and the second person singular indirect 
object suffix +ngu are not affected by vowel assimilation. Moreover, neither 
are the vowels that precede 1i and ngu. The stem kaku means 'forget, not 
notice'; wurra means 'tell'. 

We take, then, the underlying forms of li and ngu to be /li/ and /gu/,  respect- 
ively. The underlying forms of the stems given in (a) to (i) are: /yurpa/, 
l~virril, lkalkul, /wurra/, and lkakul. The underlying vowel of the affixes other 
than li and ngu given in (a) to (i) is simply a :  /lapa/, /ma/, /rra/, /ma/ ,  /nu/, 
/lpa/, /nja/, and /la/. We will take up the alternation o f p  and m in lapa below 
and provide further analysis of certain of these affixes. 

Our decision to treat njumpulu, njurru, etc., as external suffixes preceded 
by # stems partly from the fact that they do not block vowel assimilation. 
Compare kalku+mu#i~jumpulu with kalku+rna+li and ivirri+nii#njum- 
pulu with wirri+rna+li 

Vowel assimilation never affects a vowel in a disyllabic stem. Hence, 
Ivurra, mira 'take from', kaku, pirpa 'shine', etc. In trisyllabic or longer stems, 
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;homer, vowel assimilation aeon The underlying fam /3YQ&P~~cE; .~lliQ 
I dp (*om Pidd@n for 'white fellow') has the shape ~vafiipi/i in imlarion by 

v ~ p j  mimilahon but is lt@Jpilaaflt# in the ergatiw case md l u ~ ~ ~ d f a + k ~  
';in jhe dative a s a  W ~ F  assimilation is blocked because of fhe underlyim a 

the suffixes. f i ~  ytUafi?n here is precisely like that in verbs-+ 'buffer' 
vowel is I& unassrm~latkd d an underlying non-a vowel is enwunted. 

vowel assimilation originates not only from a vov~el in a stem but also 
wm an affix vowel. The underlying shape of puiu - puiu - puii is /puiu/. 
:fib murs if +@ follows as ul: ~~~rra+lim9frtra#pula+k~ 'I'll tell them 
wal)'. If pub 1s follonnred by fa, h~wwer, &rnil&tion is not blaclred: 
,wwr~+rroe#puh+lu, / w f r ~ ~ + r n ~ t l f u + l a / ,  ?hey (dual) &U/tald him'. 

Vowel assimilation has as its 's~urce' not only an i or u vowel but also a 
)alatal(ized) consonant: nj, tj, 0, y. Consider (j) and (k) : 

.From the forms in (k) we see that we have underiyirrg /$a/, /yo/? and 
I jfgpa/. The fo rm in ti) show two different procexm--a fegressive assmila- 

boo af a to i befow a palatal, as in n&i+nji+Zp/+rni (cf. ngaJpa+li+l 
You and I had better not go in,'), and mimilation proceeding from a palatal 
w o n a n t .  pe re ve assimilation is taken up below, The progressive 
&we! a+rmhtien~st like the agsimilation due to underlying i and r in 
tbt  ~t ls blocked If a non-a vowel follows in an internal. am. Corn are 
wurryl+ lopi+j~+ngu with wwra+ bpf+)X. and wurm+hpi+yi+li '&ey 
(p13 will tell htm'. Vowel assZmilatiqn due to a palatal consonant d m  not 
pow&, however, acmss consonants: kulpr+rlhj~a+rntz+ngu 'It will 
%urn to itself come bgck on itself (as line anto reel). We do not get rliry'pi 
b u s e  the p 6 Imks vowel assimilation from the palatal pi. The i of rJInjp~ 
,$i$ks,not muse assimilation either sine it is due to regressive 'palatalization' 
df unckrlying a. The indirect object affix #t&na+ku sbow that vowel 

I assimilation do~s not proceed from #Cy. 
We can formulate the rule of vowel assimilation as: Progressive Vowel 

Assiniilation (PVA) [ +syllabic ] + [ + h i ' h ] / + h i l l ]  a front 
-high a front C2,-C2, - 

a labial -a labial -p  labial 

where (1) (the leftmost) C2, = 4 if 
-a labial 

15 neither the second vowel of a word nor in the environment #C-. The 
notahon C2, in the statement of the rule means that from zero to two conso- 
nants may occur in each of the positions indicated. The segments which cause 
tinderlying a to assimilate are: i, LI, y, t j ,  lj, iij, and w. Lj does not occur in 
tile surface forms of affixes and I V  does not occur in the underlying forms of 

I 
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affixes. The high consonants k and ng agree in frontness and labiality and 
neither cause nor block assimilation. 

By convention, the environment of vowel assimilation cannot contain #, 
since it is not mentioned in the rule. The rule of progressive vowel assimila- 
tion stpplies itemtively from left to right. Iteration of rub in any language 
is guaranteed because any rule iterate8 if it can; that is all items In an input 
stsing a s  scanned (or examined) for pmsi bla rule application. The dimtian 
of scansion is predictable on the basis of the form of a rule and its effect, 
In the present case scansion is left to ri&t W w e  Nj~angumarda vowel 
rrssisrihtion is self-feeding (that is creates out uts c m  atibh with the strub. 
tml dmriptbn) and the en~ronment is le f%. nded P that is the 6bli&atory 
part of the environment is to the left of the underline). 

Hale (1968: 177-78) suggests that the vowel which assimilates is under- 
lying i, rather than the a which is proposed here. The principal difficulties 
we find with his suggestion are: 

(1) A process whereby i -t a/aC-- seems highly unnatural. The vowel a 
is not known to have any particular assimilatory effect on either vowels or 
consonants. On the other hand, in many languages a is often subject to rules 
of fronting, backing, and/or raising from the assimilatory affects of both 
vowels and consonants. ! 

statement of a bissjrnilstion rule is made nwlsary if, for example, 
We to l~ ]&a/ and tmYmp&/ are assumed to be [pulii &and 

f # m ~ ~ E i / .  For the indirect gbject pronouns such putative forms as third 
pepon dual jpufi+h/ and second person dual Idmptdi+larr) will ham to 

dissimilation rule J + a/&h to @Ye surface pufa+ku 
However, the first p o n  dual inelusive form ng&+li+ku 

form rtgo+hyi+h will have t~ be exwptions to 
the dissimilation rule or else we will be forced to posit a inorphologically 
irregular # before lcrr for both thm forms. Similar difficulties arise with a 
numbr of ather farms. in the pmadps  given in 2. Iti contrast, taking the 
assimilamry vow1 to br: a allow us to posit underlying dual indirect obJect 
forms ! ]r~cr+li+hj, ]p+ Layifkd, /InumpuIa+ ku/, and Ipukr+ku/. These 
f m s  are not affected by progressive vowel assimilation, since they do not 
satisfy its sWuctural dacf~ption, and haw surfam forms identical ta Wir  
underlying forms flowlevel phonetie rules In brief, our swnd 
objection to Hale's m&oa 1s that positing i as the vowel which 
undergoes prnpsiw mimilation seem to both the state- 
ment of the morphology and the phonolo 'MI d e a  of the language. 
As we have already nofed, the forms in 8 are widma lor a rub ofregres- 

sive assimilation. Underlying a is fronted a d  r a i d  to i when it is followed 
by a high front consonant. The rule can be formulated as: 

Regressive Vowel Fronting (RVF) 

- 
is neither the second vowel of a word nor in the environment #C-. 

Regressive Vowel Fronting (RVF) must follow Progressive Vowel Assimua- 
tion (PVA) and PVA and RVF must be extrinsically ordered. Consider the 
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.- 'upl unrealized actual forms of kalku: kdku+mu+mi+nji, hlkufrnlc 
"flityirfii, "l.lh+rm+mi+n&rrv, k~Iku+rn*+nl+~i, Both W A  and 

VF apply to these forms. IF RYF P ~ A ~ s  PVA we derive incorrect forms 
such q QikaIku+r~~~l+ml+nji, *kaJkv+rna+mlfyj, eta. A sample deri- 

lkalku+rna+ma+lzYa/ 
kalku+rna+mi+nYa RVF 
"alku+rna+mi+nYi PVA 

clearly, if RVF precedes PVA, the application of RVF establishes an i-vowel 
which blocks the application of PVA to the vowel immediately before this 
i-vowel. If PVA precedes RVF, however, no such difficulty is encountered: 

@otice that PVA and RVF cannot apply simuttaneousfy, for PVA is an 
'iterative rule. Therefore, PVA and RVF are extrinsically ordered, and PVA 
'@plies before RVF. 
-' Lf we take the formative icyi to have layi as its underlying form, we'will 

bij unable to account for the appearance of i before Ioyiin such forms as ka ih  
+ni+Fayi, ywpu+rn~+layi, yu~pa+lupi+ iayi, and kalkar+lupi+iayf. 
Furthermore, we will be unable to account for the surface a d Ioyi itself 

we would predic$ i as a result of applying RVF. However, if we take 
layi to have the underlying form /Jyi/, the luyi forms can be regularid. We 
need 8 rule which deiives layi from /Iyi/. The rule is: 

Epenthesis (EP) 
IY + lay/+- 

That is, the insertion of an epenthetic vowel produces a sequence lay from 
underlying /lY/ in a suffix. EP applies after RVF, since we have surface a, not 
i before y. Sequences such as lapi+layi and mi+Iayi are derived as follows: 

I /lapa+ lYi/ /rna+lYi/ 
RVF lapi+l"i rni+lYi 
EP lapi+layi mi+ layi 

Forms such as yurpn+h#tayi+fi and odlku+ lu#tayi+ If indicate that /Pi[ 
is suahed externally in ConjugationII negative imperative paradig?. In these 
paradigms lay3 does not block the application of PVA to a preceding vowel 
(kalkoc+lu#layi+I~) and does not front a prsceding vowel to i (yurp@+la 
#Idyi+li)* 
If we do  not take layi to be underlying /i"i/, but just underlying lIuyi/, then 

we are committed to rules such as (a) V +i/[+labial]-+&yi and 
(b) V --b i ln-+I~yi .  'Rules7 (a) and (b) would account for such sequences 
as lapi+layi, /pi+luN, mi+layi and rnr'flayi. But neither 'rule' (a nor 'rute' 
Cb) bs any intuitive appeal whtsoeve~ as a reasonable and possi re phono- 6 
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logical process. The 'brute force' (concrete?) solulion that 'rules' (a) and (b) 
represent has therefore been rejected in favour of the more abstract solution 
with underlying /lYi/ and a rule of vowel epenthesis. 

Keeping the two rules PVA and RVF in mind let us examine the 
N y q n p a d a  impmiye and negative imperative forms. For the first 
coquehom we find yf in imprative forms; second, third, and fifth 
cataetjon have /la]; conjwt ion  111 has iva; conjugatio~l VI has rra. 
Jf mmpm full range of verbal forms within a given co~~jugation / ~ u r ~ a + l f  ra#pula/ /yurpa+l+ra+ya/ 
we see that meh conjugation is c h a r ~ ~ r i m d  by a conjugation m r k ~ r .  Y K P Q + ~ + Q # P ~ ~ Q  ywpa+l+a+ya 
Conjugation I forms typically cqnltai? y;  mnju~hon XI forms have I or t ;  ~~~*~a-l - l+a#puZu yurpa+ l+a+yi 
conjugation ILI form have 1; mryugation IV forms contain rrg or /wirri+l+ ra#pula/ Iwirri+l+ra+ya/ 
mnjugation V forms have .I or r ;  and conju tion Vl formi have 4. T{; wirri+l+a#pu/u wirri+l+a+ ya 
c~n.a tion vr impaptin forms r u m t  Et the im-tive m a r b ~  ir ~virrif l+i#pulu tvirri+/+a+yi 
uderf$mg W a d  that the conjugation marker n has k o m e  r before the r /~<alltu+l+ra/ /kalku+l+ra#pulal /kalku+l-I-ra+ya/ 
of the; imperati* marker. If so, then we can consider the simple imperative (5) kafk~+ I+Q kalku+l+a#pu/a kolku+l+a+j~a 
forms for all conjugations to have the underlying structure Verb+ Conj~lgation PVA ka!ku+l+ 14 kal.u+l+ w#pulu kalku+l+a+ yi 
Marker+ra and the negative imperative forms to have the underlying 
structure Verb+Co~~jugatio~~ Marker+rai-Person Mar l te r~ la .  The forma- 
tive /la/ is the negative imperative marker; there is no third person singular /muwar-tpi+l+ra/ /muwar+pi+l+ra /muwar+pi+l+ra 
ending in the paradigm. The underlying forms for the imperative are, then: \ #pula/ + ~ a /  

(5) 1 1  nlulvar+pi+l+a / l ~ u ~ ~ : ~ r + p i + ~ + ~ , ~ ~  
Conjugation Sillgular Dual Plural #pula 

I ~ ~ ~ a l p a S y + r a  ngalpa+y +ra#l)ulaa  galp pa-k)lf ra I'VA 17iz111>ar+pi r l  I- i I I I  p i - -  i /~lll~var+pi{- 
+ya #plllu 

1 I yurpa+l+ra yurpa+ l+ra#l.~ula jiurpa-1 l+ raf yu 
ivirrii-/+ra ~virri 4 I-1-ra#ptila ivirri+ l+ra+ vn 
kalltu+l+ra kalku+ l+ra#pula lcallcu+l+ra+ya 

I11 l l~u~var-~pi+l+ra niuivar+pi+l+ra mulvar+pi+l-I-ra 
#pula +ya 

IV lta+ng+ra ka+~~g+ra#pula l ta+ng+ratya 
V ~zga Ll+ra ~~ga+l{ra#pula riga+l+ra-i-ya 

ya+n +ra#pula j )a+~-k  ra-kJ-'a 
/r~@+I+ra#pulal lga+l+ra+yst/ 

VI ya+n+ra w + / + Q # P ~ ~ ~  ya+l+7#puIct W + ~ + Y @  
aa t I+ j.i 

To derive correct surface forms we require the followirlg pl~onological rules: 
(1) ra-deletio~z 

ra + ~ / Y + ( # > [ Y ,  1, 1'1 /~a+n+ra#pula/ /ya+n+ra+yst/ 
(2) y-deletioiz ~a+~Jr~~#pu Ic i  JW+ r+rafya 

Y +$!!----(#)[Y, 1, lY1 ya+r+ra#pulu ya+r+ra+yi 
(3) a-rarsrng 

a -t i/[m, p l i - y + C  VF to apply to nnjugation I1 forms such as m a + /  
(4) n-assimilation kalku+l+a+yi, and rnuwur+pi+i+a+yi to 

n + r / + r  but it does not. There are w. number of alternative 
(5) r-deleti011 

r + 4/[Y, 11(#)- 
(6) iv-forn~atio~~ 

q+r  + -cu 
The derivations are: 

(1) 
/qalpa+y +ra/ /qalpa+y+ra#pula/ /galpa+y +ra+Ya 
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Except then for the presence of additional + boundaries in some of these 
forms (due to a more complete analysis of certain formatives) and the failure 
of RVF to apply to Conjugation 21 plural forms, the rules presented here 
derive the imperative forms given in section 2. 

The derivation of the Conjugation I negative imperative forms is as 
follows : 

1 inc Singular DuaI Plural 
/galpa+y+ra+li /yalpa+y+ra+lzYa + la/ -t la/ 
yalpa+y+li+la - 
yalpa+ li+ la - 
- yalpi+y+ra+nya+la 
- yalpi+y+a+nYa+la 
yalpa+li+li galpi+y+a+nYi+li - yalpi+y+i+nYi+li 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(5) 
PV A 
RVF 

1 exe /galpa+y+ra+rna /&pa+ y+ra+ Pi JyaIpa+y+ra+yirrtrs 
+Id + ~ ~ l  +la/ 

(1) - gaJpa+y+lPi+ la galpa+y +yirnrr+ la, 
w (2) - yalpa+lYi+la galpa+yirna+la 

(3) yalpi+y+ra+rna+la - - 

(5) yalpi+y+atrna+la - - 

PVA yalpi+y+i+rni+li yalpa+l'i+li yalpa+yirni-t 1i 
EP - yalpa+layi+li -- 

2nd person 
/yalpu+y+ra+npa /yalpa+y+ra#nYunz- + 1.1 pula+ la/ 

(3 )  yalpi+y+ra+npa yalpi+y+ra#nyum- + la pula + la 
(5) yalpi+ y+a+npa+la yalpi+y+a#~~~unz- 

pula + la 
PVA yalpi+y+i+npi-tli yalpii-y+i#liYum- 

pulz1+ 121 

3rd person 
/galpa +y+ru+la/ /yalpa+y +ra#pula /yalpu+y+ra+ya+l~/ + la1 

(1) - yaIpa+y +ya+la 
(2) - - yalpa+ya+Ia 
(3) yalpi+y+ra+la yalpi+y+ra#pula - + la 
(5) yalpi+y+a+la yalpi+y+a#pula - + la 
PVA yalpi+y+i+li yalpi+y+i#pulu yalpa-kyi+li + lu 

The alternative singular negative imperative forms of yurpa, ka ,  nga, and 
ya, which have the vowel a throughout the endings, are the forms we would 
expect on the basis of the rules we have suggested and on the basis of the 

underlying forms of the structure Verb+CmjWation Markar+ra 
+Pflson Marker+la. The singular negative imperative forms with i as the 

of the endings are anomalous and indicate alternative basic affix 
The forms ~urpa+~i+rni+li, yur.a+Ei+npi+li and yurpa+/i+li 

seem to contain Iril instead oflral. If so, then PVA will assimilate all following , to i, The forms ka+~~cr+rni+li, ka+ws+npi+li, ka+wa+li and the 
panIlel forms of ngu and ya require alternative person marker forms in i 
rather than a. rn any event, these forms would seem to be due to paradigm 

1 prm from Conjugation I and I11 verbs. Aside from these a ~ m a l o u s  
I singular forms, all the other negative imperative forms are regularly derived 

by the rules (I) to (61, PVA, RVF, and EP. 
&fore we can account for the expective mood paradigm forms we need 

to consider a number of additional phonological and morphological rules. 
For the second person forms we need to account for the alternation of h 

,'llld /,pa in the singular pronoun marker. The form npa occurs in the negative 
i~~l~era t ive  paradigm while 11 occurs in the expective mood paradigms. The 
form 11pa occurs before a following internal consonant initial suffix. Before 
[he suffix, which has the surface shape #a,  we find the form np. 
We shall show below that this manifestation of the second singular pronoun 
i s  also basically just t~pa .  A similar alternation is found in the remote actual 
p~di@ns where I alternates with what is basically Iw. The full form !pa 
occurs before the internal consonants I, r,  n and the form I occurs befom 
#C and word finally (that is before ##). Note also that the third singular 
(and dual) m?xpectiw affix rliqj has an altarnate form rlin/p before #a. This 

seems to be underlying /rlanvpu/ with the surface i due to RVF. 
If we take the 1onjg.r form of these affixes to be basic, then a rule which 

deletes pa before #C and ## is all that is required. The environment 
[C, can be considered equivalent to 'not a vowel', that is to V. The rule, 
then. IS: 

Pa-deletion (PAD) 
Pa + 4/[1, n, nYl-#[- Vl 

We owrved above that there is no third person singular ending in the 
,negative imperative mood, nor is there a third singular ending in the complex 
expective mood. However, in the simple expective, simple actua1,and unrealized 
aclual forms a third person singular marker /+rra/ occurs and in third singular 
remote actual rorms a /#gal suffix occurs. In addition, no  third person 
,singular marker is present in purposive forms. All of this suggests a morpho- 
Iogic:al rule of the following sort: The third person singular afix is realised 
as ]#gal if /lpaJ precedes and is retllised as /+rra] elsewhere, unless another 
afflx follows or rlanjpa precedes, 

The simple expective paradigms are generally characterid by the 
formative kit, which appears just after the conjugation marker. But the 
Conjugation Iparadigm has only uand also lacks an avert conjugation marker. 
This suggests to us that an underlying sequence yf ku is reduced to u and 
that there is a phonological rule (or rules) to the effect that y+k + 4/+-u. 
Let us term this rule y+k-deletion (YKD). 
Tht simple expective third plural paradigm has wi instead of the usual yi 

formative. This seems to be due to a phonological rule of 'glide adjustment' 
@A) whereby u+yi becomes u+ ~ v i .  
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I 
Glide Adjustment (GA) 

li-lru deletion (LKUD) 

y -t w/u;--i l+ku + $/+-+lapa, 

The rule GA must follow PVA. where ku is not the second syllable of a word. 

J Lastly, we need to introduce the general rule of vowel elision (vE). when- The conditioll on the application of LKUD insures that we do not delete 

ever two vowels are adjacent, the first is deleted. the l r k u  of the nga+l+ku paradigm. The LKUD rule must follow PAD', 
I ~illce LKUD does not apply if lapa is shortened to la. 

Vowel elision (VE) We are now in a position to derive the forms of the complex expective 
V + d/-(#>v mood ~aradigms. Sample derivations from Conjugation I are: 

I  We are now in a position to derive the simple expective mood verb fornis. 

d The Conjugation I simple expective singular forms and the third person plural / Y Q ~ P ~ + Y  +ku+ lapa+ rnal /yalpa+y+ku+ lapa#nYurra/ 
form are derived as follows: YKD yalpa + u+lapa+rr~a yaks-I- u t  lapa#nYurra 

yalp+u+lapa+rna yalp+u + lapa#nYurra 
/yalpa+y+ku+n~a/ /yalpa+y + ku+l?pal PAD' - yak-ku+la#nYurra 

YKD yalpa+u+rna yalpa+u+npa NA ~a/p+u+lama+rna - 

VE yalp+u+rna yalp+u+n~a PVA yak+ u+lumu+rnu yalp+ u+ lu#nYzrrr.u 
PAD - yalpu+lz 

! PVA yalp+u+rnu - 
I 

ample derivations from Conjugation 11 are: 

/galpa+y+ltu+rral /yalpa+y+ku+yal 
/ll'il.r.if 1 I ku -i- lapa + tzpu/ /}~II~/>U + / 1- kl, -1 /apa IFQ/ 

YKD yalpa+u+rra yalpa+u+ya PAD' ~virri-I- I+ ku f /ups } 17 
- 

VE yalp+u+rra ya lp+u+~a  L K  U D \l'itnri /apa+/r J~~I~/IC? 4- /apu -; /ua 
I 

I PVA yalp-1- u4-rrzl yalp+u+yi wirri t-lut?ia ; 11 yurpa 1 larlla 1- tlju 
I I  I I 

GA - yalp+u+\~'i PVA ~virri - /itt~i 1 11 ~ ~ ~ ~ r p u i -  /UI? I~  -k 11ji 
R V F  - jlurpa+ lami+nji 

 be remaining Conjugation I simple expective forms are derived in an 
entirely arallel fashion. The forms for the other conjugations are also quite P The simple actual mood paradigms have the general structure Verb 
straight orwardly derived from base structures of the shape v+ Conjugatio~f -1 Conjugation Marker+na+Person Marker. For Conjugation I verbs a rule 
Itf0rker-t k u + P e  Marker. of metathesis applies to the Conjugation marker and the Ila actual mood 

The complex expective mood paradigm can be considered to be an elabora- formative. 
tion of the simple expect ive paradigm. A general characteristic of the complex 
expective mood forms is the presence of the 'future' formative Iqa between j)-metathesis (YMET) 
ku and the persdn Marker. The third singular and third dual forms have, y+n + nY 
however, the form rliplj For lapa. Whatever its historical origins may be, it The J)-metathesis rule must follow a-raising (rule 3). 
seems that jrlanYpal is presently a morphologicaliy conditioned variant of 

I lapa and, hence, must be specified by a morphological rule. ConJll&atio~l 11 and V verbs the conjugation marker is r, rather Lllan 
The underlying shape Iapa is itself subject to a rde of n ~ a l  assimilation. I, i n  actual mood forms. Conjugalion 1V forms have y instead of llg as 

tile ~ol?iugatiOn niarket. Co~ijugation 111 verbs seem to require a rule which 
Nasal Assimilation (NA) dclclcq expected I conjugation marker before 11, while Coliugation V I  

p -t m/+la-a+(C)[+nasall verbs rccluire t l l i i t  the expected n conjugation marker be deleted. A rule or' 
We thus have ngalp+u+luniu+r~iu beside ngalp+zi+lupa+li. alveoliir deletion can be framed quite simply. 

The ullderlying shape lapa is subject to (a suitably revised verbloll of) Alveolar-deletion (ALV) 
pa-deletion. Let us term the revised rule PAD'. [n, 11 + 4l----+n 

I 
Derivations for simple actual mood forms can now be given. 

I  I  
PAD' 

pa -f 4/[1, nY, nl(a)-#[wVl lyalpa+y+~ia+rna/ /ka+y+tia+rna/ I 

The complex expective forms are subject also to a rule of l+ku deletion.- 
yalpi+y+na+rna - 

In particular, l+ku is deleted when it stands before the formative lapa. 
YMET yalpi+nYa+rna lcatnYa+rna I - i I - 



ALV muwar+pi+na+rna ya+na+rna 
PVA muwar+pi+ni+ rni - 
PVA does not apply to ka+nja+rna since the vowel a of nja is only the second 
vowel of the word and is, hence, too 'early' to be subject to PVA. 

The alternative simple actual forms nga@i#njumpulu and ngalpi#njurru 
beside the full forms ngalpi+nji#njumpulu and ngalpi+nji#njurru suggest 
a truncation rule. 

Truncation 
nji + @I--#nj 

Truncation is optional for actual forms but is apparently obligatory for 
imperfect forms. 

The distinctive present actual forms of Conjugation IV, V, and VI verbs 
require that we postulate some additional formative between the conjugation 
marker and the nu actual mood marker. This formative is apparently niy. We 
suggest, then, that the present actual forms of ka, nga, and ya have the basic 
structures ka+rj +niy+na+Person Marker, nga+r+niy +na+Person Marker 
and ya+n+niy +na+Person Marker, respectively. The rule ALV already 
accounts for the simplification of the double n of the ya forms. We will need 
only a rule, say rule (7), which simplifies the cluster [q+n] to [ g ]  to account 
for the forms of the present actual ka paradigm. This rule is quite reasonable 
as the language totally lacks ngn clusters. Rule (7) is: n + @/y+-. 
Sample derivations for present actual forms are as follows: 

- /ka+rj+niy+na /ya+r+niy+na lya+n+niy+na + rral + rral + rral 
(7) ka+rj+iy+na+rra - - 
ALV - - ya+niy+na+rra 
YMETka+rj+i+nYa+rra ya+r+ni+nYa+rra ya+ni+nYa+rra , 
PVA ka+y+i+tzYi+rri ya+r+ni+nYi+rri ya+ni+nYi+rri 

The unrealised actual paradigms show a formative ma added after the nu 
actual marker. The Conjugation I paradigm requires a rule (similar to 
LKUD) which deletes y+na. We can formulate this rule as follows. 

y+na deletion (YNAD) 
y+na +- @/--+ma 

A sample derivation is: 

/galpa+ y+na+ma+rno/ 
(3 )  yalpi+y+na+ma+rna 
Y N A D  galpi+ma+rna 
PVA rjalpi+mi+rni 

The unrealised actual paradigms for Conjugations I1 and 111 require no 
additional phonological rules. Conjugations IV, V, and VI have a morpho- 
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logical irregularity; /nil is an alternative formative to /nu/. If /nil is chosen, 
we have derivations such as: 

/ku -I-!] f tri- I-ma-t- rm/  /}!a-I- t~ +rtil-tiro-I- ma/ 
(7) / i ~ 1 - t J l - i t t ~ t a - / r t t a  - 
ALV - ya f ni+ma+rna 
PVA ka+rj+i+mi+rni ya-1-ni+mi+rni 

The remote actual paradigms show lpa for the ma of the corresponding 
nrealised actual forms. The third person singular ending is #nga. A sample 

derivation is : 

1 1 /yalpa+y+na+lpa#ya/ 
(3)  yalpi+y+na+&a#ya 
YMET yalpi+nYa+ lpa#ya 
PAD' yalpi+nYa+/#ya 
PVA rjalpi+nYi+ l#rja 

The remote actual forms of Conjugation I can also occur without surface 
~lji. That is, we have the optional rule: y+na -t @/-+@a. 

All of the remote actual forms are derived by the rules already considered 
and need no special comment. 

The forms of the unrealised remote actual forms are also immediately 
derived by the rules already introduced. Note that forms such as ngalpifmi 
+lpi+rni, from underlying /yalpa+y+na+ma+lpa+rna/, require the 
application of YNAD. . 

The imperfect actual mood paradigms have underlying forms of the 
structure Verb + Conjugation Marker + ni+ kinYa+Person Marker. To derive 
Conjugation I forms we need a rule which deletes y+ni. 

y+ni deletion (YNID) 
J!- !-)ti -> 41--+kinYa 

A sample derivation for this paradigm is: 
I!la/pa$- J! -tt?i+ kb"u-f- rual 

(3) !~a/pi -ty.i-~ti-t- kinYrr-i rtro 
YN 1 D y~l/) i ,{-  kit~~ir-trtrcr 
I'VA !p/pi l-ki/lyi-1-r~ti 

The desiderative aspect paradigms show the formative ka before the 
pcrson markers. The minor conjugations show the addition of /niy/, as in the 
present actual paradigms, directly after the conjugation marker. The 
dcside~*ative paradigms are all derived with the rules we have already con- 
sitlered. A sample derivation is: 

/ka+y-f -niy+na+ ka+rna/ 
(7) k a + ~  3-iy+na+ka+rna 
YMETka f  g.i-i+nYa+ka+rna 
PVA ka+y+ i+nYi+ki+rni 

The remote future paradigms show the formative /yku/. A sample deriva- 
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,Further morphologital analysis wi!l be required befom we can attempt a 
more complete phonology. W! feel that additional data will undoubtedly 

that seme of the rules p e n  here are not mrre~t, either i~ toro or in 
detail, but we bilieve that by and large they do provide a ys0n8bIy natural 
wcriptim of Nyangumarda phonology. 

1940. The classification of languages in North and Nortllwest 
364-92, 13 : 24-50. 
of Nyangumata Grammar, by Geoffrey N. O'Gbady. 
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Rule (8) must be ordered before YKD. 
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UmUta grammar. Oceania Linguistic Monograph No. 9. 
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/galpa+ y+ku#ral yarda phonology. Oceanic Linguistics 5(2):71-130. 
) !~alpa+ y+ kuw #ra Mooney. 1973. Nyangumarda kinship terminology. 

Y K D  galpat-uw #ra Atithropological Linguistics 15(1) : 1-23. 
(9) galpo+u\v#a O'Grady, G. N., C. F. Voegelin and F. M. Voegelin. 1966. Languages of the 
V.E yalp + uw #a  l.,orld : 1ndo-~acific~fascicle six. Anthropological Linguistics S(2). 

/yalpa+y+na+npa#ral 
(3) yalpi+y t n n  t n p a  #/.GI 
Y M E T  yalpi+nYatnpa#r~l 
(9 )  galpi+nYa+npa#a 
PAD' -- 
V E  yalpi+nPn+np#a 
PVA galpi+nYi+np#a 

/galpi+y+na+ ka#ra/ 
(8) galpi+y+t~a+ka\c~#ra 
(3) yalpi+ y+na+kabv#ra 
YMET galpi+nYa+ka+r#ra 
(9) galpi+aYa+kaw#a 
PVA galpi+.nPi+ k a ~ v # a  



4. The adjoined relative clause 
in Australia 

Kenne th  Ha le  
Introduction 

In a large number of Australian languages, the principal responsibility for 
productive recursion in syntax is shouldered by a structure which I will refe~ 
to as the adjoined relative clause. It is typically marked as subordinate in some 
way, but its surface position with respect to the main clause is marginal 
rather than embedded-hence the locution 'adjoined'. Typically, but not 
invariably, it is separated from the main clause by a pause. And it has been 
widely observed that, in languages which make extensive use of the adjoin~d 
relative, when the subordinate clause precedes the main clause, it is terminated 
with a characteristic falling-rising intonation and followed almost invariably 
by a pause; but when the main clause precedes the subordinate clause, the 
intonation over both clauses is more often falling, and the pause between 
them, if any, is brief. 

The adjoined relative may be illustrated by the following sentence, from 
Walbiri of central Australia: 

( 1 )  yatjulu-Cu 4-+a yankiri pantu-nu, kutja-lpa yapa rja-l?u. 
(I-erg AUX emu spear-past, COMP-AUX water drink-past) 
'I speared the emu which waslwhile it was drinking water'. 

(For an elementary discussion of Walbiri surface syntax, particularly Ithat 
pertaining to the internal constituency and surface positioning of the 
auxiliary, the Walbiri case system, verbal inflections, and word order, see 
Hale 1973. In the glossing of Walbiri sentences, I will leave the internal 
composition of the auxiliary unspedki, rg,xanting it simply as A ~ J  The 
mWnab ciavse follows the main clause in this "- indieate& the division Beeween the two claws. Momm9 e relative daust5 
is mad& with what I wit1 texm the 'refemnthl' c o m ~ a t i s e r  IEMlgu-j 
@f,med COW which is prefixed, to the amilkty d that clause. Sentenm (I) 
can also ke rendered as In (2), &at is wi& tha sub~rdbte claw prepo~i:  

(2) yankiri-!i kutja-lpa rjapa ya-nu, yatjulu-!u 4-na pantu-nu. 
(emu-erg COMP-AUX water drink-past, I-erg AUX spear-past) 
'The emu which was drinking water, I speared it. 
While the emu was drinking water, I speared it.' 

It can also be rendered by the somewhat preferred variant of (2) in which the 
main clause is initiated by the anaphoric element lrjulal: 
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( 3 )  ?ankiri-li kutja-lpa rjapa ya-nu, yula q5-l?a pantu-nu yatjulu-(u. 
The emu which was drinking water, that one I speared. 
'While the emu was drinking water, then I speared it.' 

Sentences (1-3) arc open to two distinct intcrprelalions. Or perhaps one 
shoulil rather say that the rc1;ilive clause in these sentences can bc used in two 
dipcrcnt ways. On the one hand, the relative clause may be used either to 
m:tkc more determinate or to supply additional information about an 
a r g ~ ~ m ~ ~ l  i n  [he main clause ( l ~~a t~k i r . i /  'emu', i n  this instance). [ will refer to 
illis use as the Nf'-r~lativc ilrlerpretrrlio/?. On tlie otlier hand, the relative 
clause may be used to specify the tcmporal setting of the event depicted in the 
main clause, or to makc a subsidiary comment holding at tlie time specified 
in tlic main clause. I will refer to this as ihe T-rclutivc irrterprrfation. These 
[wo functions are widely assuined by the adjoined relative in Australian 
languages. In  general, for Walbiri sentences of this type-and this is 
commonly the case elsewhere in Australia as well-tlic NP-relative inter- 
plpt:~tion is available when the main and subordinate clauses share an 
identical arguntent, and the T-relative interpretation is available when the 
two clauses make identical tiine reference. Both of these conditions are met i n  
(I-3), so both interpretations are possible tl~ere. But in the following 
sentcncc (given in  several variants), only the NP-relative intcrllretation is 
;~vnilable, since tlic main and subordiniitc clauses share an argument while 
making rlistincl tcmporal rcfcrences: 

(4)  ( a )  !latiitlic-!ic ka~~i - r ta  rvawiri pura-n~i, kutju-npa paatu-vii ~?juittu/ic-!ti. 
(I-erg AUX kangaroo cook-nonpast, cow-nux spear-past you-erg) 
'I will cook the kangaroo yoit speared.' 
(b) ~ ~ l i ~ l ! u ~ i l - ! ~  k u t j ~ - ~ i ~ ? i l  lvallTiri /J(itftu-/~i/, ~ )u~ l / /u - !u  kapi-t!u /)ura-/~ri,  
(o) I I ~ U I I I I I ~ U - ! ~ ~  ku!ju-/lpa ~vuivii'i pu/1!it-/ui, yula kapi-!a pura-nri !/a~jl/lu-!u. 

And in (5),  only the T-relative interpretation is available, since no arguments 
are shared : 

( 5 )  ( a )  !/(~(iidu-!u /j>(~-i!u /c(ili {ja/!!u-t!u, h+u!ja-d)-/tpo J ~ U - I I U - I ~ ~ /  t?j11/111c. 
(I-erg AUX boomerang trini-past, COMP-AUX walk-past-hither you) 
'1 w i i s  [rimming a boomerang when you came up.' 
(b) k~c<ja-q5-npa yn-1111-nu /!jinltu, ka!i /pa-/!a tjar~!u-?u 
(c )  IiuljCI-d~-npa yu-nit-tj~i rtjl/ntu, t~i i la  /pa-/!a kali tjat.r!ic-/!v !]atjulii-!u. 

The adjoined relative structure is also widely used to specify a condition 
under which tlie predicatio~i embodied in the main clause could refer to an 
actual event, process, or state. I will refer to this as the corrditional iltler- 
pretatiotr. It is appropriate when the main and subordinate clauses arc 
uninstantiatcd predications-reflected formally in the modality system by 
future lensc (lkrrpi-J or 14-1 auxiliary base in concert with the nonpast verbal 
inflection), potential mode (lkaljika-/ auxiliary base in co~~ce r t  with the 
nonpast verbal inflection), or irrealis mode (14-1, /Ipu-/, or /ku/)i-1 as 
:~uxilini-y base in  co~icert with the irrealis inflection in the verb). 11 is not clear 
to mc whether the conditional in Walbiri should be regarded as distincl from 
'he T-rclative interpretation-.both rccjuire an appropriale sequence of 
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modalities over the main and subordinate c l a m .  For the pu oses of this Ti observati~ll~ dp not apply to all Walbiri dialects; however, the pattern 
discussion, I will d k e  to the tmditional nomenclature but WI regard the described here 1s relatively popular.) 
conditional as a special case of the T-relative. In sentences like (6) below, in Another widespread use of the adjoined structure in Australian languages 
which the main and subordinate cIauses are future (with /k@- . . . nonpa~t/ i s  the cxpl+cssion of a causal or purposive relation between predications. This 
in the Fomr, and 14- . . . nonpastl in the latter), both ternporal and con- is not a formal distinction in  Walbiri-l'or many speakers, ]cast, both 
ditional interpretations are possible; atrd since the two clauses share an ceusnl and purposive relatives arc identically markcd by the complemcntiser 
argument, a NP-relative interpretation is also possible: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ u - / .  The causal, or 'rational' sense is present whcn the temporal reference 

of ihe dependent clause is prior to that of the main clause (as in (9) below), 
(6) (a) galjufu-lu kapi-!a wliki  Islwa-~i, katji-&#ki Mi-@ njuntu. I alld the purposive sense is present when the reverse temporal relation holds 

o-erg AUX dog shoot-noapt, COMP-AUX bik-nonpast you) (as in (10)) : 
'1 will shoot the dog, iflwhen it bins you. 
I wiIl shoot the dog that bites youlthat is going to hite you.' (9) (a) tlatjulu-lu kapi-na maliki yalumpu paka-yi, yugu-C#J kudu njampu 
(b) muliki-!i kaGi-&gki ya!ki-+i njutitu, rga~uIw!tr kqi-?a luwa-ti. . j)a!ku-nu. 
(c) moliki-!i kt.~fji-#-gki y#!ki-fi A J I I ~ ~ Y  gula kapi-!a !u~va-rfi gaIjulu-!u. (I-erg AUX dog that strike-nonpast, COMP-AUX child this bite-past) 

'I am going to strike that dog, because it bit this child.' 
The sense commonly associated with the traditional term 'conditional' (b) n~aliki  yalumpu-lu yugu-4 kudu ~Vampu yalku-nu, yatjulu-lu kapi-~?a 
predo~ninates when the dependent clause is in the irrealis mode. Sentence (7) yaka-qi. 

1 1  I I  is a present counterfactual (cliaracterised by lkarjika- . . . nonpastl in the (c) maliki yalun~pu-lu yugu-* Ituqlu nju~npu ya!ku-nu, gula kapi-?a paka-ni 

main clause, and lIpa- . . . irrealisl in the subordinate): 
yaijult~-lu. 

I ' ,  
I r b. 

(7) (a) pultcku katjika pall-mi, katji-lpa ga-njt&!a njumpu. (10) (a) garka-tjara-lu Ita-pula palku pagi-ni, yuyu-*-pala lva~viri puua-mi. 
(bulllsck hux die-nonpast, cowP~ux eat irrealis this) (man-dual-erg AUX trench dig-nonpast, COMP-AUX kangaroo cook 

'Thela bullock would die if it ate this.' 
nonpast) 

(b) puluk~-~u k j - I p a  rpa-njqula nj~mpu, kaljika pali-mi. 'The two Inen are digging a cooking trench in order to cook thela 
1 ; ;  I  

(bulkock-erg ~ M P - A U X  eat-irrealis this, Aux die-nonpast) 
kangaroo.' 

I I I (c) pacluku-IY kagi-Ipa ga-~ljrjda njartfpu, g u h  katjika pali-mi. (b )  ~vawiri yugu-$-pala yarka-tjara-lu puua-mi, palku ka-pala pay;-ni. 
(c) ~va~viui yu!7u-$-pala yarlta-tjura-&i puva-mi, gula ka-pala palku pagi-ni. 

[Sine the two clauses sham an argument, a NP-relative interpretation is also : I n  the Walbiri examples cited so far, the adjoined relative clauses are in a 
available for ( 7 ) t h t  is, 'A bullock that ate this would die.' This possibility finite form. Finite dependent clauses in Walbiri contain an auxiliary element 
extends to other mnditionals as wdl). h k n o e  (8) is a past counterfactual \vhich, in concert with the verbal inflections, marks a range of lnodal 
#kapi- . . . irrealisl in the main clause, and jt#- . . . irrealisl in the sub- xtegories only slightly more restricted than the range of such categories 
ordinate) : I ~bserved in main clauses, which likewise employ auxiliaries in concert with 

lerbal inflections. But Walbiri possesses a set of adjoined infinitive clauses as 
(81 (a) gatjuIa(-@ kapi-la bw-k& ~wnuiri, ka@-#+u ma&-ka!a mukiti. well. Wh~le the infinitive types are incapable of expressing the modal 

{I-erg A u x  shoot-irndis kangaroo, ~ M P - A U X  have-irrmlis gun) :ategories-since they lack the auxiliary, and since the verbal inflections are 
I would have shot the kangaroo if I had bad a gun.' eplaced by the single infinitive (or nomalising) ending 1-njtja - -ninjtja - 
(b) kaj i -4 -y  ma&-kala makiti gatfiirm~ar-fu, kapi-y luwa-ka!a wdri.  -11it1itjal (the alternants depend on verbal conjugation)-they exhibit a 
(C) kcttji-&a m&-k& mkiti tptju~u-{u, gulo kapi-y !uw&ka!a wawiri.. system of complementisers which is somewhat richer than that involved in 

the formation of finite adjoined relatives. In infinitives, the complementiser is 
I The reader y4ll no doubt have n o t i d  that the phmological shape of the, suffixed to the infinitive verb form. 

I complementiser varies in these sentens--it is /kuuaC1/ in (1-5). while in One class of infinitive clauses closely paraphrases the finite T-relative. 
(6-8) it is Jkatji-J. The choice between them apparently &pen& upon th4 Thus, for example, sentence (I), in its T-relative interpretation, is closely 
semantic notion 'instantiation', If the subordinate clause is an instantiated. paraphrased by (1 1) : 

I I predication, the appropriate wmplementkeiser is lkuljo-1 Ugulo-1 in the s p s ~ h  
I I of some Walbjris); but if the pdication in the subordinate clause is Un5 ( I 1) llatjulu-lu *-!a yalzkiui pantu-qu, rlapa ya-qitljtju-kuua. 

instantiated, the appropriate complementiser is )katJI-1. Fur present purpqses5 (1-erg Aux emu spear-past, water drink-infinitive-COMP) 
1 will regard these elements as variants of a single 'rekrential' cornplementl~er,~ 

I I as distinct from the causal/purposive mmplementiser ]j'~gtr-/ (with variany ~ 1 1 1  refer to this type as the infinitive T-relative-in this type, the event or 
I 

]yi- -- yha-1 in the speech of many), to be exemplified diredly. (Thee , late depicted in the subordinate clause is understood as on-going, or in effect, 

I 

& l  &-,I> I 
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at the time referred to in the main clause. The infinitive clause typically 
follows the main clause in linear order (but see below for a certain exception 
to this). In the majority of cases, the subject of the infinitive is deleted under 
identity with a noun phrase in the main clause, and the complementiser which 
appears in the infinitive is determined by the grammatical function, within 
the main clause, of the noun phrase which controls the deletion. In sentence 
(11), the controller (that is lyankivil 'emu') is the object in the main clause. 
Accordingly, the complementiser which appears suffixed to the infinitive is 
I-kural. This complementiser appears not only where the controller is in the 
absolutive (or nominative) case, as in (ll) ,  but also when the controller is a 
dative complemeilt of the main-clause verb, as in the following: 

(1 2) gatju Ita-na-yku mayi-tjuri-mi njuntu-ku, murumuru yuna-njtja-kura(1ku). 
( I  AUX grief-inchoative-nonpast you-dat, sick lie-infinitive-COMP(-dat)) 
'I feel sorry for you while you are lying sick.' 

(The complement clause may optionally agree with the controller in case 
here.) But if the controller is the subject in the main clause, the appropriate 
complementiser is /-kara/: 

( 1  3) yarka ka kvagka-mi, kali tjunti-ninjtju-kara. 
(man AUX speak-nonpast, boomerang trim-infinitive-COMP) 
The man is speaking while trimming the boomerang.' 

And if the controller is the subject of a transitive main clause, and is therefore 
marked for ergative case, then not only must the complementiser /-karal be 
used, but the clause must also be inflected for ergative case, in agreement 
with the controller: 

(14) yarka-yltu ka lcali tjanti-ti, njina-njtju-kava-lu. 
(man-erg AUX boomerang trim-nonpast, sit-infinitive-COMP-erg) 
'The man is trimming the boomerang while sitting.' 1 

There is an interesting exception to these assertions. When the controller is 
simultaneously subject and object-that is, when the main clause is a 
reflexive-the complementiser is 1-gkatjinta - -latjinta/: 

(1 5) yatjulu-iu $-nu-tju yampal-patju-nu, kali tjanti-ninjtju-latjinta. 
(I-erg Auxrefl accidentally-cut-past, boomerang trim-infinitive-COMP) 
'1 accidentally cut myself while trimming the boomerang.' 

This complementiser is composite; the initial element 1-yka - -la/ is identical 
to  the locative case. The composite also functions as a case ending, the 
comitative, in addition to its role as a complementiser. 

When the contmlIer is s dative not strictly subcategorised by the verb of 
the main clause-that is, a dative w W  is not a direct complement of the 
verb but, instead, designates an argument which is tangential to the event 
depicted in the main clause-the appropriate cornplementiser is / - jkqi  - 
-It@/ {another composite built upon the locative): 
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(16) kudu ka-la @&-yuna-mi kida-njanu-ku, kali tjanti-ninjtja-lUni. 
(child AUX sleep-lie-nonpast father-own-dat, boom&ang trih-infinitive- 
COMP) 
'The child is sleeping while its father is trimming the boomerang." 

r,, 111y knowledge, sentences ( 1  1-16) represent the full range of cases in 
ivhich il noun phrase in the maill clause controls the delction of the subject 
i,f an iniinitive T-relative. Infinitive T-relatives which fail to undergo subject 
deletion, tlirough a failure to meet one of the above control conditions, are 
;ornewhat rare i i i  actilal usage. Those which have been observed sllow thc 
i.on~171ct~~cntiser 1-lluyul: 

:17) yalipa ka-!@a yutjuku-!a njina-mi, gapa ivanti-njtja-pup. 
(we AUX shelter-loc sit-nonpast, rain fall-infinitive-COMP) 
'We (plural inclusive) (will) sit in the shelter while it rains.' 

Tllcrc also exists in Walbiri an infinitivc type which tends, in its semantic 
[orce, toward tlie NP-relsitive. It is uniformly understood as perfective with 
respect to tlie temporal reference of the main clause-that is, i t  is temporally 
prior to [lie main clause-and it often inlplies a strong causal or rational 
connection betwecn the events depicted in the two clauses. As in the case of 
tile infinitivc T-relative, so in lliis type, a noun phrase is deleted from the 
ilifinitive clause under the influence of a controller in the main clause. 
Moreover, the infinitive is inflected for case in  agreement with the controlle~.. 
The com[>lementiscr in tliis type is /-~*ut!lr/, regardless of the controller: 

(18) yatju ka-nu-la kudu-ku mayi-ijari-mi, wanti-njtju-wanu-ku. 
(I AUX child-dat grief-inchoative-nonpast, fall-infinitive-COMP-dat) 
'I am sorry for the child that fell.' 

111 ( I  X), tllc co~itroller is a dative complement oftlie main clause vcrb, and thc 
inlinitive clause is accordingly inflected for dative case. The noun phrase from 
llic infinitive clause was the sub,iect there, but i t  is also possible to delete tlie 
object of a transitive infinitive clause. In such cases, there is flucti~ation 
among Wa1bii.i speakers as to the proper case inflection on the undeleted 
subject. Some speakers use the ergative, as is expected in transitive clauses, 
but othcrs use instead the suffix 1-tjn!lka/, an dative (elative of origin. 
primarily), close in meaning to tlie element /-~t*a;!o/, which has an elative 
usagc in addition to its role as a complerncntiscr.: 

:19) yatju ka-;a-la kudu-ku mayi-tjari-mi, wana-tjuyka yalki-ninjtja-~varlu-ku. 
( I  AUX child-dat grief-inchoative-nonpast, snake-elative bite-infinitive- 
COMP-dat) 
'I am sorry for the child that was bitten by the snake.' 

Purposive clauses of the type represented in (10) above also have infinitive 
:ounterparts. The infinitive purposive complementiser is 1-kul, identical in 
rorm to the dative case: 
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(20) (a) yarka-tjara-iu ka-pala pa('ku pagi-qi, ivawivi pura-lzjtja-ku. 
(man-dual-erg AUX trench dig-nonpast, kangaroo cook-infinitive-COMP) 
'The two men are digging a cooking trench in order to cook the 
kangaroo.' 

The purposive complementiser may be extended by the elements l-gantil and 
I-pudal to render, respectively, a prerequisite purposive and a desiderative : 

(20) (b) . . ., ~+lawivipura-njtja-Icu-gan!i(-ii). 
(. . ., kangaroo cook-infinitive-COMP-prereq(-erg)) 
'. . ., as a prerequisite to cooking the kangaroo.' 
(c) . . ., ivawiri pura-njtja-ku-puda(-!u). 
(. . ., kangaroo cook-infinitive-COMP-desid(-erg)) 
'. . ., with a desire to cook the kangaroo.' 

4. THE ADJOINED RELATIVE CLAUSE 

The Subject of the hftnitive pwnosive is deieted under the influence of the I 

sub&& of the mdn elawe. If the latter 3s ttandtive, and its subjscl therefon: 
prstive (as is ,the case in (U]a+),> the purpmiw dauar may optionally I 
~nllec$ far e~gattw case as well: (as mdicated parenthetkdly in (20b)). Wken I 

the er@the is s u h d  directly to the co Ittmentistr, the latter &pp 

infinitive in (20a) above. 
"g, {-kura1,-thus, /pra-njtj@-k#r&W woutd the  ma^ form of e 

I 

I 
I 

1. Toward a theory of the adjoined relative I 

Certain basic and rather superficial observations concerning the adjoined 
relative structure have been presented for Walbiri. Before presenting 
examples from another Australian language, I would like to discuss some of 
the theoretical issues which must be addressed in the further study of this 
construction. I do not pretend to  have answers to any of the questions, but I 
am able to make a number of suggestions and observations which might I 

serve as a focus for future research on the subject. 
An' issue ~f ~entral fmportance in the investigation of the adjoined dative 

clause in Australia is the correspondence between its syntactic form and its ' 
semantic inwpreMion- rticulwly for @ type which corresponds to tJu% r re ative mark& wtth the referential complmtiser 

ave asgerbed Bat, wider t b  appropriate wnditions of 
co-r&etl&, W e  clauses are open TO at least two distinct in 
arre in which the dependent clause 1s c o m W  with a 
Win clause (the Nl-relative hterpretatio'n), and another in which the 
bependeaf cIause is construed with the modality of the main clause (the: 
T-relative interpretation). 

The question of the semantic interpretation of the adjoined relative is, to 
be sure, a matter which will require long and intense study before the facts 
&an h~pe' t~ be adequately understood. But aeurnhfg for the present purposes 
Ob$t it 5 correct to distinguish between NP-dative and T-relative interpret- 
atiops, it is natural to wonder whettier nr not there ,is a oorrespoading 
distmcctian at the deep-smtctm level of qmtactic repmentation. One might 
propose, for example, that the NP-relative interpretatim Is  associated with 
m abstract syntactic kpresentalion at whieh the relative c law is embedded 

as a constituent of a complex noun phrase the head of which is the noun 
phrase with which the relative clause is construed. Under such a proposal, the 
NP-relative would be introduced in deep structure by means of a phrase 
structure rule expanding the phrase category NP. Let us assume, in line with 
this proposal, that the phrase structure component produces structures of 
approximately the following form: 

(21) N P  
/\ 

/ \ 
N P  
/ \ 

REL 
I 
s 

( I t is immaterial to this discussion whether the relative clause precedes or 
follows the head.) These structures would then be available for interpreta- 
tion by semantic projection rules of the type proposed by Katz and i'odor 
( 1  963) for attribution in modifier-head constructions. The essential ingredient 
of this proposal is that the semantic reading of the relative clause would be 
associated with the head noun phrase by virtue of its deep-structure position. 
BY contrast, the T-relative clause might be introduced by means of a phrase 
structure rule expanding the category S. We might assume, for example, that 
it is generated in the marginal position which it occupies in surface structures, 
in which case the semantic projection rules would, correctly, fail to associate 
it with a noun phrase. 

If NP-relatives are embedded under NP in deep structure, then their 
surface positioning must be effected by means of a transformational rule 
whose product is a derived structure identical in all essential respects to that 
associated with T-relatives. That is to say, at some early stage of derivation, 
NP-relatives become identical in form to T-relatives. I will refer to this 
proposal as the extraction analysi~ for NP-relatives. 

Before commenting further on the extraction analysis, I would like to 
present an alternative conception of the derivation and interpretation of 
NP-relatives. I will refer to this alternative as the adjunction analysis. From a 
syntactic point of view, it is the null hypothesis, since it assumes that NP- 
relatives and T-relatives are entered in base structures in the same marginal- 
that is, adjoined-position which they occupy in surface structures. Moreover, 
under the adjunction analysis, NP-relatives and T-relatives are viewed as a 
single clausal category. For the purposes of this discussion, I will assume 
that the phrase structure component provides structures of the following 
form : 
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in which the rehtive clause (REL over S) and main clause (S to the left of 
REL) are d w n d e d  from a camon S-node. I do not wish to insist upon the 
details of this structure; zatber I offer this as a provisional cod@ration 
which expresses the formal fact that the relative clause is 'oiried to the main 
clause, rather than embedded within it-my intent is to re ? ect the prevailing 
surface structure observation that h i t e  relative clauses, at least, are never 
flanked by -@rial belonging tb the main clause. I dm do not wish to insist 
upon the linear ordering d the main and dependent clauses. I assume here, 
w~thput further comment @ut see below), W t  tht~ basic oder is S REL and 
that the alternative order REX, S i s  &rived by preposing. 

If relative clauses of the Walbiri type are uniformly adjoined in deep 
structure, there is no codgurational correlate to the semantic distinction 
betwm NP-relative and T-relative interpretations. I propose, therefore, that 
there is a semantic rule which msociafes the meaning of the subordinate 
chuse with a rnain-claw noun phrase provided the latter is w-rehrential 
with a noun phrase in the subordinate clause. Thus, given a complex structure 
of the form 

in which NP, and NPi are co-referential, the semantic intermetation of the 
sentence dominated b i  the REL-node is 'associated with NP: by means-of-; 
semantic embedding rule. 

Before proceeding, I feel that it is appropriate to digress momentarily with 
a caveat. Both the extraction analysis and the adjunction analysis, if the 
semantic embedding rule is taken as an integral part of the latter, imply that 
the distinction between the NP-relative and T-relative interoretations is a . a . . . . . . . - - - - -- - 
discrete and clear-cut one. Although I will continue to operate as if the 
distinction were discrete, it is important not to accept this as an established 
fact and t~ continue to regard the interpretation of adjoined relatives as a 
matter deserving of careful and intensive research. It may well turn out, for 
example, that the proper way to view the adjoined relative is quite different 
from what is implied by either of the two analyses formulated above. It is not 
inconceivable that the strictly grammatical responsibility of a general theory 
of Walbiri linguistic competence ends with the definition of well-formed 
adjoined clauses and that what T have been referring to as the 'interpretation' 
of adjoined relatives is really a matter of usage. Under this proposal, the 
syntax and morphology of Walbiri would concern themselves only with sucb 
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as the proper pairings of auxiliaries with verbal inflections, the 
&ie of complementisers, the proper restriction of auxiliary choice under 
&,aplementati~n (for example, .to rule out such in-formed combinations as 
'*)kafjbkqi-/ (coMP-PLJT), that Is, with overt future auxiliary prefixed by a 
~ ~ ~ l e m e n t i s e r ) ,  and other strictly formal aspects of complex sentence 
wstruetion; and the semantic component would conam itself with the 
iatetpretati~n of clauses and, perhaps, with the distinction between the 
a u s z l l / p u r p ~ ~ i ~ ~  relation characteristic of clauses using the complementiser 
lYUrJU-/ and a muchamore. vague relation characteristic of clauses in /&~ga-, 
&gi-/. The semantrc component itself would not be concerned with the 
awignment of T-relabve or NP-relative senses to relative clauses. The~le 
wi,uld not be distinct interpretations but rather conditions on usas. The 
eelationship between form and usage might, under this propoml, take the 
grrn of Statements of the folI0~111g type: (1) a relative clause may be used to 
s@fy the reference of a main-clause noun phrase provided the latter is 
co-iefetential with a,noun phrase in the relative clause; (2) a relative: clause 
may be used to spec~fy the temporal setting of the main clause provided the 
two chum make identical temporal reference; and so on. 

If this were the correct conception of the Walbiri relative clauses in Ikutja, 
kg,@/, it would not be surprising to find that the range of usages extended 
~ $ 1  beyond those subsumed under the simple T-relative/NP-relative 
classification-one might expect to find, for example, that any reasonable 
,eonncctian between the clauses would render a complex sentence awptabk, 
~ m i d e d  that the connection had some communicative value. And, for 
Walbiri at least, the use of relative clauses does in fact extend beyond the 
simple two-way classification. In sentence (24) below, for example, the 
subordinate clause is nEither a T-relative nor a NP-relative; instead, it serva 
t~ provide a contrastive parallel to the proposltiun embodied in the main 
clause: 

(24) k11tja-k~Ju ywvali $anti-$ &!pu panu-kari-!I kankaiu waiiya-[a, hays- 
a ka-njmu ijinjtjiwy-!u &anti-yi yurjlku-&. 

&MR-AUX nest build-nonpast bird many-0th- up ~ I o c ,  spinifex- 
loc ~uxrefl jinjiwarnu-erg bulId-nonpast shelter-diminutive) 
'Whereasmany other birds build 8 nest up in a me, the jinjiwarnu (bird sp.) 
builds itself a small shelter in the spinifex grass.' 

And in the following sentence, the relative clause specifies an enabling 
condition for the event projected in the main clause: 

(25) ~ ~ m p u  kuua-ka-?a Uunm ma&-@ g a ~ ~ l u - ~ u ,  gufa klapipia-tju rjaduiu-[u- 
1 ,  pagi-!S. 
(this cow-AUX knife have-nonpast Icrg, so ~uxrefl I-erg-nowlthm 
cu t-nonpast) 
I have this knife, so I'm going to cut myself now. Now that T have this 
knife, I'm going to cut myself.' 

I have not made an exhaustive study of the communicative functions which 
relative clauses of this type can be made to fulfill in Walbiri, but in my data on 
actual Walbiri usage, as opposed to data obtained in the course of direct 
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grammatid eliciting, the T-relative and NP-relative senses account for only a 
I 

part of the obsemed instances of the relative clause-and the structure is 
extremely frequent, particularly in the essay-like style which Walbiri speakers 
adopt in ethnsscimtfic discourse, a style which predominates in my recorded 
material on usage. It is abundantly elmr, in any event, thaf the acceptz+ility 
of a relative clause does not depend upon its ability to receive a T-relatrve or 
NP-relative interpretation. To be sure, this docs not eliminate the possibility 
that these are concrete and distinct notions, to be defined in the grammar of 
Walbiri and assigned by the grrrmmar to sentences. Nor d m  it eliminate the 
possibility that the NP-relative interpretation is associated with a deep- 
structure configuration like (21 . It does, however, bring into view the alter- 
ative possibility that, apart r' rom the strictly formal morphological pnd 
syntactic conditions on well~formedness within clauses, the overall well- 
formedness of a complex sentence containing a relative clause is not 
determined by the grammar, but rather by a subset of the system of maxims I 

which are presumably observed in the construction of felicitous discqurse, 
involving such notions as 'relevance', 'informativeness', and the like- I 

compare, for example, the Gricean principles of conversation (Grice 1967). 
I would like now to return to a consideration of the extraction analysis 

vis-a-vis the adjunction analysis. It is a matter of considerabIe theoretical 
import to decide the issue of whether or not the grammar of Walbiri has a 
rule which extracts a relative clause from an embedded position to an 
adjoined position. NotioeIthat if the extraction rule exists, it is obligatory (for 
the finite reIative clause, at least), since it is univeally true in WalMri 
surface and shallow structures that a NP-relative clause and its Would-bq 
head nwer form a synhdic ufii t for the purposes of my well established rule' 
of Walbiri syntax. Consider, for example, the rule which places the auxiliary 
in second position within the clause to which it belongs (referred to as 
Aux-Insertion in Hale, 1973). This rule positions the auxiliary after the 5d 
uonauiliary immediate constituent of its clause, obligatorily if the auxiliary 
base is shorter than disyllabic and not combined with a complementiser, 
optionally otherwise. It accounts for the positioning af the auxiliary in I 

(26) maliki ~viyi-yki @ji ya!ltzr-nu gatju. 
(dog big-erg AUX bite-past me) 
'The big dog bit me.' 

and in 

(27) maliki yali-ii 4-tji  yalku-nu yatju. 
(dog that-erg AUX bite-past me) 
'That dog bit me.' 

and for the alternative positionings in 

(28) (a) Rapi-[iptjalta wawiri-patar !u~ra-qi galbtl-!u. 
(AUX kangaroo-pl shoot-nonpast we-erg) 

(b) wawiri-paru kapi-?ipa-Qma luwa-qi galipa-lu. 
(kan aroo-pl AUX shoot-nonprmst we-erg) 
'We inclusive) are going to shoot the several kangaroos.' 

The positioning of the auxiliary in (26) and (27) shows that a noun 
with an adjective modifying it (lmaliki wi!.i/ 'dog big') or a noun 

its determiner (/pz?iki yaJi/ 'dog that') may fornt a single cmstituent of the 
at the tune the AUX-Insertion rule applies. But the same is not true 

d a noun phrase and a relstive clause constrwd with it. Thus, while AW- 
~ ~ r t i o n  provides evjdence for noun phrase constituency, it fails to give 
e v i d e ~  that there exists a constituent NP consisting of a relative clause a d  

bead (that is, a structure of the form represented by (21)). This is, of 
only negative evidence, showing merely that such a constituent does 

not exist at surface structure. But, in general, to my knowled&, there is no 
d i d  evidence that a cornptex noun phrase constitmt exists at any level of 
synwcti~ tepmentatlon. I w~ll return presently to other considerations which, 
from a typological perspective, might be expecred to provide evidence in 
favour of the extraction analysis. But first I wish to comment upon the 
theoretical iartrest which I perceive in relation to this issue. 

Under the proposal that Walbiri distinguishes NP-relative from T-relative 
configurations in deep structure, there must exist a transformational rule of 
e~mction which effects an absolute neutralisation of the two types. It io a 
d o u s  question whether a synchronic grammar containing such a rule 

be allowed in linguistic theory. It is not unreasonable to imagine that 
such a grammar would be impossible to learn in the process of language 

The question is this: Is it possible to learn a syntactic rule which 
universally removes from surface structure all structural evidence of the 
underlying configurations to which it applies? If it is possible under certain 
conditions, what are those conditions? FOP example, is it possibk to 'acquire 
such a rule only if it interacts with independently motivated rules in such a 
way that the latter provide surface evidence for the existence of the under- 
lying structures to which the obligatory rule applies? That is to say, would an 
obligatory extraction5rule, for instance, be learnable if some other rule- 
independently motivated and with an effect visible at surface structure- 
necessarily applied prior to extraction? And would such an extraction rule b: 
otherwise unlearnable ? 

The question of learnability cannot, of course, be settled by an examination 
dF a particular synchronic grammar. But it is quite conceivable that answs 
to this question will come from the study of language change, particularly 
withh the framework developed by Kiparsky (for example, 1971, 1973). It 
may be possible to demonstra*, for example, that in the majority of cases in 
which a syntactic rule of the sort under discussion here becomes obligatory at 
a particular stage in the history of a language, subsequent stages undergo a 
grammatical reanalysis according to which the structural configuration 
formerly achieved by application of the rule is developed directly b rule af 
tho bare eomponcnt, thereby ~ l imha t iq  any motivation for &e trans 
formatibnal rule or for the underlying configuration to whiuh it formerly 
a, plied. If this were the case, then we would have strong evidence in favour P a the view that such rules must be disallowed, or at Ieast evaluated as 
ultremcly costly, in synchronic grammars. It may turn out, of course, that the 
relevant type of grammatical reanalysis happens only when the obligatory 
rule in question precedes all other rules wbich might give surface evidence of 
the underlying structure to which it applies. In any event, the issue is an 
empirical one on which evidence from linguistic change has & i t  bearing. 

While I have no firm evidence against the extraction analysis for Walbiri, 
it is called into question by considerations such as those outlined above. This 

w 



is not to say, however, that one could not find language-internal evidence 
against an extraction analysis. Further research on Walbiri itself might 
reveal data which would make the extraction analysis unworkable. Con- 
sider, for example, a sentence like 

(29) maliki-!i ka nziniija \ilatjilipi-nji, kutju-lpa-pula-II~UIIU Itulu-gku nja-yu. 
(dog-erg AUX cat chase-nonpast, COMP-~uxrecip anger-erg/inst look-past) 
'*The dog is chasing the cat, which were looking at one another 
angrily.' 

I am not sure of the status of such sentences; but if sentence (29) proved to be 
fully grammatical, with a NP-relative interpretation in which the relative 
clause is simultaneously construed with the main-clause subject lnzaliki-li/ 
'dog-erg' and the main-clause object /minitja/ 'cat', it could not be derived 
by means of an extraction rule alone-at least not under any straightforward 
formulation of that rule. But such a sentence would be consistent with the 
adjunction analysis, since the main and subordinate clauses are linked by 
NP-corefereutiality-the relative clause is presumably reduced from a 
subordinated version of lmaliki-li manu minitja-!u lpa-pula-njanu lculu-gku 
nja-gu/. 'The dog and the cat were looking at one another angrily.' In short, 
the study of NP-relative clauses with split antecedents might provide Walbiri- 
internal evidence against the extraction analysis. And there are undoubtedly 
other avenues of research which could be followed to settle the question for 
Walbiri, or for any language. The recursive capabilities of the two competing 
analyses might, for example, provide evidence bearing on the issue. Both 
analyses permit multiple subordinations and both analyses can account 
syntactically for the existence of sentences like 

(30) kali &tji ma-ninjtji-nla yali, yula-lea mada-qi yapa-kayi-!i, yula-ka guru 
yalipa-njayu-!a njina. 
(boomerang AUX get-go-imperative that, COMP-AUX have-nonpast 
person-other-erg, COMP-AUX camp us-possessive-loc sit [-nonpast]) 
'Go get me that boomerang that that other person who lives in our 
camp has.' 

(This is from a speaker who uses Igula-/ in place of lkutju-/ for the instanti- 
ational referential complementiser.) But it might well turn out that a study of 
the full recursive capabilities of this structure, and the problem of construing 
a relative clause with a main-clause noun phrase in multiply subordinating 
sentences, will uncover evidence favouring one analysis over the other. 

I would like now to turn to a consideration of a number of other processes 
involved in the formation of relative clauses in Walbiri-processes whose 
counterparts in other languages of the world are often associated with 
relative clauses of the embedded type. In part, I will be concerned with the 
question of how these relate to the validity of the extraction analysis (with 
largely negative results, as it happens), but primarily I will be concerned with 
providing a partial schedule of topics, so to speak, for the continued investiga- 
tion of this structure in Australia. 

THE ADJOINED RELATIVE CLAUSE 

1.1. Relativisation 
An obvious question whicb suggests itself in relation to the issue of extraction 
~ ~ u s  adjunction is whether there exists a process of relativiation which 
distinguishes NP-relatives from T-relatives. And if there is such a p r o ~ s ,  
does i t  necessarily apply within the domain of a structural configuration of 
fie type proposed under the extraction analysis-that is, a structure of the 
type represented by (21) above? The question of relativisation is basically 
this: In NP-relative structures, what happens to the coreferential noun 
phmc in the subordinate clause? 

For Walbiri, to my knowledge, the answer to this question is that there is na 
treatment accorded to mreferential noun phrases in NP-relatives which is 
distinct in any essential way from the treatment accorded to coreferentiai 
noun phrases in T-relatives, or other complex sentence types, for that matter. 
Wherever NF-coreferentiality occurs between the main and subordinate 
clauses, the second occursence is either deleted, obligatorily in the, case of 
infinitive clauses (see abave), or else, in the case of finite clauses, the second 
occurrence may either delete or be 'pronominalisd (that is, represented in 
surhce structure by a determiner, normally the 'anaphoric' determiner 
/guIu/); or the noun may even remain undeleted, with or without an 
accompanying (but not necessarily adjacent) determiner. Moreover, there is 
no special treatment of the coreferential noun phrase in the subordinate 
clause as distinct from that in the main clauses. The deletion or pronomin- 
alisation depends upon the linear order of the two claum. The favoured 
p a w n  is that in which the second of two coreferential noun phrases is 
affected. Thus, if the main clause precedes the subordinate, then the co- 
referential noun p h r q  in the latter is affected, as in 

(31) yatjulu-!u lca-nu-la makiti-ki ~vari-ni yayka-ku, lcutju-$-na wa~viri 
luwa-nu (yula-yku). 
(I-erg AUX gun-dat seek-nonpast, that-dat COMP-AUX kangaroo shoot- 
past (it-inst)) 
'I am looking for the gun that I shot the kangaroo with.' 

(rhe favoured position of the anaphoric element in such cases is final, or 
near-final, within the subordinate clause.) If the subordinate clause precedes, 
then the coreferential noun phrase in the main clause is affected, as in 

(32)  makiti-!i kutja-$-npa njui~tzrlu-!u ~va~viri  Iuwa-yu yaylta-yku, gula-leu 
ka-nu-la wari-ni. 
(gun-inst COMP-AUX you-erg kangaroo shoot-past that-inst, it-dat AUX 
seek-nonpast) 
'That gun you shot the kangaroo with, I am looking for it.' 

(In this ordering, the favoured position for the anaphoric determiner is , 
initial within the main clause.) In the following sentence, the coreferential 
noun phrase in the second clause is represented fully by the determiner and 
the noun: 
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(33) yayka kutju-4-nu-tjuna panu nja-yu walruljari pili-ylta, qula-1ru kclpi-?a- ...;se are from a speaker who uses the purposive c o m p l e m e l ~ t i ~ ~ ~  alternant 
tjana rjaykadu-ya-ni yatju pi!i-kira ~i~akuljari-ki. I I,i-/ rather than lyuyu-1.) 
(those COMP-AUX many see-past wallaby hill-Ioc, them-dat AUX against- ~t 1s interesting to note further that the well-formedness of complex 
go-nonpast I hill-dir wallaby-dat) ententes exhibiting NP-coreference does not depend upon NP-identity, but 
'Those many wallabies which I saw in the hills, 1 will go to the hills after ;ather on the strictly semantic notion of coreference. Thus, sentences like (36), 
them.' in which nominal coreference is manifested by a pair of synonyms, are 

,cceptable and not particularly unusual: 
rn This sentence is particularly interesting, incidentally, because of the fact that 
I there are two instances of NP-coreferentiality in it (/pili/ 'hill' occurs in both -5) ~vaipa-gku Ira-qalpa tjuru ~ v a  : Ilj3a : (-luwa-l?i, kutja-ka payi ~vayka. 
I clauses, and /vvakuljari/ '(rock-)wallaby' occurs in both). And although the (wind-erg AUX hair tossing-strike-nonpast, COMP-AUX wind speak 

use of the anaphoric determiner /yula-ku/, necessarily construed with [-nonpast]) 
/~vakuljari-ki/ 'wallaby-dat', would normally strongly favour the NP-relative 'The wind tosses our hair when it blows (lit. speaks).' 
interpretation according to which the relative clause specifies the wallabies, 
the context in which the sentence was recorded-a dialogue concerning While the study of these matters is important, and perhaps crucial to a 
projected itineraries in a food-gathering expedition-makes it quite possible, proper understanding of Walbiri linguistic competence, it seems to me 
even more likely, that the relative clause is being used to specify the hills. Be unlikely at this point that it will contribute in any substantive way to the 
this as it may, sentences of this type-not uncommon in ordinary speech- question of the underlying syntactic source of NP-relatives. 
demonstrate that deletion of the second of two coreferential noun phrases is 
not inevitable. 1.2. Case agreement I 

The treatment of coreferential noun phrases in NP-relative clauses i; not At an earlier point in this discussion, it was pointed out that an infinitive 
distinct in any way known to me from the treatment of coreferential noun clause may agree in case with the main-clause noun phrase which controls the 
phrases in complex sentences of other types. And since the deletion and deletion of a coreferential noun phrase within the infinitive. This is illustrated 
pronominalisation processes involved depend upon the surface linear order by sentence (1 8), repeated here for convenience : 
of the main and subordinate clauses, it is clear that they cannot apply before 
the hypothesised extraction rule-they cannot, therefore, be used to support ( 1  8) yatju ka-rla-la kudu-lru nzayi-tjari-nzi, wanti-njlja-wanu-ku. 
the view that the configuration (21) exists at some underlying level of syntactic (I AUX child-dat grief-iilchoative-nonpast, fall-infinitive-COMP-dat) 
representation. ' 1  am sorry for the child that fell.' 

I do not mean to inlply that problems concerned with coreferentiality, 
pronominalisation, and deletion are not worthy of study in their own right. The fact of case-agreement might, on initial consideration, be taken as 
There is much to be investigated in this area. For example, deletion of an evidence in favour of an underlying structure in which the infinitive clause is 
entire noun phrase surely depends upon recoverability to some extent. At  embedded under the same NP-node as the nominal with which it agrees. It  is 
least it is rather clear from the data available that noun phrases in'certain known, for example, that when a noun phrase is dismembered by the perm- 
graiilmatical relations (for example, subject and object) delete more readily utation rules which account for the free word order so characteristic of 
that others (for example, instrumentals, locatives, benefactives). Thus, Walbiri, each constituent of the noun phrase is separately marked for case. 
pronominalisation (or retention) is favoured over deletion in sentences like Thus, while in (26) the subject noun phrase /~nalilti lviyi-ykil 'dog big-erg' is, 
(31), to a greater extent than in sentences like I as a unit, marked for ergative case, the constituents of that noun phrase are 

separately marked for the ergative in alternative renditions of (26) in which 
(34) yaljulu-!u Ira-?a-la makiti-ki ~vari-ti, kutju-4-npa ~vatjan~atja-ma-nu the parts of the noun phrase are separated: 

njuntulu-lu. 
(I-erg AUX gun-dat seek-nonpast, COMP-AUX loss-caus-past you-erg) 

I (37) (a) ~qzalilri-Ci 4-tji yalku-nu lviyi-ylri. 
'I am loolcing for the gun you lost.' (dog-erg AUX bite-past big-erg) 

(b) 1c1iyi-qki 4-tji yal'ku-nu maliki-li. 
where deletion is much preferred. Likewise, in sentences like (39, retention (big-erg AUX bite-past dog-erg) 
and pronominalisation are favoured over deletion : 

I assume, speculatively, that this is accomplished by a rule of concord which 
(35) (a) yura ka-r;a-tjzl y z ~ :  !ka-nji, yi-4-na yuna guru-yka. marks each consistuent of a noun phrase with an abstract case feature 

(place AUX clear-nonpast, COMP-AUX lie[-nonpast] place-loc) appropriate to the case category of the noun phrase as a whole. Whether the 
(b) guru Ira-nu-tju yu: lka-nji, yi-4-?a y u ~ a  yula-yka. actual case ending appears once or repeatedly depends upon whether the 

(place AUX clear-nonpast, COMP-AUX lie[-nonpast] it-loc) noun phrase constituents, at the time the case features are given phonological 
'I am clearing the place in order to lie down on it.' shape, are dominated by a common NP-node-if they are, then the case will 
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be spelled out once, on the final constituent of the noun phrase; but if they 
are not, the case will be spelled out separately on each of the constituents. 
Whatever the details of concord may be, it is obvious that the case agreement 
in (18) would be an automatic consequeilce of the concord rule under the 
extraction analysis, provided the extraction rule followed concord. Concord 
would then be a rule giving surface evidence of an underlying complex noun 
phrase configuration. 

Although it is not inconceivable that this is the correct analysis of 
sentences like (18), case agreement cannot be used as an argument in favour 
of the extraction analysis for NP-relatives in general, for the simple reason 
that it is not limited to infinitives like that in (1 8), the only type for which the 
NP-relative interpretation seems at all appropriate. It applies obligatorily in 
the case of T-relative infinitives employing the complementiser /-kara/, and it 
applies optionally in the case of purposives and complements in /-kura/. [It 
appears, therefore, that case agreement is to be distinguished from case 
concord. I suggest that it is intimately linked with the obligatory coreferential 
noun phrase deletion characteristic of infinitive clauses. That is to say, case 
agreement is a surface manifestation of the control relation which holds 
between a noun phrase in the main clause and a noun phrase (obligatorily 
deleted) in the infinitive clause. And however the agreement is effected, it is 
defined over the control relation and not over the strictly structural relation of 
shared domination which is presumably involved in case concord. Viewed in 
this light, the phenomenon of case agreement is closely similar in nature to 
the phenomenon of complementiser choice (discussed above in connection 
with infinitives); this is also defined over the control relation. 

If i t  is correct that case agreement is to be distinguished from case concord, 
and if, moreover, case agreement is to be defined in terms of control rather 
than in terms of shared domination, then there is no reason to expect it to be 
associated with NP-relatives to the exclusion of other subordinate clauses- 
and it is evidently not limited to NP-relatives in Walbiri. It cannot, therefore, 
be used to support the extraction analysis for NP-relatives; nor can it be 
used to support any analysis which posits a source for NP-relatives which is 
syntactically distinct from that of, say, T-relatives and purposives. 

1.3. Attraction 
The prevailing surface structure fact about Walbiri relative clauses is that 
they are marginal to, rather than integrated into, the main clause. This is 
entirely consistent with the adjunction analysis, which directly represents the 
marginality of the subordinate clause to the main clause by restricting 
recursion in the phrase structure component to the rule which expands the 
category S. 

However, this prevailing surface structure marginality is fully true only in 
the case of finite relative clauses. Infinitive clauses, by contrast, have the 
ability to appear within the main clause and to permute with other con- 
stituents of it. Consider, for example, the following sentence: 

(38) panka-njtja-kura $-nu wawiri Cuwa-nu yaijulu-lu. 
(run-infinitive-COMP AUX kangaroo shoot-past I-erg) 
'I shot the kangaroo while it was running.' 
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This is an acceptable alternative to: 

(39) yatjulu-&I 4 - 1 p  ~vaic'iri luwa-nu, panka-njtja-kura 
(I-erg AUX kangaroo shoot-past, run-infinitive-COMP) 

In (38), the infinitive clause is clearly a constituent of the main clause in 
surface structure, as evidenced by the positioning of the main-clause 
auxiliary-this auxiliary, having the null base /$-I, must follow the first 
constituent of its own clause. Furthermore, the infinitive clause may permute 
0 a medial position within the main clause, as in 

(40) ~t'awiri $-]?a pa~ka-njtja-ltura !u~'a-?u gatjulu-(LL. 

This behaviour is observed with particular frequency when the infinitive 
clause consists, as it does in this instance, of a single word. 

It is possible that this reflects an embedded source for infinitive relative 
clauses. But if so, the embedded source is not exclusive to NP-relatives, since 
all infinitive types can appear as surface structure constituents of the main 
clause-in fact, the infinitive in (3840) belongs to the type which most 
~loscly approximates the T-relative in semantic interpretation. Also, tile 
infinitive type which most closely approxiniates the NP-relative gives no 
evidence of being embedded under NP-nor docs any other type. Tile degree 
of ernbedding which they exhibit is best cliaracteriscd by saying that they may 
tcppcar as integrated constituents of the main clause. In t~ny cvcnt, thcre 1s 
little evidence one way or the other concerning the deep structure embedded- 
ncss or infinitive relative clauses. Since their surface structure position is 
eitlicr marginal to or iriternal to the main clause, i t  is possible, i n  the absence 
of dccisive evidence, to propose at least two hypotheses concerning them: 
( I )  the infinitive rclativc clause is embedded within the main clause ill  deep 
structurbe, and i t  may optionally extrapose. normally to the position following 
the maln clause; (2) the infinitive, like the finite relative clause, is adjoined to 
the main clnusc in  dcep structure: but unlikc its finite counterpart, the 
intinilive may move into the main clause, thereby becoming a constituent of 
that clause for the purposcs of such elementary syiitactic processes as AUX- 
Insertion and constituent per~nutation. I will refer to the process involved in 
the second of tllese alternntives as a/tr.ut.tion. 

I d o  not know whether a strong case can be made for deriv~ng infinitive 
clauscs from finite clauses by a process of auxiliary deletion-under approp- 
riate conditiotls of modality sequencit~g between the n1ai11 and subordinate 
clauses. But this seems a natural suggeslion and, if i t  were the co~.~.ect analysis 
of infinitives. i t  would follow tliat infinitives arc of the same deep-structure 
stiltus as finite relatives. To maintain this proposal, however, i t  will be 
necessary to account, in some natural way, for the fact that infinitives display 
a m~~cl i  more varied array of comple~nentiscrs than do finite dependent 

II 
clnuses-althougli, by and large. for each gericral finite type there is a 
corresponding infinitive type. 

Thcre are Inany differences between linite rel;~tives and infinitive relatives. 
The latter, unlike the former, obligatorily sufl'er deletion of a noun phrase 
undcr appropriate conditions of control; they may be marked for case in 
agreement with :z co~ltroller in the main clause: and they may be integrated 



into the main clause. But the most strikil~g difference has to do with their 
clausal status. Finite dependent clauses are full sentences in all respects- 
they display all of the internal syntactic properties and capabilities charac- 
teristic of main clauses; and they are subordinate only by virtue of the 
complementiser, but even this is not enough to prevent them from appearing 
as independent clauses, cum complementiser-purposives in lyuyu- (jti- - 
yiya-)/ are used independently to express a desire or a necessity (for example, 
/yi-/pa-na ya-ntala wilinjil '1 should go hunting; I would like to go hunting.'), 
and clauses in /ku/ja-/ (in the present tense) are used illdependently to render 
a presei~tational sense (for example, /yali kutja-ka kari-mi tjapanagkal 'There 
stands Japanangka.'). By contrast, infinitives, if they have a sentential origin, 
are severely reduced in structure. In their shallow syntactic behaviour, at least, 
they have the characteristics'of nominals. This'nominal character consists not 
only in the ability of infinitives to accept case inflection, but also in their ability 
to  dismember and allow their erstwhile constituents to permute with the 
constituents of the main clause. As in the case of noun phrases, so in the case 
of infinitives, when dismemberment occurs, the endings which formerly 
marked the whole appear on each of the separated constituents. In this, the 
complementisers behave like case endings. Compare, for example, scntence 
(41a) and the alternative rendition (41b): 

(41) (a) yarka ka-?a nja-nji, kali tju?!i-~injrja-ltura. 
(man AUX see-nonpast, boomerang trim-infinitive-COMP) 

(b) yarka ka-nu kali-kira nja-nji @!ti-ninjtja-kura. 
(man AUX boomerang-COMP see-nonpast trim-infinitive-COMP) 
'I see the man trimming the boomerang.' 

Note that in (41b) the infinitive complementiser 1-ltural appears on each of the 
erstwhile constituents of the infinitive clause. This behaviour of infinitive 
complementisers is perhaps not surprising in view of the fact that many of 
them are identical in form to case endings (for example, /-kural 'directional, 
T-relative'; I-gkatjinta -latjinta/ 'comitative, T-relative'; I-ltul 'dative, 
purposive')-this is, in itself, an extremely intriguing phenomenon, deserving 
of attention; it is not limited to Walbiri. 

It is my feeling that the ability of infinitives to attract into the main clause 
is intimately associated with their reduced status. Full sentences may not 
attract into the main clause, but structures which are less than a full sentence 
may. The possibility that attraction exists as a syntactic process in Walbiri is 
appealing from another standpoint. Recall that when a finite relative clause 
is preposed to the main clause, it is customary to initiate the main clause with 
the anaphoric element /yula/. Now, in the case of NP-relatives, there is the 
distinct possibility that /yula/ is nothing other than the regular anaphoric 
determiner associated with retention (or partial retention-that is, pro- 
nominalisation) of the second of two coreferential noun phrases. But this 
does not account for its appearance in complex sentences for which the 
NP-relative interpretation is inappropriate (for example, T-relatives, con- 
ditionals, and purposives). The occurrence of /yula/ there must be accounted 
for in a different way. I would like to suggest the following. Preposed relative 
clauses, of all types, are derived from right-adjoined relatives by means of a 
transformational rule which positions them to the left of the main clause and 
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~bomsky-adjoins them to the top-mast S-node. This might, incidentally, 
mount for the prevailing tendency to pause be-n a posed subdiaate 
&use and the main dsule since, after prepoaing, tglormw would be 
rnmoved from the latter by two Snodw. The preposhg rule doe sot m t k l y  
eliminate the original right-adjoined relative clause; rather, it leaves a trace 
of it in the form of tho ansphoric element /guld (which functions u a 
'sentence proform', in this case). Tbis element, bein less than a sentenw, 
r u h q ~ l l y  attracts into the main clause-and, into a fwd 
position within that clause; hence its favoured initial paition. Attnction of 
/q~,la/ into the main clause is, so far as 1 can tell, obligatory. 

The preposing rule postulated here operates on a structure of the form 
represented in (22) above to produce a derived structure of the following 
form : 

Suhequetltly, I&.IEQJ attracts into the w i n  clauge-that is, the clause immd- 
iately to its left-and assumes a focused position there. 

TheE is independent motivation for the fitst step in this derivation-in 
particular, tk leaving of a trace of an extracted constituent. Walbiri has a 
l e f t ~ ~ ~ t i  n rule which extracts a noun phrase from a finite &use, 
leaving )guig? behind. Apparently, a left-dirloartal noun phrase is Chomsky- 
adjoined to the Snde-ia any event* it is clearly removed from the sentence 
as evidenced both by pausing and by the fact that it is no longer a constituent 
of thc sentence for the purposes d Aux-Insertion: 

(43) yapiri ya!7ka, gula ka  kari-mi wulpayi-la. 
(eucalyptus the, it AUX stand-nonpast creek-loc) 

@ 'The river red gum, it grows in creeks.' 

The second part of the derivation-that is, attraction of /gula/ into the main 
clause-is strictly associated with the suggested preposing rule, and its 
justification will depend upon the outcome of further research relating to the 
proposal as a whole. 

M Y  own interest in this proposal is considerably heightened by sentences 
like the following: 

1 (44) (a) muliki kutju-$ wanri-Zja, gula-kuru $-nu yada-paka-?u gutjuhc!ri. 
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(dog COMF-AUX fall-past, then-COMP A U X  rep-strike-past I-erg) 
'When the dog f t l ,  thereupon I. struck ~ t . '  

(b) yatjw ku~ja-b-)-na wonti-tju, ogla-kura 4-1 ju 111aliki-(i-lki .~~u&-pu-y u. 
(1 COMI-AUX bu-past, t h e n - m ~ p  AUX dog-erg-then rep-bite-past) 
'When I fell down, thereupon the dog bit me.' 

These contain prep04 T-relative clauses. Interestingly, the snapboric trace, 
left behind by the preposing operation and subsequently attracted into the 
main clause, is inflected by precissly the same oomplementiser that would 
have appeared on the subordinate clause if it had been an infinitive-that is, 
the unnplementim which np can when the object of the main claw 
controls the deletion of the suijecl of an infinitive T-relative. This is vay 
suggestive, 11 suggests, in effect, that a record of the particular NP- 
coreferentiality holding between the main and subordinate clauses-including 
information concerning the grammatical nlat~ons which the corefemtial. 
noun phrases bear in their awn dauses-is encoded in the relative clause, 
perhaps in the REL-node, or in the relative comptementiser, and is. moreover, 
maintained in the trace left behind in the preposing process. The spelling ciut 
of the compltmentiser then follows a general rule that the case-lib suffixal 
Form is used whenever the appropriate 'record keeping' features are present 
in a cat~gory which is less than a full sentence-that is, not only infinitives, 
but anaphoric elements as well. 

A great deal of work remains to be done on the relative clause in Walbiri. 
My purpose here ha, been merely to indicate some potentially fruitful topics 
for mvaregation. An important a m  which I have not touched upon in this 
discussion is the accessibility of a noun phrase to relativisation (cf. Keenan 
1972, and other references to his work cited there). If the adjunction analysis 
'is c o w t  for Walbiri, then the accessibility question in Walbiri amounts to 
the following: In structure (23). under the NP-dative interpretation (assuer 
5ing this to be a real nolion), what grammatical functions and what structural 
positions may NP1 occupy? l Walbiri, there are no apparent limits on zhc 
grammatical funcflons of NP1 wlthin the immediately subordinate clause, but 
1 have not as yet been able to determine the total range of structural positions 
which NP, may occupy, though I doubt that they differ in any essential way 
from the positions which any anaphoric element, construed with 
antecedent in the main clause, my occupy. 

2. Examples of the adjoined relative in Kaititj 

I would like now to turn to a brief presentation of data on the relative clause , 
from andher Australian language. I have chosen the Arandic language 
Kaititj to do this. Although Kaititj is an eastern neighbour of Walbiri, and , 

therefore geographically close to the latter, its rejative clause differs in 
interesting ways, as docs that of the Arandic languages generally. 

Kaititj, like Walbiri, has a class of finite subordinate clauses which receive' 
a NPdative interpretation. These are erprcially marlred by means of sn: 
enclitie eomplementiser /-or/ (/-all in the other Arandic languages) which1 
attaches to the first constituent of the subordinate clause: 

4 I 

I I 

(45) agir at j  a!i-r!k, atuyi-I-ar 111i-nh. 
(kangaroo I :erg see-pres, man-erg-COMP shoot-past) 
'I see the kangaroo that the man shot.' 

( ~ r a n d i c  segmental phonology is quite complex and not particularly well 
L l n d e r ~ t ~ ~ d ;  and I would like to make a few comrnellts on the orthographic 

The symbol / i /  represents a high to high-mid central vowel 
[r' - a], except morpheme-initially, where it is a high-mid front vowel. It 
tends to front and raise when adjacent to / y / ,  and to round when adjacent to 
lw/. Word-final vowels, omitted from the transcription, are predictable 
entirely-they are the high to high-mid central vowel when unstressed; but 
they are the low central vowel [a] when stressed. Stress is also predictable, 
appearing on the first post-consonantal vowel in the word. The symbol /g/ 
designates an unrounded dorso-velar glide, and the symbol /h/ is used as a 
diacritic to represent lamino-dental articulation. There also exists a series of 
~lasals with stop-onset-these are represented by upper-case letters. Other 
symbols have theil- conventional Australianist values.) 

The subordinate clause in (45) is presumably reduced from the following: 

(46) aluyi-1 agir 11,i-nh. 
(man-erg kangaroo shoot-past) 
'The man shot the kangaroo.' 

by tieletion of lagir l  'kangaroo' under identity with the object noun phrase in 
the main clause. Kaititj, and the other Arandic languages as well, differ 
rather strikingly from -Walbiri in that finite relative clauses are inflected for 
c,ase in agreement with the main-clause noun phrase with which they are 
construed. This is not apparent in (46), since the relevant main-clause noun 
phrase there, being an object, is in the absolutive and is, therefore, not 
overtly marked for case. But in (47) below, the main-clause noun phrase is in 
the dative case-in conformity with the case government of the main-clause 
verb /uNihu-/ 'to seek'-and the relative clause accordingly, is inflected for 
dalive case. The case ending is suffixed directly to the finite verb: 

(47) agiri-w ajiiy uNthu-ran, a!uj3i-1-ar ~. i -nhi- l l '  
(kangaroo-dat I :  nom seek-prog, man-erg-COMP shoot-past-dat). 
'I am looking for the kangaroo that the man shot.' 

Further examples of case agreement are presented below :' 

(48) (a) agiii-bra! a j~ i y  a p i - ~ ~ i r ,  nt-ar wi-nhiri- ~ ~ ' a l .  
(kangaroo-dir I : nom walk-fut, you : erg-COMP shoot-past-dir) 
'I will go up to the kangaror:, which you shot.' 
agiri-rua! r~ api-n, at&r ayNi-n,iiri-~va!. 
(kangaroo-dir you: nom walk-imperative, I : erg-COMP spear-past 
'You go up to the kangaroo I a,~eared.'  

J ' (kangaroo-dat I: nom se~.k-~rc;g, I : erg-COMP speas-past-dat) 
'I am looking for the kangaroo I speared.' 
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(d) ulakiyti-l ayin a~ili-yan, afjiri-yi-1-ar afji-y katji-t~ip~vayi-/?hi-1. 
(windbreak-loc I :  nom sit prog, brother-my-erg-COMP me-obj 
benefactive-make-past-loc) 
'I am sitting in the windbreak that my brother made for me.' 

(e) atuyi-thiy ayiy api-nhi-gin, y-ar uNt11u-yayni-thiy. 
(man-elative I : nom walk-past-hither, you : nom-COMP seek-past : 
imperfective-elative) 
'1 have come from the man wl~om you were seeking.' 

(f) atuyi-nl ayiy uNlh~i-ran, yki-y-ar alari-nhi-lv. 
(man-dat 1:nom seek-prog, ~ O U - O ~ ~ - C O M P  hit-past-dat) 
'I am looking for the man who hit you.' 

Kaititj shares with Walbiri the option of preposing the relative clause, 
although it seems to be taken up somewhat less often in Kaititj than in 
Waibiri-in the case of the NP-relative at least. When the relative clause is 
preposed, the coreferential noun phrase remains undeleted in the s~tbordinate 
clause, but i ts main-clause partner is represented by a determjner or by the 
anaphoric element Irinhl (advanced to initial position in the maln clause, as in 
Walbiri) : 

(49) alu-yi-1-ar atiy a!i-nh, rinh afj alpiyiyni-nk. 
(father-my-erg-COMP tree chop-past, it 1:erg carry-pres) 
'The tree that my father chopped down, I am carrying it.' 1 

Although my data are not absolutely clear on the matter, sentences like (50) 
below suggest that case agreement is not contingent upon deletion of a noun 
phrase from the relative clause, as it is in the case of the Walbiri infinitive, 
since the preposed relative clause-from which no noun phrase has been 
deleted-shows case agreement : 

(50) atuy anh-ar aNti-yatzi-l, antki-1-at atji-y ~ ' i - ~ h i r .  
(man that-COMP stand-prog-erg, that-erg-emph me-obj shoot-past) 
'That man who is standing (there), that one shot me.' 

Perhaps the most interesting possibility suggested by the data from Kaititj 
relates to the phenomenon of attraction. Although this must be regarded as a 
matter in need of exacting research, the preliminary indications are that 
Kaititj allows a finite relative clause to attract into the main clause and, as a 
unit, to replace the main-clause noun phrase with which it is construed. 
Consider, for example, the following sentence: 

(51) agir-ar an~pwari-nhi-lval y api-n. 
(kangaroo-COMP die-past-dir you : nom go-imperative) 
'Go up to the kangaroo that died.' 

There are several things about (51) which are worthy of note. Firstly, unlike: 
other complex sentences cited for Kaititj, (51) wntains no intonational 
break, suggesting that the subordinate clause is integrated into the mainl 
clause. This integration is further evidenced by the position of the main. 
clause subject pronoun lr~l 'you-nom'--a singular subject pronoun ofte 
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d u d  in s t m s  (and it is reduced in (51)); when they do, they 
behave as clitics and mow to second position within their clause (not unlike 
the Kaititj cum Iementiser /-ar/ and the Walbiri auxiliary), forming a r unit wit the first consdtuent of the clause. These singular pronouns 

undergo this proma of cliticisoltion, and sentence ($1) is evidentIy an 
instance. The pronohns typically remain initial within their -clause only when 

in some way, whether by emphatic st- or by the dative 
camplementiser l-arl (cf. (48% b, c) above). Secondly, the position of the 
complemefitiser 1-url in (51) indicates that the noun phrase lagirl 'kangmo' 
is a surface constituent of the subordinate clause, not the main clause- 
the main-clause coreferent is entirely absent from (51). And finally, the case 

associate with the noun phrase /agir/, that is, absalutive (or 
nominatt~e), also ~nptcates that that noun phrase is a constituent d the 

clause-1ts absolutive marking follows from the fact that it is the 
$ubject of the subordinate verb, which is intransitive. 

The following are additional examples of this apparent attraction of a 
clause into the position of the coreferential main-clause noun phrase: 

(52) (a) afuy-ar aNti-)mi-wal ayiy ayi-nk. 
(man-COMP stand-prog-dir I :  nom go-pres) 
'1 am going up to the man who is standing (there).' 

(b) aluy-ar ayki-rani-thijj ayiy api-nk. 
(man-COMP speak-prog-elative I : nom go-pres) 
'I am walking away from the man who is speaking.' 

In [Sl) and (521, the corefemntial noun phrase in the subordinate clause is the 
subject, and thereforeinitial in its clause. If the corefesential noun phras is 
not the subject, it is appa~ntly fronted, leaving the somewhat unusual surface 
ordering in which the wmplementiser J-QP/ appears to attach to the second 
constituent of the subordinate clause. It is quite possible that this apparent 
trmting is in fact mising, and that it brings the subordinate noun phrase 
out of its own clau-in which case the positioning of the complementism 
would not be bewptional. The case marking in (53), however, clearly indicates 
the ~gamrnatical relation of the fronted noun phrase within the subordinate 
clause (that is, dative as opposed to the dative appropriate to its mia-clause 
partner (see (484)) : 
( 5 3 )  aluyi-iv (,) y-ar zlNthu-yayni-tlziy ayiy api-nlzi-yii?. 

(man-dat (,) you : nom-COMP seek-past : imperf-elative I : nom walk-past- 
hither) 
'I have come from the lnan whom you were seeking.' 

\ ihis example was recorded with a tentative pause, or an audible decrease in 
tempo, following the fronted noun phrase.) Other examples of this fronting, 
or raising, follow: 

(54) (a) kayl tt-ar irki-nhi-w uyig ifirori-?on. 
(boomerang you :erg-COMP trim-past-dat I : nom crave-prog) 
'I want the boomerang you trimmed.' 

(b) k a ~ l  qpar irki-nki4 aq aNhilurJk wi-with. 
(boomerang you :erg-cow trim-past-inst I :erg emu hi t-desiderative) 
'1 want to hit an emu with the boomerang you trimmed.' 
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I ~t seems natural to suggest that. senknm like (51-2) a? derived by mFns The details ~f such a proposal must, of come, await furthm research. It 
of a tmmf~mationd rule, foilowing agreement, which attracts a is not dear, for example, whether the attraction rule aatually involves 
adjd& dative ciao% into the main ciause. Moreouer,sm the main-clause reph&ment of NP,, for there are apparent instances of attraction in which 
c O ~ f e m ~  partnu does not actually appear in f51-21, it is ~ossibk that it is NP , with its case marking ap ropriate to its role in the main clause, remains 
Rp~a& by the relptive clause. One might spoeulate alon these 8 J undcletwi while NPI is del fmm the subordinate chua: 
Kaidtj, like Walbiri, has underlying strUCUW of the a je!nd 
rnented in (23). But, unlike Wabiri, Kaititj not only Inflats I t s  fi (57) atjiri-yi-1-ar atji-y katji-nzpwa!.i-17hi-wa! ayig a@-nk, anjtju-wa!. 
for ca in a p m e n t  with the main-clause noun phrase NP,, but (brother-my-erg-COMP I-obj benefactive-make-past-dir I :  nom return- 
& aption of atwting the relative clause into 8 e  main clause to W"am pres, shelter-dir) 

~ p ~ ,  thereby &riving from (23) a surface Struct*m of the forrn 'I am returning to (that which) my brother made for me, to the shelter.' 

I (55) S But the status of this sentem, and others like it, is not clear. It is possible 
I 

I 
I 

that the main part of (57) is simply indibrminate with respect to mmiaal 
I referen@ i.e., that the nominal 1s unspecified and, therefore, not overtly 

represented) and that the apparent mainclause noun phrase /@@u-wd/ 

(NPi) 
'shelter-dir' is, in fact, merely appended to the sentma as a whole, as an 
afterthought, to supply spifmtioa. This is a d  an unusual practice in 
Australian !la&, and the intonational break preceding Janjr@~r~d/ is 

I consistent wrth this alternative interpretation. 
s In considering the details of the attraction proposal, it may prove relevant 
/\ I 

to study parentheticals as well. Sentences l i b  (Slla-b) M o w  show the 
dat ive clause inwrted in the position immectiately following NP, (that is, the 

\ main clause cafeferent): 

NP, (58) (a) atuy witki-I-a!, alji-y-ar alari-nhi-1, ylci-y ayi-miltitj. 
According to this hypothesis, Kaititj possesses an embedded relative clause- (man the-erg;emph, me-obj-COMP hit-past-erg, you-obj ~ee-admon- 
at the surface structure level of syntactic representation, but not at deep itive) 
structure. 'The man, who hit me, is liable to see you.' 

account for sentences like (53-4) as well, one might speculate further ( b )  a(uy,  atji-y-ar alari-nh, yki-y uNthu-ran. 
that, if NPj-the coreferent in the subordinate clause-is a nonsubject, and 

I 

1 therefore noninitial in its clause, it is extracted to the right and, perhaps, (man, me-obj-COMP hit-past, YOU-obj seek-prog) 
I 

I 'The man, who hit me, is looking for you.' 
~ h ~ ~ ~ k ~ - ~ d j ~ i ~ ~ d  to the subordinate S-node. This extraction, or raising, 
would convert (55) to: But pamnthaticals, unlik~ attracted daum of the type represented by ($1-21, 
(56)  S 

I are set off intonationally by clearly perceptible pausing. 
I /\ 

I In this bf~ef discussion of Kaifia, I have restricted my attention to clauses 
\ miring the NP-relqtive interpretation, since these are the most clearly 

relevant to the issues surrounding the adjunction analysis. It is dear that 

I / II .- -- Kaititj prwnb a direct ehallen to this conaption of relatives, since it 
(NP,) pmsesses both the adjoined s d the embedded relative dause in surface 

I 1 structure. I have suggW4 that the clauses are underlyingly adjoined and 
REL derivatively embedded. Obviou~ly, of co~rse, there mists the alternative 

I possibility that they are underlyiagly embedded and derivatively adjoined. 
S I And a third possibility, certainly' worth attention, is that both types exist at 
/\ deep structure. If the embedded relative is basic in Kaititj, then, to account 

fnr sentences of the type rnpmsenfed by (51-21, there must be some providon 
for eliminating the head noun phrase, since it does not appear in surfaoe 

NP, structure. But this is aat unprecedented-f~r a dfscussion of the 'headless' 
relative clause in Navajo, an American Indian lasguap, see Platero (1973); 
and, for an dternatiw account of the phenomenon, see HaIe and Platero 
1974). 

I 
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3. Concluding remarks kudu ka rla&-uuna-mi, kid#-njunu-ku ka!i t/'anti-ninjtja-/a!li. 
(child Aux slee~he-nonpast, falher-own dat boomerang trim- 

Although I cannot at this point give definitive arguments in support of the infinitive-COMP) 
basicness of the adjoined relative in the two languages used to exemplify it in That the NP /k;Pw&u-ku/ (father-own dat) is a constituent of sub- 
this paper, I have presented the adjunction analysis as a possibility which, I ordinate clause, rather than of the main clause, is evident not only from the 
feel, deserves serious consideration. intonational properties of this sentc:nce but also from the fact that the 

It is my opinion that, historically at least, the adjoined relative takes dative NP in question fails to cause dative agreement in the mdn-clause 
priority over the embedded relative in Australia. It has been reported in a u x i l i a r ~ m p a r e  (1 61, ifi which the main-clause auxiliary /ka-la/ con- 
languages as distinct from Walbiri and Kaititj as Lardil of Mornington tains the third Person singular dative pronomina[ element /-/a/, in agree- 
Island in the Gulf of Carpentaria (see, for example, Klokeid 1973), the ment with /ki4a-njanu-ku/. 
Northern Paman language Linqithig of Cape York Peninsula (see  ale 1966), 2 Apparently* cm-agmment applies on1 y when the subordinate clause 
and Mabuiag of Torres Strait (see Klokeid 1970); and I have found it also in shows verb-final word order. In an alternative rendering o f  (48c1-i~ 
Ngarluma of the northwest coast, Warramunga of central Australia, and in which the subject, not the verb, is in final position-the subordinate clause 
Gurindji of northern central Australia. does not show case agreement: 

I am encouraged, further, to speculate that the development of the (484 a@ri-w ayig ~hrthu-ran, ayNi-nj-ar atj. 
embedded type, exemplified here by Kaititj, is intimately related to the (kangaroo-dat 1: nom seek-pmg, spear-past-COMP I : erg) 
phenomenon of attraction. The attraction rule itself, in my opinion, has 
entered the grammars of certain Australian languages for a reason. That is to , References 
say, it is functionally motivated. Grice, P. 1967. Logic and Con~~ersation. William Jalnes Lectures, Harvard 

If it is true that the NP-relative interpretation is achieved by means of an University (unpublished). 
interpretive rule which embeds the semantic reading of an adjoined relative Hale, K. 1966. Linngithig. In Languages of the world. G. N. oGrady, C. F. 
,-lause into NP, in the main clause, where this noun phrase has a coreferential and F. Voe&1i~ (eds). Anthropological Linguistics a@): 17697- 
partner NPj in the subordinate clause, then, subsequent to the interpretation -. 1971- Gllps in g m ~  and cufiecve (ms., to appear). 
rule, there exists a syntactic/semantic disparity in subordination-the relative ---- 1973. 'Person marking in Walbiri.' In Fe$?schrtfr for hfarriS H&, 
clause is syntactically adjoined but semantically embedded. The attraction PP- 308-44. S- R. Anderson and P. Kiparsky (eds). 
rule, I propose, exists precisely to eliminate this disparity. (See Hale 1971, for Hale, K .  and P. R. -?latero. 1974. 'Aspects of Navajo anaphora: pro- 
further discussion of this proposal.) If the attraction rule becomes obligatory n~minalization and relativization,' to  appear in vof. 1 of Din& ~ i ~ d  
at some stage in the historical development of a language, it does not seem NhniliihlNavajo Language Review, pp. 9-28, 
unreasonable to imagine that a grammatical reanalysis takes  lace, giving Katz, J. J. and J. A. Fodor. 1963. 'The structure of a semantic tl1eory.' 
rise to a deep-structure relative clause of the embedded type. I suspect that Language 39 : I 70-2 10. 
this is the genesis of the embedded relative clause in many languages of the Keenan, E. L. 1972. 'On semantically based grammar.' LI 3 :413-61. 
world which indisputably possess it. K i ~ a r s k ~ ,  P. 1971. 'Historical linguistics.' In A survey of linguistic Jcience. 
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Notes 
1.  There is some question as to whether a complement clause ill /-l7ka?li 

-/a!li/ is llecessarily construed with a dative NP in the main clause, as is the 
dase in (16). There is an alternative in which the dependent clause is not 
construed with a Np  in the main clause at all. In this alternative, the 
subject of the dependent clause remains undeleted but is inflected wit11 the 
dative ending /-ku/ : 



5. Accusative marking in 
Duungidjawu ( ~ a g a - W a g a )  

S. A. Wurm 
[I) Wagawaga is an almost extinat language formerly accupying a region 
extending to the north-west from the present-day Ensbane area as far as 
hyndah on the Burnett River. The discwsion given below is based on the 
southernmost of its three dialects, that is, Duuqidjawu. 
(2) Duugidjawu is somewhat unusual in being morpholog.icalIy an ergative 
language for nouns and pronouns, and at the same time showing faidy 
extensive accusative marking with the help of the usual Australian accusative 
s& -na. ' This s a x  has the allomorphic forms -#a with the first person 
singular personal pronoun, -tja with the third person singular pronoun and 
mi#a 'what' and -ma when added to wards ending in -m, for example: 

dPm-rm man (accusative) 
p # u  me 
d9an-bum-ma two men (accusative) 
Yo-Ua him 

In most Australian languages, the bccusative suflix appears as -gu--n%. 
Duuqidjawu, in having -na--flu (--gu --mu) therefore seems to be somk- 
what unusual, though the form -na pears to be present in some other 
Australian languages such as southern % embers of the Mari subgroup of the 
Pama-Marie group of the Pama-Nyungan languages (for example Bidyam, 
Bmn, 1973). 
(3) A table of the personal pronouns and 'what' in the nominative, ergative 
and accusative forms is given for illustration: 

1% 
2% 
3% 
1 dl 
2dl 
3dl 
1 PI 
2 ~ 1  
3 ~ 1  
what 

Nominative 
y ai 
q in 
yo : (ru) 
y a : m  
yowa: m 
yowa : m 
ya : (me)  
yuwe: (me)  
yo : wa(ra)n 
minYa 

Ergative 
yadYu 
(y)indu 
yo : (ru)ndu 
ga : rnbu 
yowa: rnbu 
yowa : rnbu 
ya : (me)ndu 
yuwe : (me)ndu 
yo : wa(ra)ndu 
minYandu 

Accusative 
yanYa 
(g)ina 
yo : ga 
ga : mma 
yowa : mma 
yowa : mma 
ya : (me)na 
yuwe: (me)na 
yo : wa(ra)mma 
minYaya 

(4) The accusative suffix is added to pronouns, and to nouns which denote 
human beings, including proper names, and some other animate beings such 
as dogs for instance. It also appears with a few other nouns such as dadu 'tree' 
and gtryum 'fire, camp'. Examples : 

: ACCUSATIVE MARKING IN DUUNGIDJAWU 

(y)i-na 
dog-erg. thou-acc. 
'the dog will bite you' 

buginY-bum-bu ya: m-ma 
dog-dl-erg. we-two-act. 
'the two dogs bit us two' 

,Ja-dY~ yunam-ma nYa-gi 
I-erg. children-acc. see-past 
'1 saw the children in the camp' 

iya : -u 
bite-future 

iya: -i-nYi 
bite-past-complete 

guyum-ba 
camp-loc. 

ga-dYu nYa-gi Giyirbatva-nu nYuya : -mba 
I-erg . see-past Giyirbawa-acc, front-loc. 
$1 saw Giyirbawa in front' 

qunam-bu buginY-nu bum-be : 
children-erg, dog-acc. beat-pres. 
'children are beating the dog' 

qa: m-bu nYa-gi guyum-ma 
we-two-erg. see-past camp-acc. 
'we two saw the camp' 

(5) Examples with nouns denoting other animate, and inaminate objects: 

ya-dYu bum-i man goro: man dYuyume 
I-erg. kill-past this kangaroo yesterday 
'I killed this kangaroo yesterday' 

dYan man ninda-i baran ma  : n-gu-wa 
man this stoop-past boomerang pick up-future-purpose 
'this man stooped to pick up the boomerang' 

ga : -rinY-du buwa : -u gundu dYend-i-nYi duuyume 
I-poss.-erg. father-erg. canoe steer-past-complete yesterday 
'my father steered the canoe yesterday' 

(6) With nouns indicating body parts, the accusative suffix is added to the 
personal pronoun denoting the person to whom the body part belongs. The 
noun itself carries no suffix. Examples: 

buginY-du man ba-i (y)i-na bi dYuy-ba-wa 
dog-erg. this come-past thou-acc. hand lick-intention-purpose 
'the dog came intending to lick your hand' 

ya-nYa m o  : giniy ba : ba-i gun guwe yai dYambal 
I-acc. that(person) arm hit(with spear)-past that result I pain 

,'that man there hit my arm with a spear and now it hurts' 
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(7) The accusative suffix -nu appears with the direct object. With verbs such as 
'give', 'tell', 'show', 'turn towards', it is added to the indirect object. 

(tj)i-ndu ~viye-tji guyur buginY-nu 
thou-erg, give-past food dog-acc. 
'you gave food to the dog' 

ga-dYu binYgu ~viye-nge bzcginV 
I-erg. tomorrow give-incomplete dog 
'I'll give him a dog (sometime) tomorrow' 

yo-tja 
he-acc. 

ga-nYa mo : ya-i baran ya-nYa \iliye-wa 
that(person) speak-past boomerang I-acc. give-purpose 

he spoke to me (to tell me) that he would give me a boomerang' 

ya-dYu binay ~~a : -i yo : lva-nu 
ear turn they-acc. 

'I turned my ear towards them (i.e. I listened to them)' 

8) With the verbs listed above in (7), the possessive suffix -gari appears 
sometimes instead of the accusative sufix -na with the pronoun denoting the 

I ndirect object. Example: 

I la-dYu guy wiye-yi yin-gari 
I I-erg. water give-past thou-poss. 
A 1  gave you water' 

(9) Adjuncts constituting a noun phrase with a noun carrying the accusative 
suffix -nu also have this sufix added to them. Examples: 

(y)in-du bum-i-nYi bugin''-nu ya : -rinY-na 
thou-erg, hit-past-complete dog-acc. I-poss.-acc. 
'you hit my dog' 

(tj)in-du wiye-yi guyur buginY-nu gin-garinY-nu 
thou-erg. give-past food dog-acc. thou-poss.-acc. 
'you gave your dog food' 

nu-dYzr dYan-bum-ma bu : gubu-nu nYa-yi biya : yu-nu 
I-erg. man-dl-acc. short-acc. see-past two-acc. 
'I saw the two short men' 

ga : m-bu nYa-tji yo-ya mura-n"i-nu 
we-two-erg. see-past he-acc. paint-complete-acc. 
'we saw him painted up' 

ya-dYu nYa-tji buginY-na gin-garin"-nu iya-i-nu 
I-erg. see-past dog-acc. thou-poss.-acc. bite-past-acc. 

5 .  ACCUSATIVE MARKING IN DUUNGIDJAWU -u-l 
buginJ'-nu !la : -ri/~"-na 
dog-acc. I-poss.-acc. 

'1 saw your dog bite my dog' 

There are some restrictions to this. So, for instance, nzan 'this' and gan 'that' 
do not take -nu as adjuncts. Example: I 

: nz-bu wiye-yi guyur buginl'-bum-nza biya : yu-nu tnan 
we-two-erg give-past food dog-dl.-acc. two-acc. this 
'we two gave food to these two dogs' 

NOTE: Regarding relative clauses, it appears that any noun phrase in the 
matrix sentence can become referential with any noun phrase in the relative 
clause. 

IludJ'u ye-rere-nge dYan-gu rnuyi-nzba gar' 
i go-cont.-incomplete man-dat. sunny-place-loc. that 

tnan'uv-ne-nge-gu 
sleep-pres.-incomplete-dat. 

I 'I am going to the man who is asleep in that sunny spot' 

I (/?an-du gun gya : -ye-nge bu~va : -wayu goro : man 
man-erg. that speak-pres.-incomplete father-comit. kangaroo 

burn-i-wayu dJ'uyume 
hit-past-comit. yesterday 

'that man is talking with (my) father who killed a kangaroo yesterday' 
'9 

If the noun to which the relative clause refers has no suffix, it is mostly 
taken up by a personal pronoun. 

I rlJ'an-banz manYw.-ne-nge muyi-mba gun ( yo~va  : m-bu) 
I man-all sleep-pres.-incomplete sunny-place-loc. that they-two-erg. 

goro : man burn-i budirgu dYuyume . I kangaroo hit-past completely yesterday 
'the two men who are asleep in that sunny spot killed a kangaroo yesterday' 

1(10) With nouns to which the accusative suffix -nu is not iiormally added, it 
:appears with the last of the adjuncts added to them. 
Example : 

i d  nya-ni goro : man !la-dyu bum-i-nu 
thou-erg. see-past kangaroo I-erg. kill-past-acc. 
'you saw the kangaroo which I killed' 

It appears that in this, the dual suffix -ban2 does not count as an adjunct, 
because the accusative suffix -nu appears with it only if -barn is added to 
nouns which can potentially take -/la. Examples: 

, ~ a - t l ~ u  dadu-bum-ma nJ'a-gi 
I-erg. tree-dl-acc. see-past 
'I saw the two trees' 
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ga-dYu baran-bum nYa-gi 
I-erg. boomerang-dl see-past 
'I saw the two boomerangs' 

If the two words dadu 'tree' a 
accompanied by an adjunct, -nu 

nd guJ 
is not 

Ium 'fire, ( 

added to 
:amp' 
them, 

mentioned in (4) are 
only to the adjunct. 

see-past 

I 
I With numerals 

ouns which can 
4 

I 

-erg. see-past 

I 

guyum biya : yu-nu 
fire two-acc. 

8 such as biya:yu 'two', this is sc 
potentially take -na. Example: 

buginY-bum biya:yu-nu 
dog-dl two-erg. 

found with 

I -1 1) The same phenomenon as mentioned above in (10) is found with nouns 
to which the accusative suffix -nu can potentially be added, but which are 
ndefinite in a given sentence. Example: 

/la-dyu dYan. bu : pubu nYa-ni paiu : -nu 
erg. man short see-iast Gne-acc. 
saw one short man' 

OTE : The ergative suffix, which also functions as the instrumental 
as the following allomorphs : 

-ndu after a final short vowel 
w -du after final consonants except -m, -r, and -i 
I -bu after -nz 

-ru after -r 
- iu  after -i 
-,vu after a final long vowel 
-dYu with the first person singular pronoun 

. The phonemes of Duuqidjawu are as follows: 
dY g i u 

m n nY g e o with V: 

marker, 

W 
I 

i. Y 
Retroflexed consonants have been observed rarely, 'but their phone mi,^ 
status is in doubt. 

ACCUSATIVE 

Stops and 
phenomenon 

:ference 
.een, J. G. 1 
L i t igu i~  tic Cor 
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nasals are subject to geminatio 
I, though predictable, is subject 

973. Bidyara and Gungabula 
viniunications 8, Melbourne: Mo 

n on the phoneti 
to rules of great 

Grammar and 
mash University. 

11 1 

ic level. This 
complexity. 

vocabulary. 



6. Hierarchy of features and 
ergativity 

(1) A. Ergative: Subject of transitive 
(ergative) 

Object of transitive 
Subject of intransitive 

B. Accusative : Subject of transitive Object of transitive 
Subject of intransitive (accusative) 

Michael Silverstein 
0.1. Introductory 
This paper deals with the type of grainmatical system that for diverse reasons\ 
has been called 'ergative' in the literature, trying to elucidate one universal 
aspect of the structure, namely, the "split' of case system. Data for all ergative 
languages show a distinction between at least two complementary configura- 
tions for indicating the grammatical function of the princ~pal noun phrases 
in a sentence. In this area of grammar, traditionally called 'case-marking', we 
find one kind of two-way distinction usually called 'nominative-accusative', 
another two-way distinction which we can call 'ergative-absolutive' (or 
'ergative-nominative'), and sometimes three-way distinctions which we can 
call 'objective-agentive-subjective' after Dixon's (1 972 : xxii, 128) 0-A-S 
lettering system (especially useful for Australian languages). 

'Ergative-absolutive' (or simply 'ergative') languages, by minimal definition, 
identify noun phrase constituents in normal active, declarative surface forms 
as follows: the object of a transitive verb and the subject of an intransitive 
are treated alike, and the subject of a transitive verb is treated differently from 
both of these. Contrast in (1) this ergative schema A with the schema B of 
'nominative-accusative' (or simply 'accusative') languages, such as the Indo- 
European languages with which we, as speakers, are familiar. 

Typically, the unique treatment of one of the three principal noun hrases is S in terms of a casemarking formative attached to at least the hea noun of' 
the noun phrase, caf led the 'ergative' case-marking in type A, the 'accusative' 
in type B, and 1 suggest that our terminology be standardised aloqg these 
lines.= Note atso that I neutrally say 'treated differently' because not all 
ergative languages have nominal case-marking at the surface. It is obvious, 
however, tbat such syntactic mechanisms as agreement af verbs with noun 
phrase adjuncts and affixation of pronominal formatives, as well as word 
order, all express the same kind of grammatical-semantic information, 
namely the syntactic relations between noun phrase and verb, which we may 
call 'case-relations'. So, in a transformational account, for example, the 
'structural descriptions' of all these transformational processes are the same, 
while the formal 'structural changes' differ. We can equivalently speak of 
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case-marking in all these systems, regardless of the actual surface 
rnanifestatl0n. 
In this paper, I want to bring out the fact that 'split' of case-marking is not 

At jts most dramatic, it defines a hierarchy of what might be called 
'inherent 1wcal.content' of noun phrases, Arst and s w n d  person as well as 
third person .ms hierarchy expresses the semantic naturalness for a lexically- 
specified noun phrase to funelon as agent of a true transitive verb, and in- 
versely the ~a tu rdne~s  of functioning as patient of such. The noun phrases 
at the top of the bierarcby manifest nominative-accusative case-marking, 
while those at the bottom manifest ergative-absolutive case-marking. Some- 
time there a a middle ground which k a three-way system of 0-A-S case- 
markings. We can define the hierarchy independent of the facts of split 
ergati~lt~ by our usual notions of surf8ceettegoty markedness. 

All ergative systems seem to show such split case-marking systems, 
minimally one of the 'lexical co?tent' variety, but more often additionaI 
splits in independent vs. subordtnate clauses, as in Ngalurna-Yintjip~ti 
(Hale 1970: 772) or Tsimshian (Boas 191 1 b :a), splits in present 
{-imperfective) vs. past(-perfective) tense(-aspect), as in Georgian or Pashto 
(Penzl 1955: 98, 132-33), and so forth, in a non-random fashion. Some of 
these will emerge from a consideration of two extended examples below. 

0.2. Implance to grammatical theory 
Grammatical theorists who distinguish between surface and underlying form 
have been particularly concerned with ergative systems because of the 
question of universality of some underlying level of syntactiesemantic 
representation for languages. For this reason, a certain importance has 
attached to the questbn of whether or not a language is 'accusative' or 
'crgative' at the underlying level of representation. Certainly, within any 

of the 'standard theory' (Chomsky 1972:66) or 'extended staadard 
theory' (Chomsky 1972: 134) of transformational grammar, the existence d 
an underlying 'ergative-absoluiive' syntax would contradict the postulated 
universality of 'nominative-accusative' categorial distinctions at tbe level 
of the base component. The problem for the standard tbeov, which operates 
with a 'subjeet-of' (or 'nominative') case-relation and an 'object-of' (or 
'accusative') case-relation, as shown in (2), is that there is no direct relation- 
ship between such underlying case-relations in normal active declarative 
structures and the actual ergative surface case-marking, as shown in (1A). 

Pred 

/' v \\ 
NP 

'object-of ' 
(transitive only) 

We might conclude, with the standard theory, that even the simplest active 

I 
declarative of an ergative language does not manifest a direct relationship 
of surface case-marking and underlying case-relation, while the active 
declarative of an accusative language does. We can make the observation in 
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this theory that in accusative languages, after the passivisatio~~ transformation 
has applied, as in (3), the under ly i~~g object of the- transitive appears in a 
surface case-form that looks like that of the subject of an  intransitive verb, 
and the ,underlying subject of the transitive winds up in some surface 
instrumental phrase. 

(3) Passivisation : 
s[xv[The boy] 19 ed[V [ h ~ t ]  arl[the ball]]] 

s [ s ~ [ T h e  ball] ~~ , , ,~ [be [h~ t ]   by the boy111 

(cf. s[m[The ball] Pred [rollll) 

This division of case-mwking in the passive santences of amative Ivguw 
matches that of (lA] for ,the minimal ergative achema. Hmw we &t say 
that apparently crgatiw Iangmp are really accusative h ages w*th 
obli&~~tary passive expresaon o~ transitive mtmce.~.~ ~ e n n e t h E e *  in fact+ 
has essentially pcopased just suQh a schema, in keepiag with the 'standard' 
theory, His artide, The passive and ergathe in iwguage chmge: the Atrstrdtcus 
aw t1910) resuscitates this old Schuctrardt (IS96)-Uhlenbsck 11901) theory, 
based prindpally on idealid typoiogid datzl, rather thin actual Hnguistic 
system, He seems to daim that at least historically all er@tive lan$rtag& am 
aasati* languaga with qbligatory passixisatiod transfomtion. §om 
languap (his type Bt) remain as t!& 'pseudo-ergativts' typ, whm 'tlk 
ergative case is &ply that df the apqt of a passive', but not the qs~rface 
pubjw in that sentem' (1 970: 764). Some hn (his type B.2, 31 
'pssive qpdve') W e  no passivisation fuIes a !c r readpis of surf.( 
sti'uptuw, but where underbin 'nomhtiue NPs are subjects in both deq 

6% and surface strwm'(l97Q: 7 ), so €.hat the 'stlbjett-of' nlacim is prese- 
as i n  the stand& theory. Some languages (his type f3r3, or 'active ergativ,e'J 
reandyse the 'subject-of' relation so that 'the sub@ of a ma-trms~Uve 
sentence is the nominatiw hF and the subject of a trarlsitire seatme Is 
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me uses 'subject' as encouraged by the standard theory and its derivatives.) 
w n d ,  we must observe the patterncd surface case-marking distinctions of 

I now phrases in terms of their actually occurring formal features, which will 
, show the importance of including first and second w o n  pronouns in deb- 

ing the total system* There is a distinction we will have to maintain between 
1 n~minative-accusative rr. ergative-abaolutire alternants, and ergatirr- 
absolutive vs. nominativedative alternations, just as Hale perhaps suspected. 
And third, we must distinguish between types of reference relations expressed 
at the discourse vs. propositional levels, to understand the relationship between 
ooss-reference, one from among several kinds of refwna-maintaining 
rnechan~srns, and ergativity. 

For, as is well-known, without any reatfictive formal control over the 
stulated transformational rules based on given surface data, we 

an arbitrary proposed underlyitl structure into an attested 
surface form. It is equally plausible, in other wo s, that without such control f 
we might postulate that all languages are underlying ergative-absolutive 
systems, and use some obligatory 'anti-passivisation' to derive all accusative 
language structures (by reversing (3)), as Hans Vagt (19%) in essence 
observed 4 pr~pos Georgian. We wed hypotheses on the function of ergatiff 
systems at both levels, that of propositional semantics and that of discourse 
reference, in order to show what fomal devices must be built into grammar. 
One such advocated hem is the hierarchy in inherent lexical content of NPsand 
the generalisation of rule schemata that can be accomplished with features. 
We should ask what are the functions at these two levels of incoatestab~y 
ergative case-marking systems, as stable linguistic surface types, which seem 1 to have associated sew@ recurrent properties: possessors and crgators (or 
apparent asnts) are fraquently identified at the surface at least (kkimo, 
Chinook, Tsotsil, Quiche); non-ergaton (or apparent patients) are incor- 
porated into vefbcomplexw, in the same way, whether they are in transitive 
or in intransitive structures (Iroquoian, Tsimshian, Wichita); mediopassives 
and reflexives am identical in syntax and sometimes in form (Dyirbal, 
Chinook, Bandjalang); the 'antipassive' forms an 'active intransitiveg-in 
Sapir's (1922: 150-51, 153-54) felicitous phrase-with the underlying agent 
of the transitive in nominative case (Chinook, Aleut), or it forms a 
nominative-dative schema for inflectional purposes (Dyirbal, Georgian). 1 
rife t h w  to indicate that there recur certain transformational relations 
associated with ergative caspmarking, and that these. are evidence for a 
bctiond signiEcam to the ergative s stem and its associated splits in 
ergativity. The range of stable surface eatures is greater than voice-case r 
correlations, as discussed by Hale, tnd this must be maompassed by 
IhIguistic theory. 

11 03. Outline of aqumd 
Tbe argument here, mnoentrating on lexical hierarchy but attempting to 
deal with s e w d  other aspwts of the problem as well, proceeds from the I discussion of markedness theory as applied to feature spsfification of noun 
phrases of all types, necmary to setting up some notion of inherent lexical 

1 content independent of the case-markmg systems. Using such notions as 1 markedness relations and faturn rpeeihtion, we. can then characterise the 
kinds of split crgative systems attested, in a fmmal typology based on the 
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~ ~ i c ~ l l y  only two personal Pronoun types, traditionally ~ t c g o ~ i ~ s  of 'first* 
g 'second' p e m s .  These, we should note, are 'shiffers' or rndexical signs 
that both denote and indm (or presupposelcreate) the participants in the 

act.' The traditional 'third person' of lndo-European m-hology in 
some ways parallels thqe  personal pronouns in form; however, its syntactic 
khaviour 1s en t~rely d~fferent. 'Tbird person' noun phrasw @re basically 
fiominal, that is, they are basically lexical nouns, and in transformational 
terms we can say that languages have rules of several kinds for 'pronominal- 
isition' under certwn conditions, giving rise to anaphoric (co-mfereneng) 
paad appositipnal (cross-referencing) surface units that preserve, to different 
degrees, lexical properties of the underlying nominal expressions. In 
bnveniste's terms, the 'third person' is a 'non-person', and the referent of 
the surface pronoun depends on the underlying nominal expression plus the 
pronorninalisat~on rules of syntax. , 

On the basis of the classical theory of markedness, which operates with 
~wfam distributions and formal properties, we can cIassify tnre pronouns 
and cross- or co-refe~ncing forms by several cross-cutting features, as in (4). 

(4) Feature specification of noun phrases : 

A B "  C D E  F G H  I J K  
+ + + + + + - - - - - - 

A. first person inclusive dual 
B. first person inclusive plural 
C. first person exclusive dual 
D. first person exclusive plural 
E. first person singular 
F. second person dual 
G. second person plural 
H. second person singular 
I. third person dual 
J. third person plural 
K. third person singular 

This is a kind of theoretical maximum for systems with an inclusive vs. 
exclusive distinction of 'perscm' in line a. and b., and a singular-dual-plural 
distinction of 'number' in lines c. and d. The letters over the columns are 

s of the feature bundles. Thus, the column D, 
son exctusive plural', is positively specified for the 

matical feature has a semantic interpmbtion (OF is 
and denoting the speaker in a speech situation. 

r the feature [tu], which means that it does not 
hearer. These characterise the 'person' categories of the 

1.1. Types of noun phrases find also that it is ositively specified for Eplural], meaning 
We attempt here to illustrate a kind of maximal syntactic feature a n a l ~ s  more than the ape rr (but, as opposed to co!umn B! Ulc 
noun phrase types, to impose structure on the inherent lexical content S 

I or individuals are not specified as hearer(s)). It rs negahvely 
emerges from the facts of ~eference .~  Under such an analysis, there cted], meaning that the further individuals are not specified 
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as unique and finitely enumerable. By a residual rule, ( 5 ) ,  that is st 
markedness theory (see Jakobson 1932, 19361, this is interpreted as 
more than one other denotatum. The other columns are similarly 
off. 
( 5 )  Rule of residual semantic interpretation (coding): 

Let grammatical feature [F,] code semantic property A. Then [f F, 
means 'A' while [-F,] is interpreted as failure to specify A, i.e., [-F~ 
means -'A'. But, residually, _ 'A' * ' N A', 
i.e., [-F,] can be interpreted as the negative of A. 

Some languages lack any surface par (7) Person-number interaction: 
and B from columns C and D, and it is not clear tha [+ego, +tu] 3 [+plural] 
formational relations which motivate the distinction as a 
underlying one. If there are none such, then clearly featur 
are not independent, as in our maximal distinction, but the ex 
depends on the negative value of a., and the positive of a. entails 
the negative of b., so that we get a system as in (6). This matt 
positions the first two lines of (4), a three-way 'person' dis 
particularly widespread. 

(6) Person system with features a. and b. linked: 
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1.2. Neubahtion and hpIicadon gender indiuates that these features qre not so widely distributed (in surface 
Thus, the formal basis for a classification of noun phrases as shown in (4) privileges of o~xw-renae) as features of person. In rule (7) also we predict 
h o m e s  a11 the more interesting, Our notions af markedness v a l e ,  refle+td that number 1s not so widely distributed as person as a distinctive feature. 
here by the assignment of pluses and minuses, as yell as by the h!erarchcald Further, that for example Russian pronominal categories neutralise gender 
ranking of features, are based upon language-spec~fic crrtena of dlstrlbution with respect to number, but never vice-versa, predicts that number is more 
and neutraIis41tion and paraI1el formal elaboration (along the culumns of ~ ide ly  distributed as a distinctive feature, and hierarchically prior. 
(4)), as we11 as upon general implkational relationships that seem to hold On a cross-linguistic basis, now, we can give laws of implication that 
universally (along the rows of (4)). combine these two kinds of observations into general conditions on the 

elaboration of feature systems, just as in phonology. These are of two kinds. 
(8) Neutralisation (of gender) by person category: The first kind, as in (1 I), says that if a language uses distinctive feature [Fj], 

3rd 2nd 1st Neutralisation distinguishes then it uses feature [F,]; an example of this is the relationship of 'dual' and 
Chinook 'plural' categories as expressed by the features [plural] and [restricted], 
Russian no yes yes lst, 2nd person from 3rd [F,] and [Fj] respectively. Thus, if a language distinguishes [+restricted] 
Dyirbal 'duals' from [-restricted] other numbers, then it always distinguishes 
Tunica no no yes 1st person from 2nd, 3rd [+plural] 'non-singulars' from [-plural] 'singulars'. 

Observe in (8) that the 'third person' noun phrases, dwbly negative (1 1) Universal of hierarchisation of features : 
rows a. and b. in (4), show surface gender distinctions in many Ian rm Language L uses [+/- Fj] language L uses [+I- F,]. 
(for example, Chinook, Russian, Dyirbal), while the 'personal' forms o not. 
With respect to personal (first and second) vs, non-personal (third), then, (1 2) Universal of markedness hierarchisation of features : 
features of gender am neutralised in the personal forms, the positively Language L uses [+/- F,] for [aF,] 3 language L uses [+/- F,] for 
specified, marked members.10 Some languages (for example, Tunica) have [-aF,], where a is usually taken to be 'f'. 
gender distinctions overtly in bath 'second' and 'third' persons, but not: in 
'first'. So 'first person' show a neutralisation of features of gender by The second kind of implication is a combination of general markedness 
comparison with ' s~~ond '  and 'tbird' persons. conditions (b the criteria outlined above) with feature hierarchy, the con- 

ditional then dng 0f.P form (12), that if a language implements distinctive 
(9) Distribution (of person categories) by syntactic type: 

r, 
feature [Fl] within the category defined by [aF,], a being plus or minus, then 

Grammatical category Person categories it implements PI] within the cattegoql [-aF,]. In general, a is taken to be 

which takes pro-form : 3rd lst, 2nd 'plus', so that we have a general criterion that marked values will, in general, 

[- INP yes yes 
be l~ differentiated than unmarked ones, as is the case for 'person' categories 

IS Yes no 
being differentiated by 'gender'. In some cases, as for example the 'number' 

[- 
] ~ d j  Yes no 

distinctions, this does not seem to be true. These apparent exceptions might 
[- be one way of motivating a set of distinct m = 'marked', u = 'unmarked' 

On a second basis of classification, as in (9), 'third person' forms, represent- values for these features, which can then be transcribed contingently into 
ing anaphoric pronominalisations of many kinds of surface noun phrases* pluses and minuses. I do not wish to take this up here, however (but see 
usually of sentences and *ntentiai nominalisations as well as d adjdveg, fn. 9). 
are more widely distributed than 'Arst' or 'second' pemns in the syntactic Notice that our schematic pronominal system of (4), on the basis of criteria 
surface structure. This can be determined simply by counting up p+vileges of of analysis that operate at the surface level, is nevertheless making systematic 
wurrence d formal types. These two criteria within a language give evidence I claims at the level of semantic naturalness. First there is the claim about 
for marked and unmarked values of surface-coded semantic distinctions' ranking or hierarchy of features, then there are claims about marked and 
represented in the pronominal system. unmarked values of each of the features, and finally the implicit claims about 

indexical-referential and simple referential specificity. We would like to 
(10) Unidirectional neutralisation: maintain that languages in general do show a relationship between surface 

[F,] neutralised with respect to [F,, F,, . . .] 3 [Fj, F,, . . .] never 
I ~nor~hological patterns and syntactic distributions on the one hand, semantic 

neutralised with respect to [F,]. classes on the other hand. If our semaintic representations are sys&mati&y 
I related to, if not identical with, underlyinig form, and these, in Nm, are 

At the same time, if the neutralisation of some feature with respect to all systematically related to surface patterns (assuming many consminb on 
others is consistent and unidirectional as in (lo), we define a hierarchy of transformational apparatus), we should in fact expect some recurrent 
features in terms of distribution, one feature always defining a subdivision of relationships between semantic and surface levels. Historical changes in well- 
another. Thus note that taking together all our examples of neutralisation of explored paradigms within Indo-European as well as elsewhere attest, for 
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example, to the vmtant vitality of the triply-y-unmttrked 'third person sing h8racterised by the features IexicaUy distinctive of nouns, the biw ones 
forms as s e ~ t ~ e a 1 l y  without positive specification, a referential zero form. tson' features of surface pronominal paradigms, the PoUowing holds: If 
This motivates constant reinterpretation of whatever surface form $ noun phnrm of a language haw awsatiinr caremking at a certain 
assodated with third singular as red semantic zeroes, and the spread of pl~-value of a fmture [F,], and ergative -marking for [-&I, then noun 
third singular mrr hological material, made devoid of referential valu6, x hram are aocusettive for all feahlres above [FJ in the hierarchy and erptive 
throughout the sur r paradigm. No other explanation is acceptable. Only fx all futuw.~ below rP,] in the hicnrch. Curiousty, it is not only accusative 
this explanation is theoretically adequate, since it shows the semantic basis rsu e&tive cassmarkhg that operates in this fashion. For the principles of a 
for the chmge, and thus motivates it. In all these cases, the language is weal hierarchy Wng at the basis of a grammatical split in surFace patterns 
ironing out, as it were, the surface structures on the basis of semantic a actually widespread. 
patterning, mediated by distribution. (See Kury#owicz (1960) for the general' This first kind of split gives a clear idea d the general form of tbe relations 
theory and Watkins (1962, 1969) for extensive Indo-European exemplifica- between hierarchical feature spdcation of noun p-es and fictional 
tion.) I surface grammatical systems. It is an interesting fact that such simple, binary, 

twoiway splits usually are de6ned around some feature F1 from among those 
1.3. Hierarchy and split ergativity of 'person . But there are several com~lications in the attested examples--the 
The split ergative systems appear to be stable, recurrent types, which we can entire set of er@w languages-whrch lead to charactmising the type just 
characterise using the framework just developed. If we take the notion 'case- ,@en as SIMPLE, 1.0~4 BINARY, and d o r m l y  TWO-WAY.~~ This typology 
marking in its broadest sense, as the surface means can be elaborarixl upon by decomposing the farm of the @isation we 
refations of noun-phw adjuncts, then split ergative s just made. 
along the hierarchy of 'person' and 'number' features o Consider the fact that, by and large, it is the 'nominative' case of a 
phrases. If an ergatiw system splits simply into two two nominativeaccusative system, and the 'absdltttive' case of an er~tive- 
schemes, then minimally either the [+ego] (or the .absolutive system, that are the unmarked, 'zero' citation forms, or form for 
nominative-accusative, the rest ergative-absolutive. Next, sentences with one NP, as well as for one of the adjuncts of a transitive. 
respectively, the [+ego]) forms are also nominative-accusa Thus, both the 'accusative' in the one system, tht? 'ergative' in the ather, are 
erptive-absolutiw. Next, the pronouns, incIuding the [ marked, s W c  forms that signal the unique grammatical status of one of 
anaphoric forms, all show accusative patterning, where such the adjunct NPs of a transitive verb. That is, there are really two &tinct 
pronominali$ation usua1ly applies to certain catego!i:ies of nou principles of a m - m a ~ b g  hierarchy at work, each making its own indeperl- 
persanai nouns or a n i m a ~ .  In each farm of such srmple binary 'dent statement about the naturalness (hence unmarked mdi$~tioa) of NPs 
split subsystem, the rest of the noun phrases, below a certain to serve in Agent or Patient grammatical function. As shown in (141, by 
hierawhy, are ergative-absolutive. And so forth, as in (13). Whe using distinct subscripts, them is no logical. necessity for the ~ a m e  feature 
forms, we mean mtmcm with this feature specification in the [F ] to be the one controlling the agent hierarchy and the papatient hierarchy. 

~ 6 c n  the two fdI together in one feature, the result is a WWRY, TWO.WAY 
(13) Possibilities for simple lexical split of case-marking: two two-way sub- split system, binary because there are two subsystems, two-way because each 

systems, 'accusative' vs. 'ergative': subsystem makes two case-marking distinctions at the surface. 

'pronouns' 
--- ------------ 

'nouns' 

f animate -animate 
. . 

(Vertical lines mark successive divisions of accusative vs. ergative case- 
marking, only one in a given language) 

For cases of simple, binary, two-way split ergativity, I want to maintail 
that, looking at this hierarchy of features of noun phrases, the lowest NP 

(114) Functional characterisation of case-marking splits: 
a. Agent hierarchy: F -,, . . . +Fit--F,, . . . Pi+,, . . ., -NP 

BELOW [+FA all NPo have egmive case-marking when func- 
tioning as transitive agent. 

b. Patient hierarchy: F ,,, . . . +F Fj, . . ., FJ+,, . . . -NP 
rsws [_~,f all NPs k ve a~cuwiw casemarking when 
functronlng as transitive patient. 

However, when the two crucial features of (14) do not coincide in the 
middle of the blerarchy, we have distinct but overlapping subsystems of 
base-markings. There atl: patterns that emerge. For example, it is a curious 
fact that the overlap always produces more case distinctions in the mid-to- 
lower range of the hierarchy than in the upper range- It is clearly a pneralisa- 
tion of great interest to the theory of markedness, since the formalism should 
guarantee that the less marked categories have the grater number of syntacfie 
morphological surface distinctions, Depending on the placement of the 
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features [F,] and [F,] in (14), then, we have many possibilities for additional nt adjunct jn a., the Patient adjunct in b. in this way, there a@ in &a 
types of systems, as shown in (15). The typology is keyed, where appropriate, ast two distinct case-marking systems which can -occur in a single 
to the traditional names for them. tive sentence, On the other band, if the split hvdm a contin~ncy 

ding on TWO { ~ r  more) NPs *of the sentenrse, referable to the 
(15) Some types of split case-marking systems (with reference to (14)): f t b  whole proposition, rather than the local level of one MIP, 

1.  Fi is NP (hence no [+NP] gets ergative marking) ,must reform~lat@ the rules af agentive and patientire hieramhy. The mla 
F j  is NP (hence all [+NP] get accusative marking) Gll bavt to state that the s lit in case-marking fer both agent and patient is 
Simple, local, unary, two-way 'nominative-accusative' system. \rnnsitive not only to the g eaturn of the lUP in question, but also to ttre 

2. F,, F j  both not NP. F ,  > F, (hence ergative marking overlaps with atum of the NP which functions as its opposite membar in the pro osition. 
accusative marking in the mid-range of the NPs) is a distinct, but common type of transformatiom1 F U ~ ,  whia will be 
Simple, local, ternary, 2-3-2 accusative-agentive-ergative system. , 

g 
. In effect, such global case-marking splits oolkpse pm 

"3. F,, F j  both not NP. F j  > F i  (hence accusative marking does n ~ t  
overlap with ergative marking in the mid-range of the NPs) Complex, global case-marking systems are the most difficult to characterise. 
Simple, local, ternary, 2-1-2 system [no examples found to my know-. I take up the example of Chinookan, reminiscent of many in Australia, in 

ledge]. 
detail in $$ 2.1-2.3. Complex, local case-marking systems operate with agent 

?4. F i  is NP (hence no [+NP] gets ergative marking) and patient hierarchies specified in terms of two independent principles of 
F j  not NP (hence some NPs have accusative marking) feature-specified markedness, one in the realm of 'person' and one in the 

sation. 
Simple, local, binary 1-2 nominative-accusative system with neutrali- I of Or other lexical 'Ontent. 

For the simpJe, local systenls of(IS), we can take number two, the simple, 
5. F, is not NP (hence some NPs get ergative marking) ~acal, ternary, 2-3-2 accusativcagntive-ergative system as an examp10, to 

F, is NP (hence all NPs get accusative marking) ,,be how (14) is applied. In such a language, for some featam IFi] in the middIe 
Simple, local, binary, 2-3 accusative-agentive system. I '/of the ~anked wries of features, (14a) s ' 

that beIow [+&I, that Is, for 
6. F,  unspecified (hence everything gets ergative marking) I nnm phrases chatacierised by [-mlmrcr, there is a distinct - 

F j  is NP (hence everything gets accusative marking) ~arking codin& the ptopositianal function A, a t of transitive. Similarly, 
Simple, local, unary, 3-way agentive system. 

I O4b) specifies that above some [-F,], that is, or aIL noun p h e s  [+FJ 
"7. F i  is NP (hence no [+NP] gets ergative marking) 

$" 
and hieher, She# is a d i s t i ~ t  case-marking coding the propositional function 

F, unspecified (hence no NP gets accusative marking) 
I 0, p b n t  of trmsitik The ergative N* pmxeds ftom the bottom of the 

Simple, local, unary 1-way system [impossible not to have means of ~hierarcby of NP types, as it. were; the accusative rule from the top. Spexif 'ng 
agent-patient inflectional distinction]. ip (1 5.2) that i > j, that is, that feature pi] is higher tbsa IF ] in the r d w  

of fpatures (yielding the c h m r t i o  hierarchy of now p~nse typs), w 
We thus establish the distinctions among unary, binary, and ternary splits, ,inwe that these is a region of overhp d 8t least one noun phrase t 

depending on how many distinct case-marking schemata are associated with 1 3nduding everything befwem[-FI] and [+Fj]. The other exawes in ( S) 
noun phrases, and among the two-way, 2-3-2,2-3, etc. types of case-marking km to be analysed similarly. 

T 
schemata by the number of surface case-distinctions. We should also deal Thus case-marking systems for indicating a&nts, patients, etc. can be 
with the first two modes of classification of split systems. &ferred to lexical hierarchy. These divide as simple 9s. m p l t x ,  depending 

The adjective 'simple' is meant to indicate that ONE feature is involved in .on* the numbr of defining  fat^ (from 'person' and 'number' ca-ories); 
defining the hierarchy. This is opposed to 'complex' systems where more aa 1-1 w. global, depending on the one-NP or two-NP nature of the rule of 
than one feature is defining, in particular to a combination of both person gplit; as n-ary depending on the number of splits, reflecting the relative cdi- 
features, a. and b. in schema (4), and features of 'number', c. and d. In brati011 of features along the hietarchy dehng split; as p-way, or q-r-way, 
general, positive features for a complex of person-and-number specification 'ek. depending on the contour of the total system that emerges, indicating 
will be operative for the Agentive hierarchy, while negative features will be ,the ~bumber and type of -markings to which the traditiod nomenclaW 
operative for the Patientive hierarchy. It  is a distinction that can best be seen applies. There namer~us 'holes' ia the pattern, and these m a n  we ha* 
by considering the geometric analogy to distinctive features, where certain 'tb opportunity for fwtbr constraint of the sy$tEm as it is outlined here. 
areas of the n-dimensional space are defined by several features simul- what is imponam to sw is the eswntially somantic motivation far case 
taneously. The claim is that the areas of any particular subsystem of case- batking schemata. Some Australian examples d split syStemS of m r a l  
marking will be adjacent one to another. different types folhw. 

The adjective 'local' is to be opposed to the adjective 'global', where 
these are used in Chomsky's (1965) sense. The split systems that are 'local' 1.4. Examples of split systems 
have two distinct rules, as in (14) a. and b., each of which specifies the 

I ' Bandjalang, a language of the New South Wales-Queensland border, shows 

bifurcation of case-marking depending on the features found in ONE NP, the a complex, local, ternary, 2-3-2 accusative-agentive-ergative split system. 
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A. inclusive dual 
B. inclusive plural 
C. exclusive dual 
D. exclusive plural 
E. first singular 
F. second dual 
G. second plural 
H. second singular 
I. third dual 
J. third plural 
K. third sg. feminine 
L. third sg. masculine 

A B C D E F G H I  M. lexical nouns 
ego + + - - - - - - - -  A. first plural 
tu (-)(-) + f - - - - - B. first singular Aranda, according to Strehlow (1 942-44 [I 9451 : 74-76; 9 1 -93), shows a 
plur + - +  - + - -  C. second plural ol' noun phrases which includes pronouns of three persons and 
fem + - D. second singular I;llmbers,'2 arid nouns whicll are subcategorised as human, animate. 
Pro + + + - - E. third plural inanil~1ate at least. The pronominal forms stlow nominative-accusative case 
hum + - F. third sg. feminine I distinctions, except for the first person singular, which has a three-way 

G. third sg. masculine dislinctiOrl. Apparently, this two-way accusative system gocs part way through 
H. human nouns t],c nominal stems, the animates being partially so inflected; while the rest of 
I. other nouns (animates, these. along with the inanimatch, have an crgative-absolutive distinction. 

AS shown in (18). there appear to be two split systems in Aranda, each one 
on a distinct functional basis. The first split system is a complex, 

local. binary, 2-3 case-marking system for the true personal indexes, as in 
[he configuration of (15.51, with first person singular tile lowest in the hier- 
archy. and t l ~ e  ili~ique true pronoun showing objective-agentive-subjective 

.c;nsc-marking, all the higher ones showing non~inative-accusativc marking. 
ITlle second split system involves the 'non-personal' noun phrases, of the third 
<person. This is a complex, local, binary, 2-2 system, not in (IS), with the 
Yiaphoric pronouns of the third person, used for some animates ;IS well as 
'humans, and thc nouns they stand for showing nominative-accusative case- 
marking, then the anaphoric 'demonstratives' which are used for the rest of 
the zini~nates and the inanimates showing a two-way 14-0, S case-marking 
system, and finally the inanilllate nouns also showihg an ergative-absolutive 
system. The animate nouns must bc subdivided furthcr by some features 

(17) Dhirari split-system : which are unclear from Strehlow's description, as there is the distinction 
A B C D E F G H I J K L M  shown in  (18) between those animates which pattern like human nouns with 

ego + + + + + - - - - - - - -  nominate-accus:~tive case-marking, and those which pattern like the demon- + + - - - - + + + - - - - -  stratives for inanimates, with a three-way case-marking scheme. The 
plur + + + - I -  - 4 - f - + + - -  schematisation here i n  (18) at least provides a basis for seeking further 
t-%Sb + - + - (f-1 4- - (4-1 $. - (4-x+) informati011 on this. 
fern + - 
Pro + + + + -  

(1 8) Aranda split-systems 

ergative case-marking 
A B C D E F G H I  J K L M J N  

tu + + +  - - - - - - - - - - -  
ego - - - + + + - - - - - - - - 

accusative case-marking plur + + - + + - + + - + + -  
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rests -t - (4-1 t - (+I + + + t i - + + - -  - (+> + - (-1-1 , --LI 
(+)(+>(+) - - 

I 

+ + + - - - - !  I- - ergative case-marking -+ 1 I 
accusative case-marking 

A .  inclusive dual 
0 AS B. inclusive plural 

C. second dual 
D. second plural 

ergative case-marking E. second singular 
F. exclusive dual 

accusative case-marking G,  exclusive plural 
H. first singular 

A. second dual I. kin, section names 
B. second plural J. anaphoric dual 
C. second singular K. anaphoric plural 
D. first dual L. anaphoric sg. 
E. first plural M. lexical nouns 
F. first singular 
G. human anaphor dual The second person dual is irregular, by this reckoning. In the complex 
H. human anaphor plural ,hierarchy of Gumbayggir, below these two-way true pronouns, the rest of 
I. human anaphor sg. y 0-A-S case-marking, as do the kin and 
J. human (anim) noun du. person forms, both lexical and anaphoric, 
K. human (anim) noun plur. case-marking. Thus we have a complex, 
L. human (anim) noun sg. m, the split from accusative to agentive 
M, non-animate anaphor +rests], that from agentive to ergative by 
N. non-animate noun 

In Dalabon, a language of the Northern Territory, according to Capell 
In Gumbayggir, a language o (1962: 102-3), we have a simple, global, binary, two-way system of inflection 

(194819 : 38-39), the duals exclusive ,on noun phrases a t  the surface. In such a global system, the Agent noun 
person singular, show nominati 'iplirase gets a suffix - y i  by a rule which depends 011 the feature specification 
true pronouns show three-wa  of both Agent and Patient noun phrases. In the sentence bulu!lan ga7n?aribzi1iil;1 
both anaphoric and lexical, show er 'my-father he-made-it', with [+animate] Agent and [-animate] Patient, 
(personal communication) has rece there is no suffix on the Agent noun phrase. But in the sentence buluyan-yi 

:,kinship terms and 'section nouns' ( nrltdu~~!ud ga?nari 'my-father baby he-is-looking-at-it', with both Agent and 
:as definite-reference names, w Patient [ f  animate], the Agent takes the suffix - j~ i .  This occurs also for all 
'further that tho 'excIusive' dua [-anim] Agents (since they are the lowest in the hierarchy of noun phrases). I 

"inclusive' forms with -gay suffix Also; in the sentence niyi-yi da?ria!l 'you you-saw-me', with [-ego] Agent 
'indicate that these are not indepe and [-tego] Patient, we get the same suffixation of - j : i  on the Agent. All of I 

Discounting these 'exclusives' it i these cases of suffixation can be unified under one rule, if we rank the noun 
I 

namely both [ t t u ,  +restr] forms .phrases in a hierarchy such as the ones for local systems, and specify that the 
marking, as shown in (19). insertion of the suffix depends on the Agent being below or at the same w 

feature-level as the Patient. So animate-on-animate, inanimate-on-anything, w 

(19) Gumbayqgir split-system: second-on-first transitives get the suffix, the other ones do not. 
A B C D E F G H I J K L M  w 

tu + + + + +  2.1. Chinookan regular inflection and categories 
ego + + - - - + +  + - - - - -  A typically ergative n~orphological structure characterises Chinookan, in 
plur + S t + - + +  - - t - + -  particular the Wasco-Wishram dialect from which examples are discussed 
restr + - 4- - ( -C)  + - (+) + + - (-k) here. Case-marking is in terms of cross-referencing pronominal elements rn 

I 
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obligatorily incorporated into the verb or other main constituent of a 
syntactic unit. These pronominal ele'ments appear in apposition to lexlcal 
nouns for third person forms especially, and sometimes in apposition to 
emphatic external pronouns, but none of these external noun phrases has 
any case-marking independently showing its own syntactic function. The 
pronominal elements are characterised both by distinct arrangements in 
order-classes, and, within order-classes, by distinct forms. In the correlation 
-or regularity in lack of correlation-between order-class and pronominal 
form, we have data to interpret syntactically about the case relations of 
adjuncts and their configuration in a split-case system. 

Chinookan shows a regular, or 'plain' transitive vs. intransitive verb 
schema, paralleled by a regular nominal one. I discuss these first, giving the. 
global ergative case system for distinct shapes of pronominals. Then I wil 
complicate this description with global order-class restrictions, which feed 
into global shape assignment, defining an 'inverse' nominative-dative tran- 
sitive schema in verbs, and its equivalent in possessed nouns. < 
(20) i-kala ga-t-i-(a)S-I-u-2/iada (i)i-Sql"a (i)S-gagilak 'the man threw the 

water at the two women' 

(21) ga-5-i-(a) i -I-u-ad 'he threw it at the two of them' 

(22) ga-c'-i-u-2/iada i-kala (i)i-fqwa 'the man threw the water' 

(23) go-i-(a)$-I-(a)t-dka (i)i-s'ql"a (i)f-gagilak 'the water came flying over to, 
the two women' I 

A irid o f - 4  sirspb ~ g m w  &m, with r=gg~ mnsirive ~~ib,.i~ 
$bow In (20). h h  of the aree nouns in the s;enmw is provided with 
obiigatnry ntumkajgndet &; W 'mn' hZIs si@~&tt m r i t 2  j7, 
c r o s s - r e f * ~  in the verb 1 y the-third p m  singular mmculix twnsiti* 
subj- pron~iaal 4; -&W& 'vy@rY has a-+ll&tiw {EF, era& 
m b d  in tb verb by tbe neubwollec'tbe t r a d i e  o B !  pmnoddl 
4; ~gtaggik 'w~mtl' has &&I tip, ~d~ in fhe web by the Wrd 
&a dual Indire pbjw ,ptow&n@ 3 &ith ' e p a t h & ~  -at- bRmuse 
p h t d o g i a l  duster restridtons), The inflected verb st aadg done ins fm 
~ ~ 1 f i a H d  Wtew SU& ($3 )$ WM &wP~Q~&~&M has ~ w a & d .  
on l a i d  wnns, and the propmnhzth ghe d y  tbe pwmn~udyqgender. 
af the amb tiens-indimt ottjmt, The initial m o ~ ~  of the verb is thd Rims go- PW tb. 'm~td prt'; the -& is ' t ~  p ~ d ~ ~ ,  
&ing the U the indErect obja ddotaship, here 'to,  ward'$ 
the -& m n d  nxirpheme meaes 'm&#n a\kay from*; ha l ly  -@ukz thi; 
root k %row'. The minimal amstituents of su& a regular tranWe mtenqp: 
#e.s~bjW and Wt ~bjecb ar; ia (22). The v&rb in Bn in&m&ive a t e * ;  
swh as (%), q u h t l y  shgws aU the s d a w  form durn d the transitive '04e; 
save the transitive subject, with the same permissible pronominalisation and 
optional elements. 

The nouns of Chinookan also show appositional inflection, with a minimum 
of one, and a maximum of two pronominal elements. The nouns may be used 
as predicates (some derived nouns always so). Hence the number-gender' 
prefixes of nouns such as those in (20)-(23) can have a function akin to 

ubje~t~  (S) of intransitive. verbs; in fact first and second person pronominal 
~efixes also occur w~th nouns, as in (24) and (23. In regular nouns, a second 
roncrminal form cross-referencing the possesor, can occur in position after 
bat shown in (20H23 . Thus (26) is a full possessive noun p h w ,  while (27) r i fleets anaphoric deetion I of the possessor noun, the cross-referencing 
pronominal remaining, 

(24) M-sk'ulia 'I, Coyote; I am Coyote' 

(25) mf-nadidanuit 'you, Indians; you are all Indians' 

:26) i-s'tamx a-ia-knim 'the chief's canoe' 

(27) a-ia-knim 'his canoe' 

In general then, we can see a parallelism in order classes in 'plain' verb 
and noun, as shown in (28). 
(28) 'Plain' morphological schema of Chinookan inflection : 

Noun : (Pers-)numb-gend (Possessive) 
Verb: (Trans subj) Intrans subj ) (Indir. obj. + postpos) 

h r ans  obj 

The 'plain' transitive verb has an ergalive morphalogical order-class, followed 
by a nomim~ive (or, ubsolurive), and an optional datlw (or 'indirect object') 
with the following lexically-specific postposition. The intransitive verb has 
the second and third of these, and, in parallel fashion, the noun has a 
~ominafive (or abmIutive) oorder-cl~ss, serving usually as a number-gender 
p&, and an option I genitive (or dative of possession). The parallelism is 
even more secure in sbtadic terms, ar wiU become *parent 

These morphological order-classes intersect with formal distinctiws 
among cross-referencing pronominals. The foms of pronominals are 
displayed in (29), keyed by order-class. Where there am coaditiwed phono- 
logid variants, the morphophonemimlly basic alternant is listed first, 
separated by a slash, as also where there are syntactically-signiht 
atternants, separated b commas. There are basically three distinct forms for aY pronominals: the fun amental one, serving as absolutive (nominative) and 
dative; the second, regularly nominative shape plus -a, serving as genitive; 
the third, regularly nominative shape plus -k-, serving as ergative. The 
inlpersonal serves only as ergarive. The phanoIogical alrernants in the 
.genitive, or poswssive, of rows F and L are palatalisation variants ( k - a ,  
those of the nominative in row L are due to prevocalic vowel truncation 
(u+u -t u), and that of the dative in row J is an ancient, morpholagically 
conditioned oddity.14 The other variations in forms, within order-classes, 
ndicate the type of case-marking system. The two rows J and K, third 
~rson dual and plural, show an alternation between the nominative forms 
Jt-# -rk-, used as intransitive subject (9 and -S-, -t-, used as transitive object 
10). Hence for these two noun phrase types, there seems to be a locally- 
nnditioned three-way case-marking schema for verbal cross-reference, 
~ccusative-dative (O), ergative (A), nominative (S), of little syntactic interest 
:Wpt as it fits precisely as we expect into the mid-range of the codguration 
df case-marking. The other variations are global, and require a consideration 
Mperson and number to explain. 
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(29) Wasco-Wishram Chinookan pronominals: 
E/.gative Nominative, Dative Getiitive 

I the wgative order-class m ~ u r  recisdy in row C, the swod person sin- 
Morphol : 

A s ,  (S)O(D), D G 
d' and in rows F, G, H, the at person ( 'exc lus i~~  caw~ries. 16 

Syntax: a no form11 distinction whatsower by order-clabs in t h  second person 
A incl du r (x)-k- - f ~ -  -!+-a- ~ingular -m-* which appears as such in all verbal order-classes. In the ergative 
B incl pl l(i)-I<- -1.x- -/<-a- p & r ~ l w ,  the first person singular also shows no formal distinction when 
C sec sg m- -m- -mi- the object is third person, and the exclusive dual md plural L v e  ergative -k-. 
D sec du n~t-lc- -mt- -mt-a- But the ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ f l t ~  &-.(58), -9- C ~ U ,  pl) OmUr just when the nomingtive or 
E sec pl HIS-I<- -HZ$- -m6a- dative noun p h r ~  wdjunft 8s v n d  person. Obswve that the distinirion af 
F excl sg 11, 4- -n- - t / k  V- dual vs: plural a neutral~ssd in the appamnt erptiw q-, as indeed is tk 
G excl du nt-k-, q- -nt- - ~ t - a -  distincOon between the first p e ~ m  add 'impersonal' form, row N. l7 When 
H excl pl /IS-k-, q- -US- -115-a- the =and pmon noun phrase adjunct is an indirect object (D), tben @n&r 
I thrd du St-k- - ~ ' t - ,  -5 -St-a- distinc~ons in dirwt obgd are ncutmUsed (to [-fmD; when the second 
J thrd pl t-k- -tk-, -t-, /M'- -!I<-a- person noun phrase adjunct is a direct Object (Q), t&en a dummy morpheme 
K th col-neut i-lc- -i- -&a- appars in the crgativc position if' none other a o u n  (that is* f i r  k t  
L thrd sg fem k- -a/@ -t/k-a- 1 siltgular agent (A), ~nder l~ ing  +). n u s  the transitive form (31) with third 
M thrd sg msc C- - I -  - j-a- pluratl er~t ive  (A) and second singular absolutive 0: corresponds not to 
N impersonal q- 1 (32)a., fom~ed b analogy f~rrn-class by formelass, but to th mbiguous I surface farm (32{b., which har h e  g- 'impersonal* ergator in place d the 

1 b t  exclusive lural. Simildy, form (33) with third sinmlar masculine The chinookan noun phrase types include specifications for 'personal' ys. 1 I a g a ~ v e  (A), U1 dual abdolutin (01, and second dual indirrd object (m *impersonal', and within 'personal' noun phrases, for inclusive, second, first 
Ba 

and third persons. There is a regular distinction of singular, dual, and plural oor~sponds not to (%),, we would expect, but to (Mb].. with zero 
e x p d o n  of the ergative. 

number in all persons, and the third person has a distinction of masculine, 
fednine, and neuter(-collective) gender, the last strongly intergrading with 
number categories. In (30), the feature specification of the noun phrase (31) ga-tk-m-u-2/lxama 'they told thee' 
types is set out, with the columns corresponding to the rows in (29). It should (32) (a) *"go-nSk-m-u;-lxama 
be noted that the first feature is [tu], so that immediately after the inclusives, (b) ga-g-m-u-2/~xama 'thou wert told; we/we two told thee' 
the second person forms are displayed. Also, within the number distinctions, 
it should be observed that for first and second person forms, the singular is (33) ga-C-S-(a)mt-k-dq'iiti-mita 'he made it (-s-) rain on you two' 
given as the most highly-marked term ([+sg, +restrl), while far third Person 34) (a) ""ga-n-S-(a)mt-k-\/q'iiti-mita 
forms, it is the dual ([+plu, trestr]). In other words, there is a d!stinction (b) ga-S-(a)mt-k-q'iiti-nzira 'I made it rain on you two' 
of markedness polarity in the feature [plural - sing~lar] for the participants 
([+sgl) and non-participants ([+plu]), reflecting the distinction between Summarising, then, the second singular shows no formal distjnctions 
indexical (pragmatic) categories and nqn-indexical (See fn, 9). It is inter~ging across order..classes, the first person singular has a s@al orwtiw form just 
that in some languages the distinction between pragmatic and semantic where the object (0, D) is second person, and the second &nd first non- markedness should be as directly expressed in syntactic phenomena as in shPlanp well as the third perms, always have a distinct ergative fortn. Chinookan. For the duals and plurals of inclusive, second, and first Penan For the first Person nonsingulars, this is regular for third person objecu, and categories are much mare regular in behaviour than the singulars. ial for second person objects, glviqg a kind dimpersonal-agerrtconstruc- g, In otbw words, in form, as opposed to order-class, we have a spIit-6ystm 
(30) Feature specification of pr0110minals : 

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N  of plain inflation, with GLOBAL assignment of shape, dcfniag a hierarchy 
2 > 1 . 3, such that the ma: marlad form that can figure in the $chema, 

a.definite + + + + + + + f + + + -k + - 
I the second singular1' (under C in Q9)  and (30)) gives a ane-way subsystem, 

b. tu + + + + + - - - - - - - -  + + - - - + + + - - - - -  the first dngulm (under F in (29) and (30)) gives a one- vs. two-way ergative- 
c. ego 

+ - - - t - -  abgolutive system contingent on the object (0, D), and the rest of the f~rms 
m- two-way etgativaabsolutive. Thus we formulate (35) to express this + + - - -  regular split of  form. 

e. restric + - I+) + - (+> + - -t - + - - As it is written, it is a set of ordered sub-parts forming a complex sumlnary 
f. fem + - of the several kinds of formal case-markings encountered in different sections 

of the person-number hierarchy. It incorporates as one part the global rule 
Returning to our formal display (29), we see that the unexpected forms I ~ c l l e / ~ ~  in terms of a feature variable that runs over the first three features of 
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the ranked set in (30) in the order given. If F, does not satisfy the conditions 
for the change, then we look at F, + ,. Functionally, the global case-marking 
rule is to be formulated for the singular, with an overlay of politeness marking 
in dual and plural exclusive. 

(35) 'Plain' inflection case-marking: 

( b ) A , S  O , D  11(37) ga-ni-i-gl-u-2/ya 'we (excl pl) went toward him' 
[-F,] [ S F , ]  (i = 1, 2, 3) a Erg 0 ,(38) ga l -a - i -g l -~ -~ /ya  'she went toward him' 

pl) went toward thee' 

Global order-class restrictions 

- 4 f a -  'to stink, waft (odour)' 
i-u-4Ha-nun 'he stinks', his odour wafts' 

'-"I-n-l-l/ia ' I  smell him' 

inct from the intransitive 
construction examined above is shown by their systematically split 
gm, however, with morpholagically transitive constructions for all 
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(44) (a) **,ki-l-2/la 
(b) c'-~~S-l-.\/da 'he smells us (excl)' 

(45) Function : 0 A 
SD : [TF,] [-F,] (i = 1, 2, 3) 

3 SC: [-F,] [+Fi] 
Order-class: Erg Non~ Dat (b) ftk-n-a-xan 'I, their (du) child' I am their (du) child' 

51) i-s'ta-xan '(he,) their (du) child; he is their (du) child' 

regular transitive. 

(46) (a) **m-nS-1- 41a 
(b) W'nSk-(a)m-I- .\/$a 
(c) q-(a)m-1-.\/$a 'we (excl du or PI) smell thee' 

(47) (a) **m-n-l-qia 
(b) **n-m-l-di?a 
(c) i-(a)m-l-l/ia 'I smell thee' 

(48) (a) **n-ni-1- z/?a 
(b) m-n-l-2/ta 'thou smellest me' 

It is remarkable 
(52) (a) "n-ia-xan 

(b) c'-n-a-xan 'I, his child; I am his child' 

(53) (a) **m-&-xan 
(b) **n-m-a-xan 
(c) i-(a)m-a-xan 'thou, my child; thou art my child' 

(49) (a) **S-i-1- .\/$a 
(b) C-i-/-2/#a 'he smells the two of them' 
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in initial orderclass uniquely represents the intransitive subject (S)). For non- 
ioitial order-classv,!he shape 43- as second of two pronomimls can r e p s a t  
,ither direct transrtlve object (01, inverse transitive 'agent' (D,) or ~ntran- 
sitive indirect ob~ect (D,). As third of three pronominals, -tx- can repremnt 

the transitive indirect object (D,). The incIusive dual dbes not m u r  as 
*and of three pronominals. In the other rows, the data are to be read off 

So in row G, the exclusive dual, the shape q- in fint position repre- 
5cnts function A, S, or D4 when there is another adjunct that is second 

([+tu]); otherwise In initial position shape nt-k- represents direct 
tmnsitive agent (A), while shape nr- represents intransitive subject (S). In 
no?-initial position, shape -nt- represents transitive object (0) or indirect 
object (D) in second position of two, and it mpresents indirect object of 

ID2) in third position of three. It does not occur in second position 

I 
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refemnc;e. Those pronominal shn7es wlu'ch cre distinct in regular 'plain' 
inflection for S nnc! 0,functions (in chart (54) t . ~ \ ~ s  I, J), and for 0 and D 
fiocfi0ns ('OW J), ~ndicate that the sln le prona~rninal of the antipassivised 
pndiate corrwponds to dative (D) in fi Mion. 1. i ' th the evi&nce of forms 
su& as (59) showrng Inverse transitive infiecia r, we should probably see 
thts as specficslly the Dl or derived dstivised agent inflection. 

23. Nominalidon 
I justification for seeing the antipassive as havin~ derived DE inflection 
I ,,ups from a consideration of derived nominahsatiorrs, wh~& express 

ua] or Inherent capacsty for agency. These inalienably o d  nouns 
a c~wived stem which consists of everything but the Birwtion* mor- 

mes, built generally from a continuative or repetitive verb form. From 
inmnsitive such as (61) we g ~ t  derived noun (62). Observe that for such 
ransitives, the un&=rlying intransitive subject (S) becomes the possessor 
,, or 'G') of the derived noun, and the first, obligatory order-class ( 0 )  is 

filled by the unmarked masculine singular dummy pronominal, i-. 

(61) ga-i-u-2/g"cl-lal 'they (coll.) were flying about' 

(62) i-{a-ga-la1 '.hey (who) fly about', 'the fliers-about', 'they always fly 
about' (prc licatively) 

For trana~tive verbs, derived noininals are formed from antipassive con- 
structions, and the possessor of the derived noun is the underlying transitive 
agent (A). The first, obligatory form-class in nouns, however, is the under- 
lying transitive patient+(O), which, it will be recalled from (57), (60), appears 
nowhere in the predicating form of the antipassive. Compare forms (63) and 
(64), also derived from (56) and (59) respectively. It  should be observed here 
that postpositions such as that in (64) all have special reflexive-mediopassive 
forms in derived nominals, regularly alternating with the verbal forms. Also, 
where the derived noun violates permitted pronominal arrangements for 
inverse transitives, it is thematised, as in (65), confirming the unexceptional 
nature of these nouns. 

(63) t-ia-k'i-dinax 'he (who) kills (many), 'the killer (hunter)', 'his game' 

-1c'i-ptxa-la1 'she (who) sews them', 'the sewer (f.) of them', 'her 

(65) t-n-a-xi-k'i-g'"aug'vau-mat 'I (who) beat time for him', 'I, his time- 

beater', 'he has i e  for time-beater' 

Now in comparing the treatment of underlying adjuncts in these derived 
(58)  ga-k-t-i-gl-u-dptxa-la1 'she was sewing them for him' I 

nominals, we can see that both the underlying S and A pronominals emerge 
as dative (Dl) possessors (the latter thematised in some combinations to 

(59) ga-d-a-xl-u-dptxa-la/ 'she was sewing them for (herself)' .rgative), while the underlying 0 emerges as first-slot 0 number-gender, or 
(60) gal -a-XI-k ' i -dpt~a- la l ,  'she was sewing (sthg) for (sn~one)' :cond slot 0 in thematised forms equivalent ,morphologically to the verbal 

rrangement. That is to say, in passing from antipassivised to nominalised 
In both kinds of antipassives, then, those from two-adjunct direct predi srm, the underlying transitives have simply changed syntactic status, so 

cates, and those from three-adjunct ones, there is a single overt cross  at verbal D l  becomes adnominal Dl  (=G). It is thus also seen to be a 
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featul-e of the predicating form of the anlipnssive that no  morphological 
object ( 0 )  is regulal-ly expressed, as Kurytowicz's conditional u~ l ive r s~]  
provides. The antipassive nouns show the u~iderlying form of t l ~ c  syntactic 
construction. 

I have so far been speaking of these various noun phrases from the perspec. 
tive of the inflectional apparatus developed up to $ 2.3. In this way, we 
recognise the derived nominals as having an (0)-D,  - A-0  system of 
inflection, expressed in Nom-Dat- - Erg-Abs- order-classes. But note that 
witllil~ the 'inverse' system of antipassive noniinalisations, underlying A and 
S functio~l are treated alike in the derived D ,  (dative or genitive) form-order 
inflection, whileunderlying 0 is treated distinctly in the derivcd 0 (noniinative) 
form-ordel. inflection; in the thematised forms, there is a derived A (el-gativc) 
and derived 0 (nominative) form-order inflection. Thus, as shown in (66), 
we have a system where A and S are treated alike, \vhile 0 is treated 

(66) Derived nominal system of case-marking: 

Notninatire 
I~?itial order-class Sc.cond order-c1a.c.r 

67) Derived nominal case-marking : 
Let (0, A), (S) represent propositional functions, 
Let [X, Y] represent order-classes. 

C. m A  (a) (+Fi ,  -Fi) =$ [-F,, +Fi] (i = 1, 2, 3) (b) otherwise, 9 

D.  n ~ r k  A I ! I ~ ( I  0. A.  S ((x,)Y) [(x,)yl 
E. l11Sk A / I / , ~ ( I  0. A.  5 

r l r r l  0. A: S 

l l , k /  0, A, s 

K. i k  A 

M, c'A 
68)  Case-marking in general : 

I N. q A 

I 
I 

Ergative I N O I I I ~ / I ( ~ / ~ I ~ ( >  - - 
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2.6. The structure of discourse 
In  each Chinookan clause, tliere i s  a constant cr.o,s.$-t~:fcr.ei~cc within 
synlactic unit, so that tlie functional relationships of noun phrases as 
to other constituents are signalled in the pronominal schemata prefixe 
surface verb and noun. Cross-reference mechanisms of this sort thus 
derived syntactic information about noun phrase contributions to pr 
sitional reference. Taken together wit11 tlie other grammatical informa 
they permit us to understand tlie propositio~lal content of the clause; t 
alone, however, they present merely the derived noun phrase adjunct relar 

Jn terms of discourse, however, the pronominals serve an  additional 
tion, namely that of maintaining discourse reference. Anaphoric co-rqfe 
over a stretch of discourse includes the 
identical referent is denoted by inore tli 
Frequently there are elaborate restricti 
iiouii phrases can be anapliorised by the various devices, for ex 
deletion, pronominalisation, etc. (see Ross, 1.967). Of course first and 
person pronon~inals automatically have this co-referen 
their indexical nature always makes the discourse refere 
person pronominals, in general, agree in number and gender with, and cross- 
reference., a lexical noun phrase elsewhere in the clause. So they serve this 
co-reference function additionally when anaphoric deletion of co-referent 
lexical noun phrase has taken place. Thus, forms such 
9 2. I stand as complete predications lion-initial1 
having been established in preceding discou 
(26) respectively, with full lexical nou 
occur in distinct form-order classes for 
these are also indicated for co-referent a 
of person-number-geilder subdivisions of pronominals makes it u 
that functionally correct co-reference will fail to be i i ~ d i c a t e d , ~ ~  e 
precisely the same third person number-gender forms constitut 
adjuncts of clauses. 1111 sucli cases, two syntactic means become i 
indicating functionally-specific co-reference. 

The first sucli lneclianism is the iinplerne~ltation of discourse-bound- 
deixis, equivalent to English the for.niet. ( that)  and rhe latter. (this), which take 
tlie poilit reached in the discourse itself as the focus for compar 
'distance', nearer the point reached or further away. Wasco-Wishra 
pea011 demonstratives such as sg. masc.. yayk 'that way pff ', 
:and p a  'that unmarked', sg, fern. ~ x i a ,  etc. 
,be fapikalised disambiguators that s e r k  as anaph 
taking the piace of lexical noqn phmws. Whether 
p r v d s  from a full noun phrase that includes the 
~mmaterial to this discusr;ion. What is important is that the actual surf@@! 
demonstrative, in characteristic surface positions for derived function 
(V-S/A-(0)-D - S/A-V-(0)-D - 0-V-S/A-D, etc.), appears to be an 
'independent' pronoun maintaining discourse reference over clause 
boundaries. 

The second additional co-reference indicator is of more interest to us, in 
discussing the discourse reference of ergative systems, because antipassivisa- 
tion seems to play a prominent role. Within corviplex sentences, in par t ic~~lar ,  

L!. 
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kiv language show certain special, derived forms of subordinate clauses, 
ti, they relative clauses to head nouns in noun phrases, complements to head 

as sentential objects, indirect discvurse, etc., the anaphorically deleted 
inal adjuncts of which k r  specified functional relationships to some I :~O$f ire~t  noun phrase in the independent clause. Thus, in English, mmpk 

merit: clauses to a class of verbs including wmtt are derived i h i t i v e  clauses. 
fie derived surface nominative (derived 'subject') of such clauses is deleted 

c?ndjtions of co-reference with the subject of the higher clause. 
~parmg exam les (69) and (701, we can we that ca-referent W. non B ,.,eferent derive subordinate clause subject is signalled by deletion vs. non- 
ion of the entire noun phrase. 

9)  7.11~ man, wants himj to go there. 
3) The nian, want [hirn,] to go there. 

1 )  I'he nialli wants [Iiinii] to be taken there. 

72) The iiiani wants [him,] to take himj tliere. 

4ddi1-1g (71) and (72) lo our consideralio~i shows that where the co-referencc 
,olds bctween two iioun phrases in subject-(underlying) 'object' relationship, 
lie subordinate clause is passivised so that tlie derived surface co-reference 
11)peal.s as subject-(derived) subject. We can say that deletion with no 'voice' 
hange in complenient clause signals u n d e r l y i ~ ~ g ~ ~ u b j e c t - u n d e r l y i n g  subject 

co-refcrence, while deletion with complement passivisation signals under- 
lying subject-underlying object co-reference. Infinitive clauses with and 
\\/ithout anaphoric deletion of iiou11 phrases (as distinct from overt 
' p~~o~~o~nina l i sa t io~~ ' ) ,  with and witlloi~t passivisation, thus serves what has 
aplly bcen termed the filnction of s~i*ilcli rdc:fir.c~tic*c (Jacobson, 1967) in 
$dditio~i 10 co-ri:fer~tir!t.. That is, tliese constructions serve to signal if a 
noiul phrasc ro-refircut with another in some specific surfacc configuration 
has the same or diffei.ent underlying Cunctional relationship in  its own 
ulausc as the noun phrase with which i t  is co-referent has i n  its own respective 
claust. 

Thus, cross-clause refei-ence-maintainiiig signals can operate at  two levels, 
the one being co-reference relalions for certain derived posilions oC noun 
phrases, the other being 'same' or  'ditTerent' with respccl to a given under- 
lying propositional function oC these noun phrascs. The criteria of 'same' or 
'difirent' here in terms of underlying p~.opositianal functions set up cli~sscs 
81 (lie discourse level that are precisely analogous to the kinds ol'classes set 
u p  by case-marking systems at the proposilional level of single clauses. The 
classcs set up at  these two levels define markedness relations, so that the 
swilch-reference 'same' class has the sanie status as nominative in accusative 
systems, absolutive in ergative systems. 711 the case of English infinitive 
con~pleiiients (73), 'same' is defined with respect to S, A,  'different' with 
respect to the residual functions of a set of possibilities for the second noun 
plil'ase, here 0 and D. So inter-clause reference is isomorphic to a nominative- 
accusative system of case-marking. 
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(73) English infinitive complement clauses: 
Discourse NP Underlying 
features functions Surface clause features 

non co-referential (A)-A/S obj pron or noun+infin active 
non co-referential (A)-O(/D) obj pron or noun+infin passive 
co-referential (A)-A/S no obj pron/noun+infin active 
co-referential (A)-O(/D) no obj pron/noun+infin passive 

In Chinookan, virtually all subordinate clauses are in full form, with 
finite verb inflected with pronominals for the several adjuncts. Such full 
clauses are regularly extraposed, that is they occur in discourse in sequ~~@ 
with independenr clauses so that each clause retains an uninterrupted cok; 
tinuity in speech. Ana horic deletion of co-referent lexica1 nouns does not In 
general interfere w i 8  maintaining dirours&refer&nce relations, boaus$ 
the promomieals, plus (third person) demcmstratives, kee the underlying 
syntactic relations plus co-reference relations straight. Wi 4 this mechanisix 
of pronominal incorporation, 60-reference is generally permitted over all., 
possible sequences of D, 0, A, S in such finite-verbal complex sentences. W& 
might conceive of this as the assimilation of complex sentences to the form of I 

multi-sentence discourse. 
Even most 'relative clauses' operate with this mechanism of pronominal I 

I 

cross-reference llis extraposition and anaphoxic ddetion of l e w d  nouns, 
Thus (74) and $5) correspond to English relative construetiom. The quad- 

I 

adjectival form of the subordbte verb with continuative su3ix (3 -Id),< I 

should be especially noted.2 Such relative clause formations, which Intersect 
with clauses d conltemporaneous predication cwhen', 'while'), describe on& 
of the nominal adjuncts to the main clause as actually engaged in some 
activity or state. 

(74) ga-t-a-gl-dgla-ya axia agagilak Ic-d-a-gl-knVi-c'-x id-unayax 'he caught 
sight of the woman far bff who/while; when she was pouring huckle- I 

berries out of it (the pail)' 

(75) B-u-dgl"a-la1 id-c'inunks ga-dk-8-nkgl-u-dqdi-gWa-ya id-s"ql"a 'the birds 
I 

(who were) flying around pointed out to us the water' 

There is another class of relative clauses, which basically describe a 
referent as habitually doing something or being a particular way, because of 
inherent nature. We might call these relative clauses of inherent quality, as 
opposed to the clauses in (74) and (75), those of actual quality.27 The 
descriptive predicate in these clauses is an antipassive nominalisation, with 
co-referent pronominal appearing in the 'dative' or 'ergative' form-order 
class. 

(76) agagilalc it-ga-xi-k'i-k""i--c'-x idunayax 'the woman who always pours out 
huckleberries' ' 

(77) idc'inunlcs i-da-ga-lal(-max) 'the birds who always fly about' 

Thus (76) and (77) correspond to (74) and (75) as inherent quality clauses. 
Though the underlying function of the co-referent noun in the higher clause 

- 
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is immaterial, only co-referent adjuncts of underlying A and S functions, 
-&d in the antipassive dative (or ergative) order-class, are expressed by 
;he subordinate clause. For other co-referent functions in the subordinate 
I.]:ii~sc, namcly 0 and D, we have to paraphrase using the finilc rel:llive 
;Inuse PIUS such adverbs as g~vanki i ,  'always', ~r~~:t 'uir~e:t 'a 'again and again' 
lnd so f~r th .~"o  thc possibilities i n  Chinookan give a table such ns (78), 
,vIlcrc the appearance 01. the devcrbalive nominalisation signals underlying 
A/S li~nction of llic co-referent noun in stibordinate clause, as opposed to 
O(, Dl. 

(78) Chinookan habitual relatives : 
Discourse NP Underlying 

features functions Surface clause features 

co-referent 
co-referent 
co-referent 

NP- A antipassive deverbative 
NP-S deverbative 
NP-O(/D) finite relative fadverb 

Thus the deverbative nominalisation at the level of single-proposition 
syntax treats the underlying A adjunct as derived D l  in the antipassive form, 
along with underlying S, as shown in (66), and the system of restricted cross- 
propositional reference in complex sentences, using embedded clause 
nominalisations, focuses exclusively on co-reference relations with A or S in 
'he embedded clause, as shown in (78). 

3.1. Dyirbal plain split inflection 
Having treated Chinookan at some length, I can in briefer compass turn to 
Dyirbal as a contrastive case both at the morphological and syntactic levels. 
In the Dyirbal dialect proper, we have a simple, local, binary, two-way split 
accusative-ergative system of case-marking, distinguishing first and second 
persons (participants) from third persons, accomplished by case-endings on 
nominal adjuncts. 

Dyirbal is thus a 'case' language in the classical sense, with substantives, 
adjectives, and pronouns appearing as words independent of the verb, and 
having obligatory case desinences marking their functions in a sentence. 
Word order is 'free', but preferential patterns emerge, and in long discourse 
topicalisation relations give discourse order sequences. Lexical nouns have 
seven surface syntactic cases, the conditioned alternants of which are illus- 
trated by examples in (79). The first four are the 'grammatical' cases, with 
many syntactic relations holding among themselves, while the last three are 
the familiar 'local' cases. Observe that in form, there is systematic syncretism 
between dative and allative desinence; these are syntactically distinguishable 
at the level of the full noun phrase, however, the dative only occurring in a 
full construction, like the other grammatical cases. 

'79) Case allomorphy in Dyirbal: 
'man' 'woman' 'black bean' 'dilly bag' 

abs yaya djugumbil miranj clja~vun 
erg yayaggu djugumbiyu miranjdjll dja~vundu 
dat yayagu djugumbilgu miranjgu dju~vui~gu 
gen yayagu djugumbilyu miranju djuwun14 
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miranjdja &wun& 
miranjgu djawungu 

(80) [+non-visible] yayi yaya/galan djugumbil n~ij~andanju 'man/woman 
heard, not seen, is laughing' 
[-n.-v., +proximal] yaj~i  yaya/j~alan djugumbil miyanclanju 'man 
woman here is laughing' 
[-n.-v., -proximal] bayi yaya/balalz 4ugumbil miyandanju 'man/ 
woman (there) is laughing' 

markings of the noun phrases themselves. 

(81) bayi yaya.baygun djugumbiyu buyan 'woman is looking at man' 

(82) gadjalyindu nziyandanju 'I am/thou art laughing' 

(83) yadjalyinda yinuna/yayguna buyan 'I/thou look(est) at theelme' 

HIERARCHY OF FEATURES AND ERGATlVlTY 

sitive sentence, wc get [he case-markings proper to e a ~ h  at the surface, as in 
(@a) and (84b). Here the first singular pronoun, shifting from agent (A) in 
(n) to pal i~ni  (0) in (b), changes from nominative to accwative; 'third 
prs~n' lexrcnl nwn, shifting from patient (0) in (a) to agent (A) in (b), 
~hanges from absolulive lo ergatiue. From these examples, we should observe 
(hat the first or second person pronoun, regardless of case-form, tends to 
precede the third person noun phrase, but this is an issue of order preference 

of case-marking as such. 

(84) (a) yadja baj i  yaya buyan '1 am looking at the man' 
(b) ! la~guna ba!lg~il yayuygu buyan 'man is looking at me' 

Jn terms of surface casemarkings, there are six types of sentences to be 
distinguished, as shown in chart 18Sa). We can show surface we-markings 
in each of four transitive possibilities of underlying propositional adjunct 
~onfiguralions, implementing the major feature break in Dyirbal between 
'participant' and 'non-participant' noun phrases. In the chart, for both first 
and second and third person noun phrases (represented as '+' and '-'I, the 
underlying adjuncts A and 0 are distributed according to the transitive 
proposition type, (A, 0) = (-I-, -), (-, +), etc., of which they form a art 
(row I throhgh IV), and according to the surface arc-marking wiich 
characterism ltte adjunct (wlurnns w ~ t h  desinence-type). Similarly, the last 
two raws show the desinential distributions of S-adjuncts in intransitive 
(one-adjunct) propositions. The order of listing is not random, as can be 
observed, but the non-randomness emerges only when we investigate the 
relationship between .inherent lexical content of the noun phrases and the 
inflectional possibilities in sentences. 

(85) Inflectional sclienia of Dyirbal : 

ca~e-rnarkilig.~: case-n~arkiligs: 
erg nom ab.v acc erg ~ i o ~ n / a b s  dat 

I. 112 ->3 (-I-, -) A 0 - ( 0 )  A 0 - 
II* 3->3 (-,-) A 0 (9) A 0 - 

I l l .  211 ->I12 (-I-,-{-) A 0 A 0 

IV. 3->I12 (-,-b) A 0 - - 
V. 1 / 2 ( - i j  s s [?I - 

VI. 3 (-) - S 

(a) 'plain' (b) 'normal' 

s n ~ i t c l i - r e f i ~ ~ e ~ ~ c ~ ~ :  
A : O/[S] 

For example, the chart codes the fact of complementary distribution of 
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(87) Dyirbal case-marking: 
Let (+) represent adjunct with [+F,], fol i = 1,  2; 
Let (-) represent others. 
?'Iltn : for schema (0, A),  ( S ) ,  

Jotc'riot?.~ c*~sc*-nrnrki/rg 
(S. - -:. [x. erg] 
( t , Y) - [uw .  y j  

(88) balun djugumbil bugul j:ayagu ( N  baggtll yayaygu) buyalgu??jt~ 'woman is 
looking at man' 

89) vadjalginda ~ ~ i / i u n g u / g a y g u ~ ~ g ~ ~  buya lga~ i j~~  'J/thou look(est) at theelme' 
(86) Dyirbal pronouns and nouns: 

So two principles mtn to operate in these -gay- Forms, which indicak that 
the 'antipwive* famation for third person agent is part of a larger system. 
First, all agents appear in these wy- forms in nominative (or absolutlve) 

tu - - -  a% and all patients appear at least in regular furmation in dative case. 
b o n d ,  the alternation of dative to cr~ative for third person patients demon- 
skates ths principle of mutual exclusion of '(ga-ti@ and 'brialp dative. 
The rule we can write far this alternation, (go), has a form that is very much 

G. third dual similar to the Chinookan rule far Yhematisation' of inverse verbs (as in (45) 
above). The parallelism of the 'inverse' and antipassive of Chinookan is 
~peatRd, with sigdloeurt difhzences, in ~yirbaj. 
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(90) Ergative alternation: d clause ('I') is co-referential with the underlying patient (0) 
case-markings : erg noln dat, dot, ause. Only the first token of the co-referent noun phrase actually 

SD : X [-F,,,] Y V-kyay- (i , j  = 1, accusative caseform (of plain inflection), and the co-referent 
SC: [-F,,j] X Y V+PY- example IS deIeted. The deletion, obligatory for -yay- constructions, 

obligatory when Y # 4, optional otherwise. ted In (91) by brackets around the underlying agent of the sub- 
au;e. The verb of % second clause signals the sequential switch 
lying 0 to underlying A with the suffix -gay-. In terms of noma1 

ses, tt ean be seen that (92a) would k the normal form of the 
nd (92b) the normal form of the second. With respect to the 
tional system, the appearance of thelswitch-reference marker 

from would-be dative to would-be nominative of the co- 
n phrase; of course the first clause appears in plain rather than 

rm, and the second token of the noun phrase is deleted from the 

second, subject to the krgative alternation of (90). 

displayed in (8%) can be derived 

hence we must explore the function of this apparent 'voice' suffix in the systed 
of Dyirbal, that is, we must examine the occurrence of clauses containin2 
derived -yaj)- forms of verbs and accompanying 'normal' inflection on noun' 
phrases. 

3.3. Switch-reference system of discourse 
As Dixon noted, the -yay- constructions normally occur non-initially in. 
discourse, as demanded by certain co-reference sequences ( I  972: 79-81). They' 
give structure to 'topic chains'. More particularly, these forms occur in 
clauses where some underlying noun phr 
noun phrase in another, preceding clause, 
noun phrases 'switches' from S to A or fi 
occur in sequence, so that co-referent S/O-S/O noun phrases are involve 
no suffix appears and no normal inflect 
both clausesl 

As I mentioned in # 3.1, co-reference anaphora in the third person is 
expressed by zero, that is, by deletion of the noun phrase head. For certain 
forms of anaphora, defined over a domain of types of relations between 
clauses (see # 2.6) there is a possible total deletion of the second, co-referent 
noun phrase, encompassing all 'persons'. In Dyirbal, the domain of operation 
is very wide, including most kinds of relations between clauses up to general 1 
sequential conjunction, which is handled more loosely in the fbrm %f 
course in many  language^.^' For example, in (91) we have a 
construction, with the second clause in nominalised purposive 
verb babil-yay-gu showing the dative case-ending -gu. The 

(91) yayguna baygul yayaygu nzundan/[yadja] bagunz miranjgu babil-yay+gu 
'man took me/ (for) [me] to scrape black beans' 

f92) (a) yaygungu bayi yaya mz~ndalyallju 
w [dat] [nom] 
, (b) yadja bagum miranjgu babilyanju 
i [noml [datl 
793) balun djugumbil yanu/[balan djugumbil] bagum ~niranjgu babilyanju 

'woman went/and [woman] scraped beans' 

Similarly, (93) is made up of two basically conjoined clauses of sequential 
value, showing co-referent underlying adjuncts which switch function from 
s to A. The verb of the second clause (or conjoined sentence) has -yay- and 
finite aorist desinence -nju. Observe that the first clause is intransitive with S 
adjunct. In the normal form, as in row VI of (85b), this takes nominative 
(absolutive) case-marking, but for purposes of switch-reference, it is classed 
together with underlying 0 function. That is, the switch reference system 
with -yay- vs. -4- for 'different' vs. 'same' underlying function of co-referent 
noun phrase operates on an ergative principle, though the normal form case- 
marking system itself operates on an accusarive priociple. 

That this analysis is comct is shown by Dixon's other 'topic chain' con- 
struction, with verbal suffix Where w-referent noun phrase did not 
switch function across clauses, then the plain inflection and no voice change 
occurs in both, let us recall. Where co-referent noun phrase switches from S 
or 0 to A, we have -gay- in the second clause, and normal inflection. In the 
remaining cases, where co-referent noun phrases switch from A in the first 
clause to S or 0 in the second, the second clause appears in surface form with 
plain inflection and verbal suffix -guru, the co-referent noun phrase being 
optionally, though characteristically, deleted (indicated in (94) by brackets 
enclosed in parentheses). This suftix has another, probably historically prior 
Function, and differs from -gay-, the historical antipassive voice suffix, both 
In taking plain inflection on the noun phrases, and in not taking further tense 
inflection on the verb. Note for example (94), with first clause which would 
appear in normal form as (95). The agent is  normal-nominative, and hen= 
the switch-reference marked bv -gwa in the- second clause is to the subject of 
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(97) haluii djugunzbil [gadja buya-gu] 1ij1iianju 'the woman [whom I am 
watch~ng] IS sitting down' 

(98) bayi yaya baygurz djugumbiyu [~t~ayrIjc/ji-yu+]ru buyan '[as she was g o ~ n g  
(95) p d j u  bagu yilgu niadalyanju 

[nom] [dat] 
uphill] woman saw man' 

(99) ~laclja iijinariju yugurlga [yayaggu nudi-yu+]ru ' I  am sitting on the tree 
[that the Inan fell'ed]' 

100) I;ran'ja balun d ~ ' u g u ~ ~ b i l  buyan. '1' am watching wornan' 

1 0 1 )  balari djugun7bil ~vaj)iijdjiil 'woman is going uphill' 

n 'man felled tree' 

111 (97) the relative clause is formed with underlying subord~oate c.lause 
7[00), where the co-referent noun phrase is transitive object (0).  The verb of 

relativised clause ends just with -gu, that is, - 7 ~ 4 4 ,  agreeing with the 
ldbsolutive case of b a l a ~  djugumbil, which functions as intransitive subject (S) 

the main clause. In (98), the relative clause is from the intransitive clause 

(96) Switch-reference constructions of Dyirbal : 
(101), where co-referent noun phrase is intransitive subject (S), and the 
relat~ve clause In -yu+ru. agrees with the ergative inflection of bagguii 

formal feu/ureLr of injection (//llguliibiy~t in the h13her clause. In (99), the relative clause is from (102), 
 relation^ func lion r claure I clause 2 
CO-R~W A-A 

I 

(103) balari djugu~iibil [bagul ~ijalr~gagu cljil112al-ga-gu] baygul yayaggu buyari 
'man saw woman [who kicked child]' 

1 ( I  04) bala~i djugui~ibil bavgul yayaygu [bagul iijalggagu djihllal-110-yu+]ru 
buyan 'man [who kicked child] saw woman' 

In this use the -yay- is not functioning as part of a switch reference system, 
I slnce it tells us nothing about the relations of 'same' or 'different' of under- 
ly~ng case-relations of two co-referent noun phrases. Rather, it is ind~cating 

I that A, as opposed to S, 0 ,  etc., is co-referent with the head noun. Relative 
1 clauses being llrnited to derived no~ninat~ve/absolutive case-forms of the 
I embedded co-referent lloun plirase, o~lly configurations which can be so 
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oswor, given the relativisation hypothesis, namely that it be A, agent-lib. 
b in these c~~~urnshnces, with tm tra~sitivc A possessor and 0 

sanle time indicates t e seems to be a comitative adjective used, as in (107) and &Eik ,,. constitutes a full sentence, contrasting with (105a), while (108) shows 
w t j v e  case-inflection on noun and adjective both. Noti- that the 
eo&ruction is not formally relativised with -flu-, since it is adjdval. The 

ive relation seems to be at the semantic core of this construction 
'accusative' case-marking In tenns of nominative and dative surface n, 1972:71, 1081, with various unclear entailments of actual aecom- 
for the relat~ve clauses in (97) and (99) the co-referential deleted noun p ent expressed apparently by the discourse sequence incorporating such 
would be 111 dative case in normal form, while in (98) the deleted ele~nent would s (cf. Dixon, 1972:Z-23 and paper 18 in this volume). 

^7) IJNCI~U gucla-bila 'I have a dog'; 'I, (being) wit11 dog' 

I ,,I "d) ~juj~guiia bayguljaycrr~gu [gucla-bilii-l ] g~ r  bolgaii 'man [with dog] hit me' co-reference for relatjve clauses is maintained, just as the principle of 
refe~reuce was ergative in formal class d i s t~nc t~ons  over clauses. 

Turning to possessive phrases, which have traditionally been ~ n t e  4.1. Lexical splits and ergative structure 
as a kind of reduced relative clause, we can see that the co~lstructio~l From the two atended examples presented here, it can be seen that the 

:~pofogy of lexical splits such as thrlse in $1.3-1.4 is a fact of the surface 
~~E-marking structure. This typology can bt given a first approximation to 
@tmmatical systematicity by formdating the rules for case-mmking in the 
~Wic active declawtive forms. The case-marking rule of Chinookan (35) 
assignad order-class and form to cross-refemnchg pronominal$, and on this 
basis there were two kinds of splits. One wsr 'comp1ex' and 'lod', jn the 

case of the (possessed) head of the noun sense that third person nonsinguhrs (two fdtures here) have a drstinct 
irgative and a distinct accusative case-form. The other was 'complex' and 

(105) (a) yuygu balaiz guciu 'the dog is ]nine; it is my dog'; 'my dog [ !global' in the sense that in the singular the~e is a special wgative mark when- 
(b) balau guda bayul yuyagu 'it is the man's dog'; 'the man's her the patient has a positive specification for a person fqm occurring in 

he ordered hierarchy and the agent has a negative specification. In Dyirbal, 
mtrastively, the lexical s lit is much neater in the plain fotms, in that the 

(106) baluri c/ju.gunzbil buggut? gudaygu [bayu l - c l j i n - t ] i  [jiuya-rj 1 f i l s  for case-marung, 0, are 'simple* a d  *IO~QI*, depending 00 the 
bacljari '[man's] dog bit wornan' specjfication of person feature in the biwarchy for the given noun phrase 

w e ~ v i  ng case-inflection. 
U'llder the hypothesis that possessives and relat~ve clause5 are s We can assemble the universal hierarchy offeatures from the set of language- 

wa~i t  to ask what is the configuration of ad.junct fuilctio~ls that un 1 .#peeific exlrmples such as those presented here. While it is true that the exmt 
phrases. Clearly, there has been delet1011 of a noun phrase co-r Phm along the sequence d noun phrase types generated by the feature hkr- 
the possessed, the head of the dominating noun phrase. Since Ircby, at which any given language splits its accusativ~.agenti~rgative 

l.i~bsrsbms, is not fixed by the machinery proposed here, the form of the 
,#Gt(s) is determined. The more highly marked noun phrases (in the sense of 
? , f + ~ e  spedhxition) will always show an accusative casemarking if less 

I h&ly--marked ones do, as defined by one or more features jointly ('dmpte* ' 0's. 'complex' conditioning). Inverselg', the less hi@y marked noun p b w s  
!,b% ergative caw-marking if the more highly-marked ones do. There is 8 
ipossibility, realised for egample in Cbiaookan (and in the Giramay dialect of 
..&irbal, cf. fn. 30), that the two case-marking schemata will overlap, giving 

1 )a three- middle ground. But it is in the formal treatment of one or both 
:of the two adjuncts (0, A) of the trmsitive predicate that the characterisation 
pf the system lies. The appearance of a distinct S Ease is, it can be seen, a 
'residual phenomenon. 

Atnollg the languages we have examined to different degrees, there Feern to 
be examples of splits at almost every expected point along the sequence of 
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(jiscou~.se, as in Chinookan. I t  is an interesting open questio~l as to the 
,xistellce of the inverse phenomenon, the answer to which will take us vastly 
sllrl1ler in understanding ergativi~y. 

4.2. 'Normal' forlns with nominative-dative inflection 
i l l  both of the examples presen~ed, there is regularity of pz~l ternin~ in that 
,llc lexically-split ergative schema of inflection alternates with tu/o kinds of 
;,ccusative systems. One of these is the regular formally noniinative-accusative 
,,stem of plain inflection that constitutes thc rest of the psradiyms clefined 
,,',ier nouri phrase content, whether locally 01, globally. Thc otl~er.  however, is 
;, sjistern functionally 'accusative' in (,-c)nfigi~r*atiori, distinguishing A and S 
from 0 in case-]marking, but the particular case-markings in tcr~ns  of which 
lllis 'accusative' distinctio~i is ~narketl are fbr+mallql nol~ri~ro/i~,~ (nb.s~lllti~*c) 

( Iut i~ l r .  This ~ I ~ U I ? I I I ~ U ~ ; C O ~  ( I L I / ~ I , C  i1.1 C h i ~ ~ ~ o k i ~ l i  is the casc ol' tlie under- 
I\:i~lg A/S adjunct, while in Dltirbal it is the case o f  the underlying O adjunci. 
. 111 both languages, there is a rule which strictly separates thc grammiltical 

(1;ltive fro~ii  datives of indirect ob.ject, eithcr by excluding the lx~ssibility of - 

illtlirect object dative witli this intlectional scliemc (Chinookan). or  hy 
tl.ansi"orn7ing the grammatical dative into an crgativc (Dyirbal) when :I 
lexical dative co-occurs. 3 4  The functiol;al relations of this dcrivcd nominative- 
(\ntive construction are then contrastiv~: in 11ic two lilng~~ilgcs, and the rules of 
dative 'bumping' as well. I11 Chinool<a~l. tlic undc~+lying A/S bcconles f~)rmally 
tlcl.ived dative, and tlie indirect object is 'humped': in Dyirbal, the unclcl*- 
lying 0 becomes formally derived dative, and it is ilself'bumped'into ergativc 
case if tliel-e is an iiidil-ect object dative in the same clause. This does 1101 
rceln to he a chance correlation. 111 those languages, such as Georgia~i, where 
11ie nominative-dative 1,s. split ergative systems alternate along such di~nerl- 
\ions as tense-aspect, the distinction between grammatical and lexical dative 
11iust I?I:IY a different role. 

In the two languages exa~iiined here, however, the nomina~ive-daiivc 
scl~ema \\)as ~~n ique ly  associated \vith tlie antipassive form of transitive 
constructions, which have a privileged st:~tus among tlic systems of' propo- 
si~ional representation as a kind of basic 1'01.m from which ;11l illc crihcrs, for 
c~n~iiplc,  plain, inverse, etc., could be derived. Tlic I h c ~  of cross-linguistic 
co~upatibility of the formal schemes or inflection. being the nominative iind 
dative case-represel~tations, coinbi~ied wit11 thc fact tliat llie rest of t l ~ c  

light of feature hierarchy. inflectional apparatus can be derived fi.0111 the nornial forms with split- 
For the second level of structure, that of moss-clause m 'trgiltiv~ ~i\se-~ll;lrking rulcs. 1n;i kes this :icliema a candidate for a true universal 

reference relations, two principles are at work. One is the su basic I'ctrrn of pi'oposilional reprcscntation. Thus riole that the direct and 
inversc t~.ansitivcs of Chinookan arc derivable, by the fact that the anti passive 
forms are inverse constructions. (Conlrast Dyirbal, where the antipassivea 
are direct C O I I S ~ ~ U C ~ ~ O ~ ~ S . )  

In ;I sense, the antipassive forms of tliesc ergalivc I;inguiigcs. together wit11 
the cquivalcnl intransitive construction tliat togcthcr milkc up the 'normal' 
inflecrions, rcducc propositions to isomorpliic i~nifo~'liiity. indepcnclent of' 
the actual split ergative case systcm of the plain forms, so that by knowing 
( 1 )  number of ndju~icts in  a p~+oposition, (2)  whether the propositiotl is direct 

inverse- sen~antic:~lly linked clnsscs. no clou bt, (3) inherent lexical content 
oft11e ntljunct noun phrases, all the inflectional possibilities are determined. 

case-marking rules operate in terl.lls of these three semantic frictors as 
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primary. The 'normal' systems of iiominative-dative inflection thus give 
window on the primitives of syntactic structure. 

4.3. Syntactic hierarchies of case and co-reference 
From these primitives, we can dsaw out further conclusions about syntacti 
universals in the form of hierarchies of the very case configuralions an 
clause sequences permitting co-reference relations. 

If no~ninative and grammatical dative are the most elementary of ca 
markings, in the 'normal' forms of propositions, then the regularities 
elaboration of case systems in the various 'plain' inflectional schemata, base 
on the syntactic rules for deriving these constructions, themselves may b 
seen to form a universal hierarchy. For example, the 'genitive' case in bot 
Chinookan and Dyirbal was derived from a dative form in normal inflectio 
as a specifically adnominal dative. Thus for case systems in general, 
would predict that the existence of a distinct adnominal genitive case imp1 
the existence of a grammatical dative case. Similarly, a distinct 'accusati 
case is in plain inflectio~l derived from a normal nominative (absolutive) 
Chinookan, from a normal dative in Dyirbal, by rules of split ergativity 
.Hence the existence of an accusative case distinct from all others i~nplies t11 
existence of nomi~~ative/absolutive and dative. Again, the existence of 
distinct ergative implies the existence of a nominative/absolutive and th 
existence of a dative. So we can develop a typology of elaboration of cas 
systems, something as in (109). 

(109) Case hierarchies : 
Abs/Norn: Dat l  e Acc c Erg e Gen propositio~lal functions 

( .  
Dat, e lnst .= Loc ..r . . . adverbial and propositional 

functions 

Indeed, such a typology represents a summary of universal laws of syntac 
structure in that case elaborations from the mini~nal dyad depend on f~11 
tional rules. Just as in the feature hierarchies, languages vary in the cut- 
point of case elaboration, but the distinct cases they have follow inclusi 
relations by areas of referential content. If there is a distinct case-marking 
represent 'plain' propositional (referential) function 'Y', then there will be 
distinct case for functions 'X', 'Z', etc. So case-marking systems are solvin 
as it were, several problems in semantic hierarchy: they represent referentia 
adjuncts in propositions sensitive to inherent lexical content. 

Similarly, of course, we can elaborate on the differences we saw for co 
reference relations across clauses, where a case-like classification of fu~lction? 
possibilities operates. The criterion of elaboration in case systems per se I 
distinct surface case-treatment for certain propositional functions. Th 
analogous criterion a t  the discourse level is distinct co-reference treatme 
for certain kinds of clause linkage. As we saw, in split ergative systems, the 
is a certain kind of clause-sequencing relationship which requires uomiualise 
antipassivised 'normal' forms to express permissible co-reference relation 
between noun phrases, with anaphoric deletion. The possible proposit 
functions of the co-referent noun phrase in the second (or embedded) c 
were fixed, or severely reduced, in both languages, in the most marked 
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I ;waoo&an 'habitual' relative clauses, Dyirbal relative clauses (see pj 2.6, '3,4). I n  Chinookan, all other kinds of clauses are conjoined at tfie surface, 
, exmpo~ed so that they are in sequence and so that they appear in fall finite 
,inflectional form. As I characterismi the structure in $2.6, ainookan 
,#similate~ most logid fiubordination ofvarious kinds to sequential discourse, 
co-reference simpfy berng marked by deletion of noun phrases, Dyirbal, 
however, has a switch-referen= system that opera- over stretches of other- 

simple conjoined clauses, depending on GO-reference relations. Besides 
relative constructions in nominalised farm, there are nominalised 
asive constructions (as in (91)) and various other clause types which PU* ~m nominalised, formally embedded at the surface, and marked with case- 

agre;eing with some underlying co-referent noun phrase. To a much 
e t e r  extent, Dyirbal assimilates much of discourse to the forms of sub- 
ordinate clause constructions, especially norninalisations. 

The point here a that by looking at the mechanisms for surface expression 
of mreferentiality in clause relations, there are distinct mechanisms of 
increasing formal complexity, marking the surface result as quite different 
from ordinary 'plain' inflection, as we move along a hierarchy of cfnwe- 
cluiise Iogicaf relations. So again we have an implicational hierarchy of form 
(1 lo), proposed on the basis of generalisation from many languages, including 
these wgative ones. Ifa language uses a special form for co-reference relations 
over a logi~al connexion at a certain point, it will use at least that mechanism 
for everything above, and possibly even more elaborate formal distinctions. 

( I  10) Logical-relations of clauses (with co-referent NPs) : 
* Ergative '+g I .g possessive 

languages '5 12 6 habitual actor 
.vl g habitual agent 

c o m x  .> E - ; '5 o relative clause (making definite reference) 
' 5 W c . o  .g 8 2 purposive complement (dative infinitive) 
. - 2 4 cO o a 0 desire comp*mnt > A 7 . 2  . - z . $ E s  2 $ 8 indirect discourse co~nplement 
a 0 2 _O ternporal adverbial clause 
f3.c; .- .- g g% if-then 

3 a disjunction 
(3 E conjunction 
O c % 2' clause sequence (sequitur) S; .; k,m clause sequence (non-sequitur) 
2 ;  5 

In t m s  of the split ergative systems we see here, as we move up this hier- 
arcby it becomes more and more the case that a language will suspend the 
lexical hierarchy for split ergative, use antipassivised forms of trandtives in 
nwninative-dative 'normal' forms, and nominalise with a possessive or 
equivalent schema. Where, along the hierarchy, a language makes its syntactic 
distinction between 'embedding' as it were, and 'discaurse' is not specified, 
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but the universal proposed  anki king of clause connexions inealls that . 
split must be consislent with the others. 
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Notes 
1. I deal with such three-way case-marking syste~iis marginally in this pap 

having selected for principal consideration two two-way split ergat 
systems. They provide further evidence, however, for the approac 
adopted here, and 1 give sketchy indicatio~ls on their description. 

2. Eskimologists, for example, use the term 'relative' for the Eskimo- ale^ 
ergative case. Recently, with the interest in semantic-case grammar, som 
have called this the 'agentive' semantic relation (Fillmore 1968; Chaf 
1970), but note that this idealised underlyi~ig level of 'semantic' str 
is not the same as a case indication in overt syntactic form. In Aus 
linguistics, there is a tradition associated with Capell (1 956, 1962) a 
others of calling the ergative case-marking on nouns and pronouns t 
' o p e ~ i l ~ i ~ ~ '  or ' i  nstrumcntal' case. 

3. Fillinore ( 1  968: 57-60), in discussirlg topicalisation. gives reference 
vague and specific, to some of these kinds of argumcnts. but wit 
framework of 'cast'-grammar. Since his u~~der ly ing for~ns include 
with stdjuncts that arc marked ror semantic 'casc', he must have a r 
preferential 'subjectivalisation' or 'primary topicalisation'. whic 
[he si~nyle declarative active-voice surface forms (among others). Ojl-: 
other hr~nd, hc sccs erga tive latlguagcs, 'rfcscri hed as only capabb 

transitive sentences passivejy', as =ally 'lacking the $ram- 
mitical process of primary topicalisatiori' (1968:58), t h a  is, of 
6s~b jec t iva~ i sa t io~~ ' ,  which begs the issueofjust what such an angloentric 

of 'subject' in so-called 'surfam structure' d l y  m w s .  Sin* 
bpl.irnary topicalisation for English involves pmitioa and number 
concord' (1.968: 57), that is, case-marking in our sense, erga.tive languages 
a1.e not to be distinguished on these grounds-indeed, they all show 
case-ma~-king. Fillmore's definition of primary 1:~. secondary topicalisa- 
rion depends on the controversial universality of the way in which surface. 
cs~~lsjects' are distinct from 'topics'. The. point to be developed belov,: is 
that, discourse and propositional levels sometimes interact differently in 
ergative languages, not that the two levels are indistinct. 
11. would be necessary to give an extensive theoretical discussion of 
I~.incipIes of markedness to justify fully a feature analysis of noun 

,,h~.ases. But see the several papers of E. Benveniste on 'pronouns' and 
bpel'son' reprinted in his ProDli.117e~ de Iliiig~iistique gCiiPrule (1966) for a 
c.lea~ exposition of this line of reasoning. These are fully in the spirit of 
the feature analysis of the Prague sort, from which all our notions of 
markedness ultimately derive. 
This fornlulation follows the. pragmatic analysis of C .  S. Peirce, and of 
Roman Jakobson. See my paper 'Roman J-akobson et I'anthropologie 
sociale' to appear in L'Arc (1975a), and my paper 'Sbifters, linguistic 
categories, and cultural description' to appear i n  Meaiiii~g iti c~i l t~iral  
uilth~.opology, ed. by K .  Basso and H .  Selby (1975b). 
Postal's (1966) analysis of all Englisll surface pronominal forms as 
appositive constructions in underlying form, partially criticised by 
Delor~i~e  and D o u ~ h c r t y  (1972) on syntactic grounds, does much violence 
to the distinction between indexical personal pronouns and anaphoric 
dcvices. So also do attempts at a 'performative' or 'hypersentei~ce' 
aoalysis of the deep structures of sentences that conflate patterns of 
surface anapliol-ic (discourse bound) and lion-anaplioric (speech situation 
bound) pronominal forms. Though peripheral to the present discussion, 
it is an interesting illustration of the fact that we can easily refuse to 
benefit froin a great deal of previous work because it is couched in terms 
we can dismiss on tlie basis of c-urreiit theoretical concerns. 
This display deals only with 'person' and 'number', the categorial group- 
ings always represented i n  the short pronominal NPs. Clearly, for those 
sysrems which also represent gender, and other lexical features of ana- 
phoric 'third person' forms, there is a continuation of feature marking 
below the several germane to this section. Chinook and Dyirbal, treated 
below, show just such further NP features. 
These pragmatic facts must be treated from the social anthropological 
point of view, and I gloss over the proble~ns in rhis formulation. .Much 
il-~teresting material on the interaction of linguistic categories and 
'cul t~~ral  pragmatics' can be given on this subject, moreover. 
I t  is obvious that while the general form of asymmetric, subdivided 
categories is common to both these tripartite schemes, the case of 
'pcrson' features, which are indexicals, shows the I-elatively unmarketl 
[--,ego] forin further subcategorised by the [+-/-tu] feature: as is 
expected by the theory of markedness, while the case of 'number' features, 
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which are not indexicals, shows the marked [+ a1 analogy', presented at the 1973 A.A.A. and L.S.A. 

n (1972) for a presentation somewhat different in style and 

6, The masculine and feminine of rows L and M are historically (and 
morphophonemically) regular; see fnn. 13, 14. 

7 Hence the source of the formation, in a 'second person polite' construc- 
referential specificity, the indexicals 'inclusive lion, is probably patent, the speaker showing deference by avoiding 
singular', and 'second person singular' are mo of himself (and others) as agents with respect to the hearer. 
ally than 'exclusive dual' and 'exclusive plur such impersonalisation in deference behaviour is, of course, widespread, 

frequently manifested by switch of 'second' to 'third' person pronominal 
forms for polite reference to the hearer (see Benveniste 1966 [1971], 
silverstein 1975b and refs. there). 

8, The inclusive forms (under A and B) cannot technically figure here, since 
ally found in languages. Indexical 'plurals' derive from summing i they are positively specified for both [tu] and [ego]. Hence any inclusive- 
viduals in the speech situation, with or without other referents. A-on-second-O/D would be in reflexive form, with which Wasco- 
plurality is thus not of identical referents, but such a derived, counte Wishram deals in an entirely distinct manner. Actually, when pressed, 
plurality that masquerades as true plural. informants assimilate these doubly-marked inclusives to the hierarchy, 

Thus, if we eliminate the indexical first , permitting regular ga-lk-n-u-\/q'mit 'we (incl) saw me [in a mirror]' and 
still left with the problem of markedness i ga-q-rn-u-q'mit 'we (incl) saw thee', just as we might expect. 

19.  This is true of the agentive language Takelma (Sapir 1922) as well as of 
Algonquian languages (Goddard 1967), where a whole conjugation type 
is created, the 'pseudo transitive animates', to obviate the difficulty. 

20. Characteristically, these verbal constructions exclude the directional 
morpheme -u- 'distad' from between postpositional and verb root, 
though the markec member of the directional opposition, -t- 'proximad' 
does occur, as in regular indirect object constructions. 

21. Compare Yiddish, Es shtinkr mir . . . and many other parallels in Jndo- 
European languages. 

2 2 .  From the historical perspective, these irregularities are important 
evidence about earlier inflectional layers in Chinookan. -k/c'V- and -mi- 
were formed by analogy with <'-wi- 'third person dative' in the earliest 
layer that allowed only one pronominal prefix. -k/c'a- and -tka- demon- 

on which schema defines them. strate that the ergative pronominal is directly related to the dative of 
possession and antipassivisation. For these, and other points, see my 
paper referred to at fn. 14. 

23. Essentially this conclusion was reached by Calvert Watkins about earliest 
Indo-European in a brilliant article, 'Remarks on the Genitive' (1967). 
See also W. S. Allen (I 964). 

24. Jeffrey Heath, in a recently published paper (1975), develops in explicit 
to the criticism of manner the interdependence between coding of lexical information in 

pronouns and discourse-reference maintenance. In addition to. this co- 
reference function, however, languages have to have some mechanism 

which function as subdivisions of th for indicating the sequence of underlying propositional functions of noun 
phrase adjuncts, and it is in this second area, which overlaps entirely 
with anaphoric co-reference in Chinookan, that Dyirbal differs greatly 

feminine from *i-k-, *a-k-. in formal expression. 
14. For the historical antecedents of this and all other alternations in for 25. I use this terminology, compatible with the 'standard' transformational 

see my paper 'Person, number, gender in Chinook, syntactic rule a +heory (see $0.2) even though the notions of underlying and surface (or 
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rn 
I derived 'subjects' and 'objects' are ultimately to be define 

the primitives developed in the more inclusive theory here prese 

I 
Observe that the discussion at  this point is unaffected 
about what is the real 'underlying' level, though th 
developed here ultimately rejects the notions of the 'sta e ~ n q d i ~  many more 

26. For plural co-referent adjuncts, in fact, these forms wit C~UCXSUS and Indian subcontinent. 
surface inflection can take the regular nominal plu 
especially when preposed to the modified noun. Were w 
terminology, perhaps we should call these forms strict 're sitivity and possession. Language 40 : 337-53. 
from the English point of view-unambiguous translati s relations de personne dans le verbe. B S L  43: 1-12. 

27. The parallelism of Benveniste's (1948:esp. 62) two ki p. 195-204 in [I9661 1971.) 
actionlagency in proto-Indo-European and several of the . 1948. Nonis d'agent et noms d'action en indo-europien. Paris: A. 
languages should be pointed out. Cf. my remarks in Si Maisonneuve. 
391-92, esp. fn. 33) and Silverstein (1974: S78-9, esp. fn. 62). -. 1956. La nature des pronoms. In For Roman Jakobson, pp. 34-37. 

I that sociologically this corresponds to the distinction betw ,,l. Halle et al. (eds). The Hague: Mouton. (English translation, pp. 217- 
and achieved status. 

28. Actually, there are a great many nouns of obvious etymo es de linguistique ginirale. Paris : Gallimard. (English 
passive nominalisations, the very historical specialisation s of general linguistics, by M. E. Meek. Miami 
lexical items (some with obligatory possessive, some with opti Linguistic Series, 8. Coral Gables, Fla.: Univ. of Miami. 1971.) 
demonstrates the rigidity of the syntactic rule of cross-clause refe Elloomfield, L. 1946. Algonquian. In Linguistic structures of native America, 
possibilities. pp. 85-129. By H. Hoijer et al. Viking Fund Publications in Anthropology, 

29. As Dixon (1972: 54-55) points out, the split of the -I- stem vs. -y- s 
I I 

6. New York: Wenner-Gren Foundation. 
inflectional systems correlates very highly with transitive vs. intransi Boas, F. 191 la.  Chinook. In Handbook of Anzerican Indian languages, Vol. 
stems, and thus can the semantico-referential core of the formal disti I. pp. 559-677. F. Boas (ed.). Bureau of American Ethnology, Bulletin 40, 
tion be interpreted. An interesting study of the exceptional cases coul part 1. Washington, D.C. 
be undertaken to seek parallels to the formally-intransitive split 'inverse' . 191 1 b. Tsimshian. In Handbook of American Indian languages, Vol. 
transitives and apparent transitives of bodily states (for example, I. pp. 283-422. F. Btoas (ed.). Bureau of American Ethnology, Bulletin 40, 
Walu g-n-u-dx-t  'Hunger [fein sg] acts on me') in Chinookan and other part 1. Washington, D.C. 
languages. ~pell, A. 1956. A new approach to Australian linguistics. Handbook of 

30. The Giramay dialect of Dyirbal has a 2-3-2 system of case-marking, Australian languages, 1. Sydney: Oceania linguistic monographs, 1. 
with first and second singular showing a distinct ergative case, as well as -. 1962. Some linguistic types in Australia. Handbook of Australian 
nominative and accusative. This is accomplished by having a 'complex' languages, 2. Sydney: Oceania linguistic monographs, 7. 
local rule for ergative, the simple rule for accusative in the patient hier- Chafe, W. 1970. Meaning and the structure :of language. Chicago: University 
archy remaining the same. See Dixon (1972: 50, 243-46). The historical of Chicago Press. 
interpretation of this divergence is an interesting study in itself, given a ects of the theory of syntax. Cambridge, Mass.: 
semantic theory of hierarchy. 

31. The contrast with Chinookan is striking, where essentially only a . 1972. Studies on  semantic^ in generative grammar. Janua linguarum, 
specialised relative clause type manifests such structuring. Compare series minor, 107. The Hague-Paris : Mouton. 
also English, where certain complement clauses and purpose construc- Choinsky N. and M. Halle. 1968. The soundpattern of English. New York: 
tions, relatives, etc., have special co-reference constructions, but discourse Harper and Row. 
generally Izus auaphoric pm~~o~liinalisatioii. Delorme, E. and R. C. Dougherty. 1972. Appositive N P  constructions: we, 

32. Dixon prefers to see these -ywa constructions as ' l inking together two the men; we men; I, a man, etc. Foundations of Language 8: 2-29. 
topic chains', lhus defining possible discourse topic as having uniquely  SO^ Dixon, R. M. W. 1968. Noun classes. Lingua 21 : 104-25. 
0 ri~nction i n  underlying propositional form. This point of' view, like . 1972. The Dyirbal language of North Queensland. Cambridge Studies 
 hose cited in $0.2, pre-,judges the relationship bctwccn surFL~ce 'subject' dge : University Press. 
and discourse topic, seeing in  derived nominalivc-case noun phrases both ar of Wishram. Unpublished Ph.D thesis, Yale 
functions. I seek to avoid such a pre-judgment here. 

33. Apparently (Dixon 1972 : 106) the possessive construction does not ase for case. In Universals in linguistic theory, 
iterate, with multiply-modified genitive noun phrases such as **-gu- R. T. H.arms (eds). New York: Holt, Rinehart & 
njdjin-(g)u-njdjin-(r;l)z~- . . ., for self-embedded genitive constructions. 
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7. Substantival hierarchies: 
addendum to Silverstein 

Jeffrey ~ e a t h l  
'0. Abgtract 

I ,,In paper 6, 'Hierarchy of Features and Ergativity*, Michael Silmstdn hag 
;provided us with the format and aonceptual apparatus for Pealing with a wide 
variety of morphosyntactic problems involving the not~on of substantivat 
hierarchical pwtitiuns* Since Australian languages seem to have more than 
theit fair share of hierarchical phenomena, it behoves those of us investigating. 
tlxse langua$es in the field or library to assess or reassess our data m theliglit 
of this theoretical breakthrough, and to describe the new twists, extensions, 
and perhaps gounterexamples which may crop up. The pment paper is offeredl 
in this spirit. ' 

It has two parts. In the first, 1 describe the split case system of Rithamgu, 
and comment on the split systems of the Dyirbal goup. In the seend and 
longer part, I describe the directlinverse parterain& of pronominal p~fixes 
in Nunggubuyu and Ngandi and outline fhdr historical oonnsfioo to prefii ' systems in other Australian languages. 

r. Rffharngl a d  Dfirbl 
Rithmgu is the southernmost of the Ywlngu languages of northeast 
Acnhem Land. Although there are na bound pronominal affixes attached to 
verbs, the independent pronouns indicating the subject, direct object, and] 
indinst object are normaIly attached as enclitics to the first major constituent 
of the clause. S o m ~  reduction occurs in enclisis; for example, the first singulai 
Nominative pronoun is gum when genuinely independent, usually ra as an 
enclitic. Enchties for the major case categories are normally used even wheii 
they cross-reference an independent NP in the same clause. 

The basic case system for independent and enclitic pronouns is accusative: 
That is, there is a -$ Nominative suffix for transitive and intransitid 

L subject, and an Armsative suffix -g/anaJ-ffa for direct object. 

Examples : 
(1.1) !a:-,vala+yu-nu +(ya)ra-4 

see-Past 2Sg-Acc 1 Sg-Nom 
'I saw you (Sg.)'. 

(1.2) 1va:ni-Za+(pz)ra-4 
go-Past I Sg-Nom 
'I went'. 

Low-ranking third person categories (inanimate and 'lower' animate, 
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,,,lo\$,) take the regular 3Sg Nominative pronoun yay(i)-4, but instead of 
P C , ,  ~ccusat jve  (yi-)ha they take $. Thus (1.3) could have either a high- 

;illg or low-ranking third person as subject, but the two types are dis- 
,lcLlishable L when they function as direct objects as in (1.4) and ( I  3): 

ij ~ t~ ( / ; / i i -K f i - ~ - yu~~ ( i ) - $  
,go-Past 3Sg-h!om 
'Helit went'. 

,4) N c r : - ~ l ~ u / u - t ( y i - ) A a t ( ~ ~ a ) r a - ~  
see-Past 3Sg-ACC 1 Sg-Nom 
'1 saw him'. (high-ranking) 

1 / : - I I U / U  -l-(ya)~a-$ 
see-Pasi 3SgAcc 1 Sg-Nom 
'1 saw it'. (low-ranking) 

Tile split between high- and low-ranking third person is intermediate 
,c[\\een the human/nonhuinan and animate/inanimate splits. High-ranking 
I I ~ ~ . ~ I  pel.son includes humans, but also certain large or  intelligent animals 

11 as ltangaroos and dogs. Low-ranking third person includes inanimates, 
also animate beings of small size or lacking human-like intelligence and 

qualities, for example, fish and insects. 
T1ie accusative system is found oilly with pronouns. Many nouns have a n  

cr.ative systen?, with Ergative -du/-~l  contrasting with Nominative -4; the 
Ifillel. case is used for object and intransitive subject. Note that the Nominative 
has a difTerent meaning in the pronominal accusative system than it has here 

[lie nominal ergative system. 
Otlicr nouns have the 'doubly-marked' system, whese Nominative -4 is 

restricted to intransitive subject function and where both transitive functions 
are marked by nonzero suffixes, Ergative -du/-y and Accusative -!a2 The 
choice between the ergative and doubly-marked case systems appears to  
correlate exactly with the distinction between high- and low-ranking third 
pcrson pronouns. Thus i i y  ? 'woman' and garc'crmbal 'antelopine kangaroo' 
take the doubly-marked system, while guya 'fish' and war~anibal 'stone spear' 

' the el-gative systeni. 

liplea: 
1 1 : - a  ( ) J ( ) -  garc'rmjbnl-nu gi~ya-cli~ 

sec-Past 3Sg-Acc 3Sg-Noni kangaroo-Acc fish-Erg 
'The fish saw the kangaroo'. 

I 7 )  : - a  +yrry(i)-4 ~ t ~ a r ~ a n ~ b a l - 4  i i y  ?-f/u 
see-Past 3SgAcc3Sg-Nom spear-Nom woman-Erg 
'The woman saw the spear.' 

I Iic exa~nples show that both high- and low-ranking nouns take Ergative 
111, h ~ i t  only high-ranking nouns take Accusative -!a. Note that nouns and 

[lie p1'0nomina1 enclitics which cross-reference them do not always agree in 
case. F O I  example, in both (I .6) and (1.7) the Nominative enclitic guv(i)-4 
"1'0s~-references an Ergative noun. 

I 
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Demonstratives appear to fluctuate between the doubly-marked XP: ,personal names and some other human ~ louns  ( d ~ u b l ~ - ~ ~ a r k ~ d  or 
ergative systems ( that  is, the two nominal rather than pro~lominal syste; 
and the choice does not correlate entirely with reference to high- or 1 nd some human nouns,. and articles (ergalive) 
ranking categoi-ies. More fieldwork is necessary to elucidate deta~ls.  

In  summary, we have the following overtly distinguishable hierarch The Giramay dialect, however, shows some variations 011 this pattern. To  
equivalence classes : q i n  with, tlie .first singular and second singular pronouns show a special 

minative ending -ha for intransitive subject only, so the fo1.m~ which are 
:tyn~ologically idelltical to the Dyirbal and Mamu Nomi~lative (applying ill 

(1.8) XI  : pronouns (accusative) llese two dialects to intransitive and transitive subject), first singular l;racla a ~ l d  
Xz:  huinan and 'higher' animate nouns (doubly-marked) econd singular t;lincla, are restricled to transitive subject fu~lction in Giran~ay 
X3 : demonstratives (doubly-marked 01- ergative) ,lid must therefore be relabelled as Ergative. These two p rouo~i~ ina l  cate- 
X4: inanimate and 'lower' animate nouns (ergative) cavies have the doubly-marked system. For other first and second person 

onoulls we find the accusative system with no distinction between Nomina- 
The Dyirbal situation is similarly complex. Though sometimes consid Ive and Ergative cases. 

to show only a single split, between first and second person pronouns an Another difference is that Giramay does not show a special Accusative 
other substantives, in fact Dyirbal proper has four distinct equivalence cla .m for the human interrogative pronoun 'who?'. The form Ivajzyza, which 
There are also some variations in this respect among the dialects in iembles Dyil-bal and Mamu 1va;lzuna restricted to transitive object function, 
Dyirbal group.3 also used for intransitive subject function in Giramay. The Ergative forln 

In  the Dyirbal and Mamu dialects, first and second person pronouns 11 i~>crjillu as in the other two dialects. The interrogative pro~loun therefore has 
accusative morphology. Aside from the usual irregularities, there is basic ergative system. 
a Nominative suffix -4 for intransitive and transitive subjects, and . jince Dixon does not make any conlments to the contrary, we can assume 
Accusative suffix -;MU/-na for transit liat Accusative -;iza-* can be optionally used with personal names alld some 
pronoun has a doubly-marked system: N ~ther human nouns, as in the Dyirbal dialect. The equivalence classes for 
and Accusative wayuna. Most nouns, inclu ramay are therefore these : 
ergative system with -4 Nominative for intransitive subject and transi 
object, and various nonzero Ergative allomorphs like -gu and -du for transi 10) X I  : nonsingular first and second person pronouns (accusative) 
subject. However, personal names and some other human nouns can opti and second person pronouns (doubly-marked) 
ally take Accusative p a  instead of Nominative -4 in transitive object mes and some other human no~lns  (doubly-marked or 
not intransitive subject) function, so these nouns fluctuate between a do 
marked and an ergative system. Actually, this -ya is really -ya-4 with a gen and sonle nonpersonal human nouns, humall inter- 
Oblique suffix p a -  followed by Nominative - 4 .  The evidence for this is rogative pronoun and arti,cles (ergative) 
-;Ma- is optionally used before the Dative and Locative case suffixes as The splits found in Ritbarngu, Dyirbal/Mamu, and Giramay ge~lerally 
Nevertheless, the optiollal use of -;I.u-~ in iform to those considered natural by Silverstein. Significant poi~lts are 
function distinguishes this function from that hese: (a) the split in Ritharngu mid-way between the two classic ge~lder 
never takes Oblique -ya-. plits, human/nonhuman and animate/inani~nate; (b) the in1pol:tance of the 

Third person 'pronouns' are really artioles ingular/plural opposition for the hierarchy in Giramay. 
following nouns. When the noun is dele? It is also interesting to note that third person pronouns are treated some- 
Dyirbaf of English Pronondnalimtim) the srti {hat differently in .Ritharngu than they are in Dyirbal /Mamu/Giran~a~.  J: 
ing much like an English third e m n  P 1~1ld suggest that this can be motivated in tetms of the differe~lt fornlal 
the same case marking as the allowing noun, ~~aracteristics of the third person pronouns in these languages. 111 Ritharngu, 
been folIowiag were it not deleted. The 1ii1.d person pronouns pattern syntactically like first and seco~ld persol1 
case system as nouns rather than first ndependent and enclitic form.s, all al:e obligatory as 
there is no  indicatioll from Dixon t and usually as OM&,-markers, etc. I t  is therefore natural 
example, Accusative allomorph -;12a-4 praOUriS 40 dbhg with other pronouns in case marking. 
so we must assume that articles stick Dyrbat gtoup the third person ' p rono~~ns ' ,  as noted 
most nouns. The equivalence classes of D artides which appear to be obligatorily preposed. to 
these : . Sin& they are riarnially juxtaposed to nouns it is not 

ising tliat they agree with them in case marking. Wliether this kind 
(1.9) X I  : first and second person pronouns (accusative) ion would hold for a large sample of languages 1 cannot say, but 

X, : human interrogative pronoun (doubly-marked) worth trying to find out. 
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only be interpreted as Ergative. In Algonquian, one cannot tell whetlleF 
$-ek\l~- is Accusative or Ergative. 

However, w system with global hierarchical restrictions on an kccusn~ve 
~rgiitive marphem (or both), such that the morpheme(s) cm tn US& only 

cl>mbimtio@s, would closely approximate a true dirsct/inverse 
In Sll*m+in's pqsentation of Dalabon, for example, we find 
-yi ody m certarn subject-ob* combinations, mastly inwne. 
for the sake of the argument that -yi is added to transitive s u b j ~ b  

and*ind~pen4ent pronouns) only in inverse combinations. Then 
magifie a sen= of simple deve1ogments which would convert this 

I ,gy~tem into an Algonquian-like directlinverse system. 
first, -yi becomes restricted to independent pronouns and in particular is 

,no longer used with nouns. This auld  be accomplished by developing a 
,&timt Ergatiw all~fllo~ph for nouns, or by allowing nouns to drop the 

(2.1) XI  : first and second person Ergative entirely. subject and object independent pronouns, with 
X, : third person animate proximate rmise suffix zero oc -yi (the latter oniy for trans~tive subjeFt in iavem 
X, : third person animate obviative &ombinations) become clitiaised and eventually affixed to verbs. The new 
X, : third person inanimate pmnominal~f ixes  which result from this replace the old, inherited pre- 

,nominal pr . For example, 'You saw me', which in attested Dalabon 1 * ~s;ui#lSg#Frf-saw~ whcm Prf is the k i t e d  2$g + LSg prefix, 
-ma 2Sg-yi-1Sg-saw in this hypothetical new language. Here, sinm -pi- 
id Uskd only in inverse combinations, and since it is attached jointly to the 
subject- and object-markers (2Sg, lSg), we can no longer tell whether it is 

I Ergative or Accusative, so we must relabel it the hvem morpheme. 
This is an example of how an originally Ergati~e morpheme a n  b o r n e  

Inverse ~ t e m e n t . ~ A s  wiU be shown below, the Nunggubuyu Inverge 
sl@orpheme i s  an old'Aacusatbe affix. It is likely that Algonquian *-ekw- 
ultimately reflects either an Emtivc or an Aceuslitive morpheme, but nth 
iut  additionlrl comparative evidence we can only pa. 

These considerations will provide some Background for &e descriptive 
Ind oompamtive analyses of Australian morphological systems which follow. 
Igwevef, there is one additional terminological problem which ought to be 
esolved b t .  AS I understand it, for Algmquiatusts the term sdimt' applies 

& those combinations where the subject is in X, and tbe objed in Xi such 
that i < j (the subject outranks the object) or i = j (the subpt a d  objcct 
,b hierarchicau~ equi~rhent), l t  is important, however, to distinguish these 

kinds of direct combinatiom. I wiIl refer to the type with i = j as 
Wiipolle~f combinations; A l e n  uian exam les are 1Sg + 2Sg (?Y, + x,) 
*d nnan -* 31nan (x, + x 3 . L  tcrm a rLct *ill bc ratrimd to 
where i < j,.for example, Algonquian 1Sg + 3 h n .  

This &min010@cd distinction is of littIe importan= in Algonquian, 
' hause  no X2 -a X2 csombinations occur (there can be only one proximate v, aside from underlying structures restructured by RReflexividon), and 

X + X, combinations am impossible or rare. However, in the Aus- 
hlh fanwges I will Rill1 with, the tquipollmt mtnbiastims am more 
PUrrr~ous, and in many respects are structurally unlike direct combinations, 
athougb they shim with them the absence d an Inverse morpheme. 

Nungubuyu is s p o b  in southeast Arnhem Land. It has pronominal 
P* marking the pronominal category of subject and object, attached to 

verb, As ih  from a rather substantial array of first, second, and human 
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third person pronominal categories, there arc also six nonhunian I an nouns to always outrank or 
classes (NA, NGARRA, ANA ,,,,, ANAO, MANA, WARRA). Each e we find that nonhuman WARRA 
human noun is assigned to one of these classes on an essentially arbit 
nonsemantic basis. 

Excluding these nonhuman classes for the moment, the hierarchy reflec 
in the N unggubuyu direct/iuverse system is as follows : 

(2.2) X I :  first and second persons 
X,:  third person human plural (3P1) ictiiig language-specijic yri11- 
X,:  third person human singular (3MSg, 3FSg) rarchy may be jostled a bit 

ological grid of particular 
Since nonhurnan classes do not distinguish number (at le 

nominal prefixes we are dealing with), the labels 3P1, 3MSg, and ordering of the subject- and object- 
be interpreted as human categories only. verse morpheme 1"-N-/ (unspecified 

We would expect t l~al  all six nonhuman classes would either g ified vowel or u-vowel, but not i- 
or would farm a final equivalcllce set X,. I n facl, however, t hrhee I ere the subject-marker and object- 
classes arc i n  X,, two are i11 X j ,  :iiid one is  i l l  Xz. This i s  a result r-ranking pronominal comes first 
that certain nonhuman classes l~nve morphologic;~l affinities to t an X ,  element like 1Sg ?;la- always 
clssscs in X, and X ,. Tliese affinities, manircsted by showing the same I / -w,u-/:  1Sg -t ANA ,,,,, yawu-, 
class prefixes with i ~ l d e p ~ ~ ~ d c ~ l t  IIOUIIS ( i t 1  OIIC of t l i ~  two series af such I 

class prefixes), and the same or similar morphemes in pronominal pr both pronominals are in the same 
added to verbs are as follows : 

(2.3) WARRA - 3PI 
NA - 3MSg 
NGARRA - 3FSg ect- and object-markers in inverse 

For cxample, 3PI and IVARRA independent nouns take prefix 
:lad 3MSg nouns la kc prefix ~ r - ,  and NGA R R A  and 3FSg u r  .6) a. 3P1 -t 1Sg l;ran~bi- /!la "-N-w,i-/ vs. 1Sg + 3P1 yara- /yo-iv,V-ra-/ 
I t  i s  possihlc lo distinguish the nm~human classes fro111 tlic h (1Sg /yo-/, 3P1 /-w, V-/ or /-N, V-rV-1). 
since (he former also sllow a special Punctual prefix series b. 3MSg + 3P1 iuani- /ir,V "-N-ni-/ vs. 3P1 -t 3MSg ivurzu- /iv,V-nu-/ 
N A  lFi:- ,  NGARRA yi:-) which does not occur with huma 
are other minor differences. We do not therefore have 
logical identity between WARRA and 3P1, for example, 
stantial inorphological affiliation and this has implications for the hierarchy. 
The followiiig principle sums the situation up: 

(2.4) If a ~lonhunian class C is morphologically afiliat 
category in equivalence class X i ,  then C is also in Xi .  

The revised Nunggubuyu hierarchy is this : 

(2.5) X I  : first and second persons 
X,: 3P1; WARRA 
X,:  3MSg; 3FSg; NA; NGARRA 
X,: ANA,,,,; ANA,,; MANA 

The three nonhuman classes which have no affinity to 
form the lowest-ranking equivalence class X,. 

It would appear that this is a counterexample to Silverstein's universal 
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F,,-~,,,~-/ I5 added to all inverse comb~nations and to all X5/X, +. X , / x 6  
,blnatlons,  s~ibject to the morphological compatabil~ty condit~ons men- 
,,] sevelal times earlier; A + A and MA ->A are the only X5,'X, + 

conlb~natlolls where /-gu,-/ is compatible with the following 

bistorIcal origin of the Nuwublryu and Ngandi 
the fact that F-EI-1 is used in Nunggubuyu while 
in Ngandi for the Inverse morpheme that the 

ween the two system is somewhat remote. Never- 
proto-system can be partly reconstructed containing 

and NA classes h nggubuyu and Ngandi systems. Furthermore, it is 
categories, respecti and /-gu3-/ with tw ancient Australian morphemes 
latter by the same Dative *-gu. By developing ~hese conelations I 

sible to undertake a detailed cornparative and 
nominal-prefix systems found in most languages 
~mberleys, and to thercfore clarify the genetic 

l l 1  present paper I wlll confine myself to a discussion of data from 
p g a l . l n y ~ ~  111 the Kimberleys, tl-e Mara-Alawic group (Warndarang, Mala, 
~ l ~ w a )  In the Roper River area, and Gunwinggu in eastern Arnliem Land. 
Z o l n p a ~   sou of these data will enable us to define the broader comparative 
,J,oblem, make some initial cc-rrelations, and account for the developinent of 
rile Nunggubuy~~ and Ngandi directlinverse systems. 

The Ngannyili transitive pronominal prefixes are shown in Table 1 . 4  The 
obJect-~narker is always first, so that all the forms in each vertical column 
hegin with the same ,element, exccpt that a special 1Sg allomorph ju- IS used 
1,11 [lie 2Sg -3 ISg an8 a specla1 3P1 allomorph a- is used In the 3Sg + 3P1 
h i m .  I n  the 112 + 3 forms thcre is an overt gubject-marker following the 
bbJect-matker, for example, IS& -n- in I Sg + 3P1 bu-ti-. However, in the 
lem:!lnlng conibinations the subject-marker is reduced to e~ the r  zero or  a 
bas~cally plural mo~pheme  -d-, which is related to Plural -r- found in the 
IPI --> 3 and 3P1 + 3Sg forms (-d- is used after nasals and occasionally after 
i~owel~, wh~lc  -r- is only used after vowels). In  sc.me cazes singular and plural 
,ubject-niarke~ s are neutralised, so that 2P1 -> I PlExcl and 2Sg -> l PlExcl 
, I I~  borh flu-cl-. 

The nialn point of lilterest is the use of the morpheme - / I - ,  which can be 
:.laken as Accusative. As can be seen, -71- tends to be restricted to what would 
bc invc~se combinations in Nunggubuyu or Ngandl. Suppose we adopt the 
f o l l o ~ / ~ n g  hiei-archy for Ngar in) ln : 

(2.8) X I :  first and second persons 
X,: 3PI (human) 
X,: 3Sg (iiicludii~g 3 nonhuman) 

Recognising that 2P1 + 3Sg(class 2) fii-n- represents four dass-specified 
combidon$ we have the following figures: -tr occuq in seven inverse I :mrnbinations, seven equip~llent, and five direct. The fire dlrcft combinatians 
lhve 2P1 subject, and it is possibh to reinterpret the -n- here as a 2PI mor- 
pheme Which happens to biz behomophonous to Accusative -pp.. Although the 
usual 2P1 morpheme in Ngarinyin is gu- (augmented as gy-d-, gu-r-, eta, with 
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Table 1: Ngarinyin transitive prefixes -onsi~t of a person-marker PIUS Plural -ru- (related to Plural -r- and -& in 
iable I) plus -gu. The remaining forms are rather irregular. 

lPlIncl Table 2: Ngarinyin dative suffixes 
1Sg -ra, -guru 1 PlExcl -fia-ru-gu 

bu-17- fii-n- 2Sg -nu lPlIncl -ga-ru-gu 
3Sg -nagga 2P1 -nu-ru-gu 

3P1 -1idu 

h of the Ropcr River it1 so~ltheastern Arnliem 
raphically to Nungg~~buyu and Ng;llldi than 10 
usative "-11- and Dative *-gu- in prono,llinal 
morphemes are no longcr dislineuis11cd iis 

that *-d V- is, an archaic object can bc indicated : in  general, ir there is 
and a (semantic) indirect object in  a clause, 

ect-marker in the prefix added to the verb will cross-reference tile 
object. Since Alawa verb conlplexes lypicnlly consist of onintlectcd 
bs followed by one of several inflcclcd auxiliaries, dili'erent auxiliaries 

e semantic role fi~rlcliorl of the object-marker 

not a true directlinverse one, it app 
Nunggubuyu and Ngandi. The chief differences are that Ngarinyin 
occurs in numerous equipollent as well as inverse combinations, and that 
use is less rigorously aligned with the directlinverse contrast (for example; 
is missing from 3 + 1P1 inverse combinations). fter abbreviated as L). The pnradig,ll or 

It is interesting to speculate on the origin of the Ngarinyin system, able 3. This pat.adigm is sl~pplementcd by 
specifically on the historical processes which have resulted in the attes nction prirr~nrily lo distinguish 3MSg rrorn 3FSg 
distribution of -I?-. On the one han S, which arc not distinguisl~cd in tile prelixes, 
basis of Silverstein's typological t S. 'The sulfixes, which resemble lluman 
global split systems. A system whe robably a relatively 

hierarchical basis, as in 
For example, both in 

eme is lPlIncl fiu-. The 
-n-in Ngarinyin has been prim tween I'rrsl second 
Since several first and secon the 3Sg pronominal is 
(minimally 1 PIExcl, 1 Sg, and 
tions (1PlExcl + 3, etc.) an he type (2.8), which is 
been deleted by phonologi buy11 allcl Ngandi. 
might reflect *ba-n-fii-r- 'as in Table 3 is lllat (he 
pie, 2Sg -t 3P1 bi-fij- reflec 
although at this point I a 
tation. At any rate, if one c 
a large number of direct co 
one can imagine analogical 
such as lPlTncl + 3 and p 

Before leaving Ngarinyin, note the special set of Dative pronominals sho 
in Table 2. These are suffixes, so they are not attached morphologically to t 
pronominal prefixes of Table 1. Note than in Table 2 there is a ~ a t i  
morpheme -gu, but it occurs only in the first and second plural forms, whi 



In general, my view is that the Alawa system is rather archaic, and that a 
proto-system along these lines is a suitable basis for deriving the attested 
systems of pronominal preiixes in other Amhem Land languages like 
Gunwinggu, Nunggubuyu, Ngandi, Ngalkbon, etc. (not to mention Warn- 
darang and Mam, which are subgrauped with Alam). In particular, the 
,occurrence of *-n- and *-gu- as allomorphs of an Oblique morpheme added 
t$ object-markers in transitive combinations is an important ingredient in 
ithe reconstructed proto-system, In some languages, like Wamdarang and 
Mars, *-H- has disappeared but *-gu- remains (in Wamdarang it becomes 
gtl- for reasons unknown), Note that in Alawa itself *-n- is missing from 
certain combinations, such as 3Sg + IDulncl #a-, whm we might expect it., 

On the other hand, there are languages where *-gu- is lost while *-n- 
nmains. Such a language is Gunwinggu, where we find such combinations- 
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combinations. 
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n the 1Sg + 2Sg and 1Sg -t 2P1 combinations in 

On the basis o 
most common hat we can predict exactly where the 4- will 

I turn up, in the pronominal-prefix paradigm. 
se of 4- in such systems is far from random, 

combinations. general structure of particular systems we can 
ombinations which am most likely to show up as 

nection at all between Nunggubuyu #-, 
I have insisted, there is an internal struc- 
such a morpheme in the prefix systems of 
ve been created independently in them. 

In view of the fact that Silverstein's paper is being published in this 
volume (in recently revised form), my paper has been rewritten as an 
addendum to it instead of a summary and explication; the previously 
distributed version of my paper was of the latter type. 

Data from Nunggubuyu, Ngandi, Ritharngu, Warndarang, and Mara 
are from my own E1&ld notes. My field work has been supported by the 
Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies. 

have retranscribed the forms 
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6. Data from Oates (1964), especially pages 119-20. MY interpret 
certain morphemes differs from that given by Oates (pages 4 
regard gan- as 1P1 ga- plus Accusative' -I?-, rather than as a set 
third person subject-marker. 1 regard -di- as a postnasal form of 
rather than as a pronominal morpheme. ~ n d  so forth. 8, Nominal hierarchies in Yukulta 
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The feature system for nominals used here is presented below (the 

djslinclion between dual and plural is not included as it is not relevant to 
the present dtscussion) : 

(1) Non-singular J I1 
1st. dual and plural 

inclusive f + + 
1st. dual and plural 

exclusive -I- 4- - 

2nd. dual and plural + - 
- 

+ 
3rd. dual andfplural -t - 

1st. singular - + - 

2nd. singular - - 

31d. singular - - 
+ 

This feature system will now be used to analyse some facts of Yukulta 
grammar. Yukulta, in common with most Australian language, has two 
classes of verbs which take ob'ecas. The first is what I shall call 'transitive', d ifor which the object is assigne unmarked nominative case, and the subject is 

gned the ergative case. A complex containing a tense marker and subject 
object ciilics is suffixed to the initial constituent of the sentence. Whem 

verb is  transitive, the tense marker and clitics have special transitive forms 
,and the complex also bears a 'transitivity marker' (ka or its allomorphs). 
For the second class, which I shall eall 'middle', it is the subject which if 
unmarked nominative, and the object is marked dative (Keen's 'beaefactive'). 
b the Yukulta pronominal Jitic system there is a four-way case distinction: 

ergative, marking transitive subject; 
accusative, for transitive object; 
nominative, for intransitive and middle subject; and 
oblique in agreement with other cases, including dative marking middle 
object. 

I'll addition to this, transitive verbs may take on the appearance of middle 
'verbs as a result of two different kinds of circumstances. That is, the transitive 
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roperties of the clitic cornpiw are Iost, the subject NP which waul & crgative korncn nominative, and the obja NP taker dative 
speaking of this phenomenon as if it were a transformational ru (8) i. 1st non- singular 
to be equated with 'anti-passive' ; others might wish to argue that 
is ~perating in the opposite direction; that a kind of passive rule 
For my part I suspect that neither approach would be correct. For 
however I intend to leave these issues to ohe side and to concentrate 
conditions under which this alternation takes place. 

The first cs~rtditian is that transitive shifts to middle where the tense of 
simple S is nan-past irrealis, for example: 

(2) transitive 
taglca + ya + Ita + ri kunan~una pa la~a  
man erg tr pres child nom hit 
'The man is hitting the child.' marked dative case. 

(3) middle (in this example negation produces irrealis tense) 
lvalira + gka tayka + !a kunawuna + yla palanfa I 

neg iutr pres man nom child 
'The man is not hitting the child.' 

What mainly concerns us here is the second type of con 
transitive also shifts to middle where: 
(a) the subject NP is third person and the object NP first or second pers 

and 
(b) where the subject NP is second person and the object N P  first per 

plural or dual. 

For example: 
(a) (4) transitive 

palala + ga + npu + ga + nti 
hit 1st. erg 2nd/3rd tr fut tr 

sing pl acc 
'I will hit them or you mob.' 

(5) middle 
fa,tin 4- ta tjati + pa + 1 + 
that nom lot nom 2nd obl 3rd pl 

sing 
'That lot saw you.' 

(b) (6) transitive 
palrnpiya -t nk T i + k a  3 n t i  Icuritja 
tomorrow 1st sing 2nd sing tr fut tr see 

acc erg ering (9), (8) can be derived. 
'Tomorrow you will see me.' 

(7) middle 
paln~piya + yalai~~a + yin + itlki lcuritja 
tomorrow I st excl 2nd sing fut intr see 

pl obl nom t is interesting to compare this phenomenon of middle shift with the 
'Tomorrow you will see us.' ering of pronominal clitics in Yukulta. The ordering principle is that 1st 
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(11) + r y u  -t 1.i 
3rd dual acc 2nd sing erg 

(12) + t i p  + vi 
3rd plur acc 2nd slng erg 

(13) 1. 1st [+I] 

ii. 2nd nan-singular 

(14) i. [I] 

that the case-assignment rules (16) 
o v. apply in order slnce each applles 
t applied, .that is where the NP In 
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0 C.A. (IV): Condition: 3 > 2 

A h  
Mod VP 

\ /" \\ irrealis [:past I 
NP V 

[-case] [ S  middle] 

(16) I. the feature [+middle] on V causes the feature [-case] on 
object NP to change to [+case]; 

[-past ] on M O ~  effects ii. the feature combination +isrealis 
change ; 

I I ~ .  the object NP changes to +case if that NP IS [Xs] ; 

iv. the object NP changes to [+case] ~f the object NP is [+I]+ (20) C 0. (I) Condition : 2 is [AI] 
C.0.  (11) Conditions: (a) 1 is [-I] 

[+I,] and the subject NP is 

v. the subject NP changes to [+case] if the object N 
[-case] ; 

Vl. +vp.[--1 VP] + dative I 
[+case1 

[ 1 v~i .  +S [--VP] s + ergative 

[teasel 
viii. [-case] -t nomlnatlve 

Rules I.  to iv. all effect the same change (17) but w~ th  differing c 
Rather thail stating the SD and  SC fully for each rule, it would b 
in the grammar if the name of the rule could stand for the schema (17). 

(1 7) Object case assignment 

[ "' "I SD: Mod NP vp [-a] VP 
1 2  3 4 

SC : 1 2  3 4 
[+-I 

The rules iii. and iv,, with which we are primarily concerned, can 
stated as in (1 8) : 

21) [F,] to be interpreted as [ S F , ]  in the context: 
(18) O.C.A. (ii~): Condition: 3 is [-case] + [+case] patient 
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(22) > [F,] to be interpreted as agent patient in the context: 
[-F,I HF11 

[-case] + [+case] patient 
> [FII 

Using these conventions, and a convention which states that all grammat 
CASE ASSIGNMENT rules are of the form (23) 

"(23) [-case] -t [+case] 

the rules would appear in the grammar of Yukulta simply as follows: 

(24) CA. fiii) n;:j"' 
As for CLITIC ORDERING, if it is assumed that clitics carry over ag 

patient marking from the NPs which they cross-reference, the rules 
revised to make use of these categories. CLITIC ATTACHMENT atta 
clitics to Mod in the order agent-patient, after which the order is re 
the patient is +I, then the same process takes place if 
equal to the agent for the features non-singular and 11. 
and (22) may be used to simplify (20) to yield (25): Not 
patient specification makes it unnecessary to retain con 

(25) C.0. (i) 
. atient 

/Pa 
This type of extension of the conventions 
on a number of grounds. Firstly other NPs apar 
may be cross referenced by clitics and, as far as I 
same ordering constraints. Secondly I have not co 
that agent-patient is the basic clitic order in Yuku 
predominates in Australian languages where the pro 
not fully determine clitic order (Wurm 1969). Perhaps 
to be made in the grammar would be to constrain CLITI 
a hierarchically organised output (for example, by 
discussed in Perlmutter (1971)). However by taking t 
sight of the similarities in the operation of nominal hierarchies 
areas of case assignment and clitic ordering, and of the need to ex 
similarities. 

Notes 
1. The description of case-assignment here works fo 

most embedded sentences, although the clitic syst 
some of the latter. One type of embedded participial clause h 
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the  of a transitive verb marked nominative and the object ablative. 
That the ergatlve-maf-ked NP is in fact the subject in the same way as the 
llominati~e in,intransltive and middle sentences can be shown by reference 
to the operation of EQUI-NP DELETION, which is touched upon below in 
relation to the status of dative NPs, but not described in detail. 

. such conventions may need to be refined to deal with cases whci-e counting 
plus  of a number of features is involved, and extended to include 2 

as >, particularly if Yukulta clitic order is truly governed by the 
same conventions. Conventions on the assignment of casc to agent N P ~  
might be collapsed with those dealing with patie111 NPs by using an alpha 

variable notation. If agent is marked by the features 
- patient - 

p;~tient by .,.patient the local convention (21) might appear as (a): I agent 1 
(';I) [F,] to be interpreted as [ctF,] in the context: 

-cwagent 
[-case] + [+case]/ ;:atient] 

. -  , 
The global convention could also account for ergative marking in this 
fashion : 

(b) > [F,] to be interpreted as 

- ragen1 
[-case] -t [+case] 

The Dalabon case given by Silverstein, in which the agent receives ergative 
marking if the patient is +animate and the agent +animate, is not 
governed by the global convention (b), but rather by the local convention 
(a). The rule differs from local rules proper in that the case is not assigned 
to the NP  with the feature which determines the operation of the rule, but 
to the agent. For this reason (a) should not be constrained by having a 
bar marked on the same Feature bundle as F,. The Dalabon rule would 
thus be written: 

There is little doubt that such conventions will turn out to put too strong 
constraints on the grammars of some languages, due to the interference of 
other systems which overlap case-assignment in function, such as clitics 
and word order constraints, as pointed out to me privately by Silverstein. 
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a p p ~ r t e u r ' ~  introduction 
R.M.W. Dixon 

).I.E: this paper is published exactly as it was circulated to potential -1 con- 
tributo].S -together with sample papers in Yidinj and Dyirbal (numbers 
I ,and 18 below) - In December 1973, as a specification of this topic. 

,,M,,s~ (or all?) Australian languages have an affix which derives an adjectival 
I ;&* fmm a noun, and can roughly be glossed 'having'. In some languages 

.,w is identical or similar in form to a verbal affix, whose functions 
:mually include 'reflexive'. I 

papers are in~ited~dealing with the form and function of the 'having' I 

affix in ind~vldual languages; and its relationship (if any) to a I 

'.bgexive'-tYp verbal affix. 
The following format is suggested. 

I 

I 

of the affix, listing allomorphic variants and 
I 

, Note that in many languages the affix appears to be a reflex of "Qir- or  I 

$ ; ~ i r i  (where D is realised as a lamino-dental stop in languages having tv,o 
liilfiinal series, and as a simple lamina1 stop otherwise). The affix often occurs 

I 

in language or tribal names for example, Guugu-Yimidliir, Gugu-Yalanalji I 
alltl Wira~1l1~n.i. t 

,,:I- 1 b. Gralnlnatical function rn 
'10 what forms can the affix be added-noun root, adjective root, pronolns,  
br ctc? Does a 'having' form function syntactically like an  adjective (in some 
~ k ~ y s ,  or in all ways)? I 

Does a 'having' form decline, that is, does it take all the case inflections 
,open to an (underived) adjective or noun? Is the declension regular? 

.A-lc. Se~nanbic function 
in the width of usage of the 'having' affix. I t  can be 

h/accompanied by X 
nanimate, for example 'The man is standing with 

man(s) for example 'The boy is sitting down with 

g, withlaccompanied by X 
animate (that does not assist his movement) for 

is running with a boomerang'. 
inanimate (that may be helping his locomotion) for 
an is climbing the hill with a walking stick'. 

uman(s) for example 'The man is coming here 
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I 

10. Walmadjari 
3. Human agent udag an instrument to perform some action. There is a 

considerable semantic range h r e  according as ( a m o w  other w) 
the instrument is used aa a human, animate or inanimhte objpCf, and the 
effect it has on tbe object. The extremes may be represent& by: Joyce Hudson 
(a) The men ~sed a club to hit the stranger.' 
(b) The woman used a smooth stone to grind the food.' walmatjari,' from Western Australia, has a nominal affix which can usually 

be glossed 'having'. 
4. Describing characteristics of a place, etc. for example 'The camp site has 

many $at stones' or 'The river has many fish'. A-1. Nominal affix 
5. Describing a time or season, for example 'We'll go hunting in the moon- I 

(light)' or 'We'll move to the coast in the wintertime'. &la. Form 
The form is -tja?i the final vowel changing in some dialects to -Oa!u. 

6. Describing a state. Some Australian languages appear to have abstract when followed by a suffix beginning with the consonant 1, the morpheme 
nouns for 'hunger', 'thirst', 'sickness', etc. and may say, literally, 'I am has the fornl -&I"U producing mana-tjawu-lu 'with a stick' though the full 
with hunger' and so on. 'Ease' and 'wanting' may also be expressed through form nzana-tja!i-lu is also heard. the 'having' affix-literally 'with ease' and 'with desire'. 

7, Describing fear--of a person or thing, etc., for example ~ - 1 b .  Grammatical function 
(a) 'Don't go there, for fern of the old mlm!' The suffix -tjati can be affixed to nouns, demonstratives, descri~tives, 

@) 'Keep away from thefirp!' directiollals and negatives. Examples of -tja?i affixed a: 
Please deaI with the above semantic functions in turn-if the: 'having* 

suffix is used in a particuiar way in the language you are dealing with, then noun 
kuyi-ljati maya j)ani give an w m p k  sentence, with morpheme-by-morpheme gloss. If any of & meat-having-n~n~ I went above functions are not dealt with by comitative, state briefly the (for '1 went with meat.' other grammatical means) employed. 

Please list any hrther semantic functions, not covered by the above Ist, of demonstrative 
the affix. ~qanali-tjali kuyi-tjati nzana yani 

that-having-nom meat-having-nom I went 

A-2. Verbal affix [I went with that meat.' 

If there is a verbal affix that appears to have formal (and &so, if possible,, 
functional) similarities to nominal 'having', then please dscribp its form and)! 
(morpholo@al/syntacti~/semantic) hnctions. 

If ~t appears that a verbaI affix may-in tenns of form and function-&' 
related to the 'reflexives-type affix *-Qjri, then please describe its properties2 
(even if the nominaI afftx in this language does not appear to be related to$ mana njikitkak-tja fi 
XQiri). I limpingly-having-noin 

Sample papers dealing with the 'having' affix in Dyirbal and Yidinj are 1'1 found the one with the limp.' 
attached. It will obviously make comparison and discussion easier if your? 
papers follow this format as closely as possible. However, please do include 
any other data or ideas which appear to be tefevant to a general discussion 
of the %wing' affix in Australian languages, and its origin and development,, 

tjumyinja patjal puJkuu.anti-lu kalampal-tjati-lu manga!a-@!i-!u 
showed they-him old men-erg west-having-erg m n g a ! a - h a ~ i ~ g - ~ ~ g  

1 6 ~ h e  old men from the west who speak Mangarla d~owed it to him.' 

negative 
tniyi-yalji[a-tjati mana j3ani 
food-nothing-having-nom I went 
'I went without food.' 4 
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It  generally functions syntactically as a descriptive but sometimes is pa lu~)al?i pa~~~af- t ju t i - lu  
like a noun. 'd-noln she ground stone-having-erg 
lik-tjati 'bird (species)' ,ground the food with the stone.' 
lik-having 

tjilpiti-tjati 'snake (generic)' 
intestine-having 

. ~ l ~ ~ t  camp is a rocky place.' 
I t  can be inflected for all cases as nouns and descriptives. Among 

things it can be verbalised. patji yipani puyayu-la kankayun1a7ayu-la 
mimi-+ti-tjafinja mana g he-me sent sun-Ioc up-loc 
sickness-having-became I sent me in the afternoon when the sun was still high.' 
'I became sick.' 

A-lc. Semantic function 
I t  can be used to express: 

(1) Human agent at rest, holding something inanimate 
yuti-tjuti mana ki7anana 
coolamon-having-nom I am sitting 
'I am sitting with (holding) the coolamon.' escribing characteristics 
~ijanja patja yanpayi-lu mana-tjatj-!u ~~utlkutju~ka-*ti pa yanpaj.i njanati 
saw he-me man-erg stick-with-erg waqkatjuqka-having he man that 
'The man with a stick saw me.' That man s ~ e a k s  the Wangkatjungka language.' 

(2) (a) Human agent moving, with (unhelpful) inanimate vormally -tjufi is not suffixed to inalienable possessions as in 
/tali-tjati mana yani 
boomerang-having-nom I went pu pinja yanpayi-!rr kuiapa-lu 

iIog-11om he hit man-erg hand-erg 'I went with a boomerang.' ,The man hit the dog with his hand.' 
(b) Human agent moving, with (helpful) inanimate However, when describing the characteristics of a person, -tjajati 

yuti-tjati mana yani ~ced, with inalienable possession as follows 
car-having-nom I went 
'I went in a car.' nrorlrr-tjali 'pregnant woman' 

(c) Human agent moving, in company with humans 
/tutu-@ti pa piPiyani 
wife-having-nom he came 
'He came with his wife.' lilrt~-!io?i 'wise, knowing' 
piyin-tjati pa pi7iyani patju-tjuti 
person-having-nom he came many-having-nom Functions on the check-list not realised by -tjati are: (lb) at  rest i 
'He came with many people.' ,'any of humans. The accessory case is used for this. 

(3) Human agent using an instrument to perform some action on a 11 ~/u/l~uj~i-!a mananjanta ki7anana 
animate or inanimate object. lion-acc T-him am sitting 
manin pu pinja kali-@ti-& I am sitting with the man.' 
woman-nom he 'hit boomerang-having-erg qolc: the accessory case is also preferred for function listed (2c), ma 
'He hit the woman with a boomerang.' ompany of humans. 
kuy i pa 1an.i tjinal-tjati-lu 1'iiil3a!li ~?iunjanayula piyinwanti-la 
animal-nom he speared spear-having-erg ';lme he-them men-act 
'He speared the animal with the spear.' ' t i c  came with the men,' 

can be 

n com- 



(7) Describing fear 
The suffixes -/ama?a and -kar'a/a are used to describe fear. 

rayin niana karinjani yanpayi-!amafa 
afraid I was standing man-fear 
'I was afraid because of the man.' 

A-2. Verbal affix appeat.9 to b a less usad 

No verbal affix has been found which is in any way similar to -tjuli. Reflexive ples (I) and (2) 
is shown in the verbal auxiliary by the suffix -njanu and the verb is no, 

1. The spelling of this language name following the AIAS spelling conven. 
tion is Walmadjari. Its reference number in Oates and Oates A rel1ised used for 'alongside') 
linguistic survey of Australia (1970), is 59.7b. 

Walmatjari is spoken in the southern Kimberley area of Western 'The woman is sitting over there with a baby.' 
Australia. The Walmatjari people in the main live on cattle stations and 
in towns along the Fitzroy River though some are to be found as far east #(a) Motion with unhelpful inanimate 
as Balgo Hills Mission and as far west as La Grange Mission. The material l ~ ~ n i a  waalajifia yuli rnukanpirzta 
for this paper was collected at Fitzroy Crossing between 1967 1 ' 1974 man runs-PRES.HAB woomera big-COM 
by the author and Eirlys Richards of the Summer Institute of Lii stics. 'The man is running with a big woomera.' 

ll(b) Motion with-helpful inanimate 
* tjilpu niaaya piykalpagka katjirzpirita 

\ I 1  old man hill C ~ ~ ~ ~ S - P R E S . H A B  stick-COM 

I 'The old man is climbing the hill with a walking stick.' 

I I 
(c) Motion in human company 

/)crnia ili?i kalinan kulntapinta 

I D. A. Thompson ~nan  here come-NONF wife-COM 
Kuuku Ya?u is a dialect spoken at the Lockhart River Aboriginal Corn- 

'The man came here with his wife.' 

munity on the east coast of Cape York Peninsula, Queensland. Instrumental. The Instrumental case marker is generally used : 

' /_:%)where V is the stem final vowel. 
A-1. Nominal affix 

However a weak instrumental has been obtained using -pinla. 
A-la. Form Peter kaama piigkan mayipinta 
Four forms are discussed: I Peter mouth fill-NONF bread-COM 

the Comitative marker -pinta 'Peter filled his mouth with bread.' 
nominal affixes -fiinta, -tji -fiu. I Characteristic of a place-a Possessive Declarative clause is generally 

A-lb. Grammatical function used but -pinta can occur when there are no modifiers. 
-pinto is a phrase marker which designates the aspect 'by means of' as well I ?ntaya puqan mukamukan 

as 'accompanied by'. This latter aspect especially can be glossed 'having'. I ~'iver fish plenty 
-fiinta can be added to verb stems to form noun roots which may then be 'The river has plenty of fish.' 

inflected as a regular noun. "ata/)a puganpirita 
-tji can be added to nouns or adverbs to form noun roots. I iver fish-COM 
-n"u can be added to verb stems to form noun roots. I 'The river has fish.' 

11. Kuuku Ya?u 
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and : puyarz mukamuka~ '?afapayu/7- 
fish' plenty river- LO^^ 
'There are plenty of fish in the river.' 

,lla/)ay~ 'grass type'-niapayutji place name 
(5) Time/season. A -rlia suffix is used. This appears to have a durat /(llka 'tree type' -talkaatji place name 

meaning. /llukuy 'grass type'-niukuytji Cape Sidmouth 
yana ~cuugkaana nialyltanay un taw ?ima ?ilti 'fruit type' -7iltiitji name of a creek 
we-excl. camp-NONF beach-LOC dry season-ma 
'We camp at the beac-h in the dry season.' Also in reference to people: 

k a a ~ v ~ y  'south east' -kaa~~at j i  'people from south east region9 
( 6 )  Abstract state. While there appear to be abstract stems the kur~ka), 'north east' -kuykaatji 'people from north east region3 

only in a verbalised form, otherwise a Purposive constructi kani 'high/inland'-kanitji 'inlanders3 
qayu ~uulimana 
1 hungry-VBL-NONF 
'I am hungry.' 

yayu nzaanzaku ~izakaiia 
. 1 water-PURP dead-NONF 

'I am thirsty.' Nominal affix -fiu: 
-pints can be used in a few instances to form noun roots: 

u~iinipinta 'poli,ceman' derived from: wiini 'flash decorat 
Used with verb stems to form dialect or group names. 

,, katjin 'yamstick' )~ankufia 'eat' -yankufiu 'Yankuiia speakers3 katjinpinta 'female' , ,  
,, ,, yanipa 'no/not' 

kuu!jaAa ' l~~k'-k~ut jaf iu  'Kuutjafia speakers' 
yampapinta 'councillor' 

Also expressing an ability 
(7) Fear. An Ablative construction is used. piipi yugaaykulu pitaafitjiyayka 

yampula kuuyitju yuyaanmunu 
kalka ,vayifiultu 

father 11is-E~~ know-CAUSE-PRES.CONT spear 
we-incl. hide-FUT  him-^^^ 'His father is tgaching him spear throwing.' 
'We will hide from him.' ' !Iayu pifaafitji tukulu inatjiiiuku 

yayu ~viniirnana ku 7aakun7unu 
I know turtle C ~ ~ C ~ - N O M - P U R P  

I frightened-PRES.CONT dog-ABL 'I know how to catch turtles.' 
'I am frightened of the dog.' 

The Ablative or Source marker is used both for a locative sourc 
a causative source. 

Locative source : hit-REFLEX-NONF 
yayu 1vuulan7a kaltnaalu quyku 17i7umunu Pu/jiwutjimuri 
I long time ago used to come over there other side-ABL. Putjiwutji-A~ affix -ni derives a reciprocal verb stein 
'A long time agb I used to come from over there on the other side. 
I'utjiwutji.' 

Causative source : 
yi7i yaatji kuyumunu ~~ufitjawufitju wu?uluyayka 
this place more-asL young boys bad-CAUS-PRES.CONT 
'This place is getting spoilt from too many young boys.' 

(8) Examples of -fiinta forming noun roots from verb stems. 
Future verb 
ma ?pi* 'make' -ma ?upiFiinta 'builder' 
puvu~a 'jump' -puyafiinta 'jumper' 
kuutjaka 'look' -kuutjafiinta 'watcher' 
waalaka 'go/run3-waalifiinta. 'runner' 



12. Yidinj 

Yidinj was spoken just south of Cairns, North Queen 
Madjay were probably other dialects of the same language. 

Yidinj has both nominal and verbal affixes that probably derive 
*-Qiri-. (Note: predictable vowel length is omitted throughout this pap 
avoid unnecessary complication.) 

A-1. Nominal affix 
A-la. Form 
The affix has underlying form: 

-yi following a vowel 
-dji following a consonant 

Note (a): With a stem that has an even number of syll 
vowel, the aflix effectively has the form -:y, for examp 
bama:y 'with a person'. This is a particular instance 
reduction rule' in Yidinj; it can be shown that the underlyi 
Since sequences -iy- and -i:y- are not permitted at the e 
Yidinj, the affix is effectively just -: with a stem that h 
syllables and ends in i, for example, djugi 'tree', djugi: 'w 

With vowel-final stems that have an odd number of s 
reduction, for example, gudaga 'dog', gudagajii 'with a d 
Note (b):  With a stem ending in -y, the affix is ~ j d j i  wi 'I myself, am sick.' 
for example, guniay 'fishing line', gurnanjdji 'with a fishing line'. ii) tljundu rnuriduyiygzi djugi gunda 

A-lb. Grammatical function you-SUBJ ease-HAVING-ERG tree-NOM ' cut-IMPERATIVE 
-dji/-yi can be affixed to nouns, adjectives, demonst 'You (can) cut that tree easily !' 

It is added to the root of a noun or adjective, to (basical 
of a pronoun or a demonstrative with human reference 
form of a demonstrative with non-human reference. 

A -41'1-yi form functions exactly like an adjective, and takes the full 
of nominal inflections (these are added to the 'unreduced form' 
bama-yi-ygu 'man-HAVING-ERG' as against bama:y 'man-HAVING-NOM). 

A-lc. Semantic function unctions on the check-list not realised by -dji/-yi are: 
Nominal -dji/-yi in Yidinj can be used in the following cases: 'strong instrumental' must involve the instrumental case inflection (in 

(1) (a) At rest, with inanimate object Yidinj, identical in form to locative). 
yayu djana:nj djiwa: there is a special 'fear' inflection that involves the addition of -da to an 
I-SUBJ stand-PAST fighting-ground-LOC (unreduced) 'having' form-for example, bamayida 'for fear of the person', 
'I stood in the fighting-ground with my shield.' guf1agaj)idu 'for fear of the dog'. 

(1) (b) At rest, in company of human(s) 
yayu njinay wagaldji 
I-SUBJ S ~ ~ / S ~ ~ ~ - P R E S / F U T  wife-HAVING-NOM 
'1' stay with (my) wife.' 

(2) (a) Motion, with (unhelpful) inanimate 
yayu ~vayaldji galiy 
I-SUBJ boomerang-HAVING-NOM go-PRES/FUT 
'I'll go out with a boomerang.' 
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(a) forming a reflexive from a transitive verb 
gayu baga:djinju 
I-SUBJ spear- AT PAST 
'I speared myself (on purpose).' 

(b) effectively marking an 'anti-passive' construction. 

In a straightforward transitive sentence, subject is in ergative cas 
object in nomii~ativc case: the verb just has a tense inflection. In an 
passive construc~ion, subject is in nominative, object in dative (norma 
human) or locative (normally, if non-human) case, and the verb ha 
a f i x  -:riji jili~s n tense ending. For exanipte: 

bunja wagudjaggu bundjay 
Woman-NOM man-ERG hit-PRES/FUT 
'The man is hitting the woman.' 
wagudjrr bunjanda bundja:djig 
man-NOM woman-DAT ~ ~ ~ - : ~ ~ ~ - P R E s / F u T  
'The man is hitting the woman.' 

The syntax of -:dji is not fully understood (and the above comments 
be regarded as quite tentative); for instance, there appear to be instances 
-:dji added to a transitive root produces a further transitive stem, and ins 
where -:dji can be added to an intransive root (the result also being i 
sitive). 

At this stage of the analysis of Yidinj no connection-other than simi 
of form-can be seen between nominal -dji/-yi and verbal -:dji 

13. Warungu 

Warungu, once spoken in the upper Herbert River area 
has a nominal affix that is related to *Qir(i) and v 
possibly related to "ir(i). ' 

Outline of Warungu morphology and syntax ~ a l i  constructions 
A few points of Warungu morphology and syntax which are relevant t Wtth the affixation of a verbal affix -gal; to a transitive verb stem, a transitive 
writer's papers in this volume are given. Fentence such as (1) is transformed into (2): 

( I ) batna-ggu gamu-4 biqla-n 
Declension man-Lac water-ABS drink- on-~uture 1 
The nouns, adjectives, demonstratives and the interrogative word 'what' 'A man is drinking water.' 
an ~ s s o l u t e - ~ ~ ~ a t i v e  declension, while (personal) pronouns, on the w (2 )  bal?la-4 gamu-ygu bida-gali-n 
have a ~ o ~ i n a t i v e - ~ c c u s a t i v e  declension. The interrogative word 'who man-Aos water-ERG drink-gali-NF~ As (1). 
a three way system-ergative, absolute/nominative and accusative. 
ergative and ~ ~ s ~ r u m e n t a l  cases have almost identical allomorphs, but 
is syntactic evidence to distinguish the two cases. See (1 1) and (12). (The 
'absolute' is used, for instance, in Bogoras (1922) and Klimov (1973).) (3) T bomn-ggu gamu-4 yagga-n 

Conjugation r n a n - ~ ~ c  water-ABS search-NF~ 
Warungu has three classes of verbs. Class 1 is characterised by I ,  class 2 'A man is looking for water.' 
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(4) T bama-4 gamu-,vu yayga-gali-n 
man-ABS water-DAT search-gali-NFI AS (3). 

When the verb implies pursuit/purpose/goal, the obje 
otherwise (typically implying action) in the ergative. 
construction has no objects and has reflexive meaning: 

(5) gaya-4 giba-gali-q5 
father-ABS shave-ga/ i -~~2 
'Father is shaving himself.' 

In all the types of gali constructions, the subject is put in the absolute 
that is, gali transformation 'intransitivises' transitive verbs. gali verbs a 

two tenses, non-futures 1 and 2 -gali-n and -gali-Q,; three moods, intenti I 

(also used as participle) -gali-yal, potential -gali-glga and r ~ ~ e r a t i v e  -gal 
In form, they are similar to class 3. 

Those case changes involved in gali transformations are not a] 
explicit with personal pronouns, for they have a nominative-ac 
declension. 

The ergative nature of Warungu syntax 
With nouns, the agent of a transitive verb can be marked only by an er 
not by an absolute and the agent of an intransitive verb by an absolu 
by an ergative. The Warungu noun syntax is thus strictly 'ergative'. 

When a necessity arises (for a syntactic reason) for a 
mark the agent of a transitive verb, the transitive verb must be intransiti 
by means of gali transformation. 

With personal pronouns, a nominative is used either a 
(St) or else as an intransitive subject (Si) and an accusativ 
sitive object (0). Syntactic identification (St, S1 or 0) is give 
in the following examples. When we discuss transitive 
alnays includes 'accusative'. Despite their nominative-accu 
syntactically pronouns generally behave in the 'ergati 
discussed in Tsunoda (1974a and 1975). 

A-1. Nominal affix 
A-la. Form 
The affix is: 

-di following a consonant or a semivowel J- 
-yi following a vowel 

In class 1 of y final words, y is often deleted, for e 
dawu-di ' ho t -~~o~r ie t ive ' .  In class 2 ofy final words, yis m 
changed intop, for example, g'agay 'goanna', g'agay-di 'go ' ~vaya-yir-clu lulaya-yir-da "vaya-yir-gi~ 
that most of y final words of class 2 are etymologicallyp waya-yil-gu 
dagap 'goanna' as well as dagay.) 

A-lb. Grammatical function 
-~ji/-yi can be affixed to the absolute forms of nouns, adjectives, 
stratives and the interrogative word 'what'. In one instance, -yi is a 
an adverb of modality balu 'non-interference'. Although we do not h 
reliable information on them, it might be that vowel fina 
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A proprietive form can be verbalised: 
(6) dulay-4 ~vaga-n waga-n 17ara yara tnayga-yi-bi-n instrument W. 

tree-ABS rise-NFI high, up flower-p~op-bi-~rl 
'The tree grew taller and taller, and bore flowers.' 
(bi is the intransitive verb forming affix.) 

A-lc. Semantic function 
A proprietive form can be used in the following ways : 

A. Human agent at rest 

(a) holding something inanimate 

(7) ~uuyunbaya-yi-6, dana-gara-11 jaula 
coolamon-PROP-ABS stand-gara-NF~ he-NOM-Si 
'He is standing with a coolamon.' 

(The verbal affix -guru often means 'here and there' or 'repeatedly'-s 
It seems to be, however, rather redundant In (7) and also (a).) 

(b) in the company of human(s) 
(8) yit~cla ~t.aryu-j i-4 ~iina-gara-11 

Y O U ~ - N O M - ~ ~  Woman-PROP-ABS ~it-gara-NF1 wz4na-n 
'You are sitting with a woman.' 

B. Human agent moving 
. a) holding something (unhelpful) inanimate 

(9) yaya gulmi yatii-4 gamu-yi-4 
1,-NOM-SI back c o m e - ~ ~ 3  water-PRo~-ABs 
'I came back with water, (that is) I brought back water.' 

(b) holding something (helpful) inanimate 
No suitable example is available, although this usage might be possibl 

(c) in the company of human(s) 
(10) yayana-4 guyygal-41-4 i l i u - i -  yani-4 

mother-ABS husband-PROP-ABS new-PROP-ABS g o - N F ~  
'Mother went away with a new husband.' 

C. Human agent using an instrument 
In transitive sentences, gali constructions with reflexive meaning, reci 
sentences and reflexive sentences (both of which are derived from 
sentences), the instrumental case is used to mark instruments. 
(1 1) bama-ygu gamu-ggu gandu-4 baba-n 

mall-ERG Water-1NST dog-ABS wash-NF~ 
'A man washed a dog with water.' 

(12) gamu-ygu barna-6, baba-gali-n 
water-INST man-ABS wash-guli-NF~ 
'A man washed himself with water.' 

Whib tb subject is trar~sFormd from the ergative into the absolut 
(and also hi reflexive and reciprocal sentences), the instrumenta 
#mains un~bzmged. On this basis, the ergative and instrumental cas 
disthrngulshed. {Cf. Won 1972:42,94.) 
Now, in the first ty* of gdi constructions exemplified by (2) ,  any 

in the wgative/imtrumental case form is regarded as an object, not I 
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H .  Object of 'giving' 
A verb of 'giving' g ~ ~ y b a  can have three constructions: (i) 'gift' i 
absolute, and receiver in the dative-for example, (19) in Tsunoda, p 
(ii) gift in the. absolute and receiver in the- genitive, for example, ( 
(iii) gift in the instrumental and receiver in the absolute. Thus: 
(2 1) T b a f l ' l a - ~ g ~  /'l?~;l~da-r;lgll y ~ j ~ i - 6 ,  gLfJ'ba-l? 

man-ERG food-INST ~ ~ ~ I - A B s  give-N~l 
'A mail presented a girl with food.' (A man gave food to a girl.) 

In a gali construction, 'gift' is marked by the proprietive and receiver 
dative : 
(22) T bama-4 nia;lz<tc-yi-6, yayi-~~;u guyha-gali-yal 

man-ABS food-PROP-ABS ~ ~ ~ I - U A T  give-guli-INT 
'A man will give food to a girl.' 

diarrhoea instances Wy mkm ,'having . . ., tqpther with . . .'. Hawever, 
'baby/cbild-~kQ~? can mean 'pregnant' as well as 'having or with a 
d'. Note that du1ba1n.di 'married person-%m* means 'married 

'I am sitting, satisfied with food.' 
(24) quna-4 banla-6, guna-yi-6, 

that-ass man-Ass 
'That man has diarrhoea.' 

'Tllar friend of mine is (a) married (person).' 
naniniate or non-human object having inanimate, non-human or  human 

'I' have a sore.' 
The reduplication of a proprietive form indicates that the situation 
worse : 
(26) yinda I - i -  bi~ai-yi-4 

YOU 1 -NOM-Si fart-PROP-ABS 
'You are farting too much, a lot.' 

(iii) or, to express explicitly something about it: '(I)  carried a bark billy can with water in it.' 

(27) [If I had two penise-s, I would loolc for two women, but:] [You  are sitting on a tree and laughing at  me on the ground, so:] 

! p y a  yzungul-di-4 du~ibi-j)i-d) tlaj)a dulay-q5 yaru-6, gu1711ia-lgu yinu!p-n-di-d 

1-NOM-Si Olle-PROP-ABS penis-PROP-AnS 
'I have only one penis.' 

J. Means lacc, tribe or  language names Proprietive forms can mark (more or less abslract) means: 
(28) 1varda/i.-di-6, ! p y a  guj~aygal yani-yal !!al~cgaii, dalugaii-q'i :both 'Tiger Mountain' 

I;irgu)) 'a language in the north', yirgqp-cji 'people of the north' boat-PROP-ABS I-NOM-Si across, over g o - I N T ~  
'I am going across (from Palm Island to the mainland) by boat.' not certain whether this -cji is a proprietive affix. 
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meaning as we11 (with only ope emnpla): 
,gl, gayana-ggu gambi-4 mancJ'a-IcJ'i 
EN father-ERG clothes-ABS send-/di 
y father w~ll send clothes.' 

-yi 

A-le. Other nominal affixes 

wal~va 'bad', walwa-dari 'bad' 
cjucjara 'urine', dudara-bari 'wet with urine all over' 
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1880. Grahmw of the Nwri~j:eri tribe of Austruliar~ Aborigi~ws. 

-11-4ir-a 
Syn~hronically, in present-day Warungu the stem final r is ge 
deleted after the locative -do is affixed. However, in a few particular w 
is deleted, not r, that is, in effect only n is affixed, as in the postulate 
chronic changes above. 

A-2c. Reflexive verbs 
A reflexive verb can be forined by the affixatioil of -li to a transitive ver 
A gali verb can also be used in the reflexive sense-see (5). 

A-2d. Comitative verbs Gugu-Badhun and the Hinders Island language 
A comitative verb, forined by the affixation of -yi to an intransitive verb 
is transitive, and, it means 'do . . . with . . ., do . . ., by . . ., etc.'. Peter Sutt0n 
(46) yaru-4-gul ganqbi-4 yaya pina-yi-n -Badl iun  was one 01' 1hc dialects spokcn at ( l i t .  head of the Burdekin 

this-ABS-only clothes-ABS I-NOM-St s i t - y i - ~ ~ l  
'I am sitting with only these clothes on.' 

A-2e. Instrumental verbs 
An instrumental verb, formed by the affixation of -yi to a transitive verb 
means 'do . . . by means of . . .'. The instrument for the action is i 
absolute and the patient of the action is in the dative. 
(47) bama-ygu bilguyu-6 gay$&-n niayqda-~!~ gunba-yi-lgu 

man-ERG knife-ABS c a l - r y - ~ ~ l  food-DAT c u t - y i - ~ A ~ ~  
'A man carried a Icilife to cut food with.' 

Instrumental verbs are also discussed in Tsunoda, paper 62. 
This comitative and instrumental affix -yi is, both in form and m 

not dissimilar to the proprietive *-Qir(i). They might be historically 

and Irene Worotnicki, who in vasious ways helped the w 
paper. 

References 
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A-lb. Grammatical functio~i 
Gugu-Badhun: The proprietive forins adjectives from nouns and a 'having' arc served by 
(the latter cases being akin to English 'red : reddish', 'fat: fatty'). Some to rJrmi 'what' (that is, #mim&~ri 
pronouns have -dji optionally suffixed to the stem, even though all or 'how many/much ?'). Most instrumental 
vowels, and this affix nlay or may not be related to the propriet~ve which is identical with ergative, but note 
pronouils remain pronouns when -dji is added). Singular pronouns 
are the object of accompaniinent take the form Genitive Stem+ L yifiah djigga+lMatu 
(for example, 1'11 come with you sg.). 
Flinders Island Language: The proprietive forms adjectives from llouns 

what-p~op 2SgSub chop-NONPAST- ? (function undetermined) 
'What do  you use for chopping' wood ?' 

adjectives. No  declined forms have yet been obtained. n a w t . r  yaru-giya yaru bari-yi 
here-INTENS here S ~ O ~ ~ ~ - P R O P  

A-lc. Semantic function '[We use] these stones here.' 
(1) (a) At rest with inanimate object 

Gugu-Badhun: (in this case the object is animate but non-hu 
dambal-dji ivargu-4 yiiia-y yani-gga 
snake-PROP woman-NOM sit-NONPAST ground-LOC 
'The woman is sitting on the ground with a snake.' 
Flinders Island Language : 
towal-ilbo inu-n 
club-PROP sit-PAST 
'They waited with clubs [expecting a11 attacker].' 

(2) (a) Motion with (non-assisting) non-human compally 
Gugu-Badhun : ietive in both languages. 

gamu-yi yani-11 yugarz-d) 
water-PROP go-PAST cloud-NOM r-NOM pebble-PROP 
'It's been raining.' 
Flinders Island Language : 
(inanimate company) stricted proprietives : 
alggii-4 waltji-yilbo uqga-y-10 a[a used optionally with the dimensional adjectives: 
w0man-NOM ~ ~ E - P R O P  C O ~ ~ - N O N P A S T - ~ S ~ S U ~  
'A woman is coming with a bag.' 
(animate company) 
alggii-4 ugga-y-lo ~voda-yilbo 

dog-PROP usually found in species. clan or place-names: 
'A woman is coming.with a dog.' n'umbun 'woomera' Wumbunbara (place associated with 

(b) Movement assisted by accompanying object myth about making a woomera) ' 
Gugu-Badhun : - Warungu-speaking clan Gububara 
Flinders Island Language: Evidence is lacking, but the trans scavenger hawk wa&ibara 
given for 'He walks using a stick' was: huri added o~tionally to guli 'angry'; note that Warungu has guliyi 
aamba-4 yiik-~~saya apa-l ulo 
ground-NOM stick-~NST poke-NONPAST 3SgSub 

(c) Human agent moving, in the compally of humans 
Gugu-Badhun : 
bama-4 yani-11 ~.argu-yi  gandu-yi 
p e r s o l l - ~ O ~  go-PAST woman-PROP d o g - ~ ~ o p  
'A man came with a woman and a dog.' 
Flinders Island Language : 
alygir-4 ugga-y 0ju1-ilbo 
woman-NO~ come-NONPAST husband-PROP 
'A woman is coming with her husband.' 
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and possibly also in: 
galbiiz 'child' galbiri 'children' 

Flinders lsland Language: 
c;:ia-rf,  ad^^.^ ~7j l l ; ;  a!.a?-rf, qalun ,t~aPai.~,i, it~aliii-ilbo 
~ O U S ~ - N O M  3PIGen good 1 SgGen bad h o l e - ~ ~ o ~  
'Their houses are good; my house is no  good, it's got holes.' 

i i -  spa-yilbo 
t ree-NO~ outrigger pontoon-PROP 
'helicopter' 

Clan names: Clans can be referred to by at  least three equivalent pr 
ations of the same information. These take the forms: 
pople+pi'ac+mo? cg. Aha TalpiF-i 

I 

. p e o p b + p l a c p ~ ; ~ t c ! ~ ~ ~ ~  Aha Talpi"riya 
@~o@c) p h W - W h b  (Aha) Alpif-ways 

irritigl~Omnt-dioppin& in the last example is not relev 
h e  d i m j a n ,  but is a. doriilal process in the language.) The form 
proprietive is always -(y)i in clan-names. The suffix - ~ ~ a F a  is undou 

L. A. Hercus 
cognate with the functionally similar -bara of many other nort ~ a g a n d j i  dialects were once spoken over most of the Darling River basin 
Australian languages. weslern New,South Wales. The following comments are based on the rn 

~ ~ u ~ l i e r n  BBgandji dialect from the Pooncarie area and on the Gunu dialect 
( 5 )  Describing a time or season 

Gugu-Badhun : The adding of proprietive -yi is optional with : 
garbala tomorrow I 

yila today, now, recent time 1-1. Nominal affix 
djidabara dawn (note that locative of 'dawn' in Waruiigu is 

hence -bar0 may be a fossilised proprietive in Gugu 

Flinders lsland Language: T11e ERG/LOC/INST forms are used. - I  b. Crani~natical function 

(6~ Dew'bing a badily state rrrl,qa-c!jo can only be affixed to nouns. -dja can be affixed to nouns and to 
mguUBa&un: Adjkfives denoting the more 'inalienable' bod whole noun-phrase ending in a noun-this latter is the preferred usage. I 
Cfbr esample, hungry, .thi~ty? itphy) occur either as simple ste th  aflixes are added directly to the stem of the noun. rn 
jntrandtively v e r h f i d  &ems p:lus tense. Other bodily states Nouns and noun-phrases followed by -dja and -malga-dja function like 

defi&cd by, as f~lIowing~:ases,  noun stems plus the pr jectives and bound person-markers can be affixed to them. N o  declensional I 

gilgara-j'i ! p y a  bulbu-yi gads-rf, rnls have been found; this is in accordance with the limited semantic 
phlegm-PROP 1 SgSub grey hair-PROP head-NOM nclion of these affixes. 
'l've got a cold.' '[He's] grey-headed.' Ic. Senlailtic function 

Flinders Island Language : 
aba-rf, galtan-i ulo iiggu-yi !laYu 
person-NOM belly-PROP 3SgSub hunger-PROP l sgsub  
'She's pregnant.' 'I'm hungry.' 

A-2. Verbal affix 
Gugu-Badhun: Reflexive -1i- and reciprocal -i!:a- are formally sjm 
proprietive affixes in other languages, but not to those which are colnl 
Gugu-Badhun itself. 

Flillders Island Language: Reflexive-reciprocal verbal affix -yi- is app- 
related to proprietive -(y)i(lbo). A particle meaning 'one's own' often 
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(iv) yulardi dadu-bulgi-dja southernnfO~t groups of Bigandji. The Yaralde affix 'having3 was -Iva+ri. 
much head-hair -having -rhis is of interest as it probably contains the suffix *-diri; there is however no 
'He's got a lot of hair.' (G) affix -diri in Yaralde. 

(v) yandi-migi-dja -giyg-amba 
tooth-pain-having-sit -you 2 Sg INTRANS 
'You'll get a tooth-ache.' 

The following are examples of the (optional) use of -malga-dja: 
gauygu-malga-dja OR pauvgu-dja 

wife -having 'married' 
janda-nialga-dja-c7ba OR janda -a@ -&a 

'stone'-having-I 1 sg INTRANS 
Tamsin Donaldson 

~angaybuwan has a nominal affix -buwan 'having' (in contrast with 
alaba: 'not having', which has the same syntactic possibilities); and a 

A-2. Verbal affix rbal affix with reflexive function, -djili. There is also a 'residual' local case- 
flection -Di  (related to *-Dir?). 

The verbal affix -diri can be used in BBgandji to form a reflexive. -$iri is 
added immediately to the root or root tmodal  marker, and it is followed by -1. Nominal affix 
the tense and person markers: 
~iabaldirajiga 
gaba-I -dir -a -iga 
lock -MODAL-REFL-PRES-3 pl 
'They lock themselves up (in fear).' 

~ugadiridjciba 
guga-diri -dj - iba 
cut -REFL-PAST-I 1 Sg INTRANS 
'I cut myself.' 

the third person. 
pugadiridjina 
guga-diri -dj -i -nu 
cut -REFL-PAST-3 sg-3 Sg OBJ 
'He cut himself.' 
Further details of the use of -diri remain to be investigated, but on: thing is 
clear: there does not appear to be any connection between the reflexive 
affix -$iri and the affix 'having' in Bigandji. 

Additional notes 

Yaralde 
The Yaralde people of the lower Murray were once near neighbours of th 
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2. Motion with (unhelpful) inanimate haracteristics of places, people, etc. (alienable and inalienable) 

( 5 )  digarbila:mbu~van~u badalbunayaga mere presence of a characteristic is marked with -bulvan, and its absence 
~ O ~ C U ~ ~ ~ ~ - H A V ~ N G - N O M - I - S U B J  Come-BACK-IRREALIS -@alaba:, for example : 
'I might come back with a porcupine.' 

Motion with (helpful) inanimate 
( 6 )  yarur yana~uayga:na di:nbaybu~van 

slow-NOM go/walk-PROGRESS-A LITTLE-PRES w a l k i n g - s t i c k - ~ ~ V ~ ~ ~ - ~  waray baggall miygadalaba: 
'Slow(ly he) walks along a little with a walking-stick.' bad-NOM terrain-NOM burrow-NOT HAVING 

Motion, in human con~pany 'Bad country! Got no burrows.' 

(7)  buraydjulbulab~~~vari~u badiyi same rapplies to body parts, An informant described a freak at a show as 
child-SMALL-TWO-HAVING-I-SUBJ COMC-PAST been born @ ~ : m h # &  bqwdahba: ( ~ ~ U ~ ~ - H A V I N O - ~ L Y  I O W ~  
'I came with two little kids.' k :having just the trunk and not the legs*. ~d when a p l m  

~ c t  or person m in some way remarkubk for a characteristic, suffixes are 
3. Using an instrument which includr lare extra i h f o d o o ,  in addition to rn-nl 'hnw. 
Exocpl i n  exisic~itial or >~ttr ibul ivc s c ~ ~ l e ~ ~ c c s  (for example, ( I ) ,  (12)), :rCa 6 d i h e s  funaion gammatically like duwan. They a=: 
-btlli>cr,r form funclions a s  11 prcdicatc, -hr~li*(111 forms always qualify oi repm 
sent an NP, taking the case inflection appropriate to the NP's role in having a lo2 o f '  If a place has many stones, it will be described as 
setitcnce. Senlence (6) mean that j.ur.i!rn 'I he slow (person)' is in possession of rarrrlbil ( S ~ O ~ ~ - H A ~ I N G  A LOT OF). The spirit ~c~anda: 'ugly one' is ivuran 
:I walking-slick -which (wc infcl. from thc contcxt) he uses to help him walk $:/nirbil (hair long-HAVING A LOT OF). 

(and maybe for other purposes). A translation of (6) which replaces 'with a 
walking-stick' by 'using a walking stick' simply narrows down the notion 
'having' to a kind of 'having' justified by the context. 

An English transitive sentence with 'use' has different implications. 'Ths 
man used a club to hit the stranger' tells us, not about the man and what he 
possessed, but about what was used by him to perform a particular act of 
hitting. In Wangaybuwan such explicit indication of an NP as instrument 
always requires the instrumental case-inflection (formally identical with the 
ergative), for example : 

(8) rnayiygu yura:bad bu~nij'i  guguru 
pers0n-ERG rabbit-NOM hit-PAST stick-INSTR 
'Person hit rabbit, with stick.' 

Compare the following sentence with the same lexical content, but incl 
a -bu~van form: 
(9) gugz~rbu~vandu mayirlgu yz~ra:bad buniiji gadu manabiyaga dagara 

stick-HAVING-ERG person-ERG rabbit-NOM hit-PAST I-SUBJ hunt-TRREALIS winter-LOC 
'Person with stick hit rabbit.' 'I shall/might hunt in the winter.' 

In (9) the stick was available to the person, but there is no justificatio nce it is the temporary presence of certain phenomena in the environment 

translation which includes the inference that it was with the stick that at  distinguishes one season from another, existential sentences with -buwan 
was performed. Or compare the following: rms can be used to indicate seasons, for example: 

(10) mayiygu yuua:bad burniyi gugurbz~n~aii gabuga: yamulnaya 
person-ERG rabbit-NOM hit-PAST stick-HAVING 
'Person hit rabbit with stick.' 

For this sentence to make sense we have to envisage a rabbit 'having' a stick 
-perl~aps tangled in its fur. The following sentence contains a less bizarre 
example of a -bzl~c~an form in the nominative case, qualifying the object 
transitive verb; sickness, etc.) or emotional 
(1 1) Liamaganu: yura:bad ~~,iriyjdja j~u1a:ynibu~van of adjectives or intransitive 

ash-roc-your rabbit-NOM cook-IMP skin-HAVING-NOM s of time OF season, appear 
'Cook your rabbit in the ashes with (its) skin (on).' 
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(1 6) bunduga mirgadi guyuyaga wanda: - 
fllll-~oc Cave-INTERIOR enter-IRREALIS ugly-NOM 

-Qir m m n  (9 a d  m with IfL Paper en 
'The ugly one (i.e. duwi 'hairy man') will go ~ n t o  his cave in a sta 
repletion (after making a meal of YOU).' 

There are a few abstract nouns referring to states which take -bulvai 
Qalaba:, for example bigari 'strength'; 

gagiyi (1 7 )  bigaribulvandu wi: 
S ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - H A V I N G - E R G  firewood-NOM chop-PAST on't go with (a) man.' 
'With strength (she) chopped the firewood.' 

An English speaker would prefer 'she cut the wood easily' to descr~be the s 
event, though the two sentences are not literally equivalent. 

-buwan is also affixed to nouns referring to physical afflict~ons, for exam 
(1 8) gadu gindju:lbuwan 

I-SUBJ diarrhoea-HAVING-NOM 
'I've got diarrhoea.' 

All verbs and predicate adjectives descr~bing states can take complem 
which indicate the cause of the state. The complement NP is marked ei 
with -Qi 'because of' or -gindo 'for want of '. Compare : 
(19) yadu girambiya bagindi 

I-SUBJ sick-PRES ~ O ~ ~ - B E C A U S E  OF 
and 
(20) gadu girambiya baginbutvan. 
Both can be translated '1 am sick with boils'. But in (19) the sic 
explicitly attributed to the boils. In (20) the sickness and the boils 
incidental. A causal connection can only be inferred. Likewise comp 
(21) gali baluyaga ga1i:ginda 

we two-INC-SUBJ die-IRREALIS water-FOR WANT OF 

for example: 
(23) gadu ga1i:-ginda 

1-SUBJ water-FOR WANT OF 
'I want water.' 

(24) gadu gali: ga :yungirig inda 
I-SUBJ water-NoM drink-PURPOSIVE-FOR WANT OF 
'I want to drink water.' 

er semantic functions not on checklist 
ormation of proper names 

(For another instance of a form with -buwan being closely related his region the name for both language and tribe is often formed by the 
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addition of the 'having' s u f i  of the languw ~ n ~ e r n d  to 
partide; Wangay-&wan, Wayikwan, WiraQuri. Place nama a 
formed with -bum in Wangaybuwan-sometimes added to! 
a popphical feature, som&it&s €o some other Wt who= 
it has one known to ray informants) is usually concerned with 
or acretian. Personal nick-names are sometimes fomed 
d~seribing people in t a m s  of the clothes thgt habitually Wm, 
$ubdwm '(BIB one) with m hat' or 'Hatty'. 
9. Possessrng a faculty 
A verb-root followed by -b~iwan or -Qalaba: refers to the abllity to p 
the action Involved (or to experience the state). giyandaydlalaba: 
'fearless/unable to fear'. 
(29) yanaybuwana: baluygu~vagila 

g o / w a l k - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ - 3 r d - ~ ~ ~  die-SYMPATHY-PAST-THEN ga4lj)ila buyudl 
means 'Then he walked right up ulltll he died' (more literally ' -ERG-3rd-VISIBLE-NOM b i t e / c a t c h - ~ ~ s ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~  1eg-F~oh.l 
poor fellow, with the abillty to walk'. The person concerned was cure caught 11 by the leg.' 
middle age of long-standlng lameness.) .n sentences where the verb lndlcates that something IS made or trans- 

lor~ned, ~ t s  o11g111, that is what 11 is made out of, or changed into its present 

A-2. Verbal affix qt,~te from, I S  marked with -Qi,  for exalliple: 
( 3 7 )  h~~nha:g&'  ~ n u ~ v a y d i  mij i guru 

Waqaybuwan has a verbal de r~va t~ona l  affix with constant form -d]i/ sheep-FROM b o d y - h a l l . - ~ ~ ~ ~  make-PAST bag-NOM 
1s the only affix in which an lnrtial lamlnal stop I S  not realised accordin '(We) made bags out of wool' 
the rule stated ln A-l a. I t  IS always real~sed as dj, ~rrespective of the p , Cause of state 
vowel. Tll~s 1s d~scusscd, with examples, under A- lc  (6). 

The afix derives a reflexive from a transrtlve verb, for example: 
(30) yadu bumadJilinji 

I-SUBJ hlt-REFLEX-PAST j illgala. 4idju111 : Il'agay grrmiyrla 
'1 hlt myself.' GUESS- same-BEcAUsk-~~-I- NEG wake-p*s~- SUBJ-~S~-VIS-NOM THEN 

A-3. Other Data: Case-Inflection -&i 'He seems to be sick. That's why I dldn't wake hrln then.' 

A-3a. Form 
A& mnsonants we do not find the forms of -Qi pdicted b~ the 
mIe fsr the cealiatittn of suffrx-initial -pi (see A-la}. Instead of 
w@, pwp, we find h i n d ,  gquli, guguri. The ini 
sub- to the same variaths affer consonants as is the i 
other meinRerti~r)~gativdiasmmenaal -gw and lacativ~ -gd ; 
these stops are homorganic, and after laterals they are dropped. 

A-3b. Grammatical function - 
-Qi IS attached to the root of nouns, adjectives and demons 
accusat~ve/genitive form of first and second person prono'uns; and to 
nominallsed by the addition of -&a.ra. '-lng'. 

-Q i  functions as a case-inflection. ces an NP w]llch has a 

A3-c. Semantic function tence and 111 some sense 
1,  Orrentat~onal ed to ~ t s  ablative onel~ta-  
-pi is a 'res~dual' local case. I t  indicates all orientational functiol gy; movement from one 
allative (~ndicated by -gu, with constant form) and locatlve (-gal. The sy ent from one situation, 
is as follows: ty or state to another through trme, whlch in turn is 11ke one crrcum- 

A- - 
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of Wangaybuwan? And why -bulvan (and Wayilwan -)van)? 

Human agent at rest, with/accompanied by X 
holding something inanimate -gari for example: 
,li:gah/ 37U:M1aIj dunuy bu1u:ygalgari 
man-ERG see-PAST child-OBJ fish-HAVING-OBJ 
'The man saw the child holding the fish.' 

j in the company of human(s) -locative for example: 
- gu1a:gundi ;Mu:gayga rlaga~zdi yaray gadi:Ijumbala 
~ ~ ~ ( P o s s )  mother-SUB stand-PRES DEM brother-in-law-LOC 
'Her mother is standing there with her brother-in-law.' 

man-SUB Come-PRES ~ O O ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - H A V I N G - S U B  
The man with a goomerang is coming' or 'The man is coming with a 

A-1. Nominal affix 

distinction found elsewhere in the language between /r/ and / I /  appears t 'The woman is coming with her husband.' 
neutralised word-medially between all vowels except i(:)- and i(:)-. So, 
form could equally well be written -gali, as it is written by Laves. Human agent using an instrument -instrumental (=ergative) 

A-lb. Grammatical function 
All the examples show -gari suffixed to a noun root. Examples with pr 
and adjective are so far lacking. However, there are two examples in 
of a noun suffixed with -gari being verbalised with the intransitive ver 
-wa. This seems to indicate that a noun inflected with -gari follows the nor 
pattern of nouns inflected for case. 

whether this 'having' form declines. 

A-lc. Semantic function 
The -gari suffix is not widely used. The locative case occurs in many insta 
in Gumbaynggir where the 'having' affix is used in other languages. 
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6. Describ~ng a state adjective+verbaliser \hlarga1nay -giri has the selnalltic function of 2(a) and 6 above, as well as O(a). 

7. Describing fear -locative for example : 
Dyangadl -(ga)ray has the semantic functions of at  least l(a), l(b) and 2(a) 

yami  \vaiiibiy buya:la 
above. Here it should be pointed out that the Dyangadi form is in fzct_ 

woman-SUB fear-PAST noises-LOC 
llray - -daray - -ray. Holmer SuWsts (1966:87-88) that the underlying 

'The woman was afraid of noises.' 
&in# suffix is -ray which is added to the locntiw w h  the stem en& in a 
consonant., (H~nce -ga-ray; -da-ray.) But Holmer says that in this language, 

A-2. Verbal affix 
(his combrnatlon of two suffixes (locative+having) seems to be in the 
,,-s of re-analysis as a single 'having' suffix, - d m  - -gc~ray. 

The reflexive in Gumbaynggir I S  not marked by a special affix. The refle 
simply occurs where the ergative and object noun phrases in a se~ltence for the 'having' suffix above arc related 
both singular and have identical reference. For example: many other languages. Apart from t& 

gu1a:du bu:r~~:ar;l gula:r~a tnaga~~u  ere is a well-attested phonological 
he-ERG paint-PAST him-OBJ red paint-INSTIC ink out that 'in many language of 

'He panted himself with red paint.' te pairs involving a correspondence 
S o ~ n e t ~ ~ n e s  the informant would render a sente~lce such as the above \+!I remember that the symbol p implies 4 
gu1a:d~i bu:rlvay gula:iia~v niagayu. 

The addition of the semi-vowel / I V /  011 the object pron Does the  elationsh ship between the forms shown above (i) and -Qiri imply 
se~ltence appears to be a kind of emphatic and is opt~onal .  ;, lllstor~cal development from -Qiri to -giri? 
Gumbayngg~r is interesting because it is overtly marked on one such a consonant change (D+g) implies a change in the initial syllable 
T h ~ s  is the verb bu(in) to hit, which is probably sema from homorganic to non-hornorganic stop plus vowel. This is not very plaus- 
reciprocal' verb. I t  is a transitive verb but the addition of the Ible nor 15 ~t lillguistically well-motivated. 
marker -iri has an  intra~lsitivising effect. (It should be pointed out that 
verb is one of the irregular verbs, hence the form buniiri, and it appear 
have no tense mark~ilg when this suffix is used.) For example: -for111 was "-giri, the following devclop~nents could be well- 

yararl bulari burniri 
DEMO 3 d u a l s u ~ ~  fight-REC~P change affecting many languaps, and it is a 
'These two were fighting.' 1 syllable. The back consonant /g/ plus front 

With ally other verb there is no  formal change to collvey reciproc the front consonant fQ/ plus front vowel /i/. 
However, 1 think we can assume in the underlyi e, but it is phonologically most likely in t)le 
syntactic change which was possibly earlier mar 
probably -iri. The motivation for this is that unli away fram the back consonant plus front 
ergative and object NFs, the reciprocal has only me, intransiti tead of the consonant would have changed, 
NP. That is, the verb in a reciprocal sentence is intransitive. y contrasting pair /g+il to the back con- 
mate: miprom1 sentences frequently contain the uninflected plus unmarked vowel /g+aJ. 
galagab, which is the reduplicated form of 'again'.) ibly the development of the Dyangadi form was as follows: 

jaray 11i:gar bulari dagalldi galagala yayagi . -giri+-gari (as explained above) 
DEMO man-SUBJ 2-number stand-PRES RECIP look at-PRLS -gur.i-t-ri (shortening) 
'Those two men are standing and looking at  each other.' -1.1 +-ray (vowel change) 

I t  seems quite possible that the -iri suffix is a remnant of the su 
reflexive-type-affix *-Qiri. 

ativc as discussed in (i)) 

Is this -iri suffix related to -gari? 
How do we explain the development from "-Qiri to -gari? at the proto-form was simply *-ri, and Holmer's explanation 

Discussion on origin and development of 'having' suffx and -daray forms in Dyangadi could be 
e suffix throughout Australian languages, 

(i) Some facts for comparison (from a few east coast languages) alysed as [case+-ri]. 
'Having' suffix is -gari in Gumbaynggir n would explain more easily the reflexes of the verbal affix 

-(ga)ray in Dyangadi (Holmer) ynggir (see A-2 above) and Dyirbal (see Dixon 1972: 89). 
-giri in Wargarnay (Dixon forthcoming) mples of languages where the related verbal affix appears 

shortened to -gi in Nyawaygi (Dixon forthcoming) 

- - 
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such forms as Gumbaynggir -gari. 
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18. Dyirbal 

A sentence such as 

A-1. Nominal affix 
A-la. Form 
The affix is -ba in the Mamu and Ngadjan dialects, and -bila in the Djirb 
and Giramay dialects. 

A-lb. Grammatical function 
-bila/-ba can be affixed to nouns and adjectives and (following -nja) to no 
markers. A -bjla/-ba form functions exactly like an adjective and takes 
full range of nominal inflections (p. 222, etc.). 

A-lc. Semantic function 
The affix has a relatively restricted semantic function, covering: 
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The affix always derives an intransitive verbal 
reflexive or else 'false reflexive' (a type of 'anti-pas 
89-92, etc. 

General introduction (to papers 19, 41 and 65) 

Muruwari was spoken over a wide area of nort 
and southern Queensland. It spread along the 
where North Bourke stands today, to the Bj 
along parts of the Paroo and Warregtr Rivers. 
a large tribe with numerous speakers, but 
already too late to discover with any degre 
points of grammatical structure. The language that rem 
evidences of linguistic disintegration. 

These papers on Muruwari case are base 
with two part Muruwari speakers (one re 
scripts, notably that of R. H. Mathews ( 
of some of the language tapes recorded by Jimmy Bar 
the dialect as a boy, mostly from his mot 
had not spoken it for 50 years, till, in his 
he recorded alone, on tape, what he coul 
and customs. He recalled a remarkable a 
semantics, and one legend, Giyan, the Moon 
available. Inevitably, some of the data appears co 
area of case sufixes, where the similarity of case endin 
appears to be a linguistic idiosyncrasy-free fluct 
nasal-stop clusters with either component, adds to t 
analysis. Only what appears to be indisputably a 
synchronically accurate in the light of common Australian characteri 
been included in these papers. Even so, comments must be considered 
till all available data is assessed. The o 
Decisions relating to the status of some cons 
vowel sequences, vowel length and high fron 
finalised. The phonemes tentatively postulated are 
n, nj, y, r ,  7, v'(?) ,  I ,  I ,  I j ( ? ) ,  w, y, a,  i, u and vowel 

Since the above was written, most of the Jimmy 
papers has been checked with Mrs Emily Hornevil 
disagreement between the two, this has been indicated 
initials (JB or EH) following the text. Where there is nlil'i/j diyi/-bifa (~~)/di~i!-bih mifi:lv (EH) 
Horneville's data has been recorded in a footnote. star tail-having 'comet9 
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gururn-bida ( J B  only)3 ( 6 )  giyandu ya:nga: digu muginj bufal yaFa duygipdifugu: 
I knobs-having 'spider's web gossamer' moon-ERG numbu-yida ~ S ~ - P A S T - ~ S ~  ( J B )  young woman-NOM dual ru11-IM-PURP 

him-OBJ-HAVING 

'There he talked with the people.' 
llsirlg an instrurncnt to pcrform an action 

sand-HAVING Cover-TR IMP-3~g OBJ 

A-lc. Semantic function 'Cover it with sand!' 
The general scope of the -yida/-bida suffix embraces three general areas: The following Jn cxample involving the use of language also faills in this 

of an actor with humans; calcgory. (Note: ~ t . 1  uses inslr~ltnentnl only in relati011 to language.) 
of an actor with an inanimate object taken along for the purpo ( 1 1 ) t I I I I ~ I U ~ - ~ / U  bifii:[~ ~ l u : t ~ ~ / i b ~  

being used, or one that has been used in some action; good Muruwari-I-IAVING good talk-~~r:s-3sg 
used with the verb 'to be', it expresses the thought of being wit j*it~(Iibzr ( J R ) ( / I I I ~ ~ I ~ L I ~ ~ ~ U ~ ~ - ! ~ ~ L I  (1:~)) 

without some human necessity or skill b c - I ~ R E S - ~ S ~  
Within the above, the following range of semantic possibilities has 'He is talking Muruwari well.' 

found : 3. Describing the characteristics of a place, thing or person 
1. Human agent moving accompanied by X ( 12) yu:i;u:n yindibu du: &t~du-yida 

expressing inactive accompaniment 
mcili-yida road-NOM ~ ~ - P R E s - ~ s ~  much dust-HAVING ( 1 )  niayinj /jaFa4 bo1ga:bu 'The road is very dusty.' 

man-NOM come-PAST-3sg boomerang-HAVING ( I  3) ((111:) 17ii!i:nj-bifa yaba; 
' A  man came with a boomerang.' !la& \vala &lgu:yu 

much mud-HAVING Water-NOM; I-SUBI NEG d r i n k - ~ u ~ - l ~ ~  
expressing an active accompaniment 'The water is muddy; I won't drink it.' 

( 2 )  yanmiyu: madan-bida ( 14) gnn~lu-yidu yindibu gunbada 
go-PROG- 1 ~g stick-HAVING 
'I'm going with a stick (with which to beat the children).' 

IioIIow-HAVING be-PRES-3sg l o g - ~ o ~  

I 
'The log is hollow.' 

(3 )  gudaFa ya:giFa madan-biFa ( I 5 )  I - a  gu winj (/gz/:nj) 
child-NOM play-PR~S-3pl stick-HAVING beald-HAVING white man-NOM 
'The children are playing with sticks.' 

maragu buga 

I 
'The white man with the (long) beard.' 

(4)  g i ~ a ?  qa~% da:da yaFa da~vi-:nj-bit2 
big tomahawk-HAVING hand-POSS his 

See similar semantic coverage under instrumental. 
moon-NOM 

(or &:do-bida &wi:nj 4. Describing or denoting a slntc or skill. This construciion has only been 
 HAVING tomahawk) observcd to occur with the verb 'to be'. 

gadunja bu?biya: muFinjda ( J B )  (161 Jtcl: ,vrrdi, ~i'ula hngrrl-bi(h vitr(hllr 
quickly jump-PAST-3sg bark-LOC Oh uncle, NEI; moncy-HAVING bc-rl{es- l sg 

'Giyan, with the big tomahawk in his hand, quickly jumped on the'ba. 
'011 uncle, I have no money!' 

(using it to hit people on the head).' 7 )  I !  J U  r t l i b u :  ' I :  gul()*l~-)-ich I I I U ! ~ - ~ ~  !~uF(I  
expressing human accompaniment good CUNJ clcvcr b e - P A S T - ~ S ~  spear-HAvINci boomerang-INSI. 

( 5 )  yunn~ina: nuwa-yida (/nu:\vu-yida) gur~t~urit-!~,yrr t~~n~lurr  
g o - p ~ o ~ - t h a t  One ? W ~ ~ ~ - H A V I N G  ;III-INS.T I 

weapon-NOM 

'A man and his wife are walking along together.' 'He W ~ S  good and clcve~ with spear, boomerang and all weapons.' 

I 
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(Note the occurrence. of both the 'having' and instrumental suffixes indi,c 
the close structural and semantic link.) 
5.  An inanimate object accompanied by X. In the case cited, the inanii 

object and X are both inactive. 
lnullda buga 171u?itij-bidu ( 1  8) giyan-du ga:yda: 

moon-rRG take-p~sT-3sg net bag his-POSS b a r k - m v l ~ G  
yagiya: (JB only) 
C U ~ - P A S T - ~ S ~  

'The moon took his bag with the bark he had cut.' 
The abessive case, 'without' or 'lacking', is -gill-di/; -dil OccLlrs f0llo 

laterals and -gil elsewhere. 
(19) balaynj yindiyu: bagul-dil 

nothing be-PRES-1 sg money-lacking 
'I have no money.' (Compare ( I  6) above) 

manc/uluwi:-gil bnlajjnj (20) balaynj yindibu biyan-gil, 
nothing be-pR~s-3sg clotlqes-lacking shoes-lacking nothing 
'He has no clothes, no shoes, nothing, nothing.' 

Note that in the examples above, buIay/lj 'nothing' appears to be ne 
with the abessive case suffix. 

L.A. Hercus 

hc derivational affix 'having' also existed in the Western ~ u l i , ~  language of 
'ictoria: this has been,corroborated by recent work on Ma?imadi. 

\-I. Nominal affix 

'The women are swimming.' 
(22) n7iii:nj ganda balgandiliPi-jliliPa (JB) I We!gaia, Wembawemba and Madimadi 

star high come-PRES 1 ~ - 3 p l  Madirnadi (preferred form after vowels) -b;/ 
'The stars are ascending.' 

(23) ba1a:gga ~ia:ga-yda da~la btlya (JB) 
plain-LOC see-PAST-3pl they-SUBJ him-OBI 
'They saw him on the open plain.' 
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(v) lia-wil 'pointed waddy', 'mosquito' (Weygaia) -- 
tooth-having a stem a d s  in a, there can 
jula-wil 'echidna' (Weygaia) 
bristle-having 
l i b - i b - w  'Murray crayfish' (Wembawemba) 
spike-spike having 
dadag-wil 'one armed man' (a mythological being) (Madimadi) 
arm-having 
wi&n-wil 'bird' (Wembawemba) 
feather-having 

There are very many similar names. As these names serve as ordinary n 
and proper nouns, the normal declensional affixes can be added to 
for example, 

bund-in gun-wil-u 'a snake bit (him)' 
bite-PAST snake-AG 

k l c .  Semantic function 
-will-bil has only one semantic function, it indicates 'having a certain cha 
teristic' and it is used in the formation of single lexical items. 

Note: If the above interpretat~on of the affix -will-bil is correct there is at 1 
a superficial formal resemblance to the Dyirbal affix -bila. 

) ~julyu gana wapana wuguwarayi wa[iba 
sand 1 d i g - p ~ s ~  water-HAVING-PURP hole 

A-2. Verbal affix 'I dug a hole for water.' 
There is a verbal affix -djera, Madimadi -dera, which functions as a recipr B1) ?nu& yuguwa [umarana gabanyigi 
in the Kulin languages (The Languages of Victoria: A Late Survey, Pts I hand ~ ~ - R E F L ~ C ~ O ~ - P A S T  tomahawk-ERG 
11, Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies, Canberra 1969, pp. 71, 'He chopped his hand with a tomahawk.' 
and 177). (The root from which gabanyi is derived is not known. The cognate 

Warluwara form is yambaa.) 
2) madyaaga yiwa walawalara 

gum tree-LOC that goanna-HAVING 
'There's a goanna on the gum tree.' 
(The root from which madyaa is derived is not known.) 

3 )  rnadyaawara yiwa yaraga gala 

Introduction gum tree-HAVING that river-LOC there 
'There are gum trees along that river.' 
(This is an example of a double addition of the 'having' suffix to a root. 

The suffix is used first to derive the name madyaa, and then to relate 
this word to the rest of the sentence.) 

A-la. Form 

21. Warluwara and Bularnu 
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(B2) gaiYdyara witpiranyi m a ~ a j v  yirza ~ 8 )  yidyali larina yana gulanyi bagayadi 
stand-PRES stick-HAVING h i t - ~ u ~ p  YOU(ACC) . word hear-PAST 1 fight-HAVING go-PuRP-to-here 
'He's standing there with a sticlc (to hit you).' 'I heard that he was going to come here and belt me.' 

(W4) dayila ~ a y a  madyii 
spear-HAVING thislhere bad ing, hoiding something inanimate that miy be help 
'This spear is no good.' 

(W5) duwali mugaa yiba i1lustrate any real differertce between the two rent ways in which such a nnttnce can 'be 
boomerang good-HAVING you 
'That's a good boomerang you've got.' 

(B3) waji  yiba nabunanyi 
QUESTION YOU eye-HAVING 
'Have you got any bullets ?' 

Note also the following example in which nyima is marked with the ha 
affix but is the object of the verb. 'The old man walks with a stick.' 
(W6) bap'a yiba nyima nagana 

big you fish-HAVING g e t - p ~ s ~  Hu~nail agent moving in the company of humans 
'Was it a big fish you got?' duwara has a type of locative suffix used to denote '(motion) w~th', 

(ib) Human agent at rest, in the company of human(s) tion or location) along' and '(motion) across', described under the name 
Warluwara and Bularnu normally use the locative case in these circumstan itative' by Breen (1971, Thesis, pp. 65-66). 

for example: ) mayagala yana da~vaga~a nadayida 
this-COM I man-COM go-PRES , - 

(B4) yararaga yana jli~vara . 3  'I'm golng with this man.' 
white man-LOC 1 sit-PRES ularnu uses the locative. 'I'm sitting with the white man.' . . Z 

However, the having affix is used in a case 
0) bagara yana !alaga 

go-PRES I elder brother-LOC 
with (i.e. nursing) the baby' (see (B5)). Note a1 
the company is animate but not human (i.e. intermediate between (ia) 
(ib)). 

the woman is taken, 

(B5) gayalanyi gunjiganyi, giriyulu iwara I I )  yuguwarana yiwa girigulanyi 
C ~ ~ ~ ~ - H A V I N G  S ~ ~ ~ ~ - H A V I N G ,  Woman sit-PRES 
'The woman is sitting with the baby.' run-PAST he woman-HAVING 

(W7) gana nyiiiadi mayaga, warawula yadagunqa 1 'He ran away with a woman.' 
1 sit-GERUND here-LOC, dog my-HAVING 
'I've been sittlng here, with my dog.' mark an' Instrument. See 

(iia) Human agent moving, holding somethin 
his movement . . 

The 'having' affix is used. go-PAST 1 town-ALL horse-HAVING 
(W8) dayila yiwa nandananii, dulcaliya, 'I went to town on horseback.' 

13) waramadi yuguya manalarzyi & -  ?- 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - H A V I N G  he g o - P A S T - ~ ~  here, boomerang-HAVING, . 

mayagaraa . . . 100k-GERUND him-PURP fire-HAVING 
shield-HAVING 'We were looking for him with a light.' 

'He came w ~ t h  his spear, his boomerang, his shield . . .' 
(B6) ~ ~ ~ i t p i r o n y i  yana bagimi m a ~ a y i  yibalana 

stick-HAVING I go-POT h i t - p u ~ ~  YOU(~U)-ACC n examples (WI 11 aid. 
'I might come with a stick and belt you (two).' t~ the t~ in one case and the ge~grt~ hical 

Note the following examples which represent variants of this typ no explanation for tbis, but note that the.& js 
agent is bringing something intangible 

(B 7) yidyalany i baganadi 
word-HAVING go-PAST-to here 
'He came with a message.' 
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CWW Mva buw- g$.K& q& 
that ridgemvm~gi many 
'mxe are lot d gid on that ri'dge.' 

~ ~ ~ ~ s ~ - H A v I N G  d i e - ~ ~ s ~  . 
'He perished (i.e, died of thirst).' 

' (or better, perkps,  'There's a bad one'). 

'Who's the fastest ?' 
22) yaramanaliwa ma& 

~ O ~ S ~ - H A V I N G  bad 
'That horse is no @MI.' 

(vi) h c d b i n g  a state 
-TIE 'bving' may be add& to an a M m S  noun denotiag a 
times w an altmmtli to a wrbaI form; see ~ $ L s  W2I) an 
C w 2 ~ ) 8 r n @ @  Qaawl 

hunger-mnwo I 
@=I ~cl~raserww 9,wa 

h~~~~ I 
' I 'm  hungry.' 
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(B23) j~uran~nnali~va j)llgunia 

'You've got hands to cook it.' 
(B24) gnlia yila& yitiiliivn 

I Iladha name-HAV1~G 

gays yiwa ganarigiliu~.~ 
weigh down-PRES me that Stone-ERG-HAVING 
'That stone is too heavy for me.' 

(W32) ynjarapa t~y ina~nniana . . . yilva yu!~vigagu 
us (du, excl) sit-CAUSE-PAST . . . that old woman-ERG 

The conjunctive affix in Warluwara has the form -1va (when past te 
follows) - -wars (other cases). I t  is usually added to the second ve 

M.C. Sharpe 
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4-gaN. It  is worth noting here that the stem for 'two' is 
DUAL-tWO 'two'). 

A-1. Nominal Affix 
0' (or 'with the othm*). . , . bii  I yiI-ne#i-w-nu 

A-la. Form enter enter they-go in m o b - p ~ s ~ - i t  
(i) -wan4i 'with' (alienable accompaniment-the affix most like those 

' they all went in with the animals.' 

cussed in other papers in formand function) ent to perform some action. Ergative 
(ii) -war 'with' (inalienable quality) (the most productive and interest 

suffix)  lay g-a-yada-n-na wilmu-ndu. 
(iii) -wanda 'without' (inalienable quality-converse of -wav') hi t  &he-do-p~s~-i t   wire-^^^ 

'He killed it with a spear.' 
A-lb. Grammatical function nlagu yil-be-!i ygudar-iv' 
-wan& may occur on nouns and emphatic pronouns (em~hati; pronoun 
the set of pronouns used (i) for topic of equational clauses 

rub they-do-PRES stone-ERG 

verb pronominal affixes-both subject and referent, or ( 'They rub it with stones.' 

-waf can be suffixed to substantives (both nouns and a 
pronouns or demonstratives; the resultant word is an 
idioniaticaliy as a noun. 
:m& appe'ars to have the same distribution and grammatical 

as -+vat. It- also occurs in the wmpund suffix - M 4 m c r ~ d .  wh 
occur on verb particles (see A-lc.4(iri) Wow). -wat declines for 
su-tives; e v i b n e  for declension of -waada is lacking, and -wan 
not decline. Table 1 compares the declension of -war with some 
declensions; it agrees exactly with that for wufgulaf 'old man', a word 
could well be contracted from wufgul 'grey hair' and the -wai suffix. alt 
no other such contractions have been found. 

A-lc. Semantic function A 

0. Humans, animals, etc., with some attribute 
See A-lc.4(i) for -wai usages. There is only one example of attribute 
cated by -wan&. . 
(wufwayar) dawanda niba rugalav'a, mu?&-wandi rugafafa 
(type of crayfish) beard him long h a n d - w ~ . r ~  long 
'(The big crayfish) his jaws are long, his claws also are lone.' 

1. Human agent at rest with/accompanied by X 
(a) Holding something inanimate. No clear examples, -wandi   rob ably 
(b) In the company of humans 

. . . nanigud yabulu yada-yadada-yi yamu-yamu-wandi 
goat milk REDUP-child-PURP REDUP- adult-^^^^ 

'. . . goat's milk for children, and adults also.' 

2. Human agent moving with/accompanied by X 
(a) Holding unhelpful inanimate 

bifi qa-yima-n wilmuf-wan& 
enter I-go-PAST wire-WITH 
'I went in with a spear (to the cave-hole to spear an echidna).' . 

(b) With helpful inanimate. Ergative (instrumental) used 
n-ala ruw-if 
he-go-PRES stick-ERG 
'He walks with a stick.' 

case 

and 

has 
)me- 
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'I didn't dive (there) because there were crocodiles.' 
(ii) -Ivanda is the converse of -1vaf 
, . I venedunuga . ficjurna-~vancla ., 

bad ' f a t - ~ o ~  HAVING 
'(The meat is) poor, and thin.' 
yainini-wanda 
big-NOT HAVING 
'not big' 
garayat%, n"c;luiic/ufa-~t~a~ida 
cleall ~ U S ~ - N O T  HAVING 
'. . . clean, without dust' 
gun" g-d-e-flu bedi-mandi, . H U ~ U - i v ~ ~ i d a  
watch 4-he-do PRES-it up noile honey-NOT HAVING 

'unkillable' 
ya-gun"-rnaBda~i~a~ic/u nib0 . 

non-gender-marked substantives) is used to describe a time if there is no . .. 
appropriate time word available. 
suffix is used on some seasoil words.2 
~ v u ~ i a f - i f  dina yul-a-~a-t?~ . . 
sun-LOC dinner we-eat-P~s~-i t  ' ' 

'We ate dinner at noon.' 
yana yul-i y idm-if 
sleep we-be-PAST night-LOC 
'We slept at night.' 
yaygu!-da OR midal-da 
?-PURP rain-PURP . 

'cold season' 

6. Describing a state 
These suffixes are not used for des 
Verb particles exist for 'hungry', 
'wanting' Aiyaya also occurs pr 
clauses to express 'happy' and 'sad'. 
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ma? an-muda 
carry I SELF-give 
'I will carry it for/by myself.' 

Notes 
1. I?/ indicates an alieolar flap or trill, /r /  a retroflexed ajveolar continuant. 

Following the usual convention, and contrary to that used in Alawa 
Phonology and Grammar, the series /b,  d, g/ etc. are used here to symbolise 
the series of devoiced stops. 

2. Purposive suffix has the allomorph -yi after vowels. There are no examples 
of this 'season' suffix after vowels in the data to confirm .whether it is the 
purposive suffix. 

3. Unsuccessful attempts were made to elicit contrastive forms for reflexive 
and reciprocal in plural numbers. Roper Creole distinguishes reflexives 
and reciprocals, and the apparent absence of constrast in Alawa is 
suspicious. 

Reference 
Sharpe, M. C. 1972. Alawa Phonology and Grammar. Canberra: 'Australian 

Institute of Aboriginal Studies. 

23. Arabana-Wangganguru 
L.A. Hercus 

Arabana and Wanggangurr (Warjgaguru) are dialects of the same language. 
Arabana was spoken to the west of Lake Eyre, and Wa~jgaguru in the i Simpson Desert andon the lower Diamantina. Examples are from Arabana, 
unless followed by (W). All general comments are applicable to both dialects. 

1 A-1. Nominal affix 

A-la. Form 
The following affixes are used: 

-bufu 'having' 
and (with kinship terms only) 

-mays 'accompanied by' 

A-lb. Grammatical function 
-bufu can be affixed only to nouns (i) and to certain noun phrases (noun+ 
adjective) (ii). It is added immediately to the nominar base, or basefnumber 
marker (iii), no declensional affix can precede bufu. 

(i) dja!ba-bufu diganda 
food -having return-PRE~ 
'He is coming back with some food.' 

(ii) dja?ba nuga -buk  diganda 
Food much-having return-PRES 
'He is coming back with a lot of food.' 
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(iii) madla-bulu -buFu digayura 
dog -DUAL-having return-CONT 

ala 'real, proper, true, living' 
aia-bulu 'unique, only' 

(iv) maldja b ibyu ,  arimba-guns dandi nigi; ala-buf~r! 
not kill-IMPV US-two-of-POS grandson here ; only one ! 
'Don't kill him, lie is our grandson, the only one we have !' 

to a recorded tape) 

le is 1x1 verbal affii'that has any connection with - b u ~ L l ,  

Additional notes 

A-lc. Semantic function 
(la) and (2a) affix -buiu can be used to describe's human at 
moving with/accompanied by an object or animal that does 770t as 
movement or other actions (see examples (i)-(iit) above). 

with '-$app~' occurs once 
A vmbuiaq d the parnkalla 

class of person: he shorn of spenWrsS 
(vii) yadniyga-mabu-bt~r'LI ba?an</a 

youth -mob -having travel-PRES 
'He travels accompanied by a crowd of youllg warriors.' ' 

was once spoken iinniediately to the south of Arabana.) 
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GRAMMATICAL CATEGORIES 1N AUSTRALIAN LAN-G 

General remarks 

man s tand-p~~s-3sS Spear-HAVING 
'The lnan is standing with a spear.' 

derivational sffur. 

Birj was spoken along the Bowen River and Lower Burdekin River, n 
east Queensland. 

A-1. Nominal affix 

A-la. Phonological form 
-bayi (no known variants). 

A-lb. Grammatical function Cc), 111 motion with human company 
-bayi can only be suffixed to the noun root or the adjective roo I I) gl~gar?ii bama yani-qa-la byiguna-bayi 

that man ~ O ~ ~ R E S - ~ S ~  wife-HAVING 
'Thal man is bringing his wife.' 

he literal translation of 'the man is coming with his wife' is 
2) bama yani-qa-la iyagu, byiguna yani-qa-la i p g u  he See-PAST roo Spear-HAVING 

'He saw the kangaroo with the spear in it.' 
( 2 )  guyami bama dandayi-yo-la gandu-bayi 

that man s tand-p~~s-3sS  Spear-HAVING ) glyaini yalu &nu-ya-la bunza-bayi 'That man's standing with a spear.' that boy S ~ ~ - P R L S - ~ S S  men-HAVING 
2 .  -bayi with adjective root 'That boy is sitting in the same way that men sit.' 

(3) gaya gaygiri-bayi 13) 1s contrasted with (14) and (15). 
I hungry-HAVING !?) g l r ~ ~ n i i  yalu dona-ya-la bama-qamu 

that boy S ~ ~ - P R E S - ~ S S  man-RESEMBLATIVE 
'That boy sits in a way that makes him look like a man.' 

(4) yaya ban&-la-ya guli-bayi 
1 hit-pAs~-I cheeky-HAVING 
'I hit the cheeky chap.' 

(5) gupami bama yanmiya-ya-la muga-bayi yaga-lba-ya-la 
that man laugh ~ ~ - P R E s - ~ s ~  b l i n d - ~ ~ v ~ ~ ~  see-CONT-PRES-3sS 

mabu-bayi 
unfortunate-HAVING 

'That man is laughing at the blind chap while watching the poor fellow ' 
Data collected indicates that -bayi is not declined for case. However this 1, 

not a definitive statement. 
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3. Season/Lime 
(1 8) yali yani-~u-li burgu!.i-ba!.i biid)'ig~~ 

We ~ - I N C L  &O-EUT-We 2 m0011-HAVING b ~ ~ h - ~ l - l .  
'We 2 will go to the bush by the moonlight.' 

( 1  9) !;la~ia ~vulza-la-iia gudya!.a-ygu bubri-bayi 
we pl. live-PAST-W~ pl. coast-LOC w i n t e r - ~ ~ v ~ ~ c i  
'We all lived at  the coast in winter.' wever both the reflexive 

(20) yuli 11a11i-!a-li gaj.11n7ira-ba!.i 
we 2-INCL go-FUT-we 2 Sun-HAVING 
'We 2 will go i n  the daytime.' 

4. State 
(2 1 ) gays gaygi!.i-ba!.i 

I hungry-FIAVING 
'I feel hungry.' 

(22) I;lujJa budari-bayi 
1 C O ~ ~ - H A V I N G  
'I feel cold.' 

(23) yaya balidu-la-ya g~iIi-ba!.i 
I ] I ~ ~ - P A S T - ~  ~Ileeky-FIAVING 
'I hit the cheeky chap.' 

Functions on checklist not realised by -ba!.i Yir Yorond ['YY'] language (spoken in the area around the mouths of 
l l l c  Mitchell River in Cape York Peninsula)' has a construction consistiilg 

l(b). Hunian agent at rest in company of humans or tile postposition 1011 'with' and a noun phrase. Such constructions, lon- 
(24) yal t~  pano-ya-la bania-qga ,]lr:lses, can function syntactically and semantically in various ways. The 

boy S ~ ~ - P R E S - ~ S ~  man-1.0~ ,!ntactic fu~~c t ions  of Ion-phrases, in part of their range of uses, are almost 
'The boy is sitting with the men.' Ilrecisely congruent with the filnctions of adjectives. The phonological form 

;Illti ~norj~hology of lorz and the syntax and meaning of constructions in which 
2(b). Human agent moving holding something inanimate 

il  occurs are explored below. 
This occurs but the inanimate object may not be used as a locomotive aic 
express this sense the INSTR. case is used. I .  Phonological form 
3. -bari cannot be used to express any notion of instrumen /otr typically bears secondary stress and follows a form with primary stress: 
case is used for this. ~ r i t t ~  1611 'with firewood'. I t  differs in this regard from the typical inflectional 

or derivational suffix, which is unstressed: ~ i ln i a  'fire (ergative)', Lurnuy 'hot'; 
4. -bari cannot describe the characteristics of a place. il  clin'ers in the same regard from the second syllable of a monoinorphemic 
(25) da1gq.i wino gur?.lu-yga dihyllable: kca  'story', pinar 'coolamon, boat'. A sequence of a form followed 

many fish water-LOC hy 1011 is exempt from the canonical-form requirement on words that the only 
'The creek has many fish.' sequences of vowels in adjacent syllables are identical vowels (u . . . u, etc.) 

or (1 after 11 or i (or shtva after any vowel). Jn both of these respects, Ion 
6. -bari cannot be used to describe a state such as 'ea rcscn-tbles the privative postposition l t o ~ ~ a r  and the causal postposition 
although it can IX used to exprw states of'thirst', 'cold' and ~ ~ o r o n l ,  and certain other forms like enclitic pronouns (p617z 610 'man . . . he') 
It is not known how states such as 'ease' and 'difficulty' are anti verbs (mi! pGji 'ate meat', ~ i i g p d ~ z ~ ~  'meat eater'). (Stress is written below 
other than the use of 'good' and 'bad'. Illrough 83.1, where the internal syntax of the IOIZ-construction is discussed, 
(26) mia ~aga-li-la ba!i binbi antl not in forms cited in later sections.) 

he G ~ ~ ~ ~ - P A s T - ~ s S  rock-~oc gobd 1011 does, moreover, occur a t  times with primary stress: t~ in i  1611 and 
*He climbed the hill well.' .!rill1 k i l l  (and, in some contexts, flinz 1611) are also possible pronunciations of 

7. -bari cannot be used to express 'fear'. This is done by use of the Al3l.A The I of Ion, furthermore, does not fuse with a preceding 11 or r ,  as does 
case. I of a true suffix: with -1 'nonpast', ivalil 'tells' alternates freely with 
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have blood all over me.' 

2. Morphology 
ion is a nominative caseform; it can be marked for other cases: 

in the ion-ccms 

lon is also recorded after hesitations : mip ?pdpoy? Idn . . . 'also brown sna 
in one such instance, it is recorded after a full pause. These are, of co 
'mistakes', but such 'mistakes' are never recorded with true affixes. 

3.2. Syntax external to the 1012-construction: predication, restrictive a 
bution, nonrestrictive modification, and 'also'. J!q90, van poM1aya pugan. 
3.2.1. Predication. A Ion-construction can comprise the predicate of a .  stick-erg, DC hit-irr him 

( 4  

less clause: 'where I would have hit him with the stick. 
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k m  Ion alvy, kana 
d blond with that, 6nish 
, with those bloody hands.' 

tecedents are: objects: 

/nip k u ~ q  i o ~ ~ a r l  ~ a w  yirapal 
meat raw with-sel might talked-he 
'He must have been talk while the meat was raw.' 

unples of adjectives used as nonrestrictive modifiers: 
) kay po,t olo yorar lijalibl, j'oy _tirpayarz 

billycans he al~yays is dropping, hands trembling-erg 
'He, with his trembljng hands, is always dropping billycans.' 

8 )  leva17 uyan peqer kir oyo it.orj7ar 
child him small saw I long ago 

) n tan~~aronna~viyuyafi, niel pdnu~var. yull yer lcr i l  ~ a y a l  
emph awakened-1-him sleepy then-he angry arose-he 
'1 woke h i m  up sleepy. Then he got up angry.' 

ExmpIes: 
[I) gd mi@ I o n  3df gey# 

then meat with returned we:pl:excl 
'Then we r e t u d  vith meat.' 

~o their antecedent as a res 
is an example with nu expressed antecedent: 
(2) kuy lorn my wabp 

axe with h t  p-gp like (12) (at least; probably all exainples with nominative 
'f"llIt~] use$ to go along w i n g  that [stme] am.' Ye madifiers) are appropriate answers to  questions with the 
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illterrogative mallner adverbial ivarulvar 'how?' in the position of no 
restrictive modifier : 

Ion, nolowar1 pillag 
also, he-sel was keeping 

'He alone was keeping [in marriage] his mother, niece, also rnotIler-in- 
law, also daughter.' 

[they] came to stay here.' 
with the restrictive sense of koll~kola! 'black' in ('5) par.liu~1. parkliwal parkur cog loll kawar an ion 

(9) yirp a~)!. pal kolplcolal \val southwards westwards northwards here also east here also 
cloud there hither black goes 
'A Mack cloud is coming our way.' nus, despite the fact that adjectives of quantity occur as ~redicat 

verbless clauses (pam iy yamar 'those men ate many'), they am not en 
to other adjectives and lon-constr~~ti0nS. It is consistent with 

fa& that adjectives of quantity are appropriate answers to questions ' 
interrogative ~larwmy3r 'how many?' : Q. kowan warwMPr PUY oi*. 
much wakr [beer] did you drink? A. kupf!puyiy. '1 drank much-' 

3.2.4. ' ~ 1 ~ ~ '  phrases. The antecedent of a nonrestrictive lorz-constructi 
can be of the same nature as the acc0Inpan~illg person or thing: 

( I )  palqz pal yaival, \vartYulvar 1017 
mall hither came-he, wornan wit11 

one : 
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that the heater would not have 
mark4 with [OH in the actifity, 
n the first intonational contwr 

gathered in . . .' 
The antecedelit, perhaps lost track of back 111 the d~scourse, can go ~ 1 1  
different verb, as in the f o l l o ~ / i ~ l g  two examples: 
(1 1 ) A. pulpar alvrag ,tolala! 

maggot5 those-DC were falllug 
'Where those maggots were falll~lp.' 

B. palpar alv! paylagal 
nlaggots those ate-he 
'He was eating those maggots.' 

A. melayrii 7lora111 aulr 
fork from that 
'From that [body in the] trec-fork.' 

B. melay111 yorant iy pal  
fork fro111 there hither 
'Down from there in the tree-fork.' . Hunian at rest, accompa~lied by X:  
tuk j~aylapal Ilold~ng something inanimate : 

was eating-he (I) lvoyya! 1011 iy lullun 
'Talc he was eating thcm.' 

A .  yi111a11 lo11 pullag 
grease also dripped 
'Grease was dripping too.' 

(12) n7i~1a lar j~irayololil, 171ig 7 111ig Iulpul, 1 1 7 ; ~  7 P O ~ J O ~  '7 1011 
animals-erg place speak-cause, wallabies-erg, brown snakes al 

111in7111onpirl 1011 ~valyay 
taipans also are going 

'Animals are taking the place over; wallabies . . . brown snakes 1 
taipans too are going around.' 

Note, in the last exanil~le, that, after all the hesitations, the transitivity of I 
verb used changes. In the next example, 1011 'also', which belollgs semantlca 
with the (nominative) subject, is transferred to an ergat~ve noun phrase us 
as a locative : 
( 1  3) A. parli ~ U I I I  ~ U I C ~ I I  1011 pilili iyilan, I I~UII~MI park0~1'aI 

too they those-DC sank downwards widows 
B. lJ0J)/farl 

there-sel 
A. ~oyl tar l ,  pen ki,t 10110, I I I ~ I I ~ I I ~  'I was s~t t ing  alone.' 

there-sel, camp too-erg, sank (1  I 1) k o ~ ~ ~ i i a i i  nillag ~JPIIII 
A. 'Where those widows too sank downwards [to their t o t c ~ u ~ c  site]. two-erg sat we 2 excl 
B. 'At that same place [as their husband].' 'Two of us were sitting together.' 
A .  'Also at  the camp, that same place, they too sank down.' 

As Illany of the above examples show, 'also' 1071-phrases are well-suited 
the expression of afterthoughts. A Ion-phrase that does not express an aft 
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yog 1011 tallal 
tobacco with returned he 
'He came back with tobacco.' 

(b) holding something ~nanimate (that may be assisting movement); N 
word 'holding' is out of place, at  least for these examples: 
(1) yaraman lo11 oyo yoylt yalvarar? 

man katY ~ U M )  

/ ~ t l - ~ O n ~ ~ ~ ~ l ~ t l o n ~  designating time or season are not recorded. 

loll-constructlo>s are regularly used to destgnate certain states of the 

yir tutYanl Ion yiraral 
YY with speaks-he 
'1-Ie is speaking Yir Dhudjm.' 



view of the stress pattern 
would be a verb (say, 

truction could well have- 
eat eater', in which the 
ufix -11-. The latter is 
tor of Y Y  and U'mpila 
-17 of 1011. The replace- 

ment of the " i  by o in the ergative for111 lo~lo w o ~ ~ l d  not be without parallel; 
gvcral nouns have thematic vowels which echo their stressed vowel and 
Ilave ~;eplaced a thematic vowel that does not:  niaj) 'vegetable food' < 
l'roto-Parnan :::171ayi has the ergative case-form mayo. If this speculative 
llistory is correct, the present method of case-marlting of Lo12 evidences its 
loss of participial status, since participials rnal:lc the crgative with -nri. 

The YY reflex of '::lJ'i' is evidently -1, as in YY ye/.'?!, Yir-Dhailgedl 
restrictive or nonrestrictive, of another 11ou11 phrase. On balance, at a1.1 ,,clrar,),[ 'pregnant '(g= belly having)'. I t  is conceivable that it was replaced 
the j'oriils most closely ,pal:allel to 1017-const~.uctions are adjectives. as  a productive element by Id11 (Yir-Dhangedl 617) because i t  was hoino- 

But 21 1011-,phrase is not  a derived adjective. This is so in a trivia plionous with the ergative suffix -A (Yir-Dhangedl -1) froin an earlier * y i V .  
But rhere are Auslralia11 languages in which the ergative and 'having, 
wirh'  sukfixes are hoi~iopl~onous;  and in Gogo Bera the productive 
'Iiavi~~g, with' element has become ( j ~ )u !~kc i ,  while the relevant ergative 

1012-phrase, but only a word within it. By contrast, the suffix -! (egi \ufl'lx has remained -!it, thus not falling together will1 any l-eflex of ':'tJ'i. 
continuing earlier :%Pi )  devives true acljectives: Itovv 'nose', lr,o~+~a! .' Y Y  has adverbials (not recorded elsewhere in noun uses) that agree in 
~ O I L ~ J ~  I?IOY 'very nasal'. case with the subject noun-phrase, like I I I ~ ~ I I I ~ I .  'really, directly' in /)N/7lJ!' 

cirslrar ka l l~~~al i j )  ziyag 
cio not ilaille a prop- 

it m y  becorrect to 
, not as an attributi 

am tired ( ~ i ' r i ~ . t ~  'no good') in the body'. 



26. Wunarnbal binQirl burugude 'a strong man' or 'the man is $-g* 

2.1. The form of the affix is invariably -gude with no allornorph whats* Lot of kmkgaroo meat.' 
to the ~ S U i c s  or state of a aerson 

2.2. The grammatical function of the affix is varied. 
2.2.1. Morphotogically, it can directly follow a noun stem or pronoun 
demonstrative (no evidence has been found that it would also be attachd 
to adjectives): 
1e:lva 'dug' > le: wagude 'one havingjwith a dog, doggy' 
binja 'this (person)' > binjagtrcle 'together with this (person)' 
na: 'thou' > na:glsde 'with thee' 
2.2.2. Another derivative suffx may precede the affix under examinsti 

(i) yirgaI 'rope, cbain'tgari 'supplied with' 
ylrgalgari 'policeman' 

(ii) yirgalrfarigude 'having a policeman with; aecompanyingfaccompa 
by a paliceman' hl has an i~mental-comitative case s a x  (iafleetioa) 4@une 

2.2.3. Personal-possessive suffixes may also be inserted between the stem which phonologi~lly, morph010gicaUy a d  syntactically dearly 
the affix: the derivativd %wing' &. &-tidyI however, them are 

(1) djiya- 'father'+ilu 'thy'+gude > cljiymiugu~le 'with thy father' interfe~nw or overlap between them. Compare tb follmhg 
(ii) djij~a+!lu 'his/her'-1-gude le djiyayugude 'with his/her father' 

2.2.4. Case suffixes and dualltrial markers ]nay follow the affix un 
discussion : 

(i) mari 'penis'+gude > mnrigude 'male' 
(ii) marigde+gu 'Lative' > marigudegu 'to the male' 

(iii) marigude+yag~ 'Ablative' > marigudeyaga 'from a male' 
(iv) marigude+rniya 'Dual' > marigudemiyrr 'two males' 
2.2.5. Emphatic particks or modifying affixes may also follow the affix 
discussed (for example, -ti 'la; voicilvoila'; -eri 'just, only'; -fijuIe ' 
aIso'), Thus: 
le:~va+gude+njale > le:~vagude~~ale 'also the one having a dog' 
2 2.6. Syntactically, the 'having' form functions as an adjective (and1 
predicate) : 

(i) bur~l 'strength3+gude > burugude 'strong' 
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glossed 'wlth a spear'. 

(i) nlja71diqai.7 djandiguclc Jeffrey Heath 
waddy fingergroove-havlng 
'A waddy has fingergrooves [on the handle] ' 
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while mflexive-reciprocal -rvti(-ri) takes either -Na- or -N- 
verb class, it is quite possibie that the two originally reflect 

nstruction built on verb stems, and that the -mi(-ri) and 
since undergone semantic and morpholo@cal develop- 
disguise their original structural identity. 
o shows up in a few more or less frozen constructions. 
ent in the now unsegmentable ripurumiri 'afternoon, 
urs in expressions meaning 'X times' along with an 
nd a quantioing stem: malk-bayu-miri 'many times'. 

illg an example of this type, but J cannot find it in lnY 

tion that -bats-, in the Form -bala-r~u with a basically 
found in an occasional compound in a sense not far 
of 'having'. The best example I have is $il17-bafa-~u 
tains the root dig7 'woman, wife'. The expression 
in the sense of the true or proper husband, and is 
noting the usurper or stealer of the wife. The sense is 

from that of *#in?-miri 'having a wife', if the latter form exists 

Michael Walsh 

1. Nominal Affix 

palyuri nza-nayga walral-ma 
woman NEG-NC: 'thing' child-'having' 
'childless/barren woman' 

avingl forms take the full range of iiorninal inflections (viz. ERGATlVE,, 
Although the increment used before prohibitive -miyiw is always - TRUMTNTAL, NOMINATIVE and DATIVE). 
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A-lc. Semantic function 
I .  Human agent at  rest, with/accompanied by X 

(a) holding something inanimate 
Murinjpata uses a separate verb 'have' 
kadu payu taniul Itay~lin ka~i111 
~ c : p e r s o n  that spear 3sg.have 3sg.stand I I 

'That man is standing with a spear.' I 

(b) in the company of humans 
A'locative preposition may be used, or, the mutual activity is expresced 
in the verb as shown: 
kadu-kigayyi lcenz yaAa ka&-yalandar 
NC : person-young mall 3sg.sit LOCATIVE NC : person-old man 
'The boy is sitting down with the old ~nan . '  

OR lca~lu-lcigayyi (jji) Ica(l'zl-yalarzclar ken1-17i11da 
NC : person-young man and NC : person-old mail ~ S ~ ~ - D U A L  MASC 
'The boy is sitting down with the old man.' 

2. Human agent moving, with/accompanied by X 
(a) holding something inanimate (that does not assist his movemenr), 

The construction is analogous to l(a): 
lradu pa !p  tanzul kalr&n lv-urar? 
NC: person that spear 3sg.havc 3sg.not visible ro spcakcr-move 
'Thai nii111 is coming with a spcar.' 

(b) holding somctliing inanimutc (that rnay br helping his locomotion). 
Tht. INSI'RUMENTAI. si~flix is used. Note: all ~iolnit~als (nouns or noun. 
classifiers) are in the unmarked, NOMINATIVI: cast, I - I ~ / ,  i~nless 0 t h ~ ~ .  
wise staled : 
kcrrh{-pole pn/ir ~ . r /~c~ t rn  ~n</tr IIYJ ~~~~~i-ivir~ut/uI-te 
NC: person-very old man- llill 3sg.clim b stick-wal king-INSTR 
'The very oId man is cIitnbing Ihe hill with iI walking-stick.' 

(c) in the company of' humiin(s). 
I 

A sentence Ii  kc 'The man i s  comirlg herc will1 his wifo' is transposed 
in Murin,ipatn illto 'The man ; u ~ d  liis wire are conling here together', 
/ ( .qi i / - t~ug~~t~ ( y i )  ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ i ~ t ~ ~ ~ - t v i { l < i ~ t ~ ~ ~  i r i ~ ~ ~ ~ - y i ~ I ( f  k y ~ i  
NC.: person-husband and wife-_ls_e.masc. 3rnovc-DUAL I-EM here 
' M m  and his wife are coming herc.' 

3. Human agent using an instrument to perform some action. This function 
I 

is handled by the INSTRUMENTAL case inflection. 'Axe' would take the 
INSTRUMENTAL case in 'The man hit his wife with an axe' or 'The lnan used 
an axe to chop wood'. 

4. Describing the characteristics of a place. Typically, in Muri~ljpata the  
place is put  into a locative expression while the attribute inay be made tlls 
subject of an  existential expression or, of some typical activity of the 
attribute. 

Thus a sentence like 'The camp site has m a n y  flat stones' is retnouldd 
to become: 'Many flal stancs   re) in the camp site' while 'The river has 
Illany fish' becamcs 'Mi111y fish (are)/swim in  the river.' 

5. The time o r  scasotl word does not occur wi lh llle srrltix / - / t~u/ .  
6. Murinjpr~ta has a variety of ways of denotin8 states. Stntive ndjectiva 

(rather than abstract nouns) or  i~npersotlal verbs, wherein the person 

L 

,lndergoing the state is cross-referenced into the verb in direct object form. 
Llsed, or, the English expression is remoulded as shown in the examples: 
I'm 11 ungry becornes lsg. hungr), 

I sg. have NEG-food 
lsg. want food 

I 'm thirsty becomes 3sg. 'thirsts' lsg. water-DATIVE 
I'jl~ sick becomes lsg. sit sick 

i ,  ;-lllo/ is not u:ed to describe fear of a person or a thing. Such expressions 
occur in Murln~pata as follows: 
(;,) I I I ~ & I  tunu-lva payu ka&~-l)ule yi& 

NIJG ~ S ~ . I ~ O V ~ - E M P H  there N C  : person-old man BECAUSE 
'Don't go there for fear of t l ~ e  old man.' 

~ b )  l)otU!;lu tllAU-71U lI'U?Jll tUI;IgL1 
beware 2sg.move-FUT away fire 
'Keep away from the fire.' 

,,I sulninary, the derivational affix, 1-ninl, has none of the semantic func- 
, j o l ~ s  listed above. However it does have three other functions which might 
bs translated as: 

(a)  larger/more well endowed with, than the norm 
(b) sore 
(c) habitually associated with 

of these (c) is the most common; (a) and (b) are restricted to body parts. 

~samples: 
(i)  k ( 1 4 ~  y i - i ~ a  

NC: porson penis-'having' 
10 terms of'(a), (i) is translated as: 'boy having (rcl;itivcly) large penis' but 
not as *'11ia11 having (relaiively) large penis'. This seems to be bccausc it is 
prcdiclitblc for the man's penis to bc relntivcly larze but not so the boy's; in 
addition, to si~ggcst that a man is dispro~7cl1.tic>tiate in this respect is highly 
derogatory so that it is assumcd the latter interpre(atinn is tivoided for taboo 
TCnSOnS. 

(a) appears to have the additional meaning of 'increasing in size, budding, 
or, burgeoning'. This helps to explain the readings allowed in (i), and, in (ii) 
;~nd (iii) below. 

In terms of (b), (i) is translated as: 'boy/man having sore penis' and in 
ns of (c) as: 'man habitually associated with penis, [that is] man who 

perforins circumcision in initiation ceremonies'. 
(ii) Ita~Iu pal!7u71 yayulu-lna 

;\tc :person wolnati breasts-'having' 
'woman with *large/sore breasts' 

(iii) k(l<lrr t~ta~lir~bitj~,vi ~~upu l i i -n~o  
x r  : person girl breasts-'having' 
'girl having largclsore breasts' 

Other body parts allow only one reading for /-nrcrl: 
(iv) k u ( / ~  fitnrr-n~a 

NC : person hose-'having3 
'person with keen sense of smell' 
'"person with sore nose' 
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(v) kadu piggal-n~a 
NC : person knees-'having' 
'person with sore knees' 
'"person having knees larger than the norm' by GxZUIIPI~S from Pith-Pitta whi& has 

1-ma/, in sense (c), may occur with persons: -singular kin pf~pri:etive suffixma the last 
(vi) kadu tan~ul-ma 

NC : person spear-'having' ,,o,l,,var.ana guluka pilika 
'man habitually associated with a spear [for example] good hul ), br.-3lcp-acc he-op-there hit-past 

(vii) kadu pi$a-~~ia *He hit h ~ s  (younger) brother.' 
NC : person picture-'having' p r J ~ a k a ~ a l ~ i  yapiyhvaralu tukaya kuntiyinu 
'man habitually associated with pictures [for example] photog daughter-acc-? father-3kp-op ?ake-pres house-alla 

and with two things: ' ~ j ~ e  father is taking his daughter to town.' 
(viii) tiapdi nifi-ma 

NC. th~ng arm-'having' 
'thing habitually associated w ~ t h  arm [that is] shirt' 

(ix) ~zayg'i laivali-ma 
NC : thing upper leg-'having' 
'thlng associated habitually with upper leg [that IS] trousers' 

A-2. Verbal affix 
There does not appear to be any verbal affix showing either formal 0, 

tional similarities to nominal having. 
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Many languages have what, 'We're grandmother and grandson.' 
proprietive' noun stem form 
of two types: third p.erson kin pr 
Occasionally there is a second per 

The third person proprietive s 
in a phrase to denote that th 
by X to, that is, is called X 
(which may be In the same or 
have no evidence on this point 
but may simply be known from the context. 

The non-singular kin proprietive is added to a kinship term X to 
that there are two or more people involved, one of whom is in the.re 
ship X 10 the other(s), the other(s) not being separately specified. 

29. Proprietive markers and kinship terms 
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1s q u ~ t e  acceptable. However, the t h ~ r d  person proprletlve may be obll 
11 occurs redundantly 111 some cases, for example 

( 1  2) ki~l~uk~il~aycr !1~1i11ara 
old man-gen e b~ -3 kp 
'The old man's brother.' 

Note that th~i-d pelson k111 proplletlve 1s not sllnply n thlld Person eq 
of first and second person k ~ i l  proprletlves; ~t I efers to a 'prop1 let01 
spec~fied somewhere outside the phrase in wli~cli ~t occurs. ( E x a ~ ~ i ~ l  
cons~deied as c o m p r ~ s ~ n g  two phrases ) brothers' or 'blother and s~ster '  ( ~ f  the brorher I S  the elder) 

Some languages are l ~ k e  P ~ t t a - P ~ t t a  In u s ~ n g  the propr~etl  i , / / ~ l ~ ~  ~ ~ ~ i a i j ~ y d ~ g a r a ~ ~ ~ i j ~  
s~ngular k ~ n  propr~etive but have no other k111 p ropr~e t~ve  affix 1110 th-kp-no11 sg.-du 
some of the languages of the Marl Group, the example 1s taken 'We'le grandfather and grandson (or grandddughter) ' 
south-westernmost member, Margalij, In wli~ch the suffix I S  

(1 3) bula ba/?iaba! i balgarua~ii 1s dn allomorph -yu of the p l ~ ~ ~ a l  which occurs only after -gala, {low- 

they(du) brother-prop lilt-rec~p-cont~n-pres the normal plural suffix -(U)~I:J/ ]nay also be used with -gars. Note also 

'The two brothers are fighting.' rile wold dyrl?iar~i (inasc)/dy~i?i~i (non-masc) 'male, f r~end '  acts as n 

However, some at least of these languages have suffixes used o 11111 t e ~ m  h ~ t h  regard to the k ~ n  propnetlve. 
ship terills and whose funct~on is not known to present-day 
example the root dagu in B~djara means 'elder brother' but 
especially ~aguliydj~ila are more common. These suffixes 
propriet~ve affixes; note the s~m~la r i ty  between -7iydyila 
allornorphs, others includ~ng -ylla, -dyla,  -rzyila, -dijl~la, -dl 
singular k~n-propnetive suffix -/iydyir of Mayagulail (Band~il Sub-g 
Marl Group). 

Mayagulan seerns to be unusual in hav~ng  separate affixes for pro 
thlrd person k ~ n  propr~etlve and non-s~ngular k ~ n  propnet~ve.  The 
p ropr~e t~ve  affixes, -mi, and -1iydj3ir iespect~vely, are ~ l l u s ~ ~ a t e d  
example (14) b e ~ n g  from the Ngawun d~alect  

(1 4) itiibanzirii;lgi &1rgi~i1 c/jialar~i gai?iuygL~ 
mother-3kp-op wash-past baby water-op 
'The mother washed the baby.' 

(1 5 )  daria ~ ~ ~ ~ / 7 i i / i ) ' d j ~ ~ l ~  bu~j~dyai~ibi i~i i  
they(p1) s~ater-nskp lilt-reap-pres 
'All the s~sters are fightinp ' 

Another such language 1s waliyl,' but In t h ~ s  case ~ h e ~ e  I S  a dual, n 
singular, k111 p r o p ~ ~ e t i v e ;  for the plural the normal plural 111 

The affixes are -ya/iydya and -gula (third person and dual, r 
Some lai~guages use the same suffix for both t h ~ r d  person an 

kin propr~etwes. T h ~ s  lr the case In Gog-Nar (examples (16) and ( I  
probably in Yalarnnga and Kalkatungu 

(16) ~lr!inzar.ayk ' h ~ s  father' 
father-kp 

(17) niu,t6k riiarai;lk l~urani Itaiiayk kar1111 , pllay 
elder brother kp there now fight-pres they(du) 
'The two brothers are fight~ng.' 

Wagaya uses -~;la;du (mast)/-yaydl (non masc) In both funct~ons, 
further affix -gars may be used In the uon-singular, and the dual o 
suffixes, as appropriate, may also be added (whether or not - 
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idu is the purposive form of the second person singular Pronolln an 
the genitive. 

- m W  can combine with one word which, in o h  languages, 
combines with the proprierive suR~x-'no~ng*. In Ngamini this is 

d it ftnctions also as a privative suffix. 

(27) pultyira 'father and son' 
father-dkp 

Other kill proprietive affixes which may be cognate with GLW 
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the proprietive in most languages (or  pina aka in Ngamini as in examp 
~t is combinable with klnship terms. ,, paper has been written in the field and 1 have had acce-ss only to , papels of this Conference and some of my own notes on western 

ileerlsland and other languages. Study of other publ~shed material would , cjoubt provide much further information. 
(33)  l~l~iyan~inydyi 'well bu~lt ' ,  'good looking' ,m not certain that my informant's language is Wanyi and not Garawa. 

good appearance-having ,,yevel, they are closely related. 
(34) n1urulvum711ytlj)i ?lala yini 

The 'having' affix and other morphemes in 
I young man he-there spouse-prop 

I 'That young man IS married.' (nip0 is a kinship term) fifty Australian languages 
; / t l  

Peter Sutton 

spouse-con1 he go-past 
'He went there with his wife.' 

propr ietive ('having' affix) 

(CAUS/TRSR or INTR VBS) 
~ntransit~ve verbs 

verbal comitative/instrumentive (VB COM/VB INST) 

(ANTIPASSIVE) 
mall ntrmbcr uf forms with othcr fi~nctions werc included for illtercqt 
rxa~nple, gcneral obliques -ga in Wemba-Wemba arld Gunwin-gu). 
on-Australian languages which show similar formill links between these 
s of gl.arnmar might be investigated and found to bc illuminating by 
"arhon. I>iscussion of Latvian, Fijian and Engl~sli follows. 

I 
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Latvian 

I 
1 

uz kreslienz on cham-INST/PROP 'on the chairs' 

transitiviser of intransitive verbs. 

Fijian" 
The instrumentive form of an intrans~tive verb entalls the use 
transitiviser : 

izu sa dambe ' I  climb' 
nu sa dambera nu pale 'I climb (on) the house' 
au sa dambetalca IIU tnarau 'I clllnb with an axe' 

English 
Transitive and intransitive instruments are identified with accusati 
English : 

He hit him accusative 
I went with h~nz ~ntransitive instrument (accompan~ 
He had a knife with him intransrt~ve instrument (possess~o~~, 
l've caught rabbits with him transitive Instrument 

(1.e. uslng a ferret) 
The identification of proprietlve and ~nstrumental 111 English can be 
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divhims. Phmo10@c~l changes usually operate within the 
not aCr6SS them. p a t  Is, we often have changes such as *$ > 
*b > *w, or +# > and *g > *y, but changes fmm kmhai  
fa&, fox example. Cases of 9 > *rf sad +& 3 *g are not so 
whm p!re&& *I?). The artidator tends to remain eonstant, 
manner may change more easily, 

The order of the llsts below i s :  

A. Lamina1 +V 
(1) -yi - -dji - -$I -- -Ji 
(2) -ya - -dju - -fba - -nja 

B. Peripheral +V 
( 1 )  -wi - -bi -. -gi - -mi 
(2) -wa - -ba - -ga - -ma 

C. Apical+V 
(1) - r j  - -ii- - r j  - - d j  - - d j  N -]i N -/i 
(2) -ra - -fa - -ya - -da - -& - -la - -!o 

A (I) lamina1 +i 
Wemba-Wemba . PROP (restricted) 
Wemba-Wemba REClP 
~ h a n - g a d i  
Dhan-gadi 
Gidabal 
Gidabal 
Bidjara 
Gugu-Badhun 
Warungu 
Warungu 
Warungu 
Warungu 
Dyirbal 
Dyirbal 
Dyirbal 
Dyirbal 
Yir-Yoront 
Yir-Yoront 
Flinders Is. Language 
Flinders Is. Language 
Flinders Is. Language 
Yugulda 
Yugulda 
Alyawarra 
Alyawarra 
Warlpiri 
Thargari 
Gupabuyngu 
Djambarbuyngu 

PROP 
VERBAL NOUN 
VB COM (accompn) 
VB COM (simult) 
PROP 
PROP 
PROP 
CATALYTIC 
STATIVE/PARTICIPIAL 
ONE'S OWN 
REFL (-I root) 
RESIDUAL PL 
CATALYTIC 
INTENSIFIER 
PROP 
RESIDUAL PROP 
PROP 
REFL/RECIP 
ONE'S OWN 
REFL (-d > ) 
RECIP 
CON1 
CAUS 
EM P H  
INST NOUN FORMA I'IVES 
lNTR VSR 
INTR VSR 

X IN FIFTY LANCiUAGES 

INTR VSR 
REFL 
EMPH PRON 
'maker of '  
RECIP 
REFL 
PROP 
REFERENT 
DIRECTIVE/ACCESSORY 
REFL 
PROP (alienable) 
2S.3 REFL 
PROP 
RECIP 
RESIDUAL PROP 
PROP 
REFL, ANTIPASSIVE 
REFL 
REFL 
PROP 
P L  
DU 
DU. P L  

PROP 
PROP 
P L  

PROP (restricted) 
DUAL 
PROP 
PROP 
INTR VSR 
VB NOMSNALISER 
PROP 
PROP 
VB COM 
RECIP (intr.) 
INST N FRMTV 
REFL 
PROP 
PROP 
PROP (restricted) 
PROP 
INST 
PROP 

-yi/-dji 
-yi 
-dji 
-yi 
-1qdji1iti 
-yi/-re 
-(I V )  idjii-(n)b idji 
-y i 
-njdji 
-ndji/-ndja 
- ~ ~ a n d j i  
-gat idj ig-  
-yi 
-djiri 
-dji 
-yi/-dji 
- :dji 
-diri 
-2jili 
-yida/- b ida 
-biqiri/-bar; 
-Gila/-bargula 
-u'jila, -dji 

- w idja 
-(w)idji/-(n)bidji 
-biri 
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Gugu-Badhun 
E. Bidha-Bidha 
Alyawarra 
Warlpiri 
Gupabuyllgu 
Gupabuyllgu 
Gunwin-gu 

PL (residual FROP ?) 
PL 
PROP 
PROP 
PROP 
REFL~RECIP 
[NTR VSR 

B (2) peripheral +a 
-1va- -ba- -ga- - 1 7 7 ~ -  

Gugu-Badhun 
Warungu 
Gog-Nar 
Yir-Youont 
Yir-Yoront 
Yir-Yoront 
Flinders Is. 'Language 
Galgadungu 
Warluwara 
Warluwara 
Wai-luwara 
Ararnda 
Thargari 
Gunbalang 
Alawa 
Alawa 
Gunwin-gu 

REClP 
ONE'S OWN 
PROP 
PROP 
ONLY 
'RECIP 
PROP (clans) 
:PROP 
PROP 
REFL PRON 
CONJ 
ONE'S OWN 
PROP (a1lomo1:ph) 
PROP ( ?) 
PROP (inalienable) 
PROP (alienable) 
SELF 

Gidabal 
Bidjara 
Gugu-Badhun 
Gugu-Badhun 
Gugu-Badhun 
Dyirbal 
Dyirbal 
Dyirbal 
Dyirbal 
E. Bidha-Bidha 
E. Bidha-Bidha 
W. Bidha-Bidha 
Warluwara 
Ararnda 
Warlpiri 
Garadjari 
Thargari 
Thargari 
Rembarnga 
Rembarnga 
Biri 

PROP 
PROP 
PROP (residual) 
PROP (clans) 
PROP (restricted) 
PROP 
REFL (-y stems) 
RECIP 

PL (residual) 
DU 
PL 
PROP 
REFL PRON 
CONJ 
PROP 
PROP 
PROP 
RECIP 
PROP 
DU 
PROP 

;'' AFFlX I N  FlFTY LANGUAGES 

GEN OBLIQUE 
TR VSR 
ANT JPASSlVE 
PROP (restricted) 
CONJ ADVERB 
PROP 
PROP 
REFL 
PROP 
GEN OBLIQUE 
PROP 
PROP 
PROP 
PROP, 

CAUS 
CAUS 
CAUS 
VB COM/V.B INST 
TR VSR 
REFL (-J) root) 
PROP 

ge ONE'S OWN 
PROP 
RE.FL/RECIP 

5, REFL/RECIP 
TR VSR 
1R VSR (110~11~) 
REFL PRONS 
REFL/RECIP 
PROP 
C.0NJ (but) 
ACCOMPANITIVE 

-e only theApical+V coinbi~latiolls which'have 
 at is, which do  not occur as part of bisyllak 

-<ti- -ti- -1i- 
RLFL 
REFL (-1 root) 
PROP 
INTR VSR 
JNTRANSITIVISLR 
PL (intransitives) 
RELATlVE CLAUSE 
lNTR VSR 
INTR VSR 

not already 
~ i c  or poly- 
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Gunwin-gu REFL~RECIP 
Dalabon REFL 
Ngariiiyin REFL~RECIP 
Yanyuwa DU 
Alawa REFL 
Wagaya ~ N T R  VSR 
Warungu VB COM 
Alyawana INTR VSR 
Alyawarra PL 
Adnyamathanha RECIP T R A N S I T I V I S E R ~  -!.j 

Bidjara CAUS 
Galgadungu RL-FL~RECIP 
Galgadungu TR VSR 

Bidjara REFL 
Gugu-Badhun REFL -1i 
Alyawarra TR VSR 
Ararnda REFL 
Yiwadja CONJ -ill-li/-ilda 
Yanyuwa PL -/I' 
Biri REFL, ANT~PASSIVE -1i idill R. M. W. Dixon 

C (2) apical {-a 
Almost all of the CVs of this class are to be found as part of a CVCV stru, 
ture, frequently one where the first CV consists of Peripheral-Fa. For this 
reason they have not been listed separately. 

Sources ria~nbal E. Vaszolyi 
lak-Malak D. Birk 

Dhan-gadi N . Holmer 
Gidabal B. and H. Geytenbeek 
Bidjara J. G.  Breen bridge 1972, pp. 93ff. 
Gugu-Badhun P. Suttou ! Data from A. Capell, Beginriing Linguis t i c s ,  Sydney 1966, p. 142. 
Warungu T. Tsunoda , i.e. 'ki7~a - *ba - +:mba. 
Dyirbal R. M. W. Dixon . This form also disambiguates truelfalse re-flexives. 
Gog-Nar J .  G.  Breen . For example, r;ler~i 'pregnant' > ger 'belly' (Alpher, private communica 
Yir-Yoront B. Alpher 
Oykangand B. Sommer 
Flinders Tsland Language P.  Sutton 
E. and W. Bidha-Bidha B. Blake and J. G.  Breen 
Galgadungu B. Blake 
Warluwara J .  G.  Breen 
Yugulda S. Keen 
Alyawarra C. Yallop 
Ararnda T. G.  H. Strehlow 
Adnyamathanha B. Schebeck 
Pitjantjatjara A. Glass and D. Hackett 



31. Rapporteur's Summary c k l ~ w ~ ~ ~  ('having'-forms used effectively as temporal adverbs) 

Although no start l~ng conclusions are poss~ble, ~t may be worthwh~le dl. 
together some of the recurrent patterns from tlle detailed data present 
coilti-~butors to this topic. 

l v ~ t y  between the three hierarchies, 
y SO that for ally lallguage a single 
vlng' affix coverlllg all senses above 

Functions of the nominal affix lllle and none of those below ~ t :  
The introductory paper (9) should have begun the 11st of semauric fun 
with: 

0, Chracteristks of r p m  
(a physical chatacteriscics, far example, h a f i  cjcftrices, bdng g E @ po-ing something, far =ample, hav~ng a wfe/dWspwr. 

invotve equation& sentences, without any surface verb 
invohing the 'having' thus tonstittats the whole 'comment'] 
fying fmm Fidinj: 
( 1 )  yirpr ~vuyguri 17junibu/dji the papers far topic A. There is 

THIS boy-NOM beard-HAVING-NOM n Warluwara @per 21) covers 
'This teenage boy has a beard.' ut trot Ib, 2c, etc. (here a slant line would be needed). 

(2) ~ U J U  gala:y cluguldji at no language described in these papers uses the 'having' affix 
1-SUBJ spear-HAVING-NOM ~ ~ T ~ ~ - H A V I N G - N O M  'fear' ( s e w  7 in paper 9). 
'I have three spears.' 

This is in fad the most obvious and most 
amx (\which may constitute rtn excuse for my h 
from p& 9.3; thus H e w s   report^ that the 
s 4 E  K u l i  language hat only me *man 
'haqing a certain characteristrc' (paper 201, 

Exarninatioa of the papers shdws thak the 
affix is nruch wider in some Iapguqp than i 
up a h i w h y  of sexriantic fundons to 
fewnces. It is useful first to s o u p  the se 
A. ATTRIBUTES ('having'-forms used 
equatlo~~al-type sentences, as (1)-(2) abov 
0. Of a person 

(a) phys~cal characteristics (he has a moustache). 
(b) alienable possession (she has a yamstick). 

4. Of a place (the place has water) 
6. Of a person-mental or corporeal state (eager, ~ealous ,  hungry, etc.) 

B. ACCOMPANIM~NT ('having'-forms with a basically adjectival fun 
within an NP) 
2. (a) person in motion, with (non-helpful) inanimate 
1.  (a) person at rest, with inanimate 
2. (c.) person in motion, with human(s) 
I .  (b) person at  rest, with human(s) Wilrungu rJoji 
2. (b) person in mot~on ,  with (helpful) inanimate (instrument) ~ U ~ U - Y  imidhir g8$i 
3. Person doing something to someone/thing, with instrument *mother's father' 



4. Nyawaygi -gi 
pastlperfect inflection on a 
csi~jugation consisting just of consisting ~ u s t  ot nu:- 
11ja:- 'see', ~ v u -  'give' and 71ji:- ~ v u -  'give' 
'sit' 

(-gi is generalised in Wargamay to - - 

be perfect inflection on the ope11 
intransitive conjugation.) 

.- -- 
then be brought'in through a change -giri > -gari. Alternatively we CO~,, 
on the basis or Y aralde -wtr(ljrr.i and Alawa -14-arrclii (paper 22), sugga~,. I 
original *-xatljil'i, which could then yield -gar; by contraction. Plainly we 
at present able to d o  tittle more than make randotn suggestions, which haG 4 

.---- , 
will have lo await-and proceed i n  terms ofL-a-genetic subgrouping of 1hcsF 
languages (justified on some criteria other than lexicostatistics!), and mm 
i~lvolve s ~ : ~ t o n a t i c  corsespondences at every levcl. 

Ken Hale mentioned, in discussion at the conference, that the 'havinn* 
aRix in  a number of western lanpuagcs (for example, Pitjantjatjara 
must be a developmen( from lexical guiljaru 'two'. And !his could have-& I 

Hale tentatively suggested-given rise losome or  all o f t h e - p h i - - g i r i -  
- x w i  forms mentioned above. I( is certainly an idea wurth detailed , 

" 
-wil - -bit - -,nil (20).  I I rnay be signilicant that mosi'of tliesc forms have a 
,far narrower range of semantic f u ~ ~ c l i o i ~ s  that1 most of the -p i r i  forms. 

Form of the reflexive-trpe aBx I 

'having' -Qiri, and verbal reflexive-type -Qiri is a reflection of some 1 I 

I. 
GRAMMATICAL CATEGORlLS IN AUSTRALIAN 

-= 
301) 

Guugu-Yimidhir -di . This is a topic about which it 
past . .  inflection . 011 a COIIJ s U ~  cm~lmions. For instance 

in terms of a nominative- 
my DyirbaI Language, 

nce where the transitive 

[Peter Sutton also suggesls (private cvrnrnutiic~~tion) tb:~t the alternation al& the east coast between forms !lit?- - !jutt- and 81'11- - Zw1- for second 
singular pronouns tnay tie in with the ,q-# correspon subject object 

Tliis suggests that -gi(ri) sllol~ld be rclated tr> *- Qiri. 
a chanse -git-i > -Qiri (with tlie initial stop being assimi! 
vowel) is more plausible than -63ir.i > -giri; and Gum v, r 

+*-Qiri  

se now that the 'having' affix relates to a dummy verb ACCOMP in deep 
]re (roughly translatable as 'is accompanied by'). Thus 

vuiying degrees of plausibility. about correspotidences of aftixcs between 4 
sets of the two l lu~~dred  or so Auslralian latipuages. Dclini tive rcconstruclinn , 

inves t~~at ion.  
T l~e re  is a furthcr group of forms for the 'having' aflix that are close cnougb 

to bear listing: Dyirbal -bilu (paper I X), Muruwari -bitla (Is) ,  Wagaybuwan 
-hi1 'havine a lot of'  and also -bilrr i n  the one rorm di~arb i la  ( 16) and Kulin 

, to get 'man' into unmarked nominative case in surface structure, the 

There are a fair num&r of languages with a verbal 
development from *-@Mi in each case this serves to 
from a transitive verbal stem (with a 'reftexive' andjw 
'anti-passive' type effect). Thus we have - 4 ~ a  in Kulin 
Dyirbal (181, -:&I in Yidinj (121, -yi in the Flinders Isla I 
-n&i--ndju in Alma (221, in Waqaybuwan (16) 
BadhunJWaruagu (13-14). can be added further 

v t r  
ACCOMT' 

1itetature-w P a r  Sutton's survey (30) and note reflex 
(Peter Austin, private communication). 

I t  remains to investigate whether the similarity between the .l)omlll~l', 

;ntlerlying structure : 

anti- 
passive 

N'P 
spear 

VP 
/\ 

/ \ 
I / 

N P  
\ 
Vtr 

man ACCOMP 

NP NP VP 
man spear I 

more natural now than that the marker *-Qiri should transfer to the 
[n')~ln 'spearq, and the dummy verb ACCOMP then delete, yielding (4). 
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Many, no doubt equally iiccept;~ble, explilnations of this type caul 
forward. But we can only proceed through detailed justification i/, il 
ia11g~1age.r for syntactic explanations of this (or other) sorts; alld 
attempting syntactic reconstruction t h r o ~ g h  painstaking comparisor 
syntaxes of present-day languages To attempt to 'jump' to some 
explanatioo of the connection between verbal and noininal -Qiy;\, 
of tile type sketched above, or of sonle other type-is quite illicit. 1 Topi,: 6: 

I Ergalive, locative and 

i 1  instrumental case inflections 



R.M.W. Dixon 

f articulation to a pre- 

B-2. Locative 
Most languages that have an ergative case inflection (all of whose allomorphs 
nornially end in -u) have anothel. case inflection which is formally identical 
to ergative except that it ends in -a, rather than 4 1 ;  the most cominon function 
I \  'locative'. 

'Locative' ~ilmost alwirys exactly repcats the ;~llon~orphic conditioning of' 
ergative- that is, -(la (with zissiniilaiion) :~fler a consonant, and -la - -mu 
after n vowel. (Specific examples oi the corlgruence betwccn crgi~tive nrld 
localive are quoted in Dixon. ql'it'bol Lartgi~oge, pp. 9- I I). 

I n  most langilages the prime fi~nction of the inflection we arc calling 
'locativc' is to indicate 'rest at a place'-that is, 'at, in, on, etc.'. In home 
languages (for example, Gubabuygu, for non-human nouns), locative case 
can also cover die meaning 'motion to'; in oll~ers (for cxamplc, Wnlmacljari, 
Yanyul:~) i t  can also be used in the selise '1i:lving' (see Topic A of tliis seminar): 
in still others (for cxamplc, Gumbayggir, Dieri, Dyirbnl) i t  can iniply 'fear'. 
IWherl locativc does not hnvc tllcse further fnnctions and a language has 
separntc inflections for allativc. 'having' and 'fear', i t  is noi uncommon for 
sonic or all of tllese to he based on- th:it is. involve i1n addition to-.the 
locative inflection.) 
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There are Australian Eanpagw in which the case which difpen 
simply by hauigg h d  -a in p h e  of -w d'oes not i 
rest'. Thus in Wmtw-wemba (Herws, 
case has a wide range of functions th 
' m ~ t i ~  at Wt'. (It my be that W s ' s  name for this 
W m b ,  'geaemt oblique', would be more suitable than 
general comparative label.) 

In some languages 'locative' has further syntactic functi 
A. Capell points out that in the North Kimberley languages th 
subject' is given locative inflection within a passive sentence. 

or other transfom8tions. 
B-3. Instrumental 
Australiaa lmguaga &aracteri~'Fically haw an inflection 
inwumentd nouns--normally in ~ansitive, but s~metimes 
sitive! serstgnw (for example, 'Be hit her Wh a c W ,  'He 
money with a t a d ' ,  'He I aved  with Q razor', 'He walked 
ktiGkP]* s concerns Yidiaj, a languag~ in which 

Most commonly instrumental inflection coincides in form wlth er 
a minority of languages ~t instead coincides with locative 
languages (Djiqiii is the only clear example known to the wr~ter 
instrumental inflection that is distinct from both ergative and locat] 

Aims R.M.W. Dixon 

The purpose of this part of the seminar is to assemble infor lldlnj, from north-east Queensland, is notable in that, onto nominals ending 
instrumental inflection in as many Australian languages as po a ergative is -ygu and locative -la (there is one noun only with under- 
forms and functions of the cases to which it is related. It inay ce can be found in the language of a 
shed some light on the absorbing question of II! 

formally identical with ergative in some languages ce of vowel length in all the examples 
and on the possibly interrelated quest~on of why there shou elow can be explained by a general phonological rule, that is not stated here. 
formal congruence between the syntactic case, ergative, and the Ioc 
locative. 

Papers are invited on languages in which there is some i 
instrumentals : languages in which instrumental coincides with 
languages in which instrumental is distinct from ergative and loc 
languages in which instrumental coincides with ergative and the1 he baslc alloinorphs are: 
unusual (syntactic or other) data that may be of interest fo -l;lg~~ following a vowel 
sion of instrumentals in Australia. -61~~ following a consonant 

r15yllablc (and, generally, odd-syllabled) stems ending in a vowel simply 

neighbour and close genetic relation, 



Function 
The ergeHvc inktion is obligatory on every noun and adjective in 
which fundions as transitive subjwt. The head noun of such u, 
normally animate, but &n be inanimate, far example: 
.(I) b yon& mayi gwbag 

sun-mG fmit-p1m ripen-nlj6jn.a- 
'The sun rit)en8 the fruit.' 

(23 w~jmj qk:ndu b ~ f n  manclJ'a:~j 
I-QBJ Mm-ELIG 'lower leg .~w ~~I-PAST 
'Tiredm filled mp cam (i,t. my legs felt tired).' 

B-2. Locative 

With stems ending in -y,  locative inflection is -njdja, with the y either 
or dropped at will. Note that -nj- is always included for a locative, 

,,,hereas it is sometimes included and sometimes omitted in the case of 

Stems ending in long non-front vowels have zero realisation of locative 
tase; thus p v u :  'grass' is root, nominative and locative form. Stems ending - 

i :  or -i, that have ergative -(lq)dju, have a corresponding locative inflection, 

This inflection marks both locative ('rest at a place') and allative ('motion 
,o,vards') functions : 

, l N V U  njina:nj bulmba: J, .J-  2 

I - ~ U B J  sit-PAST camp-LOC 
*I sat in the camp.' 

[4) bayu galitl bulmba: 
1 - s ~ ~  ~O-PRES/PW carnApLoC 
'I'm going to the camp.' 

ke inflstion has a pretty concrete Llocrl' meaning. For instance, locative , might appear at Ant blush to be being used metaphoricsUy in: 
(S) qanjai yiggu njina:nj yuru:n /gIrdjagimba:lda 

wc-suw here-~Oc live-PM long time ago whlte man-W~OUT-LW 
'We lived here a long time ago, when then were no white mm.' 

'without' (the opposite of -dji/--yl 'having') s a v e s  to derive an 
sstm and here gadjagimbal is merely a modifier in a ldcative N P  

yiggu (and an implied had noun 'place'). The N P  is, literally, 'at 
without wfiite men'. 

Care must be taken to distinguish locative inflection (-/a - -da) from 
Iativc (-nda) and purposive (-gu); it would be beyond the scope of this paper 
b go into the contrastive functions of these three cases. 

B-3. Instrumental 

Form 
In  phonological shape, instrumental exactly coincides with locative. 

Function 
instrumental marts a weapon or tool used to perform a task. I t  can also be 
used for the material out of which somethi~lg is made: 
( 6 )  (luguy ba1ga:l djirga:da 

house-NOM make-PAST blady grass-INSTR - - -  

'This house is made of blady grass.' 
(7)  ga~ijdji gambi dugal gidja:da biba: 

We-SUBJ clothes-NOM ~ U ~ / ~ ~ ~ - P R E S / F U T  mark-INSTR paper-INSTR 
'We buy clothes with money.' 

gkliu) biba (literally 'paper with marks (drawn on)') is used to refer to paper 
money. 

Nouns referring to body parts can freely occur with instrumental inflec- 
tinn (thus: 'hand', 'foot', 'head', 'teeth', 'eye'). 
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Transformations 
First llote that, mally other Australian languapea, Yidilll has a 
accusative paradigm for pronouos, and a n ~ m i ~ ~ a t i ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ t ~ ~ ~  ol,e 
Thus we get 

function 
illtransltive subject I ; ~ Q ~ U  

transitive subject 
transitive object 

It is thus possible, by comparing the 
for any Np, uniquely to determine its 

diemt  swam in (10) and (12). 
d forms would be: 

the contrastive forms of the 
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(19) guri:li baniu:l baga:l 
wallaby-NOM person-ERG spear- PAS^ 
'The mall speared the wallaby.' 

can be derived : 
Kenneth Hale 

,, paper, I follow the forillat used by R. M. W. Dixon in his corres- 
paper on Yidinj. I also use the same orthography as he in order to 

ate comparison. Dja:bugay was spoken on the Barron River immediately 
llorrh of Yidlnj and is probably closely genetically related to it. 

'person', take the ending /gel : 

11' takes the ending 1-lul: 

/.anzan-du 'horse-ERG' 

e surface at least, show final /m/-these 
s final to /mu/ and take 1-qgul: 
~u-ygu 'fingernail (bigun1)-ERG' 

ts of a NP functionillg as 

person-ERG meatlanimal spear-PAST 
'The person speared the animal.' 
guru:-ygu ~;lanja buya-nj 

'One man hit me.' 
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(4) bal77a-lu yui?ja haygal-ndii cl~i:-11j 
man-ERG me big-ERG ]lit-PAST 
'The big man hit me.' 

The ergative is also used, albeit rarely, on body-part llominals fuIlc 
lllstrument in transitive sentences : 
(5) ban7a-lu yanja niaya-!lg~i clu:-nj 

man-ERG me h a l l d - ~ R ~  hit-PAST 
'The man hit me with his hand.' 

Normally, the instrumental function is fulfiIM by an in 
the locative-even 011 body-part n o m a r s  (w below).. 
unusual in Australia for the b o d y - r n  instru-1 to 
ergative while other instrumentals cd&& wj* - ib  ]a& 
of the Western Desert exhibits this u w .  

B-2. Locative 
Form 
Disyllabic vowel-final stems ilormally take the ending j 
of the final vowel): rulllelltal inflection has the function suggested 

bulniba-: 'country-LOC' d in the following sentences: 
baiia-: 'water-L.OC' Irl-/ci gzilu yabari-1 buIiija11-~1a 
biri-: 'fire-LOC' 

But at  least one disyllabic vowel-final takes /-;/a/: 
n7i11ja-:la 'meat/animal-LOC' 

Vowel-final stems of greater length than two morae ~ lo r~na l ly  take /- 
dji1ia:-la ' foot -LO~'  'The man splashe$ me with water.' 
~Iji1117buru-la 'road-LOC' SLlc/j~-ygc~ y a ~ j u  &iIu-: baga-II~ 
miyinibi-la 'Stoney Cree.k-LOC' r l I a t - ~ ~ G  me spear-IXsT spear-PAST 
j'ubciri-la ' # 15 Tunnel-LOC' 'That one speared Ine with a spear.' 
n7uri1ii-la 'ashes-LOC' J,aru~nu~~-ckr 7ja1ija djina:-la baga-iij 

Consonant-final stems take an ending whose collsolla~ltism is iden I ~ O ~ S ~ - E R G  lne foot-INST k i c k / s p e a r - ~ ~ ~ ~  
that of the ergative; its vowel, however, is /a/: 'The horse kicked me with its foot.' 

cljulbirz-da 'tree-LOC' I gura: cljalba-yi-l;l 11jaivil-11rla 
bctryan-L/U "ground-LOC' dog IicI<-REFL-PRES t0ng~e-lNST 
ba!jgal-iida 'big-roc' 'The dog is licking itself with its tongue.' 
~oayal-ncla 'boomerang-LOC' Dui~in bagal-i~jdiiri-!;~ g~ilci-: 
rlugir-a 'live/alive-LOC' I)eI'SOll s~~~~'-RECIP-PRES Spear-INST 
i~zula-17jcja 'hole (niulaj~)-LOC' 'The men are spearing each other with spears.' 
giniu-~~j~lja 'Cairns (gimuy)-roc' g~idiu-!jgu !;lanja biwur-a baga-i? j 

However, stems ending in / ~ n /  extend this to /i1711/ and ta that-ERG me singleprong-INST spear-PAST 
biguiwin-nc/a "fingernail (bigu~z)-LOC' 'That one speared me with a single-pronged spear.' 

Function 
This inflection functioils as a locative and as an allative: 

(6) guc/ji !j~inba-~~jdju ~vuna-y 
he Kuranda-LOC lie-PRES 
'He is living at Kuranda (yunbuy).' 

(7) !jrnl-t:u ginni-njo'ja gali-na !jzlnia 
1 Cairns-LOC go-FUT tomorrow 
'1 will go to Cairns tomorrow.' 

its name, 

se system 
ive system 

for 
for 

'person' 
ban7a 
banza-lu 
bania 

lun,  d o u b ~  tless 
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tke ergathe etymoi@calf , fs now completely devoid ument or tool. (The verbal 
Wdiig-the f d m i ~ : ~ ~ ~ ~ y a n d  /ya~vsrlgu/ alternate with co -relative formative.) And 
irrespective of etgatiqitp..) 

As in Yidinj, the subject of a reflexive is in the nominative, 
(see (16) above)-this extends also to the reciprocal (see (17) 
reflexive and reciprocal verb-formatives are, respectively, /-yi-/ and I-- stick-p~ss/Wm-P'~sr 
The ending /-yi-/ also renders a medio-passive, as in:  me; I got stuck by the tassel-fern.' 
(19) gayag gura: baga-yi-nj understood not as an instrument but rather as an 

rcing only when an animal or person comes into dog spear-PASS/REFL-PAST 
%y dog got speared.' 

Compare this with llowingr the FASS/WRL form may be 
(20) batiia-lu yayay gura: baga-71j t of a transitive sentence is nat 

fers to an entity which is not the man-ERG my dog spear-PAST 
'The man speared my dog.' the sentence. It can apparently 

The PASS/REFL formative 1-yi-/ also has another use, as illustrate sentence-is on the object rather 
following sentences : subject. This latter may be the case in 
(2 1) galija gulu-ggu boga-yi-t?j gllrit~a-ygu yal?ja baga-yi-nj 

me Spear-ERG S ~ ~ ~ ~ / S ~ ~ C ~ - . P A S S / R E F L - P A S T  po rcup ine -~~G me s t i c k - ~ ~ s s / ~ ~ r ~ - ~ ~ s ~  
'I got stuck by the spear; the spear stuck me.' '1 got stuck by the poscupine.' 

(22) ganja i t~ay~iibi/-~du guni-yi-tij this may also be what is involved in the following reference to being 
me axe-ERG cut-PASS/REFL-PAST 
'I got cut by the axe; the axe cut me.' 

Dixon suggests, in his discussion of the corresponding usage i ~o~larnu-ilgLt yania-ygu yanja ~t'amba-yi-nj mu!Y:ba-la 
these are related transformationally to reflexive sentences with instr my-ERG mother-ERG me put-PASS~REFL-PAST Mareeba-LOC 
(23) !lalvu(ggu) gulu-: baga-yi-nj 'My mother gave birth to me a t  Mareeba.' 

I Spear-INST spear-PASS/REFL-PAST this as it may, it is evident that the use of the PASS/REFL forms in this way 
'I speared myself with a spear.' 

(24) yawu(ygu) 1t:aymbil-ndo guni-yi-qj 
I axe-1NST CU~-PASS~REFL-PAST 
'1 C-ut myself with an axe.' 1 1  have to accommodate the fact that if the transitive verb involved refers 

He points out that (21)-(22) render an 'accidental-reflexive' while (2 a process which is, in some (as yet only intuitively understood) sense, 
render a 'deliberate' reflexive. This certainly fits with such senteockd aracteristic of an entity denoted by an inanimate ergative subject, the 
following: SS/REFL form is typically not employed : 
(25) yawu(ggu) ~ ~ a g a l  giba-n j; !lanja niap-walo 0) biri-!lgu (milmun-clu, mwniri-ygu) ganja ganda-nj 

1 boomerang scrape-PAST; me hand-then 
gutii-yi-nj 
cut-PASS~REFL-PAST 

'I was scrapiilg a boomerang and cut my hand.' 
However, my understanding of this phenomenon, from a general ex 
tion of the Dja:bugay material, is somewhat different. While cer 
exhibiting the form represented by (21)-(22) certainly allo 
reflexive' interpretations, there are also sentences of this fo 
not be derived from a reflexive-that is, there is no  reasonable reflexiv 
instrumental source for them. Consider, for example, the serite~ice , 
(26) batia-rjgu gatlja du:-yi-71j, guru-ya ~vai-ilu alternant of I-yi-1 (?)): 

rain-ERG me hit-PASS/REFL-PAST, COllle-REL outside 
butiu'a-malim I )  cljulbin-du yanja daba-nba-nj 
mountain-ELATIVE stick-ERG me trip-nba-PAST 

'I was hit (i.e., rained on) by the rain as I was outside coming fro 'The stick tripped me.' 
mountain.' ut Mr George Martin used the unextended form: 
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(32) qulbin-clu y a ~ ~ j n  u'aba-17j 
stick-ERG me trip-PAST 

Dja:bugay shares with Yidinj an additional use of t R.M.W. Dixon 
1-yi-/-this is what D ~ x o n  refers to as the 'anti-passive' 
like discussion of Dja:bugay has prompted me to 
(33) banza-lu ivayal giba-Mj mination of the behaviour of the verbal denva- 

lnan-ERG boomerang scrape-PAST 
'The inan scraped the boomerang.' idinj can be assigned the deep structure 

in which the subject 1s In the ergative and the obje 
there are also sentences of the form C 

(using 
0, A and S to denote trans~tive object, transitive subject and intran- 

,ltlve functions respectively). There are syntactic arguments showi~lg 
a 'nominative-ergative' deep structure of this type is appropriate 

lor Yldir~j. Thus, a relat~ve clause will normally have an N P  coreferential 
, v l ~ l l  an NP in the maln clause-and these coreferential NPs must be in S or 
0 function (marked by nominative case) in each clause. NP, or NP, is the 
.topic' or 'pivot' for various syntactic transformatiolls and is, by convention, 

claus~ has not hen deleted : [he leftmost NP directly dom~nated by C. 
(37) gudji gara-tij, Ilalvuygu 17iitqa ~ ~ a y i - y a  hi!?-: Now a ~lormal trans~tive sentence-(19) in paper 33 is a typical example- 

that come-PAST, I meat cook-REL fire-LOC 11;ls an NPA that: 
'He came along while I was cooking meat in the fire.' (I) 1s distinct from the t o p ~ c  NP, and 

As in Yidinj, so also in Dja:bugay, the anti-passive (11) has volitioiial control over 
occurrences of the locat~ve : (ili) a s~ngle completed or anticipated action. 
(38 )  balabiya, bana-: bzga-yi-y n~itva- :lu Any sentence that deviates from this 'norm' wlll have its verb marked by 

crane, water-r>oc eat-PASS~RTFL-PRES meat/fish-LOC 
'The crane (sp.), it eats fish in the water.' 

The anti-passive in Dja:bugay 1s in need of intensive study. My own I s moved to be the left- 
are extremely limited-in fact, I found examples of it in my material : 
upon a re-examination stimulated by Dixon's paper. 

C 

Vtr 

Now N P A  takes nominative case and NP, either locative, if non-human, or 
dat~ve, if human (although the choice of locative or dative is not strictly a 



Id yesJno matter, and must properly be described in terms of a nominal 
archy-see the comment at page 8 in paper 1). (20) in paper 33 is an exi 

(t?? h t  mA 'is iOn~am'nWe, and h s  dltascoxlid not have rolitinna~ 
nce, among other things. 

D. A 

~~~~k~~ y a ? ~  is a dialect spoken at the Lockhart River Aborigi 
the east coast of Cape York Peninsula, Queensland. 

~ ~ l l ~ w i n g  a consonant: -121 

Following a vowel : I:,"\ where V is the stem-final vowel 

The latter variants appear to be simply alternates, alth 
tendency to favour the glottalised form except with Persons 
marked by - 1 ~ .  

in which the 
.n also have a 
n languages in 
-ed herring for 
:bugay) which 
:rolling subject 

cussion, at the 
in the light of 

.. Thompson 

nal Community 

ough there is a 
who are usually 

the subject of a 
nflected with the 
inanimate. With 

omitted but the 
,y word order by 
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(4) (~i&$~) ku?aoka la7in 

tree-ERG dog hit-NONF 
'A tree hit the dog.' 

B-2. Locative (Positional) 
Forms 

-1u with a demonstrative reference. 

or ( 1 ~ )  where V is the stem-final vowel. 

-yuna may be reduced to -yulz or -yu. 
-1u and -la may be reduced to -1. 

Function 

'He @I dovn Wet them where that ded tree 
(8) yulu piilvu ta?ina airstripgun Icaay~na kulam pa?am 

he wallaby kill-NONF airstrip-LOC near road two 
kalmaanalu 
Come-NONF-LOC 

'He killed the wallaby near the airstrip where 
It is notable that in Lockhart Aboriginal Englis 

positional references as in : 
'He leava shirt there lu road.' 

-nunu 

(9) palntanamu wanana kulamugun 
shirt-~oss leave-NONF road-LOC 
'He left his shirt on the road.' 

(10) yulu niinin kaayin yuku ?z~ugkuula 
he sit-NONF bes~de tree tall-LOC 

[- ) are used for positional references and the last item of a phrase 

'He sat beside the tall tree.' 
The locative is distinguished from the motional inflection -nm, t 

-1cz1 and the source or ablative -munu. 

B-3. Instrumental 
Form 
Identical to the ergative. 

{:;?) where V is the stem-final vowel. 

I 

WARLUWARA AND BULARNU 

marker is used optionally to mark an instrument which is 
.A to cause an action. The last item of an instrumental NP is marked. 

(I 
1) ,pyu miEa nzuuyanu talvura kilariilu 

I meat cut-NONF knife sharp-INS 
'1 cut the meat with a sharp knife.' 

Tile instrumental marker may be omitted when the instrument follows the t'" 
yayu taivura mi& muuma 
I knife meat cut-NONP 
(1 cut the meat with a knife.' 
parts can be marked with the instrumental case. 

mdaalu 
JOMU puidunu 107itt Imdda } 
J O ~ ~ - E R G  boy hit-NONE hand-INS 
'John hit the boy with his hand.' 

instrumental is distinguished from the comitative aspect in which case , comitative marker -pints is used. 
4) Peter kaama piigkan mayipinta 

Peter mouth fill-NONF bread-COM 
'Peter filled his mouth with bread.' 

37. Warluwara and Bularisu 
J. G .  Breen 

Warluwara and Bularnu are two closely related languages of the Georgina 
River, spoken in the area south of the Barkly Tableland where the river 
crosses the Queensland-Northern Territory border. 

B-1. Ergative 
The ergative suffix is -gu in  Warluwara; i t  may be lengtl~ened to -gnglr in 
accordance with a rule applying to most nominal inflectional s~~ffixes of the 
form C,V. by which they become C,aC,V. The purpose of this rule sterns 
lo be to allow a nlore aesthetically acceptable stress pattern. 

In Bularnu the suffix is -g(r - -gi: -glr is added to a stem ending in n or 14 

and -gi LO 3 sten1 ending in  i (all stems cnd in a vowel). 
The crgative sufix is obligatory for any noun or dcmonslrative (in lhe 

nominative, genitive or ablative case) or genitive pronoun which acts as 
subjec~ or part of the sub.ject pllrnse of a trunsitive verb. I n  the case of a 
genitive noun or genitive pronoun the sufix -((I is almost always added before 
the ergative (or any other inilectional) sulfix, and the genitive suffix -ba on a 
noun becomes -mcr (optionally for Warluwara). The noun need not be snimi~te. 
nor need it initiate any activity or state (see example (W3)). 
( W l )  yindayulagu yana ~varawz~lagu danrna!la 

your-ERG me dog-ERG b i t e - ~ ~ s ~  
'Your dog bit me.' 
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(Bl) bumaiagu yana yidyilzdyara i 1lat7a yilagaga yanlyala, galyl wrgal~la 
,leep-lMI'ERF I river-LOC before, not flood-EMPH sun-ERG me b u r n - ~ ~ ~ s  

'The sun is making me hot.' yukuw araiia, yulibi~arayuga 
IUII-PAST water-lacking-LOC 

(W2) gaLllbugu yanu qu!bagu yinya yaaraiia '1 war camping a t  the river before, when the floodwater wasn't run- 
gldgea-ERG they ~ ~ ~ Y - E R G  him block-PAST ntng and there was no water there.' 
'All the gidgeas (trees) blocked him.' l,l,l.a yr~va dylbarzy~da dura, iiyrnayi& bulyaga 

(W3) ganylyzdya inaragu y a p ,  bullugudug~~ theie be Sing-PRES song, sit-PRES old man-LOC 
weigh On-PRES this-ERG me, heavy-ERG 
'This is too heavy for me (to carry).' 

(B2) laridyz yalma ga~uyulaqu~ugzi 
listen-cw we (DU, INCL)-ACC ~ n s i - ~  LS-ABL-ERG 
'She has been listening to us from inside.' a has another suffix, tk comitative -gab, probably derived from 

and fulfilling some functions which, in Bulmu, arc fulfilled by 
same suffix fulfils all locative flrnctions on pronouns in both 

it is not used on nouns in Bulmu. Baskfly, it d&es the 
some person or thing which is also in motion ('with') or is st, 
t it can be used as a basis for describing the location ('along' or 

(see (Wl4) and (WlS)) but the 

) /71(1/ agala i~a!ia agala iiadayi&i 
th~s-COM I inail-COM go-PRES 
'I'm going with this man.' 

(W5) yunayida yiwa nyrnadaragu 12) gifagila yuwipigafa yiwo gadam* 
sleep-PRES he slt-SUBJ-ERG galah sky-cou he ~O-PRES 

'The galah is flying along (in the sky).' 
13) yaraguIu yiwa bwwa, gudu!ap 

r iver40~  he ~ W ~ P A S T ,  other side 
(W6) nadamala yall nia!iugu miyl 'He jumped across the creek.' 

go-OPT we (DU, INCL) slow-CRG(?) CONJUNCTION(?) V 14) yr ~ v a  yal~v~gula yayadi 
'We'll walk along slowly.' he shoulder-COM look-GERUND 

'He was looking over his shoulder.' 
1 5) mara rladala ban tugaja wugulvara 

B-2. Locative here me-CoM waist-CoM water-~AvING 
The locatlve suffix is -ga ~n Warluwara and'Bularou, ~n the former it 'The water is up  to my waist' ('along my waist' in the informant's 

replacement for the comitative in 

(W7) duwana ylwa ganduyulu liladaga 
snake that lnside stone-LOC ocative are illustrated in the next 
'The snake is under the rock.' 

(W8) gudyaga wirilaga ya!ia nyiriana, ii.ugarai~~baga 1.1 uru J idyaii7aridj5api bulanuga 
two-roc year-LOC I sit-PAST, Carandotta-LOC 
'I stayed at  Carandotta for two years.' 'Does anyone here speak Bularnu 7' 

yulibinialu y ~ w a  bagana j?araba~aga 
water-from he go-PAST, way-other-LOC 
'He went in the wrong direction, away from the water.' 
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(W 1 7) [iigaga lvula gulirina 
jealousy-~oc they(~u)  fight-PAST 
'They fought out of jealousy'. 

in which the n~asculjne of 
form of the verb Idth li@ve 
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'The man hit the bitch.' 
2 )  kanaanrru buka gaga kalkaya 

man-OP many me  PAS PAST 
'A rnob of men belted me.' 

3) ~~iakurranrru g a p  kabllibaaa 
me block-PAST 

'The trees blocked me.' 
Note (example (3)) that the subject of a transitive verb need not be animate. 

Table I :  Partial noniinal paradigm 2, Locative 'v 

Pronouns 

Accusative gica gaga -&a, -?a - g a p ,  

Operative gulu ganrru3 - u h ,  -1u -anrru, The locative suffix marks location in space and time, and accompaniment. 

Locative nugala gagala 
Ablative (none) (none) 

See-REFL-PRES 1 Water-LOC 
'1 can see myself in the water.' 

(6) yuuulagagi~a ganyi walpa~vagaya B-1. Ergative night-LOC-ACC I wake-at night-PAST 
The subject of a transitive verb is marked by the operative suffix WIUL '[ woke up during the night.' 
the following forms : (7) yasaga giaguru murrkadyalaya 

-ulu, used with masculine singular nouns; with nouns of three or go-PAST he-there younger brother-LOC 
syllables the first vowel of the suffix replaces a final a of the stem. 'He went away with his brother.' 
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(8) u a ~ a ~ ~ a r k a g a ! a  yaiirra cugalagu!.~ p a i n p ~ y u r r u l a ~ ~  ,.,. represents an alveolar trill, r an alveolar flap and r a retroflexed glide. 
afraid-PRES we (PL, INCL) that-LOC-there hawk-roc Note that Wangkumara has a contrast between voiced and voiceless stops. 
'We're frightened of that hawk.' The full extent of this contrast has not yet been determined; it may be 

confined to intervocalic position and consollant clusters. 

J. G .  Breen 

(10) kulinaca yaiu yuyubaya makurranrru 
humpy-ACC 1 make-PAST tree-OP 
'I made a humpy out of bushes.' 

(I I) paluiya cia, ku17kukunkuar?rru p. 39, 53-63, 66, 82 of J. G. Breen, 
d~e-PAST he, cold-OP nd vocabulary', Linguistic Com- 
'He died of the flu.' rrlrcations 8 ,  Monash University, Melbourne, 1973, and also pp. 2-5 of a 

pplement to the above. 

Y 

'That old man walks with a stick.' 
(14) kania yanlayaga pokara~~yianrru, maliaiirru b a i 7 d i g a i i i l i o e ~ ~ ]  

mall-NOM go-PAST- ? boomerang-OP, spear-oP axe-oP 
'That man-came here with his spears and his boomerang and h 

Notes 
I. B m  dtmiaa th 

~ ~ ~ i o f t h e ~  
laqd', iwg-uwir C O ~ ~ ~  
It IS is msdarn fm.d the 
main Mdrmiim have 
d b u r Q , d  ~ ~ $ r ; a 1 W  

2l - m t w ~ h S t n a m d h ~  
no** 7 w n c t i ~ ~ - ~  IOst 



40. Wagaya 

Wagaya was spoken in the so 
Northern Territory. The language h 
The Eastern dialect has no noun clas 
noun classes, masculine and feminine 
majority of words, by the stem-fin 
methods of distinguishing noun class, 
final position, will not be discussed he 
derivational suffixes, for example 
pronouns and some other suffixes, 
because the suffix begins in a vowel 

(1) i~igabu 'buck kangaroo' 
(2)  ingabi 'doe kangaroo' 
( 3 )  ingaba~viy 'two kangaroos' (sex irrelevant) 
(4) ingaban dyirawaniy 

kangaroo-I spear-PAST 
'1 speared a kangaroo (either sex).' 

In other cases, the distinction is not lost. 
Presumably because of loss of earlier final vowels, there is no distinct 

Wagaya between operative (ergative/instrumental) and locative cases. 
ever, the operative/locative case m 
suffixes in that it has two quite different forms, I used with masculi~le 
and g used with feininine/neuter nouns. A third form, dy,  is used with 
nouns and a handful of other nouns ending in a stop or lateral cons 

The fernininelneuter form g is probably cognate with the Warluwar 
Bularnu suffixes gu and ga (see Paper 37). However, the Eastern d 
closer geographically and slightly closer lexically and phonetically to 
languages, uses only ! (with rare exceptions). This can be attributed 
fact that Eastern Wagaya lost its noun class distinction by converti 
feminine/neuter noun endings to masculine endings, so that in effect all 
become masculine and only the masculine operative/locative suffi 
retained. 

Examples in the remainder of the paper are from the Western di 
except those marked (E). 

B-1. Ergative 
The functions of the ergative case are quite norinal for an Australian 
The subject of a transitive verb need not be animate. 

( 5 )  uyi~iadal gugun? u gurgunza!iiy 
young bro-OP fish catch-PAST 
'My young brother caught a fish.' 

(6) uyiyadig gutva!~iy 
young sis-OP cook-PAST 
'My young sister cooked it.' 

and duratic 
in terms of 
arly always 

s well as 
inanima 
rked by 

location in 5 
,te object or 
g. 

a) tree.' 

'1 was sick yesterday.' 
(1.0) ~idugarig I imb yu~vidyig n?i:gama!~iy, indar nald 

how many-Loc you s u n - ~ o c  make-PAST, your humpy 
'How many days did it take you to make your humpy ?' 

n includes tbe material of which something 
of an action. An instrument may be associa 

;pace. 
place 

is made 
.red with 

gan~#wviny 
emu-him 

'If I had taken my dog 1 could have caught that emu.' 

#. Contemporamow actioa 
% suffix is added to a nominalised form of the verb to denote contem- 
[Tormwus action in a complex sentence in which the subject of the main verb 
IS also the subject of the subordinate (nominalised) verb. Tbis suggests that, 
/n the Western dialect, the nominalised verb may be regarded as a masculine 
101111. 
[14) ivdya&g~ dyirarvyiy ingabu bangap/ 

spears-I spear-PAST hngaroo go-NOM-OP/MC 
'1 speared a kangaroo while I was going dong.' 

(15) ~valim bulu punagiy, yuwardgal 
right he-sleep-PMT, sit-tw~-op/uw: 
'He was sitting down asleep.' 
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(1 6 )  irlvaldaga&b nangaraniy 
nail-OP-myself cut-PAST gL,daya-!lgu bagul ga~var iy i?~  
'I cut myself with my fingernail.' C h i [ d - ~ ~ ~  stone-NOM ~ ~ ~ O W - P R E S - ~ P ~  

(17) ugiya! yalib mandiy iTlle &ildren are throwing stones.' 
(E) many-OP they-self h i t - ~ ~ ~ s  ,p?a gidju gultr-ggu di:n biliya: (JB) 

'They're all fighting.' small kangaroo-ERG hole-NOM d i g - p ~ s ~ - % g  
'T]le small kangaroo dug a hole.' 

I didn't catch any'.) 
du: yufunj-dju gabun g a : n j i d i b u ( ~ ~ ) / ~ i a : n d a : ( ~ ~ )  
much emu-ERG egg-NOM lay-PRES-3~g / l a y - ~ ~ s ~ - 3 s g  

'The emu lays a lot of eggs.' 

The ergative, locative and instrumental cases are closely tied in Muruwari, 
having similar phonological shape, but differing functions. In m; respecLs 
they parallel the cases in Yidinj. 

The basic allomorphs are those found over a wide area: 
-ygu following a vowel; 
-rlu following an alveolar consonant or a retroflexed nasal; 

gu_dn?a-ygu 'chiid'-ERG 
mayinj-djt~l-du 'person'-ERG 
ga!z-du 'snake'-ERG 
gundal-u/-du ' ~ o ~ ' - E R G  
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B-2. Locative4 
Form 
The form is the common Australian locative paralleling the e 
vowel a replacing the ergative u, but with fluctuating homor head by suffixing -yga 
components in the -yga form. a prepositional lo 

-yga (with -go, and less frequently, -ya fluctuating) foll d'-LOC) 'overhead'. 
-da following consonants except alveo-palatals 
-dja following alveo-palatals  bout time-suffixed to time noun roots 
-a following retroflexion 
yama-yga 'on the breast' 
breast-roc 
sidni-ygal-ga 'in Sydney' 
Sydney-LOC 
ba:dal-a 'in a bottle' 
bottle-LOC 
gu!iurzj-dja 'on the coals' )  bout natural phenomena 
coals-roc ga&-gga (JB only) 'in the dark' 

Function 
This is to pin-point the location of the action at a stationary place, exp cll,f-yga 'in the sun' 
a locative idea at clause level. 

Meaning 
The general area of meaning covers re,yt at, in, oil or by a place. 'in a straight line' 
frequently it occurs with verbs that imply the actor is at res 
dina- 'stand', ga:n- 'talk'. Tt is usually suffixed to nouns t 
noun, but it may also occur with adverbial and question particles fo To the place where'% person or object is at rest 
a location. yadu ga:ygu:yu gubi-yga gudafa 
(1) dik-yga ya?a lnayinj (JB only)' I-SUBJ t ake -FUT-~S~  doctor-LOC one child-NOM 

where-LOC man-NOM 'I will take the child to the doctor('s place).' 
'Where is the man?' 9) nangibu muginj-dja buga 
yal~-qga' tj'~?a-gga _dig0 (yalu E H )  ~ U ~ - P R E S - ~ S ~  woman-LOC his 
there-LOC camp-LOC my 
'Over there at my camp.' 

The following specific kinds of location are expressed by this suffix: moon-ERG 

(A) On a physical feature 'He came to (where) the fire (was burning).' 
that in the three above sentences the verb expresses (2)  bandara yak2 madan may-yga 

long stick-NOM ground-LOC 
'(There is) a long stick on the ground.' 

(B) In or into a particular location or thing 
( 3 )  balayiij niyanda:bu midi-yga 

alone I ~ v ~ - P A s T - ~ s ~  bush-LOC 
'He lived alone in the- bush.' 

(4) yadu ya?a ba:ygiygu:yu: yaba-yga 
I-SUBJ swim-PRES-PURP- 1 sg water-LOC cook-PURP- 1 sg coals-LOC good-LOC 
'I'm going for a swim in the water.' . 'I'm going to cook on the hot coals.' 

( 5 )  gulamuga 1va:n-da 3) gads-yga yufinj-dja 
climb-IMP tree-LOC black-LOC night-LOC 
'Climb up into the tree!' 'In/into the dark(/darkness of) night.' 

to the 
cative : 

semantjc- 
bila-yga 

n the d 
which 

nent to a 

ata where 
raises the 
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B-3. Instrumental 
Form 

-mu/-nu following a vowel 

1 ,  
Muruwari instrumental has similar phonological shape to ergative. 

"- , - 
-dju following alco-palatal consonants 
-u following laterals 
-du following other consonants 
guliya-ygu 'with spears' 
bw~di-ygu 'with fighting sticks' 
qufu-ygu 'with nulla-nullas' 
da~vinj-dju 'with tomahawk' 
bagul-u 'with stones' 
nzadan-du 'with a stick' 

Function 
The function describes the instrument or agent of an action. Examples reve 
much overlap with the comitative 'having' affix, revealing language break. 
down, occasioned no doubt in this instance by the fact that both cases are 
covered by the English 113ith. An adjectival function occurs when the ins t ru-  
mental is suffixed to nouns to describe the characteristics of a place or thing, 
very similar to the way -yida/-bida functions. 

miji:nj-dju y a k  qaba 'muddy water' 
mud-INST water-NOM 

Meaning 
The following areas of meaning, some of them overlapping with the 'having' 
affix, have been found. Most characteristically instrumental is suffixed to 
nouns which may be used as weapons or tools, or natural objects used ;IS 

instruments or agents in performing an action. 
(A) Inanimate instruments used to perform an action by a human agent. 

(1) yadu guliya-!;lgu biygayu mayirij yafa 
I-SUBJ spear-INST pierce-PAST-lsg man-NOM 
'I stabbed a inan with a spear.' 

(2) dawinj-dju buga bandara: 
tomahawk-INST his-poss hi t -~As~-3sg 
'He hit it with his tomahawk.' 

(3) njindu yafa madan-du bandi yindu 
you-SUBJ stick-INST hit-? 2sg 
'You are to hit with a stick.' 

(4) gu&i;aygu bandina bagul-u 
boy-ERG hit-PRES-me? stones-INST 
'The boy pelted me with stones.' 

(B) Something animate or inanimate as a means of locomotion. 
(5) wadjirzdu yafa daiyu yanmibu yara:rnarl-(111 

white W O ~ ~ - E R G  away-from go-PRES-PROG-3sg horse-TN'T 
'The white woman is riding away on her horse.' 

(C) Natural phenomena acting as agent 
(6) bu~bulay~zj-dju ya:ndibzl (JB only) 

whirlwind-INST speak-PRES-3sg 
'He (God) speaks in (by means of) the whirlwind.' 

: function, 
su~tuEe 

saw some emus out there.' 

ech as an instrument 
l l u r ~ d u  muru\vafi-ygu ya:ngu:ndu 
urn-~LJ~-2~g  Muruwari-INST speak-FUT-2sg 
lle11 you return home you will be able to speak in (with) Muruwari.' 

not use ergative in these places. In sentence (S) The &up 3s 
, she exptesw: g d y n j i  dw*i yinmibu pZa (hgh-? sun-NOM 
k g  far distance). For sentence (11) she gave: waI~gctPa 
: ga@ gtmdbt (W ~ ~ ~ - P A s T - I s ~  1-SUBJ ~OENOM) *I didn't kill 

elitences (6) and (7) EH insisted on an object when using the ergative 
follows : ~vayilij-d&i banda?ayayu madan (lightning-ERG h i t - ~ ~ s ~ -  ? limb 
tree-NOM) 'The ligfitning struck the tree'; yu:gan &:ygirniyu yarga-ygu 
O L I ~ - N O M  blow-PROG-? wind-ERG) 'The wind blew the c.louds across the 

@y'. 
&I expresses 'give me' ~varidafa: yana 

he locative suffixes in JB'S material are very unclear and contradictory 
e both the -a and -u allomorph series are used to express locative case 
rr and -ygu; -da and -du, etc.). It now seeins certain that this was due to 
lory lapse and the fact he recorded the language in a liiiguistic vacuum. 

s Horneville consistently uses the -a series. 
~vould not use the locative suffix with locative nouns in these sentences. 
sentence (1) 'Where is the man?' she disagrees strenuously with JB. Her 
111 is difay niayinj yanda: (where man-NOM go-PAST-3sg) 'Where has 

is not happy with this elliptical sentence but wants to add yida: yana 
me) 'he bit me'. 
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This note is effectively a query concerning the interpretation of 
nouns with the ergative/instrumental case inflection in Wangayb 
language of western New South Wales. 

Forms 
Ergative and instrumental coincide: the forms are: -gu after a v 
after y (which is dropped), -du after n, -u after I, r. Locative is 
identical to ergative/instrumental except that it ends in -a, not -u. 

Functions (in a transitive sentence) 

branch). 

Instrumental marks an intrinsically inert object controlled by 
order to produce an effect. 

(1) mayiygu duru: bumiyi gayz~lu bumadjilinji maya 
person-ERG snake-NOM h i t - ~ ~ s ~  stone-INST er~oil-N~M hit-RE~LEX-PAST hand-NOM 
'Person hit snake with stone.' 'Persol1 hit self on handlperson hit own hand.' 

,~.,a~)i bumudjiliiiji nzayagu 
hand-INSTR 

'Person hit self with hand.' 
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agents controlling them, are also the only type of sentence in w 
possessor of the body part cannot be identified. 

There are several transitive verbs which can 0171~ take body 
instruments, for example : and already known or at 

budarba-y (1vili:ygu) 'kiss (with lips)' reference for 'that dog bit 
ya:-y (milu) 'see.(with eyes)' nts are unknown, the third 
qada-1 (da1a:gdu) 'taste (with tongue)' 
niya-1 (yandalu) 'speak (with mouth)'. 

Though these can occur in reflexive or reciprocal form, none of t 
undergo the agentless passive transformation. 

If these observations are correct, then nzayagu in (5) is in the instr 
case, although it is anatomically possessed by the ergative mayiygu. 

~ 1 , ~  locative is formed with the affix -nu. It only has the fu~lctioll of conveying 
.,-CSI ; ~ t  a place or time', it never conveys the allative. 
(7)  bi(&nn giygiba budjina 'I am sitting outside in the heat of the 

outside-in sit-I heat-in sun.' 

B-I. Ergative 
It  happens to people who no longer have a thorough recollection of their 
language that they occasionally omit the ergative marker. But this is not the 
correct explanation for the situation in Biigandji (originally spoken over most 
of the Darling River basin); even a perfect speaker, now deceased, made very 
sparing use of the suffix -~va (quoted by R. H. Mathews Bulletin et ~ i ~ , l o i r ~ J >  
de la Socikti d'Anihropologie de Paris Series V.5, p. 135, as the standard f o r m  
for the ergative). 

Among the very few examples of the use of -1va is the following: 
(1) munimunili.~ gabadigii 'The police will lock me up.' 

niuni-niuni-wa gaba -d -iga -ai 
police -by lock up-will-they -me 

ERG F U T - ~ P ~  SUBJ- IS^ OBJ 

The ergative is usually not marked: 
(2) muniniuni gabadjigip 'The police locked hiin up.' SUBJ OBJ 

nzurzi-nzuiii gaba -dj -iga -@a 'You h i t  him because he had slept with nilother \\lonlnn.' 
police lock up-they-him PAST-3pl SUBJ-3sg OBI (* I ' l i~p~rf~ct  or explanntional past) 

(3) gali badiruyga 'The dog bites them.' In the I'ollowing sentence i t  might be possible to interpret -nu as thc instru- 
gali badi-r -uqga mental niarkcr, but the localive is more plausible: 
dog bite -them ( 1 1) !ji(ijl~ ~li~~u-hi~duna ~lig(11dj~ba 

PRES-3pl OBJ i f  I - b -  dig0 -I  -clj -& 
The erg;ltivc can be optionally expressed by l h e  bound forms of lbe one fool-boot-with rcturn -did -1 

ergative of the demonstrative pronouns, - y u r i ~  and -4tn.u. Very frequently LOC CONT PAST 1 ~ g  SUBJ 
these bound forms are follotved by the emphatic particle-u~liqa. Thus ?be 'I call~e back with only one boot.' 
following variants have been recorded correspotldir~g to selltences (2) fin? (3): 

( 4 )  n~!cnftnuni-pirlt ~~crbodjigril~a 'These policemen locked him up. 
police -this -by lock up-PAST-they-him --3. InstnlrnentaJ 

DEM ERG 

(5) gali-duru badiruyga 'That dog bites them.' 
dog-that-by bite-them 

DEM ERG 
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(12) gabaduaga guldana 'I'm fixing it (the humpy) up with grass.' is to be said in the present aper doea in 
gaba-adu -aga gulda-nu dialectdiff&enol which, ?~owvcr, ~c 
shut I it grass-with I have some reasan to suggest that the 

lsg 3sg ~ N S T  in the p m t  paper with regaxd to the 
SUBJ OBJ the whole dialeut group, 

(13) balgaduama ~viduna . 'I'll hit you with a green switch. b-group still Bas to check 
balga-adu -ama widu -nu 
hit -I -you switch-with micisation3 in which the 
hit lsg 2sg INST marked by the grave accent 

SUBJ OBJ t the end of which the glottal 

B-4. Genitive 
The genitive is identical in form with the locative and instrumental. It is 
for alienable and inalienable possession : 
(14) nzuni-rnun.i-nu gira -nu 'In gaol.' 

police of place-in 
GEN LOC 

(15) ~vimbadja-nu buyga -nu 'In an Aborigine's humpy.' in the 'Xgg4 dialects 
man -of humpy-in Tuwala and ' j r u d  

GEN LOC 
but it can be omitted in a general description: 

~vimbadja buyga -nu 'In an Aboriginal humpy.' 
man humpy-in 

LOC 

Transformations 
The differences between nominal and pronominal declension are partic 
marked in Biigandji and this aids in determining the function of 
phrases. 

Nouns: Lax ergative-nominative distinction; genitive, locative 
instrumental identical. -(/I( if following a nasal (voicing): aftcr I, !, r ,  r, w,  jV in riyakkuy; 

Pronouns: Ergative, nominative and accusative distinction in sin - 1 ~ 1  in all otlicr dialccls if following I, 1, r', r, IV, 1,; in Ear~u,  I?gu and 
genitive and accusative identical. TYaqu also after vowels; this allo~norpli was not recorded in T~yakkuy; 

Further work needs to be done on the case system in Biigandji, and -y in Tuwala, ruwal, TByi and Tiyakkuy if following a vowel: this 
are still a number of obscurities which have been omitted from this s allottiurph was not recorded in Eagu, Tagu and TYaqu.5 

In y a g u "  the fc>llowing allomorphs have, moreover, been recorded; the 
flag11 di:iIccts are not studied sufficiently as yet, as to allow the formulation 

44. Y U U ~ ~ U  even of tentative morphophonemic rules: 
-rYu/-tiju-this palatalised form has been recorded, for example, in:  

Bernhard Sche (1) I ‘woman-ITRG.' 
woman-ERG. 

Introduction i t  would, however, seem that this allomorph appears regularly after palatalised 
The group of dialects called here collectively yt7lyu (Y consonants : 
most north-eastern corner of Arnhem Land, has also (2) !.iny-dyu 'shark-ERG.' 
group of dialem or 
Wu!amW, or 'Mlwuit' 
pPpw,dw~o-ddi 
IogiaS variatioa the exmpIe%-if 
from dial@$ of the Tagu sub-group, 
uayixad [eastern Amhem Bay country, 
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-1i-this sufiix seems to occur only with iiouns endlng In -a, wl 
morphophonemic rule -a -t -i. " 

(4) ~viwi-li 'older blother-ERG.' 
W ~ ~ V U - E R G ,  

-ripalso thls sufix seems to occur only with nouns ending In 
involv~ilg the inorpl~oplionem~c rule -a + -i: 

(5) t Y i - I  'ch~ld-ERG.' 
raita-ERG, 

No +HUM. noun endlng in - 1  has been recorded, so that it 
uncertain if the general iule yieldlng -yu after vowels should include - 1  

In Naqu. 
It will be iiot~ced that no allomorph has been recorded with111 the 

group, whlch could be traced back to a presumed form "-17ku. See, ho 
the discussion of the residual suffix -gu further below.' 

Function 
The ERG. suffix IS obl~gatorlly added on every N P  which func 
transitive subject or 'agent'. The head noun of such an NP IS normally $: 
but may apparently also be -ANe9 

(6) tYi=na-y yuf,ta-,Ttr yiilkyu-il tayklta-jJ7a pii-ya-n. 
~ ~ I S - O ~ ~ . - E R G ~  Young-ERG. inall-ERG. Woman-ACC. hlt-Afs.-Afv. 
'This young inan h ~ t  w o r n a i ~ . ' ~ ~  

(7) ~w{rnirr-ru jiil=yti-ga tary=pu-~va-n 
fisli=spear-ERG. man-Acc. spear-Afv. 
'F~sh-spear speared man.'9 

It IS important to point out here that the 'agent' may also be in 
differently; these markings involve a serles of traiisformat~oiis, whic 
discussed further below. 

B-2. Locative 
Form 
The 'normal' LOC. suffix has no allomorphs, it has the following forln: 

yura 111 Tuwala; 
yuy in Tuwal and TByl; 
-guru in Tiyakkuy ; r'~lso as ieflexive pronoun, by the suffix -Pu=y or -Pi, ~n Taqu and TYaqu the 
-ya in Naqu, Taqu and TYaiju ,Form -Pa=y occurs besides the form -Pi. 

In v a q u  there is, moreover, a suffix -la found 111 a few exaniples: 
(8) yarz-la 'in the camp' 

camp-LOC, 

I 
alects the 'normal' LOC. marks a stative '111, at, on' for -HUM. 

This example would be in Taqu: aving apparently some room of indeterinlnaiicy for -,-AN. nouns): 
(9) yayi-ya 'in the camp' 

camp-LOC. 
and in auwala, Tuwal and T a y ~ :  
(10) ~var~a-yuy(a) ' ~ n  the camp' ned above, there is a special suffix with this f~~nct ion for 

camp-LOC. 
for which particular instance I also recorded a residual LOC. sufix Y i~~a -n  taylclca-Ku-ya 
involving the morphophonemlc change -a + - i :  man-NOM. sit-Afv. woman-roc, 
(1 1) wiyi-ya ' ~ n  the camp' I 'Man sat near wornan.'17 

camp-LOC, I Tlie 'normal' LOC, occurs in a transitive sentence only if the actloll, 
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denoted by the transitive verb, is located 'in, at, on' the place dennta& may optionally be dropped 
noun to which the LOC. suffix is added: apparently have only these 
(14) yGl=yu-Tu taykka-NU pii-ya-n paid-!YU =ya is compound. One may 

man-ERG, woman-ACC. hit-Afs.-Afv. house-LOC. may be related to the 'residual' LOC. suffix -!a 
'Man hit woman in house.' might seem far-fetched. However, it may be 

In other words, both the agent and the object must 'be in ' OT '~cc~mplished '  meaning of the verbal noun 
This means that, for example, the sentence (18) may be der rede6ne.d as being 'non-process' or, in other 
and (15) and (16), but neither from (17) and (15) only, nor 
only. a 
(15) yiil=yu-4 nyina-12 lappa-ga 

man-NOM. sit-Afv. tree-roc. 
'Man sat/was on tree.' 

(16) 1varakltdn-q5 d"'na-ii tarpya-ya 
n l e a t - ~ o ~ .  sit-Afv. tree-LOC. 
'Bird sat/was on tree-.' 

(17) yiil=gu-Tu ~varakkdn-ga gi-yal 
man-ERG. meat-ACC. see-Afv. 
'Man saw bird.' 

(1 8) yiil=gu-Tu ~varakkdn-ga yi-yal tarppa-ya 
man-ERG, meat-ACC. see--~fv. iree-LOC. 
'Man saw bird on tree.' 

The 'normal' LOC. may also express 'cause'lg 
(1 9) yiil=gu-4 nzutakkaritJ'-Ti-n malikku-ga ,(~kii~u-ya (b) M a n  wants money stolen by woman.' 

~ ~ I I - N O M .  angry-1nc.-Afv. bad-LOC. story-LOC. I f  the idea to identify the suffix =!a in the verbal noun with the 'residual' 
'Man got angry because of bad news.' LOC. suffix, is correct, the question arises of how to analyse the suffix -n=ta, 

The suffix -Pu=y is perhaps the most difficult suffix in the language, a . appearing as the morpheme forming verbal nouns of certain verb classes in 
has as yet been impossible to establish all its functions by formulating Tarju and in TYaqu? Although it is impossible so far, to demonstrate any 
rules. If added to place names, it may be said to function as a sort of 'abs derivation otherwise than by an ad  hoc rule, it seems at first sight possible 
locative'; in other cases it is transfornled out of an underlying LOC that any one of the three 'residual' LOC. suffixes -ya, -la or -10, mentioned 
(20) ia=yu-4 yayi-4 ycikku-4 niilun-Pu=y-4 above, be assimilated to the alveolar nasal. ' 

this-NOM. ~ ] ~ C ~ - N O M ,  name-NOM. N.=Ioc.-REL.-NOM. 
'This place is called Nhulunbuy.' 

(21) yiil=gu-Tu yayi-hJu ka,t=,Ta-n yiilun-Pu=y-ga ydzku-Na B-3. Ilrastrumental 
man-ERG. place-ACC. hold-Afv. N.=loc.-REL.-ACC. name-ACC. 
'Man reached placed named N h u l ~ n b u ~ . ' ~ ~  

(22) yiil=yu-4 gut=p-n tyi=ya-1 yayi-!7a 
~ ~ I I - N O M .  grow-Afv. this=obl.-LOC, place-roc. 
'Man grew up in this country.' 

(23) yiil=yu-4 yut=Ta-n=ta-4 tYi=ya-Ku-Pu=y yayi-Pu=y 
man-NOM. grow-Nom.-NOM. this=obl.-G.=D.-REL. place-REL. In  certain examples the 'meaning' of a suffix which I have labelled 
'Man grown up in this country.' TR(ansgressive)-indicating 'movement through'-may approach that of an 

Place names usually do not take a suffix when the action or the eve INS. The forms of this suffix are: 
in the sentence, takes place there; although a sentence like (25)" may be he -Kurzr in Tuwala and in Tiyakkuy; 
nowadays, it is considered to be incorrect: 2 2  -I(lrr in Tuwal and in TByi; 
(24) yii=gu-4 nYina-n yiilun -muru in Naqu, in Tagu, and in TYaqu. 

man-NOM. sit-Afv. N.=loc. 
'man was in Nhulunbuy' 

(25)"yiilEgu-4 nYina-n yiilun-ga The 'normal' INS. marks a tool used to perform a task. It may be used also 
man-NOM. sit-Afv. N.-lot.-LOC. with body parts. In certain examples the suffix renders something which 

The most common suffix of the verbal noun is some variant of a s approaches a 'causal meaning': 



(29) yiil=gu-u taykka-hJa ~arp=pu-wa-n ~vilnziir-Tu t Yalvay-T~-n pitJ'=t'a-n=ta-TU ~ ~ y l c u - ~ u  ya,t,ta-Tu 
man-ERG. woman-ACC. spear-Afv. fish=spear-INS. M. tired-Afs.-Afv. always-INS food-INS. 
'Man speared woman with fish-spear.' 

(30) yiil=gu-4 garu=l;la-n n u k k u - u  
man-NOM. go-Afv. foot-INS. g food all the time.'26 
'Man went on foot.' 

(3 1) yiil=yu-4 r ir ik-p-n  kuya-Tu parppd-u iziikka-na=ra-ru 
m a n - ~ o ~ .  sick-Afs.-Afv. fish-INS. rotten-INS. eat-Nom.-INS. 
'Man became s~ck  because of eating rotten fish.' (42)*lc,j,kka-4 tYa\var-Tu-n pit'=tYa-n=ta-Pu=y liyli11-Pu=y yaga-Pu=y 

(32) yiil=yu-4 pkkunY-Ti-11 riri-Tu ,voman-NoM. tired-Afs.-Afv. always-REL. food-REL. 
man-NOM. dead-1nc.-Afv. sickness-INS. piyarJ=~a-n=ta-$ 
'Man died through/because of sickness.' c o o k - N o m . - ~ o ~ .  

The last example may also be rendered by employing the suffix After tile cvampl~s cullcct~d so I':ir, i t  still rem:~ins, howcver, that the suffix 
of the suffix -Tu; no clear difference in meaning has been noted s -pi[ !,lay not mark an instrumental in a transitive sentence; on the other 
these two examples (32) and (33): hand, [he iriterprelation of'no~ninaliscd ~ransitivc sentenucs as 'trile notninal 
(33) yiil=yu-4 yakkunY-Ti-12 yirz-Pu=y sentences' suggests an adjectivising function for tile suffix -Pu -.I. even when 

man-NOM. dead-1nc.-Afv. sickness-REL. marking an instrumental. 
'Man died through/because of sickness.' ~ ~ t h  the suffix -Tu and the sufix -Pu=y may indlcate time: 

Also in a sentence of type (31) the suffix -Tu may be replaced (43) I~dl=gu-q5 yaru=ya-n walu-Tu 
-Pu=y; however, the verbal noun may not take this suffix and man-NOM. go-Afv. day-INS. 
the INS. suffix: 'Man went at day-time.' 
(34) yiil=yu-4 ririlc-_Tu-n kuya-Pu=y parppd-Pu=y niikka-nu-ra-4 (44) I~d=gu-4 garu=ga-n ,valu-Pu=y 

man-NOM. sick-Afs.-Afv. fish-REL. rotten-REL. eat-Nom.-NOM. man-NOM. go-Afv. day-REL. 
'Man became sick because of eating rotten fish.' 'Man went at day time.' 

but not: An example of the TR. approaching an INS. function 1s the following one: 
(35)'yiil=yu-4 rirlk-Tu-n kuya-Pu=y parppd-Pu=y niilrka-~u=ya-Pu=~ (45) tnylrlta-6 ~vaya-n yiil-yu-muru jii=yuk-muru 

man-NOM. sick-Afs.-Afv.  fish-^^^. rotten-REL, eat-Nom.-REL. wolnan-~OM. speak-Afv. man-TR. word-TR. 
It finally is important to mention that in a transitive sentence 'Woman spoke in native language.' 
the INS. -Tu may not be rendered by the REL. -Pu=y. Howe 
sentence is nominalised, the INS. - ru  is obligatorily replaced B-4. Transformations 
suffix -Pu=y. Hence : For advancing any further in our ~nvestigation, it is necessary to deal first 

w~th four types of transformation occurring in the language. 
A. Tllc iirst type is called ' A  Bid.-rrar~~fuu~iation'. it comes closc to what may 
be considered to be a 'passive' transformation. It applies typ~cally to tran- 
si~ive wntetlces: tllc agent N P  i5 transformed, taking a suffix which I call 
ARL(alrvc), tile object N P  is trnnsforrned, taking the NOM(inativc), and the 
verb is ~ic~niinalised, taking nho the NOM. Hence: 

NP~-ERG.+NP?-ACC.+VP, ABL. 3 
NP2-NOM. -? VP,-NO~~I.-NO~.I.  - /  NI'I-ARL.-NOM.LR 

As may bc seen l i o n  this rule, I interpret thc ABL. construction :I? a 'truc' 
nominal sentence (or noun phrase) which, the~.efure, may lake othcr casc- 
endings. The justification for adding NOM. lo ABL. lies, then, in the I;~ct 
that the ARL. belongs to those case-suffixes which undci-go n~orphological 
changes whcn n given case is added lo thc NP ol'wliich ii is part. 

ABL. suffix has the following forms: 
-Ku=yu in Tuwala, Tiyakkuy and Naqu; 
-Kz~=y in Tuwal, TByl, xaqu and TYaqu. 
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Without entering any details of the AGR(eement) rules,29 I give 
'oblique' forms of the ABL. recorded so far in Taqu: 

-Ku=yu 
-Ku=ya 
-Ku=l 
-Ku=ru=y 
-Ku=yu=y 

Discussion of forms 

'Money stolen by man.' 

'Woman wants money stolen by man.' 

matia=gi-ga=ya- Pu=y-nrLl ruppiya-Tu 
. steal-Nom.-REL.-INS. money-INS. 

'Woman took/bought food with money stolen by man.'33 

-Ku 3 
man-NOM. want N.=loc.-G.=D. ~ ~ I I - E R G .  this-ACC. fish-ACC. eat-MOD. 

(47) yiil=yu-4 t Y i l  yirkkala-Pu=)i-gu 'Man IikesYirrkala.' 'Man usually eats/may eat this fish.' 
man-NOM. want N.=loc.-REL.-gu 6) ! ~ = v L I - ~  kuya-4 niikka-na=!.a-n~i yiil=gtl-Ku 

(48)*yiil=yu-4 t Y d  yirkkala-gu this-NOM. fish-NOM. eat-Nom.-mi-NOM. man-G.=D. 
man-NOM. want N.=loc.-gu 'Th~s fish may be/is usually eaten by man'; 

'This fish is edible to man.' 

in most dialects to mark the ERG.-INS. of demonstrative pronouns. 



add the suffix -mi to that suffix; the verb-classes which 
noun with the suffix -n=ta, drop the final =fa before adding 

man-NOM. see-Nom.-mi-Afv. 
(59) yfil=gu4-Para-4 ni-na=ya-mi-n 'Men saw each other.' 

~ ~ ~ - N o M . ~ ~ . - N o M .  see-Nom.-mi-Afv. 
(60) yiilkgu-u jkwu-l\ra yakka-ya-n yiilkyu-Ku 

man-ERG. story-ACC. tell-Afs.-Afv. man-G.=D. 
3. ERG.-INS. and locational cases 

'Man told story to man.' 
(61) yiil=yu-4-Para-q5 ji=~vu-Ea yakka-ya-na=ya-mi-n 

m a n - ~ o ~ . - p l . - ~ O ~ .  story-ACC. tell-Afs.-Nom.-mi-Afv. 
'Men told each other stories.' 

(62) taykka-4 pitY=Ti-n taykka-Ku 'Woman cried for woman.' 
woman-NOM. cry-Afv. woman-G.=D. 

(63) taykka-$-Para-4 yatY=Ti-Nu-ya-mi-n 'Women cried togel .' 
W O ~ ~ ~ ~ - N O M . ~ ~ . - N O M .  cry-Nom.-mi-Afv. 

(64) yiil=gu-4 nYina-n 'Man was sitting.' 
man-NoM. sit-Afv. 

(65)*yiil=yu-$-Para-4 nYina-na=ya-mi-n 
man-NOM.~~.-NOM. sit-Nom.-mi-Afv. 

D. The fourth type of transformation is the CAUS.-lransformation.. 
shall give only Tar)u examples in what follows, it is sufficient to in 
here the CAUS(ative) suffixes used in these dialects. These are, aft 

(67) y ~ z = g ~ - ~ ~  ~ayppa-@ pak-~u-ma-n 'Man broke tree.' 
man-ERG. tree-ACC. break-Afs.-CAus-Afv. 

(68) taykka-I$ yakkunY-Ti-n 'Woman died.' 
woman-NOM. dead-1nc.-Afv. (ii) An INS., but not an underlying ERG., is preserved under an R.- 

(69) y i i l = g ~ - n  taylrka-&Ja yakkunY-Ku-~va-n 'Man killed  man.' allsformation; as pointed out above, the ERG. NP is obligatorily deleted: 
 man-^^^. woman-ACC. dead-CAUS,-A~V. 5 )  yiil=y~i-u yiil=yu-l\ra pii-ya-n / a ~ p p a - ~ u  R. 

(70) y g ~ u - 4  nYina-n 'Child was sitting.' man-ERG. man-ACC. hit-Afs.-Afv. tree-INS. 
child-NOM. sit-Afv. 'Man hit man with stick.' 

(71) taykka-u yijju-flu nYina-na=ya-mi-gka-n 76) yiil=yu-4-Para-4 yii-ya-n-mi-n layppa-~1 
woman-ERG. child-ACC. sit-Nom.-mi-cAus3-Afv. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - N o M . - ~ I . - N o M .  hit-Afs.-n-mi-Afv. tree-1~s. 
'Woman made child sit (down).' 'Men hit each other with 

-- 
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(iii) When a transitive sentence is nominalised, the ERG. is tran -Ka=la-yu-yu=yu in Tuwala; 
the ABL., while the INS. in a nominalised sentence is transfor -Ka=la-yu-yu=r in Tuwal and Tayi; 
REL. : -Ka=la-(yu-)l;lu=yu in Tiyakkuy ; 
(77) yi i=gu-u taykka-Nu larp=pu-lva-n wilmdr-Tu - Ku=p in yagu ,  Taqu and TYaqu. 

man-ERG. woman-ACC. spear-Afv. fish=spear-INS. 
'Man speared woman with fish-spear.' 

(78) taykka-4 tarp=pu-ria=ya-q5 yiikyu-Ku=y-4 wi!mir-Pu=y-4 !R, alld EX. appear typically with 'verbs of movement', describing 'move- 
woman-NOM. ~pear-Nom.-NOM. man-ABL.-NOM. f i s h = s p e a r - ~ ~ ~ . - ~  to(wards)' or 'movement (away) from' a place, an object or a person: 
'Woman speared by man with fish-spear.' 4) l ,~/=4u-4 titY-Tu-\va-n yayi-yu=yu yayi-li 

but not: llla~l-NOM. return-Afs.-Afv. beach-EX. camp-DIR. 
(79)"taykka-4 layp=pu-na=ya-4 yiil=gu-ru 'Mall returned to camp/home froin beach.' 

woman-NOM. spear-Nom.-NOM. ~ ~ . - E ! R G .  ( 8 5 )  yarz~=ya-rz tayklta-Ku=ru yiil=l;lu-Ku=l 
(80)"laykka-4 Jayprp.-pu-na=ya-4 ~vilmdr-Tu &ild-~oM. go-Afv. woman-Ex, man-DIR, 

woman-NOM. spear-Nom.-NOM. fish=spear-INS.  child went from woman to man.' 
(8 1)" taykka-4 ,(ayp=pu-na=ya-4 yiil=gu-Pu=y-4 l t  has been mentioned above, that it is possible to interpret the facts in a 

woman-NOM. s p e a r - N o m . - ~ o ~ .  man-REL.-NOM. w,y so that only lntransltlve sentences contain a LOC. This interpretation is 
(82)"taj)kka-4 jayp=pu-na=ya-4 ~vilmur-Ku=g-4 fc,unded on a set of rules, the following of which are relevant for our study: 

woman-NOM. spear-N~m.-~OM. fish=spear-ABL.-NOM. 
(i) A LOC. is transformed into a DIR. under a CAUS. transformation. 

(ivJ AS a dwr consequence of the foregoing rule; the AGR@ f21r as can be assessed so far, this rule is general:44 
operating on underlying mci. and INS. respectively in embedded (86) y,qllu-4 yakku-ya-n miyiala-ga CAUS. 3 
senre& ma d8embt. without gobg into any detail about the c l l i l d - ~ o ~ .  sleep-Afs.-Afv. bed-LOC. 
involved, the next earnpie is given. This also shows that sentences ‘child slept in bed.' 
afe k t  *onrjd*d, as 'tW BPS itl the NQM. case, s ~ ~ c q t i b k  of ( 8 7 )  J!ji/-yu-Tu yiliu-ga yakkur-Ku-~r-a-n mifiiala-li 
0 t h ~  w ending* l o  tho fGll0whf example the NP @VM in ex man-ERG. child-ACC. sleep-CAUS,-A~V. bed-DIR. 
abov% is put into the G,=D. case:" 'Man put child to sleep in(to) bed.' 
(83) yz&~u-4 garu=ya-n taylcka-Ku iayp=pu-7ia:ya-Puzy-Ku yiil=y 

child-NOM. go-Afv. woman-G..=D. spear-No~.-R~L.-G.-D. (ii) The second rule is related to the first rule. It  has been stated above, 
1uiim3r-Pu=y-Ku fii-na=ya-Ku that a LOC. appears in a transitive sentence only if the agent and the object 
fish=spear-REL.-G.=D. see-Nom.-G.=D. 'are in, at, on' a place. Hence, sentence (1 8) is derivable only from sentences 

'Child went to see woman speared by man with fish-spear.' (17) and (15) and (16). However, when only the object 'is in, at, on' the place, 
the LOC. of the underlying intransitive sentence must be transformed into 

B. Locational cases and transitivity the DIR.; when only the agent 'is in, at, on' the place, the underlying LOC. 
Although it has so far not been possible to verify the Fillmoreian h must be transformed into the EX. Hence, sentence (88) is derived from the 
of the uniqueness of a 'deep locative case'43 in Yulqu, it is possib ~entences (17) and (16) (but not (15)), and sentence (89) is derived from the 
pose a workable interpretation, where LOC. is accepted only in in 5entences (17) and (15) (but not (16)): 
sentences. The relationship between various locational cases and tr (88) yil=yu-Tu ~varakkdn-ga fii-gal tarpya-li 
is relevant to our problem. I~I~I I -ERG.  meat-ACC. see-~fv .  ?E~-DIR.  

'Man saw bird on tree.' 
Forms (89) yGl-llu-Tu waraltkdn-Na yi-gal tayppa-yu=ru 
As already mentioned several times, we must distinguish Petween su man-ERG. meat-acc. see-Afv. ?ree-EX. 
for +HUM. nouns and suffixes for H U M .  nouns. For what follow 'Man saw bird from tree.' 
still need the forms for DIR(ective)-indicating 'movement to(wards)' 
for EX(essive)-indicating 'movement (away) from' : (iii) A DIR., obtained by applying one of the two preceding rules, is re- 

converted into a LOC. when the sentence is n ~ m i n a l i s e d : ~ ~  
-HUM.: +HUM. : (90) j~ii;Ju-4 yaltkur-Ku-na-!a- ytl=gu-Ku=g-4 mifilala-ya 

.DIR. : - H i  - Ka=la in Tuwala; child-NOM. ~ l e e p - c ~ u ~ ~ - N o r n . - ~ o ~ .  man-ABL.-NOM. bed-LOC. 
-I/=/ - Ka=l in Tuwal and Tayi ; 'Child put to sleep by man in(to) bed.' 
-1i -Ka-la in Tiyakkuy; 91) ~varaltkdn-4 fii-na=ya-4 j-iil=yu-Ku=y-4 jarppa-ya 
-(t i=)li -Ka=ya in Naqu (-li only afte meat-NOM. see-Noin.-NOM. man-ABL.-NOM. tree-roc. 
-1i - KLI=I in Taqu and TYagu; 'Bird seen on tree bv man.' 
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but not: 
(92)"yUiju-$ yakkur-Ku-na=ya-4 jjiil=yu-Ku=y-$ nziglala-li 

child-NOM. s ~ e e p - ~ ~ u ~ , - N o m . - ~ ~ ~ .  man-ABL.-NOM. bed-DIR. 
(93)*warakkdn-$ pi-na=ya-$ yiil=yu-Ku=y-$ tayppa-li 

meat-NOM. see-Nom.-NOM. ~ ~ ~ - A B L . - N o M .  tree-DIR. 
(iv) Thc set of rules just discussed does not allow for any  flirther 

DIR. and EX. are preserved under a CAUS.-transf~rmation:"~ 
(94) yi~i i t -4  tit Y-~u-\vu-r? gnyi-li !*ur~i-!lu=!.rr 

cllild-NOM. return-Afs.-Afv, camp-DIR. beach-EX. 
'Child returned from beach to camp/home.' 

( 9 5 )  piI=~~u-fit yGl~u-& rir''-Tu-ma-?~ !jnyi-li !.ayi-gu=,w 
man-ERG. child-ACC. return-Afs.-cnus.-Afv. camp-DIR. beach-EX, 
'Man returned child from beach to camnlhome.' . . . . . . . 1 , - -  - 

It is important to point out that, conformingly to a previous rule, sentence(g51 
is ambi~uous ,  in that the location of the agent i s  irrelevatlt : Accordin91y, the 
CAUS. 'return' might mean here, after the context, 'bring hack', 'send back', 
'call back', or 'order to bring/sendlcall back', and so on. This treatment of 
directionals occurs typically with what is commonly called 'verbs of lnovc- 
ment', which are so far the most serious obstacle to ally attelnpt to verify the 
Fillmoreian hypolhesis about the uniqueness of a 'deep L. case' in Yillgu, 

(v) Akin to the treatment of 'verbs of moverncnt' is the following example, 
wl~erc however one might suggest that the transitive sen terlce underlies the 
intransitive sentence, in spite of the opposite morphological evidence (after 
wlliclt the transitive sentence is derived Trom the in  transitive sentence by 
way of a CAUS. transformation."'. If this view is  accepted, the intransitive 
sente~~ce with a DIR. (97) resen~bles an 'impersonal passive':48 
(96) yiil=!lir-~u /)nper-Zu mrim-Tu-mn-a ~i!all-li 

man-ERG, paper-ACC. stick-Afs. CAUL-Afv. W~II-DIR. 3 

'Man stuck paper on wall.' 
(97) paper-$ mum-ru-n wall-li 

paper-NOM. stick-A fs.-Afv. W ~ ~ ~ - D I R  
'Paper [is/was] stuck/sticks on wall.' 

but not: 
(98)*paper-$ mrim-Tu-n wall-ya 

paper-NOM. stick-Afs.-Afv. wall-LOC. 
(vi) Finally, it is mentioned that an intransitive sentence with a TR. NP 

may undergo the ABL.-transformation, whereby the TR. 'behaves like' an 
ACC.-in that it is transformed into N0M.-and the NOM. 'behaves like' 
an ERG.-in that it is transformed into ABL.: 
(99) yiil=yu-$ yaru=ya-n jukka-muru ABL. -- 

man-NOM, go-Afv. r o a d - ~ ~ .  
'Man passed through/over road.' 

(100) tukka-$ yaru=ga-na=ya-$ yiil=yu-Ku=y-$ 
road-NOM. go-Nom.-NOM. man-ABL.-NOM. 
'Road passed through/over by man.' 

Similarly, a -AN. NOM. 'behaves like' an INS. in the same example: 
(101) motocar-d garu=~~a-n tukka-muru 

Car-NOM. ' g o - ~ f ; .  &ad-TR. 
'Car passed through/over road.' 

,,(#102) pkka-$ yaru=ya-na=ya-$ motocar-Pu=y-$ 
* road-~OM. ~ ~ - N O ~ . - N O M .  car-REL.-NOM. 

'Road passed throughlover by man.' 
I -r1,is is so far an isolated example and not clearly understood as yet; so far 
I no similar example has been recorded involving any other locational case. In 
, it,, following example, finally, the TR. again may be said to 'behave like' , ...- 
I an ACC.: 
(103) nlotocar-$ yaru=ya-MOD tiltYtyi-muru 

car-NOM. go-MOD. bush-TR. 
'Car go through bush.' 

I (104)   no to car-$ tiltYt'i-Ku yaru=ya-na=ya-Ku 
car-NOM. bush-G.=D. go-Nom.-G.=D. 
'Car for going through bush.' 

I but  not: 
(105)*niotocar-$ tilt YtYi-muru yaru=ya-na=ya-Ku 

car-NOM. bush-TR. go-Nom.-G.=D. 

I C, G.  =D and transitivity 
While the G.-D. may be underlain by an ERG., some AGReement rules in 
certain transformations treat G.=D. and ACC. alike: 

(i )  It has been mentioned above, that in the so-called -Ku-transformation 
the ERG. of the underlying transitive sentence is transformed into a G.=D. 
(see examples (55)/(56) above). 

I .  

(ii) It has been suggested above, that in an R.-transformation, ACC. as 
as G.=D. may be transformed into NOM., while the underlying agents 

are deleted (see examples (57)-(63)). 
(iii) In the above list of compound cases it was indicated that -Ku+-Ku may 

yield either -Ku or -Ku=yu. It would seem that the latter rule applies for POSS., 
the former rule for 'indirect objects' in certain constructions. In other words, a 
'dative' -Ku may be said to 'behave like' an ACC. with respect to this AGR. 

( 1  06) yiil=yu-Ku-$ iayppa-$ G.=D. 3 
man-G.=D.-NOM. tree-NOM. 
'Man's treelstick.' 

( 1  07) taykka-6) t Yi l  yUl=yu-Ku=yu jayppa-Ku 
woman-NOM want man-EX, tree-G.=D. 
'Woman wants man's treelstick.' 

but: 
(108) yiil.-yu-4 yanka-n yiittu-Ku 

man-NOM. seek-Afv. child-G.=D. 
'Man looked for child.' 

(1  09) yiil=yu-$ t Y ~ l  yiij/u-Ku yanka-na=ya-Kzi 
I man-NOM. want child-G.=D. seek-Nom.-G.=D. 

'Man wants to look for child.' I hut not: 
I O)*faykka-$ t Y i l  yiil=yu-Ku tayppa-Ku 

woman-NOM. want man-G.=D, tree-G.=D. 
(1 1 I)*yul=yu-~ tYi l  yiittu-Ku=yu yanka-na=ya-Ku 

man-NOM. want child-EX, seek-Nom.-G.=D. 



D. LOC and other cases 

but not: 

example (89)). 

- 
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that the link with G.=D. concerns the E R ~ ,  not 
at there is a link between INS., rather than with 
Jatter case has, by the way, b n  shown'to 
rt has to be menGoned, that the suffix -r% given SO 

ffix, may also function as DIR. for place n m b  

examples (22)/(23), that a REL.- 
LOC.' with place names (see 

be underlain by a LOC. This applies also with 

NOM. * 

u=y taq'kka-Ku=yu-Pu=y 
-Nom.-NOM. this=obl.-G.-D.-REL. woman-EX,-REL. 

(iv) In this context it may be reminded that a DIR. may also be expressed 
hv a G.=D.: 
((1 6) yii=yu-4 yaru=ya-n kuya-li 

man-NOM. go-Afv. fish-DIR. 
'Man went to fish(ing).' 

( 1 1 7) yGl=yu-4 yaru=!la-n kuya-Ku 
man-NOM. go-Afv. fish-G.=D. 
'Man went for fish(inn).' 

E. ERG. -INS. and other cases It woirld seem tliat this is tfe case mainly-if not exclusively(?)-with DIR. 
so far resisted any attempt to derive them clearly from an under- 

LOC. On the other hand, it is interesting that informants disagree or 
indication, that also in Yiilqu ERG. and LOC. do not seem to be c dmit sentences of type (1 18), where the DIR. is preserved under 
independent, although it is as yet unclear how to seize this relation d Nom.-transformation, whereas there is so far agreement for 
its complexity. the admission of sentence (1 19), where the (3.-D. is used : 5 2  

(1 1 B)?~~iiI:-t~u-$ t Yi/ kuya-li !jaruqa-na=!.u-Kz4 
man-NOM. want fish-DIR. go-Nom.-G.=D. 
'Man wants to go to fsh(ing).' 

(1 19) ~ ~ f i l -  yu-6, I%/ kuya-Ku guru-ya-~tu=ya-Ku 
man-NOM. want fish-G.=D, go-Nom.-G.-D. 

cases but, intemtingly 'Man wants to go for fisIi(ing),' 
trmiform is -Par=p). It (1 20) yiil= !)LI-$ yarv=ya-rt yirkkala-li 
rule may reveal a part m a n - ~ o ~ .  go-Afv. N.=loc.-DIR. 
much more significant, 'Man went to Yirrkala.'5 

1 ( 2 1) u -  yanr=ya-n yirrkala-@ 
man-NOM. go-Afv. N.=loc.-DIR, 
'Man went to Yirrkala.' ' 

Examples where a DIR. is employed in a way parallel to an INS. were vaguely 
and sometimes hesitatingly accepted. Thus, for instance, (123) was sometimes 

by all informants) accepted, but usually immediately interpreted 
plical, and to be completed by pii-yo-11 h ~ y i r ~ ~ - l i  '(was) pilt into 



Emb. (132) a 

J I 1  

rule, the part of which, ~Ievant to Qur discussion, is indicqted heR: 6 0 
' h d  NP 1.ku the ERG., the VN also takes the ERG. sufhq but 
is transfarmed into EX2; if the head NP takes fie ACc., the and 

thG SU?X -4. H e m ,  if we embed (1301 isto (~Js), 
, and rf we embed sentence (132) (135). &tab 

Emb (130) => 

r-ACC, bring-Afs,- 
Afv. 

'man sent letter to woman withlby child.' 
(1 25) y;l-yu-'Ju tJ'firci-&Ta t J hy-,TLI-iva-71 taj>klca-Ku motocar-u 

man-ERG. le t ter-~cc.  send-Afs.-Afv. woman-G.=D. Car-INS. 

ing to compare that derivation with another one: 
(128) y q t ~ - T ~  tJ'iird.-Nn kii-la-M taykka-Ku yiil=qu-Ku=~-d 

C h l l d - ~ ~ ~ .  letter-ACC. bring-Afs.-Afv. woman-G.=D. m a n - ~ ~ ~ . - d ,  . 
'Child brought letter to woman from man.'58 

CAUS. 3 

38) fa~/( lca-u y m t l - 8 ~  g~t=Ta-n-ma=ya-na=!*a-1~i-yk~-~ 
Woman-ERG. child-ACC. g r ~ w - n - l ~ z a = y a - N o n ~ . - ~ ~ ~ i - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - A f ~ ~  

yield the following derivations : 'Woman made child grow up.' 
(129) ~itrlEyu-Tu yiiiiu-l\ra tYhy-Tu-~va-71 

man-ERG. child-ACC. send-Afs.-Afv. 
'Man sent child.' 

(1 30) yiiigu-4 t y~y-Tu-~~=ta-& yiil=~lu-Ku=q-b, 
C h l l d - ~ ~ ~ .  send-Afs.-Nom.-NOM. mall-ABL.-NoM. 
'Child sent by man.' 

(1 3 1) yiil=qu-Tu tYtrrci-Na ~vukkiri 
nIall-ERG. letter-ACC. write 
'Man wrote letter.' 

(1 32) tyiirci-rt, ~vulclciri-Pu=y-d yiil=r;lu=K~=~-b) 
l e t t e r - ~ o ~ .  write-REL.-NOM. man-ABL.-NOM. 
'Letter written by man.'' 

An ABL.-collstruction may be embedded into ailother sentence, wber 
the llead-NP (being in NOM.) of the construction takes the resPectlve 
suffix,  required by the main verb, while the ABL. follows a more con' 
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( I  39) ~a=yu-4 lciri-4 ~iiil=yu-Kzi-ru-Pu=y pii-~~a-/l-ta-Pu=~~ 
th~s-NOM. stuff-NOM ~ I ~ I ~ - L X ~ - R E L .  hi t -Afs . -Nom.-~€~ I 

'This thing is for k111111g people ' 6  ' 
which seems to be transformed out of (140): 

Notes 
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There is some indeterminacy as tb the 'realisation as zero' of 
sum (or the dropping of the suffix) with -AN. nouns, Usually* 
ody +HUM nouns take this suf6x (obligatorily), but even 
nouns are said to allow t k  adding of the $ufEx. Only so* 
n o w  may not take the s u f b  ,(only + m a .  1). One 
the categ~ry of place namm. 

I have decided for the 'realisation as zero' of the suffix main1 
this allows the above rule to be wntten; probably it will turn 
more adequate to consider these 'zero realisat~ons' as being due 
ping of the ACC. suffix. 
For this see section 4 below. 
Notice that in Tuwala, Iuwal,  TByi and Tiyakkuy-i.e. in all the 
having the suffix -Ka=l(a)-LOC, = DIR,. For the other forms see the examples (33)-(35). 1 have maintained the label 'REL.', proposed 
DIR.  and the EX., see further below, in section 5. I do  not ventu ~n Paper 70 (thls yolume) without any further justification. 
any hypothesis relating directly the two 'residual' LOC. suffixes As already pointed out above (note 10) I assume that place names never 
-ra to each other, although J .  Heath asks the question if -!a take an ACC. suffix. 
could be historically identical, by pointing out that 'There are 
exx. of "!. -t 4 or v!. + y in Rith. and Nungg. but all exx. so far 
initial "y'. 

Tar~u-TYaiju is y~i=yu- following an unkilown rule. When the nasal is alveolar, 1 usually write 
same D1R.-suffix, while p a  la, Indicating 'movement away from s s~mply -n,  but I continue to write -N for the laminal, which is realised as 
in all dialects, seems to contain the residual LOC. suffix -la. One palatal nasal after the vowel-1, as interdental elsewhere. For more details 
tempted to speculate here about the demonstratives !o\vu=lri 't on nom~nalised constructions see further below, and Paper 70, this 
jz/~la=li 'that' in certain dialects. 
As already mentioned above, it would seem that t 
old compound morpheme. But I have not found any jal-~i-ri yan-yu yay ja,v'~vu-n-!a-ivlr money-gu 

wants for her he to take away money dat. 
'He wants her to take the money away.' 
jal-ii-ri gay nun-yti money-gu jaw'~vu-17-ya-bvu 
wants he her dat. 
'He wants to take away her money.' 

Flirt example: !an-yu is indirect object dative, so can be part of enclitic 
complex. Dative enclitics precede nominative, so we get enclitic cluster 
RUtl-llU gUJJ. 
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'adjectival'; this also suggests that the correct orthography shou' not been confirmed by other 
-Pu:y-0. where R. and the 'habitual- 
In these and similar rules, as well as in most examples, 1 use a stan ve, do not coincide formally. 
word-order, to render comparison easier. It may turn out that 1 rb like nYina- 'to sit' should 
most of these rules some 'preferred' word-order; but it must be hall not go into the difficult 
out that Yfilqu is basically a language with 'free word-order'. . tions, although a few hints 

ust be pointed out that the 
ular, the use of CAUS. 
s or adjectiva is partly 

s are available. While 
LOC. suffix. The suffix -!u appears in the case wh~ch I call EX( examples (68)/(69) suggest that the suffix -Ku functions as the transitive 
indicating 'movement away from'-and -Ku-ru is, as a matter counterpart of the Inc(ohative) suffix -Ti, an Inc. derivation like 
the EX. marker for +HUM. nouns. It is interesting to note he tirarplu-Ti-n 'become (a) man' (man-1nc.-Afv.) has as transitive counter- 

part tiramu-TM-ma-n 'make (a) man' (man-Afs.-CAUS.-Afv.), and 
*tiramu-Ku-m (man-CAW,-Afv.) is apparently impossible. This, by the 
way, is one of a series of examples which have so far suggested that the 
CAUSz su5x -Ku derives transitive verbs especially from adjectives. 
Besides a few 'irregular' formations such as piya~i-Ti-n 'to be afraid' + 
piyu?u-wu-Ku-m 'to frighten', there are a few examples where the 
'causative' of an Inc. is formed by adding the verb kuga-n 'to give' to 
the root: marap-Ti-n 'to be(come) satisfied' 4 mupqu-Kuzfa-n 'to 
satisfy'. Finally, the CAUS, suffix -gka is also used in derivations of the 
type parka-mi-gka-n 'to endow with feather-strings' (arm-mi-CAUS,- 
Afv.) and of the (rarer) type box-li-gka-n 'to put into box' @ox-DIR(??)- 
CAUS,-Afv.). The last example 'is interesting, but it is as yet unclear if 
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-ii really has to be identified with the DIR(ective) suffix -li; sim 
is as yet unclear how to analyse an example like gayi-,(u-gka-,, 't 
(cf. gayi 'camp'). 
I have unfortunately not checked on the second 
sentence. In spite of many attempts, 1 have so 
other example where a CAUS. of some sort is der 
verb. 

It will be seen in the interlinear translation, that I have a 
idea that the pronouns follow a clear N0M.-ACC. morph 
It  is interesting to observe that in such a sentence a body- 
put into the INS., not into the NOM.: 

(i) yiil=gu-4 nuliku-4 'Man's (own) foot.' 
man-NOM. foot-NOM. 

but not:  
(ii)"yijl=yu-Ku nul~ku-$ 

man-G.=D, foot-NOM. 
The sentence corresponding to (74) is: 
(iii) yiil=qu-4 garu=ga-n nuliliu-u 'Man went on foot.' 

man-NOM, go-Afv. foot-INS. 
It might seem plausible that in this sentence the body-part is n 
NOM., since the sentence obviously does not mean 'man's foot 

Interesting is the following example, which is taken from L 
Ross (1969) and then translated into Taqu: 
(IV) nhe yurru marygikun7a ~viripz~wurrunha nhokiyingala gogrlllz 

'You can give the stop signal with your arm.' 
This has been translated into Taqu by: 

(v) nu=nu-4 yaru may7;lki-KLI-m nu-gku Pa=y-Kzi=yu lc iy- t i  
you-NOM. MOD. know-CAUS,-A~V. you-G.=D.-Emph-EX, han 
'You will show (make known) with your own hand.' 

another informant also gave : 
(vi) yu=nu-6 guru mapki-Ku-n~ nu-qliu-Pa=~y-Ku=!~u-n~z~ru kii~~-Tf 

YOU-NOM. MOD. know-c~us,-Afv. you-G.=D.-Emph. EX2-TR. 

'You will show (make known) with your own hand.' 
but not: 
(vii)*nu=71~1-4 yaru mayyki-Ku-m nu=nzi-Pi-$ kiiq-Tu 

you-NOM. MOD. know-CAUS,-A~V. y o u - E m p h . - ~ o ~ .  ha 
Example (61) above has shown that there are sentences in 
exhibit a pure N0M.-ACC. morphology. Although my i 
of R.-constructions of the type exemplified 
NP is transformed out of a G.=D. of the 
not out of an underlying ERG., I propose to 
tions by the presence of an ACC., not by the obligatory 
ERG. It should be clear, however, that I do not talk 
formulations (elliptical dropping of ACC. being do 
frequent than elliptical dropping of ERG.). I t  will be noted that 1 do nor 
employ any more the term 'indirect transitive' constr 
first version of this paper. This is due to the falsification 
example which was important for proposing the term. 
It  will be noticcd that the plural is not expressed with the -AN. 1N ~g examples is ungrammatical : 
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(i) Jayppa-Pu=y-4 piiyum-4 'tree-fruit' 
tree-REL.-NOM. ~ T U ~ ~ - N O M .  

but not: 
(ii)*p:piiyum-Pu=y-4 ~ayppa-4 ('fruit-tree') 

~TU~~-REL. -NOM.  tree-NOM. 
but only: 
(iii) piirum-mi-4 tayppa-4 (a) 'tree having fruit (on it)' 

fruit-mi-NOM. t r e e - ~ o ~ .  (b) 'fruit-tree' 
This hesitation poses, therefore. the problem in how far is i t  correctto 
say that the DIR. i s  preserved under a Nom. transformation. I mention 
in p~issing, ~hsu some verbs (c.g., some verbs of 'saying') scem lo be 
construed wit11 G.=D. or DIR., whereby the DIR. again is not accepted 
by all informants. 
It is, however, significant, that this relationship with G.=D. exists only for 
cases used typically with +HUM. nouns. Thus, ABL., the transform ,,- 
ERG., exhibits this relationship, but not REL., a typical transform ,I. I 

INS. (but also of -HUM. LOC.!). 
It remains unclear how one should significantly take into account the 
fact that the form into which ABL. and G.-D. are transformed, , .  
incides with EX,. It  is true, it has been shown that the EX. of a 
sentence may be transformed out of an underlying LOC., attached to  
the agent of that sentence. However, I am so far unable to be more 
explicit about any 'deeper reason' for these facts. 
No  difference between these two examples has so far been noticed. 
would seem, however, that -Tu does not occur in this function after 
nasals. I remind here also that Naqu adds -li on certain nouns for marking 
ERG., and Rittarr~u has 11.aya-1i 'who-ERG'. 
I have suggested above, that DIR. be related to INS. rather than to exessive (-gu=yu, a.0.) 
ERG. The so-called 'human INS.' discussed here, however, is clearly exessive I1 (-Ku=yu, -Ka=la, a.0.) 
underlain by an ERG. However, this ERG. is embedded into an ACC. genitive-dative (-Ku) 
position. As I shall suggest below that there might be a certain l i n k  
between ACC. and INS., this would support the expression of ' + H U M .  
INS.' used here. 

Notice that -Ku=yu renders INS. with pronouns (AGR. rules). 
I do not discuss the interpretation where -Ku=pi refers to a POSS., in 
which case word-order would normally be enough to disambiguate tlic 
example. 
In the interlinear translation I have not rendered -4 by NOM., as ir 1 
refers to an ACC., not to a NOM. 
Morphemes functioning as verbs, but which are unchangeable morpho- 
logically, form the VN by adding simply the REL. suffix -PLI=J~. This 
might strengthen the idea that -ya in the VN morpheme -Na=cn be 
identical with the 'residual' LOC. suffix -?a, a suggestion which is con'- 
parable with certain other uses of -Pl/=y in VN-constructions. 
For more details see Paper 70, this volume. 
This sentence was interpreted as referring to magical outfit. 
As mentioned above, in note 56, also the '+HUM. instrument' 
example (124) (suffix -Ku=l) may be considered to be ultimately '"""cl- 

lain' by an ACC. 

i first is indicated. 
(P. 359) 
(P. 374, 
( P  354) 
( P  354) 
( P  354) 
( P  360) 
( P  354) 
( P  354) 
( P  362) 
( P  362) 
( P  362) 
( P  355) 
( P  371) 
(P. 379) 
( P  374) 
( P  374) 
IP. 369) 
( P  371) 
( p  373) 
( P  353) 
(P. 353) 
( P  354) 
( P  354) 
( P  354) 
(P. 361) 
( P  374) 
( P  357) 
( P  356) 
( P  353) 
( P  364) 
( P  356) 
(P. 357) 
( P  361) 
( P  379) 
( P  354) 
( P  355) 
( P  354) 
( P  354) 
( P  361) 
( P  362) 
( P  356) 
( P  356) 
( P  355) 
( P  354) 
( P  360) 
( P  360) 
( P  354) 

note 10) 



45. Garawa 

Ergative Locative/lnstrument 

Group 1 -wmJi -110 - -&a 
Group 2 -Mjina 
Group 3 -$hi - -gi -nji/ia 
Group 4 
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plural (of nouns) (-Para) 

R E L ~  relative 11 (-K~i=y, -Ku=!.u=y) 
TR. transgressive (-lnuru, -KUYU) 
V N  verbal noun (-Na=ya/-tz=ta) 
VPt transitive verb-phrase 

References 
e cases, the nouns, demonstratives 

LIP I :  Singular comllioil nouns, including proper and abstract nouns, 
body parts, etc. 

There are four basic allomorphs occurring on the coilstituents of a noun 
pllrase to indicate ergative case. 

-Y u with Group 4 
The allomorphs -yini and -yi freely vary. 
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Group 1. Ergative allomorphs 
. . . yala na~cla yaPidjba-yga mu~va&-na 1l1ili-na i madbiygaFa-~vanji 

while that put-pres canoe-loc side-loc expert : dugong : hunter-erg 
niadbiyga?a-wanji 
,:qtptr~;1. dag~ng'~ituufec-e'rg. 

':., + while the expert dirg&g hxjnwr puts tli$t o& at W. aide, or ,, the man, that expert dugong hunter, watches the float.' * wup+ gawi7&1mji :&ga?myt 
li" ' *~ph:B. 

,,-g-ijia nadjba nana-gini wanana-lvanji 
f?dd e m e ~ < i i d e  boy-erg -did see that-erg buffalo-erg 
'Tbe bop, @4@3 the p q ~  by ,a~:. @if ,t buffalo did not see (him).' 

yalu-4 bNdjba guaja?a-nji yalgunji-wanji yaninji-nmgu-nji pJli iniya-4 nana-yi djukai-wanji 
they-subj sing two-erg one-erg man-pl-erg snake-nom that-erg boy-erg 

nzaliwa?a-4 a t  boy hit the snake.' 
corroboree : name-nom 

'The three men sing the "maliwarra" corroboree.' 
nialbu-~vailji bu~va-yu 

Group 2. Ergative allomorphs nom I : refr. old-man-erg older: brother-erg 
mamanu~vbu-yi du?lala-6, nana-niugu-yji y older brother, gave me meat.' 
lose-p stone-nom that-pl-erg 
'Those ones lost money.' 

e ergative inflection is obligatory on all nouns, adjectives aild 
yali-ya rzaria-mugu-nji gaunsilu-mugu-nji gayu buganiba atives of a noun phrase functioning as transitive subject. The hea 
they : p : subj-can that-pl-erg councillor-pl-erg tell all un phrase is usually animate but there are a few examples of an in 

i ~ ~ i d j i ~ ~ i  In two of these the 
few: days : ago ental connotation. 

'All those councillors could have told (him) a few days ago.' 

bagaNdjba-yi djayu bulayi-nji niuggiclji-wanji 
set : alight-p fire-noin they : d :  poss-erg countryman-erg 
'The countryman of the two of them lit the fire.' a-wanji mani-wanji dja/u-wanji 

erg hoof-erg foreleg-erg 
nallayi-nnlugu-nji bu~~uyanjdja-i.vanji yagai~djba vali trampled the calf.' 
he : poss-pl-erg older : brother-erg not : recognise they : pl: subj : 
'His older brothers did not recognise (him).' 

dudidjba-yi bula-nduya!7ga ~valgu?a-iiji niiya-~vanji gugudu-wanji 
crawl-p they : d-transloc big-erg snake-erg black-erg 
'The big black snake crawled past the two of them.' j~adjba-yga yadji- q5 nadaya-~caiiji 

burn-pres country-nom sun-erg 
nayi-nmuygudji-~iguymji nadjba-yi yalu-nja 'The sun is burning the country.' 
this-origin-d-erg see-p they : pl-obj 
'The two of them belonging to this country saw them.' 

yanjba-yi nayi-nda ya~iji-4 nagi-ygu?u.-nji malbu-?u-nji 
speak-p this : s-nom word-noin this-dec-erg old : man-dec-erg 
'This old dead man said these words.' There are four basic allomorphs occurring on the constituents of 

phrase to indicate locative case, viz., -na - -ina, -njina, and -yu. 
migu nu?i-4 cljabulinjba ganinj-nzugu-nji mambuga-4 nal The locative suffix -iia - -ins occurs with Group 1 units. 
neg we : pl : ex : p-subj disregard man-pl-erg boss-nom tka -nu following a vowel 

walguFa-4 -ina following a consonant 
big-nom The locative suffix -njina occurs with Groups 2 and 3 units. 

'We, many (of us) men, take notice of that big boss.' The locative suffix -yu occurs with Group 4 units. 

demon- 
.d of the 
 animate 
: noun is 

a noun 



. . . pula tlanda yafidjba-yga mu~vada-nu wili-nu 
while that put-pres canoe-loc side-loc 

madbipgaFu-wan ji 
expert : dugong : hunter-erg 

'. . . while the expert dugong hunter puts that one at the 

guluga-yga gadji-4 nanidji-na bundal-ina 
sleep-pres crocodile-nom that : big-loc river-loc 
'Crocodiles live in that big river.' 

Groups 2 and 3. Locative allomorphs 
bulayi-nn~ugu-njina ganjiya-nu djuygu buli 
they : d : poss-pl-loc young : bro-loc sit they : d : subj : p 
'The two of them sat with their younger brothers.' 

- - 
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Group 1. Locative allomorphs 
nala-nu luivanjdja-gili ivangala-~vanji 
thigh-loc twist-that oldentimes-erg 
'The olden times people used to twist (the fibre) on the thigh.' nugm--Q nma-njilmtr wabuda-na 
gudiyana bunjulbunjul-ina nana-njina gunda-na tracks-nom that-10c water-loc 
sometimes soft-loc that-loc tree-loc 
'Sornetimes (we chop a hole) in those softwood trees.' 

cks by the river at the crossillg in the west.' 
guli?adjba nu-ygi gala bands-nu 
cut : head he-refl : p down camp-loc ufu-njina djibayi-yufu-njina 
'He cut his head down at the camp.' eased-loc woman-deceased-loc 

daba nu?i-4-li nayi gafu-iinjba-nu 
kill we : pl : ex-subj-hab here east-side-loc jroup 4. Locative allomorphs 
'We used to kill (kangaroos) here on the east side a 411?lgu njulu ~vajga ~vabuda-nu buiva-yu 
migu-yadji naya-qi wambiya-yi djulagi-nu Bit he down water-loc older : brother-loc 
nothing he-refr arrive-p plane-loc He is sitting down at the water beside his older brother.' 
'He did not come on the plane.' The locative NP only occurs in transitive, intransitive or reflexive clauses. 
. . . nanda-4 ma& wafyuna-4 magaba nu-yga cljanzba-nu t obligatorily refers to the subject of the intransitive or reflexive clause or to 

that-nom also goanna-nom cover he-refl : pres earth-loc wLhe  object of the transitive clause. 
'. . . and that goanna covered himself in the earth.' aper, shows the way 

of a transitive clause. 
gidjidjidjba nu-pga gurul-ina in the boat saw the 
tangle :up he-refl line-loc emu', the locative phrase 'in the boat', obviously refers to the subject 
'He gets tangled up in the line.' 'woman'. A literal translation into Garawa is impossible here as a 
ivulala yala ~vabuda-$ wangala-wanji locative would necessarily refer to the object of the transitive verb 
on : head they water-nom olden : times : peopl (which would make the statement ridiculous). Instead, a further clause 
'Olden times people (carry) water in a dish o would have to be inserted as follows: 

iiana-pi djibaf-ivanji djuygu-yi muwada-nu nadjba-yi ganapar~jdja 
nadjba-yga lvajga ~!aluyganafa-d gulu-gufi ganjdja-nu gala~vunjr: that-erg woman-erg sit-p boat-loc see-p emu 
see-pres down creature-nom sleep-obj :part sea-loc inside 'That woman saw the emu; (she) sat in the boat' or 'That woman sat in 
'(He) sees the mythological sea creature sleeping deep in the sea.' the boat (and) saw the emu'. 
. . . pula yayu-4 djuygu-gili muguhfayu-$ yagi-njina yadji-nu These two clauses then form a merged sentence with the transitive 

while I-subj sit-hab Robinson River-loc my-loc country-lo( clause, nano-pi djibafi-wanji nadjba-yi ganananjdja, interrupted by the 
'. . . while I used to live at my country, Robinson River.' intransitive clause, djuygu-yi mu~vada-nu. 

I 

Function 
The locative inflection usually means 'rest at a place' but there a1 
:ccurrences of a possible allative (motion towards) function. 
%aajba yayi djuga-4 djila-jgufi bundal-ina 
see I : subj : p boy-nom go-obj :part river-loc 
'I saw the boy going to the river.' 
I I 

trjlili djanba dupala-4 djulagi-nu 
be : p throw stone-nom bird-loc 
'He threw a stone at the bird.' 

rljoiu lapgu @la ga?ala nana-njina rnuwa-nu yadji-nu 
perhaps north today descend that-loc stomach-loc country-loc 
'Perhaps (he) went down to that bay in the north today.' 
I 

-e a few 
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~valja-nji-gili lvidjba la!pgi-nu ganlu 
dugong-refr-hab return north-loc later locative and instrumental are identical, the 
'(They) come back for the dugong in the north.' the marker in any given sentence is made on 

ouns occurring as head of the NP. Locative case 
The allative, however, is normally marked by a separate set of i n  

markers, the allomorphs of which are: -yufi or -jr~jgufi for Group 1 ; topographicai or geographical location. Instrument 

for Group 2; -ggwN for Group 3 ;  and -yaA for Group 4. The allatjv 
inanimate nouns involving manipulation. There is a 

marked following -ggufi 'deceased'. r, as both the inanimate nouns possessing 
,The a:bhti*e Ws ace n a d y  marked by a separata uman or animate nouns may be used in locative 

the marker *onwins the l a v e  -rra in dl fa* ,(except 
iive.stern). The allomopfr - m j i  o g r s  wifh Groups 1 and 2 occurs in a reflexive clause (where reciprocity is 

uction) and in a transitive clause. 
Group .3, ai~d - j u n ~ j i  with 'Group The ablative. is: u 
-&i 'dated'. 

The locative marker -1ia occurs on the compass points and cou 
regarded as functioning as ablative. 
wilgu njuIi-$ gafi-MU miya-yayga bayaya-fi 
run he : p-nom east-loc snake-transloc west-place 
'He ran from the east past the snake in the west.' ,I(l(/jDa l~uyi !pananji do-jgufi 4ibaPi-4 guladji-4 gunda-na 

,cc 1 : p man hit-obj :part woman-nom head-nom stick-ins . . . bagi gujlu-yi laygi-na djayguf-$ nayi-r~gufi yagi-ngufi bandi-A 
and bring-p north-loc word-nom this-a1 my-al camp-a1 

'. . . and brought the word from the north to this camp of mine. with a stick at the camp.' 
Qala yalu manimani lvidjba laggi-nu 
then they: pl for:  nothing come :back north-Ioc ~/j~1~1~/117bu ~iuyir~da buyiyiygir~ji-4 h b a  /la-ygi mani-IIU 

'Then, for no  particular reason, they come back from the north.' t ol~ly here pres : day : people-nom hit he-refl : p hand-ins 
Here the present day people hit each other with fists only.' 

The locative case is marked on a few time words such as riluya 11 Ij(~?g(~iiabu ~runi-nu hagu-nu yolir-ygi-li !labuyabu 'afternoon', and niugunjdja 'midday'. Location in time as well 
space is therefore indicated. --ear spear-ins club-ins they : pl-refl-hab 

~vidjba I IUR wadambi-dji mugu11j4a-na nufu-yga hey used to spear each other with spears and sticks.' 
go :back we :PI:  ex : subj : p feed-infin midday-loc we : pl : ex-refl 

-. -1111 2. Instrumental allomorphs 
'We went back to eat a t  midday.' I - J  i -  djuga-wanji ~valgufa-njina gu!i&-nu 
nfangu gayi bula-rlja madjafa-$ da-jguA lit-p snake-nom boy-erg big-ins stick-ins 
hear I : subj : p they : d-obj married : couple-nom hit-obj : part The boy hit the snake with a big stick.' 

. . 

gu!~&-yudi-~iji n~zlya-na 
stick-concom-erg night-loc 

'1 heard that married couple fighting with sticks at night.' 

The locative case inflections are also used to indicate accompaniment. TI1 
meaning of accompaniment can only be assigned when humall or animat 
nouns occur as the head of the noun phrase. 'a 
djufa-yi na!~ayi-njina ~iidjal;la~~jdji-njim 
dance-p he : poss-loc father-loc 
'(He) danced with his father.' 

Sometimes it is difficult to decide whether the function is that of locative or 
accompaniment. 
djuga yaninji-nu djuygu-ga 
boy man-loc sit-pres 
A free translation of this clause could be either 'The boy sits at the i?a?ii' 
side' or 'The boy sits with the man'. E 

,np 3. Instrumental allomorphs 
bu-yi miya-$ cljuga-wanji nagi-njina walgzrfa-njina gu!i&-r~a 

lit-p snake-nom boy-erg this-ins big-ins stick-ins 
The boy hit the snake with this big stick.' 

stralenental function/Ergative marker 
The most common way to show instrument is to suffix the head of the noun 
phrase with the concomitant marker -yudi, followed by the ergative marker 

I 
-1lji. This only occurs in a reflexive or transitive clause, as for the other 
instrumental inflection. The meaning of the concomitant marker is that of 
'having'. 

This combination of concoinitaiit plus ergative is the only instance where 
the noun, demonstrative and adjective in the noun phrase are all marked 
with identical inflection. Restrictions as to the type of nouns are the same as 
described in the above section. 
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yayimba yayi-4 yunba-4 l;la&f-yudi-nji gudjapa-4 For functions other than ergative, forms occur which may have devclopcd 
shoot I : p-subj duck-nom rifle-concom-erg two-nom m "lultu. The allative in Dj. may be a reflex of CA locative *ggu. 

'I shot two ducks with (my) rifle.' 

gadjala-yudi-nji yalu-ygi-li yaFgadaba djibafi-~van~z 
yam : stick-concom-erg they : pl-refl-hab spear woman-erg 
'Women used to spear each other with yam sticks.' 

wa& rra-ggu+ mill gaPgadaba rsart&n]djlrdI-hji tuw, 
also hedreA-subj again spear that-concorn-erg 

lu~t-yudi-Mi 4argoni-mdi-nji 
stone: blade-concom-erg spear: bladeancorn-erg 

'Also they {our ancestors) used to spar each other with those st 
spears in the olden times.' 

wudumba-dju yalu wulidji-4 duyala-jludi-nji 
get-f they : pl beef-nom money-concom-erg 
'They get beef with money.' 

namba yalu gafayun-4 guyu-gudi-nji 
rub they :pl stick-nom fat-concom-erg 
'They rub the stick with fat.' there me genders or ntrundaws marked 

rmation bn the MacArthw subgroup we 
There is one example to date where the concomitant plus ergative mar also indebted to R. H. Mathews who 

does not appear to have an instrumental function. ufFixing nature of these Imguages at the 
dja fba yali-4 walidji-4 djunu njambal-yudi-nji 
eat they : pl : p-subj kangaroo-nom perhaps feathers-concom-erg In DJ., and to some extent also in E., case marking in the ergative and also 
'Perhaps they (those men) with feathers on ate kangaroo.' in  some other grammatical cases cannot entirely be separated from gender 

marking; for case and gender function are combined in one suffixial form. r  his is why the ergative markers differ according to the categories of masculine 
and feminine. 

In the masculine -#i is norwal knd almost certainly original as the ergathe 
@m. The forms -!i -Pi have pubably developed from ewlier *pi by rogra- C $ve usinailation o mama. In m e  rubs& of ownr/adj~ivw the &tm -yo 
which is also a marker of dative, purposive, bmefactive and genitive, mayhtrve 
eplaoed earlier *gi on analogy with neutadhtion of case forms in fednine 
nouns. The forms bIPa have n+ost probably devdoped in a way similar to 
that of /i/4i. 

In feminine nouns, the forms -yo/-ga function also for dative, benefactive, 
pl~rposive and genitive. The form -ga has developed from earlier *-ga by 
~rogressive assimilation of manner. 

In the Eastern group, the form -ni may also function for both masculine 
lder and case. In feminine nouns -11; follows the gender suffix which is -ya 

)r a reflex of x'ya. This case suffix has a minor allomorph in -nu determined by 
ules of vowel harmony. 

46. The Western Barkly Languages 
Neil Chadwick 

1. Introduction 
All the languages discussed are situated in the east central part of the Northern 
Territory and details are given in Appendix A. 

There are two major divisions (a) Djingili (Dj.) to the west and (b) the 
Eastern Group (E.) consisting of Ngarngu or Ngarndji (Ng.) and the 
MacArthur subgroup (M.) located near the MacArthur River and consisting 
of Wambaya (W.), Gudandji (G.) and Binbinga (B.). 

2. Points of general relevance 
(a) In  these I:inguages, as in Djamincljungan, the nominal ergative affixes are 
quits differeiit il l  h r n ~  from thc usual reflexes of l u l ~ s  (lu)/!,ga suffixes found 
tlscwhere i n  widespread areas. I t  is quitc possible [hat the Barkly suffixes 
developed from third person elements in thc verb phrase. 
(b) Allon~orphs o f  the same suflixial form function for ergative, inslrumcntnl 
and locative in M. and for both ergative and locative in Ng. 
(c) Bolh Dj. a d  Ng. exhibit distinct ins[rumental suffixes quitc ditTerent in 
form from thc ergative or locative sulExes. 

Ib. Case function 

a) Ergative 
all languages, the agent subject of a transitive verb is marked by the 

gi!e:gative sufix. The direct object of a transitive verb and the subject of an 
ntransitive verb fall into 'nominative' case. 
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Examples 

(i) Dj. 
walagu djargadja-dju 'The dog is running.' 
dog-nom. run-pres. 
wawa mangia-dju 'The boy is sitting down.' 
boy-nom, sit-pres. 
~vawa-ni walagu maya-nu 'The boy hit the dog.' ' ~oa i i t s t i v e  (Ng.) li 

boy-erg. dog-nom, hit-past a -  babi-li 'With my elder brot]ler.' 
malljan -ga -dju 'The lizard(sp) is sleeping.' my-corn. brother-corn. 

gidgi-lji 
lizard(sp)nom sleep it/he pres. 
gadga-!i &djba -nana -11tr 'The lizard bit me.' 
lizard(sp)erg. bite it/me past 

entative historical explanations o f  case suffixes 

Ivalagu-l!i manjan-ga-dju 'The bitch is sleeping.' 
bitch-nom. sleep 
)valagu-ga dad jba -gay i -g i r - I  'The bitch bit us.' 
bitch-erg, bite 3p, trans fem. lp.  pl. ex. past 

(ii) W. 
djua yaaru-g-i 'The man is walking.' 
man-nom. walk-3p. pres. 
lnin~ari gulugbi-g-i 'The snake is sleeping.' 
snake-nom. sleep-3p. pres. 

. dull mimari-ni 'The snake bit the man.' ~ ~ L I U  gi-11-a 
man-nom. 3p, trans-past bite snake-erg. 
ga??agandja-na badbi-g-ff 'The emu ran.' 
emu nom. (fem) run 3p past 
ganal;landju-ga-gi giyi-q-a &u 'The emu bit me.' 
emu-fern.-erg. 3p fem. trans. me past bite 

(b) Locative-ni (E.) -nzbili (Dj.) -static locative ('in,at,on' etc.) 
(W.) djamba-ni 'On the 

ground-on 
magi-ni 'In the camp.' 
camp-in 
ultradja-ya-ni 'In the sun.' 
sun fem. -in 
mandjugu-nzr 'In the shade.' 
shade-in 

(Dj .) gau-mbili 'In the camp.' 
camp-in 
garalu-mbili 'On the ground.' 
ground-on 

Allative (Dj.) gga ('to, into, towards') 
gau-gga 'To the camp.' 
camp-allv. 

( c )  Instrumental instrument with which an action is ~erformed.  
(Dj.) (w) a!iPi 'fa prticular neuter and feminine, have also 
(Ng.1 (w) &I e a r k r  free morphemes. The vegetable 



markedL morphologically for syntactic ergativity. The modern G 
sllff ixes. nu and ni/ni  roba ably developed from gender markers whic! 

A A A - - . - - -. -- . . . - - - - 

fairlv com~licated. ~ ; t  it seems evibent that a position following th; 

---- ~- - - ~  

the noun evellt$lly became a bound morpheme incorporated ir 
structure of the noun-complex. The process is familiar with regard 
nominalisation (Capell, Wurm) in Australian languages and the ear lyz  
may in fact have been similar to affix-transference. 

The examination of the historical process has brought into questioq 
distinction between verbal and nominal transitivity markers (detail: 
Appendix B.). 

(b) Locative and comitative 

(i) Two possible explanations of Dj. allative -ygu are tentatively put 
1. That it may be a reflex of CA *gga locative. 
2. That it may be a developmellt from earlier *'-nga, which in a mo 4 

form -yga/-nga occurs in the Eastern group as a marker of benefac 
purposive/possessive. I 

(ii) Ng. comitative -1i 4- 
:Ln Dj. the same affix functions for instrumental and comitative. In* 
languages in Australia the same forin functions for ergative, instrumenta 
comitative. In some of these, the affix is a reflex of CA *lu/gu. It is.g 

r - - -  - 
to operative or whether the afl?x is a borrowing from other languages. 

. . 
I < n by loss of unstressed vowel 
*!l/u < 4:nilu 
*!lili < *t?ilu by vowel harmony. 
may be from the same origin as the ergative suffix in Dj. 

NO satisfactory tentative explanation can be found for the first part of the 
fix. 

otes on the insbumental in Dj, and Ng. 

Appendix A-Notes on the languages 



'A 

W. G .  Hoddinott & F. M. ~ o f ~ d  

unambiguously iden 
transitive sentence. I 
which lacks the no 
verbal transltlve m 
noun. Apai-t from 
difference between 

these two languages. 

c forliis of the case inflections 

In  Ngallwuru the forms -ni and -g7 are probably original. The fo 
has probably developed from a common third persol1 slngular ~narke 

-di is probably a development from earlier -117 by ass~milatiou of m 
- i  1s also probably from earlier -ni firstly by ass~milat~on of manner an , -dl 111 stems endlng in a stop 

by elision of suffixial consonant. e.g. ~ v i n b  (dog) - wiribdi 
In  Nungali -njl is probably cognate wlth Ngaliwuru -ni. - I  in stems ending in a lateral 
-ennji (class 11 feminine) may be cognate wlth E -yani in which the tin[ I e.g. r / j u~ ibu I  (man) - rljunibuli 

element is a gender marker. 
Note that in these two languages and also in D~amindjung 'one case ~nflc ns wlth class prefixes 

tion IS used to indicate all three cases' (Ergat~ve, Locat~ve and Instrument, n classes of Nungali are indicated by the following prefixes: 
(Hoddinott and Kofod, Paper 47, thls volume). Thls character~stic is a lw  Clnss I di- di-gal water 
common to the MacArthur subgroup. Class II nja- ~JU-yaruy woman 

I n  Nunggubuyu (east Arnhem Laud) there are thlrd person verbal markc 
?li /gu and nilnu which may well be cognate with those in E. and Dj. C f w  Class Iv 1x1 nu-]ni- mu-[nti- nu-vdud ma-w&hj camp skim 

In Class 111 and IV there is a second order prefix which is used when the 
te body parts. - y r ~  if the person is male, -na- if Female. Thus 
wa ' h t  of man'; ni-na-wa *foot trf woman*. class IV mi-ya- 
an'; mi-na-min 'eye of woman'. 

d instrumend noun prefi.Ces are: 
nJi-gaJ in water 
&cx-@i-gar~ woman -ERG 
qir-autud in camp 
Mi-yu&j on skin 



(b) Adjectives with class prefixes 
The forms for the ergative, instrumental and locative are also 
forms for Class 111 and Class IV are different from those found 

Class I nji- 
Class I1 ya-nji- 
Class I11 ivu-nji- 
Class IV mi- 

(c) Demonstratives 
In the demonstratives the forms for ergative and instrumental are id& 
but there is a separate locative form. t~ 

Ergative Locative 
Class I yi-nja- lru-nja- 
Class I1 ya-nja- ivu-nja- 
Class I11 ivu-nja- 
Class IV ivu-nja- 

(d) Nouns without class prefixes 
Those nouns which do not take class prefixes indicate case by mean 
suffixes. The words in this category appear to be words taken from Ngaliw_u 
and are small in number but commonly met with. The suffixes for locatjv 
ergative and instrumental, are as in Ngaliwuru. 

-ni following a vowel, for example, bibi-ni 'father'-ERG 
-gi following a stop or nasal, for example, djalin-gi 'ashes'-roc, ' ip~ th 

ashes', djalbud-gi 'house'-LOC 'in the house'. 
Class IV words may also take the suffix -mayi to form the instrumental 

djimbilay 'spear' - djinibilay mayi 'with a spear'-INST P 
Function 

(a) Ergative I I 
Tn all Djamindjuiigan languages the functions of the ergative are identical 
in that it marks the normally animate subject of the transitive verb. However, 
the way it is used differs. In the cases where inflection is indicated by suffix 
(that is, in Ngaliwuru, Djamindjung and the non-class marked nouns of 
Nungali) the ergative marker must appear on one of the elements of the noun 
phrase and may appear on all. I t  need not be on the noun itself. This also 
applies to the locative and instrumental NPs. 

Ngaliwuru 
(1) malayi yiramni bu-nj-ayu gagaivuli mayar.aitu 

woman two-ERG they(du) gather-PAST yam food-PUR 
'The two women gather yams to eat.' 

(2) bibi-ni nuwina-ni mug ga-ni-yawu djalig 
father-ERG his-ERG look he-him-see-PRES baby 
'His father looked at  the baby.' 

( 3 )  bibi-ni ga-n-bu-yuna mandadj mayara 
father-ERG he-me-FUT-give later food 
'Father will give me food later.' 

(4) r!ji~mna-ni djumbul yiram bu-n-n?aliytnuja [ama 
two-ERG man pair they-DU-make-PRES arrow head 
'The two men are both making arrow heads.' 

~ u n g a l i  
(5) Il~iniggit.i-~ii it'alad-bari-ni ya-ni-nayi-na du/aMj 

little-ERG old man-ERG he-him-see-PAST snake 
'The little old man saw the snake.' 

I,, ~ u n g : t l i  t11e ergativc marker i s  obligatorily prefixed to all c o ~ l s t i t ~ ~ ~ ~ t ~  of 
[he noun plwase which indicate word class by prefix. This also applies to the 
localivc and instrunlental NPs. 
(6) !/at ui-nnd !]ar?ji-ya~.uy rlirril~ y a-ni-yada 

C?~:~tc;-big c?~~ r ; -wo lnan  dog she-him-hit-PAST 
'The big woman hit the dog.' 

( 7 )  !lanju-ga-yirani yanji-yaruy-djira~ii wi-n-mil-a mayarn 
C 2 ~ i ~ ~ - t h a t - ~ u  C~ERG-woman-DU they-DU gather-PAST food 
'These two women were gathering food.' 

(b) Instrumental 
Tile instrumental marks a weapon, tool or object used to perform a task. It 
has not yet been ascertained whether body parts can take the instrumental 

I inflections : 

Djanii~~djung 
(8) gun-i-mu gablirgad la~lin-gi 

he-him-hit-PAST yesterday stick-INST 
'He hit him yesterday with a stick.' 

(9) ~ l j ~ / ~ i b u I  !~a -4 -may~ l  gandi-ni 
man I - h i m - h i t - ~ ~ s ~  stick-INST 
'I hit the man with a stick.' 

( 10) gun-i-dju-11 ma~tud- i  itmargadi darania~i/iian 

I he-him-kill-PAST ~tonespear-lNS~ long right through 
'He stuck him right through with a long stone spear.' 

d ungali 
( I I )  yinjagudju ~~juyuniri durib djinibiluy-maji yan-i-j~acia 

that-one ClE~G-nlan dog spear-lNsT he-him-hit-PAST 
T h a t  man struck the dog with a spear.' 

Instrunlental NPs can occur with transitive or reflexive and reciprocal 
clauses. 

Ngall\varu 
(12) djulig dji balbulja ga-ra-do la!li/i-gi 

little boy he hurt he-hurt-self PAST stick-INST 
'The little boy hurt himself with a stick.' 

In intransitive clauses the tool or object used is in the comitative case. 
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Djamindjung 
(1 3) mayi walyin ga-ydga-nj lay in-niid 

man walk he-go-PAST stick-COM 'The little boy hurt himself with a stick.' 
'The man walked with a stick.' 

b) ~rgat ive NPs but not instrumental NPs may be replaced by bound 

(c) Locative bsitive subject pronouns in verb phrases. Tndeed the ergative NP is required 

The locative inflection marks the place at rest and motion into or rllKifii the agent, not to provide an agent. 

also indicates proximity to an object. 

Djamindjung 
(1 4) ga-n-uga djarinj-i 

she-it-take-PAST cave-LOC 
'She took it into the cave.' 

(1 5 )  dirg gun-i-ranj mu~iuygu layi~i-gl 
fasten he-it-put-PAST rope tree-roc 
'He fastened the rope to the tree.' 

Ngaliwuru 
(1 6) yagbali-ni ya-yadj ~vuiidju y-4-~vu-rijawu 

camp-LOC NEGF-he-be if I-him-FUT-see 
'If he is in camp I would like to see him.' 

(17) yarg-ina Iidburg gzrranj ya-ndjara gulban-gi 
my-POSS axe NEG NEGFUT SING-PU~ ~ S O U I ~ ~ - L O C  
'Don't put my axe on the ground.' 

relate to the suffixes 
Nungali pell's assertion that 
(1 8) winiilgiri-ni ~valadbari-ni ya-n.i-yrryi-nu dulanj ~iji-lar~jin ~,vuilji.-t exist elsewhere as 

little-ERG old man-ERG he-him-see-PAST snake LOC-tree roc-bi 
gabugud 
yesterday 

'The little old man saw the snake under the big tree ye 
(19) duyunin wa-nanduyu dub riji-layin ~vunji-nad 

man he-be-PRES sit C~LOC-tree C~LOC-big 
'The man is sitting near the big tree.' W. G. Hoddinott & F. M. Kofod 

The locative may occur after prepositions. 
(20) nju-yunin !la-$-nar-a nja-yilgulunj lalilij-uy nju-niali . Northern Territory 

ERG-man he-it-put-PAST C2 stone axe close-INTENS LOC-paperbar ost-positions which 
'The man put the stone axe close to the paperbark tree.' 

Djamindjung 
(21) mayi-ni gudjugu-ni gun-i-ma ~ijanjiy nialayi nu-1vi7ia 

man-ERG big-ERG he-her-hit-pAs7 propel: woman his-POSS 
layin-gi gudjugu yagbali-ni. gaburgad 
stick-INST big camp-roc yesterday 

'The big man hit his woman hard with a big stick in the inarked by having the post- 
In spite of the formal identity of the ergative and instrument he subject NP may be animate 
are good reasons for keeping these two cases distinct. 

(a) Instrumental NPs, but not ergative NPs, may occur in refl~xiv ERG I h i t - ~ ~ ~ s  hit M A L E - S ~ ~ ~ ~  
reciprocal clauses, for example in (22) 'I am hitting the little boy.' 
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(2) a-wern~isa ~ i iyg i  be-y-im-gi katet 
A N I M A L - C ~ O C O ~ ~ ~ ~  ERG it-do-PRES-me bite 
'The crocodile bit me.' 

(3)  f i ~ k e  ti,iygi yewir w-ig-e fu~vifuwi tjf? 
wind ERG tree it-lie-PAST blow PAS? 
'The wind blew the tree.' 

Subject NPs of intransitive verbs, reflexives and 
marked in this way. 

reciprocals are not 

(4)  kala ! p y i  kiritn j r  nide 
mother 1 she-sit-PRES ground LOC 
'My mother is sitting on the ground.' 

( 5 )  a-~va-wuni fagari ~,vi-rey-gu bulbul nupa 
PL-~ALE-that ~ W O  they-hit-REFL PRES-DU fight then 

iva-?iun-zu 

'The;&e always fighting.' 
While this is the general rule it is also possible for the NP subjects of 
verbs to be unmarked while, more rarely, the intrans~tive 
intransitive verbs is marked. 

'1 can see that man.' 
But c.f. 

(7)  yayi !7i-njiyg-in a_feygu 
I I - S ~ ~ - P R E S  ANIMAL-snake 
'1 can see that snake.' 

(8) a-wa-wuni fagari wrr-bey-gu niadi ~vir-uy-gu 
PL- that two they-do-PRES-DU side they-sit-PRES-DU 
'Those two men are building a canoe (sitting down).' 

Subject NPs both marked and unmarked have been found with 
of transitive verbs where the ergative is normally required. The 
to chop, Jind, catch, cook, paddle, hold, tread on, make,  etc. 

The marker niygi may also occur on subject NPs of intransitive 
example : 

(9) a-vevi n i t ~ ~ i  wa-r-a-ni fititit tje 
\ ,  3 ,  

ANIMAL-other ERG they-p~-go-PAs~ rise up PAST 

'The other birds rose up  into the air.' 
and with impersonal verbs : 
(10) a-yeyi niygi kakana w-ayi-m pir batj 

ANIMAL-other ERG now it-PRES- tO them hot 
'Those others are hot.' 

Perhaps in cases like (9) and (10) we should regard a-yeyi 
as an  idiom. The use of niygi with intransitive verbs 
of this kind, for example ~va-wuni niggi 'that one', 
others'. 

But idioms without the markers are equally frequent. 
occur frequently throughout the language in the same 
marked forms. 

ninai also occurs on a number of idioms where it has no ergative func 

tje kin? in 
first ERG We-gO-PL-PAST PAST like 

r~h{-small ERG 
'When (I was) a little girl.' 

'The river overflowed one bank.' 

ic) Expressions of degree and extent: 
('14) erelre niygi kuri kana wa-yi-ni pir 

how many ERG water now i t - b e - p ~ ~ y -  to t h e  - - - - - - -A A - 
'(I don't know) how thirsty they are.' 

( 15) ni!j,gi ki17ji jlewir fengu kadi 
ERG this stick long enough 
'This stick is long enough.' 

t i  iygi 
ERG 

nzifl jir 
:m thirsty 

lnstrulllental 
The instrumental marks the weapon or tool used to perform a task. In 

I Ngangikurungur body parts as well as objects may be considered instruments. 
( 1  6) gzi-ru-pun-/a iva-~veti ye~ , i r -~ i iyg i  

w c - P L - ~ ~ ~ - P R E S  hit M A L E - S ~ ~ ~ ~  stick-INST 
'We all hit the littlc boy with thr: stick.' 

( 7 )  I k - u -  I - i i -  a'efir iiiygi 
dog he-go-PRIS kicks he-sit-PRES foot -INST 
'He kicks the dog with his foot.' 

Like tlic crgative, the i~ is t ru~nc~i ta l  NP may occur without the postposition. 
In ( 1  0) we could say 
( I  8) !I[{-vir-pun lu I~U-~zrrt i  ye~tir  

w ~ - P I . - ~ ~ ~ ~ - P R I I s  11it MALE-snlall stick 
I 'We all hit the little boy with a stick.' 

it is also possiblc to find both ergativr: and instrumental in the same sentence. 
( 19) tji~).i 11iygi nu-pw? tu tva-lrcti yewir ~ i iyg i  

1 ERG I-hit-PRES hit MALE-small stick -INST 
Theor*eticalIy it would be quite possitlle to have any of the following com- 
binalions of marked or  unmarked NPs. 
(20) !jq)!i y~rpzct~ fa wau-uke/i )vwtir rii!)gi 
(2 1 ) !)(&~,i ~~llpzlll lU lvu-lt~Pti )q<~lvir 
(22) !]rq4i niygi yupun /a wru-wlrfi )*~~r.il* 

Discussion 
Ergative and instrumental are markell in the same way in the nouns, pro- 
nouns and other norninills. In the pronouns although both would be marked 
alike no instrumental use of the personal pronoun has been found. This may 
conslilute a criterion of discrimination. 

They may also be discriminated by the fact that instrument NPs but not 
cr~ativc NPs may be found in ref exive and reciprocal clauses. 

I 
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(23)' yedi w r i i  ye-tj-iii tri de jr  tjaga niggi nawa 
man that he-carry-PRES cut foot what INST then 
'What did that man cut his foot with?' 

As both ergative and instrumental may occur under the same con, 
ambiguity is possible. In  many cases the bound subject pronoun to tl 
stem will make clear the subject whether it is expressed, left unmarked 
for example in ( I ) ,  (2), (6), (7), (g), (91, (19), (201, (211, (22). 

But where the subject is in the third person singular then alnbi 
possible. A sentence like 
(24) nw-pun ta v~:a-\,veti yewir niggi 

he-hit-PRES hit M A L E - S ~ I ~ ~ ~  stick INST/ERG 
can mean either 
(25) 'He hit the little boy with a stick.' 
or 
(26) 'The stick hit the little boy.' 

which instrument. Under normal speech conditions the ergative 

In  practice ambiguity does not often occur because the context, the 
and to some extent the order of the phrases, determines which is s 

expressed, precedes the instrumental N P  as in the examples above. 
bility of ambiguity remains then the relevant noun phrase is expan 
reinforced to make its relationship clear. For example in (24) if a 
subject is required then an N P  ergative such as wa-yedi niggi 'the man 
be added. 

Locative 
The locative N P  marker nide indicates both rest at, or near, a place and 
motion into, or onto a place. Locational expressions like 'behind', 'next to', 
'against' usually require iiide as well as ,the particular preposition. Motion 
towards is expressed by p e j ;  motion towards the speaker by pagu. Motion 
away from or out of, is expressed by nimpi. 
Examples of the locative are: 
(27) n u  weti y-en-in1 pap fepi nide 

M A L E - S ~ ~ ~ ~  he-go-PRES up  stone LOC 
w 

'The child is climbing on the rock.' w 

(28) wa-r-gatj-en tjutjuk niiri kultji kuderi nide 
t h e y - ~ ~ - b r i n g - ~ ~ ~ ~  together evening billabong LOC 
'They gather together by the billabollg in the evening.' 

(29) g-an-a ~ n a d i  yuriij ,fepi ~ i d e  i kuri nide ya-gun-im fel 
I-go-PAST side slippery rock LOC and water LOC I-go-PRES fall 
'I slipped on the rocks and fell into the water.' 

As with the ergative and instrumental NPs, locative NPs may be uninarked 
where there is i o  likelihood of ambiguity. 
(30) war-a-ni pek kanatje durmu dirkuri kuderi 

they-PL-go-PAST paint now PAST pattern bank billabong 
'They the11 painted up  on the bank of the billabong.' 

i \. 405 

be optionally left unmarked. In the pronoun system there 
pronouns, direct and indirect pronouns and bound subject 

has a rudimentary syste~n of case marking 
is in the process of developmeIlt from 

NPs to NPs marked by postpositions to the more general syste~n of 

Michael Walsh 
is spoken at  Port Keats in the north-west of the Northern 

Terrilory. 

:stems with a final stop, nasal, or  lateral take the ending / -re/;  all other stems 
. , l a k e  the ending / -el;  however, either ending may occur after final / r / :  

i i t  'cat-ERG' 
knljerene-ne 'spur-winged plover-ERG' 
!lir!ur-te/-ne 'p,oliceman-ERG' 

'Function 
?fhe e w v e  inflection occurs with noun-classi&rs (NC), nouns, adjectives 
&ad free-standing ronouns in a naun-phrase (NP) which functions as a 

I innsitive subject. h e  following ccpOCE:umena restrictions apply: 1 (i) the ergative inkt ion may not artcur with a noun-clmifier if there is 
also a noun in the NP; 

,\{ii) in an NP containing a noun and an adjective, the ergative inflection may 
occur either with the noun, or, with the adjective, but not with both. 

The ergative inflection is rarely used in Murinj ata: when it is used, it is P most often in order to disambiguate a number o possible readings for one 
,antenee. This disambiguating mechanism is suldom needed, for the follow- I 'ing reasom : 

(a) Free-standing pronouns are cross-referenced in the vwb complex in 

I bound fam and within the w b  ~ompkx the cross-referenced pronouns 
fbJlow a SOV mttern: 
(0 g a ~ i - ~  &PI-&- ga+i-wi&q-nv 

I 
lsg,-at~ ~ s ~ . - M M  ~s~.-&~.-~~ss-PuT~RE 
'I'm going to kiss you." 

Here the ending /-.MI is redundant on Igtayil smce its cross-referenced form 
Yya-j is in subject position in the verb complex. 

(b) Where (a) is not sufficient to disambiguate the sentence, the norm word 
~rder outside the verb con~plex is SOV: 
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(2J kadu lawayga &m-@pal 
person wallaby 3sg.-3sg.-strike 

1 2 3 
'Man struck wallaby.' 

Equivalent in meaning to (2) are the orderings: 1-3-2 and 
(that is, S) always precedes 2 (that is, 0). Predictably, the 
2-1-3 and 2-3-1 mean: 'kangaroo struck man'. 
If 1-nel is added to lkadul in any of these six possible orderings tke 
possible reading, despite the order, is: 'man struck wallaby'; I 

The head noun of an  NP functioning as a transitive subject may1 
I 

animate, as in (3) and (4), although it is more often animate as in (1) a 
(3) ku-\vene-d, pan-4-nzat ju-nzalandayt-te 

NC : meat-dog-NOM 3sg.-3sg.-hit NC : weapon-lightning-ERG 
'The dog was hit by lightning.' wayu n-ata were-ne 

(4)  burbur-nelte dam-yi-lug N C :  meat towards 2sg.-chase dog-INSTRUM 
cold-ERG 3sg.- 1 sg.-shiver, make to shiver 'Chase it (meat) with a dog.' 
'I'm shivering with cold; the cold makes me shiver.' 

I 

2. Locative 
Murinjpata does not have a nominal inflection to express location: in I 

the preposition /yana/ is used: 
( 5 )  kadu-wiye kadi-degdeg-/a yana jerj 'How do you know?' (Literally: with what/by what means do you have 

NC : person-bad ~S~~DURATIVE-play-PAST 'in' church an ear ?) 
'Bad person was (continually) playing in church.' 

( 6 )  yayi-ne yini-kark-la yapulu-nu yana kale-yayi Tempera! use: -te/-e 
I sg.-ERG 1sg.sit-cry-PAST breast-DAT 'at' mother- 1 sg. [n Murinjpata there .i;s a nominal/verbal suffix, identical in form to the IF 'I was crying for my mother's breast (literally: I was crying for the breas --gative/instrumental nominal suffix: its function is temporal: 

at  my mother.)' 6) kadu-yalandar-te/ne ~ ~ a d a  yunu-nu mada 
NC : person-old man-TEMPORAL INCHOATIVE ~ S ~ . ~ O V ~ - F U T U R E  NEG 

3. Instrumental \VU& 
ga-~vindu!-nu naydi-yitjit yuu I 

INCHOATIVE 1 sg.- FUTURE NC : thing-heavy emph .pcle. 

1 'When I am an old man I will not be able to lift heavy things.' 
Form i17) ka~lu  gem-te yi-nu yana falput p h i  

I 

I n  phonological shape, instrumental exactly coincides with ergative. NC : person ~ S ~ . S ~ ~ - T E M P  ~ s ~ . s ~ ~ - F u T  'at' house 2sg. 
'As long as I am here I will stay at  your house.' 

Function 
Like Yidinj, the instrumental in Murinjpata marks a weapon or  tool used to 
perform a task and can be used for the material out of which somethine is ;4. Reflexive 
made : 'The English sentence 'I cut myself with a knife' has at least two possible 

(7)  najtdi-at fijimanibe-ne ma-\vatu-nu b ! i....~:,, gs : 

NC: thing-hat type of palm-INS 1sg.-make-FUTURE '1 cut myself with a knife, on purpose.' 
'I'm going to make a hat out of tjitjimambe.' 'I cut myself with a knife, accidentally.' 

(8) ju-kunewi-ne punima-d, pan-4-niat A differentiation is made between these in Murinjpata by using a reflexive 
NC: weapon-billy-INSTRUM wife-NOM 3sg.-3sg.-hit prefix on the verb for the former and a non-reflexive prefix on the verb for 
'He hit his wife with a billy(-can).' ' the latter. In addition, 'knife' is in instrumental case in the former but in ergative 

The instrumental may occur with at  least some body case in the latter; the difference in case function is indicated not by the suffixed 
parts are hardly feasible as instruments, for example, case forms on the noun but by the cross-referencing in the verbal complex: 

(9) ju-maye-ne purima-d, pan-$-ma! ( 18) m-e-m-yeyj nay&-marinia,ti-re 
~c:weapon-hand-INSTRUM W ~ ~ ~ - N O M  3sg.-3sg.-hit 1s.g.-REFLEXIVE-PAST-cut NC: thing-knife-INSTRUM 
'He hit his wife with his fist.' cut myself with a knife (on purpose).' 

I 
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(1 9 )  m-a-m-gi-yeyj najtdi-ma~imani-~e 
3sg.-NONREFLEXIVE-PAST-IS~.-CU~ NC : thing- knife-^^^ 
'I cut myself with a knife (accidentally).' (Literally: the knife 

There is nothing corresponding to the anti-passive in Murinjpata, 
Unlike Dyirbal, there is no transformation in Murinjpata 

explicitly distinguish between ergative and instrumental NPs. 
(20) kaka-nukunu pan-4-mat tamul-te 

uncle' or as instrumental with an unstated, non-specific ergative 
'someone hit his uncle with a spear'. Thus there are two interpr 

50. Nunggubuyu 

1. Ergative 
There is no ergative case suffix in Nunggubuyu (spoken in eastern tal can be used in intransitjve clauses: 
Land) nor nominative, accusative, or dative for that matter. Word . ~vandulu - miri 
no help in indicating case functions either. 

Instead, the case relations of the major NPs in a clause are ind 
by pronominal prefixes on the verb, cross-referencing overt or 

( 1 )  nu - ~valyiFiug gu - rani gara-ma!iiFiuy 
MaSg man MaSglFeSg speared FeSg woman 

NPs. In the case of the comitative, there is a cross-referencing (but pron 
ally unspecified) prefix -aFiji- added to the verb: 
(2) I :- Fiji-yaggi guru - ma!iin"ug 

especially allative -~vuy  and instrumental -miri, as long a? there is no amb 
in context: 

( 3 )  ni- yaygi yi :-yala:ligi 
MaSg went turtle 
'Re went toifor turtles.' 

Even though ga1a:ligi. belongs to nonhuman class I, which 
referenced by the same intransitive prefix ni- as masculine singula 

'to the turtles' (literally 'class I-turtle-allative'). 

uld be mentiond that there are one or two examples in my corpus 
ablative -wa14-gaIa is used in something Iike an cr the sense. In a 

ling wab om and bro1gaS both in n d u m a n  d$& Il (which is 
to the fesnnine singular dm), thu PoIIowing passage occurs: 

B&U g - a: - gamji garu-wa:yim, ytrguni yi:-gqbgw-my, 
it@) LyII Indir stole U m u  to that It brolga AU 

g - a: - gamaji aba g - a: - gag, a~za-(~uga,  y - a: - gag, 
11/11 Indir stole then 11/11 Indir ate 111 stone 11/11 Indir ate 

I giga yara-1va:yin-gala 
it(I1) I1 emu Abl 

'It', emu, stole it from it, from brolga. It  stole it from it, then it ate it 
away from it, the stone. It ate it away from it, emu (agent).' 

- - .  - - -  - 



mistake. 
Although thre is nowhere near enoughdata to determine the o o h u  

under which the ablative can be used in tIus sense, my f ~ l t n g  IS that it 
not mark ergativity as such, but rather is available to*marfc,dther i 
sitive or transitive subject in a position where contrast wrth an mdirmt 
is necessary. That is, the additiod of -walal-gala goes hand-in-hand wi 
addition d aIlative -wuyI-guy. 

6 .  
I will close with a tentative etymology for instrumental -miri, In the 
Yuulngu group of languages in north-eastern Amhem Land, 
Ritharngu language which is geographicaIly contiguous to !he 
speaking area, there is a 'having' suffix -miri. Although th~s  is 
used in an instrumental sense, there are occasions where it can 
effect, as in the 'pseudo-instrumental' construction exemplified 
in my Paper 27 in this volume. 

If we suppose that Nunggubuyu once had a nonzero case suffix 
both as ergative 
Nunggubuyu at one stage would have 
from other zero case categories 
etc.), and it is reasonable to 
arise. Under such 
the language could have borrowed -miri from the languages to the north, 
with slight semantic specialisation as an instrumental suffix. 

Incidentally, -miri also shows up in Warndarang, the language immedi; 
to the south. This language belongs to a family including Mara and Alawu, 
further to the south. Alawa does not have -miri as a case suffix, and to my 
knowledge neither does Mara. I therefore suspect a subsequent transfc 
Nunggubuyu -miri into Warndarang. In general, the Warndarang case sy 
is very much like the Nunggubuyu one and quite unlike the Alawa; 1 
appears to have been considerable diffusion both of case system structure 
in two or three cases of actual morphemes, probably from the large N L t I n t  

gubuyu group to the smaller Warndarang group. 

Note 
1. Note that in English the directions are reversed, since we follow the C( 

of the stone f i o n ~  brolga to emu. In Nunggubuyu the direction all[^ Y 

[51. Rapporteur's summary 

abstract, since we fo 
used by) emu, and 

1llow 
dire' 

the 
cted 

R.M.W. Dixon 
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Now the NP in a 
main clause must in 
dominated by C,). 
apply on X,, yieldin 

(3) 

man [NST 
relative clause that is co-referential with 
Dyirbal be in 'topic' position (leftmost N 
To satisfy this, the anti-passive transfc 

E:  

/"; 
/ \ 

/' 
NP, 

tree 

I 
cut 

man 

man axe I 

an NP in the 
P immediately 
)rmation must 
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parts of the continent, before this hypothesis could be 
replaced by a more appropriate explanation). 
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Kenneth Hale 
The ergative and locative inflections in Australian languages are recorded i n  
a number of alternants. A partial list of alternants (pseudo-reconstructions) 
is assembled in the following table: 

(1) ergative locative 
*-lu *-la 
*-yku *-yka 
*-mnpu *-mpa 
*-njtju *-njtja 

(ii) *-lu, "la attach to vowel-final polysyllabic stems; 

1 
An extremely comnlon pattern of alternation is that according to which: 

(2) (i) *-yltu, *-yka attach to vowel-final disyllabic stems; 

(iii) *-Su, *-Sa attach to consonant-final stems-the symbol S is used 
here to designate a stop hornorganic to the stem-final consonant. 

In the ensuing discussion, I would like to suggest a historical explanation 
for the existence, in the first instance, of languages exhibiting roughly the 
range of alternants included in (1) above and, in the second instance, of 
languages exhibiting the pattern represented by (2i-ii). 

A partial key, as I see it, to the eventual explanation of these phenomena con- 
sists in the existence of an assin~ilation rule accounting for (2iii). Let us assume, 
for the sake of this discussion, that the basic, historically underlying, forms of 
the ergative and locative inflections were *-lu, *-la (remaining as such after 
vowel-final stems) and that there existed an assimilation rule of very 
approximately the following general form : , I 

(i) There are languages which allow no final consonants whatsoever; 
(ii) There are languages which allow apicals only (for example, 

117, 1, 4) ; 
( i i i )  There are languages which allow coronals (for example, / / I ,  I, r, nj, 

1 i l )  ; 
I ( ivl  ~11ere are languages which allow both coronals and non-coronals 

\ ' . /  + 

(for example, i n ,  7, r, uj ,  Ij ,  ni, y/) .  
I r  seems to me, on the basis of this rather superficial observation, that 

fire is a definite historical tendency to eliminate final consonants according 
0 a 'schedule of naturalness' in which: 

(5) (I) The first to b% lost are non-coronals; P 
(ii) The next ate distributed coronals (for example, /nj, Ijn; 
($1 The last to go are aphls  (for example, In, I, r/). 

"Gnwder now a Ianguage which allows stem-final nun-coronal wnsonants, 
@it is, that has stems of the Farm CVCVm and CVCVQ, The ergatiw of 
guns exhibiting this cmoniaI pattern wouM, by virtue of rule (3), be: 

CVCVniou 

rule of this form would have the effect of deleting word-final non-coronal 
&nsonants, so that what was originally C 

- 

CVCVm# 
CVCV11# 

F o u l d ,  after the introductioil of the deleti&'rule, appear as: 
Cvw*. 

forms would remain as in'@), because the eavironrnent for 
Icl not be met. However, there would probably be a andenq 
ms like Yhose in (6) in such a way as to mqke the underlg 

stem idsntid to the surface, vowe1-find, lorn (see Hlls 19% 
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with the result that the morpheme boundary would be placed before 
than after, the erstwhile stem-final consonant. That 1s to say, before the . M. W. Dixon for much stimulating discussion of this 
of rule (7), the forms of (6) would be analysed as encouragement, I could not have written this note. 

(8) CVCVm-pu 
CVCVy-ku. 

But after the advent of rule (7), and after consequent reanalys~s of "-yku is suffixed to common nouns, while "-lu is suffixed 
representations, the forms of (6) would be analysed as . It seems to me quite possible that the phonological 

ost in favour of the semantic motivation on the basis of 
(9) CVCV-mpu tlstical correlation: the majority of proper nouns are 

CVCV-ylcu. polysyllabic, while a preponderance of common nouns (at least those of 
p a t  textual frequency) are disyllabic. 

surface canonical d~sparities in relation to analysis and 
ian example.' Current Trends in Linguistics, 11 :401-58. 

though reasonably well documented, rule which might be called ' 
posthesis' : 



~ h b  bivalent suffix -ku 



53 ,  Rspporteur's introduction and summary 
B. J. Blake 

Capell devob a section to the 
b u 8 e  it occurs with both 

m d y  has a datt'Pe function and with verbs 
paper Breen (1974) points out that it is 

xed M y  to rr verb s t a n  and that most of the 
s- -kPr ta a nontindised verb stem, -ku 

of the continent and while it does not wcur in every 
it is probably the most widespread afht to be found in 

Forms 
ku occurs as.the only form of the dative or purposive in some languages (for 

Dylrbal), but in others it is in an allomorphic relationship with 
forms such as -ya, -gu or (w)u. For example, in Galgadungu -ku occurs with 

stems and -ya with vowel stems; in Warungu and in Ngaliwuru 
and Djamindjung -ku is used with consonant stems and -1vu with vowel 
stems. 

In some languages the presence of -ku is partially obscured by limited 
vowel harmony (for example, Walbiri -ku - -ki) or more completely 
obscured by vowel reduction (for example, Arandic -ka) or vowel reduction 
and metathesis (for ex#mple, Njungar sub-group -ak) or loss of the final vowel 
(for example, Gundjen -k). 

I Functions 

Complement 
Perhaps the most widespread function of -ku is to mark a complement noun 
or the nominalised verb of a complement clause. For example, in 
Bidjandjadjara we find 
(1) wati kuka-ku kutipitja-yu 

man meat-for go-PAST 
'The man went for meat.' 

(2) nlati-tu kuka kati-yu mama-lu nyaku-tja-ku 
man-ERG meat bring-PAST father-ERG see-NOM-for 
'The man brought the meat for his father to see.' 

In these cases it could be said that -ku indicates the function of purpose, but 
in fact -ku also appears in a wide range of complements where there is no 
notion of purpose and is probably best considered a syntactic marker of 
:omplements rather than a morpheme expressing a particular semantic 
function. For example, in Bidjandjadjara -ku appears in jussive complements, 
(3) wati-lu waija-nu waru yura-ltya-ku 

man-ERG Say-PAST  WOO^ gather-NOM-to 
The  man told him to gather firewood.' 

and in complements of verbs for be shy (of ), glad (at), afraid (of ), etc. 
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It is not always possible to predict from semantic considemti 
a predicator in an Australian l a ~ u a g e  will be a transitive verb, a 
or an intransitive verb or adjecbve with an 
verb b e i i  one which occm with an 
complement in an oblique case other 
expresses some activity initiated by 
entity (AFFECTED OBJECT), then it will be transitive. However, 
these two conditions is not met as in the English verbs seek, look 
like, /mi& allwith, Iwrn, understand, kmw, see, h k  at, hear,. Iisren 
for, then the equivalent in an Australran language may be mlddle o 
sitive with the complement most likely marked by the dative. In some case 
a particular verb may occur as a transitive verb and as a middle verb with.. 
somewhat different sense. For  example, in Galgadungu yagtarnai appears as 
a middle verb meaning look for and as a transitive verb meaningjjnd. 

Three-place verbs are not well exemplified in the available literature and s 
it is not  possible to say much about indirect object marking. Give is illustrate 
in a number of languages and it appears that the indirect object receives thz 
same marking as the direct object in some languages and is marked by -kll oT 
whatever the dative happens to be in other languages. 

As Platt points out in Paper 55, both these possibilities are realised b j  
different dialects of Bidiandiadiara. In  the Ernabella dialect the indireci . . - - - . - . - - - -  - 

object is not marked by Iku, &US in the Warburton Ranges dialect it is. 
~' 

Allative 'to' 1m 
In some Australian languages, particularly in New South Wales and Queens; 
land, the dative marker covers the allative function (expressing 'motion to!) 
In a few, the allative function is expressed by a compound of the dativ? 
-ku and another morpheme, for example Bidjandjadjara -kutu (although -k; 
appears with an  allative function in some cases), Galgadungu -kuna. In a 
large number of languages the allative function is expressed by a variety 0- 

suffixes separate from the dative. 
ia 

Possessor 
Quite a number of Australian languages use the dative to mark the posse,~.roi 
in a possessive construction. For example, in Bidjandjadjara we find wati-&I 
papa ( m a n - ~ ~ ~ l v ~  dog) 'The man's dog'. In  other la~lguages a separate 
genitive suffix is used to mark the posse.rsor. 

Tense or aspect marker 1 
In  a few languages -1cu appears affixed directly to the verb stem and usuall! 
indicates future time or desiderative aspect. In Bidjandjadjara, for examp'le 
(4) rninyma yula-ku 

'The woman will/may cry.' 
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instance of an  activity carried through to completion, but to activity 
that is in progress, or intended or  characteristic. Closely related to this 
pl~enornenon is the use of nominative for both subject and object in Yugulda 
and Bidjandjadjara to indicate ability to carry out an action rather than actual 
performance of the action. 

In Bidha-Bidha (Blake and Breen 1971) the subject of all future verbs, 
transitive or  intransitive, is marked by -qu and the object is marked 

by - k ~ i .  However, -ya rather than - k ~ i  is the dative in this language. 
( 5 )  (a) kana-lu niatjumpa-ga pinti-ka 

man-ERG roo-ACC kill-PAST 
'The man killed a kangaroo.' 

(b) kana-qu matjufiipa-ku piii 
man-PUT roo-PUT ACC kill-FUT 
'The man will kill a kangaroo.' 

Historical development 
The facts about -ku briefly outlined above suggest a number of directions for 
future research. 

First of all there is the phonological problem of relating forms such as 
-kz, and -ya that are in an  allomorphic relationship. The various forms en- 
countered can plausibly be related to -1ru as a proto-form, but this needs to 
be verified. If this is done it may prove possible to tie in forms such as -ya in 
other languages where they have a dative-like function, but are not in an 
allomorphic relationship to -ku. 

Secondly there is the problem of the historical development of the meaning/ 
function of -ku. I t  is ~ l p t  uncommon to find that a language has a form cover- 
ing two or more of the functions listed above for -ku (compare English to, 
French d-, Jndonesian akali). 

In general, grammatical morphemes are derived from lexical morphemes 
and syntactic functions are derived from earlier concrete senses. For example, 
Eriglish to developed from being an adverb to a preposition and then later 
acquired its function of marking the infinitive phrase in addition to its allative 
function. Similar lines of develop~neilt can be attested for other morphemes 
in a variety of languages. These examples suggest that kzi may have developed 
 long the following lines, 

Marking complement of future, etc., verb 
In some languages we find that transitive verbs 
subject and dative complement if the verb is in 
aspects such as the imperfect or potential. 
to be found in Yugulda (Keen 1972) and Galgadungu. The 
involved in various languages has in common that 

Tlie fact that 
languages (cf. 
kli was a free I 

goal of motion 
4 

purpose-beneficiary ->possessor 
,"\ 

/ \ 
/ \ 

/ \ 
desiderative general complement 

4 marker 
future 

kt/ appears in different morpho-syntactic slots 
examples ( I ) ,  (4), (5b)) may well reflect an earlier 
:probably adverb-like) form. 

in different 
. stage when 
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Breen, J. G. 1974. 'On Bivalent Suffixes.' In Papers in Australian Aboriginal 
Languages, B. J .  Blake (ed.). Linguistic Communications, 14: Monash, 

. Noun declension: a case suffix 
Wunambal and the closely related dialects of Gunin and Gambera (spoken1 

rn Kimberleys, Western Australia) case suffix -gu, showing no 
ariation whatever, is a general lative contrasting with a general 

locative (-gzndalu), a general ablative (-yaga), a circumlative (-gz'nja) and a 
prolative (-mare). 

1 . l .  Morphologically, the said lative suffix can join nouns (whether simple# 
stems or derivatives), adjectives, demonstratives and pronouns. Thus: 11 1-39 M~KPhosmdbd~, S U ~  -p is bas idy  a m d  laeve which 

(i) lun~bu 'tree' -b gu > Iirt,lbugu 'to(warcls) a wee' ~~ t . sugh l~  be gIossed 'to, towards, in the direction of something or wmbdyp. 
(ii) mar[ 'penis' 4- gurle 'having' + gu > ~~tarigudegu 'to the male'  t ti on pro~es, h0~ever~ that it has a wider s-tic scope k& 

(iii) gka ma:rinra 'place rough' -1 gti > giro )rra:~-ht~agu 'to a rough place' 11 m c  ~ n o ~ i o ~  which very o h  depend ;on an actml situation or 
(iv) gicu )niggola 'place that' -i- gu > &a tni!~galugu 'to that place' Gonkxt. Thus, the form gat#&@ (from g@a 'what') can, without a ankxt,  
(v) yaya 'I'  + gu > gayagzr 'lo me' b dossed 'whm, whither, wbrch way, in what btiorr' (lative) or 'why, for 

Personal/possessive suffixes can also precede the locative under discussion : iHbat =on' (c~usative) or 'why, for what purpose' (p a$=); the fw 
(i) wunagu 'husband' + nu 'thy' + gu > wunagunugu 'to thy husband' 

wu (from ~ b a  W m b  h k 3  be 'to(rsQa trees ~atioe] a 
(ii) wunagu+gu 'her' + gu > lvunagugugu 'to her husband' 

'for wood' @urposive) and so on and so forth, 
The following list is a semantic summary of the suffix being examined, 

Derivative affixes may precede but not follow the lative suffix; other case 
suffixes may neither precede nor follow it; number markers (dual and trial) 
may also precede it: 

(i) gunulva 'shark' + miya 'Dual' + gu > gunu~vamiyagu 'to the two sharks' 
(ii) nagara 'we' + nu 'Trial' + gu > nagaranagu 'to the three of us' 'The two of us take this home.' 

Emphatic particles and modifying affixes (such as -1i 'voici/voilA', -eri 'just1 I (ii) ~a~anadj-buwane acugu, giga ma:riwagu 
only' or -njale 'again, also') may follow the lative under examination: ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ - A u x - P A s T  rock-to, place rough-to 

1e:lva 'dog' + eri 'only/just' + gu > 1e:waguri 'only to the dog' 'He fled to a rocky country, to a rough camping site.' 
The lative suffix under discussion can also be isolated and identified in  

defective adverbal forms, for example galagu 'there, thither, that v 
' 

gadagu 'there, thither, that way', waggigu 'later on', gzndagu 'where, whi 
which way', gayanbagu-wiyindagu 'to and fro'. 

i - andumzpgi Ivunagupgu 
return she-AUX-PAST husband-her-to 

1.2. Syntactically, a lative form functions as an adverb. she returned to her husband.' 
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(ii) amindayi alija na:mbayugu 
it-take-PAST this OBJ wife-his-to 
'He took it to his wife.' 

Dative 
(i) midjingu ~vagdidj-yayga IargaQi 

mission-to C ~ ~ V ~ - ~ - A U X - P R E S  boabnut 
'I engrave boabnuts to the mission.' 

(ii) wadj-bindiy u yalargu 
push he-AUX- PAST-^^^ red-ant-to 
'He (a murderer) dumped him (his victim) to the red ants.' 

Ca~~aliv4l 
(i) ba JU ma& - W p n e  hainn bog& &bwb fig oonduct thep~uX-pAST man-for that dead- 

'They mtductvil a battle b u p  of that man who ha 
[ii) gmqin&k wadj-bindimmmiya msir~r~ga&w, w o g a .  

water-in dram-he-~m-them-~u~~ +-for woman-for 
'11, &~-uned they two in the watu  beasre of a girl, be~gue,  0d 

woman.' 

Purposive 
(0 nu: g q  @YaltBIr 

tbqu y d o r  thou-go-~~as 
Thw art pin$ for yam.' 

fii) m g @ M *  wa%a&u 
womenbik they-ppm-taa wild honey-for 
TIE women have dso #one wf for wild honey.' 

Zn addition t~ the above kt, a few verbs always fake an 
ment with -m but, admittedlyb thy  do not seem to be ~ e r y  

'He listens tollearns Wunambal.' 
(ii) yala-buwane a:mbagu 

hunt-he-AUX-PAST kangaroo-for 
'He was hunting for kangaroo.' 

(iii) yuya-bayga yiragu 
hungry-he-AUX-PRES meat-for 
'He is hungry for meat.' 

,2. Verb @ugatien: a directive marker 
Tbe Wunambal v d  can inoorporate a d e t y  of bound morph@# 
Amoirgat them there arc five, tentatively termed di~retiwiocc~f~Le mar-: ! 

-m 'tolwaFdsY -ginja 'arum& 

-$idalu 'at' 
All the five can instantly be identified with th,e pentad of homophonoi 

case suffixes but, naturally, the former and the latter always occur in, 
different morphological environment. For further information see t6 
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ovnd Verbs in Wmwmbd (paptr W, 

to an unsped6ed dhuioa asmcbtd 
depends on situation o t  

vague. Por instance: 

'He walked on that way.' 
NOW, the ?hat way' in the above sentence is normally accompanied by a 

pointing at a certain direction or by a a t  with the eye or the like. 
ost offen, however, eucb a b n i s m  is avoided and the above sample a mima would ? ~ m a u y  be structured dirrerently, vix, including an adverbat 
,p~plemmt whch makes the reference to a d i d o n  mort specific, for 
[ample : 

nzadug-biyaygeri galagu 
walk-he-AUX-PAST there-to 
'He walked on that way.' 

Briefly, -gu as a directive marker in a verb is quite grammatical; none the 
.ss it hardly ever occurs in present-day Wunambal. 

,5. Pitjantjatjara 
John T. Platt 

I Pitjantjatjara (or 'Western Desert' language) -ku affixation occurs in 
,,ntences with such verbs of emotion as: 'fear', 'love', 'respect', 'have 
confidence in', 'hate', all of them verbs which could be considered as having 
an  'experiencer' role for the subject. The normal ergative pattern of: 
'Frgative' -yku, -Tu, -It/ affixation on subject of transitive verb; 
gominative' -4, -pa, -nya, -ya affixation on object as in 

~vatigkz~ kuka  yalkunu 
man-erg meat eat-past 
'The man ate the meat.' 

is replaced by the 'nominative' -4, -pa, -nya, -ya affixation on subject and - k u  
on objcct as in: 

ijitji wuti tjilpiku guluriyzl 
child man old-ku fearedlwas afraid of 
'The child fearedlwas afraid of the old man.' 

Subject pronouns behave as in their usual subject manner, for example: 
yajulu ivati palaku yapariyanyi 
I man that-ku trust 
'I trust that man.' 

J L I ~  object pronouns take the -1cu (or -mpa) affix, for example: 
rl7inyma palumpa kurari-yanyi 
woman him hates 
'The woman hates him.' 

Of course, the question remains whether these verbs are to be considered 
1s transitive or intransitive or whether such terms are relevant here. They 
:auld all be glossed: 
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X has Y 'for' Z 

X BE Y 'towards' Z 

sion as well. Thus it would seem dubious as to whether -ku is here a r ,, intesesting difference in affixation is to be seen between Warburton 
anges (Ngaanyatjara) Pitjantjatjara (henceforth WR) and Ernabella 
,tjalltjatjara (henceforth E) with the verb 'give'. 

WR, the -ku affix occurs on the 1-ecipient see Glass and Hackett 

pyu-lu-la nirlti-/a tjinlari-4 Tjiitja-nj1a ~vana-kajii-ku 
I-sm-ure give money-nm Jesus-nm follower-for 

Tj~~~~i t ja lama-la  nyina-rantja-kt1 
Jerusalem-at were-staying-for 

'Let us all give money to Jesus' followers a t  Jerusalem.' 
In E, the indirect object is not marked with -ku but precedes the direct 

,bject, for example : 
~~tatiyku miriynia piri uyu 

words it is the citation form. 
The affix -ku appears affixed to noun phrases with a purposive meani 
example : 

minynia Icarukzrtu ariu riiiiia-ku 
woman creek-to went water-for 
'The woman went to the creek for water.' 

I t  is also affixed to verbal forms in purposive phrases when the subje 
necessarily overt) of the purposive phrase is different from the subject 'The man made a dish for the woman.' 
not  necessarily overt) of the main verb, for example: 

pununi u\-t,a papa yu!/ca pziykuntjuku 
, stick-me give dog big (for) to  hit 

'(You) give me the stick (for me) to hit the big'dog.' 

yajulu minyfiia rnaji U ~ L I  tjitji ~; ld l<~II f j~kl l  
I woinan food gave child for to eat 

brought', 'made' or 'cooked'. 

'1 gave the woinan food for the child to eat.' :n Pitjantjatjara (both W R  and E), -ku/-nzpa affixation is used for what would 
However, when the subjects of both the main clause and the purp )robably universally be considered as alienable possession, for e-xample: 
phrase are identical, the -tja+-ku affixation is replaced by -tjikiQa( yajuk~i lcu~ata 'my spear' 
affixation, for example : ~lxztikcr yzlra 'the man's camp' 

malu piltatjura ma-nlirtja/~aka:~i iluntjikirja .t is also used for family 1-elationships, for exaniple: 
kangaroo sick runs away (for) to die ~ij~untunzpa mania 'your (sg.) father' 
'The sick kangaroo runs away to die.' (ji(jiku kuta 'the child's elder brother' 
minyma tjufa pititjara~yku ili niantjiniyi yalkuntjikiljaykc, t is also used as affix on the 'possessor' of a story-the one who tells it. Thus 
woman all dish-with-el-g fig are getting (for) to eat Ile translations of the gospels : 
'The women with dishes are getting figs to eat.' Tj'ulcurpa Palya Marlcaltu 

,tory good Mark-of In the latter, -gku is affixed to the 'infinitive' to agree with the subject 
main' verb mantjipigi The Gospel according to St Mark.' 
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Tjukurpa Palya Jolznku 
story good John-of 
'The Gospel according to St John.' 

However, one's story in the sense that it is about one is 
'nominative' affixation used for 'ownership' of body 
footprints, for example : 

Tjukurpa Tjiitjanya 
story Jesus-nom 
'The story of Jesus.' 

(I am indebted to W. H. Douglas for various observations in this matter.) 

In E Pitjmtjatjam, -krr appears to be a common redulrtion 
I ~ w r d s '  and in sim le stories produced at Erhabelb, this fordl 
USEd ; I have n o d * e  a,- with GUgada speakers, for 

Port Augusta-ku 'to Port Augusta* 
{as itl this case, the locative on proper mum is $omtimes omitted 
i n W ~  p w  names}. 

I had fdt that with re to v h  such as Eh~~~discussmi in the W, 
of this pap" tse -ku S vya~ a redm form of -RYIIL Hawever 
the -mipa OF alternates with -ku, this hypoWs e m s  less likely 
it d m  not, of muse1 rule oat a w&on between -kU in its o , 

and -kutu. 

In WR, all reflexive/reciprocal clitic pronouns except the first person siiil 
*reflexive include -nltu. The following table from Glass and Hackett (197C 
illustrates this clearly : 

Reflexive and Reciprocal Enclitics 

A forms are those used in imperatives and B forms are those used in 
imperatives. 
h fact, the difference between snbject clitim aad reciprocal &a& i 

nm of d u  in the latter (except in the case of the 1st person si? &= diff-ae is bt-n -@a ( su~qt )  apd -poQu ( r e i l ~ i v e .  
Sine d d v a  ,and dp'd impfy dlmction from sulqect to 6~ 
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,,;,rtly same) object it is possible that -7iku may be analysable as -n{--ku, 
-ku is the short form of - k u ~ u ,  the direction affix, 'to, towards'. 

interestingly, -n occurs in all non-imperative 2nd person clitic pronouns, 
for example : 

ival;llta!7u11 'You (sg.) spoke' 

I s~eak-past-you sg. 

I ivagka~luya~i 'You (pl.) spoke' 
speak-past-you pl. 

Thus, the obvious conclusion is that -11 represents addressee. However, a 
less obvious conclusioii is that -n represents a sort of reciprocity. Thus, if 
speaker says : 

~vaykayun 
I ~ P  says to addressee that addressee spoke. Thus: 

tells 
X rY that Y Verb 

speaker Addressee 

In a reflexive/reciprocal clitic, for example: 
,!~uyupulanku 'They 2 hit themselves/each other.' 
hit-past-they 2-themselves/each other 

;he analysis would be: 
speaker says to addressee that THEY 2 (non-speaker, non-addressee, dual) 

hit THEY 2 (same reference) 

tells . >Y that Z Verb Z 
Addressee 

As for the -tju of the 1st person singular reflexive -natju, it occurs in all 1st 
>erson exclusive dual and plural clitics. It  could be considered as a 'not 
addressee' morpheme (addressee is excluded), cf. -1i '1st person dual inclusive 

bject clitic' and -1itju '1st person dual exclusive subject clitic.' 
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56. The Western Barkly Languages 
Neil Chadwick 

1. Languages concerned 
AU the language% are situated in the east central part of the Northern 
Territory. (See Appendix A of Paper 46 for details.) Them*are.two main 
~ o u M a )  Djingili (Dj.) and (b] Eastern Group *@) which $vided into 
Ngamgu or N p d j i  (Ng.) and a subgoup eotls~si~ngof h e  l ~ n g  adjacent 
to tb Madrthur River (M.). Tbe *dialects d thrs subp0up (r a, 
Wambaya (W.), Gudandji (G.) and Binbing @.). 

2. Characteristics of general interest 
2.1. In Dj, the normal nominal suffix for dative and other case functions 
bears no resemblance to CA "ku .  The corresponding suffix for feminine 
nouns is almost certainly not derived from "ku .  
2.2. There are no obvious examples of bivalent affixes in these languages. 
2.3. The historical reason for the absence of nominal -ku in Dj. may be 
related to the presence of a noun-class affix whose original form was probably 

3.a. Relevant forms 
(i) Those which may contain reflexes of CA "ku .  

(a) -gu/-wulu (Dj.), -gal-a (E.) general oblique of pronouns. 
(b) -nga and -yga (E.) nominal suffix: purposive/ benefactive/possessive. 
(c) -yi (Dj.) verbal suffix: future/intentional. 
(d) -MI-i (M.) verbal suffix: futurelintentional. 
(ej -&a ( ~ j : )  nominal suffix: allative. 

(ii)  Others : 
(a) -!la or -nu normally, but also: -du/-!u (Dj.) nominal sull~x: datlvel 

purposive/benefactivelpossessive. 
(b) -r~a]-go (Dj.) suffix on feminine nonlinals : ergative/dative/purposive/ 

benefactive/possessive (almost certsinl y not a reflex of *ku). 

3.b. Function of suffixes and allomorphic variation 
(a) Pronouns 
The form -gu on non-singular pronouns in Dj. would seem to be a direct reflex 
of *ku.  Pronouns taking this suffix function as a general oblique, including 
objective, dative and benefactive. Examples follow : 

Dj. djuwiri-mindi - yi unja - gu 
follow 1p.du.inc. fut/int. 3p.du. obl. 
'We two will follow them two.' 

py i -n i  yidjbi-yi-nji - mi  gunja -gu  
I erg. leave I 2p.obj. irr. you 2 obl. 
'I might leave you two.' 
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bagja-ya-dju guru - gu 
ask I pres. you pl. obl. 
'I am asking you.' 

d j a ~  i ibilgini adga-nu gunja - gu 
how much rain fall past you 2 obl. 
'How much rain fell on you?' 

ambaya-mi ura - gu 
speak impv. them obl. 
'Speak to them.' 

In the Eastern Group G. and Ng. -ga occurs on the corresponding pro- 
- -uns, for example gira-ga-you plural oblique. 

The form -ga may have developed from "gu either by progressive vowel 
rnlony or by a general levelling of non-front final vowels into -a. 

Singular Pronouns 
The singular pronouns have dativelbenefactive forms which may correspond. 
In Dj. the second person form yaa7;lgu may contain a reflex of "ku .  The vowels 
-11 (Dj.), -a (W., G., Ng.), and -i (B.) in other pronouns may have developed 
from "ku.  
The forms are: 

Dj. 
yaaru 
vaaygu 

B. 
yaari 
yaayi 
naayi 

me 
thee 
himlit 

(b) Verbs 
It is remotely possible that some of the suffixes for future/intentional func- 
tion are reflexes of "ku .  The situation with regard to tense-mode affixation 
in Dj. and W., and possibly also in B., is complicated, since there are suffixes 
which combine in the same form the functions of tense-mode and directive 
motion. The form -yi is, in Dj., the marker of future/intentional with no 
specific directive function. 

The non-directive futurelintentional suffix -i/-u contrasts in W. with directive 
suffixes, but not in G. The situation in B. is not clear at present since it is not 
easy to find a competent informant. Allomorph -i occurs only where there is 
a high front vowel in the preceding person marker, otherwise the allomorph 
IS -U. 

"owel + 1. / r;we;'] 
alpha alpha front 

non low person 

2. minus front elsewhere 
Dj. i n i - i r i  - y,i winnzildja 

make we pl.ex. intent. windmill 
'We will construct a windmill (for a bore).' 

I djuwiri-niindi-yi as in previous example. 
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djaljaggu imbiyi-ginji - 2.i 
today talk we 2 ex. ~ntentl. 
'Today we will talk Djingili.' 

!lanja-nja - yi yanu 
sing you(sg.) fut. him 
'You will call (it) out for him.' 

G. inadjbi-y-u djandji 
hit I fut. dog 
'I shall hit the dog.' 

madjbi-nj - u djandji 
hit you(sg.) fut, dog 
'You (sg.) will hit the dog.' 

nzadjbi-gul - u djalidji 
hit you two fut. dog 
'You two will hit the dog.' 

madjbi-gir - i djandji 
hit you pl. fut. dog 
'You all will hit the dog.' 
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the 

djig ilu 
Djingili 

-&in of-it yamgsp.) poss. 
'The skin of the vam.' 

(c) Nouns/adjectives 
It  is most unlikely that there is any connection between the nominal suffixes 
for dative, etc., in Dj, and the bivalent "ku .  Even in the Eastern Group the 
reflexes of "ku are not clearly evident. 

Relevance of genders/noun-classes 
In all these languages there are genders or noun-classes marked by suR ... 
For the first detailed information on this and other facets of the MacArthur 
subgroup we are indebted to K. L. Hale. 

Details regarding genders or classes can be found in the paper on ergative 
suffixes and in my paper in Linguistic Comnzunicatio~s No. 14, 1974. In Dj. 
in masculine and feminine nominals for nominative ergative and 'dative' 
function, case and gender are combined in the same suffix. 'Dative' is put in 
quotes because the suffixes function also in masculine and feminine genders 
for purposive, benefactive and possessive. I11 the feminine gender, they 
function also for ergative. 

The masculine and general neuter dative suffix is normally -nu. The forms 
-la and -da in a small subset of nominal items have developed from earlier 
*!a by progressive assimilation of manner. 
Question : 

njamba-?a yibi - ivurzj - atnigi nyanyaalu 
what purp. hold they 2 come-past. leaf 
'Why did they bring leafy branches?' 

I 
Answer: 

bula-na 'For the ceremony.' 
&ruma-qa-riyi buba-nu 
search I go-intent, fire -purp. 
'5 will search for firewood.' 

alveolar 

r]lef&ninine dativk/ergative gender/case suffix is normally -ga. The form 

.S Ld in certain subsets of feminine nominals has developed from earlier "ya  by 
,regressive assimilation of manner. It  is almost completely certain that these 
-. 

111s have not developed from "ku .  See section 4 for possible origins. 
a11zbaya-n7i yayiyi nayu - ga 
speak her woman fem./erg./dat. 
'Speak to the woman.' 
na,j,u - ya walagu nzaya-nu 
woman erg. dog hit past. 
'The woman hit the dog.' 

Io the Eastern Group the suffix for purposive/benefactive/possersive is 
.tlga in Ng., W., and B. In G. it is normally -nga but the form -gga which has  froba ably developed from -nga by regressive assimilation of place also occurs. 

\\I. zayiria-nga) 'why' 
G. &iyina-yga( 
G. yaaru-yi-ma gwiyigi-iigu 

I past. fire -pu,rp. 
$went for the firewood. 

w. yuaru-!I-uba gtviyigi-nga 
go I fut.-go fire yurp. 
'I shall go for firewood. 

",. !layaya djandji ganzuli-ya - nga 
her dog girl fem. poss. 
'The girl's dog.' 

1. Tentative explanations of historical development 
(a) Dj. -ga/-ga feminine ergativeldative 

E. -ya- feminine gender marker 
These forms have probably developed from a third person fenlinine tran- 
jitive marker which probably developed from an earlier free form *gayi. See 
[he paper on ergative suffixes for details. 1' (b) E.  -izga/-gga purposive/benefacti~e/~possessive 

Dj. -yga allative 
This form may have developed from an earlier disyllabic affix nVgV (where 1 V stands for vowel). The vowel in the first syllable was probably i or a, was 
unstressed and finally elided. The second syllable was probably a reflex of 
"ku. If the first syllable was -nu- it may have been cognate with an earlier 
form of the dative in modern Dj., and the vowel -u of the second syllable may 
have assimilated to it. If the first syllable was -ni- it may have been cognate 
with an earlier form of -ni, the ergative/locative, and the vowel change of the 
second syllable may have been due to a general levelling of word-final vowels 

I :!a des~ribed earlier. 
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5. 'Dative' fmtioxl, and Cmiddle' verbs 
pus the principles described in the intro- 

W. G. Hoddinott & F. M. Kofod 
Dj. ~va~va-!a yanu ~valagu 

boy poss. of-him dog 
'The boy's dog.' 

In Ngaliwuru and Djamindjung nouns are marked for dative by the suffixes: 
-gu with stems ending in consonants; 
-IL.U with stems ending in vowels. 

Pronouns are marked in this case by -gzl in  the first and second person 
singular and -ag elsewhere. 

In Nungali, ~n those nouns with class prefixes possessive and dative cases 
are indicated by the following prefixes: 

Class 1 gi- . 
Class I1 ga-nji- 
Class 111 gi-lgu- 

lass prefixes and pronouns add the suffix -gu with stems 
nts, and -WU with stems ending in vowels, to indicate the 

marked' or 'nominative' case. 
G. djugi gui ~vidjbi-nja In all the languages of the family there is a verb prefix, -bu-lbi- following a 

boy water give impv. collsonant and -wu/lvi- following a vowel, which seems to be related phone- 
'Give the boy water.' logically and semantically to the dative. The alteration between front and 

The most interesting characteristic of these languages of the Eastern Grou back high vowels is the result of vowel harmony. 
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C-2a. Complement 
The affix marks the 'purposive' variety of noun complement (in order 
obtain) 
NGALIWURU 

(1) ga-gga mayaru-lvu 
he-go PRES food-DAT 
' ~ c g o e s  for food.' 

NUNGALI 
(2) wa-ugu gi-gal 

he-go PRES C ~ A T - w a t e r  
'He .goes far water.' 

Djmnindjungan lmguages do not have nominalised verbs in the manner 
Gdgdungu and other Famm languages, h the cbse of the verbal mmp 
merit the practice is, to use the unmarked verb rtlde d the verb in 4 P" complement construction* The object in the mmp went is marked for dafi 
NUNGALI 

( 3 )  di-manu yirani wi-11-gindji lalabarij gi-ya~ijara 
C l  bachelor two they-DU-go-PRES hunt C~DAT-kangaroo 
'Two bachelors went to hunt for kangaroo.' 

C-2b. Benefactive function, and 'middle' verbs 
The dative marker appears in cases where it indicates a beneficiary. 
NGALIWURU 

(4) yibilignmn dud ga-ni-nzili-m malayi-wu 
baby hold he-it-hold-PRES woman-DAT 
'He is holding the baby for the woman.' 

Dative complements appear with verbs of speaking to, telling, throwing 
or at), sendirig, accon~yanying, bringing, approaching. In Ngaliwuru wl. 
the dative complement is a pronoun it is usually accompanied by the poss 
sive pronoun. 
NUNGALI 

( 5 )  ni-layi17 ya-$-yuygum yayu-~vu ganji-yargina 
C~NOM-stick 1-it-throw-PRES her-DAT C~DAT-me-~oss  

gi-nu-mad 
C ~ D A T - F E M - s ~ ~ ~ ~ I I ~  

'I ,throw my sister the stic-k.' 
N'GALIWURU 

( 6 )  dji djarag gun-u-wuyu yar-gu gar-gina 
he talk he-it-will-say me-DAT me-POSS 
'He wants to talk to me.' 

Verbs of g i v i ~ g  on the other hand have the indirect object in 
(unmarked) case. 
NUNGALI 

the 

(7)  bibi-ni yo-nu-yana djin~bilay 
father-ERG he-me-give-PAST spear 
'Father gave me a spear.' 

C-2c. Possessor t n Djamindjung the possessive suffix is -yulu. In Ngaliwuru the posses! 

..-. - 

for p0SSSdv8 and dative but the dati;e forms are often used-& 
;ossessives. 

'NGALIWURU 
(8) yundju yargina-nu bulgadig-gu gurubadzl 

this my-poss father-poss boomerang 
'This is my father's boomerang.' 

NUNGAL1 
'9) yi~rzambu djirnbilag guranj gi-qarg-irza gi-ya-mad 

C4 this spear not C~DAT-me-POSS C ~ D A T - M A S C - S ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
'This is not my brother's spear.' 

The dative form of the pronoun is used as a possessive in stative expressions 
in  Nungali 
(10) mi-nu-gargin gar-gzl ma-manarz 

C~NOM-FEM-eye me-DAT C 2 ~ o ~ - b a d  
'My eye is bad.' (said of a woman) 

(1 1) nu-yulud yug-gu yarab-bari 
camp you-DAT hot 
'Your camp is hot.' 

C-2d. Pronouns 
Wit11 a pronoun -gu is used to express the allative. 
.NGALIWURU '* j12) yala gurarij nu-wu-ruma yar-gu 

why NEG YOU-FUT-Come me-DAT 
'Why did you not come to me?' 

I t  is also used in Nungali to convey the notion of proximity of location. 
( 1  3) yidan-mulu clurib du-murgzln wi-r-inu yar-gu dub 

C1-these-PL dog C1-three they-p~-are me-DAT sit 
'These three dogs are sitting near me.' 

C-2e. Tense and aspect marker 
I n  intransitive verbs the future desiderative marker, -bu- following a consonant, 
i n d  -wu- following a vowel is prefixed to the verb stem. It  is used to indicate 
an action taking place in the future. The verb is either in the present tense or 
without tense suffix depending on the verb class. 
NGALIWURU 
(14) ga-wu-ru-nz 

he-FUT-CO~~-PRES 
'He will come.' 

NUNG ALI 
i 15 )  1iu1 gaa'ji-b-i-nj-ara-m 

uncover you-s-FUT-them-DU-uncover-PRES 
'You will uncover them. (d)' 

These sentences also translate the notions of intention, desire and possibility. 
Thus gu-~vu-ru-172 may also be used to translate 'he intends to come', 'he 
\\/ants to come', 'he can come'. Used with words like lnadjani 'perhaps', 
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Ivundju 'if' and yala 'why', 'well', 'then' it is used to convey notio 
uncertainty. 
NGALIWURU 
(16) bibi yarg-ina yaba madjani bu-n-bu-ru-m 

father me-poss brother perhaps they-DU-FUT-CO~~-PRES 
'My father and brother may come.' 

When the verb stem has the remote-past suffix it expresses uncertainty a 
actions in the past. It often follows words like yala 'why'. 
NGALIWURU 
(17) yala guranj na-~vu-ru-ma gar-gu 

why NEG YOU-S-FUT-Come-REMP me-DAT 
'Why did you not come to me?' 

NUNGALI 

NGALIWURU 
(19) guranj ya-y-ur-um 

not NEG FUT-I-come-PRES 
'I will not come.' 

Michael Walsh 

NUNGALI 
(20) guranj nja-y-idga 

not NEG F U T - ~ ~ - C O ~ ~ - P R E S  
'He will not go.' 

The relation between -gu- and -ya- can be seen by the relatio 
following: The underlying form is /-nu/. Following stems having alveolar or retroflex 

In Ngaliwuru ya- is used as a future conditional or irrealis with words phonemes in final position, /-nu/ is often elided to 1-u/. 
madjuni 'perhaps' and ~vundju 'if'. The irrealis occurs in the protasis wi 
future desiderative verb in the apodosis. 
N'GAL~WURU 
(21) yagbali-ni ya-gadj ~vundju ga-4-wu-ga~vu 

camp-LOC NEG FUT he-be-PRES if I-him-FUT-see The dative marks the purposive variety of complement as in: 
'If he is in the camp I would like to see him.' (I) palnun gara tayi kanala ku-jitayi-nu 

In Nungali these ideas are expressed by the use of the future desiderat woman 'up' tree 3sg.climb NC: meat-sugarbag-DATIVE 
prefix -1vu-/-bu- with giyayula 'perhaps', midgu 'if'. 'A woman is climbing a tree for sugarbag.' 
(22) midgu ga-nji-wi-gayi-m ga-nji-~vi-gana-m nu-~vanbi (2)  ~ A U - t a y t m a n - n u  ku-lawayga-nu 

if I-YOU-S-FUT-see-PRES I-YOU-S-FUT-~~V~-PRES C3-Stone 1 S ~ . ~ O V C - ~ U I I ~ - F U T U R E  NC: l n e a t - ~ a l h b y - ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~  
'If I see you I will give you the money.' 'I'm going hunting for wallaby.' 

(23) giyayula ya-4-bi-yalga-nz nja-yarug pagzr w~lrrini-to la~oayga yu-~$-ba!-nu 
perhaps I -her -FUT-S~~~-PRES C2 woman Nr : person therc 3 s g . m o v e - ~ ~ s ~  wallaby J s ~ . - ~ s ~ . - ~ ~ ~ - P u R P  
'Perhaps I will send the woman away.' 'A man went there to kill a wallaby.' 

It is used in the second person, with the negative particle Nolc that the pi~rposive suffix is attached to the verb, not to the noun as it is 
express the negative imperative or prohibitive. it1 other Australian languages. Similarly: 
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(4) kuna katu MU-ya-t pa-guduk-nu 
water towards 2sg.-1 sg.-bring J sg.-drink-PURP 
'Bring me water to drink.' ivakal-yayiwa& 

However there are sentences in which the verb in the 2sg.- 1 S~ .BLNEF. -~OO~C a f t e r - ~ u ~ u ~ ~ - 2 s g . s i t  child-lsg. now 
markad with 1-rouJ but the object is: 'He told her to look after his child.' (Literally: 'He said to her; you will 
(5)  p&i-tu gn$i-tru pmtgt -kad~ look after my child for me now'.) 

lsg.move-~A!iT &~,-DAT 1sg.-2sg.wsee 
l've cam to see you.' possessor 

(6) dim-kmk kadu yibim-b* ku kadqrb-llu possession is not handled by /-iau/ in Murinjpata, but by apposit~on as in (9) 
3wsit-crp. HC : person 3sg.lis-be dead NC: meat-spirit-DAT , ,! 'JI~ yayi, dog lsg. = 'my dog'. 
'He's crying for the dead man.' 

But (6) may be Iooked upon as two ~llative ('to') 
'He's tryingfor the spirit', and k&u Allatlve can be marked by /-/IZI/ in Murinjpata but generally is not. 
ally, this interpretation is appropriate since 
not die but k&, a man, can die, 

Adjectiws may take ]-nu/ With a purposive sense: 
(7) medi$h ~u-&cI&~*u pcrl&n~ r]~us lt may happen that an incorporated 'benefactive' object pronoun 

medicine 1 s g . - d r i n k - m I p r n ~  good-PW nay cross-reference an NP which uses an allative preposition, katu yana. 
'I'm going to drink the medicine to make me strong.' 13) t ~ ~ & ~ - y a - t ~ ~ k  katu yana yayi 

Noxe that )-mi may occur mare than o m  in the one sentence wth the sam 1 2sg.-1sg.-send towards lsg. 
fundan. 'Send it to me.' 

/7mul may also be used to mark a B E ~ F ~ C I A R Y .  Tn 
fdl system of what m y  be called benefmtiw object pronouns, corresp Tense or aspect marker 
rn two other systems of incorwmted pronouns: subject, and, di /-IIII/, attached to the verb stem, indicates futurity: 
proaouns. example of an incarporated benefadve object: p (14) yara yipiloz qu~u-nu fipQ$i,~e 
occurs in (4). Thus an NP marked with /-MI/ may be cross-*need i to river l s g . . i & t o v e - ~ u ~ u ~ ~  tomoi-row 
wrb complex as a bendactive object pronoun: ' I  will go to the river tomorrow.' 
(a p&i-nu ga-yg-y!*~.- kmrmbit 

2sg.-RAT 1 ~ g .  g B ~ E F  S~QO~-F-  leangar00 'ilarkbg the complement of imperfect, irrealis, etc., verbs 
'I'll shod a kmgaroo for you.' Cather than marking the colnplements of such verbs, /-lzu/, attached to verbs, 

Sincep&knu is redundant in (8) it may be deleted and memlly is I narks various aspects: desiderative (want to), intentional (intend to), or 
though, the beneficiary NP, kvwe~eqayhw, cannot be deleted in l~~~pos~ve/causat ive ,  conative, with /n~ani/ (try to). /-MU/ typically occurs in 
that would be non-recoverable de1etion : [he apodosis of conditional expi-essions and is used to express futurity, with 
(9J k~ fl~dftz-na k a r - ~ # e - g a ~ i ~  iliaries affixed to the main verb for example, habitu- 

K: meat I sg~get-3sg.mascmasC~F- PIC : m e a t - d ~ g - l ~ g . - ~ ~ ~  (15) has a desiderative, an  intentional and a 'plain' 
Tm getting same meet for my dag.' 

it i s  c l ~ r  that an tn is dative in function 15) /1a-~ii-ni11~iju1-17tl 
in the verb mmpfcx, or, through context, for 1sg.-2sg.-cause to break wind by hitting with s t o n e - ~ u  
Becaw of this it is not so easy to say which verbs 'I'm going to/want tolintend to make you break wind by hitting you 
c ~ f i p l a e n t  (if this means dative complements wh with a stone.' 
s i n e  the complement {outside the verb complx) is fre Purposive/causative use of /-MU/ is exemplified in (7) and here: 
although what corresponds to it inside the verb W m  16) 11ayz4i MU-pul-nu ~ i a - p a , ~ ~ a y j ~ i - ~ ~ u  
marked dative. However some verbs which might go i N c :  thing 2sg.-wash-rUT 2sg.-make white-PURP 
'like, want, look for, give, send, know, hem, te8ch 'Wash these clothes and make them white.' 
(10) taygu-nu f irim-pitiajlt-tu~a11 Note that positive imperatives are marked by /-l?u/. 

what-DAT 2sg.stand-look for-2sg.move /-/ILI/ appears in the apodosis of a coilditional expression: 
'What are you looking for?' ivunmuk-ka yu-layt-71u 

(/-77u/ is used with its purposive sense with the interr IONAL rotten-TOPICALISER 1 ~g.-eat-FUTURE 
to indicate 'why ?'.) will eat the food.' 
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Other functions 
/-nu/ may be attached to adjectives with a future or inchoative sense: 
(1 8) ku-yulmil pana-ka wzinmuk-nu ~va& 

NC : meat-fish ~ ~ ~ ~ - T O P I C A L I S E R  rotten-FUT 'now' 
'That fish is becoming rotten.' 

Also, with what appears to be an inchoative sense, l- l~ul may be a 
adverbs : 
(19) la~vayga manda-nu p ta -ka  !la-d-~va!-nzr 

wallaby close up-NU CONDITIONAL-TOPIC 1sg.-3sg.-spear-FUT 
'If there is a wallaby close up I will spear it.' 

(20) nakul-nu fipipine - pa-yci-lca~u-nu 
later-NU tomorrow l sg . -2sg . - see-~U~U~~ 
'I'll see you tomorrow.' 
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-! ,\;!p 59. Nunggubuyu and Ritharngu , 

N ~ ~ ~ G U B U Y U  AND RITHARNGU 

theit are many situations where an NP is both the pal of ern 
the tmnhw (actual or intended) of motion. In such C- 

scs to use the purposive pregositionfw rather than allative 1% 
went for firewood'. Such ambivalent situatiw am keated dif- 

in Nunggubuyu, where allative -my is used instcad of purposive 

be added Eo a potential verb in a temporal advekbial 
thew clauses are of the following type: - guy ~anuyambi:n~ 

he get up (Pat) I will talk h him 
*I will talk L him when he gets up.' 
& expressirrns do not ocwr often in my carpus.' UsdIy there is a 
Ie conjunction of two unsubordinated clauses: 'He will get up, I will 
to him'. Expressions like (3) were readily obtained only in elicitation 
011s of the 'How do you say ' type. 
eictics cannot take -wuv except for a few instances. There are four deictic 

Jeffrey Heath 

Part 1: Nunggubuyu (eastern Arnhem Land) 
C-1. Forms 
Allative -wl/y, becornirlg -giry after nasals and stops. Purposive -yuyguyug, 
becoming -juggu-~ir?] aftcr nasals and stops. The proposed etymological 
segmentation is *-yuy-pi-yug. An elcment -yuy (with assorted allomorphs) 
shows up in nominal morphology in numerous functions, sometimes fused I 

to another element (with -jug sol~letirnes first, other times second). I I 

Although \vIg and y l j  alternations synchronically have the nonstop as 
underlying form, there is no doubt that in inany cases the stop is historically 
primary, and the nollstop results from conditioned lenition. The synchronic 
primacy of the ilonstop reflccts reinterpretation and assorted consequent re- 
adjustments. Therefore there is no rcason why the -wu- in -~vuy cannot be 
correlated with the -g11- in -jnt~!lgzryuy. 

C-2. Functions 
Allaiive -wlty is most commonly uscd with noun stems. It  can be used wi th  
pronouns, but not i n  its usual form wiih deictics (cf below). It  refers ~rimarlls / 
to direction, as in (1): 
( 1 )  qafija:ri arna-ma$a!a-gzry (base-form lama-ma&i!ag-\vuy/ 

I go IV beach All 
'I'm going to the beach.' 

n *ems: ya:-, da-, yuula:-, and b 6 .  The first two can take -~vuy,  but only in 
$regular and special forms based on the class I11 (neuter) forms ya:-ni and 
t~ , - r l i .  The allative forms are: ya:-flu:-lvuy 'this way, in this direction', and 
a-rlu:-lvuy 'that way, in that direction (immediate vicinity)'. The change of B ni to -nu:- can be disregarded. 
 hee expected forms *yu~va:-nu :-wuy (distant) and "ba-nu :-wuy (nonproximate 
aphonc) are not found. Instead, we find thoroughly irregular forms 
u i ~ i  and buguni. Ifvis better to translate these as '(to) there' than 'in 

direction', since yugu~i,i and buguni generally imply attainment of the 
ded terminus, while yo:-nu:-lvuy and da-nu:-~vuy do not.' 

Presumably we should segment juguni and buguni into *-gu- (allative), 
class I11 marker in neuter function here), and distorted forms of the 
c stems yu1va:- and ba-. Obviously such segmentation is synchronically 
ealing since the combinations are thoroughly frozen. 

The occurrence of purposive -yuyguyuy with nouns, pronouns, and deictics 
umscribed by two factors. Firstly, we have already noted that when- 

he allative is used instead of the purposive, as in (1). Therefore 
s used only when the allative is inappropriate, as in (4): 
2bi:na yi: - mal&pa-yuyguyuy 

I1 groper Purp 
'He is fishing (with line) for groper (rock cod).' 

, the use of -j~uyguyuy is limited by the fact that contextually 
se suffixes are often omitted. Sentence (4) would be perfectly 
le without -yuyguyuy, and so this suffix is freely deletable 
eted, the noun class prefix is frequently also deleted) : 

( 5 )  ~iva&gumbi:na malda!ia 
'He is fishing for groper.' 

w This deletability applies also to allative -~vuy,  though to a lesser extent. 
Purposive -yugguyuy may be added to potential verbs to form purposive 

complements. Again, however, if the logical relationship among the clauses 
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is fairly straightforward ill coiltext the purposive suffix is usually omitted 
a simple potential verb is used: 
(6) (a) niya:ri: anu - rayi: 

he goes he/hiin spear(Pot) 
(b) 71iya:ri: anu - !ayi:-yuyguyull 

Purp 
'He is going (there) to spear him.' 

Part 2: Ritharngu (northeast Arnhem Land) 
Ritharngu is spoken just north and east of NunggUbuyu, but is not c 
it genetidy. It belongs to the Kuulngy goup, which covers all of thq 
east= part of Atakern Land. In the matters discussed in this 
Ritharngu is generally typical of Yuulngu languap. except iy minor 
]Ho~ver ,  in relatiwclause formation Etbarngu differs radldly fr 
others. 

C-1. Forms 
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and complements of certain emotive or cognitive verbs and adjecti - (6) He having gone, I came back. 
example 'to feary, 'to be familiar with', 'to be desirous of ', etc.1. One , Ritharngu this would be (7): 
will do for now: (7) 1va:ni-na-gu +gay, bagguly-ytl-ria +ra 

(1) jal-ji-ri+ra gaja - wu went R e l h e  returned I 
want I food Dat However, Ritharngu does not add -yu to virtually any subordinated clause, 

.a do certain Austrahan languages with their corresponding relativiser. It is 
the case, for example, that all clauses describing events or states anterior 

to those pred~cated by following clauses must go into the -gu form. It is 
.Bntirely possible to form a grammatical sentence (71) by deleting the -gu from 
CT). However, there IS a subtle change in sense when the -yu is deleted. (71) be interpretable as a loose conjunction of two logically unrelated 

\predications. (71, on the other hand explicitly indicates that the initial clause 
]ogica!ly (here, causally) related to the predication of the second clause. 
At this stage 1 suppose we must presume that Ritharngu relatives in -gu 

;represent an innovation subsequent to the splitting-up of the Yuulngu group. 
 SO, -pu has expanded from its use as an adjectival suffix to become a marker 
Of clausal 'adjectives'. 

Notes 
I .  Adverbial not uncommon. clauses with ablatives -wala/-gala, here translatable 'after5, are 

2. This is because there are special completive allative forms for 'here' (also 
Loosely employable for immediate 'there') which contrast with ya:-nu:-wuy 
and da-nu:-wuy and so confine the latter to incompletive or directional 
allative uses. Interestingly, the completive allatives are not bawd on the 
stems ya:- and du*, but rather on distant yuwa:- and nonproximate 
asaphoric ba-, and the sufbes used with them include /-alaJ, which is 
related to the ablative suffix -1vala1-gala. In other words, instead of saying 
'He Came here' one says literally 'He came from there' ('come' and 'go* are 
not usually distinguished). Thus English overtly indicates &e terminus 
but disregards the point of departure; Nunggubuyu, on the other hand, 
overtly indicates only the point of departure. However, English 'He went 
there' is translated more or hess literally into Nunggubuyu, with yuguni 
'(to) there' or the like instead of a word meaning 'from here' or 'from thee,  
Since the addressee knows that Nunggubuyu 'from there' is normally used 
only when the terminus is 'here', the word meaning literally 'from fiere* 
can usually be specified more precisely in context as 'from there to her&. 

Incidenhlly, I should point out that the voweblength patkms of 
Yuguni and bugunl are not certain. Vowel length is notoriously difficult 
to hear in Nunggubuyu, and this difficulty is compounded in the case of 
these adverbs by the fact that they are often either mumbled or pro- 
nounced with artifidally exaggerated vowel length. 3. It may be best to try to account for this hypothetical miginal dist~bution 

I of *-ku and *-gu in terms of vowel length. In Ritharngu, long vowels 
occur only in Word-initial syllables. Therefore, instead of saying that 
*-ku 0~ur red  afier *W:- and *-gu after longer stems, we could say that 
I-ku occurred after long vowels and *-gu after short ones. Even in modern 

ham@, stops after Iong vowels are predominantly fortis, though there 
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are a dozen or so exceptions with lenis stop after loll& vowels. If we can 
account for these exceptions as borrowed, analogical, or of recent creatlont 
we can a situation where only fortls stops could follow long 
vowels, so that the change of "-gu to *-ku after long vowels would have 
been automatic. 

4. This illteresting suffix may be historically 
It indicates the source of something, 
vider. Hence like 'I eat C. Complements containing a nominallsed verb expressing 
them)'. purpose : 

abilitative 

I (6j Jerry piralpitaaitjiyaykala~~a ~ , i : u ~ ~ t j a ~ ~ u ~ ~ t j u  ?aa?ifiuku 
Jerry know-CAUS.VBL-PRES.HAB-~~~~ boys dance-NOM-PURP 
'J'erry is teaching the boys dancing.' 

I (7 )  !]UJ)LL y i faa i t j i  tultulu matjiiuku 
YC 1 know turtle catch-NOM-PURP 

'I know how to catch turtles.' 
Optional complements marked by -ku occur wit11 the verbs: 

60. Kuuku Ya7u 
~~~craJ i ia  'go' 
'~uykaalia 'cry' 

D. A. Thompson i i ~  'wait' 
yaatjina 'laugh' 

~~~k~ yavu is a dialect spoken at the Lockhart River Ab wuntuna 'look around' 
rnunjty on the east coast of Cape York Peninsula, Queenslalld. and with the transitive verbs : 

yayltatia 'give' 
nii?ana 'show' 

C-1. Form ~~vaanaana 'explain' 
-lru occurs without except that an alternative form -Ilan?u ca ~~ i taa f i t j i  ' k ~ q w '  pifaaEtjiniana 'learn' used for possessive. j~itaafitjiya~ia 'teach' 

Coll1plemellts of ?ifit$tla 'tell' and ganqinu 'hear/listell, to' are-unmarked, 
C-2. Functions but whell ~ a m i n a  has the meaning 'listen for' then the complement is marked. 
-ku is used to mark purpose, benefactive, possessive alld allati 

rk the possessor and also to form possessive prolloulls from 
C-2.1. Complements m of the personal pronoun. An alternate form -1Ianzu is 
A. Complements expressing purpose, as in: requently used especially with persons. 

(1) yayu waa~aylta piilvuku (8) ku?aakananzu pa?ali 
I go-PRES.CONT wallaby-P~RP dog-POSS head 
'I am going for wallaby.' 

but not in : e is indicated simply by placillg the topic before 
!;layu ~ v a a ~ a g k a  piililaga ta"ika einonstrative word usually occurs. 
1 g0-PRES.CONT wallaby-I i i ~ l - ~ u ~  
'I am going to kill wallaby.' 

(2)  yayu kuupi pu!7anaku pin7ayika 
I like fish-pu~p sea hunt-FUT 
'I like to go fishing.' 

(3) yuku yanava ya?al yiltalz n7uu!lal171a!lkava st be distinguished from a directiolla[ or 
tree we-excl-ER~ that-LOC yikan type cut-PRES.HAB iollal aspect which is marked by -/no. 

yikaliaku ! ~ a y u  7ilpiitja gaatjiku 
long spear-PURP I return-FuT home-ALL 

'We always cut that yikan tree to make lollg spears.' 



61. Ogh Unjdjan 
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cf. 
(1 1) gayu 7ilyiitja kanima 

I S~~USII-FLJT above-ma 
'I will return homewards.' NP' ,/'pRp\K .. . 

I 
(2-2.5. Marking the complement of imperfect, irrealis etc. verbs S 
Refer to C-2.1. (c) for the only examples recorded to date. A 

/ \ 
/ \ 

\ 
\ 
\ 

"\ 

P 
/\ 

/ \ 

// 

\ 

\ 
X v 

/\ 
The classical rebuttal of the neo-grammarian premi / \ / \ 
changes require reference to morphophonemic or / 

NP K 
/ v \ 

tns 
environments' is due to Postal (1968) whose summ 
Postal's rebuttal involves a complex account of M 
in which the appearance of an epenthetic vowel bet 

% A 
depends on the historical source of these conson ibma 

Data is here presented in which the 'bivalent' ibnla I idn"40 i - ; -  a y g  
as 1-kul or (Capell 1956:77) 1-(y)ku/ is shown Q!lS 

fire chop 
grammatical environment. The data are drawn fro 
Cape York) instances of the purposive case, wi 
being evident in examples of the locative. #irnbinal ibni idfidoragg#. 

The 'bivalent' suffix appears on nouns as the manifestation of under1 
/-ayl, as follows: 

The data suggest that an earlier suffix *-yku  has-by restructuring and vowel 
(1) PRP n rise to a relatively recent *-ayg. This is the form cvident 

/\ ported by an epenthetic consonant 1.. It is also the source 

// ' \ virtue of a rule of LENITION: 

NP K 
I (3) LENITION (preliminary form) 

N 
I 

~;rg + ~ l l n o u n  + a--#. 

in"oa -uY The rule clearly requires reference to categorial environments, since 1-ayl 
/ifioR+ay/ 'for the dog' #in"0Roy#' does not appear on Ogh Unjdjan verbs. In fact, LENITION can be shown to be 

Inore general than (3), but in each instance depends on statable grammatical 
Embedded sentences appear within purposives, in which instances conditioning. 
bears the cognate suffix 1-aygl. The locative postposition in Ogh Unjdjan is spelled /-a//. . 
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Notes 

- 
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1. The suffixal vowel is deleted when preceded by a stem vowel, as in (4). 
2. The rhotic segment introduced following the verb in (2) and (5) is idio- 

syncratically determined by the verb stem in such structures; n is a m u c k  

more common segment in this position. 

References I 
Capell, A. 1956. A new approach to Australian linguistics. Oceania Linguistic 

Monograph No. 1 : University of Sydney. 
Postal, P. 1968. Aspects of phonological theory. New York: Harper and Ro,, 
Sayers, B. J. and H. B. Kerr. 1964. 'Wik-Munkan locative, temporal and 

demonstrative pronouns.' In Papers on the languages of 
Aborigines, pp. 1-12. R. S. Pittman and H. B. Kerr (eds). Canberra: 
Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies. 

62. Warungu 
Tasa ku Tsunoda 

Warungu, spoken in north-eastern Queensland, has in the nominal and verbal 
endings, -gu, -,vu and its possible cognate -ya. 

The reader is advised first to read a brief outline of Warungu morphology 
and syntax given in Paper 13 in this volume. 

C-1. Forms 
Nominals have dative endings : 

-gu following a consonant or semivowel y;  
-wu following a vowel. 

The dative forms of common nouns and adjectives are formed by the 
affixation of -gu/-wu to their absolute case forms. Some y final words of 
class 2 take both -gu and -y-gti (that is, with a thematic consonant y interven- 
ing), for example baggay-gu, baygay-y-gu 'spear-DAT', see example (7). 

The formation of datives of other nominals involves (obligatorily or other- 
wise) a thematic consonant 11 and the genitive forms. The datives of three 
singular (personal) pronouns are formed by the affixation of -n-gu to their 
genitive forms, for example, yaygu-n-gu 'I-DAT'. Other pronouns appear to 
have two types of datives: those formed by the affixation of -n-gu to their 
nominative forms (for example, yali-11-gu 'we2-DAT') and those formed by the 
affixation of -n-gu to their genitive forms (-yu) (for example, galiyu-11-g~r 
'we2-DAT'). The interrogative word ~vapu 'who-ABS~NOM' has at least one 
dative-wapu-n-gu. Vowel final personal names and vowel final kinship 
nouns appear to have three types of datives, for example, galyana-lil11, 
galgana-71-gu, and galyana-yu-n-gu 'uncle-DAT'. The dative forms of demon- 
stratives (yaru 'thislhere' and gu~ia 'thatlthere') and the interrogative word 
yani 'what' are generally those with -~vu, but in a few instances those with 
-n-gu, for example, yaru-wu and yaru-n-gu 'thislhere-DAT'. 

Now, the formation of datives and proprietives (discussed in Paper 1 7  i n  
this volume) can be shown as the following: 

Formation of datives and proprietives 

- 

sing. pron. 
pron. * 

'who' * t 
names, kinship * * * 
demonst., 'what' * * t 
common, adj. * t 

t 

(,) "indicates that we have example(s) of this particular type of dative; 
likewise for t (proprietive). I = 
l t  can therefore be seen that the principle of nominal hierarchy (see Papers 
6-8 above) operates in the formation of datives and proprietives. The 
thematic consonant 11 and the genitives are involved in the nominals other 
than common nouns and adjectives. The more highly ranked the nominals 
are, the more obligatory the thematic consonant n is. Genitives tend to be 
obligatory in even more highly ranked nominals. Thus: 

higher T GEN-n- 
ranked 

lover 1 (GEN)-n-. 
ranked 

-(HI- ( ):optional 

I his principle concerning n and genitives operates in the formation of other 
oblique forms as well. 

It should be mentioned that -gu appears in one instance other than in 
~tives; that is, yajgu 'I-GEN'. 

Verbs 
-go is found in intentional mood 1 -(l)gu and intentional mood 3 -yalgu. 

Intentional 3 is formed by the affixation of -gu to an intentional 2 form -yal. 
?ere are very few examples of -yalgu; pina 'sit', an irregular verb yani 

,o/come' and reciprocal verbs (Vt-wa-). 
lntentionals in Warungu correspond to what are often called 'purposives' 
other Australian languages. 

-2, Functions 
7li constructions-When the verb implies pursuit/purpose/goal, the object is 
~t in the dative, otherwise (typically implying action) in the ergative: 
1) T bama-4 gamu-wu yayga-gali-n 

m a n - ~ ~ s  W ~ ~ U - D A T  search-ga1i-~on-~uture1 
'A man is looking for water.' 
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(2) bama-4 gamu-ygu bids-gali-71 ("ii) vl~iyan~iya 'smart, good (at)' 
man-ABS water-~RG d r i n k - g a l i - ~ ~ l  (7) ,pya burmubi-n baygay-y-gu 
'A man is drinking water.' I-NOM-S~ forget-NF~ spear-y-DAT 

(Those examples marked by T were coined by the writer on the b 
other, attested examples.) 

d to m u r  with datives 
'sit'). However, dative 

'knowing' occu~s with 
C-2.1. Complement ; guIiyi 'angry' with 
Purpose-'In order to obtain . . .' is marked by the dative: 'fear', generally with 

(3) T bama-6, gadara-~vu yani-6, cases, the difference 
man-Ass possum-DAT g o - N F ~  r case forms is not 
'A man went to catch a possum.' 

See (30) for another example. Now, we shall examine those words which are, as the general statement by 
Blake on Topic C says, possible middle verbs. 

d take absolute 
hey can all take 

'knowing', g'ilbaybi 'know, 
yandubi 'do not know' and 

seems, however, that an ergative object can be used when the object is 
for action. (9) yaya yinu-nigu ~valygayi-6, 
BeneJiciary-There are a few examples, which include: *. 

I-NoM-S~ youl-DAT fond-ABS 

(5) On a cold night: '1 am fond of you, I like you.' 

waybala-ygu I;lun~ubuyu-IVU yagu-4 ~va~ju-71 (10) ~~ar.yv-n~u yubala yagi-gara-n 

white man-ERG 'bullock-DAT grass-ABS burn-NF~ Woman-DAT Y O U ~ - N O M - ~ ~  l a u g h - g a r a - ~ ~ l  
'The white men burned grass for the cattle (to keep them warm). 'You are laughing at  the woman.' 

In a few instances, the genitive case seems to mark beneficiary. 
(6) yan i-ya yali-yu 

angry (with)', daguli 'feel sorry (for)', yimiryimiri 'smile,dbe 
pleased (with)' 
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The reduplicated form ga~vayalua means 'think about . . .', and is always 
in the gali forms. It takes dative objects, even in non-future tenses. 
(14) yinda yal-l~ayawa-gali- yayi-wu 

Y O U ~ - N O M - S ~  think-gali-NF~ girl-DAT 
'You are thinking about a girl.' 

,gtaga 'see, look at'-its gali forms in non-future- tenses take 
when paga-gali- means 'look for', and can take both ergati 
human?) objects and dative (any?) objects, when it me 
'watch': 
(15) gaya gtaga-gali-4 ~iwriba-lvtl gadara-lvu 

I-NOM-Si see-gali-NF2 bee-DAT possum-DAT 
'I was looking for sugar bag bees and possums.' 

(16) dina-ygu pula ;1.zaga-gall-17 
foot-ERG he-No~-Si see-ga l i -~~l  
'He is looking at his foot.' 

The reduplicated form pagayt-aga (without -gali) means 'watch, min 
gali forms appear to take both ergative and dative objects, . . . to do . . .' is rendered as: 
inanimate objects : 26) T gayana-ygu galbin-4 mayga-n yaiii-j:al 
(17) yalga-lvu paga~laga-gall:-ya father-ERG child-ABS t e l l - ~ ~ l  go-PART 

road-DAT W ~ ~ C ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ - I M P E . R A T I ~ E  'Father told his child to go.' 
'Watch the road.' (27) T gaya~ia-ygu biygu-4 niayga-n niagtda-wu ivadu-gali-yal 

(1 8) ;~aga]zaga-gali-ya yalga-ygu father-ERG wife-Ass t e l l - ~ ~ l  food-DAT cook-gali-PART 
road-ERG As (17). 'Father told his wife to cook food.' 

These remarks on the objects of gali verbs apply to nouns. H lvodu is transitive, it must be intransitivised by means of the gali trans- 
pronouns behave in a few ways differently. See Tsunoda (1974a:527 formation in order for the absolute noun biygu to mark its agent.) 

Three place verbs-guyba 'give' can have three constru C-2.2. Possessor 
absolute and receiver is dative; (ii) gift is absolute and receiv Genitive (-yu) is generally used to mark a possessor. In a few instances, the 
(iii) gift is instrumental and receiver absolute. Examples inclu dative is used to mark one. Those 'possessed' are 'tail, track on grass, name, 
in Paper 13, this volume and: language, camplnest, father and husband'. 
(19) (T p y a )  dara-4 guyba-11 gunian-gu (78) yuru-$-M:u darugan-gu yamba-4 

I-NOM-St I ~ ~ - A B s  give-NF1 0the.r-DAT this-ABS-CLIT~C tul-key-DAT nest-ABS 
'(I) gave leg (meat of a kangaroo) to other (people).' 'This is a scrub turkey's nest.' 

(It is interesting to note that Chukchee, an ergative language of East Sj (IVU is a clitic for emphasis.) 
has 'giving' constructions of the third type. See Bogoras (1922:781).) Genitive that marks a possessor is quite frequently used in the sentendes 

gui~bayya 'show, teach' can have two constructions: (i) what is sho that contain predicate verbs, for example (25), but the dative that marks a 
absolute and th.e person to whom it is shown is dative and (ii) vice vevs possessor is not used in such sentences. 
(20) ganzbi-4 pula !laj~gu-n-gu yunbayga-11 

show-NFI. C-2.3. Allative ('to') 
clothes-ABS she-NOM-St I-DAT Dative marks goalldestination, etc. (to, into, onto, etc.). 
'She showed me her clothes.' (29) guya gulmi yani-4 yaniba-lvu 

(21) yinda gana-ya yunbayga-4 ganau-lvu I-NOM-Si back S O - N F ~  Camp-DAT 
youl-NOM-St we3-ACC-o show-IMPERATIVE water-DAT 'I went back to the camp.' 
'Teach us about the water.' 

(It is noted again that when we discuss transitive objects, 'absolute' in 
'accusative'.) Although this has not been confirmed, 'teach . . . how 1 
would be rendered as, for example: 
(22) T gayana-ggu galbin-4 gunbayga-12 

. - father-ERG child-ABS teach-NF~ 
or 

- . . -  .- - 
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(30) p y a  yani-yalgu ~vingay-gu 
I-NOM-Si go- INT~ ~ ~ S ~ - D A T  
'I am going fishing.' 

I -gu/-\vu as dative and the verbal -gu in -lgu, express 
e communication). These are good exa~nples of the 
ilar example reported by O'Grady is given in Capell 

yaru-4 gugu-b) yaya guyba-12 yinda 
youl-GEN this-ABS language-ABS I-NOM-St give-NF~ y o u l - ~ o ~ - S t  12.7. ~ i sce l laneous  

yaru-yumay gapdi-lgu ther functions of dative include : 

s M.A. thesis (Tsunoda 197b). 
(Djinbilgmy), the infernant 
of Aboriginztl Studies, who 
ysis. Thank are also due to 
o in various ways helped the 

riter with this paper. 

daymba-gali-ya yamba-wu 
YOUI-NOM-Si find-gali-IMPERATIVE Camp-DAT 
'Find (or, go and look for) the camp.' 

Dative objects are thus used in the 'imperfect/potential' versions. 

C-2.6. Instrumental verbs 

er for AIAS Confmnce 
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Dixon, R. M. W. 1972. The Dyirbal language of north Queensland. Cam (in the form of a bound pronoun) is attached to this comple- 
Studies in Linguistics 9 : Cambridge University Press. rnentisel'. The verb 1s unmarked and the object of the verb in the complement 

Reece, L. 1970. Grammar of the Wailbri language of Central Au. ,-lause appears in the dative, 
Oceania Linguistic Monographs No, 13 : University of Sydney. (3) yunl ivka-pa yarkun-ku a-i lai 

Sutton, P. J. 1973. Gugzl-Badhun and its neighbours. M.A. thesis, Macq rnan go-PAST w a l l a r o o - ~ ~ ~  COMP-he kill 
University, Sydney. 'A man went to kill a wallaroo.' 
- 1974. The diversity of Southern Paman languages. (Paper for The coln~lementiser plus bound pl-O~OUII (ai)  appears as tlle second word of 

Conference 1974, published in the Proceediilgs Languages of Cape the complement. This is obligatory; it is probably relevant to llote that free 
Tsunoda, T. G. 1974a. A gramnzar of the Warugu language, north Queer - tend to appear as second word i11 a sentence (see examples (1) 

M.A. thesis, Monash University, Melbourne. - 1974b. 'A note on voice in Warungu'. Linguistic Communicati ever, the object is first or second person and the subject third, or i f  
120-25. is first Person and the subject second, then the object appears as a 

-. [forthcoming]. Gali constructions and voice expressions in Waru bound pronoun suffixed to k u  which in turn is suffixed to the conlplemelltiser 

(4) yuru iyka-pa a-ku-tu Iaa 
man go-PAST COMP-DAT-you kill 
'A man went to kill you.' 

The construction exemplified in (I) may also appear in cases where it indi- 
cates the BENEFICIARY, 
(5) i17ka Ivamnpa kupayuru-ya 

go girl old man-DAT 
Galgadungu is an almost extinct language of the Mt Isa area (western 'The girt is going (for water, etc.) for the old man.' 
Queensland). A brief grammar consisting largely of morphological informa- and dative complements occur optionally with verbs such as luga (to cry 

I tion has been published (Blake 1969). (for)), uiara (to wait (for)), icamai (to laugh (at)) and obligitorily with 
1 I wairo guu (to likeldesire), gkumui (to loolc (for)). yalcapii appears as a tran- 

I sitive verb meaning '$earllisten to', but takes a dative cornplernent whell it 
Forms means 'to understand or know' and gaplaniai appears as a transitive verb 

I 
-ku appears wit11 consonatlt stems and -ya with vowel stems. In rapid speecll mealling 'to find', but takes a dative conlplement when it mealls 'to look for 
the vowel of -ya assimilates to the preceding vowel and the -Y- is deleted, I (something/someone lost)'. 
though this does not seem to happen when -ya appears with the nominaliser ' 

I With verbs such as Iumui (to explain), yuna-yuna-ajla (to teach), and pati 
-pea- (see below). '/(to tell (s~mone to do something)) the 'addressee' appears unmarked (there 

ati (meat) and maa ((vegetable) food) have irregular datives: ali-llcl is virt~ally no accusative marking in Galgadungu) and the complement clause 
or azi-pcua and maa-ci or maa-cua i as illust17ated in (3). 

The first person singular pronoun also has a similar dative, V - c i .  (6) vaci ma+-yu yuru pati-#a ~uku- j . a  a-i jai 
m0.-ERG mall tell-PAST dog-DAT c o ~ p - h e  hit 

'My mother told the man to hit the dog.' 
Functions With the verb for give, both the indirect and direct objects are left unmarked, 

Complement Possessor 
The dative marks the 'purposive' variety of complement as in The dative is also used to mark the POSSESSOR, for exa1nple: 

(1) iyka yai garkun-ku ( 7 )  kaniniaQ~cir-ku yaranian 
go I wallaroo-DAT ~ O ~ S ~ - D A T  policeinail 
'I am going for wallaroo.' 'A policeman's horse.' 

and also appears affixed to a nominalised verb as in and Yaranlafl kanima@cir-/cu with appropriate intonatioll would signify 'The 
(2) igka yai garkun-ku ia i -~ca-ya 

I wallaroo kill-NOMINALISER-DAT horse belongs to the policeman' (leaving a:ide the necessary demonstrative(s) 
wlllch I do 110t want to deal with here). 

':am going to kill wallaroos.' 
However, although this construction is commoll in many Aborigina 
pages  it is very rare in Galgadungu. The preferred construction is 0 Allative ('to') 
which a complementiser a- introduces the complement and the subiect I The allative in Galgadungu consists of the dative plus -pa, 

I - ,  
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(8) ~vinlorz-ku-!a yai iyka-!a 
Winton-ALL I go-PAST 
'I went to Winton.' 

Marking the complement of imperfect, irrealis, etc., verbs 
A variety of transitive verbs in Galgadungu appear with a dative 
when reference is made to activity that is directed towards a 
the goal has not bee11 achieved, for example: 

(9) paa yuru ipi-li-ijzci-n~agti ucan-ku 
there man chop-chop-IMPERFECT wood-DAT 
That man is cbppbg wood.' 

(10) I&u eaa wti jcai twpu-yn a-i i g a  
dog Ms always bite roppBT (mm-he $0 
The dog keeps b l b g  at the rope to (try and get) away.' 

though pmbobly not verbs such as ~urnPI ( t ~  break something) whm \ 

meaning pf the verb implies success, 

Other 

singular transitive imperative is suffixed to it, for example: 
(1 1) La-ya lcu-nipi 

hit-IMP ku-YOU-two 

F 
Galgadungu also has an odd usage involving -1tu in that the subject of a non 

'You two hit it!' 
(12) la-ya ku-tu 

hit-IMP ku-y OU-PLUR 
'You mob hit it!' 

Tlle verbs ai (to eat), tiai (to take out of a container), ykai (to skewer, st 
usually appear with the suffix -1i. When this suffix is used the subject rem 
unmarked and the object is rnarked with the dative, 
(13) ati-pci yai ai-li 

meat-DAT 1 eat 
'I am eating meat.' 

The same construction appears with luy i  (to cook). As far as I know 
constructioll is vestigial. 

Note 
1. The use of laa in (4) as opposed to (3) is significant, being determine 

whether the pronoun attached to the complementiser is co-referential 
the subject of the governing clause. A full explanatio~l would take too 
to include here. 

Reference 

Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies. 
Blake, B. J. 1969. Tlie Kalkatungu latiguage: A brief description. Canberra: 

~. ---  
Arabana-Wangganguru was spoken in the Simpson DesertILake Eyre region 
of south Australia. 

I 
i l i e  simple affix -gu is not affected by any morphophonemic changes in 
~~abana-Wangganguru. 

There are a number of derivative forms: 
declensional affixes -guns, -rugu, -rigu 
conjugational affixes -!ugu, -1gu 

The declensional affix -nda shares some of the functions of -gu. 

I C-2. Functions 

C-2.1. hi the declensional system 
C-2. 1.1. GENERAL COMMENTS 
There is some difference between the nominal and pronolninal declension 

,,systems of Arabana-Wangganguru: personal nouns (denoting humans or 
personified animals) occupy a midway position; 

I Function 
Y Nouns Personal nouns Proilouns 

I Allative -rugu I -nda -tida 

Verbs of speaking locative -ya 
and waiting (or unmarked 

object) 
object) 

wishing and wanting -gu, locative -ya -gu 
(or uiiinarked I -(g)una 

Some verbs of elnotion 
and beneficiary 

Possessive 

The simple suffix -gu is not found in normal pronomjnal declension, except, 
as might be expected, for the one pronoun which can never refer to persons, 
ttlir~aau 'what for?' 

object) 

:nda fulfils th&aions of -gu in the pronominal sysyo&m : it an be regarded 
i+s a late analogical introduction into the nominal declension system (a) because 
lib very restricted use with nouns, @) because in nouns it is not subject to the. 

a i c  restraint rule of Arabana-Wangganguru by which clusters of nasal+ 
plorive cannot occur in su~cessive syllables : in pronouns this =,taint applies, 
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agdicla 'for me' (acd-i-[n]-cia) l~ladla-nd~ yani-nda 
~~ngida 'for you' (utig-i-[n]-da) ~ O ~ - D A T  talk-PRES 

but talking to a human being.' 
daydil~c/a 'for grandfather' (not *dandidu) 

It can therefore be said tbat -gu belongs to the nominal system and - 
tlze pronominal system. 

Summary of functions 
C-2.1.2. THE DATIVE-PURPOSIVE COMPLEMENT 
(a) This complement is used most frequently with the verb 'to go' 

(1) guyara-gu anda y~rga-!~da 
kangaroo-DAT 1 go-PRES 
'I'm going for kangaroos.' 

(2) wadu-guba-gu yuga-ga 
baby-DAT went-PAST 
'She's gone (to hospital) to have a baby.' inal usage is particularly marked 

and with other verbs of ~io~~enzent,  for example, 'to jump up for', 'to 
round for', 'to exert oneself for', 'to assemble (for a corroboree, etc.)'. ent of the verb 'to want' 

'I can't stand half-castes.' 
11 4) i~?uldju not 

want-PREs waya-nda L o u s e - D ~ ~ ~ - D A T  Gadu-Gumbira-gu 
'1' don't like Dead-Louse (nickname of a person).' 

uptionally, but rarely, a direct object form is used: 
(1 5) bardja!ia ,~:aya-ni/b 

(c) The dative-purposive is common in equational clauses : all-OBJ w a l l t - ~ ~ ~ s  
(4) 'digiri yurgu.' 'mina-gu ?' 'buya-gu' 'He wants everything.' 

'swamp-canegrass good.' 'what'-DAT? 'humpy'-DAT Pronouns which form the object of the verb 'to want' are always marked 
'Swamp canegrass is good stuff.' 'What for?' 'It's for (making) hum 

(d) In some rare locutions the dative-purposive marks t 
action takes place 

(5) gubmari-gu bida-ira 
blood-DAT hit-Tr-PRES 
'He hits him so hard that he draws blood.' for whom an action is 

This usage is of interest in the case of adjectives+-t~za t object is involved: 
is a semantic distinction between 
(6) yurgu -ma-na 

good make-PRES 
'To make good', 'To cure'. 

and 
(7) ~ L I ~ ~ L I - g u  -nza-)?a 

good-DAT make-PRES 
'to fix up completely', 'to return something to prilne condition'. n characteristic of 

%-2.1.3. VE-RBS OF SPEAKING AND WAITING I). If I am bringing 
With verbs of speaking and waiting there are certain s one would therefore 

(8) madla-ya ya~ii-nda 
- dog-LOC tal k-:PRES anner similar to the 

'I'm talking to my dog (without expecting any reply).' 
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C-2.1.6. POSEW EVE 
wga, a h r i ~ w  -gu, is used to f ~ m  the posmive adj 
the object possessed: 
(19)wapgtqwwadrra? 8 W W a  

w h ~ ~ p m  ddi&iw ~titk gskr-m meat to eat (for dinner, and I'm having some too).' 
*Who's digisg s t i d  (is this)? It's my sister's.' if the agent is not included, the locative of the non-past participle is used: 

~ u t  the a ~ x  - g ~  can be used to mark the p-Qr, and this is the (28)  ad11 'no gadi qugi-ra gani-ga-lya 
[ You-OBJ meat give-Tr-PRES eating-NP-LOC 

form 'I'm giving you this meat to eat (just for you on your own).' 
(a) When there is a double possessive 
(20) uga-guga an ja -~LI  wadju Urubindju andicla &n i-nu-ga 

his -~os  father-of-POS country Urubindja leave-1h.l~~ me-for-DAT eating-NP-LOC 
'Urubindja was his father's country.' 'You leave it for me to eat!' 

and 
(b) When there is a c.ontrast between possessors: 
(21) gubu-wafuga ulju/a-guga guya, Munguni P i  guna-g" e nominalised verb (-!igu/lugu) to form not only the 

'smoke-white' woman-POS camp Munguni here men-pos purposive, but also a historical past used mainly i n  mythological texts: 
'Toopoowaruna (White-smoke) was the women's camp, Mu (30) gadi alga guru gagi-jigu 

meat k ~ n d  other saw-HIST 
the men's.' 

C-2.1.7. ALLATIVE om the semantics of the 
~h~ allative affix for nouns consists of the elative affix -rul-ri PIUS ys a result, a protraction of past events. Possibly the 
(22) quya-rugu j ~ g a - n d  'an& t Ellglish translation of this sentence would be : 'And so it came to pass 

camp-ALL go-PRES I I that they saw a different kind of animal.' 
'I'm going to the camp.' The frequent use of -gu can be seen from the following sentence from the 

story of the Erotic Old Man 

(2-2.2 In the verbal system 
11 (3 1) Yujia-!ugu ga!a-ru~zl vaiawa-rugu &bi-rigu G ~ y i y a b ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~  

C-22.1. THE m o s m v E  
Went-HIsT creek-ALL salty-ALL ]&-ALL Guriyaba-ALL 

(a) --gmr is tq q e  nominalistd wrb to form a 'And so he went on to the salty creek, to the lake named Cooreeappa.2 

illgar, -9 which indiata the purpose of any m0VCmw 
on beha of fhe subid of the main ~ B W :  
() &a dig&@ ~ C r B ~ ~ C a a  JI@-~W 

I ~ ~ ~ T I I - P R E S  old-man ~W~B-YW Despite its wide and varied uses in Arabana-Wangganguru the suffix -gu 
'I'm going back to see the old man. remains basically bivalent, being used within both the verbal and the nominal 

(24) tvadni ~vayga& guda gandi-iigzl system to indicate an aim, purpose or objective. But it is not trivalent: it is 
chant sing water fa l l -make-~u~p  restricted to nouns and verbs, and is not characteristic of pronouns. 
'He's singing a chant to make it rain.' 

(b) The purposive can be used in equational sentences: I Additional Notes 
(25) yurgu datii-jigu the role of the bivalent dative-purposive suffix. 

good eating-PURP nt suffix -ri fulfils only part of the functions of -gu 
'It's good to eat.' there is also a dative-beneficiary nominal 

(c) One of the most commonly heard constructions wit11 
involves verbs of wishing and wanting. 
(26) bardja!ia yawi-ligu \vaya-!'& 

all hearing-PURP want-PREs 
'I want to hear everything.' 

C-2.2.2. NOTE: 
A distinction is made in Arabana-Wangganguru as to whether the ag 
the clause is also associated with the action of the purposive 
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473 

F~~ an introductory note on case inflections in Muruwari, which was Sp 
in north-western New South Wales and southern Queensland, see Pap 
of this volume. 

GI, Form 
p m t  ,maly& m* t h t  
dative/purpdVe/flltlleS a d  -@ 
js tentative only. The anderlyi 
is purposive, sfretching the 
meanins is quite dear w h  i 
a the following three si%tIt'eWeS 

(1,) tnifijan-gu: y ~ d a b ~  
W ~ ~ ~ - D A T  g~-lr~fl-%g 
'why ( ~ C K  what purpose) did W? 

(2) b a l ~ ~ n j g u :  $dam: Zta#* 
n~th tngw~~  pmcb~m-3sg me-0~~  
'He punched me hr nothing (for no P@.)' 

0) w?a n$hh-p: (JB only) C-3. Possessor function 
NEG you-DAT Like Ga1gadullgu9 Warungu, pitjantjatjara and others, Muruwari uses the 
' ~ o t  for you (your purpose.)' dative to mark the possessor. It occurs 

C-2. Complement function 
7he  following variety of purposive 

I 

observed. 

1. For -acquiring something or someone-a noun complement 
(4) bagd yaYa ytrnuna manu-gu: b a A ~ ~ a : - g u  gabun 'swan's egg' 

money-NOM give-IMP-me bread-DAT swan-POss egg-NOM 
'Give me money for (the purpose of buying) bread.' ~~u~/aCray~gaCla-gu n~anduwi: 'the sorcerer's shoes' 

( 5 )  yaba-gu: yana sol cerer-POSS shoes-NOM 
water-DAT go-~MP r 14) daggiya : nzuginj-gu-ga 
'Go for water.' r~ln-p~sT-3sg woman-~oss-LOC 

(6) balga:bz/ . . . ~vicci-gu:, ~!,ayan-gu:, 177anu-gLl.' 'He ran to his wife.' 
c o m e - ~ ~ s ~ - 3 s g  meat-PURP, honey-PUR~, roots-PuRP 
'He came . . . for meat, honey and edible roots.' 

2. For performing an action-a noun complement 
(7) yinibiyiyu: gadi, gz/ndi-g~/: 

leave-p~rs- 1 sg uncle, house-PURP 
leaving uncle, for (the purpose of going to) the house.' (This may '. to nominative pronouns they form one series of possessive pro- 

allative, i.e. to the house.) nouns 

(8) n~adjii: yara I;lz/wt/na 1vi:gu: v a d ~ l - g ~  digaref (JB only! ~ a d u - g u  'my, mine' 
matches-NOM give-l~p-me  fire-^^^ I-POSS cigarettes-NOM /Vln~lu-gu 'your, yours' 

I 'Give me matches to light my cigarette.' 

I 

n~mbu-gu  'his', etc. 
I 

I 
U, - .  -- . ----- . 



man-NOM 

Tamsin Donaldson 

'This will be my last song.' 



C-2. Functions 

C-2.1. Pamssive 
-gu is used W m r k  thc porsclsor, for example, rnayiyggu miri (person- 
dog-NW) 'person's dog'. SimiIarly, when possession is predicative 

(13 ginah: miri gigulu: 
that-Mold dog-MOM thi6-DAT 

means That dog is this person's'. 
where the possessor is marked with -gss 
NP marked witb - B u w a m  'h2lvkg3, in a 
,pi, is never definite (see ~xample (lb) i 

The other aoworientational functions 
ftlnctioa, atlative, in the tarnu way as the 
relate to its orientationd function, abht 
analogy (see example (3c) in P a ~ r  16). M 
end-point resembles movement €bough 
state; logically, the end-point of an =ti 
only in the sense of its terminus, but als 
G S *  AItative 
-gu marks the dative, for example: 

(2) walf#a'gu~va:nckP yu71ana ? yadu ycv;aya ga1i:ygu 
W ~ ~ C ~ - A L L - I ~ ~ Y ~ O - S U B J  gn-PRES I-SUB] go-PRES water-ALL 
'When (i.s. to which (place)) are you going?' 'I'm going to the wa 

C-2.3. Dative: result 
In  sentences with verbs indicating making or transforming, the identlty 
state resulting from the action 1s marked with -gu, for example, 
(3) burmbiyi giymwna gawar dabilgtr ' 

~~ow-PAST We-PLUR-SUBJ-RLCL ~ o u c ~ - N O M   ball-^^^ 
We blew up the (kangwoo) pouch into a ball.' 

Compare the =me action seen from a different perspective 

a 
(4) W b i y i  giymna &bil px la r i  

I 

ball-NOM ouch-FROM 
'We made a ball out of the ( angaroo) pouch by blowing it up,' fl 

In (4) -41 marks the origin of the ball (for other examples see example ( 
Paper 16). In f3) -gu marks the result of the action on the pouch. By im 
lion, the k l i  was also the pvrpos of the action, unless we are to s 
that no-me knew that a ball would result from blowing up the 
Similarly : 

( 5 )  garwa: gaTlc#@ &ru:ggu 
dmys drink-PW d r u o k - ~ ~ ~  
'(He) always drinks to (the point of )  drunk(enness).' 

This means'He always drinks tin (he gets) drunk' (result)-and by implic 
only, 'He always drinks to get drudk' (purpose). 

A sentence with n verb indicating a transaction can involve a simila 
oP-iu, for example : 
(6) g#baytniyi/a qiyanu guya dugagu 

~ C ~ B ~ ~ P A S T - T ~ N  WPL-$WJ fish-NOM Sugar-DAT 
'We e3chaagd (wr) fish for (their) sugar.' 

She identity of the spealcrs' resources is marked with -gs 

I . - 
Y 1 y z w  cz 2 .z y g  

' B y  0 -  lay 
Z 

I 
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(2-2.4. Dative:purpose 4) (a) ~vc IY~&@~ $m&a: ga;ui bumugirip 
(a) -gu marks the explicit purpose of an action. PfSOn-ERG S~CW-NOM ~ ~ I Q - P A ~  hitjkill-rm-~uaR-r>~~ 
(7) minja:yguwa:ndu yanaga ? yadu yanaga ga1i:ygu Person brought sheep (For it) to get slaughtered,' 

what-DAT-INTERROC-YOU-SUBJ go-PRES I-SUBJ go-PRES W ~ ~ ~ T - D A T  t~nsitive v ~ r b  of the L conjugation-such as b ~ m - 1  in (l&)-my drop 
'Why (i.e. what for) are you going?' 'I'm going for water.' 'e  onj jug at ion marker -1 and take the inflection appropriate to the Y con- 

Or the response might include a verbal noun formed with the purp e @&ation. This derives an intransitive 'agentless' form.) 
for example: ~b] ma]?iygu $umba: gaqi gclyun #aligu 
(8) Y U ~ U  YUMU~U guyuyagirigu grass-NOM eat-PURP-DAT 

I-SUBJ go-PRES swim-PURP-DAT 
'I'm going to swimlfor a swim.' 

'Person brought sheep (for it) to cot grass,' 
j t  a p p m  that in sentences of the type (13a), (13b), the object in the main 

or a verbal noun together with its object, for example: seance mugt be an ipert object which is interpreted as playing an imtru- 
(9) yadu yanaga gali: nzamaligu plental role ln the adon  indicated by the complement. This becomes more 

water-NoM t a k e - p u ~ p - ~ ~ ~  ibvious if,'with' is added to the English glosses. By contrast, in (14a) the 
'I'm going to fetch water.' I interpretatlon 'Person brought sheep to get killed with' is impossible, bemuse 

The purposive affix has the forins: h: 'sheep' 1s an Vlrnate noun incapable of functioning as an instrument. 
-giri on verbs of the predominantly intransitive Y conjugation; ise h (14b) an interpretation with identity of main and complement 
-1i on verbs of the predominantly transitive L conjugation; I writs 'Person brought sheep to eat grass (with)' is impossible. A sheep 
-ri on the two monosyllabic transitive verbs of the R conjugation. .,cmnct be a body-part instrunlent for eating with. In sentences of the type 

(l4a), (14b) the complement is accordingly interpreted as having a subject or 
(b) -gu marks the purpose of objects as well as actions, that is, exis #gent identical with the object of the main sentence. 
sentences can include a complement with -gu, for example: When the main smtence verb and the verb of the deverbal purposive 
(10) dinga:ygu yina muva gaya \vuqay majii ',complement with -gu are both transitive, and the objects of the main sentence 

animallmeat-DAT this-NOM spear-DAT b e - ~ ~ ~ s  NEG person-NOM ,and the complement are identical, as well as their agents, both the object NP 
durigu sand the agent NP are deleted from the complement. Thus if (14a) contained 
Spear-PURP-DAT ,the transitive form bumuIigu instead of bumagirigu, it would be interpreted 

'This spear is for animals, not for spearing people.' 'person brought sheep to slaughter (it)'. Likewise if gyun 'grass' were omitted 
from (146)' (14b) would be interpreted 'person brought sheep to eat (it)'. 

(c) -gu marks the complement in a sentence whose predicate contai In complements of the sort illustrated so far, the purposive ffi has a 
adjective, for example : ,,ominalising function. (The verb root masked with the purposive a£Ex is the 
(1 1) &arma:vna: miri gij:i girbadju ;citation form d the mb, functioning metatinguistieally as a noun if a verb is 

e x p e r t - ~ O ~ - 3 r d - ~ o ~  dog-NOM be-PAST kangaroo-NOM king discussed.) The purposive affix has a second function. It is a modal 
gadaligu rnflectioi~, in paradigmatic contrast with the tense inflections, for example: 
~ ~ ~ ~ / c ~ ~ c ~ - P u R P - D A T  ( 1  5 )  (a) yudu yanagiri 

'The dog was expert at catching kangaroos.' I-SUBJ go-PURP 
A deverbal purposive complement with -gu may not contain an NP.111 'I' must go.' 

intransitive subject or agent function. For deletion of the subject or agent NP (Is) bura:du digga: duli 
of the complement to be possible, it must be identical to one of the NPs- n c l l i l d - ~ ~ ~  meat- OM e 2 ~ t - p ~ ~ ~  
the main sentence. If the main sentence is intransitive, the -gu complemenlJ~f 'Child must eat meat.' 
interpreted as having a subject or agent identical with its subject (8), (9.4 I Be~ng a case inflection, -go cannot occur after the purposive affix used in its 
the main sentence is transitive, the -gu complement is interpreted as havingp~ I ]nodal function. 
subject or agent identical either with its agent ((13a) main agent = compld 1 I 

ment subject, (13b) main agent = colnplement agent); or with its ' " I (d) -gu cannot mark a purpose which is also an explicit intention. Wbyn the 
((14a) main object = complement subject, (14b) main object = com] subject or agent of a subordinate purpose sentence is not identical mth a? 
agent). NP in the main sentence, and a deverbal purposive complement with -gtr IS 
(13) (a) mayiygu wi: bangiyi gu:lagirigu therefore impossible, a construction must be used in which the purposive 

person-ERG f i r e - ~ o ~  burn-PAST get Warm-PURP-DAT fiffix appears as a modal idflection, and the first word of the putpose clause 
'Person burnt fire to get warm.' Is marked with the enclitic particle -om, for example 

(b) mayiygu wi: bangiyi girbadja wiriygirigu 
kangaroo-NOM cook-PURP-DAT 

I (16) IW'U y a t ~ ~ a  r~induQm guprfagui 
1-SUBJ g0-PRlS YOU-SUBJ-Eon S W ~ ~ - P U R P  

'Person burnt fire to cook kangaroo.' '1 am going so that you mayJwill swim.' * 
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paper 16). These complements are optional in that a sentence describing , subject's emotional state need not mention its cause, for example: 
( 19) buray yuyaga (guni:yiizda) 

 child-^^^ Cry-PRES mother-FOR WANT OF 
'The child is crying (for (its) mother).' 

in a sentence containing a three-place verb may 
represent either an object or an indirect object. yaduna:yi.viyi ineans either 
'1 said it' or 'I spoke to himlher' according to context. 

The complements in structures like 'tell someone that . . .', 'know how 
enclitic pronouns, for example : to . . .), 'order someone to . . .', do not involve -gu, though the last two 
(1 8) buraydjalu involve the purposive affix. 

(21) yadu di:rba~ia guyuyagivi 
'I-SUBJ know-PRES swim-PURP 
'I know (how) to swim.' 

(22) yadu~ia: yiyiyi girniali yiiiu: 
wake-PURP you-ACC 

'1 told him to w2ke you.' 

C-2.7. Focal (including beneficiary) NPs (-gu has a small r6le). 
Verb roots can be marked with affixes to show whether the action indicated 

f 'self as beneficiary' but is 

If' but also '(She) made the 

ay from self' likewise encompasses the notion of 'someone 
but is much more general. For instance the focus need 

not be beneficent. 

2. Intransitive : dayambi-1 'like (=be fond)', yuga-y 'cry', girlda-.Y She's going (on the warpath) after someone in 
These are verbs describing emotional states/symptoms. All S U ~  
may take complements in -Qi 'because of '  (also the case-form e of verbs to which it is attached to include an 
ablative function), or -qinda 'for want of' (for details see example additional NP which indicates the identity of the personlthing focused on. 
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(The inclusion of such an N P  j11 a sentence wiill -yi/i-J: is optional. Ex 
(24), for instance, does not contain one.) 

In  intrcnsitii'e sente~lces the ,focal NP is in a local case (regardless 
presence or absence of an N P  in the same local case with orient 
function). 

Topic D: 
The focal N P  is in the locative case when focu 

example : Are Australian languages 
(25) j:u~vi:lit~ji niudiga ycb~tga:!lga 

 FOCUS A W A Y  FROM SELF-PAST 1le~t-LOC egg-LOC 
'(The emu) lay on the nest (looking) after the eggs.' syntactically nominative-e 

(26) diyga : yga yani: lirija 
Ineat-Lot go-Focus AWAY FROM SELF-PRES or nominative-accusative? 
'(She's) going (looking) for meat/(She) is going after meat.' 

In a sentence like (26) the focus is on an  NP which ca 
purpose of the action. If a dative NP is present to indi 
action in a sentence whose verb is marlced with -yili-y 
is identical to the focus, the locative form indicating focus is om 
Informants regard 
(27) $IG@~-Y [ ~ ~ - D A T )  yufij:lbja 
as meaning ' ust the s k m '  as (26)" 

The Fbcd P irray als? be marked with--Ri 'from; 
ablative/intgriw ca&ifl ectim. Here the idea of "kee 
%cused an,seems to& fntbived (&,opposed t0'1sb;king 
(28) gayib i :linjilana: !~u~u:j~11jdji yiyatiiygi: " 

run off-~oc,us AWAY FROM SELF-PAST-THEN emu-)i our-PL-GEN 
'Then he ran away with our emu.' 

In lransilive sentences the ,focal NP is in the same 
object of a three-place verb. I t  can be translated 'for 
sometimes the same as 'instead of',  for example in 
(29) nindudi: n1 igga bagi:lidja 

~ ~ ~ - S U B J - ~ ~ - A C C / G E N  burrow-NOM dig-FOCUS AWAY FROM SELF-IMP. 
'You dig this burrow for me.' 

Hence a focal NP appears in the dative when both it and the object are rer 
sented by third person pronouns, for exanlple: 
(30) bumbi:lidjaluguni: 

1 

blow-FOCUS AWAY FROM S E L F - I M P - ~ T ~ - D A T - ~ ~ ~  VISIBLE-NOM 
'Blow (on) it for him' (burning hot food, for a baby). 

111 sentences with a three-place verb, -yili-ji causes an N P  whic 
otherwise be interpreted as the indirect object to be interpreted as a 
(31) yitid~14i:tii: yuga: : 

) ~ ~ U - ~ U B J - I ~ ~ - A C C / G E N - ~ ~ ~  VISIBLE-NOM give-IMP 
'You give this to me.' 

(32) yindudi:ni: yugi:lidja 
~ ~ V ~ - F O C U S  AWAY FROM SELF-IMP 

'You give this for me (i.e. instead of me, on my behalf).' 

indirect object, that is, 'You give this to hinz for me'. 
I have no examples of -yili-y with three-plece verbs which also i 

rgative 



67. Rapporteur's introduction and summary 
B. J. Blake 

~ 1 1  ergative language is usually described as one in which the object of a 
tla1lsitive verb and the subject of an intransitive verb are in the same case or 
ale Identified by some other criterion such as word order. This arrangement 
can be exemplified from most Australian languages. For example, in 
~~1 ,gadungu  (western Queensland) we find, 

(1) kalpitz ivka 'The mail goes.' 
man go 

(2) Italpin-tu yarlcwi lai 'The man kills a wallaroo.' 
man-ERG roo kill 

\vhere the morpheme glossed as ~ ~ ~ ( a t i v e )  marks what is usually referred to 
as the subject of the transitive verb, and the object of the transitive verb and 
the subject of the intransitive verb are identified by having no case inarking 
(or being in the nominative case). 

In the usual description of ergative languages, the subject of the transitive 
verb is usually identified as the agent or actor. Note however that the gram- 
lnatical subject of a transitive verb is usually identified on the basis of gram- 
matical properties shared with the nominal constituent occurring with an 
Intransitive verb. In Indo-European languages the grammatical subject can 
be identified as the constituent that determines person and number concord 
in the verb, for example. If one looks for grammatical criteria in deermining 
the subject of a transitive verb, then it would appear on rhe basis of our 
Galgiidungu that the wrong constituent has traditionally been 
chown as the subject in an ergative languw. Clearly the non-@gent con- 
stituent in (23 is identified with the horninat Mnstiruent in (I) on the basis of 
their being nominative, as opposed to ku&~ in (2), which is marked by the 
ergative suffix -tu. 

However, there are other facts to be considered, one of which is word order. 
Most Australian languages allow a good deal of freedom in word order, 
different orderings representing differences of style, emphasis or topicalisation 
rather than differences of reference, but it is usually possible to determine a 
basic or unmarked order. The unmarked or basic order for the majority of 
Alrstdian languagis is as shown in the Galgadungu examples. As these 
examples stand, they ate no help in identifying a noun phrase in (2) with the 
now pbrase in (I). One wuld d e n w  kalpin-tu in (2) with k&In in (I)  oq 
the 'basis of o c c m c e  in first position, but one could just as easily identify 
gmkun in (2) with k ~ l p f h  in (I) on the basis of occurrence immediateIy before 
tbe verb. This problem can be overcome by considering a wider range of 
senteam patterns, The re.gular positioning of the. crsnjunclim puyu (if) in 
secoad position, the preferhd positioning of the demonstratives in second 
pition and various other rules make it clear that the first position father9 
than the pmwrb pasition is significant. T4e same argument caa be applied 
mutarCs hlutmbis in many o t k  Australian langyages. This means of course 
that them is conflict in the criteria that could be used to determine the subject 
of a transitive verb. The case marking singles out the non-agent noun phrase 
and the word order singles out the agent noun phrase. 

Calgadungu exhibits the ergative pattern of case marking (as in (1) and (2)) 
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(b) The non-agent of clause 1 = agent of clause 2 
+ 

(-yay construction requ~red) 
bayi yaya baygul gubiggu mundan (bayi) (yaya) baygun 
the man the-ERG doctor-ERG brought the man the-ERG I 

djugunibiyu balgalgajzt~ 
woman-ERG hit-yay-NON-FUTURE 

'The man was brought here by the doctor and (he) hit the woman.' 
these examples is that the occurrence of the -flay 
by whether the agent (A) of s transitive verb is 
noIlcagent ((F) for patient) of a transitive verb or 
with the intransitive vetb (S,, subject d intran- 
use of -gay must group Si and P together; that is, 

'I, 
S1 and P in a priety of synta4c rules. For 

which marks plurd, refers to S, with intcan- 
sitive verbs (op. cit.:249-). And the nodnali&r 

which the reference is to with intransitive 
verbs, far example @rvury+Mwp = Someone 

yayjzdjay+~nuya = Someone who is being 
un like English 'watcher', -yay must be used, 
uya (yayj~~ljanaymup) = Someone who always 

syntact~c identification in other Australian 
what we find is identification of S, and A. A 
correlates with a difference in word order. 

I n  Dyirbal the P constituent precedes the A in the unmarked pattern (as in 
(4a)), whereas in other91anguages the order is APV (as in (2)) or AVP (as in 
a number of prefixing languages in the far north and in some Queenslaud 

65-66). 
(4) (a) balari 4ugumbil baygul yayaygu balgan 

ntification of S, and A is the treatment of 

the woman the-ERG man-ERG hit-NON-FUTURE 
'The man is hitting the woman.' (6) (a) nia!.apaifu jJuru pati-;a a-i iyka 

(b) bayi yaya baygulz djugumbiyu balgalyajllu W O ~ ~ ~ - E R G  man tell-PAST COMP-he go 

the man the -we  woman-LRG h i t - g a y - ~ o ~ - ~ u ~ u ~ r  'The woman told the man to go.' 
'The man is hitting the woman.' (b) nia!.apai-1u y ~ l r t ~  pati-ga !antu-ZI a-i lvatilkatii 

(c) bayi yaya bagun cl'jugtm?bilgti balgalya~zu woman-ERG man tell-PAST hole-DAT COMP-he dig 

the man the-~AT Woman-DAT hi t - l ; la~-~ON-ru~uRr 'The woman told the man to dig a hole.' 

'The man is hitting the woman.' The particle a- glossed as co~p(1ementiser) introduces the subordinate clause 
If a transitive verb is used In a non-initial clause of a complex sentence a~ ld  and the form -i is a clitic pronoun referring to yuru. A rule for the formation 
if the agent of this transitive verb has the same reference as the noun phrase of ~hese  sentences would need to refer to the S, of the second clause of (6a) 
of a preceding intransitive clause or the non-agent of a preceding transitive. and the A of the second clause of (6b) since it is these functions that are 
clause, the -yay construction must be used in the non-initial clause or clauses represented by the clitic pronoun. This rule treats S, and A alike and is one 

(op. cit. : 154-56), p~ece of evidence indicating that Galgadungu is syntactically nominative- 
(5) (a) The non-agent of clause 1 = non-agent of clause 2 

(no -?lay construction) It is interesting to compare (6b) with an example of the same construction 

bayi yaya baygul gt~biggt~ mundan (bayi) (yaya) baygun in Dyirbal (op. cit. : 165), 
the man the-ERG doctor-ERG brought the man the-ERG (7) bala~i cljugu~ibil ba1;lgt11 yayaygu gigan bagun bunigu 

djug~rn~biyu balgan the woman the-ERG mall-ERG told the-DAT  fire-^^^ 

woman-ERG hit 
'The inan was brought here by the doctor and (he) was hit by the Ilght-yav-PURPOSIVE 

woman.' 'The man told the woman to light the fire.' 
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the verb and these markers operate on an accusative system. 
e word order is SVO. Also, it should be noted that in his 1970 
admits that Ngarluma and the other accusative languages of 
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(8) (c) yip7 wati-rlku paka-LI-yu 
woman man-ERG hit-'PASSIVE-PAST 
'The woman was hit by the man.' 

S 

N P  
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by Hale is the twe ergalive or acgiye- 

9 )  1.11177p1 gal ~ua t l l y~L ,  

'I'm afraid of the snake, it might bite me.' 
d note that the pronouii -yi appears suffixed to kzi. Thus (9) could be takeii 
an  example of a construction in which the passive has not been preserved 

r there I S  no reflex of Li ,  the putative passive marker, on the verb and Iru, 
iich Hale sees as the marker for the complement of a verb that has not been 
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where the passive was oubkdfy has some validity i n & p n b t l y  of 
hsative system to an erg$tive system, but Dote 
the nominal hierarchy theory would -unt 
Qnoun paradigm and for the mkntioru of the 
animate and personal nouns which is found in 

stem of person cdocord b e h n  
s like Walblri is a reference to 
tached to an auxiliary particle 
system (one set for S, and A, 
erate like nouns in an ergat~ve 

gubmtegories in m agent 
o o ~ t d o n ,  the use 0f and generalised to all 

ere we have suggested 
nouns and in certain 

y preseiitat~on and terininology d~ffers froin D~xoii's. 
ie Dy~rbal pronouns operate in an accusative paradigm. 
lave confined the examples to third person as other factors are iiivolved 
first or second persons are involved. 

s in N. Chomsky, Aspects of the T~I~OI'JJ of Sy~tax , ,  MIT, 1965. 

Ikatungu language. Canberra : Australian Iiist~ tute 

man-4 you-ACC hit 
and it is apparent that Australian languages tend to exhiblt thls 'natu 
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68. Rembarnga 

1. case & 
~cmbarnga is eLrly a nomhtimrgatiw language f r ~ m  th morph 
point of view. Nouns, dernopstrativfs, and persod rooouns' 
matked using the s- sot of aw suffus. Transitive s u b  (A) 
ergativee suffur -piqa4 while intransitive .subject (S) and transitive o 
are mwked.afika with a zero nominative m f € ~  Thus 

( 1 )  (a) yin tn-vi? r;lanap~~aru-$ paya-nu 
1sg.-ERG buffalo-NOM 3p1.0+ 1 s g . A - s e e + ~ ~ s ~  PUNCT 

I 'I saw some buffaloes.' 
(b )  ~;lai~apparu-4 para-[ij-mijz 

buffalo-NOM 3pl.S-return- PAS^ PUNCT 
'The buffaloes came back.' 

AS can be seen in (I), person and number of both A and 0, and of S are 
marked by separate but related series of pronominal verb prefixes (see 
Appendix). The forms of these p~fixes appear to provide no conclushe 
morphologicsll evidence one way or the other for a nominatiwergati\re system 

opposed to nominative-accusative). A and 0 are distinguished in the 
verb pref~xes mainly by their order (OA before the verb) which is 

opposite to the usu!l order of noun phrases in the sentence ( A 0  before the 
mb complex). As In many other Australian languages word order is vm 
b e  within the sentence. 

Morphologically, then, Rembarnga is uilambiguously a nominative- 
ergative language, unlike many Australian languages which have a nominative- 

. ergatlvs: system of case marking for nouns, but a nominative-accusative system 

2. Noun incorporation 
Evidence for nominative-ergative syntax in Rembarnga is provided by some 
details of the process of incorporating nouns into the verb complex. In order 
to make this clear T will first make a few comments on the surface structure 
of Rembarnga sentences and of the verb complexes themselves. The two main 
types of simple clause have been exemplified in (1). Examples (2a) and (2b) 
set out the elements of transitive and intransitive clauses respectively. 
(2) (a) A-ERG 0-NOM vc (Trans) 

(b) S-NOM vc (Intrans) 
Person and number of the noun phrases A,  0, and S are also lnarkecl pro- 
nomi~ially by prefixes to the verb root. A variety of tense and aspcct suffixes 
[nay mark the verb, whilc reduplication of the verb root is also rclativcly 
common. mainly indicating durntive aspect. Between pronollli~ial prefix and 
verb a nilriiber of advcrbs,\as well as additional number prcfixes and 
sy~ltacric prefixes (such as the A1:FfC.r prefix /)ah+ to be discussed below), may 
be incorporated. Tlie surf~ice structure of the vcrb co~nplex may thus be 
symbolised in the niost general morphological terms as in (3). 
(3) (a)  TRANSITIVE 

X-Y-(2)-Root-Tense 
(b) ~NTKANSITIVE 

w-(z)-Root-Tense 
Here X corresponds to the 0 prefix morpheme, Y to the A prefix morplierne, 
W to the S prefix morpheme, and Z represents tlie variety of ocher prefixes 
and incorporated eleriicnts. In addition nouns may also be incorporated into 
the verh complex betwecri pronominal prefix and vcrb root (that is, in Z 
position). The order of nouns in rclation to variclus adverbs incorporaled 
into the verh complex has not been co~npletely sorted out, and for tllc purposes 
of this paper the incorporation of adverbs can bc omitled as irrelevant. There 
are no special forms of nouns for incorporation, the only modification being 



of (4) and (5). 
(4) (a) ka-mala-yuyu 

3sg.S-water-I~~+PRES x pak in the verb 
'The water is there./There is water there.' e transitive forms. 

(b) ka-rut-pol?-la 
3sg.S-road-end there-FUT 
'The road will end there.' 

(5) (a) munaya-yi? par-yut-man@7-m@ 
white man-ERG 3sg.Of3pl.A-road-make-PAST PUNCT 
'White men made the road.' 

(b) ga-kaP-pe[e?-nzip 
3sg.O+ 1sg.A-stone-carry-PAST PUNCT 
'I carried the stone.' 

'The women cooked (the) fish for me.' 
le equivalence of these three types of affected nominal marking is indicated 
some extent by the examples of (9) where more than one method is used in 
ch to refer to the same affected nominal. 
9) (a) matayin ~ a n ~ a - 4  

3. AFFECT marking 
We must, howew, Iook further 
$ven in (1) and (2) one furthe 
.dected nominal' QAFF). This 
grammars of classical languages 
may occur with bath transitive story-NOM [skin group name]-GEN 

lca-yak-j~olyol-la 
(i) Using the genitive suffix -kan 

( 6 )  pan?-@ pi-kan ta-man~jt?-m~@ 
this-NOM Aborigine-GEN 3sg.0+2sg.A-make-p~sr PUNCT 
'You made this one for the Aborigines.' 

(ii) Using the possessive pronouns 
(7) (a) 4-pol?-mz)t yara 

~ S ~ . ~ - C O ~ ~ - P A S T  PUNCT lpl. POSS.PRON. 
'He came to us./He came after us.' 

(b) yarama~i ! p a - @  va-nziya 
horse ~S~.POSS.PRON.-NOM 3sg.0+ 1sg.A- PAST PUNCT 

ga-miya gana 
3~g.O+ 1sg.A- PAST PUNCT 1 Sg.POSS.PRON. 

'I got my horse. I got it for myself.' 
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( f )  ~~u)'ar-tal;la-nrj'a 
~ ~ I . A F F  + 1 p 1 . A - ~ O O ~ - C O O ~ ~ P R E S  

3.2 With noun incorporation 
We call suinmarlse the surface p~efix patteri~ing in relat~oil to ther 
syntactic functioils 111 various types of verb so far as in (10) and (1 I) .  
arrailgement are on the left, while the correspondiilg syntactic funct 
shown on the right. 
( I  0) (a) TRANSITIV~ X-Y : 0 - A  

(b) INTRANSITIVE W S 
(1 1) (a) TRANSITIVE X-Y-2 AFF-A-puk 

(b) : I N T R A ~ S I T I V E  X-Y-Z. AFF-S-yak 
However there is one further method by which an affected nom~nal 

I S  illtroduced to a verb coniplex. This is when a 110~11 I S  incorporated 1 

verb complex. The prefixes pattern as in (12) where Z is a noun. 
(12) (a) TRANSITIVE X-Y-2 AFF-A-0 

1 1  the absence of a noun Z, repres 

(b) ~;l~z-te$-niatra~~a 
2~g.S-cut-REFL/RECIP I - ~ U T  

'You will cut yourself./Cut yourself!' 

'Buffaloes' tracks are there.' 'You will cut hls foot.' (cf. also example (13f)) 

(c) yanappavu paya-~vanta-IIU (b) 1711%-taya-te$-n~attana 
buffalo ~ P ~ . A F F - ( -  1sg.A-tracks-see 1 PAST PUNCT 2sg.S-foot-cut-REFL/RECIP+FUT 
'I saw buffaloes' tracks.' 'You will cut your (own) foot.' 

(d) t~l;l?-y~? ~ ; lu~ ipa -$e~~- la ra j~ '~ -nz~~  16) (a) /~a~lar-jal;l-r;la~va-~~a 
woman-~RG ~ s ~ . A F F + ~ , ~ ~ . A - ~ ~ s ~ - c o ~ ~ - P A s T  PUNCT 3pl. ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 / 2 p l . A - ~ t o r y - h e a r / l i s t e n  to-FUT 
'The women cooked the fish for me.' (cf. (8b)) 'We'll listen to their story.' 
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ergative and nominative-accusative syntax in that deletions, iden f r rominwti~~&lk1ive  and nom~nat ive-accusat~v~ strut- 
ditlons and such lllte are largely absent. if Ebe o m is, in k t ,  derived from the other this would 

~pki4 t i0n  &e existence of languages which have 
6. Conclusion and a ~ ~ a t i v e  structures. 

tim dthe W k a t i c  pronoun (endlng in -kana') which is 

in fast speech, but is always used as stated 

. ~ ~ u - i ~ a l u ~ ~ - y a ~ r , t - ~ ~ i r ; l ? - ~ ~ i i ; l z  
1jg.S-then-almost-fall-PAST PUNCT 
'Then I almost fell.' 

as independent adverbs. 

Acknowledgement 
e ident~fied with one form of the third person 

I am grateful to the Rembarnga men who willingly shared their kno Ve Pronoun. It is often suffixed to llouns denoting body 

their lailguage wlth me, especially Brian N~illawanga, Jeffrey parts, among other things. Compare Dalabon -no suffix, also lost upon 

(Mallwanga), Blll Wa!injlna, Fred Mllmllkama, and Paddy ~llcorporatlon (Capell 1962: 101). Dalabon is spoken to the south and 
west of Rembarnga. 

(Wanjburrwanga). The~e  1s a small number of at  present unexplained examples wltll an  

Notes ~ncolporated noun which IS not S or 0. Nevertheless none of these 
~nvolve ~ncorporation of an A noun. 

rule to rule withln the one language. 

pposlte (perhaps 'malfactive') IS the case (e.g. ,persol1 

further complexities ~nvolvl l~g different semantic sig- 
lllficance of AFF with different types of noun. Syntactically the patter11 1s 
always as outlined here. 
Since submitting this paper for publicat~on further fieldwork has brought 
to light a complex-sentence construction provid~ng evtdence for 
nominative-accusatlve structure. This involves one of f ie ways of 
expressing commands such as 
(1 7 )  (a) They told me to go. 

(b) They told me to cook the kangaroo. 
(cl I told you to give them meat. 

The most usual Rembarnga form for these seiltences I S  given (18) 
where the sentence implies that the order, which refers to some future 
time, has not yet been carr~ed out. 



30s 

M. C. Sharpe 
liliva, at Roper River, Northern Territory, is morpho~ogica~~y 
pltlve for all nouns and adjectives (all substantives), interrogative pronouns 
ti inflected demonstratives, but has an accusative type pronoun system. 

g @ - @ d ~ ~ ~  
&&Q+ laggAAMl + p m  

In t14)) p a w ,  
T B ~  Q,* s f w m ~ f i ~ n  i 
&i&m ,d pr@nom *= 28 demti*Iy 

Table 1: Case endings 

-- 
NOTE: V stands for any vowel but / j / ,  Y for semi- 
vowels IY ,  wl ,  H for 'hardening' consonants, i.e. 

References nasals and stops, and L for liquids, i.e. 14, 1, !, r ,  
Capell, A. 1962 So~rir  iiriguistic tyf)tS ill A~lslralla. Oceania L1 71. 171 stands for the alveolar flap or trill, and l r /  

Monograph No. 7 :  University of Sydney. for the retroflexed alveolar continuant. 
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'The man ;s golng (up) ' 
(2) hln~i-Yi gtlil g-4-n-n-nu ( I I ~ Q )  )JUllan 

man-ERG watch cb-he-do-~~sr-it  (CONJ) snake-NO~M 
'The man saw a snake.' Table 2: Direct and indirect pronouns 

(3) a?-glYi~~a a?ga-~~~udt/-~r?~u~-~iu (li~ia) lillnl ( I I ~ U )  Direct 
FEM ERG-Woman s h e - ~ I V ~ - P A S T - ~ ~ ~  ( C ~ N J )  mu-NOV (CONJ) 

Indirect 

ygudaru 

'The man is hunting for kangaroo.' 
(9) l i - i  yaly g-a-yah-n-na ~vuigulai-da 

man-ERG hit & ~ I ~ - ~ o - P A s T - I ~  old man-CEN 
'The inan kllled 1t for the old man.' 

(10) niiida I I I U I I ~ ~ I  l;rtigu-yi 
here no water-GEN 
'There is no water here.' 

In.allenable posscsslon (part-wl~ole relation) is s~gnalled by the posje 
item or part belng lo the same case as the possessor or whole; the noun 71 

fyi~lg the part appeirs always to precede that for the whole. 
(1 1) lamalrna ad~yili r t ~ ~ i ~ t l  

t rqNoM ~ Q ~ F M O ~ I  -MOM 
'The map isa hoUW I.%-' 

~(1% &4@ g@YU111~-dJ4 ~ 8 u k - l f  
he p p w  nm&m hdl-toc 
Kfie g w  alosg the POW d the hill .' 
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(19)  nu!a yay g-af-yada-n-na 'I hit himlit.' 
him hit 4 - I - d o - ~ ~ s r - h i m  

(2 1) fiaggana dud guf-gu-muda-ya ? 
you-sg. return you-them-give-p~s~ 
'Did you give it back to them?' 

(22) gan&nj-da nda yina yayi duwi ne-mbe-fia nn'a ll'zlb 
w h a t - ~ ~ r \ i  CONJ me not send he-do-su~J CoNJ fire 
'Why didn't he send me any fire ?' 

~ d a  ninda benda 

lilyseed CONJ rub they-do-PRES 
'Th.ey rub the lilyseed.' 

) rvid g-ePe-nu 17da wiJt?7uf 
get q!J-I-do-~~€s-it C O ~ J  wire 
'I get the wire spear.' 

) !~guluP nda qalbi gufi q'if-a-yo-71 
rye CONJ far watch they dl-do-PUNCT-PAST 
They two saw a long way.' 

4 )  guA yul-a-ya-11 yillda flda h a g d u  yiluya wud 17a-ri 
watch we-do-PUNCT-PAST here CONJ tractor them rest it-be-pAs= 
'We saw their tractor resting there.' 

,(37) dul! afg-a-ya-71-na nda 71uCigi mama nda fiugui: 
find she-do-PUNCT-PAST-it CONJ that fruit cONJ sacred 
'She found that food that was forbidden.' 

138) fiuguf ndo mania ~?lbu?gandi r7da 71uligi rulvu dir 71a-l.i 
sacl:ed CONJ fruit in middle CONJ that tree stand i t - b e - p ~ ~ ~  
'The fruit in the middle, of that tree standing there, is forbidden.' 

In nlutually exclusive distribution with nda is a certain intonation pattern 
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nu-il:~~dula dalv-7^ilyi 'He went to fish.' 
he-go-PAST catch-PURP 

7?i0717 fiai~~Aiyr 'good to eat, edible' 
n i?d~ yay-fiiyi 'Mosqultoes should be k~lled ' 
lnosqulto II~~-PURP 

Celtnln velb batteries In Alawa have both transitive d11d Intransitive 
~sually agentless) clauses, different aux~l iar~es  b e ~ n g  used for these (except 
nder (e) below). However the transltivity of the auxiliary is often determined 

by the verb partlcle it occurs wlth, although most auxiliaries have a 
;prefelence' for a particular transltivity. Batteries shown below have both 
translt~ve and ~ntrans l t~ve IterneIs. 

e verb galzl? 'round for water'. 

'The coolllnan ~s,round for water.' 
galur" a@-a-17-nu i7da yugu ludulu4-1B 

FrM LRG-woman round she-do-PAST-lt CONJ water cooliman-ERC; 
'The wonlan got the water with the cooliman.' 

Examples of substantivising suffix use are given below. 
(i) gulgniayin 'heavy' 

bargmafida 'sharp nosed' cook ~t-be-PREY 
de1vunzayi7z 'white' 'She cooks I C  in the ashes, ~t cool<s, . . .' 

(c) Certain actions, usually intransitive, can be made transitive by choice of 
a special auxiliary verb, usually ar"iga 'go towards'. 
(43) li11ni wag ~vag n-c-17; 

inan laugh he-be-PRLS 
'The man is Iaugl~ing.' 

ya-gufi-mafidawa~~da niba 'I didn't see him' (trans, action (44) lilmi-A ivag 4-afig-a-n-IIU nda, yadug'a , 

I-watch-STATIVNEG him man-ERG laugh h e - t o - d o - ~ ~ s ~ - h i m  CONJ child 
(iii) angaluYyuwal '(woman) always getting water' (trans. qualltat 'The tnan was laughing at  the child.' 

-. -- - - - -- - 



'We found himlit.' 

mall-ERG carry he-give-PAsT-her CONJ FEM-Woman 
'The man made the woman carry.' 

Ye type clauses, the 

" 
(53) mabin g-4-a-nda . . . 

think 6-he-do-PAST 
'He was thinking.' 

3. Speech reporting 
For sentences translated X told Y to do 2, the only forms found in 
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(d) One example of a transitive action being made into a 
has been found. Whereas ufga 'cause to' usually occurs to 
sitive verb  article transitive (unless a DR auxiliary 

. . 
man-ERG carry he-do-PAST CONJ Canoe 
'The man carried the canoe.' 

(46) Iilmi-N ma? an-muda-ya-yuf a an-gifiya 

. - 

(47) lilmi-ii gun" g-6-a~~z-na nda giNmbu 
man-ERG watch 6-he-do-p~sT-it CONJ kangaroo 
'The man saw the kangaroo.' 

(48) lilmi gun" g-6-a-nda gifimbu-yi 
man watch 4-he-do-PAST kangaroo-GEN 
'The man was watching for kangaroos.' 

(49) lilmi gguluP niba yayi yumaf gun" g-4-a-ndaf 
man eye him not good see 4-he-do-SUBJ 
'The man has poor sight.' 

(50) lilmi-ii daw a-gada-n-nu nda aga 
man-ERG catch he-do-PAST-it CONJ fish 
'The man caught somela fish.' 

(51) lilmi 4aw a-yada-iia aga-yi 
man catch he-do-PAST fish-GEN 
'The man was feeling for fish.' 

(52) mabin g-4-a-nda-yufu 
think 4-he-do-pAs~-her 
'He was thinkinp: of her.' 

are X told Y 'do Z' ,  and, if the action is inferrable from the noun, X f6L 
2- GEN. 
(54) i m i - i  ga na-mba-n. (niba) wid g-a!i nda n~u~vadf 

man-ERG call he-do-PAST (him) get 4-bring-IMPER CONJ canoeid 
'The man called out (to him): "Bring a canoe".' 

There are embedded intransitive clauses replacing an object NP, and L where the matrix clause auxiliary verb is DR, the object suffix is dropped 
embedded transitive clauses have been found replacing object NPs. 4 item, which then appears expressed or understood in  a further string 

of sentences ; 
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In (I), t h ~ s  second sentence echoing 



70. Thangu and Atjnjamathanha 

T ~ ~ N G U  AND ATJNJAMATHANHA 

11,.  -Kir=ra (LOC,) : Location 'at, near' somebody. 
12. -,Ku=l (DIR,) : Direction 'to(wards)' somebody. 
13. -Kii=ru (EX,) : Direction '(away) from' somebody. 

le following 'residual' suffixes are not considered any further here:8 
This topic will be investigated separately for two Australian 1 (perhaps an old 'genitive' or, rather, ' p a r t i t i ~ e ' ? ~ ) .  
for a dialect of the north-east Ar~ihem Land group of dialects, (appearing in case 11. Notice that the LOC. 5 is -gu=ra in 
Atjnjamathanha in South Australia. several dialects, including Kuppapuygu, described in 

Lowe (1962)). 
(appears in cases 7. and 13.). 

Transitivity, ergativity and voice in Thangu (perhaps an old ~ o c . ,  appearing in the demonstrative 
pronoun below). 

0. Introduction (a residual G.=D. suffix, appearing occasionally, for 
In the p e n t  paper I use material of various dialects of example, in yiil-Pa 'whose?', besides yiil-Kzr 'whose?'). 
s u b ~ o u p  of dialeizfs in north-eastern Arnhem Land. ' I ('having, possessing' is not a 'residual suffix', but not 
phonemisation" which interpra the g10Qal st0 considered a 'case' suffix at  the same level as, for example, 
marked by tbe grave a-nt "',.appar& above the G.=D. suffix -Ku, given above as case 4.). 
the end of wbidb the glot~l  stop is *alis&d ph 

/cv/ -. [cv?] rms for the personal yronoim. We need 
jcVc/ =. [cvc7] to the NOM., marking the pronominal 
/cVcc/ * [cvcc')] ct of an intransitive verb, and also the pronominal agent of a transitive 

Moreover, I interpret the opposition be . 2. denotes the ACC., and 0 .  denotes the 'oblicluus stem', on which all 
dialects as a difference between 'lenis' other case-endings are added. The other numbers refer to the cases 
voiced and voiceless stops, as an  oppositi s. Furthermore, I. denotes first person, 
stops. l n  Taqu the geminated stops are realised e third person. In the dual and plural we have 
sto-ps. In  the relevant  position^,^ the simple st rst person inclusive' and 1.e. 'first person 

I11 \ , I ; I ; I ! /  =- [dl3 L.. ? .  0 . :  
iii=$a 11~'-a- 

1. Case morphology ~uii=@a yu=y- 
(a) NOUNS. In the followiiig list I give yati-Nu. ya11- 
dialects. The part of the label-which yu-li-@a ya=li=y- 
written in capital letters will be used throughout this paper as an abb a - I -  ya=li-iiYu=y- 
in translations and in other references. After the label, I indicate y u = r ~ ? a = l i - ~  gir=ma=li=y- 
important functions a given case suffix i i~d ica te s .~  ~ u p p a ~ l i - p a  !uppa=li=y- 

1. -0 ( ~ o ~ i n a t i v e ) :  Subject of intransitive verbs; su !7a~l=171a=li-Na ya=l=ma=li=y- 
predicate in a nominal sentence. ~;la=tiappi=li- l\ia ya=iial,yi=li=y- 

2. -&a (~ccusat ive) :  Direct o iiYidi- Na 11yj=/i::!7- 
3. -Tu ( ~ ~ ~ a t i v e - r ~ s t r u m e n t  taiia=li-@a 1ana=li=y- 

nlent of intransitive and transitive verbs; 
'to(wards)' with p lie case-endings 4., 10.- 13. are added to 0. The suffix 13. is added to 0 .  before 

4. -KLI (Genitive-Dative) : e SLIFIX 8. is added. For  the suffix 9. see the following. 
with intransitive verb (ii) The el~zphatic fonii of rlze persoi~al ~ P O I I O Z I I ~ ,  also used as a reflexive- 

5 .  -!la (locative) : Location 'i ~.c i~rocal  prolioun, js as follows : 
6 .  -1i (m~ect ive)  : Direction 
7.  - ! I U L ~ U  (~xessive) : Direction '(away) from' a place or soln 2. : 
8 .  -r?iunl (~~ansgress ive) :  Indicates 'movement t l l r~ugh '  a p yii=ya-Pi-fla=y 

something. ;i~n=@a-Pi-@a=y 
9. -Pi/=j3 ( ~ ~ L a t i v e ) :  Indicates an 'absolute locative' with ~ ~ 1 . 1 -  flu-Pi- flu:=)' 

names. Also transformed out of a LOC. or of an 1 1.i. yazli-Pi-Pa=y !la=li-&=y 
10. -Ku=y ( ~ ~ L a t i v e )  : Agent in a ilorninalised transitive sellte 1.e. ~;la=/i-li"u-Pn=y yu=/i-n"u-fla=)' 
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11. ~7l/=/lla-P1 yz/--ma -11-fla=j, 
111 ntoyya-li-Pa=y $ppa=lr-&a=y 

PLURAL: 1.1. yu=l=r~ia-Pi ya~l- -~~~a- l / - f la=y 
1.e. tja-l~apl~u-Pa=j~ ya=riappi=lr-?\ia -I 

11. tzJ i=h-Pa=y tiyi=ll-flu y 
111. ntaiia-11-Pa=y tuiiu=h-#d=y 

Case 4. is formed by a d d ~ n g  the C.-D. sufix -KLI and then -PCP,  
-Ku-Pary) to the 0. glven above. The o t h e ~  cases (that 15, 9 -13, and 
the rule given above) are formed by adding the respectwe cdse-elldlng 
emphat~c G D .  ' 

(111) The ~nterrogat~ve-~ndefin~te pronouns are.  ycll 'who?,  so11 

mntmctd into 

'7111s 1s place to which belongs woman ' 

7. ya-la-tp=ru 'whe~e  fi om ?' 
8. ya=la-l;lii=1.u-i7iz,r~ 'through w h ~ c h  place?' 
9. l;la=lrr-tju-Pu:y 'belong~ng to wh1c11 place 7' 

(IV) There are four cleiiiotisfra~~~e /~roiio~ois. The forms wh~cll I label 
11. correspond to tlie f i ~ s t  and the second person of the personal 
(speaker 1.5. addressee), ~t will be seen that the d ~ s t ~ n c t ~ o n  1s not made fo' 
cases. The d l s t~nc t~on  bctween tlie two far-d~stant de~xes i~u-  and pu-, labe 
111. and IV. recpcct~vely, 1s unclear; 11 may have ~nvolved a d ~ s t ~ n c t ~ o n ,  (I) - P L I = ~ +  -K. -Pu.-j.-K. 
example, belween 'v~s~ble '  i l r  'nou-v~sible'? T h ~ s  1s not obvious today 1" 
here the full list of forms recorded, whereby the case-numbeis corlespon 

4. t1i=~a-Ku(-j)a) 
5. tJ'1 .$a-l(a-ya) j1fi/=l;l1l-$ tJNl j~irkka/a-Ko 'Man l~kes Yirrkala ' 

man-NOM want N.-1oc.-G.-D. 



ln the list which follows, I use the numbers w e n  ~n the above list 14) faYkka-$ ?akkuliY-Ti-n ya~li-ya 'Woman died at beach,' 
slrllple cases. The first line lnd~cates to whlc11 suffix a given case is ad W O ~ ~ ~ - N O M  dead-1nc.-Afv. beach-~oc  

w 

-. 1 1  

OM. I-VP,-&in.-NOM. 
w, NP,-NOM.+VP,-NOIII.-NOM. 

le verb-class to which a given verb 
=!'a or - I I=~U to the verb steln+stem 

( 5 )  I;la=J>a-$ J>i/=gl . / -4 'I am Abor~glnal.' 
I-NOM man-NOM 

( 6 )  yfil=gu-$ ma~altlcanf'-$ 'Man 1s angry.' 
man-NOM angry-NOM 

(7) gai,ta-d y i l , t u - ~ ~ - $  'Food I S  chlld'slfor child.' 
~ O O ~ - N O M  c h l l d - G . = D . - ~ o ~  

(8) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - p ~ - y - ~  'Fruit is tree-fluit.' 
f r ~ l l t - ~ ~ ~  tree-REL-NOM 

(9) kana-$ y i /  I~U-KLI=IJ-$ 'Spear 1s from man.' 
spear-No~ man-ABL-KOM 

(10) pfil=I;lu-$ !.ayi-ya 'Man is on beach.' 
m a n - ~ o ~  beach-LOC 

There another group of nominal sentences, which are transformed 
underlying verbal sentel~ces. These non~inal~sed sentences will be dealt 
separately further below. 

jb) INTRANSITIVI. SENTENCES consist ni~nimally of an NP in NOM. a' 
jntransltjve VP, w ~ t h  varlous poss~ble complements: 
( 1  1 ) rwk/ia-& !.akkll,~Y-;Pi-tl ' W O I I I ~ I ~  died.' 

wolll3n-NOM dead-lnc.-Afv. 
2 , -  j - I  'Womiin died through sickness*' 

womnn-nohl dead-1i~c.-Afv. S ~ ~ ~ P S S - I X S  , p 'Woman died throllgh 
woman-NoM dead-1nc.-Afv. sickness-ftLL 

L -- . 
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(V) NPl-ERG.+NP2-ACC.+VP, 
(a) NP2-NOM. -+VP,-N'o1n.-nii-N OM. +NP,-G.=D. 
(b) NP,-NoM.+NP~-$-VP,-N~~.-~~~-NOM.~~ 

These rules yield the following examp1.e~ : 
(26) yii~t~u-$ yakku.-ya-MOD. 'Child sleep.' 

child-NOM sleep-Afs.-MOD 
(27) yaklczi-ya.-t7a.=ya-mi-$ ~ii l tu-$ '(Always) sleepy child.' 

sleep-Afs.-Nom.-1ni-~o~ child-NOM 
(28) yiil=yu-TLI kz~ya-llra niikka-MO D. 'Man eat fish.' 

~ ~ I I - E R G  fish-ACC eat-MOD 
(29) kuya-$ tiiikka-na=ya-mi-$ yiil=yu-Ku , 'Fish is edible to/for 

fish-NOM eat-Nom.-mi-NOM. man-G.=D. 
(30) yiil=y~/-$ kuTa-4-niilcka-na=ya-ni,i-$ 'Man is fish-eatinglfish- 

man-~OM fish-$-eat-Nom.-~lzi-~o~ 

man-ERG child-ACC man-Afs.-c~us-Afv. 
i e  suffix -Ku is typically the CAUS. of Inc. verbs or, in other words, it 

~ve-s transitive verbs from norninal roots : 3 3  

) tn)~ltlta-4 !~aklcu~i':~ti 'Woman died.' 
woman-NOM dead-Inc.-Afv. 

NPl-NOM.+VPi+NP2-G.=D. 
/NP,-ERG.+NP2-ACC.+VP, 1 

NP2-NOM.+VP-R. 
The following examples illustrate this rule: CAUS. =- 

(31) tayklta-$ yatY=Ti-n, tayklta-KZI rn 
woman-NOM cry-Afv. woman-G.=D. 

I 

'Woman cried forlabout woman.' lnZill-ERG child-ACC sit-Nom.-171i-c~us~-Afv. 
(32) taykka-$-Para-$ qZtY=Ti-Na=ya-mi-n dan made child sit down.' 

W O ~ ~ ~ - N O M - ~ ~ . - N O M  cry-Nom.-mi-Afv. 
'Woman cried forlabout each o t l~er / toge ther . '~~  

(33) ylrl=yu-Ttl yiil=yz[-Ha pzr-ya-n 'Man hit man.' 
m a n - ~ ~ G  man-ACC hit-Afs.-Afv. 

(34) yiil=yu-$ pii-yo.-71-mi-n 'Man hit himself.' 
man-~OM hit-Afs.-n-mi-Afv. 

(35) yiil=gu-$-Para-$ pii-ya-ti-m.i-n ',Men hit each otherlhad a fig 
~ ~ ~ ~ - N O M - ~ ~ . - N O M  hit-Afs.-n-mi-Afv. 

may have a direct object: 
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particle /<a 'and' joins the two sentences; pronominalisation inst se examples and rules show that the Thangu dialects-and by hypothesis 
is optional but quite common also in the other cases: other dialects of the group-have a N0M.-ACC. syntax. 
(46) yiil=yu-4 yaty-Tu-lva-n 'Man shouted/screamed.' here is an example which is construed as if there were a N0.M.-ERG. 

~ ~ I I - N O M  scream-Afs.-Afv. ax in the language : 
(47) taykka-$ )~ary-Tu-lva-11 'Woman shouted/screamed.' 

woman-NOM screamed-Ah.-Afv. 
(48) yiI=yu-TU ta~lcka-@a pi-)%a-n 'Man hit woman.' 

~ ~ ~ I - E R G  woman-ACC hit-Afs.-Afv. 
By application of the Del(etio11) rules outlined above, we obtail structions resulting from a co-ordination of sentences 
following sentences : 
(46) x (48) De 1. (49) ; ka  parppd-Ti-/ia=~i 

3 

(48) x (46) Del. (50) ; 
y, 

(47) x (48) Del. (5 1) ; 
3 

(48) x (47) Del. (52) ; 
=> 

(49) yiilkyu-4 j-aty-T~i-~va-ii /(a taj.klta-&a pG-)%a-n (!an-$) 
man-NOM scream-Afs.-Afv. and \~oman-ACC hit-Afs.-Afv. 
'Man screamed and hit woman.' 

(50) yiil=yu-T~/ tayklca pi-)la-ii lta yaty-Tu-n,a-ii (gun-4) 
man-ERG woman-ACC hit-Afs.-Afv. and scream-Afs.-Afv. (he-N 
'Man hit woinan and screamed.' 

(51) taykka-4 yaty-TZI-IVG-n ka j~il=yu-~zi nail-&a pii-)'a-17 t n a n - ~ ~ c  woman-ACC hit-Afs.-Afv. 
woman-NOM scream-Afs.-Afv. and man-~RG he-ACC hit- 
'Woman screamed and man hit her.' 

(52) yCl=yu-Tu tajkka-Nu pi-ya-n ka naii-$(-ii7u) y a t Y - T ~ ~ - ~ t . a - ~  
man-ERG W O ~ ~ ~ - A C C  hit-Afs.-Afv. and he-NOM(-ma) scream-A 

(pa=fia-j>a-$ taykka-4) 
(overdhat-yo-NOM woman-NOM) 

'Man hit woman and she screamed (that woman).' 
These examples show that the pronominalisation is obligatory i 
co-referential with the NOM. (the same applies for co-referentiality between 
ACC. and ERG.). Another means is to apply either the CAUS. or the ABL. 
transformation to one sentence; hence, we may combine sentences (48) 
and (53) into sentence (SS), or embed sentence (54) into sentecce (47) ant1 (63) x (61) Rel. (65) 
obtain sentence (56): 
(53) yiil=yu-Tu taykka-l\ia yatY-Tu-nia-11 (6 1) x (63) Rel. (66) 

~ ~ I I - E R G  woman-ACC scream-Afs.-CAUS-Afv. 
'Man made woman scream.' 

(54) taykka-4 pi-ya-n=ta-4 yUI=y~/-Ku=y-~ 
woman-NOM hit-Afs.-NO~.-NOM man-ABL-NOM 
'Woman hit by man.' 

(55) yiil=yu-Tu tayklca-flu pi-ya-ii (ka) yatY-Tt~-/iia-/i (van-@) '.Man, who went fishing, has hit woman.' 
~ ~ I I - E R G  woman-ACC hit-Afs.-Afv. (and) scream-Afs.-c~us.-Afv. (65) yii l=y~l-p yaJia-@a ku-ya-/I (+ pa=yi-Ku) yii,li~i-Ku. 
'Man hit wolnan and made her scream.' man-ERG food-ACC give-Afv. (+ that-ob1.-G.=D.) child:G.=D. 

(56) yil=!~u-Ku=y-$ pii-ya-n=ta-4 taykka-$ yatY-TLI-~va-n (pa=na-4 nan-$ tayklta-Nu li-pi-IYU-n) 
m a n - ~ m - ~ o ~  hit-Afs.-Nom.-NOM woman-h'OM scream-Afs.-Afv. that-NOM ~ ~ - N O M  woman-Acc hit-Afs.-Afv. 
'Woman hit by man screamed.' 'Man gave food to child who has hit woman.' 

- --- - - 
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(66) yiit~u-TLL (ya=ya-$ yiilkyu-Tu ya!!a-& ku=ya-n gari-KU) ) yl'l--ilu-$ tYtiy-Tu-ri=ta-q5 kaliwinku-yuzru yEli-ya 
c ~ ~ ] ~ - E R G  (that-NOM man-ERG food-ACC give-Afv. he-G.=D.) man-NOM send-Afs.-Nom.-NOM Elcho-EX t o = h ~ r e - ~ ~  

tayltka-pa li-Tu-lva-n. 'Man sent from Elcho to here.' 
womalj-ACC hit-Afs.-Afv. 5) x (46) 3 (75) x (77) 3 (78) 

'Child, to whom nlan has given food, hit woman.' 8) ~vZ:la=y-Ku=yu kalilvinltu-yu=yu !Eli-))a tYiry-Tu-/7:tu-P~,-$ 

(c) NOMINALISED SE-NTENCES play an important part in the co~lstruc so=and=so-EX, Elcho-EX to-here-ya s e n d - A f s . - N o m . - ~ ~ ~ - ~ r n  
complex sentences. The compound cases appear after the ACE yil=yu-Dl mari-&a tl'ima tayltka-Ku 

implied in the above The following examples illustrate thi man-ERG trouble-ACC work woman-G.=D. 

complex sentences : 
'rvlall sent over from Elcho by so-and-so, made trouble to womal 

(i) K.=NOM.: 
(iv) K.= INS. : 

(67) yiilkyu-4 k i ~ ~ u r a - n  yak/tunKTi-rz 9) yilkyu-$ /rit=ltit-n-17 t i ~ ~ l u - @  
man-NOM today-n dead-1nc.-Afv. r n a n - ~ o ~  laugh-Afs.-Afv. story-INS 
'Man died today.' 'Man laughed because of story.' 

(68) l,vEla=y-_Tu ytl=y~~-?\ia pb-ya-n 0) taykka-Tu tr7;li3u-fla rakka-!a-11 
so=and=so-ERG man-ACC hit-Afs.-Afv. \ v o m a n - ~ ~ ~  story-ACC tell-Afs.-Afv. 
'So-and-so hit man.' 'Woman told story.' 

(69) )~iil=yu-$ pi.-ya-/t=ta-$ ~vEla=!~-Ku~.y-$ ~ ~ - I v L L - $  yakka-!a-r~a=ya-$ tayklta-Ku-y-4 
m a n - ~ o ~  hit-Afs.-N'om.-NOM so- . : and=so-A~~-~o~ story-NOM te l l -Afs . -Nom.-~o~ Woman-ABL-NOM 
'Man hit by so-and-so.' 'Story told by woman.' 

(67) x (68) * (67) >: (69) =- (70) 
79) x (80) (79) x (8 I )  3 (82) 

(70) M~~la=!7-Ku=y-4 pi-ya-n=ta-b) yiil=yu-d) ki~fuya-11 82) )'lrl=!7u-& ltitkkit-Tu-11 tayl~l~a-Ku=yu tc7-.lvu-Tu rakka-ya-na=ra-Tu 

s o = a n d = s o - A ~ ~ - ~ o ~  hit-Afs.-Nom.-NOM man-NOM man-NOM laugh-Afs.-Afv. woman-EX, story-INS tel1-Afs.-Nom.-~~s 
rakkurzY-Ti-11 'Man laughed because of story told by woman.' 

today-n dead-Inc.-Afv. (v) K.-G.-D.: 
'.Man hit by so-and-so died today.' 83) ,ta=yu-4 kiri-q5 j~iil-yu-Ku 

(ii) K.-A CC.: this-NOM s t u f f - ~ o ~  man-G.:~D. 

(71) j~iil=yu-Tu taykka-ga yi-Kul 'This stuff is man's/belongs to man.' 
man-ERG w o m a n - ~ c c  hear-Afv. 1) ta=!~u-$ kiri-$ taykka-Ku 
'Man heard (about) woman.' this-NOM stuff-NOM woman-G.=D. 

(72) yi$u-Tu taykka-&a taykltu-wa-n 'This stuff is woman's/belongs to woman.' 
 child-^^^ woman-ACC swear-Afv. )) .J~G~=I;~~-Tu tuykku-l\ia pi-ya-n 

'Child swore at woman.' l l l a n - ~ ~ ~  woman-ACC hit-Afs.-Afv. 

(73) tayklta-b) taykku-na=ra-$ yl'ffu-Kzy-6) 'Man hit woman.' 
woman-NOM swear-NO~.-NOM child-ABL-NOM 86) faykka-$ pb-ya-rz-fa-$ ~~il=yu-Ku-r~-$ 

'Woman swore at by child.' woman-NOM hit-Afs.-Nom.-NOM man-ABL-NOM 

(71)x(72) =- ( 7 1 ) ~ ( 7 3 )  3 (74) 'Woman hi t  by man.' 

(74) yii/=yu-~u. taykka-l\ra y i - ~ u l  ~aylrku-lia=ra-$ yfiliu-Ku.=!7-$ 3) >, (85) 7 (83) x (86) == (84) x (85) 2. (84) x (86) .L (87) 
 man-^^^ W O ~ ~ I I - A C C  hear-Afv. swear-Nom.-NOM c ~ ~ ~ ~ - A B L - N o ~  7) !(I  ~11-4 kki-4) Inl.kk0-Kt/ pB-~~a-rt=rt , -P~r-~!-K~~ ~ ' f i /  :!/u-K,, 
'Man heard woman sworn at  by ~ h i l d . ' ~ '  L ~ I ~ S - N O M  s ~ u ~ ~ - N O M  WOM;III-G. D. ~~~-A~s.-NoI~.-KEL-G.--D.  man-G. 

'This stuff belo~lgs to wornan hi1 by man.' (Also: 'This stun'belongs 
(iii) K.=ERG. : man hit by w o n ~ a n ' . ) ~ "  

(75) yiilkyu-Tu m,a!.i-Na l Y i n ~ a  tayklta-Ku 
man-ERG trouble-ACC work woman-G.=.D. vi) K.=LOC.: 
'Man made trouble to woman.' 88) yGu-$ ~z~iria-11 yiil=yu-K~=~a 

(76) ~vi=la=y-Tu yil=llu,-&a tYily-n-wa-12 /tali~vi~il~u-yuqu 7hjld-NOM sit-Afv. man-LOC, 
so=and=so-ERG n l a n - ~ ~ c  send-Afs.-Afv. Elcho-EX Child sat/was near man.' 

yi=li-ya (89) .~)fi/=yu-Tu taylcka-#a pfi-yo-17 
towhere-ya man-ERG woman-ACC hit-Afs.-Afv. 

'So-and-so sent man from Elcho to here.' M a n  hit woman.' 

ABL => 

ABL 3 

ABL 3 
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(90) taykka-4 pii-ya-n=ta-4 yiil=yu-Ku=y-4 
woman-NOM hit-A~s.-No~.-NoM man-ABL-NOM 
'Woman hit by man.' 

(88) x (89) a (88) x (90) s (91) 
(91) yiiiju-4 nYina-n yiilzyu-Ku-ya pii-ya-n=ta-Pu=y-Ku=ya 

chlld-NOM sit-Afv. man-LOC, hit-Afs.-Nom.-REL-LOC, 
taykka-Ku-ya 
woman-LOC, 

'Child satlwas withlnear man who hit woman.'40 
(vii) K.=DIR.: 

(92) yiijju-4 yarzya-n yiil=yu-Ku=l 
child-NOM go-Afv. man-DIR, 
'Child went to man.' 

(93) yiil=yu-ru taykka-iJa pii-ya-n 
man-ERG woman-ACC hit-Afs.-Afv. 
'Man hit woman.' 

(94) taykka-4 pii-ya-n=ta-4 yiil=yu-Ku=y-4 
woman-NoM hit-Afs.-Nom.-NOM man-ABL-NoM 
'Woman hit by man.' 

(92) x (93) * (92) x (94) a (95) 
(95) yz&tu-& yaru=ya-n taykka-Ku-1 pii-ya-n=ta-Pu=y-Kucl 

child-NOM go-Afv. woman-DIR, hit-Afs.-Nom.-RE~-~1~, 
'Child went to man who hit woman.'40 
(viii) K.=EX. : 

(96) yiiiju-4 titY-Tu-wa-n taykka-Ku-yu 
ch~ld-NOM return-Afs.-Afv. woman-EX, 
'Child returned from woman.' 

(97) yiil=yu-u taykka-l\ra pii-ya-n 
man-ERG woman-Acc hit-Afs.-Afv. 
'Man hit woman.' 

(98) taykka-4 pii-ya-n=ta-4 yiil=yu-Ku=y-4 
woman-NOM hit-A~s.-No~.-NoM man-ABL-NOM 
'Woman hit by man.' 

(96) x (97) a (96) x (98) a (99) 
(99) yEjju-4 tit1'-Tu-wa-n taykka-Ku=p yiil=yu-Ku=yu 

child-NOM return-Afs.-Afv. woman-EX, man-EX, 
pii-ya-n=ta-Pu=y-Ku=yu 
hit-A~s.-No~.-REL-Ex, 

'Child returned from woman hit by man.'40 
(ix) K.=REL.: 

(100) ja=yu-4 kiri-4 yiilkyu-Ku=yu-Pu=y 
this-NOM stuff-NOM Illan-EX2-REL 
'This thing is for man.' 

(101) w&la=y-Tu yiil=yu-iJa li-u-wa-n 
so=and=so-ERG man-ACC hit-Afs.-Afv. 
'So-and-so hit man.' 

(102) yiil=yu-4 li-Tu-n=ta-4 wEla=y-Ku=y-4 
man-NOM hit-A~s.-No~.-NoM S O = ~ ~ ~ = S O - A B L - N O M  
'Man hit by so-and-so.' 
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(100)x(101) 3 (lOO)x(102) * (103) 
(103) ja=yu-4 kiri-4 ydl=gu-Ku=yu-Pu-y-4 wi=la=y-Ku=y~-Pu=~-~ 

this-NOM S ~ U ~ ~ - N O M  man-EX2-REL-NOM S O = ~ ~ ~ = S O - E X ~ - R E L - N O ~  
li-Tu-n=ta-Pu=y-4 
hit-Afs.-Nom.-REL-NOM 

'This thing is for man hit by so-and-~o . '~ '  

(x) K.=ABL.: 
1 04) yiil=gu-Tu taykka-flu li-Tu-wa-n 

man-ERG woman-ACC hit-Afs.-Afv. 
'Man hit woman.' 

(105) taykka-4 li-Tu-n=ta-4 yiil=yu-Ku=y-4 
Woman-NOM hit-Afs.-Nom.-NOM man-ABL-NOM 
'Woman hit by man.' 

(106) taykka-Tu yiijju-l\ra $a-yal 
woman-ERG child-ACC see-Afv. 
'Woman saw child.' 

(107) yiijju-4 gC-na=ya-4 taykka-Ku=y-4 
child-NOM see-N0m.-NOM Woman-ABL-NOM 
'Child saw woman.' 

(107) x (104) * (107) x (105) * (108) 
(108) yiillu-4 $a-na=ya-4 taykka-Ku=y-4 li-Tu-n=ta-Pu=y-Ku=y-4 

child-NOM see- NO^.-NOM Woman-ABL-NOM hit-A~s.- NO^.-REL- 
yiil=yu-Ku=yu-Ku-9-4 
mall-EX2-ABL-NOM 

'Child seen by woman hit by man.'41 
Similarly, with G.=D: constructions : 

(xi) K.=NOM. : 
'109) viil=ou-Ku tavkka-d naru=na-n 

m a n : ~ . = ~ . - ~ o M  woman-N~M go-Afv. 
'Man's wife went.' 

(xii) K.=ACC. : 
(1 10) y i i i j u - ~ ~  y i i l = y ~ - ~ ~ - 4  taykka-ya ~ a - y a l  

 child-^^^ man-G.=D.-NOM woman-Acc ~ee-Afv .~ ,  
'Child saw man's wife.' 

(xiii) K.=ERG. : 
(1 11) yiil=yu-Ku=yu taykka-Tu ywu-fla gZ-gal 

man-EX, woman-ERG child-ACC see-Afv. 
'Man's wife saw child.' 

(xiv) K.=INS. : 
(1 12) yiiiju-ru kuya-Ha _tayp=pu-wa-n yiil=yu-Ku=yu wilmitr-u 

c h l l d - ~ ~ ~  fish-ACC spear-Afv. man-EX, fish=spear-INS 
'Child speared fish with man's fish-spear.' 

(xv) K.=G.=D.: 
(1 13) yii;ju-q!~ tYEl yiil=yu-Ku=yu wi!mitr-Ku 

child-NOM want man-EX, fish=spear-G.=D. 
'Child wants man's fish-spear.' 

ABL => 

ABL 3 



(xvi) K.=LOC. : 
(114) tayklta-b) 1i"ina-71 yiilkyu-Ku=ra ~ ' a r d ~ v - y a  

woman-NOM sit-Afv. man-LOC, shade-LOC 
'Woman sat in man's shade.' 

(xvii) K.=DIR.: 
( 1  15)  tayklia-b) nYi77a-11 yiil=yu-Ku=l ~~ 'ard~v- l i  

w0mall-NO~ sit-Afv. mall-DlR, shade-DJR 
'Woman sat down in(to) man's shade.' 

(xviii) K.=EX.: 
(1 16) yfil-yll-b) t i t " - ~ - I t . ~ - l l  t~,V/tka-Ku=ru l;r~j'f-yllC!'u 

man-NOM return-Afs.-Afv. woman-EX, camp-EX 
'Man returned from woman's camp.' 

(xix) K.-ABL.: 
( I  1 7 )  la-y u-b) lcuya-b) tarp:-/~u-~a=!.a-d,=a- yiil=yu-Ku=ru-Ku-y-4 

this-NOM fish-NOM spear-Nom.-NOM man-lx2-ABL-NOM 
taylika-Ku=y-b) 
Woman-ABl_-NOM 

'This fish [islwas] speared by man's wife.'41 
(xx) K.=REL.: 

( 1  18) la=yu-b) Iiuya-b) _tarp=pu-lia--yo-& yil-yu-Kii=ru-PU=J-b) 
this-NOM fi~h-NoM spear-N0m.-NOM mall-EX2-REL-NOM 

~~ilnicr-Pu=y-b) 
fiSh-Spear-~EL-N0~ 

'This fish [islwas] speared with man's f i s l ~ - s ~ e a r . ' ~ ~  
(xxi) K.=TR.: 

(1 19) j'17lftu-b) !lar~~=ya-ri yii/=yu-Ku=ru-171~1ru !ultka-nzuru 
C ~ I ~ ~ - N O M  go-Afv. mall-EX2-TR road-TR 
'Child went through/by man's road.' 

The AGR.  rule, hence some of the examples just given, are pl 
as not all informants agreed on them.37p39 The most remarltable 
treatment to this AGR.  rule occurred with locational cases; the 
rule is A B L . + - L .  * - A B L , . ~ ~  We thus obtain the 
examples : 
(1 20) pa=yi-y jiil-!~u-Tu yald-i\ia I ~ / - T u - H ' u - I ~  

that-ERG man-ERG house-ACC build-Afs.-Afv. 
'That man built house.' 

(1 2 1) paid-6) till-ru-/i=ta-b) pa=jji-Ku=y-6, yiil=yu-Ku=y-b) 
house-NOM build-Afs.-Nom.-NOM that-ABL-NoM man-ABL.-I\ 
'House built by that man.' 

(xxii) L.=LOC.: 
(122) rayltlta-b) 71J'i7~a-17 pald-!la 

woman-NOM sit-Afv. house-1-oc 
'Woman sat in house.' 

(120)x(122) 3 (121)x(122) * (123) 
(1 23) taykka-b) 7iYina-n pa=yi-Ku=!,u-Ku=!1 yiil=t;lu-Ku:!.yu- Ku=y 

woman-NOM sit-Afv. ~ ~ ~ ~ - E x ~ - A B L  I ~ ~ ~ - E X ~ - A B L  
rul-p-11=ta-Pu=y-ya pald-ya 
build-Afs.-Nom.-REL-LOC house-LOC 

'Woman sat in house built by that man.' 
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(xxiii) L.=DIR.: 
luj~kka-b) yaru=ya-17 puld-li 

'Woman went to house.' 
20)u(124) * (121) x (124) =- (125) 
25) tujjkka-b) yaru=ya-12 ~ u = ~ I - K L ~ = ~ L I - K L I = ~ J  yiil=yu-Ku.=r u-Ku:g 

 oma all-NOM g0-Afv. tha t=~bl . -EX~-i \~L illan-EX2-ABL 
tirl-Tu-n-ta-Pu=y-11. pald-li 
build-A~S.-N'O~.-REL-DIR house-D~R 

W o m a n  went to house built by that man.' 

126) tuykka-b) t/tJ-';ru-~va-i~ pald-yl~=!~~ 
woman-NOM return-Afs.-Afv house-EX 
'Woman returned from house.' 

child-G. D. trouble-ACC work 
'Woman hit by man made trouble to child today.' 

(130) taj~kka-Tu, jiil=~lu-Ku=y-b) pii-ya-n=ta-b), jjiilfu-ga li-fir-l~a-~z 
woman-ERG, man-ABL-NOM hit-Afs.-Nom.-NOM, child-ACC hit-Afs.- 
'Woman, hlt by man, 111t cb~ld. '  Afv. 

I fillally glve the following examples, w h ~ c h  are taken as indicating another 
111oot point in the AGR.  rule: 
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siinilarly : 
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'Man sit on thing.' 
I propose that (138) be underlain by (139) which, in turn, is 
(140). If, analogously, we would formulate the derivation fro] 

' ' ' 

into'a rule, weget:  
(VIII) NP,-NOM. +VPL. +NP,-L. VN-mi 

Transitivity, ergativity and voice in Atjnjamathanha 
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fricative d;  which is realised as alveolar flap; #, which i mlj*d ar Rtro- 
flex flap, and g, realised as a voiced vdat. stop, Q-S*~ 
'lenes' and 'fortes' is found relevant only intervocalica31y or betwen hteFBls 
or l r l ,  and vowels. In the non-relevant positions 1 employ the symbols 
for the 'fortes' (voiceless) phonemes (even though, for emple, stop a h r  
nasals are always voiced) I do not inbrpret the h ~ m o r m ~ c  4 ~ -  stop+ 
n-1 or stop+ lateral single phonemes. Generally I write homor~& 
Chukm as sd+h- wtha raphic spelling of the name of the goup 

above- Mb* and in ~ ~ U a b l t ~  may begin with a vowel; vwd 
dllstea are themf~re a l k V d  for, and there is no need to distinguish bemeen 
long and short vowels. 

u - - ---- ---- Y - A ~ I I L - O ,  ILIUILULIII~ a ~ b u  i11t.11 main 
functions. The part written in capital letters will be used as an abbreviation 
throughout the paper. 
1. -4 ( ~ o ~ i n a t i v e ) :  Subject in a nominal sentence or for a n  intrnncitixr~ 

8. -ya (Vocative): Form of address. 
9. -li (Comparison): Indicates cnmnuriunn 'likp' an--body Or some- 

(b) The complex PERSONAL PRONOUbr has been dealt with el~ewhere.~ '  It  
will sut f i~  here give only the '1st series' pronoun: ~ g . ,  DU., p1. refer to 
v n ~ l a r * ,  'dual', 'plural' tmpteti~dy, I., II., 111. to the Ist, 2nd, and 3rd 
person ~ t i v e l y ,  The arabic numbers refer to the cases, as numbered in 
the list given abo~e:~' 

I 1. Case morphology 

- - -  -A&-- -.."L.. , w  

verb; nominal predicate; object of a transitive verb. 
2. -1u (e~cative):  Agent of a transitive verb, if a proper noun; only with 

certain common nouns and pronouns. 
3. -yo ( ~ ~ ~ a t i v e - ~ ~ s t r u m e n t a l ,  ~ocat ive) :  Agent of a transitive verb for 

most nouns; instrument of a transitive or an intransitive verb; 
locative with stative verbs or with certain verbs of movement. 

4. -nu (Accusative): Object of a transitive verb, when a dual or a plural 
personal pronoun. Other functions re---;- .---I--- 

5. -yu (Genitive=Dative) : possessive; direction ._ - ,.,,,, ,,. .... ,,,, 
purpose; may have causal value. 

6.  -jadi (olnective) : Direction 'towards' a place, thing, etc. (without reaching 
it). 

~II lUI l I  UIlLlL'll . 
'tn' n nlnrp nr  thin- etc.; 

7. -yuni (~xessive) : Provenance a 'from' place, thing, etc. ; may have c - ~ ~ ~ - l  
value. 

. - - - A A a ".." O"111b 

thing; is not considered to be a 'case'. 
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PLURAL : (1) ga=i yura-4 'I [am] Aboriginal.' 

I. ya=lpu=la-4 ? ga=lpu=la- ya=lpu=la- ? I=NOM man-NOM 
-ga-yu 

- 7  
nu (2) a=pa-4 yura-ru 'That [is] man's.' 

11. nu=da-4 ? gu=da-na gu=da-yu ? th~s-NOM man-G.=D. 
111. yatna-4 ? yatga-ga yatna-yu ? (3) yura-4 watli-ya 'Man [is] in house.' 

I man-NOM house-~oc 
Some information on the pronominal Fornls is lacking. The Sg, pronoun (4) unki-wa 'He [is/was a] clever man.' 

has a NOM.-ERG. case morphology, whllc the Du. and* PI. pronoun unki-he 
foilows a clear NOM.-ACC. morpholo_ey. The sufix -nu, having clearly the 'The last example is interesting, but it is uncertain if the construction is 
function of an Object-marker with h e  Du. and PI. personal pronoun, -possible with any pronoun other than the 3rd person sg. pronoun. 
is  inserted between pronouns and certain case sufixes; the rules for [hio 
infixation are unclear. 

(b) ~-JTRAN~ITIvE SENTENCES consist minimally of an NP in NOM. and an 
intransitive VP, with various possible complements : 

(c) There are three DE~XES in the language, i-, a-, yu-, corresponding to the (5) yva-4  wka-ayku 'Man went.' 
lst, the 2nd and the 3rd person respectively of the personal pronoun. A man-NOM go-PAST 
deixis is never realised as such, but has to be 'supported' by another mar- (6) Y V ~ - 4  wka-ayku wadi-yu 'Man went into house.' 

, pheme, tlje n~osf common of which is +a; ,one thus obtnlns the conlmon man-NOM go-PAST house-G.=D. 
forms of the demonstrative pronoun i: #a 'this', a-GO 'that', !/u--!fa 'that over (7) guka-ayku-wa 'He went.' 
thcre7; another morpheme is -flu, conveying the idea of lack of precision: go-PAST-he 
, lu=~la-~a  'over there somewhere (you know?)'. The nominal case suffixes (8) 1 0 1 k ~ - ~ h - t ' ~ ~  'It would go along.' 
given above, arc added to this 'supporting' or  'modifying' morpheme. The go-a1ong-m.-atpr 
EX. is rendered wit11 the particular suffix -171i: hence, for example, irfiti-~~ti The last lc shows that in 'irnprsoz1a1' sentences ths s pwonal 
'(to) here'. b d r ~ p e d ;  d m  not happa ~ h m  +A*. nouns prenom1nakd 

(d) Other pronouns are, in the first place, the INTERROGATIVE-INDEFINITE 
It is, at p e n t ,  assumed that an intransitive sentence may have an Q(bja)i 

PRONOUNS, namely ga=gata-ga 'what?' and ya=ga 'who?'. They add the (9) i3u-4 Wlh-t-mm ~ U ~ C I - # a  i=nVi-fla gaw@+t~i 
various case suffixes, given above, but the rules when -na is dropped and when ~ ~ ~ G Y N O M  S~LY-PR-I again-p7 this- a word-mNOMfYi 
not, are unclear for the first pronoun: na=yafa-yu 'what for? /wh~ ?', but wow 1 am talkkg again about t is story.'J' 
~~a=gata-ua-rJa 'in something'. 

f 
@) ~ N ~ ' ~ I ~  mTJiWCES ~~IiSist obhgatoray of an A@& being marked 

The interrogative pronoun wu=kza 'wherc?' has the EX. ~~'a=#a-~1fi 'where ERG. if not a Du. or PI. pmonal pronoun, and a transitive verb, It nor- 
to?'; interrogative pronoun gatni-~ia 'how maily ?' never drops, in the mnlly hw an obw, which may b =o. OD the other hand, &ere is no formal 
examples know11 so far, the suffix -ga before adding a case suffix. difference between a direct and an indirect 0 . 5  5 

The forms z r r ~ i t  c j ~ p u - g ~  'another (one)' and r~rlr 'all', and uI1u 'self' add (10) Y ~ - W  48~-4 naku-agku 'Mn a w  worna* 
case endings, and are therefore considered to be pmnouns (CoIltrarY to, fa man-ERG woman-NOM see-PAST 
example, the invariable nvnpu 'all, everything', or ua!~ka 'how7'). I (1 1) naku-ayk-a=lu-wa 'He saw her.' 

The two words and aka- are often inserted hetwecn a Pronoun Or see-PAST-he=A.-he 
adjective alld 3 substantive, recallin_e 'classifiers', the first one appearing (12) Yura-Va ~ T U - a y k u  'Man threw [it/something].' 

with .tHUM. nouns, the lauer with -HUM. nouns.' man-ERG throw-PAST 
(1)  Uudi \uuta-p-$ ya,lr=a~ju-(/~ ut'ju ucfir i k o - n y ~ y ~ f  al?a=f?a-a~i~ (13) YuTQ-Ya witi-4 nuyku-ayku yatna-na 'Man gave them sticks.' 

Close C i . - p a - ~ o ~  ~ ~ H u , ) ? - N o M  utYu thought S ~ ~ - F U T  rnight-ovlt man-ERG stick-NOM g i v e - p ~ s ~  they -~cc  
'A close uncle might think [of him].' 

(2) ut"u=dapa-na-4 yutu-4 i=ga-4 aka-!a-4 (d) Some interesting TRANSFORMATIONS have to be cpnsidered here 

a n o t h e r - g a - ~ ~ ~  story-NOM this-NOM C ~ . - ~ U - N ~ M  (i) A ~erb-~oot is 4 t h ~  m i t i y e  or intransitive; every such root may, 
'Another story [is] this one.' h"we~% be -nv@* into a vab of opposite m i t i v i t y ,  by suffixing si&er 

b intransitiviser -di or the msj t ivkr -gu:56  

2. Simple sentences (14) YuUmM!?B du-4 ~@z-agh .  'Man hit woman.' Intr. 
We may distinguish between nominal sentences and verbal sentences. V man-mo w~rnm-NOM ~ I ~ - P A S T  

sentences are either intransitive or transitive. 
'1s) @&-# qa-i-aph 'Wpman was hit.* 

woman-NOM hit-1tr.-PAST 
(a) NOM~NAL SENTENCES consist of two NPs, one of which is obligat 

I 
justification for speaking of 'intran~itivisin~' transformation rather 

in NOM. : than of 'PassivisatiOn' lies in the fact that the Agent may not be mentioned 





(43) yatna-q$ ala-4-unfa-unfa-Ni-4 'They [were] yamstick-fighter. ' ) yup-ya vaa/u-4 yallcu-nayka-aylcu 

t h e y - ~ o ~  stick-4-hit-hit-v~-NoM l n a n - ~ ~ ~  m e a t - ~ o ~  eat-along-PAST 
'Man ate meat as he went along.' 

8) y~!.a-ya vaalu-4 yalku-nayka-aylcu, vayi-ya vudi-nta 
3. Complex sentences ~ I ~ I I - E R G  meat-NOM eat-along-PAST, creek-LOC descend-PR 

'Man ate ineat on his way, going down the creek.' 
5 9 )  yu!.a-l;la aka=aka=!&a-ku 'Man was breaking [it].' 

niail-ERG break-NARR 
0) yzqa-ila vaalu-4 vula=vula-pa-ku 

the 0 pronoun may be lacking:  mall-^^^ meat-NOM p i e c e - p i e c e - ~ ~ = ~ ~ ~ ~  
(44) yuya-4 !luka-ayku, vaalu-4 yutli-ayk-a=lu 'Man pulled meat into pieces.' 

m a n - ~ o ~  go-PAST, meat-~OM chase-PAST-~~=A. '6 1) ylya-ya aka=aka=!&a-ku, vaalu-4 vula-vula-pa-nta 
'Man went and chased meat.' man-ERG break-NARR, meat-NOM piece- piece-^^-^^ 

(45) yuya-4 yuka-ayku, ~vatni-aylcu-~'aankz~-y~~ 'Man broke it (up), pulling meat into pieces.' 
man-NOM go-PAST, return-PAST-he camp-G.=D. 2 )  yura-l;la magi-0 aka=aka=!ia-ku 'Man broke fat by part.' 
'Man went, and returned to camp.' man-ERG f a t - ~ o ~  break-NARR 

(46) yqa-ya vaa!u-4 naku-ayku, u!i[a-ayk-a=lu '63) j'u!.a-ya mani-4 vula-vula-pa-ku Einb. 3 
man-ERG meat-NOM see-PAST, h i t - P A S T - ~ ~ ~ A .  Illan-ERG fat-~oM pie~e-pie~e-TR-NARR 
'Man saw game, and killed it.' 'Man pulled fat into pieces.' 

When the 0 is a +HUM. NP, it is obligatory: 64) yuya-ya ma!ii-4 aka=aka=/fa-leu, vula-vula-pa-nta 
(47) yuya-ya a@-$ naku-ayku, u!i&a-ayk-a=lu-~>a man-ERG fat-~OM break-NARR, piece-piece-TR-PR 

man-ERG woman-NOM see-PAST, h i t - P A S T - ~ ~ - I A . - ~ ~  'M.an broke fatty part (up), pulling in into pieces.' 
'Man saw woman and hit her.'60 

es only when the intransitive S and the transitive A, or 
(b) Also SUB-ORDINATION is unmarked, and the two sentences are simpl! wo 0 are 'identical' (co-referential), In case of a co- 

juxtaposed; there is however, some change in the tense-aspect suffixes; bui en an intr. S and a trans. 0, however, a participial 
clear rules cannot be formulated SO far: a Del. rule may be applied only if some other operation- 
(48) yuya-q5 yuka-ayku, vua/u-4 yutli-n"tY-a=lu 1e following c a s e b e  Intr. transformation-is first applied, thus allowing 

m a n - ~ o ~  go-PAST, m e a t - ~ o ~  chase-~u'r-he=A. applicatioll of the Del. rules as just defined: 
'Man went, (in order) to chase game.' ti-$ rianzpa-aylcu u tlu-valla- y a 

(49) yura-ya a@-4 naku-ku, unfa-ayk-a=lu-wa Intr. 3 
-NOM cover-PAST roo-rug-INS 

man-ERG woman-NOM see-NARR, h i t - P A S T - ~ ~ = A . - ~ ~  child with kangaroo-rug.' 
'When man saw woman, he hit her.' -i-ayku utlu-valja-ya 

(c) A sentence may be NOMINALISED, and then embedded into a r-1tr.-PAST roo-rug-INS 
sentence; this type of construction allows for the Deletion of the S or ered with kangaroo-rug.' 
(50) yuya-4 witni-ayku 'Man walked around.' (67) yakati-4 ivariti-a!;lku yata-?la 

man-NOM walk-PAST child-NOM lie-PAST ground-roc 

(51) p y a - $  vudi-ayku vayi-ya 'Man descended in creek.' Khild lay on ground.' 
man-NoM descend-PAST creek-LOC (68) ~ a k a t i - 4  wanti-ayku yata-ya, nanipa-i-nta utlu-vaka-ya 

(52) yuya-4 witni-a!lkzl vudi-nta vayi-ga child-NOM lie-PAST ground-LOC, cover-Its.-PR S O O - ~ U ~ - I N S  

 man-^^^ walk-PAST descend-PR creek-LOC ( 'Child lay on ground, covered with k a i ~ g a r o o - r u ~ . ' ~ ~  
'Man walked around, descending creek.' All these examples quite clearly establish a N0M.-ACC. syntax for 

(53) yuya-4 witYa-ayku 'Man went up.' 

4. Other sentence types 
It has already been mentioned above that sub-ordjnatjoll is usually 
'unmarked' in Atjnjamathanha the usual process being juxtaposition. The 
relative clause may be construed in the same manner, or it may be marked 

Emb. => 

Emb. 3 

Emb. 3 
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(69)  a+-q5 ika-nta gu=ga-ga 
woman-NOM sit-PR over-LOC 
'Woman is sitting over there.' 

(70) afu-ga naku-ayk-i=na 
woman-ERG see-PAST-you 
'Woman saw you.' 

(71) a@-4 ika-nta gu=ca-ga, naku-agk-a=lu gi=na 
woman-NOM  sit-^^ over-LOC see-p~s~-he=A. YOU 

'Woman who is sitting over there, saw you.' 
(72) i=p-ga utYu gu=na wata-yu a+-yu 

this-na utJ'u over C1.-G.=D. woman-G.=D. 
'This belongs to that woman.' Rel. - 

(73) afu-4 ika-nta gu=ga-ga 
W O ~ ~ ~ - N O M  sit-PR over-LOC 
'Woman is sitting over there.' 

(74) i=na-ga utYu gu=ga wata-yu a@-yu, gu=ga-ga ika-nta-~va 

'This belongs to woman, who is sitting over there.' 

I .  Irltc; make-PAST that- no^ spear-NOM 
'I made that spear.' 

rl 
this-ga utYu over CI.-G.=D. woman-G.=D., over-LOC sit-PR-he 

An exa~nplc with t l~e sullix -rli is the following: 
(75) !la l i r  r~ula-ayku a=ca-4 w-n~lata-4 

(76) yrt tlru esorlotu-rf, rrka=-!tn-a!~ku 
YOU-ERG spear-NOM brea k-PAST 
'You broke spear.' 

(7 7) gu -!tr n=lin-4 ~rwtlata-4 gri~rr-agk u, ~ i u  rltu-di aaka=l&a-agktl 

' I  had made that spcar which you have b r ~ k e n . ' ~ "  

l R e I v P  

1-=I:RG ~ I ? ~ ~ - N o M  sprdr-NOM makc-PAST, you=~~c;-di break-PAST 

5. Vcrb classcs and passive marker rn 
It is letnpting to relate the intrs~nsitivising suff~x -r/i to a ~asstve marker; I 
nrcfer sneakha of an 'intransitiviser' instead or a 'passiviser'. The reflexivc 
iuflix -!;kecli  seems to contain the same suffix, wl,ile the reciprocal -gu=ri 
could eventuaIly contain the allo~norpli - r ( i )  or the same suffix, mentioned 
above. While the first part of the reciprocal suffix is formally identical with 
the rra~~sitiv~sing suRix -yri, it is nor obvious t11iit one sl~ould explain the 
reflexive suflix as a combination of an intra~~sitiviser and a t ran~it iviser .~~ 

If one sets aside the verbs transitivised by -gu or intransitivised by -(li and 
the verbs derived by the transitive suffix -pa/-)nu or the intransitive suRx -)ti,  
there are no vcrb-classes in  ~tjnjarnaihanha.' 

However, there are some small groups of verbs which are perhaps charac- 
teriscd by a fossilised 'stetn suffix': T l~e  sufixcs -ku and -ti are candidates 
for such fossilised stem sufixes; another candidate is -nti, appearing at !he 
end of a small group of verbs. Whilc most verhs ending in -ku arc transitive, 
most verbs ending in  -1i arc intransitive: the -mi verbs are transilive or 
inlransitive. The lists are too small, however, as to allow any in~portant 
conclusion, nor do they seem to justify entering any details, which would 
involve hypotheses on etymological relationships. 

It  has finally to be mentioned that there are certain verbs which never 
occur without the intransitivising suffix -di. These verbs are rare. The tran- 
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sitivc is formed by adding -gu. Thus, for instance, waka=di-nta 'breaking3 
vs. waka=di-gku-ta 'breaking' (transitive). The 'simple roots' 

*,l,aka-~ta or "wnlta-gu-nta are unknown in the actual language. 

6, ~raodtivity 
~t was shown in this paper that in Atjnjamathanha every verb may be used 
intransitively.or transitively: an intransitive verb-root may be transitivised, 
and a transltrve verb-root may be intransitivised; the process is general in 
the language, but the morphophonemic rules may not yet be stated in 
general It also was shown that the language does not distinguish 
formally between an 'indirect Object' and a 'direct Object; this may, of 
course, lead to certain ambiguities : 
(78) vapapa-4 ga=tJ'u nuyku-a=~u [sc. afu-41 

11apapa-NOM my g i v e - I = ~ ~ ~  [sc. woman-NOM] 
(i) 'I will give my cousin [sc. to woman].' 

(ii) 'I will give [sc. woman to] my cousin.' 
The tests relying on the Del. rules operating with participial constructions 

(and to a lesser degree also with co-ordinated and sub-ordinated sentences 
construed by juxtaposition), have suggested that Atjnjamathanha-in spite 
of its ERG. noun morphology-is a '(N0M.)-ACC. language'. 

It is, however, here where the distinction between Agent-deleting and 
object-deleting Intr. transformation must be made: 
(79) jluya-ga atu-4 unta-agltu 'Man hit woman.' Intr. a 

man-ERG woman-NOM h i t - ~ ~ s ~  
(80) atu-4 una-i-agku 'Woman was hit.' 

woman-NOM h i t - I t r . - p~s~  
(81) yuya-ga atu-4 +vagtt-gu-ku 'Man spoke [to] woman.' 

Illan-ERG Woman-NOM S~Y-T~ . -NARR 
(82) juya-4 waylta-ltu 'Man spoke.' 

lllan-NOM speak-NARR 
If we want to fuse into one rule the intransitivising transformation, we 

have therefore the choice between the following two notations : 

Intr. 3 

(b) NP,-ERG. t NP,-QI 
INP,-ERG.-+NP.-m J+VP,  =. NP,-NoM.+vP, 

what& our it becomes clear that there are, so to speak, two 
types of transitivity in the language. If we call the type operating with A-Del. 
the 'direct transitive' type, and the type which operates with 0-Del. the 
'indirect transitive' type, we may re-establish-on a more precise basis-the 
two terms 'direct Object' and 'indirect Object' in Atjnjamathanha; 'double 
transitive' constructions are apparently preferably intransitivised by 0-Del. 

Dixon has argued that every language is either a N0M.-ACC, or a NOM.- 
ERG. language, but never both at the same time; that it, he rejects the exist- 
ence of a third, 'mixed' type: 'There could well be a language wit11 three quite 
different case inflections (for NPs of all types) marking S, 0 and A. Yet the 
language could still conform to the universal hypothesis, in that it could 
SYNTACTICALLY identify either S with A or S with 0'.68 We could think that 
Atjnjamathanha represents a case of a 'syntactically mixed type'. However, 
Dixon's criterion may be applied also to 'indirect transitive' constructions: 
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I 
(83) a=ya-4 munka-ya yawala-4 vatli-i-nta ya=lpu=la-nu 

, i 
that-NOM crowd-na word-NOM play-I~~.-PR we-ya 

wayu-yuyka-ayk-atna-4 
say -Tr.-p~s~-they -NOM 

'They said those words to us in a playing way.' 
The translation of vatli-i-nta by 'story style' by the informant, 
clear hint that the A of wayu- 'speak, trans.' is also the S of the 
vatli-i-. 

This last example shows sdciently that Atjnjamathan 
I ally a mixed type, after the criteria pro osed for dtstrn 

NOM.-ACC. and NOM.-ERG. syntax. dwever, tho pre 
I shown that by defining this way Atjnjamathanha as having 

syntax, we do not defrne clearly enough con~epts such 
'ergativity' and 'voice' in the language. 

12. 
Notes 

I 

1. In the first version of the present paper, I relied mainly on one ljayimil 
I 

1 13. 
informant. Since then I have checked many of the examples with other 
speakers. Differences between the present paper and its former version 
are due mainly to the fact that several examples given before were not 
accepted by several informants. 14. 

2. For this see Schebeck (1972, 1974b). 
3. The relevant positions are between vowels, and between consonants, 

other than stops or nasals, and vowels; d represents here a retroflex flap. 
To my knowledge the alveolar simple stop does not occur, in any dialect, 
in the relevant positions. 

4. For a more detailed discussion of several of these cases as well as for 15. 
forms in other dialects, see Schebeck (1974b). 

5. Although the ACC is often realised as -+or, perhaps better, tne suffix 
I is not added-it will always be distinguished from the NOM. bv virtue 

I of the following rule: 

-Nu =- [ISV-] ) 
-41-AN.- 

There is some indeterminancy about the realisation as -4 :  whir( 
I normally only +HUM. NPs take the (non-zero form of the) suffix, it) 
I was admitted by informants that even certain -AN. NPs could take it;' I 
I while this was rejected for some other NPs. Thus, the feature involved 16. 

in the above rule is, perhaps, rather +ABSTR. 
6. The suffix -Ku and other suffixes containing it as first element (i.e. cases rn 10.-13.) do not always follow the morphophonemic rules outlined abovq 

' 17. 
This is true, in particular-although not exclusively-with many pro- 
nominal forms, where the stop is realised as 'fortis'. I have so far q2 
means to deal with these exceptions otherwise than by an ad hoc rule. 18. 

7. As indicated by the double hyphen '=', I consider cases 9.-13. Fq I 

pound morphemes, although it is not always possible to isolate a 
'simple morpheme' in the actual language. It wilt be noticed that tb4 
first morpheme of cases 10.-13. is identical with the G.=D. sufFur - 4 4  

I have so far no dear explanation for this fact, whose signi6~~1nce mdf ,  19. 

I 
- = - - -  
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rn 
doubtlessly be sought in the fact that this happens with all the cases 
typically reserved for +HUM. NPs. 
~ 6 r  a little more detail on these, see Schebeck (1974b). 
It is uncertain if this has to be brought into connection with the 'CA' 
suffix -(y)ku, mentioned in Dixon (1973 : 10). 
Although I hint at hypothetical analyses in the orthography, I do not 
discuss any further the pronominal forms here. 
The suffix -Pa=y, but not the suffix -Pi, follows the morphophonemic 
rules given above; -Pi is always realised with a fortis stop. The ACC. 
forms -#a=y [-nYa=y] are doubtlessly shortened from -Fa-Pa=y; for 
obtaining the correct forms, it is necessary to apply the lenition rule for 
the stop before the palatalisation rule is applied. The ACC. forms of the 
singular might give support to the idea that -Pi and -Pa=y are distinct. 
I do not discuss this problem any further here. See, however, note 13 below. 
That is -Ku=yu-Pu=y => -Ku=ru=y. For this see also note 15 below. If I 
write in examples the 'short' form -Kqu=y, I shall label it REL,. 
The fact that pi=Pa (with fortis stop!) is equivalent to ~a-Pu=y in other 
dialects, might indicate that the suffix - P q  of the emphatic form is 
derived from the 'residual' G.=D. -Pa, in a way parallel to -Pu=y (cf, 
no suffix *-Pu is known!), rather than being 'corrupted' from -Pwy.  
Notice that the element wa- exists in certain other dialects. E.g. wa-ga 
'where?' in Tuwala and other dialects, ~va=ya- 'who?' in Riuargu. It 
would seem that ycT-la-y contains the 'residual' LOC. -la and the 
'shortened' form of the 'normal' LOC. -ya. It is, however, difficult to 
explain analogously the form wilay, where at least -y could be shortened 
from -yu. 
The general lenition rule is followed by a simple contraction rule, after 
which -uwu- =- -u- (short vowel in unstressed position). One thus 
obtains, regularly, the following forms: 

-Ku-Pu=~ 3 - K u = ~  
-Ku-Ku=y =- -Ku=y (hence identical with the simple ABL.) 
-Ku=ru-Pu=y -Ku=yu=y 
-Ku=ru-Ku=y => -Ku=ru=y 

Where thk 'shortened' forms will be used, they shall be labelled REL, 

t 
and ABL, respectively. 

I have so far not encountered more complex forms than those just 
given. This is why I do not add the suffix -4 after these compound cases. 
However, it has yet to be investigated if this is correct. 
It would seem that this AGR. rule allows us to distinguish between 
POSS. and DAT., since POSS. transforms into -Ku=ru while DAT. 
would remain -Ku. 
As already mentioned, this is the main reason why I do not add the 
suffix -4 to forms containing as last element the suffix -Pu=y or the suffix 
-Ku=y. 
The following examples show that nominal sentences usually have both 
NPs in NOM. The fact that the only exception is furnished by L. sen- 
tences suggests that locatives may be derived from deep verbal sentences. 
However, no attempt is made here to clearly derive these or other 
nominal sentences from verbal sentences. 
For stating this as a general rule, one must formulate the complementary 
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rule, given above, that ACC. is realised as -4 (rather than droppe 
certain nouns. 
Checking with various informants shows that not a1 
are liominalised with an  equal readiness, and, the C X ~  
showed some hesitation with infernants. It rs, however, 
that certain intransitive sentence:; are quite frequently n 
is, however, unclear as yet what sort of constraints operaQ. 
general rule given below. 
I have so far not obtained full agreement amongst informants 0 

concerns the obligatory transformation of INS. into REL. and ab 
preservation of DIR. under a Nominalising transformation. At 
however, I assume that IN'S. is obligatorily transformed into R 
this see also note 25 below. 
I have adopted the indexing of NOM. and ACC. NP as NP, for re 
to be discussed below. 
In  the form -Na=!a I indicate by -N a nasal, which is reali 
or as laminal, following unkilown rules. I11 the former 
write simple -na=ya, while -_Naa-ya is realised as -/iYa=!a when fol,l 
the vowel -i, as -ya=ra elsewhere. 
As already mentioned above, in note 20, not all i 

of a process, while a correspo~lding no 

of expression is qui 
It has been accepte 
be used. 1 have sa 
obligatorily trans 
may, however, tu 
intransitive and transitive sentences. 
This sentence was felt as 'funny sentence' by some informants \ 

accepted it nevertheless; this suggests that it is grammatical, altho 
difficult to accept without a context; this is, I suppose, the reason 
some informants rejected the sentence., while others accepte 
any further comment. 
The suffix -17ii 'having' is not dealt with here. I t  is as yet unclear ho\ 
explain the fact that this suffix is used for verbal nouns and R. 
Although I find it difficult to account for the suffix -4 in these exam 
(that is why 1 write simply -4 in the interlinear translation), 1 1 
added it as a reminder. 

By comparing the present paper with the earlier version, it will be 
that the ABL, transfol-mation as well as the -Ku transformation I! 
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supposed to apply to intransitive sentences with indirect object; this 
~s why the tarm 'indirect transitive' sentences is dropped in the p.rwent 
paper. Tbis is, by the way, one of the main differences between the 
resent and my former treatment of the concept of 'transitivity' in the 

&nguage. Homsva, new verifications have shown that rule (vb) (d. 
a m p l e  (42), though not example (41), in the fmt version) naay be 

to certain intransitive senfences with an indirect ob'cct. It is as 
yet unulmt how one may explain this fact, as it is as yet unc ear how far I 
such a rule may be geueralised for other intransitive sentences with in- 
direct object. 

, ~eflexives have the same referent for the underlying NP, and NP,, while 
reciprocals may be explained as a coi~junction of two or more identical 
sentences, whereby NP,  and NP, in a given single sentence do not refer 
to the same individual but to individuals of the same class-rendered by 
a given noun (e.g. yul=!lu 'man', tayklca 'woman', etc.). I t  is as yet unclear 
how to explain the fact that R. sentences transformed out of intransitive 
sentences with indirect objects are always reciprocal, while no example of 
a reflexive has yet been found. 
One might suggest that the term 'middle voice' be applied in Yfilr~u to 
constructions with agent deletion. 
The example (62) in the first version of this paper, has been rejected by 
other informants. As this was the only example where a transitive sentence 
would form a CAUS., I assume that this example was simply wrong. 
The suffix - ru  follows the morpliopho~iemic rules given a t  the beginning 
of this paper; it moreover palatalises into t J  when following a palatal 
consonant. The same applies for the Inc. suffix -Ti. 
It is as yet uncleaPif there is any difference between forms in -ru-nla and 
forms in -Ku, although this has been sometimes admitted; but it is as 
yet unulear how to formulab these differences. Thus, e.g., besides the 
fact that certain informants rejected a form rakkrmy-;F-ma- 'dead-Afs.- 
CAUS., for the form rcrkkunY-Ku- 'dead-CAUS,-*, one informant 
wplained that it means 'reekon (erront~usly) that somebody is dead', while 
motber informant said it meant 'kiU secretly'. me sufiir -Xu does not 
follow the morphophonemic rules outlined above, in that it is always 
realised with a fortis stop after vowels. 
In the first version of this paper, I tried to explain this as the R.-farm, 
functioning as an intransitiviser. In spite of the arguments put forward 
there, a derivation like Eex4i-&a-11 'box-DIR.(?l)-CAUS3-m.' 'put 
into bax' migbt suggest that -Nera-mi-gka- has to be explamed as 
'-Nom.-mi-CAUS,', But it Is, again, unclear how to explain the fact that 
a 'habitualis-potenthiis' VN should be esed hew. 
This example has ken cross-checked, and no disagreement has occurred 
so far between informants, who also mjeckd the idea that this may be an 
ambiguous sentence. The general explanation (sometimes given without 
b e ' i  asked) was usually: wa'yin-4 qam urppd-n-n gun-Xwa kig-rfa 
'meat would &/get rotten in his hand'. e reason for this clearness of A 
interpretation may easily be sought in Silverstein's Paper 6, reported to 
us by J. Heath in Paper 7. 
Most of the examples in the following list may be said to be 'artificial'- 
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the more so a~ they are out of context. ms is probably of the m a i ~  
reasons why it was d i h l t  to obtain agreement, often even diacult to 
get a clear remion, from the informants. 

It should be noticed that after the list of mmpoyd cases givetl abov+ 
G.=D. and ABL. are treated alike. The only excep'tlcm found so far lies 
in the fact that G;D.+G.=D., ,besides IyAding - K w u  (EX,), ?ay 
a b  yield -Kfi (Cf.=D.), while there is no such rule which would y~eld 
-Ksr=yu or -Ku from ABL.+G.=D. 
This example was rejected by some informants, confumed by others. 
Ti11 sentence was not awpred by some informants, who rather mve the 
alternative version given as sentem (12%) below. 
This example was rejected by sveraf informants, but who did not pro. 
pose any al.lternative construction. Even these informanu, however, 
atxmted senten- of type (911, (95) and (991, and also the fact that those 
sent&= are ambip;uou& (See next note). 
Thee sentences are ambiguous, as agent and object both take the  lo^. I 
tional case ending. 

41. Remember that these compound cases 'REL,' and 'ABL,' are considered 
to be contracted after lenition of the stop. Hence: I 
It is uncertain if me should add -4 'NOM.' to these two wrnpg!nd 
cases. The advantage of such a notation lies in the cons~stency ofnoht~on 
for all forms ending in -&y or -KM==. On other bnd,  no fon~$:tire 
known which would be mote complex than the cases ment~oned here. 
It may be sew that the question goes byond a simple o#hogt@uc 
problem, as it involves the problem concerning the possrbb mcUmVity 
of these combination procesm. It is remarkable, in this wntekf that 
examples (103) and (108), where the robkm of recursivity is the qost E obvious. are the most 'artificial' and t e most uncertain d fhe examples 
given here. 

42. It may be ddeatable if the adding of -# 'NOM.' is correct here, or if one 
should rather add -Ha '-ACC.', which would be 'renlised as zero'. AGC., 
then would appear to be the only case which does not follow qn. @R. 
rule in an NP, consisting of a N and (at least) an Adj. ( V h & y  I 
coasider N-Ku as 'functioning as Adj.', different from juxtaposed nouns, 
rn they occur, fbr instance* is, the construction of body-p-1. 

43. Hare. L, stands for the three bcational cases LOC., DXR. and ,EX. 
'AIBL2, as already mentioned in note 41 above, stands here for~the 
mmpOUna -EX,-ABL. 

44. I am so far uncertain if (136) m y  be- said to be ambiguous, in that the 
NP-REL.+W may qudfy the NP-ACC. (object) or the NP-ERG. 
Iaplent). It shmtd be noticed that the second alternative is possible if I 
&itedce (1%) is accepted. 

45. Tfle VN was given wrth the REL. - P e y  by some informants, witbaUt it 1 
by same others. 

46. One of the clearer cases is the class of verb having the stem-sufhtc-~, 
for which J wunt at present 10 verbs: 6 are transitive, 3 are intransitive, 
md one is uncertain. Another small dass, having a 'stem-sum-FUY 
which might be identical with the verb pi- 'to bit', contains rnwnly I 
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transitive verbs. Also in the other classes there are always both intrans- I 
itive and transitive verbs; the smallness of some of these 'classes3 pre- 
vents us defining a clear tendency. 

47,   em ember however the definition of the 'middle voice' by the process of 
agent-deletion, that which made it possible to consider the intransitive 
verb form in example (97) in Schebeck (1974b). I t  is as yet unclear how 
to build those suggestions into the present considerations. 

48. This might suggest that the term 'indirect transitive', suggested in 
Schebeck (1974a), but rejected above and in Schebeck (1974b), should be 
taken up again. 

49. For the name Atjnjamathanha see Schebeck (1973); for more information 
on the grammar, see Schebeck (forthcoming); for phonemic problems, 
see Schebeck (1972). 

50. See Schebeck, Hercus and White (1973). 

because of the morphophonemic complications in the Sg. pronoun. 

'verb of existence' like iku- 'sit'. 

pronoun. 

0, both being marked by -nu in the pronoun. 
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51. 1 have added the zero suffix in NOM. only to Du. and P1, pronouns only 

52. This is a guess; moreover, there is a question whether the definition 
should operate with the terms +HUM. or, rather, with the terms +AN. 

53. One may say that it is doubtful if sentences of type (3) really occur in the 
actual language; normally the sentence would be formulated with a 

54. I do not consider that the suffix -!a in i=nYtyi-na marks an ACC., in any 
way comparable to the ACC. marking of the Du. and P1. personal 

55. I remind the reader that the Du. and the P1. personal pronouns add 
obligatorily the ACC. suffix -nu to mark the 0 .  Example (13) shows that 
also in this instante there is no distinction between indirect and direct 

56. No ruIe has so far been discovered which would allow to predict if, with 
a given root, the intransitiviser is -i or -di; with certain verbs it is -ri 
when followed by the PAST suffix -agku or -aqkara. The rules which 
determine, with a given root, the form -gu or -gku respectively, are also 
unknown. The transitiviser takes regularly the form -yugka when followed 
by the PAST suffix -ayku and -aykata. 

57. The formulation has something paradoxical about it (relating to the 
problem of knowing what 'transitivity' and 'transitiviser' mean). 

58. The derivational suffixes, deriving verbs from nouns--nu deriving 
intransitive, -pa/-ma deriving transitive verbs-are not dealt with here. 
It is unclear what the difference between -pa/-ma and -ni-yu is. The 
allomorphs of -nt(a) are -yi(a), -t(a), and -l(u). 

59. I am so far uncertain if N should be an alveolar or an interdental nasal, 
although there are some palatalised examples available. I, therefore, 
write this suffix -Ni, that which also distinguishes it from -ni which 
derives intransitive verbs from nouns. 

60. Out of context, sentence (47) is, of course, ambiguous, because of the 
two pronominal references in the verb. 

61. In the following examples I introduce yura 'man', instead of a 'dummy N '  
or an indefinite pronoun, etc. 

62. This example, once more, demonstrates the preservation of an INS. 
under an Intr. transformation. 
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68. See Dixon (1972: 128 ff, 140). 
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from the surface forms. A case category like the instrumental (1)a or the 
locative (1)b contributes meaning to the sentence (in some occurrences at 
least) and must be generated by the base. 
(1) (a) ngata nethakun ngawun payngar 

1 hit : INST dog : ACC stone : INSTRUM 
'I hit the dog with a stone.' 

(b) ngata kurikun ma:nangan papga: 
I see : INST child : ACC stone : LOC 
'I saw the child on the stone.' 

These categories are subject to deletion in surface structure, as illustrated 
by (2)a, the clefted version of (l)a, and (2)b, the dislocated version of (1)b. 
(2) (a) ti:n paynga ngithun netharkun ngawungar 

this stone I : GEN hit : NFUT dog : NFUT 
'This stone is the one I hit the dog with.' 

(b) ti:n paynga, ngata kurikun ma:nangan paynga: 
this stone, I see : INST child : ACC stone : LOC 
'This stone, I saw the child on it.' 

A case like the accusative, on the other hand, is affixed to nouns with diverse 
semantic relations to the rest of the sentence, and moreover its distribution 
is definitely dependent on derived structure. For example, the direct object 
in the active sentence (3)a takes the accusative, while in the corresponding 
passive (3)b it is the agent which displays the accusative. 

(3) (a) mangala nethakun yaramanin 
child hit : INST horse : ACC 
'The child hit the horse.' 

(b) yaraman neyikun ma:nangan 
horse hit : PASSV : INST child : ACC 
'The horse was hit by the child.' 

It is a reasonable hypothesis that a surface case like the accusative is 
generally, if not always, absent in the underlying representation. 

The objectives of this paper are, therefore, to establish the underlying 
representation of case in Lardil, and to show how the surface case forms 
derive from these. 

1. The domination hypothesis 
1.1. I will begin by considering the distribution of uninflected NPs and rnose 
inflected for Accusative, ignoring the existence of the other cases, until - - 

Section 1.4. 
There is one obvious and initially plausible possibility for predicting the 

appearance of uninflected versus obiique formsthat is neverthkless incorrect 
and should be disposed of immediately. It might be speculated that any 
noun preceding the verb in surface structure is uninflected, while those after 
the verb receive the accusative. This hypothesis is substantiated by and large 
by an examination of typical sentences such as (1)-(3) above (only (2)a has 
an inflected noun before the verb). It appears to hold for simple intransitive< 
(4)a, actives (4)b, possives (4)c, and for topicalised sentences (4)d. 
(4) (a) ngata yalalikun fangan 

I laugh : INST man : ACC 
'I laughed at the man.' 

(b) tangka nethakun yaramanin 
man hit : INST horse : ACC 
'The man hit the horse.' 

(c) yaraman neyikun tangan 
horse hit : PASSV : INST h a n  : ACC 
'The horse was hit by the man.' 

(d) ti:n yaraman, tangka nethakun 
this horse, man h i t : ~ ~ s ~  
'This horse, the man hit it.' 

Ho\vcvcr, this hypothcsis is disconfirmcd by an exanlination of stylistic 
leordcrirlg possibilities. Tlle word order in (4)a mcrely rdlects a simplification 
adopted for expository purposes. Actually, the constiti~ents of a sentence may 
be fairly freely 'scrambled'. Tlicre is a gencral preference for the verb to be 
tile second constituent in the surface sentence, but the first constituent may 
be any noun phrnsc or otller sentelice constiruelit. For example, sentence 
( 5 ) ~  below has the equiviilents (Sjb, c, d. Observe that ally NP, inflected or 
not, may precede the verb. Tllose sentences in whicll the verb is not in second 
psition are less preferred, for example (5)c, or are relatively unacceptable, as 
is (5)d. 
(5) (a) pirngen kurkiun tangan 

woman see : INST man : ACC 
'The woman saw a man.' 

(b) tangan kurikun pirngen 
(c) pirngen tangan kurikun 
(d) ?tangan pirngen kurikun 

1.2. It  Iias beer1 proposed by Kenneth Hale (1970) that casc is assigned in 
Lardil according to constituent structure. Specifically, according to Hale's 
theory, we would assume that the surfacc structure of (6 )  is that of (7)- 
details which are not immediately relevant are simplified or omitted. 
(6) pirrzgen ktrrikun !mr.qarl 

woman see : INST man : ACC 
'The woman saw a man.' 

(7) S 

I 
pirngen kur jkun 

I 
fangan 

The noun /tangan/ is inflected for accusative in this surface sentence. In 
the underlying representation, it is caseless. This is shown in (8). 
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triggwihg s d-mt ndes for the hliy 
w a i t y  tfie null b& that 19, 

(16) (a) Sub~ect of a s~inple sentence: 

w e a  rare $enema the ?me is the2 s u d b  
S 

in the NPsC b &e d moWtion 
/\ 

1 
I a d  hypdwis will b adopted hem / 

/ \ 
T I m i s , ~ w i l l ~ e t & ~ t ~ e ~ e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ :  \ \ 

\ R VP 
/\ u 

N P  
I N 

\ 

I i NP 
I 

N 
I 

/ \ 
pirrzgen kurilcu~i fangan 

N locative 
woman see : INST man : ACC 

'The wornail saw the man.' 
Case morphemes are clearly suffixes on words in the N P  and not co 

ents of NP. This is captured in the repres (b) Clefted NP in a cleft sentence: 
conceivable alternatives like (14) : S 

S /\ 
/\ / \ 

/ \ \ 
-\ / 

\ 
N P  / 

', 
/\ / \ 

/ \ 
I (N P) 

\ 
/ \ S 

N instrumental /\ / \ 
/\ 

1.5. What we have seen so far 1s that some cases are underlying, in contral I / \ 
/ \ 

Det 
/ 

N P  
\ 

diction to the Domination Hypothesis ((12)a). Moreover, the node AG% 
I 

I 

VP 
propased in Hale (1970) has been eliminated. With these modifications, the 
Domination Hypothesis does appear to k more workable. N 

(I 5 )  The Domination Hypothesis-Revised (R DH) 
There are certain cases generated in the base: in Lardil, including at leW ti:n Inaiigata pirngenngan I Ituritl~avkun 

Imtive and instrumental. Otherwise, case is strictly a function of the I this child woman : GEN see : NFI : INST 

domination of NPs. 'It was t h ~ s  child the woman saw.' 
Essentially, the Domination Hypothesis as elaborated for Lardil requlre5 

that case be assigned to NPs dominated by VP that are otherwise uninflected 111 a topicalised sentence, the topicalised NP 1s uninflected, and so is the 
and that NPs outside the VP and not receiving a case in the base remaln sub~ect NPj  as in (17)b-in contrast to the subject of a cleft sentence, which is 
uninflected. Let us see just how well this works. lnflrcted for Genitive, as in (17)c. 
1.6. First, I will survey briefly the range of uninflected NPs that the ~ e v i s g l  I (17) (a) tatiglca Icupayikurz t i :~i in ~l ,anga//ci~ 
Domination Hypothesis (RDHJ correctly accounts for. The subject of 
simple sentence, the clefted NP in a cleft sentence are nominativt-the RDH 

man make . INST this : ACC boomerang: ~ c c  
I 

I 'The man made this boomerang.' 
handles these facts, since these NPs are not in the verb phrase. The surface, 
structures in which these NPs occur are exemplified in (16)a-b with the 

(b) ?i:n wangal, tangka kupayiltuii 
this boomerang, man make : INST 

node in question in parentheses. 'This boomerang, the man made.' 



ngata parkikun 
I chop : INST 

'I chopped a tree.' 

ralin thung 
tree : ACC 

(b) Imperative : 

(surface structure) 

This is an ad hoc solution-there are no other facts that I know 
support it. M.oi:eover, the differences between a topicalised sentence 
in which the constitueilts have been scrambled under styl~stic re 
remain unexplained, for example, the intonation and 

(The analysis that js u 
need far this qd hot* solutioa)! 
TRere are, however, two categories of NF which are uninflected 

structu& w@& debitely anwt be hrsndled by the RDH. Firstly 
object of an imperative virb is uninflected if it is tbird person; 
person category is present in the Wt object NP, then the. 
inflected for Accusative. Now, the direct object of an i 
the VP just as is the 
Accusative can on1 y I Supporting evidence for this conclusion is provided by a second instance 

domination of the N of uninflected NPs, llamely the body part NPs, in sentences like these: 
categories of the NP in question. I (20) (a) ngata !iethakurz tangan yemanin 

It  is possible that the absence of the Accusat~ve in the imperatrv 1 hit : INST man : ACC mouth : ~ c c  
handled as follows. The Accusative is assigned rn the imperative, but 'I hit the man in the mouth.' 
is deleted in the imperative. (b) ngafa geyikuri renian 

This brief discussion has been sufficient to demonstrat I hit : REFL : INST mouth 
Hypothesis and the RD.H are stated too strongly. It sh.ows, at .the very 1 'I hit myself in the mouth.' 
that case is at most purtl): deterrnilled by the donlinatron of NPs, and 1s surface trees of these sentences do not display any difference in 
strictly a function of domination' (Hale 1970:763). 'omination of the NPs that could be used to account for the case differences. 

I 
I 

- .  
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) (a) Direct object of a transitive active verb: 
S 

N 

pirngen 
woman see : INST 

'Woman saw horse.' 

(b) Indirect object : 

N /\ N P  I NP 1 7 ;  N I 
ngata 

I 
wuthakun pirngenin wigi:n 

I give : INST woman : acc food :act 
'I gave woman food.' 

horse : ACC 
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(c) With non-motional intransitive verb: 
S 

>,, \ 

,/ 

,/' \ 
\ 

/' \ 
/ 

NP 
\ 
VP 
/"\, 

,/ >, 

/' > \  

,)' 

N 
\ 

I i NP 
I 

N 

pivngen yalalikun 
I 

ngitha:n 
woman laugh : INST I:ACC 

'Woman laughed at me.' 

The agent of a passive is inflected, in the non-Future Uninflected tense, f-  

Accusative case. 

(23) (a) Active : ngawa pethakun ngithunin yaramanin 
dog bit : INST my : ACC horse : A c c  
'A dog bit my horse.' 

(b) Passive: ngithun yaraman peyikun ngawun 
my horse bite : PASSV : INST dog : ACC 
'My horse was bitten by a dog.' 

This fact call bc explained with the Revised Domit~ation Hypothesis, es 
, rollows. Verbs arc subcatcgoriscd for the Passive: I'or a given vcrb the passive 

is ungl.an11rnatical (the inltunsitive verbs. plus verbs 11kc /ll't/-/ 'give' ''1 +or 
optional (thc ti.ansi[ivc verbs). Fur sonie verbs. such as ! , IU/LI : /  the Passive 
uppcars to  be oblig;itory: I examine this ubscrvation nncl altcmpt :in cxplana- 
tion of i t  i n  Klokcid (forthco~lling). For lhe rn;~jjority of  passivis;ible verbs. 
active and p;~ssive piiirs ale gciieratcd. ;IS for cx311113Ie (14);i-b which ullderlie 
(23)a-b. " 

Thc surfact rornl of (23)a is derived from (14)a by the assignment of 
Accusative case to tlic tlirecl object. I n  (24)b, how eve^., t l ~c  prescrlce of the 
P. ,ihsivc inorl~l~ernc / y i /  t r ig~crs  the Pnssivc ru lc \vhicl~ interchangus  he s~ibjcct 
and direct ol?iect NPs. Accordit~g to thc hypothesis we are presently examining. 
case categories derivc fro111 stl.uci~ure. and  he trnnsforma~ional rules have 

I 11olhing to do with :~ssigtli~lg CI~SC. Therefore. thc Passive can be slated as in 
(25), with 110  ~ n c ~ ~ i i o ~ ~  of the case ci~tegories; I assurne here. i i s  c~irlicr, that 
rmdcrlying ordci- is Subiuct-Verb-Direct Ol?jcct. 

From (24)b, then, tlie striicturc (26) i s  derived. The Accusn~ivc case can 
now be assigncd to the agent. since the tatter is domi~liitrd by VP. and the 
surfacc structure (2D)b i s  the result. The llllderlyi~~p direct object 11ils become 
the surLicc subjcct, and so ~wcives  no case inflection. 

ngawa 

I 
ngawa 

/ \  
/ 
/ \ 

/ 
V C-M 

\ 
\ 
Inst POSS 

I I 
-kurz ngithun 

/ \ 
NP 
/\ /+?L / , 

V PASSV C-M INST POSS N - ~ 

I I 
Pe -y i 

I I I I 
-th -kun ngithun yaraman 
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(25) Passivisation (b) mangata parkithur thungaluy 
X-NP-VmPASSV(C-M) (Tense-Mood) (INST)-NP-X child chop : FUT tree : FUT rn 
1 2  3 1 'The child will chop down a tree.' 
1 4  3 sider the possibility that the subject of the Simultaneous 

S ent receives its case by virtue of some other aspect of the structure 

e adverbs such as ltiwarkul 'yesterday', /pila:(n-)/'tomorrow' 
occur without the morpheme 1-kun/ appearing on the verb, in the 

re, but with it in the future tense. 

(29) (a) ngata kurikun kentapalin 
'I saw a dugong.' 

(b) ngata kuri kentapalin {iwarku 
'I saw a dugong yesterday.' 

(30) (a) ngata kurithuy kentapaluy 
'I'll see a dugong.' 

(b) ngata kurithuy kentapalur pi1a:nkuy 
'I'll see a dugong tomorrow.' 

a1 possible ways to express this complementary distribution 
in the grammar: in Klokeid (forthcoming) I consider the issues in some 
detail. For Present purposes, it is sufficient to observe that there exist co- 
occurrence restrictions among time elements. Furthermore, since verbs are 
subcategorised neither for tense nor for time adverbs, I assume that they are 
both generated outside of the VP, that is, I assume that the base generates 
structures like these: 

(28) (a) njingki, kuna:kun payga: 
you sit: INST rock: LOC. 
''.You,.were.~itting,~on a rock.' 

S 
/\ 

/ 
/ \  

\ 
\ 

NP 

/' 
VP 

Pronoun INST 
/\ 

/ \ 
V NP 

I 

ngata kun 
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The surface sentences are derived from (31) by the assignment of Accusative 
case as required, and by the re-positioning of AUX and Adverb formatives 
as appropriate. 

Returning now to the simultaneous clauses, observe that they exhibit 
selection restrictions in exactly the same way as simple time adverbs. That is, 
the simultaneous clause is a sentential time adverb. With that conclusion, wc 
are now ready to suggest a structure for the examples of (27): here are thc 
structures-nrior to assignment of Accusative and prior to Aux-movement-- 

un Aux 
I 

&D 

I'; \\< 

V 

'u 

4 

N 
1 

1 

liupal i ~vangalk 
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by the Case Assignment Convention, must be abandoned: to assign case to 
subject of the simultaneous clause, other information is needed. 

(34) Accusative case is assigned to any otherwise:uninflected NP that is not 
immediately dominated by a root sentence. 

This solution is simpler than the other: there is only one struclural criterion 
for assignment of Accusative. Like the &st solution, this one implies the 
&andonment of Hale's Case Assignment Convention, for recourse is had 
instad to the notion of root sentence. The formal statement of this solution 
is not SO easy, however. 

solution (34) will handle the simultaneous tenses complements, sin= they 
are not root sentences, and so the subject can be assigned the Accusative. 

In Klokeid (forthcoming), I present evidence to show that conditional 
d a m ,  purpose clauses, restrictive relative clauses, and reason c l a m  
('because S) are root sentences in all instances where they contain an un- 
jnfleted subject or other unintlected NP, and thus the solution (34) is 
consistent with these facts, 
Our conclusion is that the RDH was stated much too strongly, and in so 

far as structure determines case, we have the two alternatives, (33)/(34), 
between which I am not in a position to choase at this point. Moxover, it is 
clear that the Case Assignment Conversion is either very limited in utility (33) 
or unnecessary (34). The greatest inadequacy in the RDH and CAC has not 
yet been discussed, however: it will be dealt with in the next section, 1.8. 

1.8. The RDH falls down most seriously in its failure to handle the following, 
for these NPs receive the Genitive case, and domination information does not 
account for it. 5' 

(35) (a) Agent of a passive ill a tense other than Non-future Uninflected. 
S 

The remaining problem in the derivation of these Sentences is the Accusa 
case on the subject of the time clause. The RDH will not work here as I 
already noted, since the NP is not immediately dominated by VP; in fat VP 
is not dominated at all by a VP node. There are two solutions here that /', 

/ 
/ \ 

N V 
\ 
NP 

I 
N 

!angka I 
kuri:thuy pirngennga~ 

man see: PASSV : FUT woman : CEN 
'Man will be seen by woman.' 
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m 
S ~~mi la r ly ,  the analysis adopted so far predicts that the agent of the N . ~ ~ ~ -  
,'\ passive (35)b will be either Accusative, according to its domlnatlon, 

/ '1 tense, if lt is subject to concord. And again, the predlctlon is 
/ \ llconect, for the agent again takes the Genitive case. 

/ ' \ The subject of the cleft sentence (35) is dominated by an S no& #at is a 
/ \ ,ot sentence. l 3  I t  was concluded from thk study of simultamaus tehw 

/ \ 7 m p I r n ~ e i ~ t ~  that either (33) or (34) must be a part of the grammar of hrdi l .  
NP Pred ( 33 )  1s adopted, then we predict that the sub' t d a  el& senten@ will be 
/" I l l l~~~Rec ted :  neither the Revlsed Dominatio? Gothesis nor (33) will usi 

/ '. VP ,,,y ca*e category to that NP. Thls predichon is inmnoot: the subjcd OK 
/' .\ /'\ ;left sentence is Genitive. The adopt1011 of (34)does trat improve fiesituatiw: 

Det N /' \ ,at solutlon pred~cts that the subject of a deft santeuee. beingi&i&ljt 
om~nated by a root S, is not assigned my case-still a wrong predidoa. 
Recall that we eliminated the node AGT in P&sive senten-, after con- 

ctdei~ng Hale's D o m ~ l l a t ~ o n  Hypothesis. Even if this n& we@ n w  
F,rlnstated (let us Ignore the clauses in the 'Uninflected tense for a moment), 

en we could still at  most handle the sentences of (35) using the Revised 
1i:n pirngen peyrtharkur~ rlgarvukan )omlnation Hypothesis. This could be done by statlng that an NP immedl- 
ihls woman bite : PASSV : dog: CEN 

NFUT : INST 

'This woman was bitten by a dog.' 

nlterpreted is that 
(36) Subject of an  active cleft sentence: 

must at  least 

As the data clearly show, the configuration to be examined for case 
ass~gnment must be that which exists prior to 'scrambling'. Therefore, I 

/'\ will use the term surface structure for that structuie wh~ch  exists prior to 
/ \ 'scrambling'. 

/ \ That case assignment applies at the level of surface structure is the interpre- 
Det N 

I I t 
tation that must be used for most structures, for example, for the derived 

1 I I subject of a passive sentence which is in the nominative. Since the case 
?/:n yirnge/l n,~urlwkan perharkun I rnar I(~ng convention does not work completely satisfactorily, let us consider 
this woman dog GEN bite . N F ~ T :  

I 
A modification in the application of the case marklng convention. Suppose 

' ~ t  was this woman that the dog bit.' INST that the convention applies to the output of the base compoilent as well as to 
Lhe surface structure, for any one sentence. Then the agent of a passlve will 

-rhe Revised nomination Hypothesis, even if supplemented with the be asslgned features for both sentence doin~nation and verb phrase domina- 

observations made in 1.61.7, makes incorrect predictions about: . tlon' on this basis, lt can be d~stillguished from, say, the dlrect object of an 
case suignment in (35)a,b and (36). The case of fhe ~ a s * v e  agent in 0% act~ve transitive verb, wh~ch  leceived only the feature for VP-domination. 
should =ither A~umt ive  or Future: the Revised Domination * Y P ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  This I S  Illustrated In the derivation of (37), shown in (38)-(39). The under- 

assigns Accusative (0 it, s i m  it is dominated by VP. But it could also bP 
lying structure is (38): the case-marking convention applies at  t h ~ s  poiilt to 

~ ~ t ~ ~ ,  sins know that concord applies in Future tense clauses* and awgn the domination features shown ~u (38)b. 

possibly the agent of a passive is subject to concord in tense. nus (37)  ~ ~ ~ a ~ i g a l  k ~ ~ p a r i .  thu!. fangaineii 

apwranm of Genitive caw h m  is totally unexpeaed. a d  not explainable boomerang inade PASSV . FUT man.  GI N 

on the basis of the Revised Domination Hypotheis, or concord. C 
'Boomerang was made by man.' 

I 
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e cdse ~ n f l e c t ~ o i ~  in the full range needed. The surface subjects of actlve 
t ~ ~ r  e and non-future ~nflected clauses are uninflected, although the verb Is 

44) (a) I1galL.a pethur yaraiiianku!. 
dog bit FUT horse FUT 

'The dog w ~ l l  bite the horse.' 
(b) !i.ti nga1L.a yethar j)urar?zanar, Iigata lbura ~!ethu! 

thls dog b ~ t e .  NFUT horse: NFUT 1 counterfactual hlt .FUT 
'If the dog bites the horse, 1'11 lilt ~ t . '  

It 1s posslble to handle these sentences with a rule whlch is needed anyway. 
An)) NP wh1c.11 IS attached ~~nmediately under S by the focuss~~lg  or dlsloca- 
t ~ o n  iules loses ~ t s  case. 

'It was this th~ng ,  that I hlt the horse w~th. '  
(c) Left-dislocnfed. 

~ L : I I  tl1ut7gaI, ngata nethalru/i yaranianiil ti:nku!. 
t h ~ s  thing, I hit. TNST horse : ACC t h ~ s  : INSTRUM 

asslpned. The only way to rescue the SCH is to handle s~multaneous tense 
complenlents quite separately from all other clau$es, say by a separate rule 
w111ch converts gell~tive to accusative case only for the subject of a s~rnul- 
tanfous tense clause. 

rout horn spear:p~ssv : INST me GEN 

Your horse was speared by me.' 
Therefore, a condition must be attached to (42), to block that rule i f  th 

is a pronoun. 
Even with tills condition, the ge111tive deletion rule (42) st111 does not 
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(i) Gen -t 4 / [ , - V #  (blocked if the NP is the first person 
noun, and the verb is passive, otherwise oblig.); 

(ii) Case +- 4/[ ,,,,,-- X; 
(iii) Gen + ACC/NP-(A,, S1M)~ux 

3. Transformational insertion of case 
I now turn to the possibilities for assigning the Genitive Case in d 
structures. 
3.1. Firstly, observe that in all the surface clauses in 
appears on the underlying subject, the verb is inflected fo 
gories : Non-Future Tense, Future Tense, or the Admonitive. The first 
pronoun is an exception to this, occurring in the genitive in other te 
well. 
(48) (a) Cleft sentence in the non-future: 

li:n wangal ngithun thaputjikan kupayitharkun 
this boomerang my brother: GEN make : NFU: INST 

tiwarkungar 
;esterday : NFUT 

'This boomerang is the one my brother made yesterday. 
(b) Cleft sentence in the future: 

ti:n wangal ngithun thaputjikan kupayithuy pi1a:nkuy 
this boomerang my brother: GEN repair: FUT tomorrow. 
'This boomerang is the one my brother will repair tomorrow. 

'The child was struck by my brother.' 
(d) Passive in the future : 

f i:n mangala neyithuy ngithun thaputjikan 
this child hit : PASSV : FUT my brother : GEN 

'The child will be struck by my brother.' 
(e) Passive in the admonitive: 

ti:n mangala neyinjmer ngithun thaputjikan 
this child hit : PASSV : ADMON my brother : GEN 

'The child might be struck by my brother.' 

which derives from the deep subject. 
(49) (a) mangata wungithar wangalkar, ngata niwenthay nethuy 

child steal : NFUT boomerang : NFUT I him :FLIT hit : FLJT 
'If the child steals a boomerang, I'll hit him.' 

(b) mangala wungithuy wangalkur 
child steal : FUT boomerang : FUT 
'The child will steal a boomerang.' 

(c) !i:n wangal, mangala wungithur 
this boomerang, child steal : FuT 
'The boomerang, the child will steal it.' 
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of the genitive to the Passive agent in a simulmwus tense cumplJ 
such mmtmcti~ns, the agent under@$ cbnmrd in tense (the surfam 
&e naminal simultaneous tense is neutrdtsed with the future ten&$' 
(51) wasa kurlcun rplarmgm, pyj~ifkun nJx A 

r see:l~sr child :A@ b i k : ~ W :  S1M:INST d m i  

-..--..-, --- ---.I-- - " a *  

(52) Subjective Case Ind'oe Con%nti.on (revised from (50)): 
When a clause undergtm a transformational movement 

clause c m t a h  a verb Meted for a tern ~Eher than the siail 

simply a pronoun. 1 
However, the convention (52) is not statable in any normal mann 

make it work, the history of a derivation must be recorded-specifij 
record of some kind must be attached to the sentence every time a mo'\ 
rule applies, so that the convention may be triggered. i 

A similar problem was encountered with the Domination Hypotli 
was concluded that the derivational history of every NP must be r; 
under the Domination Hypothesis. In the present situation, the derivd 
simpler in that the record of transformations applied is merely calcul5 
the sentence as a whole. However, the vower of the Subjective Case In  

-- --- - -- - -  
Moreover, the Subjective Case Insertion CoWention depends &@ 

the assumption that C l h g  is w movement rule. As with the other @ 
transf~rmationd rules that were rejected or questioned above, even $ 
can he called %to daubt. at least as a movement rule. I have prom 

the deftd NP I% resents 'new information: and the rest of the sCn 
information'. ~ t h t i e  modering shih 'dd information1 to the mi 
--------- ------." C- - - - - - ,  -- - .  
There arc wntmces in which &e ctefted NP is hot at tb I&, but is q 
the right: this fact is consmt  with the stylistic reordering rub, 
clauses wiXh the clefid NF at the right occur as rkstrictive dative.@ 
extiaposed position, The cl&d NP is the head of fhe relative thud 
contains an antecedent in the main clause: I 

(53) nganikin mangafa yiltuy ngimpen netharkun mangata 
that child cry, you : GEN hit : NFI : INST child 
'The child that you hit is crying.' 

,ARDIL 
1 
-1 579 

z the h o d  of tha relative clause repmots 'old infonoah*, being a 
tion of a noun in the immediately preceding clause, it o n  appar at the 

a of its own clause. 
Since Ehq stylistic reordering rules can explain the word order in -11 ~ l e A  
tences, it seems that Clefring is not a movement rule at all 

:or the Passive, on the-other Band, there is good evidence that this rule is 
& a tramformatianal mowment rule since it create a new subj-, h 

1 ]ight,of - these - observations, any support for the Subjective Case Insertion . *  * .  

ps, providing of course that an appiopriate tense-hod categoryii 
: in she clause. 

) (b) Qthewise* ., , .  case assignment .. in Lardil conforms to the statements k 

--r----- --- pment cif one cae  category in the same envir~iimen&ijn two separate 
Urn. There is no apparent way to collapse the Cleft and Passive rules into one 

~ le .  The Cleft rule has been formulated only in an informal way, and I offer a 

xmalisation below. I assume here that Clefting is only a case-changing rule, 
nd does not involve movement of formatives. 

55) Clefting 
NP - Tense - V X - (,Det X - m*j-- "Y 
1 2 3 

4+l+GEN 2 3 6 =. 6 I coditiw: applies ody in a mot S. 
The Passive rule Was presehted Pn 1251. but in a form which dries not trike 

:56) Passivisation (revised from (25)) 

- VnPASSV-C-M - NP - X 

1 2 3 
4 

4 
2 

5 
3 l+GEN 5 
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heterogeneous nature of case assignment in Lacdil is  summaFisgd he* 

kmined by semantic relations, for exmplo, the categorqr 
, many ommnces of the Locative. 
m y  be determined by structure, specifically by domim- 

w e  is assigned by damination. 

about the n a t w  

- - - - - - 7  

interviewer was Ken Hale, who hs 6 r y  kindly lent me his notes and 
t countless hours discussing probIems in Lardil grammar with me. 

(b) Pronoun. - (tense) VnPASSVnC-M - NP - X 
1 2 3 4 1 

brvatolrs about a Iawgre like W I ,  in which case infkdoa plpyl m& 
rnnbtant f~k. 

3 2 1 S G E N  4; 
(c) NP - V^PASSV-C-M - NP - X 

1 2 3 4 
- 

(57) Passivisation ((56)a,b,c collapsed) 
NP - tense - VnPASSVnC-M - NP - X 

1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 1 5 

1+GEN 
conditions : 
If 1 dominates a pronoun, then 4 1 +GEN 

If 2 dominates any of then 4 3 l+GEN 
-----. - 

dude, thin, that Hale's Domination ~ 5 p o ~ s i s  id Case Marking 
-is (as well as any similar theory) cannot stand unmodifiad. s there 

!@ Lindsay Roughsey, Mr Dick Raudwey. and the Iate - ~ r  Mick ~hartk:  

1. The alphabet is: a a: e e: i i :  k I m n ng nh nj n p r r t th tj 2 u u:  1v y. 
The phonetic values of the consonants and vowels are indicated in an 

approximate way below. 

abstract than surface structure. 
Phonetic Values of Consonants 

I lamino- apico- apico- lamino- dorso- 
bilabial dental alveolar domal alveolar velar 

stops 
nasals 
lateral 

glides 11' I' 
- J' 
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GRAMMATICAL CATEGORIES IN AUST.RALIAN LA 

Vowels (ii) !igata nej)irhtl? tatlganwn parngaru! 
1 hit : PASSV : FUT lnan : GEN Stolle : INSTRUM : FUT 

short long 1'11 be hit with a stone by the man.' 
1 

Case inflection is partially dependent on the tense of the verb. When the 
I 

front back. verb is uninflected, or inflected for the instantiative (INST; 1-kun/) the 
:front back agent is in the Accusative (ACC: -in - -11) and the Instrument is in the 

~nstrumental (INSTRUM; /-y - -ur - -kufl. When the verb is in  the 
high i I I  i: ZI : future tense (FUT) e.g. (ii), the agent is in the Genitive (GEN; /-/can - 
mid or low e e : -ngad) and the Instrumental is in the Instrumental case with the Future 
low a a : iliflection added to it (allomorph 1-ul; for verbs it is 1-u!./), 

5. The agent and the instrument do have the same surface case in most 
ergative languages, and in the active-passive language Ngarluma. Thus 

some other transcriptions used for Lardil in published article Hale's (1970) theory may work better for those languages in the respect 
,pond te the present orthqpphy ss,fdo*,: under discussion than is true for hrdil, 

lhi nh may be writtktl a$ I,,,# respectively, 6. See note 4 and Klokeid (forthcoming). 

rJt, qi may be written as d.y, ng W @ ~ Y  7. Clefting is a rule which brings into focus any NP in the verb phrase, 
m y  be-wristen as u excluding the agent: the clefted version of (i) is (ii). I 

Jq 
i; etc. m,ay be w t i w  6 ,etc- (i) ngata yathakun i n  kaotjinin 
p, t, k etc. ,may be writtett b, d,, ek:, * ~ a i ~ e b  I spear: rNST his: ACC wallaby : acc I 

q-he ryon-~bv;b~~ abbf!ei.iati6& used in mterlinear glows 'I speared this wallaby.' 
follows: ~ c c ,  Accusative case; ADM, Adm~lli t ive mood; (2- (ii) fi:ti kaptjit; 7igitIiut1 ~ a t h a r / ~ ~ / ~  
Conjugation Marker; EUT, Future Tense; GEN, Genitive Case; i I this wallaby I : GEN spear: NFUT: INST 

Inslantiative enclitic; INSTRUM, Instrumental case;  LO^,, Locative 
I 'This is the wallaby that I speared.' 

NFUT, ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ u t u r e  tense; p ~ s s v ,  passive morpheme; SIM, Simultal See my thesis (forthcoming) for further details. 

tense. 8. In any case, I argue below that time expressions are outside the Verb 
2, F~~ reference, Hale's (1970) suggestion for a grammar of Lardil is rep Phrase and it is only conslituents of the VP that rmive the Accusative. 

dLlced here in its entirely (with actual Lardil lexical items in p l a ~ ~  9. However, it might'conceivably be argued that (14) is indeed the initial 
Hale's made-up ones used for expository simplicity). R base representation, and thal the rule of Concord, which distributes 
Ba.se Lexicon inflectional categories such as the instrumental case onto each constituent 
s + N P n V P  [+v, ;~-pTense]/titha/'sil' of the NP, yields the configuration in (13). 
v p  + ( ~ p  (AGT))'V Tense [-I-v, + N P-Tensel/lcal~gl~a/ 'speik' 10. /~r.ltyi/ exists, but it is a suppletive passive of Irji-1 'to eat'. 
AGT + Passive [+v, + N P  ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ e n s e ] / n e t h o / ' l ~ ~ '  II I I .   he underlying verb forms lpe-th-kunl and /PC-yi-ih-kun/ (24)n,b are 
N'P + N -  converted to the phonetic forms Iperhakunl and Ipeyikud, respectively, 
V + C S  Lexical Redundancy Rule : 

I by rules discussed in Klokeid (forthcoming). 
[j-v, +- NP AOT--Tense] -> 12. Simultaneous tense complements are described in Klokeid (forthcoming). I 

[+NP- 13. Root sentence is a concept developed in Edmonds (1969): 'The highest 
Passive: N P  - [",oNP - [ A G T  P a s s i v e 1 ~ c ~  -V - T S or . . . any S in turn immediately dominated by the highest S 

I 2 3 4 (Edmonds 1969 :Abstract). 

2 0 .  1 4#3 14. This possibility was first suggested in a confere~lce paper by Hale (n.d.). 
The case-marking conventloll: see (9). 15. See Klolceid (forthcoming). 
Scrambling: 'Words' are reordered optionally; VmPassivenTense 

I 
V Tense are 'words'. I I 

Rules interpreting case features: see ( 1  1). I Ucferc~aces 
3. l-his refers to  instrumental phrases in the true inst~:iimental sense, :!-$ E(l~nonds, J. 1969. Root and.rtrliciure preservit~g It~at1,sfort71atiot~.~. U1lpublis]led 

opposed to the proprietive or accompaniment sense. M.1.T. doctoral thesis. 
4,  hi^ is show" in detail in Klokeid (forthcomiog). The following ex;ll1;p'" Hale, I<. L .  [n.d.]. Case and voic8c in s o r 7 ~  A~l,s.tralia~; latigl/agr.s. Unpublished 

illustrate the key points : I papel., University of Arizona. .--- 
(i) ~ ; g a t ~  (iej~ikzln fatigall parnga!. . 1970. 'The passive and ergative in language change.' In PaciJic rn 

1' \]it: PASSV : INST man: ACC stone : INSTRUM Litlg~/i.stic studies it1 /iotiot~r of A. Cape/l, pp. 757-81. S. A. Wurm a ~ l d  D. C. 
'I was hit with a stone by the man.' Laycock (eds). Canberra : Pacific Linguistics. 

I 



72. Miriwung 

porated in the verb. 'I give the beef to my brother.' 
The cardinal pronouns do not take any markers to indicate subject or object, 
(14) yarrubu baladj yiniberrindayitl niilav 

we d.ex. see we them hit present dual 

'I saw the man.' 
(4) valu wurrmulioij njiniyarzjan ?lanaima 

she woman she was sitting here lot. emph. 
'The woman was sitting here.' 

(5) baladj lljilindayi~~ yalu g ~ ~ l e g ~ l ~ ~ l l j  l~urrn7ulul1i 
see her 1 hit pres. she big fem.  man 
'I see that big woman.' 

(6) ?lalu ~l~urrmulunj galuy cljui.ru gi:iirla~ljan 
she woman water pour she it is hitting 
q-he woman is pouring the water.' 

~~~l~ psrts of spec& in Miriwurlg can take an emphatic suffix 
always the final suffix and an occur in any case. 
(7) b a l d  namini:ndayin 4 i r ~ a  ye~'rerregtltt'u?la 

see I am hitting kangaroo emp. big (plural) emph 
'I see those big kangaroos.' 

- --- - - 



73. Warluwara and Bularnu 

- 
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There are a small number of cases where verbs made transitive in this 
take the benefactive pronoun suffix in reference to the direct object. 
(1 8) burrubu Crrmin berrrmdrawwr nulg 

they d. chase t h y  are sitting for him 
'my (dual) are chasing him.' 

The locative and instrum~ntal a s e s  which in the ndghbo~ng 
djung langum are identical to the erptive, m exp~ssed by quite 
suffixes in Miriwung. 

The locative suffix is -m. 
(19)  nawu gundarriy nuwaitgu gadjawulam 

him fish I it will put fire loc. 
'I will put the fish on the fire.' 

Three different instrumental suffixes have been observed in Miriwung: 
-deb Personal pronoun paradigm -beri - ~ u r i  SINGULAR 

(20) yanuwunda gulamberi OTHERS 

me he hit past stick with ominative gana 
'He hit me with a stick.' 

(21) lidburg wuri gad gida 
axe with cut he it hit past 
'He cut it with an axe.' 

(22) djirag gayanjbuda duwun deb 
kangaroo he it speared spear with 

Nan-singular personal pronoun stems 
FIRST FIRST 

'He killed the kangaroo with a spear.' 
There does not seem to be any restriction on the use of the suffixes -beri 
-wuri although -beri is more common. 
(23) lidburg beri yambarrag gat nuwidja 

wuru yanu 

axe with hair cut I it will hit 
'I will cut his hair with an axe.' 

The suffix -deb which also occurs as a verb particle meaning 'to hit' has ' 

found only with duwun 'spear'. duwun can take the suffix -beri as well. - 
I t  seems then that Miriwung is definitely not nominativelergative dara - bala 

nominative1 accusative. naranaN d a ~ a  

nagu dagu baiagu 
naba - - - - - 

Nominal paradigms 
Waduwm and hlarnu (spoken a 
Q~eenslkmd/Northern Territory border) 
resgect to nouns and amusathe with ~ e s *  
system for some demonstratives. Proper nou 
tern  and a i@w other wards) have an 
and the stern form owrs only in the vsca 
marker used with common nouns. 
wara. Bularmu difcers only in minor res 
the stems and affixes. 
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'If I see him I'll kill him.' 
(W12) dyirina nunda yana, galaana yinya miyi gana 

sick-PAST then I, meat-ACC that (ACC) when I 

'The smell of that meat made me sick.' 
(B3) lagana gana yuguma!~, nagami ~vadyi 

take-PAST 1 him-c~us,  get-po~ before 
'I took it before he could get it.' 

(W 3) l a l a p  The postposition wadyi occurs only after the potential form of a verb or 
elder brother-ACC I meat g ive-~~ST the causal form of a noun (in which case there is no verb in the clause). 
'I gave my brother some meat.' It appears that if thek is both a noun and a verb in the clause the noun 

(w4) w o r m p  g q a u  mrahiiniz retains its normal (in the absence of wadyi) case form as in (W13). However, 

 PAST more data on this point would be useful. 
:?my d o s d  2' (W 13) yara gandila, gamza naildaanzi wadyi 

~ 5 )  yitrrfa$u&rgu gaga warawa!agu danma!la river alongside, flood go-POT-to here before 
ymr-mG p dog-ERG bite-PAST '(My camp was) alongside the river before the flood came.' 
'You dog hit I%' Certain verb forms occur frequently in subordinate clauses; these include 

(We) gari.&ywh yiwla W* flqadana the conjunctive in Warluwara (see last section of Paper-21) and the irrealis. 
hat he my  PAST The latter normally occurs in both clauses (the terms 'main' and 'sub- 

'He took my hat.' ordinate' seem inappropriate in such a case) to form an 'if-would' type 
(W7) rnara dalva mampunuyula _dtrgarin~ala 

this man well throw-AGENT 
'This man is a good (boomerang) thrower.' 

(W8) gmyjirdya m 4 w  Baa, bullugudugzl 
W@ on-pm this-= me, heavy-ERG 
&This is tcto heavy for mk.' 'If I had eaten that meat I would have got sick.' 

tw3j y q u  v g a  guga m@fiia wa!adada Sentences containing a finite verb and a nominalised verb are frequent. 

tfee ths (;P.CC) X firewood pull-along-p~~s The commonest form of ilominalised verb is the purposive; formed by adding 

, 'I'm kauxlg this log abg.' the nominal purposive suffix to the gerund. The purposive most commonly 
I functions as the main verb of a sentence and in such cases it takes a subject 
and object exactly as does a finite verb. In a sentence with two clauses the 
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direct object of a purposive verb may (optionally, at least in Eastern dialect, after stem-final consonants, and the third after stem-fina~ 
sentence) be in the purposive case, as in (W15) and (B4) (comp consonants m the Western dialect. 
(W 15) gana nandiyi yindagulalu yurinilu galayi yiba gana Paradigms for first and second person pronouns are given in Table 1. 

I go-PURP your-ALLA C ~ ~ P - A L L A  meat-PURP you me ~ o u n d  forms are generally the same as the free forms except that the initial 
yudiyi consonant, if any, of the free form is dropped. Where this is not the case the 
give-PURP bound forms are included in the table. A dash denotes an unknown form. 

'I'm going to your cutnp so you can give me some meat.' Paradigms for third person pronouns and demonstratives are given in 
(B4) bagayi gatla !trrgu!ru.vu bularay i Table 2 and Table 3 respectively. These are tentative to some extent. 

go-PURP I honey-PURP chop-PURP Fernininelneuter f0rms in Tables 2 and 3 are not found in the Eastern 
'I'm going to cut some sugarbag.' 

Other forms of nominaliscd verbs used in subordinate clauses inclu 0 alternatives to the ergative construction in simple sentences. 
gerund, gerund plus privative, complement and sub~ect (the last only in 
Warluwara, see Paper 37). Table 1 : Personal pronoun paradigms 
(W16) gana nyinadi nyimi yana yayana wugulu SINGULAR 

I S ~ ~ - G E R  fish I see-PAST water-ALL.4 
DUAL 

First, 
'While I was sitting there I saw some fish in the water.' 

First First 
First bound Second 

(W17) yagadifiaragu . . . incl. excl. Second 

look-PRIV . . . Nominative yuninydy an imb 
'When he looked away. . .' Accusative gag an in yal yali: ibul 

(B5) duwani malayu yana yayana 
yaliny ya1i:ny ibiny 

snake k i l l -co~p I see-PAST 
yaliba ya1i:ba ibulba 

'I saw him kill a snake.' yaliy ya1i:y ibuy 
I t  appears that there are no circumstances in which the subject of 

ordinate verb is marked differently from the subject of a main verb, w 
PLURAL 

First incl. 
object is marked in a different way only in rather restricted circu First incl. bound 
and even then, unless there are some unknown condit~oning 

First excl. Second 

optionally. Nominative ysmbul abal yani: ir 
There is no division of verbs into conjugations on the basis of tr Accusative yambuliny abiny yani:ny iriny 

in Warluwara or Bularnu. Genitive yambaba - yani:mba iriba 
yambig abuy yani:y iriy 

Notes 
1. There is a single occurrence of a genitive of a genitive, ya,tayuba ' 

to mine' in the Bularnu corpus. Table 2: Third person pronoun paradigm 
2. A corresponding Warluwara form, -inda, has now (1975) been heard. Sing.masc. Sing. 

masc. bound fem./neut. Dual Plural 

, Nominative yuwu u yam b yawul yal 
Ergative yuwal u! yand (none) (none) 

74. Wagaya 
Accusative yuwiny uwiny yani yawiny yaliny 

yagguwa yawulba yaliba 
yugubariy ug ya~gubariy yawuy yaliy 

Wagaya, spokeen an the muthem and e a r n  parts d the ~ark ly    able land, Table 3: Demonstrative paradigm 
Northern Territory, is ergative for nouns and accusative for pronouns except that that 
that it b a three-way system for the third perm singular pronouns. On (fem./neut.) (masc.) (fem./neut.) 
nouns nominative is unmarked, accusative is normally unmarked but some- 
times marked by what is probably best interpreted as a bound third person Nominative imu imi bulu bi: 
d~pular praoun, uw&y a o mtive is marked as dmxibed in PLpr  40, and bulal 
datiye is markd by the s& l iy - ,rig iy, the fim d l ~ m ~ ~ h  rfter stem- bulub bi:b 

bi:g 

final e and 5 the smnd after stem-final u (which is  deleted) and, in the bulariy biriy 

. . - .  
b- 
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case marking. In a few cases the case marker has been omitted from the 

(12) dyirawapdayiyan yunipdayad 
(E) spear-PURP-1 sleep-NOM-ALLA 

'1'11 spear him while he's asleep.' 
(13) (both dialects) iyandiyan gayawul, daramipdayad 

see-PRES-1 chjld-p~u, play-NOM-ALLA 
'I'm watching the kids playing.' 

(14) ~t'ayibalaran iyanydyi gilyalid nangarayad 
white man-I see-IMPERF meat-ALLA cut-NOM-ALLA 
'I've been watching the white fellow cutting up a bullock.' 

(15)  iyaniyan mi:bad badayi 
see-PAST-1 hole-ALLA dig-NOM 
'I saw him digging a hole.' 

A common construction in Wagaya involves the relatinglsubordinating 
particle il- which is prefixed to a clause or phrase. It  is not a free form, but 
always occurs combined with a bound pronoun, demonstrative, combinat- 
tion of two pronouns or pronoun and demonstrative, or dual formative (and 
possibly also plural formative). This compound form may form the first word 
of a clause or phrased or may stand alone outside the main clause of the 
sentence. It seems, in some cases, to be used to relate to the main clause some 
item that was inadvertently omitted from it or was an afterthought; in effect, 
if not always in intention, it topicalises such items. See examples (20) to (25), 
especially (20), (22) and (25). 
(16) gangaliya iyandiy, ilu bangadiy gu:ridy 
( E )  policeman see-PREs, REL-he go-PRES to here 

'(I) can see the policeman coming.' 
This could also be expressed by means of a nominalised verb, as in example 

that-CAUS 
'I fed the man you took the tucker from.' 

(20) manywan yuninydy, ilindiy 

F 
L --= -- = - - 

1 , 'I had a dream; it was about 
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(2 1) ilalagad, gundidanbadiy The personal pronoun/demonstrative paradigm is tabulated below,. 

DATIVE/ 
NOMINATIVE ERGATIVE ACCUSATIVE GENITIVE 

Yalu gana gakani 
yundru yina yiggani 
gulu y iga nuggani 
nandra gaga gaggani 
u l i y i  yigayi gugganiyi 
nandrayi nanayi gagganiyi 

sing masc 'there' gutyaru nuluru yinytyaru nuggatyaru 
sing fem 'there' gatyaru gandraru nanytyaru naggatyaru 

galuga valu?lga 
galica galigga 
Y ~4 yulgani 
p u b  pulgani 
puliyi pulganiyi 
pujuru pulgatyaru 

ganuga Yanugga 
(26) iganiyanin ganiya ganigga 

see-~ASl-I-yo~(Ac~) yunu yungani 
(27) iganiyanin wayad in jana Jangani 

Jagayi Janganiyi 
(28)  iganiyanin ilimb waya maniy inda jagaru langatyaru 

dog your 
Classification of Wagaya verbs into conjugations is based on The following sent'ences briefly illustrate the use of nominative, operative 

logical form of the stem and is not related to transitivity. 'or ergative, and accusative forms. 
(I)  lawala ganyi kayirrigari 

go-PRES 1 creek-DAT 
'I'm going to the creek.' 

(2) muruwa nutyaru yigkila 
child he-there cry-PRES 
'The baby is crying.' 

( 3 )  muruwa galu yirrana 
child I-ERG wash-PAST 
'I washed the baby.' 

YahdruwandboL is a member of the Karnic group of (4) muruwali gaga dranyina madrali 
rehtisaship with the other langw@ of this area has child-OP me hit-PAST stone-OP 
Bwn',', It was spoken abuut hnmhch, on Coopers 'The child hit me with a stone.' 
Strzelwki Creek, in the h r  north-east. d Wuth AUS An alternative to the ergative construction is the use of a reflexive sentence, 
d @ M  ia this pap& i 

Ymidmwandha is 
'I'm going to have a feed of meat.' 

(6)  kali gaju jayiga 
I Ineat I-ERG eat-FUT 

'I'm going to eat the/some meat.' 
are both acceptable sentences, if not entirely synonymous. yindri is used as a 

75. Yandruwandha 
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verb stem formative with the meaning 'to do (something) for oneself' a (1 7) kayiri nunu tikawarrana gu,tu wavva~ikiniyura 
incorporation in the verb, either with this function or as the refl now he return-arrive-PAST brother s e e - r e t u r n - c ~ ~ - ~ s ~  
reciprocal marker, has the effect of making the verb intransitive as far 'He's just come home from visiting his brother.' 
subject is concerned, it may still have an overt object however, as in Another method of marking subordination is by means of the complement 
(7) maya gunu mulpayindrina marker layi, added to the verb stem. 

finger he-ERG chop-REFL-PAST (1 8) irvaliwalimana gatu puluru tirriiayi 
'He chopped off his own finger.' stop-PAST I-ERG them-DU-there ? i g h t - c o ~ ~  

In such a case the object is probably restricted to words denoting a 'I stopped them two from fighting.' 
the subject. Where yindri has its secondary meaning 'do for oneself' howevq (1 9) pandili yulu gaga majana, kati  tvalya yiya yunyilayi 
this is not so. dog-OP he-ERG me bite-PAST, meat not him give-COMP 
(8) kati palari pandripan&iyindrinaya 

1, 
'The dog bit me because I didn't feed it.' 

meat own kill-kill-self-PRES (20) ga,tu kilkagukara patyinalayinyari yunu, 
'(We) kill all our own meat.' I-ERG know-PAST good-become-co~p-like he, 

(9) yutigi ganyi mamayindrina 1vi11dra munydyanaldrayu 
brother-DAT I steal-self-PAST spear sick-become-again-then 
'I took my brother's spear.' 'I thought he was getting better but he got sick again.' 

(10) kayirriyi paydiwaka kalukaiu mandriyindrila In some cases neither clause of a two-clause sentence is marked as sub- 
creek-LOC down-EMPH fish get-self-PRES ordinate. 
'(He's) down at the creek fishing.' (21) w~alki~ikapagdi mayi, wa!kayiIa yini 

(1 I) karruwalili tanayi pampu pa&kala kulinigari tayiyindriga climb-return-down IMPER, fall-POT-EMPH YOU 

boy-OP they-here egg get-PRES cook-GER-DAT eat-self-FUT 'Climb down, because you might fall off.' 
yani It  will be noted that marking of subject and object of a subordinate clause, 
we (PLU, EXCL) where they are expressed, is always as in a simple sentence. 

'The boys are bringing some eggs and we're going to cook them aim eal There is no evidence in Yandruwandha of any passive marker, nor is there 
them.' any grouping of verbs into conjugations. 

The verb wagti 'to look for' always has the suffix yindri. 

3 1  No'.. (12) muruwa yini wan~iyindrila, yuniyi ninaia yaliggayi 
child you look for-~elf-PR~S, he-here sit-PRES we (DU, EXCL)-LOC I '  1. The Yandruwandha phoneme inventory appears to include a full set (6) 
'You're looking for the boy; he's sitting here with us.' of both voiced and voiceless stops (although the opposition may be sig- 

Another suffix which adds the meaning 'to do for oneself' to a verb is lay, nificant only in certain environments) and also pre-stopped laterals and 
(also, as a free morpheme, the verb 'to eat') but this does not affect thr two pre-stopped trills, written dr and &. There are three rhotic phonemes: 
transitive nature of the verb (see the article on Yandruwandha, Pape an alveolar trill, written rr;  an alveolar flap r ;  and a retroflex glide y. 

Subordinate clauses most commonly involve nominalisation of t 2. J. G. Breen, 197 1, 'The Aboriginal languages of Western Queensland', 
which may then take certain nominal inflections, most commonly the dati Linguistic Communications 5 :  1-88, especially pp. 20-24, 29-30. 
allative gari and the ablative guru. The nominaliser is the gerund forma 3. Wangkumara is unusual in this group in that it has a three-way system for 
ini, the-final vowel of the verb stem being deleted. all pronouns, and Pitta-Pitta (Bidha-Bidha) and Wangga-Yudjuru are 
(13) yayayana yalu paldrinigura yina yini unusual in that they have the three-way system for all nominals except in 

hear-PAST I-ERG die-GER-ABL EMPH YOU the 'future' forms, where the distinction between nominative and operative 
'I heard you had died.' is lost. For a description of the last two languages see B. J. Blake and J. G. 

(14) yaju pangarri yinbana man.dritikiniyari pufu gakani Breen, 1971, 'The Pitta-Pitta Dialects', Linguistic Communications 4: 
I-ERG girl send-PAST get-return-~ER-DAT goods my in particular pp. 74-92. 
'I sent a girl (to the shop) to get my things.' 

(1 5) yatu y i p  yanana ginapagfinigari 
I-ERG him tell-PAST sit down -GER-DAT 
'I told him to sit down.' 

(16) tawawarraganatyi walya yini gatyara gakaniyari, katila 
go-arrive-PAST-EMPH not you camp my-ALLA meat-EMPH 

walya yaju yina yunyiniyari 
not I-ERG YOU-ACC give-GER-DAT 

'If you had come to my camp I would have given you some meat.' 



76. Arabana-Wangganguru a d  Baganfii' 
I 

This note presents data on i as transitive/causative stem-final vowel in verb 
from Arabana-Wangganguru [War~gaquiu] (originally spoken in th 
Simpson Desert region of South Australia) and from Bagandji [Bgnandji 
(spoken in the Darling River basin, New South Wales). 

Arabana-Wangganguru 
In  Arabana-Wanggangltru the stem of verbs cnds in -n 01. -i. 
,-a may be intransitive or transitive: yuga- 'to go', hi& -'to h 
in  -i arc usually transitive, though 11.1ere are Inany exccptio 
i&i- 'to lie round', 'to exist', !la/-;- 'to fly'. Intransitive verbs ending in  -a m 
be t u r ~ ~ e d  into tra~~sitive/causativc vcrbs by the subslitution of -i 01 .  -a as i 

yuga- 'to go' yugi- 'to move (a sick person)', 'to drive a car' 
gudna- 'to lie', 'to sleep' gudni- 'to put down' 
dagga- 'to sit' daygi- 'to lay (eggs)', 'to give birth' 

R ! 
ganda- 'to fall (of rain)' gandi- 'to make rain' 
darga- 'to stand' dargi- 'to raise up' 
diga- 'to return' digi- 'to take back' 

More rarely transitive verbs in -a may be turned into causative verbs in -i. 
galba- 'to gather' galbi- 'to bring about an increase (by ritual 

means)' 

Bagandji 4 
In  Bagarlndji the sititation is  similar to Arabatla-Wa~~ggangt~rti. Both tran- 
sitivc and  intransitive verbs may end in any of thc lllree vowels -a, -i, -it. But 
there are a number of intransitive vcrbs ending in -u wllicli correspond to 
tra~~sitive/causative verb stems ending in -i, for example: 

ibu- 'lo lic down' ibi- 'to put down' 
'vo~~r iu-  'Lo burn' ( in~r)  ~iwt~cl i- 'to burn' (tr) 
;bum- 'to fail out' (teeth) birri- 'to pull out' 
!yabu- 'to lock up' ~lubi-  'to cause so~neone else to be locked LIP', 

'lo dob someone in' 

'This evidence, conlbi~~ed with lIie slightly more col~~plex situation in Dieri 
'(causative stcm-for~ning afixes -ibana and -itlgat;a) shows ihat the usc of 
;stem-final -i as a transilivelcausative marker was well est;tblished over a 

77. 'Ergative/Accusativei Typologies in Morphology 
and Syntax 

Jeffrey Heath 

1, ~Iorpllology 
 TI^^ ,)!it;ictic typology dcvelopcd by Dixon which classts I:~nguagcs as 
G,;nlac~~cally 'crg:ltive' or 'accus:~tivc' is obviously mo<lelled on the well- 
+,, - 
knowr~ t)rpcjlog): of' cahc syslerns us ergativc, accusative. snrl other types. 
BefL>l'u rliscussinp Dison's ty[?ol~gy, 1 woilld like to makc  some rcmttrks 
&out the morphological typology, since I feel that even this has been mis- 
understood by most linguists. 

In defining morphological ergativity and accusativity, most linguists have 
taken for granted the opposition between the two major transitive categories, 
TS (transitive subject) and TO (transitive object). This leaves IS (intransitive 
subject) as the pivotal category. If IS is combined with TS into one case, we 
have the accusative system-so called because the marked case is the accusative 
TO category. If IS is combined with TO we get the ergative type, with TS in 
the marked ergative case. In both types the unmarked category is called 
nominative; this covers IS and TS in the accusative type and IS and TO in the 
ergative one. 

Tn mv view, this explanation of ergativity and accusativity is both over- &-- .-- , --  
simplified and misleading, precisely because the emphasis is-on IS. In fact, 
the treatment of IS is invariable and hence predictable; in both accusative 
and ergative types it is-put in the unmarked nominative case. The question 
really is this: which (if any) of the transitive categories is to join IS in the 
unmarked case? In other words, which of TS and TO is to be taken as the 
unmarked member of the TS-TO pair? In accusative languages, TS is the 
unmarked transitive category; in ergative languages it is TO. 

It is true that the fieldworker analysing a particular language must work 
from a different direction. In his attempt to discover what kind of case system 
the language has, he uses the following algorithmic recipe: 

step 1-discover the form of the IS category; 
step 2-discover the forms of the TS and TO categories; 
step 3-compare IS with TS, and compare IS with TO; 
step 4-if IS matches TS we have the accusative system, whereas if IS 

matches TO we have the ergative system. 
In this discovery procedure, then, the role of IS is crucial. The only way 

we can reliably ascertain which of the two transitive categories is relatively 
unmarked is to compare them one by one with IS, which we know in advance 
is in the least marked case. 

Unfortunately, linguists have hopelessly confused this discovery procedure 
with the theoretical analysis of the systems in question. If I am right, the 
fundamental difference between ergative and accusative language lies in their 
trc;~tmcnl ol'1'S :tnd -1'0 with ~ L ' S P ~ C I  to c;t~Ii o t l i~ r .  'T'IIL' 1 1 \ ~ 0  poshibI~\ >LII .~; IL 'C 

rqu:~tirons. IS - -  TS nncl IS 1'0, are trivial nnd autclm:t~ic conscqutnccs of 
[lit dccisio~i ~vl~icli is 111;td~' 1.~gi11.di119 L I I C  ~ ' ~ l i l t i ~ ~  III;LI.~CC~I~C'SS of'1'S illid TO. 
I t  i.; only heci~use silcli sut.f:~ct cqu;~ticlrls itre litngiblc. wliile i111~le1.1yitig 
dynamics arc not. ( h u t  our cliscuvrry pr-occdures must b t  bi15cd on the 

. . . . . . . 

:largc part of eastern ~en t rn l '  Austl-alia. 
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' 9 Fillmorean system 

intransitive 

marked 
A: creation of IS category. 
B: TS unmarked, TO marked. 
C: TS and TO both marked. 
D: TS marked, TO unmarked. 
E: (in all systems) IS unmarked. 

No process as such is necessary to link the Fillmorean system with the 
multiple-intransitive one, since the two are fundamentally identical. 

I would emphasise that the doubly-marked system is intermediate between 

3 
I 
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the ergative and accusative systems. In t+ ergative. S Y S * ~  the pendulum I deepest level prior to any transformational operations, were already ergative 
swiw one #a (SO to speak], in the accusahve~ystem lt swi?# other way in structure, with IS and TO in equivalent positions distinguishable from that 
but i. b~&~-mmked system it is in the d l @ .  I my tthu s- I t& of 7s. The ergative behaviour of Dyirbal clauses in the topic-chain trans- 
formation of subtypes of the sing1eintransitive system 9 essenhauy a conflict formations was regarded as a consequence of this underlying ergativity. This 
h m n  T$ and TO for morpholugicsl primacy, andbin the doubly-marked is an important point: ergative base forms come first, and ergative syntactic 
type the two are in equilibrium. A concrete man!f&:lon of the lngllhediak behaviour is a result of them. 
stam of the doubly-marked type is the fact that ID sph: systems such as those Unfortunately, the trend of TG has been away from this way of 
investigated by Silverstein, the doubly-marked type !s always lower in the conceptualising the formation of underlying structures. It is now clear that 
hierarchid order than the acceati've system, but h&er than the &rgative deeper, inore semantic, underlying representations are necessary, roughly 
system (for example, Rithmgu, Dyirbal). the lines indicated by Fillmore and others (we do not have to accept 

the details and paraphernalia of Fillmore's theory to profit from its funda- 
a. -tax mental concepts). For example, no PS rules like those shown above can 
Mxon's srgativdaccusative syntactic  typology w&s largely formulated account for the multiple-intransitive, semantically-based case system of 
the contat of 'classiml* transformational grammar, the version of Choctaw mentioned earlier. So we have to start from deep structures where 
theory which ww dominant in the sixties but has now lost semantically-heterogeneous surface categories like nominative are missing, 
adherents to one form or another of gnerative semantics. Th and where instead we have more concrete and specific case categories like 
distinguishing feature of classical TG was its generation of ~gentive and Patientive (even these may need to be broken up). To arrive at 
structures by mans of PS rules, of which the first two for Engli the surface morphological system, it is necessary to envisage several map- 
following (given in simplified form): ~ i n g  processes, including straight mergers, context-sensitive hierarchical rules 

PS-1 S + N P V P  (for example, 'the highest-ranking NP becomes nominative'), etc., linking 
PS-2 VP + (NP) V the deepest case system to the surface system. In a few languages we can see 

clear traces of intermediate stages in this development; in Choctaw, for 
An intransitive clause resulted if the optional NP in PS-2 was omitted; if it example, we have the semantically-based agentive/patientive/dative system 

was present we got a transitive structure. On the basis of these rules, it was with pronominal affixes in verbs, but also a binary subject/oblique system 
possible to define a 'subject' category as the case of the NP introduced in I for independent substantives and it is clear that the latter is derivable froin 
PS-1, or in terms of tree diagrams as an N P  not dominated by a VP node; In the former by a simp1e:hierarchical rule. 
other words, the accusative case system (with IS = TS) could be regarded as In this light it begins to appear as though there is no underlying ergativity 
a natural derivative of the PS rules. or accusativity; rather, there are differences in the way the more or less 

It  was also possible to see how an ergative system could be generated by fhis universal semantic cases are amalgamated into surface categories. This 
kind of rules. One way of doing this was to take the NP in PS-1 as representing removes some of the attractiveness from a typology which asserts that all 
the IS or TO, and the optional NP in PS-2 as the TS. Alternatively, we could languages are either ergative or accusative at a deep level. 
rewrite the rules altogether as PS-1' and PS-2': One consequence of this is that it is no longer possible to maintain that 

PS-1' S -t (NP) VP ergative syntactic behaviour is an automatic consequence of pre-existing 

PS-2' VP + NP V structural characteristics. Instead, we now have deep structures which are 
neither ergative nor accusative. The definition of syntactic ergativity must 

Apin the optional NP, this time in PS-1: is the TS arid the oblfgatoty now be in terms of syntactic behaviour-the way transformations operate, 
here in PS-2', is the IS or TO. I 

not the form of the inputs supplied to them by PS rules. Dyirbal is syntactic- 
b the context of this theory, it s e e m d  that eve I ally ergative to the extent that topic-chain rules work on an ergative basis; 

the deepest level, either ergative (1s = M) or English is syntactically accusative to the extent that its transformations 
these #ere the only systems which GO operate on accusative principles. 
FS ruk. Not much was made of this The next problem is deciding what kinds of syntactic evidence we are pre- 
matter4  knew any erpfive languap. H pared to admit in trying to decide how a given language should be categorised. 
DyirbaI led him to conc1ude that this was Unfortunately, there are many kinds of evidence which can be thought of, and 
ergativc organisation, as opposed to the m in some languages certain syntactic phenomena suggest ergativity while others 
a a u & ~  dee structures. Dhon found % suggest accusativity. The diversity of evidence adduced in the papers con- 
p r h d y  in t e workings of the rules tributed to this section of the conference confirms this point with painful 
we& triggered and blocked by netw clarity. 
mreferetiality amon% major NPs in j Blake, in precirculated materials, attempted to define more precisely the 

It is clear from d n g  Dixtm's grammar (1972) that h criteria for determining syntactic ergativity and accusativity, so that the 
as ergative to the core. That is, he believed that Dyirbal Information collected on various Aboriginal languages would be directly 
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comparable. This was a welcome step (and would have beenernore welcolne 
had contributors paid more attention to it). What 1 now W I S ~  to do js to 
formulate more precisely the kinds of phenomena which I, along with Blake, 
consider most useful in this connectiol~. I? doing SO, however, I will suggest 
that the binary ergativelaccusative syntactic dichotomy is to0 O~rs impl i f j~d  
and rigid to account for even the rather limited syntactic phenomena at hand. 

Suppose we have a transformation applying to a two-clause configuration 
like thk following: 

S, : NP, NP, NP, Verb 
I 
I 

s;: N P ~  NP; N P ~  Verb 
Suppose further that the transformation involves a choice between two pas- 
sible structural changes P and Q (at most one of which is null), and that the 
choice depends on whether one particular cross-clause NP-pair is coreferential 
or not. For example, if NP,/NP, is the triggering NP-pair, then P operates 
if NP2 = NP6 and Q operates otherwise. None of the other NP-pairs 

1 
(NP1/NP4, NP2/NP,, etc.) has an bearing on the choice between P and Q. I Given such a rule, or an exten ed and more elaborate version of it as in 
Dyirbal (where more than one NP-pair can be relevant and where there are 
more than two possible operations), we have a basis for a syntactic typology 
so long as S, and S2 are allowed to take a representative set of forms. For 
example, if any kind of clause can function as S, (which need not have exactly I 
three NPs), there must be some general rule or convention determining which I 

NP will act as the triggering NP (NP,). Suppose, for example, that the rule 
is as follows: the triggering NP in S, is the IS of an intransitive clause and the 
TS of a transitive clause. This could be taken as evidence of syntactic I 
accusativity. On the other hand, if the triggering NP were defined as the IS 
or TO, we would have evidence of syntactic ergativity. 

There are some problems, however. One is that our transformation operates 
on two clauses at once, S1 and S,. In many instances the rule for finding the 
triggering NP in S, is not the same as the rule for finding the other triggering 
NP in S,. Suppose the rule for S, is accusative and the rule for S, is ergative? 

Examination of the precirculated Blake materials shows that he is interested 
only in the rule for S,, the subordinated or dependent clause, and makes no 
reference to the rule for the main clause S,. This choice is entirely arbitrary, 
and I fail to see any reason why S, is less worthy of attention than S,. If we 
are to eventually acquire some understanding of the functional principles 
behind the selection of particular triggering NPs as opposed to others, we 
must realise that the selection conventions are really choosing a pair of NPs. 
It is my belief that there are univers,al functional principles at work in forming 
each language's rules for selecting the two triggering NPs, and that these 
principles can be discovered and appreciated only by looking at pairs of 
triggering NPs, rather than at individual NPs. 

The second problem is that the lariguage may have more than one trans- 
formation of this kind, appIying to different kinds of constructions, and that 
the selection conventions will differ from one to another. English is such a 
language, since there is an Equi-NP Deletion mle applying to complement- 
clause constructions, and a similar deletion rule applicable to gerundla1 
clauses. The rule for determining the triggering NP in the main clausq.bl 
differs from the first rule to the seconcl. Furthermore, it is possible to consrder 
Relative-Clause Formation as another example of the rule type we are deal- 

ing with, and in this transformation the rule for choosing the triggering NP 
in both S, and S2 differs from the corresponding rules for deletion. 

Therefore, in order to provide a meaningful typological summary of how 
triggering NPs are chosen in a given language, the typology must be compli- 
cated. It must cover the choice of triggering NP in both the main and 
dependent clauses, and it must recognise that different transformations can 
choose triggering NPs differently. 

On the assumption that we are able to typologise a number of languages on 
these criteria, we still have the question of how the languages should be com- 
pared to each other. Suppose language X has a transformation of the type 
we are interested in, applying to complement-clause constructions, and that in 
language Y the only relevant transformation applies to relative constructions. 
We are likely to find that the rules choosing triggering NPs in X's transform- 
ation are quite different from those in Y's. On the basis of this evidence, are 
we really justified in saying that X and Y are fundamentally distinct linguistic 
types? I would answer no, since the transformations in question apply to 
different construction types (complement-clause constructions in X, relatives 
in Y), and are therefore not directly comparable. 

In surveying five or six languages that I have some knowledge of (English, 
Choctaw, Basque, Arabic, Dyirbal, Nunggubuyu, Turkish), I find that if we 
restrict our attention to one construction type at a time we find considerable 
uniformity among languages. In those languages with a well-defined adjoined 
or gerundial construction subject to a transformation of the type described 
above (English, Choctaw, Basque, Turkish, Dyirbal), we find that the trig- 
gct.ing NPs arc cIiosc11 i n  tlie S;IIIIC \v3y ( I S  (11- TS in  both CIBLIS~S). except that 
Dyirbi~l gives r~ouglily rqi~nl priority to TS ancl TO in transiti\v clauscs. Those 
languages with u u;ell-dcfinccl complcmcnr-clnuse construction type tiistinct 
fi-on1 ac!junclinns ( English, Bnbq lie. Turkish, possibly Nunggubt~yu) choose 
t~.i;;gcring NPs i n  hasically the siime way in  ;lie relevant trunsformations 
apl>lic:tble to thcsc strilctirres (triggering N P  in S2 is IS or TS, triggcl-in: NP 
in S ,  is cliosen by a more complcs rule scnsitivc to hpecific clioicos o f  m;~i~i- 
cl:~usr. verb and o ~ I ~ L ' I *  I':~ctors). I 'ilii~lly, tlioir Ii~ngitagcs \$'hiuh 11:ivu such 
transformations applying to relative constructions formally distinct from 
adjunctions (English, Basque, Dyirbal, Turkish) show similar selection rules 
(triggering NP in main clause S, is the head noun, triggering NP in dependent 
clil~tse S 2  i:, ~\~hiclieve~ NP  i . ~  cn~.r.fcrcntial to the head). 

In  other words, i~ twgins to look iis tlinugli the ~*i~lcr selecting triggering 
NfJh :II-c Inrycly pr~diclablc on [he basis of tlic construction types to wliicfi 
t l ~  t~~a~isfo~.~iiatic~ils i n  question apply. 'l'lic p~,incipal point on \vhich I:inguapcs 
call di1tl.r. and tliereforc the most suitablc bnsis for. a menningf'i~l typology. is 
simply the range of syntactic constructions to which transformations of the 
type ivc arc inlcrested in arc ilpplicable. 

Ikfbrc we urln ofl'cr generalisations will1 any c c r ~ a i n ~ ~ ,  i t  is ncccss:lrqt to 
ol)lnin skctclics of' :is rn;lnjr Iangungcs ;IS possihlc describing ho\v ~riggcring 
N 1 4  arc chosen. In  such ty1-rolo~ic~tl skctches the f(>llon-in~ infor~nntion is 
~.~cluireti: ( a )  what are the fo~.mally distinct construction types iiiTcctetl l?y the 
Ir.;~nsli~~~m:tljonz in rlucslion? (Note ~ h : ~ r  SLICI I  C O I ~ C ~ ~ > I S  ;IS 're1;ltjvc C~:ILIS~" 
~ n ; ~ y  mean clifkrunt things in din-crcn~ longu;tges. :11ld miiy be inapplicahlc to 
so~nc.): ( h )  Ibr each distincl t~.ansfo~.~iiaticln. lie\\! are thc triggering Nl's in 
both clauses chosen? 
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Some terminology which may prove useful : f i e  most important strict complex ID rule is Topic-Chain Formation (in 
Triggering NP: as defined above. which I include the pay-Transformation, the gum-Transformation, and so 
Sfrict complex ID rule: the type of transformation we have been discussing forth). Given a string of n clauses, the rule applies n-I times on one sequence 

s ~ ~ h  that the choice of transformatiom1 operation (P, Q, etc.) is rigorously oftwo clauses at a time, There is an initial S,/S, cycle, a second S,/S, cycle, 
determined by the coreferentiality or noncoreferenbahty of particular etc, The controlling clause is the first on a given cycle, and the dependent 
cross-clause WP-pairs. 'ID rule' beatuse triggered by referentla] identities, use is the second. Thus S, is the dependent clause on the first cycle and the 
'complex' because involving two-clause constructions, 'stnct' because the clause on the second. 
triggering NPs are chosen in a rigorous fashion (unlike English Anaphoric On any given cycle, controller- and pivot-selection is by a single two-ended 
Pronomindisation, for example, where the antecedent can be any of scanning selection rule which attempts to find a coreferential cross-clause 
several NPs). ~ p - p i r .  There are two constraints: (a) the controller and pivot must both be 

Controlling clause: the main clause in a strict complex ID rule, S, in the major NPs (IS, TS, TO); (b) if there are two appropriate coreferential pairs, 
schema shown earlier. the one involving the TO as controller is selected. 

Dependent clause: the other clause (S,) in such a rule. 
Controller: the triggering NP in the controlling clause. 
Pivot: the triggering NP in the dependent clause. 
Controller- and pivot-selection rules (or, selection rules) : the rules or conven 

controller, and which NP 
Independent selection rules: 

on the basis of the internal 

pivot; a 

and pivot. 
The three types of selection rules can be combined in the following ways,fdr 

a given strict complex I D  rule: (a) both controller- and pivot-selection are 
independent, so that the controller and pivot are chosen separately and only 
then compared to see if they are coreferential (example: English Equi-NP 
Deletion); (b) the controller is chosen by an independent rule, but the pivot 
is chosen by a one-ended scanning rule testing various dependent-clause NPs 
for coreferentiality to the already-selected controller (example: Enghsh 
Relative-Clause Formation, where the dependent clause is scanned for an NP 
coreferential to the head noun, which acts as controller); (c) the pivot  is 
selected by an independent rule, but the controller is chosen by a one-ended 
scanning rule (I know of no examples, and this combination may be impossible 
in practice); (d) both controller and pivot are chosen by a single two-ended 
scanning rule (example: Dyirbal Topic-Chain Formation, which scans ' th 
clauses, examining NP-pairs like TS,/TS, and so forth for coreferentis .!I. 

3. Dyirbal 
Since I hope to give a fairly detailed exposition of Dyirbal to,,,-chain 
phenomena elsewhere, I will merely outline my approach to the problem here. 
I will assume that readers are familiar enough with Dixon's grammar (1972) 

..-- 
Condition (by is operative only when both clauses are transitive. If 

TS, 7 TS, + , and TO, = TO, + ,, the latter is the controller-pivot pair 
~t ~ncludes TO,. If TS, = TO,,, and TO, = TS,, ,, the controller- 

pivot pair is the latter for the same reason. 
We will attach the labels [+controller] and [+pivot] to the two NPs 

selected. If there are no such NPs (that is, if there are no coreferential cross- 
, &use pairs of major NPs), then the transformation is inapplicable. 

The actual transformational operations can be stated in three parts as 
follows: (a) if the controlling clause S, is transitive and TS, is marked 
[+controller], then S,, is optionally antipassivised, except that it cannot be 
antipassivised if TO, has been marked [+pivot] on the preceding cycle; 
(b) if the dependent clause S,+, is transitive and TS,, , is marked [+pivot] 
then S,,, is obligatorily antipassivised; (c) if at this stage S, is still in un- 
antipassivised form but has TS, marked [+controller], then the suffix -guru 
is added to the verb o l  S, + , . 

I I will attempt to justify this formalisation; for the present readers who do 
not wish to verify its validity by testing it on Dixon's data will have to take 
my word that it works. 

I In Relative-Clause Formation, the controller is the head noun (regardless 
of its grammatical function in its own clause) and the pivot is whichever 
major NP (IS, TS, TO) in the dependent clause is coreferential to it. The 
transformation works as follows: (a) if the dependent clause is transitive with 
its TS marked [+controller], then this clause is obligatorily antipassivised; 
(b) a relativising affix is added to the verb of the dependent clause; (c) a case 
ending agreeing with that of the head noun is added to the relativised verb. 

Now, how do we typologise Dyirbal on the basis of this information? If 
we use the ergative/accusative syntactic typology, it seems to me that Dyirbal 
is by no means clearly ergative. There is not one single instance in any of the 
selection rules or transformations mentioned above where IS and TO are 
specifically associated to the exclusion of TS. The only points where IS is 
mentioned at all are in the conditions that controllers (except in relatives) and 
pivots must all be major NPs, but this includes TS as well. 

Supporters of the claim that Dyirbal is significantly different from English 
typologically would do well to focus, not on doubtful surface equations like 
IS = TO involving IS, but rather on the relationship between TS and TO 
in transitive clauses. The ~ o i n t  is basicallv the same as that made earlier in 

to be able to follow the highly-condensed agalysis which I wzl provide here. connection with morpho~ogical typologi<ation. Given that controllers and 
I 
I 
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h w  where it is coreferential to a 

form of the selection rules that English and Dyirbal will differ to some ext 
in choices of controller and pivot in particular utterances. 

A typological summary of the Dyirbal phenomena: (a) Dyirbal has twu 
strict complex ID  rules, Topic-Chain Formation and Relative-Clause 
Formation; (b) in Topic-Chain Formation the controller and pivot are chosen 
by a two-ended scanning process restricted to major NPs (IS, TS, TO); 
(c) TO is granted apparent priority over TS in controller-selection when both 
are coreferential to dependent-clause major NPs, but this is counterbalanced 
by the removal of some potential TO controllers by restructurings on pre- 
ceding cycles; (d) in Relative-Clause Formation the controller is the head 
NP, and the pivot is a major NP in the dependent clause determined by a 
one-ended scanning process. 'I a 
4. Nunggubuyu 
The Nunggubuyu language of eastern Arnhem Land is extremely weak in 
strict complex ID  rules. Whereas Dyirbal syntax and discourse structure are 
dominated by these rules, in Nunggubuyu it is difficult to find a single such 

rule;. However, it appears that there is such a rule applying in the 'to want' 
construction with sentential complement. 

The verb -7aiibanda- 'to want' can be used as a simple transitive with 
nominal object: 

ya- yazbandi: ana- Zagu 
lSg/III.l want (Pres) 111.1 honey 
'I want some honey.' 

The pronominal prefix ya indicates that the subject is 1Sg and the object is 
1 third person nonhuman noun in class 111.1. The independent noun ana-lagu 
s optional. 

When a sentential object is substituted for 'honey', it show up as a 
formally complete clause with its verb in the Potential form (the Potential 
subsumes future, imperative, and other senses). In the Nunggubuyu equiv- 
alents of 'I want him to go' and 'He wants ro go', the complement clause is 
formally indistinguishable from a simple sentence meaning 'He will go'. In 
other words, there is no transforma.tiona1 restructuring of a clause sub- 
ordinated to 'to want'-no Equi-NP Deletion (what might appear to be 
Equi-NP Deletion is really the equivalent of English Pronominalisation, 
since when an independent NP is deleted there remains a pronominal element 
in the verb cross-referencing it), no Infinitive-Formation, no Subjunctive- 
Formation or the like. 

Instead, fhe Nusggubuyu strict complex ID  rule, Copy-Raising, affects 
the surface form of the controlling (main) clause. -gafibanda- is a transitive 
verb, requiring a transitive pronominal prefix marking pronominal category 
of both subject and object. The subject is, of course, the 'wanter'. When the 
complement is sentengal, however, it is not clear what the surface object of 
'to want' should be. It could either be a neuter third penon object-marker 
referring to the dependent clause as a whole, or it could be a raised pro- 
nominal copy of one of the NPs in the dependent clause. & it turns out, 
Nunggubuyu shows both kinds of surface objects. 

When the dependent clause is transitive, the surface object of -gafibanda- is a 
pronominal copy of the dependentclause TS, provided this TS is not co- 
referential to the cont~olling-clause TS (the 'wanter'). If the two TSs are 
coreferentid, then the TO of the dependent clause is copy-raised and becomes 
the surface object of -paCIbmda-. 

Consider these two underlying representations, differing only in the 
referential relationship between the two TSs : 

He, wants [hej will kill her] 
He, wants [he, will kill her]. 

In the first example, the two TSs are noncoreferential, so the TS of the 
dependent clause is copy-raised, and the surface structure is this: He wants 
him, he will kill her. On the other hand, in the second example the two TSs 
are coreferential, so instead of the TS it is the TO which gets copy-raised, 
producing this structure: He wants her, he will kill her. The Nunggubuyu 
forms are: 

nu- yaiibandi: ayu- IY ifi 
3MSg/3MSg want(Pres) 3MSg13FSg kill(Pot) 

'He wants him to kill her.' 



.I 
- 

gafibandi: agu- iviii 
I .  I use 

letters for names of surface cases (agentive, P,tientive, dative' etc.), and capital letters for names of semantic and 
Fillmorean cases (Agentive, Patientive, etc.), 

ni~vu- gaiibandi: ani- ya:ri: 
3MSglIII.2 
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some, N+N, N+V and V+V are possible typs  .of ~compounds. Where 
V+V occurs, the two components may each c a w  1s u~d~v~dual  meaning %ilh 
only slight modificstion, as in the Ease of 'baby-sit', 'man-handk' In English, 
and each element may be used sewra&ly, as in English one can 'man' 
ship or 'handle' it h the literal sense-yet one could hardly 'man-handk* a 
ship. The examples pmsmtcd by Hercus (Paper 90) on Arabana (lnd 
Wangganguru in the present symposium seem to be chiefly of this type. 

However, the type which mainly concerned the sympaaium is rather dir. 
fmnt from these. It involves the compounding of a verb and an au%iliary 
in the p r m s  of conjugation, whether its fun~tion is semantic or purely 
grammatical, more like the uses of 'shall', 'do' in English. Thus some of [he 
languap resent B+A (bare plus auxiliary) combinations in which the 
semantic &ment is strong, but grammatically subordinated; others again 
tend to pr~duce verb classes or b~onj~gations', as D i x ~ n  say!, like 1 1 , ~  
conjugation types of Latin, and like them having no semantic d~stinctionp. 

The symposium papers do not exhaust the cases of the given phenomena 
in Australia. Sarne notes on other type9 form Section 4 of this summary. 

It appears, however, that this kind of verbal system has a wide smtter, ;md 
the languages represented group as fol1ow in geo~raphical terms: 

This holds good if auxiliary verbs are not used, and also if they are. In the 
latter case the markers are added to the auxiliary verbs rather than to the verb 
base itself. 

'The syn~posium papers present several types of uses for nuxi1i:lrics in rlif- 
rerent languages, to which certain additions can bc milde. Thc s ~ ~ b g r o ~ ~ p s  
r~pr-esented here sllow the following typcs: 
A. Most la~lguages of' Arnhem Land, especially but not only those with 

noun classes. Solne of the latter. such 3s A~l i~ ld i l j~ i i t~g~i l ,  do not use 
iluxiliaries at all. Thc northern Kirnbcrley langu:iges illustrate this type. 

U. I_anguagcs of the AHis-T~*a~sferring (AT) group. These arc subdivisible 
into B(1). of which Pitjalitjatiara is a suitable type, and 8(2) of which 
Mudbura is a type (not reprcsenlcd here). The chief Ibatu~~es of Group B 
wcre set out by the authnr in  a paper (1'272:j-36). Areas of Victoria and 
New Soutll Wales, cspeciully Wirncljuri, are included in B(2). Waljbiri 
lies betwccn the two subgroups as a kind ol"hall'-way house' i n  methods 
of using auxilii~ries and is referred to as B(3). 

C. A dilt'ercnt type again is shown in the Dieri lungiiagcs of central South 
Australia. a type which scems 10 he i~niqur. 

3. Features of the auxiliary systems 

w~texn Au~tsRh G R W P  A: The IJl-tguages of thir group have both simple and co11~l>oulld 
Northern KimberIey : Ngarinjin (~ape11) ; Wunambal IVfiszol~i) verb\. Tllcy are gc~icrallg prefixing languages, but in  the cabt illere are suf- 
Eastern Kimberley: Miriwung (Kofd) fixing languages wilh noun classch tlnd incorporiition. for cxarnple Bal.kly 
~ ~ t k r n  Kimberley : Walmadjari (Hudson) T:[blc.lanlls GI-oup. Some verbs add conlugationnl markers to verb stclll 
Centrd Desert : Pitjantjatjam (Phtt) direcl Person and sometimes tense ns prclixcr: mood, aspect, voice and oftcll 

tellcC :if sulfixcs. No  principles have yct nppca~.ecl as to why one verb s~,oLlld 
Northern Territory ' be hllnple and another com~~ound,  but eusiliarics :IS rule defillc the lllanncr 

Arnhem Land : Gunwinjgu (Carroll) ; Alawa-Mara-Warndarang (Shal of an action more closely. I n  sane  cases, auxiliaries t]lelllselvcs carry clc:ir 
~~l~ River : General (Tryon) ; Ngangikurungur (Hoddinott-Kof~-,~ nleilllings and nlay be used as 'filll' verbs. As n r~lle, mol-e than orle auxil iary 

Djamindjung (Hoddinott-Kofod) can be llsed with a single base, with moclification of tile meaning, and Dixonas 
statvmcnt that 'each verb always occurs wilh 3  articular auxiliaryq i s  not 

South Australia corrtct l'or Ngarinjin, but docs seetn to be correct I'tjr Maung (Arnhcm ~ ~ ~ ~ d ) ,  
~~k~~ District : Dieri (Capell) ; ~~amini-Midhaga-Yandruwandra In Ma~lng, although the miljority of its verbs are simple, there 1, home con-  

preen) ; Dhircarri (Austin) pounding; using as auxiliaries the simple verb to %go7 there arc :lmongst 
Northern: Arabana-Wawgangum ( H H c ~  othc~'h, ii/r:u/r ab. 'he wcnt sat' - 'he sat down': j~ / r : r / i~  cr/ilt, 'he wcnt forgetting' 
&w South W a b  : Wangay buwan (Donaldson) = 'he hrgot'. 'T'he vc1.b~ to 'cio', 't:lke', 'cat' ( / l a /~g( / /~  al*lr, 'slle tricked nlc3), I 

for the section, it falls t , ~  the preKnt ~ i f e r  to ~ ~ ~ m ~ *  dnd ' h i t '  and others are founcl (see Capell and Flinch. 1970:69-83). Here, uniquely, 
oommcat on the papers presented. These c~mmtnts am not meant lo be the :lllxiliary prcccdcs the base. I t  is hard to cstcgorisc rl~c verbal bases: the>, 

or further analps  but me& the Sod of comments that be nolllls o1' perhaps better, gerunds. This feature needs sludy, In  
have been m d e  at the meeting itsetf, had time been sufficient- They Ir)' lo Ng;ll.ifljill, I??~/I(/u/ is '11louth'. and ~rri/~(ljcr/ pJ, ' 1  cut': marc exilclly, n l i l l L ~ l  
point up typa of possible classification and ~ v ~ h  matters. A m n d  pan, YWi, ' 1  am caring': '/nit~rljrrl !Iwra, ' I  do eat' (certain bods):  /17i/lt/il,/ noo:/l, 
,tending he study, forms a separate s t ion  for whiGh the writer alollc '1 1.1111 eatin& (a given food at p~.tscnt)'. 111 all these settings the *b:l3cq 
responsible. ilnchanged: I t  is the auxilii~ry that carries the fllnctional load. 

G R O ~ J P  B: The AT I;lllgu;iges di1li.r among tllcr~lcelvcs i n  their. methods of = 
2, MsMButim af conjugation sfltem "sing auxiliaries. Tlie southern languages add suffixcs of person and to  
M M ~  Ausbauan 1 - a ~  canjugate by s a ,  but north of a 

nlost verbs. with t h ~  addition of the A T  process whereby perholl m;lrkcrs of 

from ~ e r b y  eatwards to the Robinson River (Yany ula) P f i x  subicct object are transfcrrcd to thc head word of the  clnuse uIlder cerlain 
mrk person of subjeft and sometimes of object if this is inwvora cQn(lltions. lcavillg the verb will1 only a tense ending. Tile AT Inngll;igcs may 

suffixes arc used more generally to marL or be suhgroilped : (1) ~outhern: ( 2 )  central: and (3 )  northern. Esamples: 

I 
I 
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(1) THE K I M ~ ~ L N  L*NCU*GLP as a whok need no furlher mmments. papv 
80 by VAszolyi on Wunambal enters into more detail of the structure a a whole than Capell on Ngarinjiu (Paper 79), and is utremcly useful 
as a clear exposition of the structures of these languaga as a whole. Inlo 
Miriwung, Kofod {Paper 8 1) btings the eastern Kimberley languages known 
earlier as the Djerag Group. These present much similarity to the western 
NK language, and it would seem that the Djerag Group as a whole must 
be related to those of the northern Kimberley and the southern Kjm&r]ey 
(Bdnaba, Ginijan), but this relationship has nat yet been worked out, 
depends in Part on m'Ialysjs of the southern languages which still wait to be 
studied in detail. Whib the NK languages are multiple classifying, the EK 
lawzuages are dual classing and the SK languages have no classes at all. yet 
ail share vocabulary and grammatical constructions, such as the use of a 
single verb for 'say' and 'do', which may be used alone or as an auxiliary. 
The Miriwung negative Ouwg is clearly cognate with Forrat River gulva, 
Wmmbal gwa and western Kimberley IW. The transitive verb prefixes in 
all the IangUagesaR O-kS-kstem; the reverse seems to be limited totheDjamin- 
djung Group in the Northern Territory. The Miriwung -milag, 'dual' is pal-  
leled by Wunambal and general NK -miyo, but Ngarinjin has -njiri and 
Worora -andu. The Miriwung frequentative suffix -haw, --101y answers to the 
general Kimberle~ -ha, -rva, added to the base, not to the auxiliary. These 
features appear from a comparison of Kofod's paper with the NK. languages; 
wider comparison should establish a definite relationship between the two 
groups, with a movement from east to west. 

(2) A R N H ~  LAND 4NGUAGES. In Gunwinjgu and other languages of its 
group it is mom own to doubt whether the phenomenon is one of deriva- 
tional suffixing or of auxiliary verbs, or perhaps auxiliaries downgraded into 
sufixes, as was suggested in regard to Pitjantjatjara. Gunwjnjgu is dealt with 
by Carroll (Paper 87). Here -me, -ge, etc., do not occur as free verbs, but as 
suffixes, and are not conjugated: only the verbal stem is. In some cases the 
roots to which they are added also occur without them, and they seem to be 
of the type seen in English 'national-ise' from 'national'. A neutrd root 
occurs as gun-~vog~ 'word, speech' (with non-animate class prefix), and as 
wog-di, 'speak'. wag does not seem to occur alone; di may possibly be related 
(0 Pitjantjatjara ri discussed in Platt's paper. There is also -bo- 'reference to 
water', to which -uu, 'eat' is added, producing -bo-g&, 'drink' (there is no 
separate verb 'to drink'); also -bdg-, 'reference to ground', giving gun-bolg, 
'Wund, earth' and -bolg-ge-* 'drop to the ground' (trans.). Other compounds 

G~~~~ C :  Apart from the p c e d i n g  types, there are others, which are of this root are found: a man's 'name' is dunin ga-gep, $man his-namey; the. 
partially or not at all illustrated in the symposium materials. The lilost 'name' of a place is gunredga-bolg-geyo, 'earth its ground-name'. If a man in a 

of them is the Dieri system This will be considered in the temper 'calms down', he g o - ~ ~ d - m e ;  if a stormy sea calms down one saysgugu 
following section of this Paper. ga-bo-!7ud-me- These prefixed e~ements are noun classifiers extended to verb 

classification, not a~xiliaries. ?'he suffixed -me is usually intransitive, with -ge 
as a corresponding transitive. 
In point of fact, the six 5oups used by Carroll are not enough. There are 

too many different endings grouped under the same class, and it looks as 
th"8h these languages should be treated like those of the Da]y River, as 
Possessing quite a number of verb classes-see below on this, ney should be 
studied as a group, includjng Dangbon and Balang (see Kinslow Harris, 

4. Review of papers by areas 
Now that the various systems of auxiliaries have been discussed, it mi 
place to draw attention to features of individual papers in terms of wrlal 

been said. The listing given earlier will be followed. 



system But in @ammar, For exam le, 'not' IS g q  m DOW 1.n~ 
but with added tonu in MIangami with .a rising-alllmg . .  intcnaa 

'(3) DALY RIVER MWGUAOS, Tryon (Paper 84) gives a general . descrip . 
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b p r i m *  and h d ~ d  sugge9ted that Morialy there tl.01~ ueen a coa 
of mure than me system. The l a n p @  wuuld be a good subjed for 
terms of some current systems of grimmaw tidysjs 
The papers by Hddinatt and Ofad mat a smalter area 

Mver ~ngikucungur). am3 on the immediate south, classed 
616 for convenience ony, Djarnindjuw With different - . dati  

af!on. He made the situation clear by adding: * ~ t  is ..& not tne . . .  rr 

o e n t d  a oomplex system is. whi& it was . - - -  O~VIWS mat . me wmanu 

---- - ----  - 
'Compound' verbs use -a possible 29 auxiliaries, more cmnpmai . There ace also other elements which are invariable and 

dsr, 'touching': see Paper 85. I% 
" - - 
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'manW particles and particles which 'have largely adverbial function.; 
like du. These cannot, of course, be called auxiliary wbs. 

Djamindjungan to the south belongs to a subgroup containing NgaIiwuru 
md Nuagali also. It again has a large number ofauxiliaries 22) and compound 
verb form a majority in the lamage; according to H dinott and Kafod 
'they appear to constitute an open set'. There are many structural differences 
from the Kimberley languages, including the S+O arrangement of the 
prefixes and the presence of an ergative constructibn. 

(4) SOUTH AUSTRALIA. A decidedly different compounding system is found in 
central South Australia in the laaguap of the Dieri group (Papers 91-94). 
Arabana and Wmggangutu do not really fit into this, as Hercud paper show. 
In these lanpap,  verbs which are semantically 'full' and can be used as 
full verbs in a statement can also be used to indicate the aspect and mood, the 
tense being, supplied by suf6xes which do not vary for person. Moreover, 
there is no incorporation of object as in the northern languages. This would 
appear to be a local development which is not found outside the Lakes reglan 
of South Australia. 

(5) NEW SOm WALES provided only one paper, although Wiradjuri exhibits 
a system not unlike that of the other AT languages, Wanpybuwan as 
presented by Donaldson (Paper 95) shows that 'three principl& play a r61e 
in this classification: (1) association of actions with a p t i a l a r  part of the 
body; (2) actions depending on the type of instrument used, and (3) actions 
rqferriag to movements and indicating direction'. So- of these are fairly 
widespread, for example, -ma!, usually found withuut the i, and common in 
many parks of Austqdia including amtal New South Wales. This is, so to 
speak, a mote transpamt system than some and may prove to be quite 
primitive. 

5. The wider issues 
The symposium pa rs have presented one section of a larger problem. 
Wider issues can o y be adumbrated: work is needed on them. r 

The map accompanying these notes shows the areas in which compound 
conjugation systems have bwn treated in the symposium. Though wide- 
spread, these areas still leave lars  parts of the continent unaccounted for. 
In some, of course, the phenomenon of compound conju on is known not 
to occur, but there are others in which no examination as yet been made. 'R" 
Blank spaces on map (see p. 614) show not onIy areas in which such languages 
do not occur, but others marked out as unexplored in this regard. In some 
cases the desired information is no longer available because the languages 
are extinct and were not properly examined whiIe they were spoken, The 
languages of Sydney and Newcastle areas certainly had sornethiig of the 
'catalyst' type and Darawa:l (Thurrawal), along the coast south of Sydney, 
like Wiradjuri inland, is an AT language. Cape York shows some compound 
conjugtios. types, for example, Gog-Nar and mayorre, and presumably 
others. In these regards the symposinm papers do not give a complete 
mverage. 

One fact that has appeared amongst the papers, is that most of the languages 
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where compound conjugation appears are argative languages-but not aIl of 
them. Thaa from the Northern Kimbetley and most of l n h e m  Land 
not. if it is &d whether the compound conjugation belongs to one or the 
other of major groups in this way, the answer is indecisive. One diculty is 
that the dichotomy into ergativc and accusative Isyuam hat not yet 
acmuntad for. Hale has put forward a theory, but this has mmy weaknesses 
(see Paper 67 above by Blake). 

If the material presented by CIpell (19%:70) is rightly analysed, then the 
catalyst system is CA and goes with the spread of the CA hnptages. In any 
likely form of historical accounting, W e  are fairly late in Australian 
linguistic history, and even if there are dilYmIties in the mshadcs of ergatha 
development as presented by Wale, thcn must have been some factors thaf 
led to the ap ana  of er@w languages out of earlier tyges, pmumably 
accusative. T F only alternative is to regard the ergstivo languages, and with 
them the whole CA group as a comparatively late intrusion from outside by a 
north-western route-and this raises more difficylties. Capell has work fn 
hand to examine the clearly non-CA languages m t m s  of~Ie%icostatistics 
and glottochronology. This will hopefully contribute something towards an 
answer. 

In the nortb QoaMlPnd languages, as mentioned above, Gog-Nar and 
Thyom show a type of compounding in verbs that may link with the methods 
discussed in Cecse symposium papers, but they do,not make use of auxiliaries 
in quite the same way as the other languages. This is perhaps why they were 
not inoluded in the languages studied, but their methods may have something 
to contribute to an un-tanding af how the compound conjugation systems 
elsewhere may have developed. 

GOB-Nar was dealt with in the Cape York symposium (to be published as a 
separate volume) by J. G. Breen. Verbs can be corn ounded, usually of N 
and V bases, for example, pi yem, 'eye throw', 'lo&. This compares with 
Ngarinjio burg04 agebun, 'I throw him a uestion', and English can speak of 
'&ng a glanwv. There are also what '$reen calls 'formatives', which in 
practice are auxiliary vmbs much as in Pitjantjatjara--and their exact status 
is equally uncertain in both. They include ntb. which forms a stative verb, 
as Breen calls it: the examples suggest rather 'inchoative' &s a better term; 
 an pymbag, 'throat got dry' < ray, 'dry'. There is also independent 
n i ~ & ,  'become' as in bugp nigbr ,  'got on tc one's knees' [buggu, 'knee'). 
Of bo - b@, Bncn lays that Tt is sometimes phonologica1ly a reparate 
word', for example, &ndaba@im, 'is itchy', binwarr badim, 4s thiotdrg'. A 
causative is bi added to the imperfective tense form of an intransitive vab to 
derive a causative transitive: yegi, 'climb' > yegi-a-bi-5, 'lifted' or 'woke' 
(trans). Another uuative is halo, 'lenve' added to an N stem: #i&mb, 1 'deeps > 41.1gwn&~qga,  'make it deep'. mese examplo an* a com- 
pound conjugation coming into bdng and could indicate a process Unough - which such a system as is found elsewhere in Australia mold have &pn. 

In Thayorre tho phrnomena as set out in A. H. Hall's University or 
Qucansiand Ph.D. thesis (1973) are rather wmplex. They indude corn- 
pounding by preposed classifiers such as #a:(w), 'mouth' {a CA root), in ways not unlike those of the Daly River hnguaga. At the same time tbDy lo 

line with tho systems of noun c W a t i o n  in north Quecnsland lanmags 
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(as against those of the Multiple-classifying languages, which seem to have a 
different history) where for example mini, 'huntable prey' (Hall) is preposed 
to names of animals; of these Hall finds 'at least fifteen' in Thayorre, and 
there are other ways in which compounding may occur. Study of these may 
suggest ways in wl~ich the more limited and specialised systems shown in the 
symposium papers may have originated. 

Hall's statement for Thayorre reads: Thayor1-e does not have additional 
auxiliaries to carry inflections for numbel-, tense, mood and aspect, as in 
Ngarinjin or Gunwinjgu. It rather resembles Walbiri perhaps, in which tense, 
mood and aspect are represented discontinuously in the clause, not by 
elements in an auxiliary word, but by suffixes on the verb stem and free 
aspectual or modal auxiliaries, uninflected except for one only, (g)ag(-nu), 
"let him", the free imperative marker.' (1 973 : 620). 

In the very opposite corner of Australia very similar usages seem to belong 
to the languages about Perth. Recent study of the remains of Wadjug (now 
referred to as Njungar) by W. H. Douglas presents many examples of NSV, 
V t V ,  etc., compounds similar in  principle to those of north Queensland. Of 
course it is hard to decide whether these were all part of the Wadjug and 
other dialects of the pre-European south-west, but for the present that does 
not greatly matter. Indeed some formatives may welt have been lost in the 
'Njungar' spoken nowadays. Douglas says: 'compound stems of two types 
f r e e  root plus bound root; free root plus free root' and illustrates by 
mudidj, 'strong'+-b 'to become'+aspect: mudidjabinj, 'becoming strong'. 
. . . ivuyg, 'talk'-I-njin, 'sit' > iruyg njin, 'converse'; rvo(l baiaq, 'to choke' z 
~vod, 'throat'+buiug, 'grasp', and many other examples are scattered through 
thc work (1968:4344 er passinl). Here also at the least, the more complicated 
auxiliary systems of other areas arc present in germ. 

The largest area of Australia completely without compound conjugation 
appears to be Victoria, plus some parts of eastern Queensland. This may be 
due to the extreme scarcity of reliable information on the languages. The 
two volumes of The Languages of Victoria: A Lute Suri~ej~ by L. Hercus only 
serve to point up this scarcity. However, Capell pointed out (1956:22) that 
tlze Wudjawuru language of Geelong-Colac-Ballarat areas is shown in 
Tuckfield's notes (Cary 1898) to have been a fairly thorough AT language, 
will1 both catalysts and affix transferring. The brief paper by R. H. Mathews 
(1902) gave not the least suggestion that this was so. It is therefore possible 
that compound conjugation features were present in other Victorian languages, 
but if so the languages were so poorly recorded that there is no evidence of the 
fact. Hcrcus ( 1  969 : 60) says of Wemba-Wemba that there are 'very few auxiliary 
verbs'-which means that there are sotne. Moreover, this language has AT 
features (op. cit. W). As auxiliary verbs she gives on page 69 gaGi~ta, 'be 
unable' and guwa, 'be unwilling' (perhaps connected with Miriwung gu~vog, 
Kimberley guwa, giva, wa, 'not', referred to earlier) and gundm, 'be allowed'. 
These differ in principle from the auxiliaries with which the symposium papers 
have been concerned, but various suffixes parallel in function with tllose 
mentioned above in Gog-Nar are found. In Djadjala also similar construc- 
tions appear to have been present, but the material is less satisfactory in this 
language (op. cit.: 123ff ). Interestingly enough these languages all seem to be 
of the ergative type. 
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In summary, the following subclasses of compound conjugation may be 
suggested : 

(1) PHRASAL VERBS: N+V, each occurring also free: Gog-Nar: 
'eye throw' = 'look'. As a subgroup, (1 . a ) ,  compounds of two verbs, each of 
which may occur as a free form: Njungar ~ l a y g ,  'talk'+njin, ‘sit' > 'converse'. 

(2) AUXII,IARY COMPOUNDINC; (CA) TY.PES : 
CA, : compou~ld of base and auxiliary, the latter also occurring free: Ngar. 

aclu !I-c, 'seated I-am', 'I  sit'. 
CA,: compound OF base and auxiliary, the latter not occurring as a fret. 

form : Fitjnntjakjtu-a -pi-, 'incho;~tive'. 
CA3: instances i11 which verb stemt-morph. are not found as free forms 

wilh assig,nable meaning. They are distinguished from CA, by the fact 
that ttie auxiliary morph. cannot be regarded as, a verb in its own 
right. Gog-Nar: lamta-pat-im, 'is itchy'; Jamta IS not a free form, 
neither is -pa/-pat-. These might be made a fourth subgroup and called 
perhaps 'morphic verbs'. 

These notes are added as suggestions for further study. It is a matter of 
detailed language-by-language comparative study, and this cannot be done in 
a day. The symposium papers have rendered great service in showing the 
various systems of compounding within Australia and polntlng a way 
towards further examination of these languages that may be profitable for a 
better historical understanding of their origins and developments. 

Appendix: Note on IVES~ central Queensland by G. J. Breen 
Western Queensland languages in general have no compound conjugation. 
(One exception i s  Midhaga : see Paper 92.) 

Most lai~guagcs secnl to have a very few compou~ld verbs, for example, 
Bularnu has a few of the Form V-I -haapc{ meaning'to V while going' (bqga= 
'to go'). Bidjara has a couple of what may be compounds with bura, 'to go 
away', Tor exatnple, wugcrnif~uru, 'to run fast' (\t?agut~i, 'to run'); Wagaya 
(castern Northern Territory, not Quetnslaild) has a few, such as b u d y ~ g a y ~ d ,  
'to run away wiilj' (buriy,~ga, 'run' and yund, 'to give'); Wangka-Yurjuru h 4  
~rrrilii)irr.uka 'lo (nu1 and) spear'   mi, 'to spear' and pirruka, 'to run'). None 
of the processes involvecl seen1 to be productive. There are a few produdiw 
sten1 formations clearly derived from verbs, for example, Pitta-Pitta -pg#Q, 
'to do while going along', cf. kagla, 'to go'. Arldegerebina has compound 
verbs in -alba-, 'action while going towards the speaker(?), (cf. alba, 'to go), 
for example, bid~lalh-,  'to return' (bidya, 'to come'), gqac!)wlb,>-, 'to bring 
(gga-, 'to carry') and also verbs that seem to be compounded with 15-, 'to go, 
function not clear to me yet. I would not call ally of these things cornpoyd 
conjugations. Other languages, similar to one or more of the above, or WI? 
less semblance of compound conjugation arc Marganj, Gunja, Gunm, 
Wangkumara, Kungkari (Barcoo and Thornson Rivers), Ngawun/Mayagulaa, 
Warluwara. 
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79. Ngarinjin 

Ngarinjin is one of the group of multi-daaaifying languages in the northern 
,KhnberJey family. The general sketch of its structure given by th present 
author in O m i a ,  1972 may be consulted for fuller background. In this 
language, as in all the NK lanpages, thc verb is conjugated by both prefix 
and su@: prefix for person; suffix for tense, mood, voice and number (dual, 
trial or plural), 

mere are two groups of verbs: simple and compound. The former add the 
a&xes directly to the stem, for example -un#u-. 'make'. The latter uses a set of 
auxiliary verb with an invariable verbal root, which is normally a noun: 
m e  are usable as nouns, some do not occur in isolation. Thus in maia 
ago:ts, 'I see him', m i a  is 'light': in Worora this 
fght. Jt does not seem to be in independent use in 
the 'simple* tlnd the second the 'compomd' co 
division also into transitive and intransitive - . . - - 
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with the division into simple and compound. Either type may be tran 
intransitive. 

1 ,  auxiliary -(a)ma-, 'do, say' 
number. They comprise : 

TYPE BASE MEANING NGARINJIN STEM 
1. stative 'be' -e- 
2. action 'do' -ama- 
3. motion 

I 

'I eat' 
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3. auxiliary *bu, 'I act on him'. , ~eference 
capell, A. 1972. 'The languages of the northern Kimberley, W.A.: some 

structural principles.' Oceania 43(1) : 54-65. 
MV AUX - - 

Ah 
preV B suff dir. 

I I I I 
maia a-g- o .' -ni -nja 
seeing him-I act-on- past away-from-spea,, 

'I saw him' (at a distance from me). 

In a sentence setting this type of analysis would give, for example 
gudba yanmz'ndanilu, 'that man hit me (several times)': 

I 

a3i djiri uud-ba rja- 11- mindu- ni- lu 
man that blow-pl, me- he- bring- past-hither 

I 

aii djiri 

Some extra terminology seems necessary in analysing a language 3 this type, 
and its possible form is suggested here. 

The interchange of auxiliaries has a bearing on Voice in Ngarinjin also. 
Voice is either neutral (active-stative) or middle, which also serves at least in 
some cases as passive. The person markers of the middle are the same as 
those of the intransitive active (neutral) verb; there are special suffixes. A 
compound verb is made middle-passive by means of the auxiliary -aklum 
'fall', taken in the sense of 'become': mafa ago:ni, '1 saw him' mata alviyga, 
'he became seen', using the middle suffix -yga (past tense) with the auxiliary 
-awn-. An agentive passive is possible, though rather rare in actual native 
text. It marks the agent by the locative (-ra) and the middle voice. 'The ho&c 
was built by me' would then be 'the house built itself at me'. Example: '1 
was hit by Wattie' : bada ganmi/jga Wadi-ra, 'hit I-fell-mysel f Wattie al'. 
'All things were made by him' : miriyun andti-ra \r.atplidj biiv'irgga, 'everything 
him-at making they-rell-to-themselves'. There are other ways: 'the cloth Wa5 
torn' = 'the cloth went torn', but they are not relevant here. 

It has, of course, not been possible to enter into all details here on the Uses 
of Ngarinjin auxiliaries, but the above gives the substance of the facts. other 
dialects of thc group follow similar pri~~ciples ; the Arnhem Land multi-class 
and incorporatiiig languages differ rather considerably in places, but again 
have a similar patterning where compound verbs are used. I 

80. Wunambal 

Along with a number of related and unrelated languages, Wunambal (north- 
west Kimberleys, Western Australia) also presents the dichotomy of what we 
term si111ple 11eub.s and cornpound verbs. 

The object of this paper is to table a concise description of both kinds of 
with particular regard to the contrast between them. A comprehensive 

analysis of the Wunambal verb would obviously be a far too ambitious 
undertaking and may not be the best way of contributing to our symposium: 
a jungle of details and marginal problems may well side-track the reader and 
distract his attention from what is relevant indeed. Such a depth study ought 
to be part of a full-scale Wunambal grammar (actually being written up by 
the author). 

Simple verbs 

I 1. Introduction 
The heading above refers to a certain number of finite verbs, most of which 
appear to be distinct granimatical-lexical entities in their own right. Appendix 
1 presents a list of simple verbs. 

Quantitatively, they are incomparably outnumbered by compound verbs. 1 Structurally, simple verbs incorporate roots, prefixes, infixes and suffixes 
alike. Taking the possible combination of these bound morphemes as a 

I 
basis for classification, simple verbs fall into two separate groups, viz. 
sitigle-prejixing and double-prejxing verbs. Why some verbs belong to one 
group and some to the other, remains a puzzle. The two terms are meant to 
indicate what is thought to be the most conspicuous structural difference 
between the two subdivisions of simple verbs; notably that single-prefixing 
ones take one prefix preceding the stem and the prefix refers to the person 
of the subject. Thus : 

( 1 )  yu-~janban ' I  fall' Sing1 
I - f a l l / ~ ~ ~ s  

( 2 )  gu-wanban 'thou fall' Sing2 
t h o ~ - f a l l / ~ ~ ~ s  

I ( 3 )  bu-,vanban 'helshe falls' Sing3 
heis he-fal l ip~~s 

In contrast, double-prefixing verbs carry two prefixes (preceding the stem), 
the first of which indicates the person of the object and the second marks the 
person of the subiect. For instance: 
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( 2 )  bu-ya-nbun 'I hit himlher' riilgz!1ar3 dual, trial and plural. The last is marked by infix -n- 
between the initial prefix and the verb stem; dual and trial are indicated by h imlhe r - I -h i t /~~~s  suffixes following the plural stem (-MIYA and -NA, respectively); singular 
has a zero morpheme in Contrast with both the plural infix and the dualltrial 2. Single-prefixing verbs suffixes. Thus : 

The conjugation of single-prefixing verbs embraces a wide range of gram. Sing2 gulvanban 'thou fall' rnatical categories. Appendix 2 presents the full conjugation of a verb Plur2 gur~vanban 'you fall' 
belonging to this group. Dual2 gur~t.anbanmiya 'you-two fall' 
2.1 VO~C'E. Single-prefixing verbs distinguish two voices: an acrirv and a Trial2 gurwanbanna 'you-three (or few) fall3 
I.~flr..rieP-r.Pci,>rDc~I olle. The morpholopicnl marker or the forlller is zero NOTE: The technical term trial is somewhat inappropriate in that it generally 
marp]lemc; the lattel., in  most cases, is marked by an afix (silitix -!laili in  the indicates 'more than two and less than a lot' which may incidentally be 'three' 
present tense) which indicates either action on self (whether singt~lar or but very often 'a few' (numerically up to five or even more). 
11luraI) or reciprocity. that is action on each other (in plural only). Most 
verbs bclongillg to the latter subgroup hardly evcr occur in sillgular and some I 

2.5 PERSON. The verbs under exam~nation have eleven distinct forms to 
llave no singular at all. However, they are very cornmoll borh 11: singular and denote the first, second or third person of the subject both in singular and 
plural as auxi\iaries of compound verbs. Indeed, so~nc r~llcxlve-reciprocal plural (and of course dual and trial): one each for Sing], Sing2, ~ l u f i  and 
verbs appear to fiu~ction exclusively as aiixilinries. Pluf, two for Pjurl (distinguishing Plurl inclusive and Plurl exclusive) and, 

More arten than not there is a cross-division belwcen active and reflexive I in addition, five for Sing3 (indicating the prson as well as the gender of the 
verbs, on the one hand, and single-prefixing versus double-prefixing verbs, subject, see below), 

on the other (see Appendix 1). 
The morphological marking of person by ,ureJxes is one of the most 

Passive does not appear to be a morphologically marked category i n  I symptomatic features of Wunambal. There are altogether eight prefixes for all 
I the eleven forms referring to three persons. 

Wunambal, albeit it can be expressed by lexical means. 6) Prefix vl- marks first Person, in Singl followed by 4 singular marlcer, 
2.2 MOOD. The verbs under discussion distinguish an indicative-afSiir.malive, in Plurlincl. by a plural infix: 
a c o r r c / i ! i r , l l ~ / - ~ , p ~ a i i \ ~ < ~  and an ir?ll)er.rrrivi* mood (C:~pell 194 1 termed the first Sing1 yuma 'I do' 
lwo ttnd i r r C , ~ / i r  which very apt1 y underlines the contl'ast belween them). Plurlincl yarnza 'we (all) do' 

~ ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~ ] o g i c ~ l l y ,  illdicativc is markcd by a zcro nlorpheme; conditional- (ii) Prefix G- marks second person both in singular (with a following zero 
negative has an -N- ininfix occurring between the initial prefix and the verb morpheme) and plural (preceding the plural infix) : 
root; alld imperative normally shows a suppletory parfidktn in sharp con- Sing2 guma 'thou do' 
trast with the two ocher moods (see Appe~tdix 2). Pht2 gurmu 'you do' 

~h~ inood icrnled here ro,l~]irionul-lr~gu~il~p contrasts with the indicative- (iii) Prefix B+ indicates third person singular and plural. In the latter case, 
affirmative and covers a wide range of morphosemantic functions, expressing it is always followed by the plural i&. In singular it precedes a zero *or- 

optative, desiderative, potential and other hues for which apt pheme and fulfils a twofold function: iu addition to the person, it also marks 
technical terms either be found or coined. I t  can also indicate simple the third penon's ~ n d e r  (notably gender BINI, see below). In plur3 there is 
negation either by itself or, more often, taking a negative particle: ?Iga or no gender distinction. Thus: 
VuMya 'nolnot' (preceding the verb). Sing3 (BINI) buma 'he/she does' 

2.3 TLNSE, Single-prcfixillg ve1.b~ have three tenses : /Il+t3sc~~~, pcl.F! andfllhlrr. 
Plur3 burma 'they do' 

-l-he las t  is  lnarked by a -YA- suffix but comparatively seldom used; (iv) Prefix W- marks third person sir~gular plus gender WINI (see below): 

instead, present tense may oflell occur inlplying an action in  tile (v) prefix M- jointly 
wuma 'it (e.g, a stone) does' 

~ 1 1 ~  morphological distinction between present find past appears to be indicates third person and gender MINI (see below) : 
ratller knolty pl.oblc"l. There :ire scvurril gr~mnlalical devices lo  indicate a water-goanna) does' 

either of these [enscs (suppletion, reduplication, zero m o r ~ h e 1 ~ ~ ,  an *A to third person singular plus gender AN1 (see below): 

present velhsus an -E ~ 1 s t  msrkcr for some, but not fill,  verbs etc.) and 
ama 'it (e.g, a shark) does' 

selection of presentlpilsi marker scems to vary' a good deal frorn Oflc 
(vii) Prefix N- refers to third person singular in gender NAN1 (see below): 

codursiioll to ilaotllol-. Partly, ilnd perhaps primarily, for [his reilson i t ,  
numn 'it (e.g. a bird) does' 

seems both collvcnicn; illid j~stifinble to p o ~ t ~ l s t e  a ceriilin nl1mber of ("iii) Prefix NJ-, always followed by a plural infix, marks first person 
colljugational systems in Wunambal (that is paradigms which follow mop exclusive (in plural only): 
or less [llc same patterns and apply ~ I O T C  or less the same set of syntact'cll njarma 'we all do, except the person being talked to' 

devices), in a way like tile corijugarions in Latin and other l a n g ~ l a g ~ ~ *  2.6 GENDER. Gender, or noun classification, is another typical feature of 
2.4 NUMBER. ~h~ wunambal single-prefixing verb has four numben:/ . Wunambal in addition to prefixation. The language distinguishes five 
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genders (one dialect only three, see Capell 1941) which play a most significant (2) bindiin biyavgeri gala ' A  man kept going there' 
role both in the nominal and verbal spheres. Man he-go-PAST-CONT there 

Sinslc-p~.efiking jicrbs indicate the gcnder of a Sing3 subject. (3) bindiin biyaggediya gala ' A  man did go there9 
N o 1 1  : 11 is 1101 e:lsy 10 tircide Ilow to term the respective genders. They Man he-go-PAST-CONF there 
ctj\ l Ir l be lll:lr~hed by numbers or specially coined distinctive labels or by other 
means. Here, lerl ia ~ively. 111e tc~pccliv~: Sing3 personal pronouns will be used 2.9 OwECT-~O. SiJ@f+prefixing verbs may take a d&i& set of su& 
>kh qualifier\ afirr 111e term gcj~trlrar. There are five of these pronouns: bini lo mark the person aod number ofthe object (direct or indim). me object 
.lle/shc' rekrs to h um:tns LV ithaul hex distinction, wini, ~nin i ,  ani and nani refer marken am by and luge  (~o~phophonologicaJly) idential with the 
to ncln-hum;ins (animals, plant\. tli~ngs of all sorts). To make a sweeping posssive suffixes attaobble to nouns (for example g m  LmotheF*hy~, 
gCncrillisulion. t l ~ c  ;is$ign~nenl of' ;I noun to one gender rather than another glrra-UU 'mother-hislher', gars-duru 'mo*er-our9 etc,). rn 
is Inorc or lesc nrbi i~1.y~ albeit tlierc :ire tendencies to assign certain lexemes NME: The fabovementioned SU&K~S are synmticdly and smanticaly very 
to one particular gender and others to another one. Generally speaking, relniniscent of the pWSoaa1-posses~ive markers (of nouns as mu as of Verb) 
Dixon's statements about noun class affiliation in Dyirbal also hold good for 

in Uralo-Alraic languages. 

Wunambal to a great extent (Dixon 1972: 306-12). The following list PrfSntS the object markers under discussion. 
The morphological markers of gender (and jointly Sing3 person) are five 

Sing1 -(*Ira Plurlincl. -guru 
prefixes detailed in the previous section. 

Sing2 -nu Plurlexcl. - n j m  
sing3 ( -1~v (gender EMNI) Plur2 -num 

2.7 DIRECTION AND LOCATION. Five suffixes may occur as directive or -nu@u {other four @~dms) Plur3 -1wu 
locative markers following the verb root plus the affixed tense markers. A few exampla demonstrate the application of the object markers to a 
~ ~ ~ ~ h o p h o n o l o g i c a l l y  (though not syntactically) they can promptly be r:~ndorn sample verb: banbunbun ' h e / s h e s p m r - ~ m ~ ~ ~ * .  
identified with five case suffixes wliich occur in the noun declension: 

( I )  - , I ~ ( I I ~ ~  'Frnln' Ablative SUBJECT OBJECT 
(ill ,gu .lo(w:~rds)' L:itivr Sing1 

( i i i )  -1~11~~1rlrt ':I(. 011, i n '  I.oci~liv~ Sing2 
( iv) -!,il!ilr 'x.ound, about' Cir-cilmla tive Sing31gender BIN] 
( v )  -171[1IA(' '1);1st. 17!1' 1'1 olil t I W  Sing31other four 
-rjjt se l l>a l l l i c  role ol' the : tho~c  lnorphemes as verb suffixes is somewhat genders 

I1chulnus. TIley Indic.o[e a I ~ c a t j o n  where or round which an action takes Plurlincl. 
Illsce: Or tllry rcft.r l o  a dil.uciion / iom or totvards or past which something Plur 1 excl. 
Or S~lllebody rllOvC\ along (corning, going, approaching, appearing, emerging, Plur2 
running elc.), Howc.ycr. the rufercnce to an actual location or direction is Plur3 
ratllel. vague (01- very ge11cr;lI ;~nd  u ncpecified) and mainly depends on speech 

co~~lcx l  t l t .  ]-or i 1 1 ~ l ; t t l ~ ~ :  

(1) bindjin biyaygeyaya ' A  man came from that sideldirection' 
Man he-go-pAST-from 2.10 THE MORPHOLOGICAL STRUCTURE OF SINGLE-PREFIXING VERBS. &hemat- 

(2)  bi17djin bij,aygegu ' A  man went that waylthither' ically, the sequence of bound morphemes making up a singlemprefixing verb 

Man h e - ~ O - P A S T - ~ O W ~ ~ ~ S  
can be outlined as follows (taking all possible constituents which may be, but 
not necessarily are, incorporated): 

(3) bindjin biyaygernare 'A man went pastlby that place' 
Man he-go-pAs~-by PRnlx + INFIX + ROOT + TENSE + LOCATIVE- + MODI- 

2.8 EM~HATIC-MODIF~ING MARKERS. T11t1.e I \  CI f:li r num btl. ol' hutljxcs (tr'ia MARKER DIRECTIVE FYING 

varied and often hardly defineable I . ~ I I C ~ I O I ~ S )  g r ~ l l ~ ~ ~ l ~  11el.e llnder &8 (SUFFIX) MARKER SUFFIX 
tentative heading emphatic-modfyini! :itlixe\. Some 01' them ma!'. it (SUFFIX) 
refer to verb aspects (-eri often, bul 1101 n l ~ a y ~ ,  1nd1c:itcs cofllilluit) @ I OBJECT + DUAL/ + EMPHATIC 
duration, -nda can be interprctrd a% d pl.rfecl 111itl.hcr): ( ~ l l l c l ' s ~ P P ~ r  MARKER TRIAL SUFFIX 

to have a confirmative-emphati~ fuadioil ( - l / i l b l l .  - g U .  - 1 1 ~ 1 ' ) -  """e k (SUFFIX) MARKER 

glossed (-njale 'also, ton. ngilitl') whl l~  othcl'h ill'e hrri' (sFx) 
render (-li 'lo; voici/voil8'). Examples: 

Of the above morphemes, the first four are always compulsory while the 
(I) bindjin biyagge gala ' A  man went there' ther five optional. 

Man he-go-PAST there A tree diagram unfolding a sample verb may be useful. 
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V (2) bu-1.-ga-r.u-11bun 'We hit them' 

Pxl-Inxl -Px2-Inx2-ROOT 
S ~ ~ - P L U R - ~ ~ ~ - P L U R - ~ ~ ~ / P R E S  

3.2 -N  AN^ Ol3@ER OF O B J m .  Tbm are altoget- eleven prefix4 
forms ITfHTiIQ ta fint or second or third person objws in singular 
and plural, just like the subject-marking of singlepfefiXiVg verbs (see 2.5). 
Fim S ~ g 3  variants indicate the person as well as the gender of the object; 
Plurl shows up again the dichatomy of an inclusive and an exclusive. 

3-3 P ~ S M J  AND GENDER OF SUUECT. The distinct grammatical forms referring 
to a first or second or third pwsoa subject (singular and plural) ambunt to 
eight (that is Bs Inany 8s the total of objw-markers suffixed to singe- 
prefixing verbs), Agdn, inclusive and exclusive are distinguish& in Plutl 
and Sing3 mly has a contrast of gender BIN1 and the four other genders. 

Non: The question may be raised whether it is appropriate to term the subjeet 
INDICATIVE P ~ P J ~ X  whems it occurs word-medially and not ward-injtially fike 

the object marker). It may thewfore be argued that it is in- rather than 
In other words: g a n b ~ n e J ~ a g e r i ~ ~ ~ u r u n ~ i ~ ~ a d i ~ a  'thou did spear the two p h e d  and that is, in a way, trueb H~wever, the subject-markkg bound 

them from there several times'. m ~ ~ p h e m s  do occur elearhere word-initially as 'real' prehes; i n w ,  
appear in word-initial position much more often, throughaut the declensions 
and conjugations of Wunambal, than here in tht double-prefixing cmjum- 
tion, inserted between two o t k  bound morphemes. On this ground it seems 
quite correct to talk about two prefixes followmg each other. QI the other 
hand, the hound morphemes termed here i&res may never occur 
idtially, the&fore th$y are really and invariably i n h d :  confined to a 
word-medial morphological position. 

3.4 SUFFIXATION. Directivelwative markers, emphatic-modifying suffixes 
and the dual-trial affix may optimally follow the stem of a donbIe-pmfixing 
verb the same way as they do with single-prefixing ones. 

.Nora h e ,  personal-possessive suffixes (see 2.9) may also w u r  incorpor- 
ated in a double-prefixing verb but fulfilling, of mum, a different function, 
He* bhey do not refer to the  object*^ person since the jab is almdy done: 
that is what the initial prefix is good for. Instead, the p~sonal  markers =fin 
to the obj&'s pmesor (that is the possessor's person, number and H e r ) .  

Sg2- 4- Sgl- ~ ~ ~ / P R E S  
(2) g ~ - r - / ~ a - n b ~ m  'I hit YOU-PLUR' 

Px 1 - I n x - P x 2 - ~ 0 0 ~  
PERSONAL + INFIX + ROOT + 

P x ~  - I n x - P x 2 - ~ 0 0 ~  
Sg3-P1- Sgl-hit/pR~s 
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Nan: Posses.rjon is, of course, used as a grafnmatical terminus technicus and SINGLE-PREFIXING VERBS DOUBLE-PREFIXING VERBS 
besides actual possession or ownership it s~mply means some link, corneC-' (1) ganbunbun 'spear' 
tion or attachment between the marked object and something or somebdy gunbun 'hit self' buyanbun 'hit, strike' 

eIse referred to by the said S U ~ ~ X W .  (2)  yvrnindagani 'take self' buyamz'ndamdnda 'take away' 
Tfie diagram (page 635) presents an example (tk OCCuIYence of a h&-verb (3) gumz[agani 'catch self' bugamdpnzga 'catch, grab' 

can be ignored). (4) gumamalimagani 'kill self' buyamalima 'kill' 

3.5 MORPHOLOGICAL STRUCTURE. Incorporating all the constituent I 3.7 THE AUTONOMY OF SIMPLE VERBS. Most simple verbs appear to represent 
rnorphema which may occur in a double-prefixing verb, the full W q u e n ~  distinct lexical entities (that is they function as 'full' verbs all by themselves) 
can be described as follows : while they may also act as mere auxiliaries. Some of them have, however, 

Px1 +hx 1 +Px2+1nx2+Root+Sx! + S X ~ + S X ~ + S X ~ + S X ~ + S X ~  only been recorded as auxiliaries and do not seem to have any lexical autonomy 
That is, the permjssible maximum is a total of eleven morpher : (for example yiyaygagani). The author is rather doubtful about the status of 

( I )  Prefix 1 : object marker (person) yagga 'be', too, which is abundantly evidenced as auxiliary but not as an 
(2) Infix 1 : object's number/eonditionaI-negative mood autonomous simple verb in its own (lexical) right. It never functions as a 

prefix 2: subject marker (person) copula (cf. yaya ganar-ganar 'I broken-down' but not *gaya yayga ganar- 
Infix 2: subject's number ganar 'I am broken down') and, all things considered, one inclines to classify 

(5)  Root : lexical nucleus it as a mere auxiliary. 
(6 Sufix 1 : tense marker 
(71 Suffix 2: directive-laeative marker - w (8) suffix 3 : modifying marker Compound verbs 
(9)  Suffix 4: personal-possessive marker 

(10) suffix 5: dualitrial marker 1 4.  omp pound Verbs 
(1 1) Sufix 6: emphatic marker Compound verbs consist of two main components: a head-verb and an 
of the above sequence, the first six CompOncntS are compulsor~ while t@$< auxiliary. The former is a non-finite verb and represents a distinct sub- 

following five optional. division of verbs in Wunambal. The latter is a finite simple verb, either single- 
In conclusion, a tree diagram is thought to be illustrative. ¤ prefixing or double-prefixing. 

Semantic-lexical overlap of simple and compound verbs is not frequent 
V but possible: 

I go[-yuma 'give' - compound verb 

1 bugalyangan 'give' --- simple verb 

I 5. The head-verb 
w 5.1 l'he non-finite head-verb, r*e~niniscent of a gerund or infinitive, functions 

I as tlle semantic nucleus of a compound and carries its lexical meaning. I t  
I appears that the following auxiliary (at least on a descriptive plane) has but 

Pxl+ Inxl+ Px2+ I ~ x ~ + R o o T + ~ x ~  + S X ~ +  Sx3 + Sx4+ Sx5+ Sx6 . I gr;~mtnalical filnctions, indicating mood, tense, subject. object etc. Neverthe- 

I l l  1 1 1 1  I .  
lcss the head-verb itself fulfils certain, limited. grammatical f~~nctions. too. 

bum r- /?;+,a- gi- yaya- eri- -nuru- miya- d i ~ a  
I Firstly, coupled with an auxiliary it makes up a full colnpound verb and, 

1 1 1  I I I I  I  I  I I  secondly, may take infixes and nfixes indicating duration, frequency, 
OBJ, + Sing. + ~ U B J .  + Plur+ seize +PAST+ DIREC-  MOD^-+ PEW. +DUAL+ EMPH. ntcrisily or dimension of an action or statc (see 5.3). 

3rdP. lndic. IstP. TIVE FIER SX SX SX 5.2 THE GRAMMATICAL STATUS OF THE HEAD-VERB. A considerable number of 
head-verbs appear to be merely non-finite verbs which represent a sui juris 

Plainly : bugarrnl6ayiyageri~rurun~i),adi~ 
'The two of us did seize her from you-Plur from that side' category and cannot be likened to, or identified with, any other grammatical 

class. A few examples : 
3.6 LINKAGE  MEN SINGLE AND DOUBLE-PREFIXING VERBS: COMMON burcr- 'say, [ell' djo:li- 'return i~it~..' 
Simple v* clearly fa1 l into two, morphological IY distinct, Sets governed..p hu:- 'emerge, appear*' gitlj- 'look, peep' 
definite syntactic rules. None the less the barrier between them is no birgadi- 'ask a question' ttrura- 'see, find' 
wall. several verb roots occur in either subdivision and represent t%!' nfala- 'like, fancy' 
different lexical entities or fulfil two different syntactic functions. See tb NOIC: Jt is worth noting, howcves, [hat several items which descriptively 
following list. belong to the above subdivision, may appear in a diFferetlt light on a corn- 

- - . =-- - - - 
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5.3 THE MORPHOLOGY OF THE HEAD-VERB. Head-verbs are non-finite forms 
&ich can, in turn, serve as bases of other head-verbs. 

5.3.1  A large number of head-verbs can agglutinate various derivative 
suffixes (-a, -ba, -dja, -wa, -ya, -4, -bay etc.). Thus: 

den- 'pile up' > denba- 'make a big pile' 
bara- 'talk' > barawa- 'talk a lot' 
~vala- 'like' > ~valaya- 'love' 

5 . 3 . 2  Infixation is another applicable device: 
but- 'blow with mouth' > b u g ~ ! -  'wind blows' 

-Ad- ,.J.3 Reduplication is also frequently applied : 
ada- 'sit' - - - - - - - - - adada- 'keep sitting, camp' 
birgaa'j- 'ask a question' - - - bibirgadj- 'ask many questions' 
bara- 'talk' - - - -- --- bara-bara- 'chat away' 
mindjal- 'eat' ------- mindjul-mindjal- 'eat a lot' 

5 .3 .4  Various derived forms may originate from a verbal root which itself 
does not occur as a vocabulary item: 

bz'rgadj- 'ask a question' 
*bz'rga- bdrgaba- 'ask many questions' 

at the first glimpse. biblrgadj- 'ask questions again and again' 
Firstly, there is a distinct set of suffixes deriving head-verbs from noun 

and adjectives9 for example: gidj- 'look, peep' 
rforiidj- 'take one sip of cooked blood' I *gi- gigidj- 'look at repeatedly' guri blood'<go~ia *drink up mom blood' I giyba- 'watch, keep an eye on' 

Head-verbs ia the above list (bugi- etc,) do, h o m e r ,  not seem to show any gigiba- .:peep in, visit' 
derivative suffix- None the less &Y can be wnstrued as forms having an' 5.3.5 A head-verb, whether derived or not, can directly be followed by an 
af6x 4 in which case zero morpheme is a special representation of a 

I auxiliary : 
derivational affix. bara-gagga 'I talk' 

Beca~w, secondly and more importantly, the crucial difference betwm babara-yayga ' I  talk a lot' 
nounsladjectives and head-verbs is found in their environments and d i % ~ ~  bara-bara-gayga 'I chat a lot' 
tribution. If A is a noun or adjective and A' a head-verb, the former occud in' 
environmenls in which the fatter never does and vice versa. Thus, djari 'pit 5.3.6 A few bound morphemes (particles ? or infixes ?) may occur between the 
is a noun and &mi- 'dig' a non-finite verb. The first may take, say, lathe or' head-verb and the auxiliary. For instance, -bidji- can perhaps best be described 
locative or ablative suffixes, dual or trial markers, personal-possessive as a continuative-durative-frequentative-repetitive particle; -njale- can be 
af6xes and so on and so forth whereas the second may not take any of t h d  glossed 'also, too, again' etc. Thus: 
But the second can {and the first cannot) take, say, derivative affix -wa @d (1) ~vundia'j-buganbun ' I  shoot at him' 
make up another head-verb (djariwa- 'dig about a long time'); or it can wundidj-bidji-buganbun ' I  shoot at him several times' 
derive another head-verb with reduplication (njadjari- "dig deep, excavate? (2) dac-gumamigga 'thou art going to stand up' 
etc. Likewise, m i n w  'moutb' is a noun and miitdjai- "eat' a head-verb ; th dab'-njale-gumamiygu 'thou art going to stand up, too' 
latter underlies a derived mint$uia- 'eat up' and minc#al-rnindial 'eat a lot' 5.4 HEAD-VERB WITHOUT AUXILIARY. The head-verb is not supposed to occur 
whereas the former can neither be reduplicated nor take a derivative affix -a-, I without an auxiliary-but (sometimes) it does. In imperative sentences the 
NOTB: The contrast of homophonic verbs and nouns in Finno-Ugtian is v?Vq auxiliary (to be accurate: the imperative form of the auxiliary) may be 
reminiscent of the above problem. Hungarian, for instance, has pairs 1qe omitted and the bare head-verb fulfils an imperative function. In everyday 
nyom 'trace': nyom 'to press', fagy 'frost': fogy 'freeze', va&a 'hunter': an be heard frequently and apparently is regarded as 
vaddsz 'to hunt' etc. Traditionally-oriented grammars term such fW@$' 
nom-verburn which implies a bivalent hybrid category and leaves the mindjul! 'Eat !' 
examination (and evidence) of distribution out of consideration. SOM* djup!  'Dive !' *I 
linguists, including the author, argue that there is no such mulecategory as C 
nmen-wrbum and that the forms referred to are either nouns or verbs. Such bare imperatives are used despite the fact that the omission of 
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auxiliary may sometimes cause ambiguity (theoretically, at least, as otf 
the speech situation normally rules out misunderstanding). Thus, for inst; 
ada! can be 'Sit !' or 'Stay !' (cf. ada-bani! 'Sit!' and ada-bama! 'Stay !'). 

5.5 M U T A ~ ~ O N  01: HEAD-VERBS A N D  SIMPLE VI:RBS. Finite simplc verbs and 
non-finite head-verbs are clear1 y two distirlct categories. But in  Wunambal 
the barrier between two sy~itaclic categories very seldom seems impenetrable: 
in most il~sta~lces there are areas of overlap or linkage (cf. 3.6 and 4.), as it  is 
in this case. There are certain roots which occur in the class of hcad-verbs as 
well as amongst double-prefixing simple verbs and represent an obvious 
conversion or mutation between them. Two examples wlll be illustrative. 

(I) yama 'curse, swear-word' (noun) 
yama- 'swear at, tell off' (head-verb) 
(buyi)yama 'swear at, tell off' (double-prefixing verb) 

(2) yuca 'fright, fear' (noun) 
y u p -  'be afraid' (head-verb) 
(bu!li)~u(!jcmi) 'gct scared, frightened' (double-pret: verb) 1 

NOTE: In the last item, the first two morphemes are object and subject 
markers, t l ~ e  last one a reflexive sufix and the verb root is -{(I-. The preceding 
head-verb and noun carry the very same root ; the word-initial yu- morpheme 
is a derivative prefix (not very common in Wunambal but not unparalleled, 
either) evidenced in several examples (yumal 'embers/slow fire' < ma! 
'flame' or yandjula-yandjula 'caterpillar' <-and@/ 'foot' etc.). 

6. The Auxiliary w 
The auxiliary is one of the simple verbs, either single or double-prefixing, 
which follows the head-verb and carries most of the syntactic load of the 
compound. Most but not all simple verbs are eligible for this functinn (en- 

Appendix 1). 

6.1 SEMANTIC NEUTRALISATION OF AUXILIARIES. Semantically, the 
meaning of a simple verb appears more often than not obscured or neutri 
when functioning as an auxiliary. See the following examples: 

(I) djo:-yiyayga 'drink' 
drink-go 

(2)  yeli-buianbun 'calm down, soothe' 
calm-hit 

(3) yala-yuwanban 'hunt' 
hunt-fall 

The above statement seems certainly justified at a 
level. The compound djo:-!li)sagg~ means 'I drink' and 
the like. However. it should be noted that in oldell days a Wunanlbal did not 
have drinks sitting at a table, nor did he carry water-himself in a container, 
but afier having a good meal (preferably close to a waterhole or creek) he had 
to get up and go for a drink. Thus the selectiotl of the auxiliary in this casc 
was by no means arbitrary or incidental and had a clear-cut cultl~ral motiva- 
tion. This is of course nol to sav that the choice of auxiliaries can elways be 
explained culturally or l ~ i s t o r i ~ i ~ l l ~ .  Indeed, and most regrettably, it very 
rarely can. However, it might be seen in a different light if we knew more 
about the historical and cultural backgrou~ld against which the language 
developed undergoing consecutive periods OF change through the ags.  

6.2 THE SELECTION OF AUXILIARIES: OPTION AND COMPULSION. It seems 
extremely difficult or, rather, just impossible to detect any general rules 
governing the selection of auxiliaries following a particular head-verb. Neither 
an overall regularity nor an unlimited liberty can be proved. 

6.2.1 A number of compound verbs allow for more than one auxiliary to 
follow the head-verb and any one of them can be selected optionally, on the 
one hand, while the given set of simple verbs excludes any other auxiliary, 
on the other. See the following pairs: 
('1 wgaygu ] 'call out for, shout fa' ay-rluma 
(2) bara-gayga \ 

bara-vuma ( 'tell, say, notify' 

" .  
(4) dali-bGyanb;n 

dali-buyamipmiga ] 'call by name' 

0.2.2 Sometimes a head-verb may take several auxiliaries, some of which 
make no semantic differentiation while others do. Thus: 

ada-yayga 'sit' 
ada-yuma 'stay' 
ada-yumamiyga 'sit down/seat self' 
ada-yuwanban 'intend to sit down' 
ada-buyiyaygi 'mind, take care, look after' 

6.2.3 Vev o h ,  hpwwer, auxiliaries operate as means of semantic 
differentiation and archof freely interchangeable. See the following exampks: 

(I) &@a-bzqmmnd~mdnda 'abduct, run away with' 
6al&burfamb~mja 'approach, sneak towards' 
b~-bugmbenr *check, make sure' 
baIJa-gtmro 'move along, advana, proceed' 

(2) @-gma 'stand' dug-guwrmban 'stop' 
(3) madon-vagga 'draw, patnt, decorate, engrave' 

rnadtfi-bwmbufi 'organhe, arrange, plan, scheme' 
6.2.4 A special instance of the above differentiation is when the contrast of 
auxiliaries functions as a distinction between transitivity versus intransitivity. 
Thus : 
(1) djo:li-yayga 'return intrans.' 

djo:l i-buyamidannda 'return trans.' 
(2) yuda-yayga 'smell intrans.' 

yuda-buyamiramira 'smell trans.' 
(3) wukyuma 'lie down' 

wu[-buyanbun 'lay down' 
(4) yergadj-yayga 'hang intrans.' 

yergadj-yuma 'hang trans.' 

I 
7. Summary 
The whole complex system of verb in Wunambal can be summarily written 
down thus : 
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Single-prefixing ' 

/ 
slMPLt VERB <Double-prefixing Conjugation yuma 'do, make' 

INDICATIVE-AFFIRMATIVE / 
I 

Head-verb Auxiliary 
PRESENT PAST 

FUTURE 

2. COMPOUND VERB yume y umaya 
The most striking feature of this highly sophisticated structure is perhaps 

its amazing incorporative complexity whereby a slngle form IS capable of 
embracing an impressively large number of signals fulfilling a variety of 
functions and conveying a large amount of information. A simple verb can mume 

include a maximum of eleven morphemes. If preceded by, say, a two. 
morpheme head-verb and an infixd particle, the total o f  constituent Plurl incl. yarma 
morphemes making up a single compound verb amounts to fourteen. No 
wonder that such an intricate syntactic entity equals the whole of a complex 

Plurl excl. njarma 

sentence in English or other langua~ges and proves mamfestly how highly 
developed an idiom Wunambal is. 

Appendix 1 
Simple verbs 

DOUBLE PREFIXING SINGLE PREFIXING 
lvunumaya 

ACTIVE munumi munumaya 
anumi anumaya 

vqga 'be' buganbun 'hitlstrike' nunumi nunumaya 

B ~ Y ~ ~ C I  'go' bugmnindamida 'take away' 
yvma 'dojmake' birgamirami!a 'catch/grdb' 
r~uwanban 'fall' bqamiya 'bring' 
gunbunbun 'spear' burjiyuggggi 'hold' 

*buguyayga 'wait' 
*buqalgangan 'give' IMPERATIVE 
*buyamalima 'kill' 
*bugijwna 'swearjcurse' Sing1 gumi Plurlincl. yarmi 

Sing2 bnma Plur lexcl. njarmi 
REFLEXIVE-RECIPROCAL Sing3 bumi/~vunzi etc. P lud  gurmi 

Plur3 burmi 
rfunbsrn 'hit self' "buyigayani 'get scared' - 

*buyan~iyayani 'recognise' 
I 

yinigani 'do to self' 
gumhdar~ani 'take self' 
gtuniragani 'catch wK' 

*ymalimagani 'kill self' 
*prw~adagani 'splitldepart' 
yiyaggqani 'AUXILIARY' 

* Not usedlrecorded as auxiliary. 
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(b) a distant past frequentative marker which can follow the past -njaliHj 
(c) an irrealis interrogative marker -gu. 
(d) a subjunctive suffix -hen. 

5. Dual marker -mifag. 
6. Optional emphatic marker -ra/a. 
Some examples of intransitive simple verbs : 

ga -nu -da -yin ' I  am going.' 
I go PRES definitely I am 

ya -nda- -ya ' I  will go.' 
I go FUT definitely 

ga -na -ya ' I  went.' 
I go PAST definitely 

'They were going.' 

I be -man -da -wun milag 'They(dua1) are sitting.' 
they sit PRES definitely they are dual 
be -1ii -ya'* -wun 'They were sitting.' 
they sit PAST definitely they were 
be -ri: -njalinj m i h  'They(dua1) used to go a long 
they go PAST distant p. freq. dual time ago,' 
ya -/idin -da 

be - 1 . r ~ ~  -ben 'They may be sitting.' 
The intransitive simple verb they sit PRES might 
The intransitive simple verb used in a main clause is made up as follows: The negative intransitive simple verb consists of the negative marker 
I. Subject ~~0~ vuwag, the subject Pronoun, the stemltense morpheme and the imperfect 
2. stem (this sameti= &anges for tense and is difficult to sepa: Pronoun which is optional. 

from the tense maiker), yurvag ya -nda 'I am not going.' 
not I go FUT 
yuwag ge -ri: 'He did not go.' 
not he go PAST 
yulvag ge -ri: -yin 'He was not going.' 
not he go PAST he was 

The interrogative -gu can be suffixed to either the negative marker or to the 
verb stemltense cluster. 

vulvagnem -bin -gu 'Will you not be there ?' 
not you sit FUT INTERROG 

'I will change my clo 
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The intransitive simple verb when it occurs in a subordinate clause consists of, yem -berrida -wun 
1 .  Subject pronoun me they hit PAST DEE they were 

2. Verb stemltense cluster 'They were hitting me.' 
3. Optional imperfect pronoun or subjunctive marker yim -berrida -yin 
4. Subordinating suffix -y i :r~ (lit. from) we they hit PAST DEE we were 
5 .  optional emphatic marker -a. 'We were hitting them.' 

be -ni -1~un yi:g dlt: be -ri: -Ya When there is a 3rd person plural subject and a first person non-singular 
they sit PAST they were from set off they go PAST DEF object the number is indicated by use of the first person benefactive pronoun 
'Tlley went away irom the place where they were sitting.' suffix after the imperfect pronoun. 
!!a-nda -ya Nag  ga~janura -malik qa-nda -yi:y -a gem -berrida -wun 
I go FUT DEF down there river to I go FUT from EMPH I me they hit PAST DEF they were 
tlji,~lliigap ya - n d i ~ ~  -& +-a 'They were hitting me.' 
bathe I sit FLIT DEF EMPII 
'When I get to 1hc rivet I will have a swim.' gem -berrida -win  yarr milaq 

me they hit PAST DEF they were to us (dual) 

Transitive simple verb 'They were hitting us (dual exclusive).' 

The transitive verb has a ver!, complicated system of incorporated The second Person as an object of a first person pronoun is expressed by 
subject and object pronouns and a full analysis is not attempted here. same subject/obJect cluster as the 1st person subject/3l-d person object in 

The verb consists of: combination with the second person benefactive pronoun as a suffix. 
1. A subjectlobject or objectJsubject pronoun cluster yim -berrida -yin 
2. Stemltense cluster we they hit PAST DEF we were 
3,  fully attempted aciionlirrealis marker -dhu- when applicable 'We were hitting them.' 

4. Tense aspect marker -ya, -da, njaiinj yim -berrida -yin guy 
5 ,  Optional imperfect pronoun which can only occur if (4) is the definite we they hit PAST DEE we were to you 

action marker 'We were hitting you.' 
6, Another pronoun which can refer to either the subject or the object 
7. Duai suffix ntilar~ ~ i m  -berrida -yin nuygurr milall 
8. Optional emphatic marker t'da we they hit PAST DEF We were to you (non-sing) (dual) 

some of transitive simple verbs: 
'We were hitting you (dual).' 

ga -nalin -cia -njati 4iruq 
1 The Pronoun in most cases agrees with the subject of the verb, 

'aroo she-it cook PRES ~ E F  she is kant, I however when the second person is the object of a first person singular 
'She is cooking the kangaroo.' subject or a 3rd Person non-singular subject, the second person imperfect 

pronoun is used. 
nawu yarrbanj ga -qanjbuda gundarrig !Ierreguivu?l nidayin ' I  was hitting him.' 
he young man he-it spear PAST DEF fish big Hidanan guy 'I was hitting you.' 
'The young man speared a big fish.' narn -berrida -nun wurr 

yerrerreguwuq gundarriy bena -~anjbuda you (oh.) they hit PAST DEF YOU were to them 
big (plural) fish them-he spear PAST DEF 

'They were hitting you.' 
'He speared a lot of big fish.' As is seen in the last example the third person plural benefactive is 

used when the third person plural subject or object is combined with the 
Discussion of some examples of subject object incorporation in the transitive second person subject or object. 

4 a m  
verb -berrida -nun ~vurr 
The order of subject and object pronouns varies according to person. You (subj.) they hit PAST DEE YOU were to them 

The 3rd person singular feminine class pronoun object prefix always occurs 'YOU were hitting them.' 

in the initial position, tVili&, '1 hit her' and The negative transitive simple verb consists of the negative marker, the 
ga/atni,la,~ tvem -ber4ra-gull -cia - w m  subject/ObJect~ronoun Cluster, the stemltense cluster and where applicable the 
porcupine she they eat PRES rbEF they are Dronoun suffix. This can be followed by an optional negative suffix -gin. 
'They are eating porcupine (a feminine noun).' \ guwag gem -berrit 

The next in order of preference are first person subject or object prenxes' not me they hit PAST 

For example: g u n i h ,  'He hit me' and: 'They did not hit me.' 
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T l ~ e ~ e  are some verbs where a different particle is used with a plural subject. 
not I-him hit PAST not 'He is sitting.' 

'They are sitting.' 
sit they are sitting 
bare ginayin 'He is standing.' 
stand he is sitting (in the state of) 
darrb berrandawun 'They are standing.' 

niggi stand they are sitting 
to you (indirect object) yogap berrandawun 'They are sleeping.' 
<When you have made it I will come to you.' sleep they are sitting 

yog ginayin 'He is sleeping.' 

mdm@h#k-em& j n w w  @ m i t i v e  verbs take a prefix b- to indica 7 i sleep he is sitting 
no Compare this with: 
bhpmwernd. yogyog njinanjan 'She is sleeping continuously.' 

 ant^ 4you&:> cook it', biyaru 'you go'. There is a frequentative suffix to the particle -banjlwanj 
A *m d rtrl ~ d w  golag garrb gamandayin 

been noted. stick pick up he it did wjth hands 
bamu ni nawu guwiyanjgu 'He picked up the sticks.' 
you say to him (ind. obj.) he let him come gagaiya bonaginj garrbanj njindanjan 
'Tell that man to come.' grandmother ashes for gathering she is going 

'Grandmother has gone looking for ashes.' 
The compound verb ded ganimindayin 
The verb consists of a simple verb which is usually look me he is doing 
sometimes followed by a verb particle. 'He is looking at me.' 

qanadayin dedbanj- gadalvun 
I am going looking for boabnuts 
'I am looking for boabnuts.' ' 
gama derreb nani 
where camp you sat mayiginj yagge nilanda -ni 'Where did you camp ?' 

food for ask I it put to him yuwaya derrerrebanj 
'I asked him for food.' we (inc.) will go camping 
burru wula-lag yaqgiyaggip beniyawun mayiginj 
they child asking they were sitting food for 'YOU and I will go camping out.' 

'The children were asking for food.' The frequentative suffix can be fixed to adjectives to indicate being in the 
When the particle is only one syllable repeated action can also be ex state described by the adjectives. 

by repeating the particle three or. more times. This usually occurs in st Yakvurru djuwadmiwa yirruwada djurugiyam galagu 
heighten the dramatic effect and may be considered as a stylistic devic large number sick all we fell yesterday today 

burrg burrg burrg beniyanjan waranj qundegiwanj yirrida 

clap on thighs they were sitting well then good freq. suffix we become 
- 'The women all clapped on their thighs.' 'We were all sick yesterday but we are better today.' 

Verb particles can also take the suffix -be which seems to have a continuous 
yalp yalp y a k  ganiya aspect function, although it does not really make a great deal of difference 
swing hair from side to side he sat 
'He swung his hair from side to side (while dancing).' alumindayin nuwan 
djjmilwirilla minj minj minj minj minj minj minj UmaYa wurri 
lightning flash flash flash flash flash flash flash it did to them 
gamerrmilima 
all around 
'The lightning flashed all around them.' 
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gundarriygu djamberramanan 
fish INTERROG YOU them gathered 
'Did you catch any fish t 
njfpu datriru d~rnmdmtgu gmini 
YOU b you it gtthcr 1-OG 
Do you want some fish ?' 

An intransitive verb can be made transitive by the use of a verb particle 
with transitive meaning and object but there wouId be no object marker 
affixed to the simple verb. 

'I am eating food' can be expressed by either: 
niyundayin mayiy 
I it eat PRES food 

mayiy @yap ganarzdayiri 
food eat 1 am sitting 

This is ol~ly a preliminary analysis of the verb in Miriwung. A more 
detailed analysis will be completed next year. 

or 
tfah kEo. nJ.h£p~jan ww,wUg&? dawafn 
she %it she wus silting all b y  camp Lot. 

In a gubdimg clause, the SUB -yi:y can be fixed to the verb pa 
and %e simple Yerb omitkd. Joyce Hudson 

Introduction 
The term auxiliary is used throughout this paper to refer to that part of the 
verb c;omplex which cohists of a root and suffixes. The suffixes ~ f e r  to the 
person and number of noun phrases in the sentence and the root is the type 
of morpheme referred to by Capell as a cataIyst (Capell 1967:34). The term 

I catalyst is not used here becaw the form of the root changes according to 
the mood of the sentence. The type  of construction usually referred to as an 
auxiliary in Australian languages can perhaps be more closely related to the 
simple verb stem in Walmadjari. 

One of the functions of the verbal auxiIia~y in Walmadjaril is to indicate 
the mood of the sentence. The aim of this paper is to present the modal 
system of Wdmadjari. Mood is shown in the verbal auxiliary but morphma 
in the verb also play a part. The verbal auxiliary and the verb must be viewed 
Wether for an understanding of the modal system. 

Sections 1 and 2 bridy describe the dual tense systems, and the stmcture 
of the verb respecfimly. The verbal auxiliary is described in more detail in 
Section 3. These are necessary as background for Section 4 where the swen 
moods are described. 

the Re@& a d  
iates between p t ,  

by m n d  order suffixa on the verb. 
s only in three moods, indimtive, jnte- 
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rogative and hortative. With other moods the Past/Nonpast Tense SysteL, 
operates and differentiates only between past and nonpast tenses by a third 
order suffix on the verb. 

Examples of tenses in the Regular Tense System: 
Past tense 

kanj-a mana ' I  carried it.' 
carry-PAST I 

Future tense 
kay-ku mana ' I  will carry it.' 
carry-FUT I 

Present tense 
kayan-a mana ' I  am carrying it.' 
carry-PRES I 

Customary tense 
kav-ani mana 'I carry it.' 
ca i ry-cus~  I 

Examples of tenses in the PastINonpast Tense System: 
Past tense 

kay-ka-la mana 
Carry-MOOD-PAST 1 
'I should havelwould have carried it.' 

Nonpast tense 
kay-ka-4 mana 
Carry-MOOD-NPAST 1 
'I should/would carry it.' 

2. Verbs 
The verb consists of a stem and three orders of suffixes which indicate 
aspect, mood and tense. Stems may be simple or compound and are divided 
into five conjugation classes. 

Stems 
There are many compound verb stems and in present data less than 10 percent 
are simple stems (monomorphemic) on a dictionary count. Examples of 
simple verb stems representing the five conjugation classes are given below. 
Morphophonemic changes in the final consonant of the stem account for 
the different verb form in the sentences. 
puy- 'hit' 

uuv-ku mana ' I  will hit it.' 
hi<-FUT 1 

manj- 'say' 
mal-ku mana 
Say-FUT 1 

'I will say it.' 

yan- 'go' 
yan-ku mana ' I  will go.' 
go-FUT I 

patjar'- 'bite, chop' 
I patjar'-ku mana ' I  will chop it.' 

chop-FUT I 

I 
1 

wan ti- 'fall ' 
wanti-wu mana ' I  will fall.' 
f a -  1 

Compound stems are formed by combining other morphemes with one of 
these simple stems or with one of four verbalising morphemes. The verbalising 
morphemes are : 

-man- 'do' 
-tjaA- 'become' 
-kutji- 'cause' 
-kar'- (meaning uncertain) 

Examples of compound stems : 
takuf-puy- 'put inside' 
inside-hit 

mana mana fakurjluy-ku 
thing 1 put :inside-FUT 
'I will put the thing inside.' 

pur'ul-manj- 'bubble' 
hubble-say 

pur'ulmal-ku pa yapa 
bubble-PUT it water 
'The water will bubble (boil).' , 

\ 1 

takur'-yan 'enter' 
i n ~ i d e - ~ o  

takufyan-ku mana mayayu-la 
inter-FUT I house-LOC 
'I will enter the house.' 

tjuy-patjar'- 'chop' . 
cut-chop 

tjuypatjaf-ku mana mana 
chop-FUT I tree 
'I will chop the tree.' 

puluk-wanti- 'dive' 
plop-fall 

pulukwanti-wu mana yapa-ya 
dive-FUT I water-LOC 
'I will dive into the water.' 

yuku-kaf- 'block' 
block-VBS 

yukukaf-ku mana kiiiyir'i 
block-PUT I hole 
'I will block the hole.' 

iiuq-man- 'cut' 
cut-do 

tjuyan-ku mana kuyi 
cut-FUT I meat 
'I will cut the meat.' 
(The second consonant is lost when the two nasals occur contiguously 
in this verb.) 

kayuwar'a-tjaA 'become afternoon' 
afternoon-become 
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kayuwa?atja?i-nja pa past tense, interrogative mood 
become : afternoon-PAST lt yan-i galu 'Did they go?' 
'It became afternoon.' I go-PAST they 

takuPkutji- 'put inside' I 4. present tense, indicative mood 
inside-cause yan-an-a palu 'They are going.' 

taku&utji-ni manja yapawa~ti  go-CONT-PRES they 
put : inside-p~ST he-them children 5. future tense, indicative mood 
'He made the children go inside.' yan-ku palu 'They will go.' 

go-FUT they 
future tense, hortative mood 

FIRST ORDER SUFFIX. Aspect is shown by the first order suffix-an. Its yan-ku-!i 'Let us two go.' 
means continuous action while its absence means completed actlon go-FUT-We : two : INCL 
tinuous aspect is found with all second order suffixes. 6. customary tense, indicative mood 

yan-an-ku mana yan-anj palu 'They go.' 
go-CONT-FUT I go-CUST they 
'I will keep on going.' 
yatjita pa yan-an-ta-la THIRD ORDER SUFFIXES. The Past/Nonpast Tense System, though it dis- 
not he go-CONT-MOOD-PAST tinguishes between two tenses, uses only one morpheme, -la, which is the 
'He didn't keep on going.' past tense suffix. The absence of -la means nonpast tense. The past tense 

Present tense morpheme -a cannot occur without the continuous aspect as i suffix -la can only follow morphemes 1 and 2 of the second order suffixes. 

yan-an-a mana 'I am going.' Nonpast tense with implicative suffix 
go-CONT-PRES I w gatjita pa yan-ta-4 

NEG he go-IMPL-NPAST 
'He isn't going.' 

SECOND ORDER SUFFIXES. The six second order verbal suffixes are : Nonpast tense with obligative suffix 
1. - fa  'implicative' I gatjita patjan-u 
2. -u 'obligative' NEG bite-OBL .~ 
3. -i 'past tense' 'One should not chop it.' 
4. -a 'present tense' Past tense with implicative suffix 
5. -ku 'future tense' gatjita pa yan-ta-!a 
6. I 'custornal.y lensc' NEG he go-IMPL-PAST 

Thesc morphemes can be divided i~ccording to the tense system in which 'He didn't go.' 
they operate. The first two morphemes function in the Past/Nonpast Tense Past tense with obligative suffix 
System. They indicate mood o~ily and are further inflected for tense. patjun-u-la pa kanj-a walu 

Morpl~ernes 3 to 6 belong lo the Regular Tense System and cannot be chop-OBL-PAST he carry-PAST firewood 
furtllel. illflected with the Past/Nonpast System suffix. These four morphemes 'Having chopped it, he carried the firewood.' 
only occur in indicative, interrogative or hortative moods. NOTE: In the last example, patjan-u-[a which has the obligative suffix followed 

The second order suffix on the verb and the verbal auxiliary root function by the past tense suffix is not an independent verb. Similarly, the nonpast 
together to indicate the mood of the sentence. Examples in this Section tense with obligative suffix is rarely heard in isolation. 
illustrate only the verbal morphemes. Full detail of the moods is given in 
Section 4. 3. Verbal auxiliary 
Examples of second order suffixes : The verbal auxiliary is an obligatory element in sentences using the Regular 
I .  implicative suffix with past tense Tense S ~ s t e m . ~  In sentences using the Past/Nonpast Tense System the 

~at~-ra-!cr j~alu 'They sl~ould have gone.' presence or absence of the auxiliary is significant to the mood of the sentence. 
go- ~MPL-PAST they The verbal auxiliary is never first in the sentence but it is normally the 

2, obligative s u f i x  with nonpast tense second word. 
yaA van-lr. . . 'The boy oughl to go .  . .' (This is not a complete The function of the auxiliary is twofold. The auxiliary root helps indicate 
boy go-OBL the mood of the sentence and the auxiliary suffixes refer to noun phrases of the 

3. past tense, indicative mood sentence. The person-number of the noun phrases in ergative, nominative, 
yan-i palu 'They went.' benefactive and accessory cases are cross referenced in the auxiliary. Only 
go-PAST they two of the four cases can be referred to in the auxiliary of any given sentence. 



pectively while Person and number of a~~essory/benefactive/obj~~t are shown 
in orders 2 and 3 respectively. 

person number 
Orders 1 2 3 4 

subject accessory accessory subject 
benefactive benefactive 

object object 

' nju?a~!anti-4 ma-nu-n-ta-lu 
you : PL-NOM AUX : RT-1 : EXCL : SB-2 : OB-SG : OB-PL : SB 

njanja yanampa-lu 
saw we : all : EXCL-ERG 

'We all (exclusive) saw you.' 
If there is no accessory, benefactive or object noun phrase in a sentence 

&hen subject only is referred to in the auxiliary which means that only 
morpheme from the 1st and 4th orders will occur in the auxiliary. 

yani ma-n-pila flufa-kari 
went AUX : RT-2:s~-DU : s~ camp-to 
'You two went to the camp.' 

A complete inventory of suffixes is not given in this paper but Chart 1, 
which displays the morphemes of the 1st order subject-person suffixes, is 
presented as an example. 

Chart 1 
Person-number 1st order suffixes: subject-person 
o f  the four cases which are referred to in the auxiliary, only two can 
referred to at any one time. The choice of these two is determined by SINGULAR DUAL PLURAL 
ordering of rank among the cases. That order is 

subject - li -!@a 
accessory 

benefactive -tjaFa -nu 
-rjdaga 

2 -n -n 

3 -9 -4 

Second and third order suffixes are shared by the three cases accessory/ 
benefactivelobject. There is only one paradigm in the second order and it 
shows the person of the three cases while in the third order there are two 
paradigms showing the number for the three cases. The two paradigms of 
Order 3 will from here on be referred to as paradigms I and 11. Paradigm I is 
used when the object is referred to. Paradigm I1 is used when benefactive 
case is referred to. Either paradigm may be used for the accessory case 
depending on the ranking system. Just as accessory outranks benefactive 
and object for choice of cross reference into the auxiliary, so accessory 
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o u t r d ~  b m e f d y e  and object in the use of pmdigms I and TI. Whereas 4. Mood 
object an$ befactive cases refbded to by pmdigm = C ~ S  ? T o @  There are seven moods in Walmadjari, four of which can be negated. ~~~d 
is referred to by eitlow of these paradigms. To do th~ a-00' 1s ldenbfi~& is indicated by combination of the auxiliary root and the second order 
by the m m e  of tbe 5th order suffix and then it can choose either parerdi~h,~ suffix of the verb. Neither the auxiliary root nor the verbal suffix can, on its 
from & 3rd order to show the m&tx of f i e  acceS50rY nomi phrase. own, show the mood. Both morphemes must be looked at together. 

same time & 2nd order sufk shows tbt: perSon of the accessory For Purposes of description the moods are divided into two groups 
phrase. according to the tense system in which they operate. Stative clauses and their 

The next four examples illustrate the use of the 3rd order suffix paradigm moods are described separately. 
I and 11. The auxiliary roots pa-, ya- and 4- can each occur with either tense system 
Paradigm I-Object in the verb producing seven moods. The auxiliary roots and tense systems 

njufa-tjafa-4 ma-4-nj-pinja-lu are shown along the parameters of Chart 2 and the seven moods are displayed 
you-~WO-NOM AUX : RT-3 : SB-2 : OB-DU : OB-PL : SB in the body of the chart. 

njanja par'i-wanti-ju 
saw boy-PL-ERG Chart 2 

'The boys saw you two.' 
Paradigm 11-Accessory 

njur'a-@fa-la ma-4-nj-pinja-lu-la 
you-two-~cc AUX : RT-3 : SB-2 : ACC-DU : ACC-PL : SR-ACC 

kiFani pafi-wanti-4 
sat bay -PL-NOM 

'The boys sat with you two.' 
Paradigm II-Bendactive 

wqki-9 rna-#-nj-pil@wCtc 
~ 0 r d - m  AUX:RT-3 : SB-2 : I3N-m : BH-PL : 

mqani &-w~lz$C/u @.~Ta-tjar'~f-~uu 
were: t a m  t o ~ - P L - = ~  ~ou-~wo-BN 

'Tbe boys were talking to you two.' 
Paradigm I I - A ~ ~ s s o ~ ~  Moods which occur with Regular Tense System 

~vabki-t$ ma-&nj-pih~~-l~-/a The moods described here are indicative, interrogative and hortative. None 
wor&o~ AUX:RT-~ : ~ 2 :  ACC-DU : ACC-PL: SB-ACC of these can be negated. Indicative and interrogative can occur with all 

ntty~di pafi-~vagfi-/u ~fuh-0da-b tenses of the Regular Tense System. Hortative is only found with future 
were : talking boy-f~-HIG you-NO-Am tense. 

'The boys were @Wig with you ma.' 
'fhe or&r of amin su0ixes in the auxiliary is altered under 6 8  INDICATIVE MOOD. The auxiliary root pa- in combination with the second 

circumstances. Thew are not descfibed in the Paper* order verbal suffixes for past, present, future and customary tenses produce 
indicative mood. 

yan-i pa-4-lu 'They went.' 
go-PAST AUX : RT-3 : SB-PL : SB 
yanan-a pa-4-lu 'They are going.' 
go-PRES AUX : RT-3 : SB-PL : SB 
yan-ku pa-$4 'They will go.' 
go-FUT AUX : RT-3 : SB-PL : SB 
yan-anj pa-4-lu 'They go.' 

man-PL-ERG go-CUST AUX : RT-3 : SB-PL : SB 
'The men paint each other's bwks.' 
Wi-4 ~~-npi!0-/4-19jmf k&rptpmw INTERR~GATIVE MOOD. The auxiliary root ya- in combination with the second 
w t - ~ o ~  : RT-2: ~ ~ F D u  : a - B P I - W  :cook verbal suffixes for past, present, future and customary tenses produces 
'You two will cook meat for yo~rsdva.' interrogative mood. 

a sentence is dexive  or reciprocal, different V 
&=ndng noun phrases onto the auxiliw is used, details of yan-i ya-4-lu 'Did they go?' 
given. go-PAST AUX : RT-3 : SB-PL : SB 

REGULAR TENSE SYSTEM PAS~/MONPAST 
TENSE msrw 

Aux root pa- indicative implied negative 

Aux root ya- interrogative implied admonitive 

Aux root 4- hortative imperative 
obligative 

'1 
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yanan-a ya-4-lu 'Are they going?' piyin-4 tupanj-tja-4 
go-PRES AUX : RT-3 : SB-PL : SB m a n - ~ o ~  swell-IMPL-NPAST 
yan-ku ya-4-lu 'Will they go?' 'The man should be swelling up from that snake bite.' 
go-FUT AUX : RT-3 : SB-PL : SB 

yan-anj ya-4-lu 'Do they go ?' I IMPLIED ADMONITIVE. The combination for implied admonitive mood is the 
g o - c u s ~  AUX : RT-3 : SB-PL : SB auxiliary root ya- and the second order verbal suffix -ta. The meaning here is 

'might', and it is frequently used as a warning or admonition with a second 
HORTATIVE MOOD. The absence of an auxiliary root in combination person subject. Both past and nonpast tenses can occur. 
future tense on the verb produces hortative mood. The suffixes which w wanti-4-4 ya-n-4 
normally be attached to the auxiliary root are attached to the verb in hort fall-IMPL-NPAST AUX : RT-2 : SB-SG : SB 

mood. Semantic restrictions mean that hortative mood usually occurs wit1 'You might fall.' 
1st person inclusive subject, though others are also heard. wanti-4-la ga-n-4 

yan-ku-!i 'Let's go (we two incl).' fall-IMPL-PAST AUX : RT-2 : SB-SG : SB 
go-FUT-1 : DU : INCL : SB 'You might have fallen down.' 
yan-ku-lipa 'Let us all go.' puy-ka-!a ya-4-n-ta-lu 
go-FUT-1 : PL : INCL : SB hit-IMPL-PAST AUX : RT-3 : SB-2 : OB-SG : OB-PL : SB 

yan-ku-ni-4-$-tj~-lu-!a 'They might have hit you.' 
go-FUT-EMPH-3 : SB-1 : ACC-SG : ACC-PL : SB-ACC ramarh-wuti-$ ya-4-lipa-nja-h 
'Let them come to me.' i-ibs-even-NOM AUX: RT-3 : SB-1 : INCL : OB-PL : OB-PL : SB 

luwa-q5-$ 
Moods which occur with past/nonpast tense systems spear-IMPL-NPAST 
The moods described here are more complex than those occurring with the 'They might even hit us in the ribs.' 
Regular Tense System. The implied negative, implied admonitive and 
imperative moods are formed by combination of the auxiliary root and the IMPERATIVE. Only sentences with 2nd person subject occur in imperative 
second order verbal suffix -ta. Tense is shown by the third order verbal mood. There is an absence of an auxiliary root and the 2nd order suffix -ta is 
suffix. The implied negative and implied admonitive moods can be negated. present in the verb. In this mood the subject noun phrase is obligatorily 
IMPLIED NEGATIVE. The combination for implied negative mood is auxiliary absent and the 2nd peison subject morpheme (1st order) is deleted from the 
root pa- and second order verbal suffix -to. The meaning with this mood is I auxiliary. Other suffixes from the auxiliary are then attached to the verb. 
'should have, would have'. The implication is that the action was not carried There is no past tense in imperative mood. 
out and will probably not be carried out, hence the title 'implied negative': yan-ta-lu 'All of you go!' 
Both past and nonpast tenses occur. go-IMPL-PL : SB 

yu7a-kati pa-jipa-4 yan- to-la maizj-tja-4-njanayu-pila 'You two talk to them!' 
camp-to AUX : RT-1 : INCL : SB-PL : SB go-IMPL-PAST 

1 
I speak-IMLP-3 : BN-PL : BN-DU : SB 

'We should have gone to the camp.' pug-ka-4-pinja-4 'You hit those two!' 
yayka pa-lipa-4 yan-la-4 

I hit-IMPL-3 : OB-DU : OB-SG : SB 

that AUX : RT-1 : INCL : SB-PL : SB go-IMPL-NPAST I njumukmanj-tju-njunu 'Wash yourself!' 
~u?u-kaf i wash-IMPL-REFL 
camp-to njay-an-la-4-tji-lu par'i-4 

'We should go to that camp.' see-CONT-IMPL- 1 : BN-SG : BN-PL : SB boy-NOM 
njanati-4 yapa-~vutu-4 ma-4-4-nja-4 'You all keep watching the boy for me!' 
tha t -~ow child-even-NOM AUX : RT-3 : SB-3 : OB-PL : OB-SG : SB 

matan-an-ta-la pananj-tju, OBLIGATIVE MOOD. The obligative mood is irregular in the following respects. 
keep-CONT-IMPL-PAST 0Id : Woman-ERG 1. There is no verbal auxiliary. Both root and suffixes are absent. 
kalinta-ni gunay-an-ta-!a 
young : woman-EMPH exists-CONT-IMPL-PAST 2. I t  does not occur i n  a clause in iso1:ltion. The only tinies it occurs as 21 main 

'Even (if) the old woman would have had many children, she woulA verb :ire in ~~rocedural discourses 01. sentences where tense and iclentity of 
have stayed young.' participants are already cslablished. It sh:~res the sub~ecl with a clause rn 
njanati-4 pa-4-4 tjiljlan-u-tjuyka-4 collliguous to it. ( In  examples in  this section the literal translation of verbs in 
that-NOM AUX : RT-3 : SB-SG : SB pier~e-~BL-fr~m-N~M obligative mood are in  italics, and commas separate the clauses.) 

- 
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finish crackat spre&-oBL 
*Now (we) pull them out of the flre with a stick. We used to test thw; 1 

"It's cooked alright". Take (them) aU out of tbe fin, heap (them) up+\ 
heap (them) all up in one placc, crack (them), spread (them) out. 1 

3. The past/nonpast tense distinction is not easily defined although both 
tenses occur. The meaning of obligative mood in nonpast tense is 'one must, 
one should do something'. To show the contrast examples in both tense: 
are given. 
Nonpast tense 

tjmuv p[i&-d-# 
almost A~:RT-~:JNCL:S&~:OW:OB-PL:SB 

pmnaP4 mwl-anj, gufa-ga 
money-NOM keep-cvsr may& camp4 
pkit-ta yakwf-4 m e u  njmti-$ 
pocket-= bad-NOM B e e p - 0 ~ ~  i t - ~ o ~  
jutukan-an-u JW1ai/~-qi pnr[ka-gu 
p u t - m b ~ ~  & ~ W ~ E M P H  big-mc 
yapitj-tja 
office-LOC 

'As soon as we get money, maybe it's bad to keep it in your pocket in tlie 
camp. I t  should be put in the bank at the office.' 

1 
Past tense 

tjugug-u-la ma-nu-4-4-lu 
rut-OBL-PAST AUX : RT-1 : EXCL : SB-3 : OB-SG : OB-PL: SB - -  - 

kuyi-4 kampan-i 
meat-NOM cook-PAST 

'Having cut it, we cooked the meat.' 

Negative m a o d ~  
The two moods, implied negative and implied admonitive can be 
Two negative words me involved. They are gdpfa and kayan. gatfit 
in isolation as a negative response as well as in the negative mood, 
kayrn doesn't function anywhere else in tbe language. The negative 
normally first in the &use. 

IMPLIED NEGATIVE. Implied negative can only be negated with the 
garjila. When implied negative mood is negated it is semantically the 
of the indicative mood. It becomes an absolute negative and 
can occur. 
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garjita pa-4-lu yan-ta-[a 
NEG AUX : RT-3 : SB-PL : SB go-IMPL-PAST 
'They didn't go.' 
gatjita ma-nu-4-nja-4 
NEG AUX-RT-1 : SB-3 : OB-PL : OB-SG : SB 

wanjtjiii-4 iuwa-4-q5 
kangaroo-NOM Spear-IMPL-NPAST 

'I don't spear kangaroo.' 
gatjita pa-$-$-4-lu 
NEG AUX : RT-3 : SB-3 : OB-SG : OB-PL : SB 

lan-ta-!a kuyi-4 
pierce-IMPL-PAST animal-NOM 

'They didn't spear the animal.' 
gatjita ma-$-4-nja-$ 
NEG AUX : RT-3 : SB-3 : OB-PL : OB-SG : SB 

kunjaf u patjan-an-ta-4 
dog-ERG bite-CONT-IMPL-NPAST 

'The dog doesn't bite them.' 

IMPLIED ADMONITIVE. Implied Admonitive mood can be negated with either 
negative. 

With the negative gatjita it is semantically the negation of the imperative 
mood. Past tense has not been definitely established with the negative 
natiita. 
d " .  

gatjira ga-n-4 yan-ta-4 
NEG AUX : RT-2 : SB-SG : SB go-IMPL-NPAST 
'Don't go !' 
gatjita gala-4-nja-4 
NEG AUX : RT-1 : INCL : SB-3 : OB-PL : OB-PL : SB 

gana-gu-wuti nja-ka-4 
what-ERG-even look-IMPL-NPAST 

'Don't anybody look at it!' 
gatjita ga-[ipa-q5-nja-4 
NEG AUX : RT-1 :IN : SB-3 : OB-PL : OB-PL : SB 

nja-ka-4 
look-IMPL-NPAST 

'We must not look at them!' 
With the negative kayan this mood gives a negative possibility. 

tenses have been heard with kayan but past tense is not very common. 
kayan ga-nu-4-nja-4 gunj-tja-4 
NEG AUX : RT-1 : SB-3 : OB-SG : OB-SG : SB eat-IMPL-NPAST 

miyiwanli-4 njanatiwanti-4 
foods-NOM those-NOM 

'I can't eat those foods.' 
kayan ga-!@a-4 mimi-4 wmti-4-4 
NEG AUX : RT-1 : INCL : PL : SB sick-NOM fall-IMPL-NPAST 
'We won't get sick.' 
kayan yata-4-4 tutupug-ka-!a wikpala-4 
NEG AUX : RT-3 : SB-SG : SB rise-IMPL-PAST weak-NOM 
'He couldn't get up because of weakness.' 

Both 
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OBLIGATIVE. Both negative words occur with obligative mood and tt, 
meaning is 'one must not, ought not do something'. There is insufficient 
data to determine in what situations either of the negatives should be used. 
Kayan has only been found once in text. 

yanampa-4 yapawanti-4 wufu-4 kitan-an-i, I 

We : EXCL-NOM children-NOM silent-NOM sit-CONT-PAST 
yatjita-ni luy-u, kulkuyukutjin-i 
NEG-EMPH cry-OBL quieten-PAST 
ma-4-nu-panja-1u 
AUX : RT-3 : SB- 1 : EXCL : OB-PL : OB-PL : SB 

'We children sat quietly, we couldn't cry, they quietened us.' 

lcayan piyin-4 yan-u 
NEG ~ ~ I I - N O M  go-OBL 
'Man mustn't go (there).' I ' 

Stative clauses 
Moods which function in stative clauses are indicative and interrogaave. p 
there is no verb, the mood is indicated only by the auxiliary root. 
Indicative mood : 

mimitjufi pa-4-lu 'They are sick.' 
sick AUX: RT-3 : SB-PL : SB 

Interrogative mood : 
mimitjufi ya-4-Iu 'Are they sick?' 
sick AUX : RT-3 : SB-PL : SB 

The indicative stative can be hegated with yatjita. Interrogative statia 
cannot be negated. 

yatjifa pa-4-lu mimitjufi 
NEG AUX : RT-3 : SB-PL: SB sick 
'They are not sick.' 

yatjifa pa-$-$ njang-u-putu 
NEG AUX : RT-3 : SB-SG : SB See-OBL-PURPOSE 
'It is not to be seen (by women).' 

Notes 
1. The author's spelling of this language name is Walmatjari. Its reference 
number in Oates A revised linguistic survey of Australia is 59, 7b. 

Walmadjari is spoken in the southern Kimberley area of Western Australh. 
The Walmadjari people in the main live on cattle slations and in towns along 
the Fitzroy River though some are to be found as far east as Balgo Hills 
Mission and as far west as La Grange Mission. The material for this paper 
was collected at Fitzroy Crossing between 1967 and 1974 by the author and 
Eirlys Richards of the Siimmc~. Il~stitutc of Linguistics. 
2. Although thc auxiliary is obiigatory, t11er.e is one circumstance where i t  
may bc omitted without loss of n~caning. When 3rd person singular subject 
slid 3rd person singi~lar object are used, there is no suftixation allached l o  
thc auxiliary root. I11 this case, when the mood is indicative, the auxiliary 
root pa- may be deleted. This usually happens in fast flowing speech. 
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yanpayi-4 pa-4-4 gur'a-ya kita!zana 
man-NOM AUX: RT-3 : SB-SG : SB camp-LOC is : sitting 

becomes 
n a n ~ a v i  guv'a-ya kitanana 
 he &an is sitting in the camp.' 
yanpayi-lu pa-4-6-4-4 pati-4 
man-ERG AUX : RT-3 : SB-3 : OB-SG : OB-SG : SB boy-NOM 

pinja 
hit I becomes 

yanpayi-(u PUN-@ pinja 
'The man hit the boy.' 

When these same cases (3rd person singular subject, 3rd person singular 
object) occur in moods where the root ya- is used, the root changes to the 
form gala-. This may not be deleted. 

yanpayi-4 yata-4-4 kir'anana yufa-ya 
man-NOM AUX : RT-3 : SB-SG : SB is : sitting camp-LOC 
'Is the man sitting in the camp?' 

I Reference 
Capell, A. 1967. 'Pronominalisation in Australian languages.' Pacific 

Linguistics, Series A, No. 11: 21-41. 

1. Introduction 

John T. Platt 

Capell states of Pitjantjatjara (precirculated version of Paper 78 above): 
'Here most verbs are simple, but some are compounded with bsr "hit", 4 u  
"put", ri "become" and others. Glass and Hackett (1970) speak of "an 
obligatory core tagmeme manifksted by . . . (one of these auxiliaries)", but 

I they then write them as a single word.' 
On the basis of the stress pattern in Pitjantjatjara-stress on syllable om- 

it seems appropriate to consider such compound verbs as single lexical 
items, unless primary stress occurs twice as it does with some compound 
verbal groups. I should like to claim that the vast majority of Pitjantjatjara 
krbs must be considered as compound. 

2. Verb types 
Verbs will k considered according to tk verbalising affix. The dass of verb 
qaordjng to ImprAtive &ation: #, la, ra or wa will dm be given, cf, 
Douglas (194:36). However, the exem Iifmtion will be from the ErmbeIia 
form of Htjantjatjara a d  not fmm % Ngaanyatjm form described by 
Douglas and by Glass and Hackett (19'70). 
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2.1. THE -riyanyi TYPE (-wa CLASS). Of a list of 72 verbs ending in -riyanyi I (1) 

(Present Tense form), 67 are clearly analysable into Stem+-riyanyi. Many 
of these are obvious Inchoatives by anyone's judgement, for example: 

muya 'night' muyariyanyi 'become night' 
kawakawa 'mad' kawakawariyanyi 'become mad' 

-4 
Some are clearly Inchoatives if we gloss them as 'become+adjective/noun* 
rather than simply 'verb', for example: 

pakuwiyariyanyi 'rest', 'become not tired' 
yapariyanyi 'trust', 'become' trusting' 
walariyanyi 'flow (of water)', 'become waterfall' 

The five for which no definite analysis can be given are: 
(a) iluriyanyi 'thirst, be thirsty' tjitji pakuriyu 
(b) kitikitiriyanyi 'go aside' 'The child became tired.' 
(c) nyaliriyanyi glossed as 'girl making eyes at a man' 

< I  

(d) ya:yariyanyi 'swell, become swollen' 
(e) ultariyunyi glossed as 'sit in camp and not go hunting' 

Of these (a) and (d) are easily conceived of as Inchoatives, (b) too as kitiki (2) S 

is 'aside', 'apart'. However, what nyali and ulta could be, I cannot sugges 
However, it seems that -riyanyi is an Inchoative verb forming suffix. 

2.2. THE -rinyi TYPE (-wa CLASS). The -rinyi (Present Tense form) affix / 

' :.\ riyu tjiqi- 
probably to be considered with -riyanyi as an allomorph of an Inchoatii became chd 
forming affix, the forms occurring according to the number of syllables in tf 
stem. Included here is the -arinyi form occurring after consonant final stem \ 

Of a total of 48 verbs with -rinyi, -arinyi (and one irregular -arina) affixatio~ \ 
41 are clearly analysable. Again, some are semantically interesting: 

tjitu!a 'orphan' tjitularinyi 'miss someone' (become 
if an orphan) 

wipiya 'emu feathers' wipiyarinyi 'work up for a fight' 
but others are quite usual and obvious, for example: / //\ 

yulu tjitji wati-ku witulya 'power, strength' witulyarinyi 'become strong' afraid child man-of 
The seven for which I cannot find related adjectives or nominals-or a tjitji watiku yuluriyu 

related verb-are : 'The child became frightenedlafraid of the man.' 
(a) iltiykaiitiykarinyi 'ring' 'The child feared the man.' 
(b) malykunyarinyi 'become faded, blurred' 
(c) manararinyi 'become numb, cold' b b.3. THE -ci TYPE (-la CLASS). Of 197 verbs checked in this class, many are 
(d) wayiririnyi glossed as 'be confident in strange place' very obvious Causatives, for example: 
(e) itipirinyi 'cross over' 
(f) aranarinyi 'become calm' alani 'open' ala 'hole' 
(g) tatanarinyi 'sprout, grow' kumpini 'hide' kumpilpa 'hidden' 

Of these, (b), (c) and (f) are obviously Inchoatives, (e) seems to be related or incorporate a nominal or adjective as: 
to itiyka 'by, beside', but iltiyka, wayiri and tatan are not attested forms. 

The underlying structure of sentences with inchoative verbs might be rnayani 'crawl' maya 'hand' 
represented as (1). miyini 'skin' miyi 'skin' 

ya:lyarini 'sigh' ya:lypa 'breath' 
Some verbs which might be considered as transitive are also of this type Of the 197 -ni affixed verbs, 101 are easily analysable, leaving 96 for which no 

and do not follow the usual -pku/-1ul-tu Subject affixation and 4/-nya/-pa/-!la adjective or nominal stem could be found. Of the 101 analysable verbs, some 
Object affixation but -41-nyal-pal-ya Subject affixation and -ku 'Object' are quite interesting, for example: 
affixation, for example (2). 
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utini 'explain, make clear' uti 'visible, easy' 
pakani 'arise, get up' paka 'palm of hand, sole 

foot' 
kunaku!uni 'kill, murder' kunakulu 'recent corpse, 

unconscious' I 

Of the remaining 96, a number seem in various ways to be very 'unprim wiyupuyanyi 'plane smooth' ~ ~ i y u l y a  'slippery' 
like : but the others such as: 

juyujuyuni 'run around in fear' kunytjulpuyanyi 'cough' 
laka!akani 'knock' (e.g. sticks together in rhythm) ~vinarpuyanyi 'make hole in end of spear' 

In fact, it is conceivable that all -ni verbs are, in a way, causatives. Eve are obviously compounds. I 
like : 2.8. THE -nanyi TYPE (-ra CLASS). Of 27 verbs, only three are not relatable to 

yalkuni 'eat' nominals, adjectives or to other verbs. Of the 24, all are of a causative type, 
tjikini 'drink' 

are verbs in which X causes Y to be Z, namely 'eaten', 'drunk'. 
2.4. THE -IJ'gupl TYPE (-la! CLAS). Of 24 verbs ending in -Ijigapi (P 
Tense Form), 21 are very clearly analysable, for example: 

i h r i t j i p p i  'make to laugh' ikarigarqyi 'laugh' (a) palkaylcananyi 'lift meat on shoulder' 
pakulljira@i 'raise up' prrkapi 'rise up' (b) papulananyi 'start to recognise' 
uriqimi 'move, shake' winyi 'move' (c) tjunabnanyi 'ask' 

(cause to move or shake) Of these, only (c) could be considered at all 'primitive' from any semantic 
The three remaining verbs are: viewpoint and it does not look so in morphology. 

(a) yuyayitjiyani 'spin a top, etc.' 2.9. THE -mananyi TYPE (-ra CLASS). The -mananyi affix is a well known 
(b) yartjiyani 'scrape' verbalising affix and appears as an independent verb in some related dialects, 
(c) winmulytjiyani 'slosh water in container' for example, Gugada, as 'put, do'. 

Of these, (a) and (c) appear to be clearly causatives and (b) appears to Of the 35 verbs in this group, 24 are clearly analysable and the remaining 
onomatopoeic. 11 are mostly as 'compound meaning' as: 
2.5. THE -tjananyi TYPE (-ra CLASS). Of 14 verbs in this group, 10 are clear (a) nantirmananyi 'creak in the wind, squeak' I 

analysable, for example : (b) ya:urmananyi 'growl' I 

pilunlananyi 'knock down' pilukatinyi 'collapse' 2.10. THE -katinyi TYPE (4  CLASS). It is known that katinyi is 'bring, take, 
lirintananyi 'choke' (cause to liri 'neck, throat' 

I 

carry'. Nearly all the 35 verbs in this group refer to actions or movements 
choke) like: 'drag', 'sink down', 'turn back'. The odd one out is: ,. 

The four exceptions are: pi:!katinyi 'glisten' I 
(a) kutitjunanyi 'hide, conceal' (but cf. kutitji 'shield') It could be related to pi: 'skin, pelt'. Of the others, 28 are clearly relatable to I I 

(b) ku:ntjunanyi 'suck' other lexical items, for example: 
(c) yurkantananyi 'choose' (but cf. yurini 'seek, look for') tju:katinyi 'yawn' tja: 'mouth' 
(d) pu:ntananyi 'press, crush' (but cf. pu:ni 'blow') nyinakaiinyi 'sit down' nyinanyi 'be seated' 

2.6. THE -tjunanyi TYPE (-ra CLASS). Of 32 verbs in this group, 25 are cl 
analysable, for example 3. Proportion of unanalysable verbs 

nyinatjunanyi 'put in sitting nyinanyi 'be seated' SO far, I have mentioned groups containing 527 verbs. Of these, if we add 
position' up those mentioned as clearly analysable, we have 351 with 176 not definitely 

analysable. Thus, we have 67 per cent of verbs analysable, and with an 
identifiable stem. 

If, of course, we allow all -tjunanyi 'put', puyanyi, mananyi and katinyi 
verbs as not simple, we must add 57 more to the 351, making 408, which is 
77 per cent of the total. 

Of all the groups, the most dubious is the -ni group. All the others seem to 
be formed with clearly Inchoative or Causative forming affixes. If we were to 
allow all verbs of the groups mentioned to be considered as compound except 
the 96 -ni affixed verbs not at present analysable, we would have 430 compound 
verbs out of the 527, a proportion of nearly 82 per cent. 
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4. Other verbs 
Of 75 other verbs or verbal groups, 25 are verbal groups such as: 

yalku katinyi 'eat whilst going along' 
kulira wantinyi 'disregard' (listening reject) 

This leaves 50, of which a number are clearly compound: 
1 is a compound with nyayanyi 'see' 
1 is a compound with ananyi 'go' 
1 is a compound with wantinyi 'reject' 
1 is a compound with pitjanyi 'come' 
I is a compound with kampanyi 'burn' 
1 is a compound with yuykani 'grind, hurl' 
1 is a compound with pakani 'rise' 
4 are compounds with yayanyi 'stand' 

making a total of 11. 
This leavcs 39 possible primitive verbs although some of these are alm 

certainly not, for example : 
tjilpirtjalkanyi 'be rent apart' (tjilpirpa 'wood chips') 
tjunmiyinanyi 'cook in ashes' (miyi 'skin') 
tjulkutjutinyi 'foam at the mouth' (tjulku 'mud') 
palyaruyuni 'make better' (palya 'good') 

This leaves 35 verbs, some of which do not seem at all simple, for example: 
wawanyarinyi 'be weak after illness' 

5. Conclusions 
If we add the 50 verbs under section 4 (leaving out the 25 which occur as 
separate lexical items) we have a total of 577 verbs. If we add the 35 dubious 
verbs just mentioned to the 96 -ni verbs, we have 131 possibly simple verbs 
out of a total of 577. Thus, we have nearly 23 per cent possibly 'simple' and 
just over 77 per cent compound. 

Of course, proportions like this are only a rough indication. For example, 
among the verbal groups of two lexical items are concepts expressed by a 
single verb in English, for example 'roll', 'argue'. 

However, it is clear that Pitjantjatjara has a quite small proportion of 
'simple' verbs. I feel that the actual porportion is probably less than 10 per 
cent as many of the -ni verbs are quite obviously not simple, as mentioned 
under 2.3. 

Some further analyses of inchoative type verbs are given in Platt (1974). 
The following is a suggested underlying structure representation for a typical 
causative verb sentence : 

/\ 
i w#i-gku S 

came man \ \ 
kumpiipa kuka-4 
hidden meat watiyku kuka kumpi~i  

'The man hides the meat.' 
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84. The Daly Family 
D. T. Tryon 

1. Introduction 
The languages of the Daly Family (Northern Territory) are generally charac- 
terised by numerous verb classes, each verb class being determined by a 
separate set of auxiliaries which bear tense/aspect, actor and often 'type of 
action' morphemes. 

This paper proposes to examine the nature of the verbal auxiliaries within 
the Daly Family as a whole, as well as their function within individual 
groups and subgr~np~ since while all of the Daly languages manifest 
'eortjujption by auxiharies', the functjon and mnipbsition of tfre auxiliaries 
varies to some extent tlkoughout the Family. Before examining the nature of 
the M y  auxiliarie and their variation and function throughout the various 
subgroups, the membership of the DaIy Family should be outlined. 

2. The Dalg Pamilp 
The Daly Family is located in notthern Austraira, roughly one hundred miles 
south-west of Darwin, on and around the Daly River. It consists of nine 
disrinct languages and numerous dialects, m~m&ated in Table 1. 

Tbe dass%cation is hami on both morphological a d  lexi~statistical 
criteria, deb& of which are irrelevant for purposes of this paper. (For 
further details see Tryon (1974J.) Nearly half of the languages represented 
are an the pdnt of extinction. Indeed, Yu-or, Karnor and Tyeraity 
have hecome so since research in the ama was first undertaken by the present 
writer in 1967, However, depth studies of a reasonable number af Dalp 
Family languages have been undertaken recently by Hoddinott, Birk aqd 
Tryon. 

3. %'be nature of Daly Fhily ondliaries 
The nature of the Daly Family auxiliaries is perhaps k t  explained by w 
brief examination of the main fwtures of the verb morplldogy of one of the 
language, Maranunggu, taken as a model for the Family RS a: whole. This 
may be taken as a standard against which the auxiliary systems present in 
other Daly languages may be measured, as they are dwdbed below. 
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In Maranunggu there are some 18 verb classes, as follows: 
1. Verbs of motion. 
2. Verbs of projection. 
3. Verbs in which the action is performed standing. 
4. Verbs in which the action is performed lying. 
5. Verbs in which the action is performed sitting. 
6. Verbs of saying. 
7. Verbs of holding 
8. Verbs in which the action is performed with the hands. 
9. Verbs of building or destroying. 

10. Verbs of cutting. 
11. Verbs of eating, drinking and dying. 
12. Verbs of seeing. 
13. Verbs of involuntary movement. 
14. Unaspectual verbs. 
15. Verbs of vertical movement. 

stems are 
see Tryon 

In ~ a r a n u n ~ ~ u ,  the verb phrase may be expressed in terms of the formula: 
VPhr = &Verb Steml-Auxiliary Unit 

This is to say that all verb stems, free forms in Maranunggu, must be accom- 
panied by an auxiliary.pit a proptiate to the particular verb class of which 
they are members. The auxiEary unit is generally trimorphcmic, the mor- 
phemes indicating tense, actor and type d action. In several cases, the 
auxiliary unit itself may constitute a complete utterance, a feature which will 
be further commented on klow. The auxiliary units for the six principal 
Maranunggu verb classes are as follows: 

Class 1: Verbs of motion 

I 
YOU 
he 
we pl, inc. 
we pl. exc. 
you pl. 
they 
we dl. inc. 

Non-future 
ka-va-ni 
ka-nu-ni 
ka-nu 
ka-aka-ni 
warin 
ka-ra-ni 
ku-ni-n Ya 
ka-ma-ni 

Future 
qa-wa-ni 
wari 
ka-wa-ni 
ga-~lta-ni 
qa-ra-ni 
~varira 
pu-ra-ni 
ga-ma-ni 

The auxiliary unit may either precede or follow the verb stem and is phono- 
logically separate from it. It describes the general field of action, while the 
verb stem itself describes the particular action performed within the specified 
field. Examples : 

tir wuttar wat ka-ga-ni yi 

I edge beach walk NF-I-go PAST/CA 
'I walked to the beach.' 
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t a~ tar  ya-wa-ni kalkal atu Class 3: Verbs of lying 
tree FUT-I-go climb FUT Verb stems belonging to this class normally denote actions thought of as 
'I shall climb the tree.' usually performed in a lying position. The Auxiliary units are as follows: 

There are two basic tenses in Marang- Nan-future Future 

auxiliaries. 
Several of the auxiliary units constitute meaningful utterances in th 

own right. Examples : 
tawun ka-ya-ni yi 
town NF-I-go CA 
'I went to town.' 
tawun ga-wa-ni tu 
town FUT-I-go FUT 
'I shall go to town.' 'I was sick.' 

~t will have been noted that for dual pronoun subjects the 0 

pronominal form expresses a first person dual inclusive. In all Class 4: Verbs of sitting 
the dual paradigm is the same as the plural, with the addition 0 

suffix. 
is normal in Australian languages, when the subject of a sentence i 

noun, it reappears in form within the auxiliary unit. Example: 
werempen ka-na wat ayi wuta yena 
crocodile NF-go walk CA water in 
'The crocodile went along in the water.' 

Remarks made concerning the above verb class are applicable to all ot 
Maranunggu verb classes, so that explanatory notes may be kept to 2 
mum for the remaining Maranunggu classes to be described. 

Class 2: Verbs of standing 
Verb stem members of this class normally denote actions performed 1 

standing position. The corresponding auxiliary units are as follows: 
Non-future Future 

I ka-ya-ma ya-ta-ma 
YOU Ita-nu-ma fa-ya-ma 
he ka-ma ka-ta-ma 
we pl. inc. ka-nka-ma ya -~ka-ma  
we pl. exc. tanman ga-ra-ma 
you pl. ka-ra-ma ta-ga-ra-ma 
they ku-ma-nYa pu-ra-ma 
we dl. inc, ka-ma-ma ga-ma-ma 

Examples of usage : 
tyinta nu-la ka-ya-ma kay  ayi 
spear it-for NF-I-stand call CA 
'I called out for a spear.' 
t"altYara ka-ya-ma wul ayi 
yesterday NF-I-stand return CA 
'I came back yesterday.' 
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we pl. exc. 
you pl. 
they 
we dl. inc. 

aran 
ka-ra-ra 
ku-ri-nYa 
ka-ma-ra 

pa-ra-ra 
ara-ra 
pu-ra-ra 
ya-ma-ra 

k - a -  pal ayi 
spear NF-I-hands break CA 
' I  broke the spearh.' 
I I I ~  rrutlu k u - ! p r o  petJ 
dog good N F-I-bands havc 
' L  have a good dog.' 

Class 6: Verbs of cutting 
The verb stems belonging to this class fit into the getlcral field of cutting and 
cleaning, although nothing approaching n specific semni~tic field has been 
found which covcrs all the lnc~nbers of the class. As with Class 5, above, all 
auxiliary uniks must be accompanied by a free forin verb steln. The auxiliaries 
are as follows: 

Non-future 
1 /h-?p-l( l  
YOU ka-110-la 
he k a- lu 
we pl. inc. ka-~ka- In  
we pl. cxc. prilrrrr 
you pl. krr-rn-la 
they I { i ~ - l i - t ? ~ ~  
we dl. inc. Act-r~~u-IU 

Examples : 
yatta ka-ya-la putur ayi 
house NF-I-cut clean CA 
'I cleaned the house.' 
tYalt)'ara yiminY ka-ya-la kat ayi 
yesterday wood NF-I-cut chop CA 
'I chopped the wood yesterday.' 

Future 
ya-l)a-ln 
p11lcr 
k ~ - ~ > c ~ - l a  
r la-~ka- la  
?]a-ru-lu 
pn-Ill-ra 
pu-ru-lo 
!jn-t>~n-Io 

Summary matrices of auxiliary units 
As stated above, the auxiliary units in Maranunggu are generally composed 
of three morphemes, which occur in the following order: tense-actor-type of 
action. 

TENSE MORPHEMES. The morphemes which indicate the basic tense, either 
future or non-future, occur first within the auxiliary unit. These are: 

Non-future Future 
3 sing. ka- ka- 
3 131. ku- Pu- 
els'ewhere ka- Ya- 

The forms presented in the above table are generalised. For a detailed 
discussion, see Tryon (1970b). 

ACTOR MORPHEMES. The actor morphemes, with the exception of the third 
person plural non-future, normally occupy the second position in the 

auxiliary unit. The third person plural non-future morpheme, however, 
normally occupies the final position in the auxiliary unit. The third person 
singular non-future is always zero, while the first person plural exclusive of 
the non-future and the second persons singular and plural of the future form 
a subset which is phonologically quite separate from the remaining unib. 
These will be listed in a separate table. The actor morphemes, in general 
terms, are as follows: 

Non-future Future 
I -ya- -wa- 
YOU -nu- [see below] 
he -6- -1va- 
we pl. inc. - ~ k a - -  - R ~ u -  
we pl. exc. [see below] -ra- 
you pl. -ra- [see below] 
they -nYa -ra- 
we dl. inc. -ma- -ma- 

It will be seen that three actor morphemes have the same form -ra-. No con- 
fusion arises, however, as each is preceded by a different tense morpheme, as 
outlined above. The forms for the first person plural exclusive non-future 
and the second persons singular and plural of the future form a separate 
subset as follows : 

lexc. N F  2s. F 2pl. F 
Class 1 : warin wari warira 
Class 2: tanman tayarnu tayarama 
Class 3: Yun YUYU yuyura 
Class 4: n in niya niyara 
Class 5:  * aran ara arara 
Class 6: pulan pulu pulara 

TYPE OF ACTION MORPHEMES. The morphemes which indicate the general type 
of action delimiting the field of particular action (indicated by the free form 
verb stem) normally occur in final position within the auxiliary unit, with the 
exception of the third person plural discussed above. They are as follows: 

Class 1 : -ni 
Class 2 :  -ma 
Class 3: -ya 
Class 4: -nu11 
Class 5: -ra 
Class 6 :  -la 

It is to be noted that some verb stems may be members of more than one 
verb class, but that as they change class they also change meaning. For 
exam~le : 

kur+-man AU = to spear, catch 
kur+-n'a AU = to hit (with stick) 
/cur+-la AU = to shoot 

Further discussion of this feature is to be found in Tryon (1970b). 
The above description will serve to illustrate the modus operandi of 

auxiliaries within the Daly Family as a whole and within Maranunegu in 
particular. It is proposed, now, to take a representative from each of the 
subgroups which constitute the Daly Family and to discuss briefly the nature 
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and form of the auxiliaries within these subgroups, so that similarities and Class 1: Verbs of standing 
differences of form and function may be assessed. N~~~-futute I 

I 
Future 

kup-X-a rJat pa-X-wn 
Yc*1 kuha-X+ gun*X- wa 
he 

I 

kwva-X-a 
4. Conjugation by subgroup katra-X-wa 

we pl. inc. himpa-X-nim-a 
we pl. exc. kkittYa-xg oirinPa-X-wa 

4.1. The Brinken-Wogaity Group YOU gl. 
stated above, the ~~inken-wogai ty  Group consists of three subgroups, as they kun kinin%-x-a y@-x-a nin "a-x-Mw 

pirhY&X-wa 
follows : We dl. inc. k ~ p c ~ - x ~  gumpa-X-wa 

(a) Maranunggu subgroup In each X r ~ r e * n b  any verb stem appropriate to th p8&Cu11Lr pab 
(b) Brinken subgroup classb As might b e x ~ e d ~ d ,  verb stems belonging. to this dm nmmslly den& 
(c) Wogaity subgroup. actions which are performed in a standing pmition. mmplla: 

nitYigani nalyelylll-~a 
4.1.1. MARANUNGGU SUBGROUP. The Maranunggu subgroup consists of 
M ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  Ami and Manda. The auxiliary system within this subgroup 

tomorrow Ilstand-return-PUT 

has been discussed, see page 678-9, for Maranunggu, and will be further 'I shall come back tomorrow.' 
muku ku l~a-wal i~a-~a  

discussed here. woman shelstand-dance-CA 

4.1.2. B~~~KI:. SURC;ROUP. The Brin ken subgroup, a very close-knit unit, 'The woman danced.' 
both morpllologically and phollologically, consists of Maramanandji, with verb classes whose sense is basically intrankitive, such as 
Marengar Milriilliel and its dialects. Only Marithiel will be considered classes representing verbs of sitting, standing, going, lying, etc., the verb 
here. For illfurlnation concc~.ning the other languages, Tryon may be from the verb phrase without rendering the utterance in- 

ln Mari[]lic],aswitll other membersofthe Daly Family,thcrearesev( 
' complete. Thus : 

&fined by auxili;~l.y class. The most colnmon Marithiel tYuwuganan kuga-ya 

classes are as follows: yesterday Ilstand-CA 
'I stood up ye~terd~ay.' 

1, Actions performed mainly with the hands. Further examples of this feature are cited from the class representing verbs 
2. Actions performed mainly lying down. of motion. Thus: 
3. Actions performed in a sitting position. alVu gin-mir-a 
4. Throwing actions. I meat I/go-cover-CA 
5 .  Actions involving cutting. 'I covered up the meat.' 
6. Verbs of seeing and perceiving. BUT: 
7. Verbs of catching. t Y u w l l y ~  tmtrm gin-a 
8. Verbs of motion. Yesterday town I/ga-CA 
9. Actions normally performed in a standing position. '1 went to town yesterday.' 

10. Verbs of acquiring. of ability of B d n h  subgroup 'basically intransitive' verb 
I I .  Verbs of drinkingldying. to omit the lexical verb and yet maintain the completeness of the verb hnsg 12. Verbs of talking and saying. 1 tm 'audb '  u,t3 h~ , retained facilitate matpar~On o t k  13. Verbs of involuntary m o ~ m e n t .  FaFay b u a & s .  70 this point, thm, g 

Mari&l may be rsid to &bit 
14. Verbs of falling. 'conjugation by auxi~iary' in much the same manner a MamunggU dsscdbd 
15. Verbs of wanting and requiring. I 

Ho-er~ with W b  c ~ W  who* sense is basically transitive, 
-l-he classes autli l l~d ],ere Marithiel have almost exact p obkamry in all verb p h r ~ ,  the class outlined b 1 1 ) ~  wib 
olher languages or ~ ] l e  Brinkell subgroup. 111 Marithiel. and b 
11,~ ~ ~ i ~ k ~ ~  subgroup, auxiliary t~nils. while fulfillil~g b a s i d  
+-ilnction as in tile Mal.a~~ungg11 subgroup, namely that of ve1.b 2: Verbs lavolvhg cuttiag a c t i o ~  
s~,ow a marked dilrerellcc in Illat what was a free form vcr Tk bound form of this CIUS am many and M~OW, without ay 
M~~~~~~~~ bccomcs a bound Form in  Marithiel, the bound more obvious link than the fact that they inclde denotin 
-infixed' within the unit. This point will become dsmctiv-e actions of some QW, -ally cutting actiollp. mfion 
seleclion of Marithiel verb classes is examined below. Tile Ibl aboves this class always re quirt?^ a bound form ]aim1 verb. ad]bry Paradim is as follows: 

3 
brief but representative selection 

=-. 
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I 
YOU 
he 
we pl, inc. 
we pl. exc. 
you pl. 
thev 

Future 
yupul-X-wa 
pali-X-wa ' 1 
kupul-X-wa 
yumpul-X-nim-~va 
yiliyki-X-~va 
naliyki-X- wa 
piliyki-X-wa 

--A- 

we dl, inc. 
Examples of usage : 

karila yil-tut-a 
stone I/cut-find-CA 
'I found the money.' 
,tawuR yil-kit-a 
wood I/cut-chop-CA 
'I chopped down the tree.' 
~ U H ~ R  kupltl-k i f -  wa 
wood helcut-chop-FUT 
'He will chop down the trce.' 

The verb class just outlined is typical of Marithiel 'transitive' verb classes in 
tbat a bound form verb stem is alulays required. More typical, however, is 
the fact that the first 'morpheme' in the verb phrase may be divided into two 
morphemes, the one expressing the actor and the other the general field of 
action within which the action expressed by the bound form lexical verb is 
performed. Thus, with the above class, the morpheme breaks would more 
properly have been set out as: I 

Non-future Future 
I yi-I-X-a yupu-1-X-wa 
YOU kini-I-X-a pali-X-wa 
he ki-1-X-a kupu-1-X-wa 
we pl, inc. kutllp~r-1-X-nim-a yumpu-I-X-nim-wa 
we pl. exc. ki-I-iyki-X-a yi-I-iyki-X-wa 

nu-1-iyki-X-wa 

I 
you pl. kit~i-i-iyki-X-a 
they 1~11-1-i!jki-X-a pi-1-iyki-X-~va 
we dl. inc. kumpu-1-X-a yumpu-1-X-wa 

It is of interest to note that several of the 'action type' markers in Marithiel, 
such as -I- for cutting actions and -r- for actions performed mainly with the 
hands. are the same as for several other members of the Daly Family, for 
instance Maranunggu, described above. 

While it is possible, within the Brinken subgroup, to divide the actor 
'morpheme' as presented into two or more morphemes, there are many 
irregularities in the system, especially with singular actors in the future tense, 
when the forms for all verb classes are considered. This and related considera- 
tions are not vital for purposes of this paper. The point which is important is 
that while with Brinken subgroup 'transitive' verb classes the term 'auxiliary 
unit' may not exactly parallel the independent auxiliary units of the 
Maranunggu subgroup, the transitive units obviously have the same con- 
stituents as the independent auxiliaries. For this reason, it has been con- 
sidered worthwhile retaining the term 'auxiliary unit'. Although the verb 
stem may be infixed or suffixed to it, it nevertheless reveals a svstem of 

'conjugation by auxiliary', whether or not the auxiliary unit has independent 
status, since, apart from the above considerations, a distinct and separate set 
of auxiliaries is required by each verb class. 

For the Brinken subgroup, then, 'conjugation by auxiliary' is much the 
samc as for thc Maranunggu subgroup, described above, but with the dif- 
ference that the auxiliary units are potentially independent only with verb 
classes whose sense is basically intransitive (but which may include tran- 
sitive~, as in the examples cited above), while with transitive verb classes the 
auxiliary units do not enjoy independent status. The question of 11-ansitivityj 
it~lransitivity will be rurther discussed in 5. Birk (this conference) will doubt- 
less also discuss this question in his paper on Mullukmulluk auxiliaries, for 
the role of thc auxiliary units within that languttge is tied as much to 
~r:insitivity/intransitivity as to any semantically definable r a n g  of verb 
stems constituting a distinct verb class. 

4.1.3. WOGAITY s u s c ~ o u ~ > .  The Wogaity subgroup consists of Pungupungu, 
Wadyipiny (Wogaity) and its dialectal form Batyamal. This subgroup poses 
;in i~nusunl problc~n in  that the auxiliary systems present in  Pungupungu and 
Wadyiginy diverge considerably in some areas. Norrnally within the Dnly 
Family, subgroups manifest allnost total uniformity of system. 

Pungupungu auxiliary units function in practically the same manner as 
those described for Maranunggu above. Pungupungu has approximately 
twenty verb classes, all covering a restricted semantic field. The classes them- 
selves are very similar to those listed for Maranunggu and Marithiel. Two 
verb classes only will be described here as illustration. 

In Pungupungu the yerb stem is always a free form, as with the Maranunggu 
Subgroup. Each verb stem is obligatorily accompanied by an auxiliary unit 
appropriate to the particular verb class. The paradigm for Class 1 (Verbs of 
Lying) is as follows: 

Non-future Future 
I yi-ye ya-pi-yay 
YOU ken Yi-ye ya-pi-yay 
he ki-ye ye-pi-yay 
we pl. inc. yeri-ye yara-pi-yay 
we pl. exc. yere yar-pi-yay 
you pl. kr.trki-ye tl~lr-pi*jl(~!) 
thcy ~ C T P  pn-pi-j 'a!~ 
we dl. irlc. !1(1!/k i-yc ycqka-pi-ya!~ 

The morphemes occur in the order: actor-tense-type of action. In the non- 
future the tensc marker is  -rh-. 
Examples : 

merakara marka nYuk yi-ye 
yesterday flower smell I/lie 
'Yesterday I smelled the flower.' 
yinYmek yatta luruy ya-pi-yay 
tomorrow house clean I-FUT-lie 
'I shall clean the house tomorrow.' 

The actual constituents of the auxiliary unit need not concern us here. For 
further details see Tryon (1974). As with Maranunggu, where the sense of 
the verb class is basically intransitive (that is, verbs of lying, standing, sitting, 
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motion, saying, etc.), the auxiliary unit may stand alone as a complete 
utterance. Thus : 

gi-ye 'I lay down.' - 'YOU lay down.' 
/ti-yc 'He lay down.' 

From the abovc i t  will be seen that vcrb classes which are 'b;isicaIly1 
intransitive do no[ exclude trat~si~ives. Wilh verb classes which are 'basically7 
transitive, a free form verb stem (lexical vcrb) i s  always required with the 
auxiliary unit. 

With Class 2, Verbs of Sitting, the paradigm is as follows: 
Non-future Future 

I ye-mi ya-p-mu 
YOU kenYe-mi nu-p-mu 
he ke-mi ya-p-mu 
we pl. inc. yere-mi yara-p-mu 
we pl. exc. yer-mi gar-p-mu 
you pl. kanka-mi nar-p-mu 
they ker-mi par-p-mu 
we dl. inc. yayka-mi yayka-p-mu 

Example : 
m~rakara met Yem lak-ma ye-mi 
yesterday meat eat-state I-sit 
'I was eating meat yesterday.' 

With Pungupungu. then, the auxiliary ~ulit is dilrerent for each verb class, 
and carries morpt~emes ii~dicaling the actor. (cnse and general action type. 

In Wadyiginy, however, thcre are considerable similarilics, but also con- 
siderablc dilTerences of system. First let us consider thc similnrities. 

All intransitive verbs in Wadyiginy fall into the same verb classes as they 
would in Pungupungu. Ln fiict the two systc~ns are practically identical. 
an exiit l~~le.  an extract FI-om the Class 2 (Vcrbs of Sitting) paratligt~l 
wadyigiiy is as follows : 

Non-future Future 
I ye-mi ya-p-mu 
YOU ken'e-mi n'a-p-mu 
he ke-mi ya-p-mu 
we pl. inc. yere-mi yara-p-mu 

Example : 
mcrrakara ye-mi rek yene 
yesterday I-sit camp a1 
'1 stayed home yesterday.' 

With intransitive verb classcs (which exclude all transitives, unlike the 
Pungupungu 'basically' intransitive verb classes), then, thc Wadyigin y aux- 
iliary units parallel those of Pungupungu in  allnost every rehpect. 

With transitive vcrbs, however, Wndyigit~y has been observed to employ 
;I system which is aoiquc within ihc Dsly Family. All transitive verbs hll 
within thc same class, or viewed nega~ivcly, [here are no verb classes based 
on auxiliary conjugalion or on atly other basis in Wadyiginy as f i r  as the 
writer is aware. 

In Wadyiginy all noun direct objects reappear in pronominal form within 
the verb phrase. In Pungupungu, and indeed in all the other languages of the 

F 

Daly Family, pronominal objects are normally suffixed to the auxiliary unit. 3 
However, in Wadyiginy they are prefixed, the transitive verb ~ h r a s e  having the 

---0 ---- structure : 
VPhr(Trans.) : + Subject/Object+Pred.(VS+ tense). 

Not only are the Wadyiginy forms prefixed rather than suffixed but also 
they are pho~)Iogically undated to the forms used in Puagupungu. In fact, 
the pronoun subject and object are. fused into a combined or portmantau 
morpheme, a featare 4ot found elsewhe= within the Daly Family, With noun 
o&ects, then, there are four possible forms for each actor, as illustmted in 
thE following exampla: 

win yin-pirine 'You cut the wood (stick).' 
wood youlit-cut N F  

- ,  

win n3'an-pirine 'You cut the wood (sticks).' 
wood voulthem-cut N F  

- 3  

w i  ye-pira 'You will cut the wood (stick).' 
wood youlit-cut F 
win n1'at-pira 'You will cut the wood (sticks).' 
wood youlthem-cut F 

There are four forms which occur with each person mwrding to whether 
the tense of the verb is future or nm-future md whether the object is slngtt1ar 
or plural. This pattern, of murse, forms an integral part of the personal 
pronoun qbject system of Wadyigiay. The fact that Wadyiginy has a 
separate portmanteau morpheme to express dl pronoun subjwobjed 
relatibnsh is not of particular rekvanw to this paper. What is pertinent is 
that with adyi$ny ttknsitive verbs, auxiliary units, m -bed so far for g 
other Daly Fmdy Iangrtages, are abgetlt, as are the verb clasw so cham- 
terjstic of other m e m b  of*e Family. Far further details and discussion of 
this pdnt, see Tryun (1974). 

42 Qemd Group 
The Tyemeri Cfroup is represented by Ngangikurrungprr and Ngagomeri, 
both dialects b the ;qme language, The dialect selected to illustrate the 
mxilhu~ system is Ngangikummppr. 

Hod 'note Ipersoml coma*m~cation) estimates that the are approxl:.. 
mately 25 verb classes in Ngan 'kumaggwr, each d a e d  by auxiliary class 
and having a genedIy s m a  b semantic range. Same typical verb classes 
for this Ian- include: 

i? 
I .  Verbs of lying. 
2. Verbs of sitting. 
3. Verbs of motion. 
4. Verbs of projection. 
5. Verbs of standing. 
6. Verbs of destroying. 

It will be seen that these classes are almost identical to those discussec 
above for other Daly Family languages. 

A typical Ngangikurrunggurr auxiliary unit paradigm (verbs of sitting, in 
this case), is as follows: 



I 
YOU 
he 
we pl. inc. 
we pl. exc. 
you pl. 
they 
we dl. inc. 
we dl. exc. 
you dl. 
they dl. 
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Past 
yi-ni-X 
yi-ni-X 
di-ni-X 
yindi-ni-X-nime 
gin-ni-X 
yin-ni-X 
win-ni-X 
y indi-ni-X 
gin-ne-X 
yin-ne-X 
win-ne-X 

Present 
yi-rim 
yi-rim 
ki-rim 
yindim-nime 
y i - ~ i m  
yi-aim 
wi-aim 
yindim 
Y ~ - R U ~ - ~ U  

y i -~uy-gu 
wi-auy-gu 

Examples : 
kultYi nimbi yi-ni-tYe 
yesterday I-NF/sit-PAST 
'I sat down yesterday.' 
miyi ni-yi-lalir-tYe kultYi nimbi 
food I-NF/sit-eat-PAST yesterday 
'I ate food yesterday.' 

Future 
yi-wi-X 
yi-wi-X 
wi-ri-X 

But also : 
miyi lulir ~ l i - r t i - t ~ ~  AuIPi I Z ~ I I I ~ ~  

food cat I-N Flsit-PAST yestci+day 
'I ate the food yesterday.' 

As with other Daly Family languages thc auxiliary unit alo~lc may cousti- 
tute a complete utterance, as in the first example above, with verb classes 
whose basic sense is intransitive, such as verbs of sitting, standing, lying, etc. 
I n  Ngangikurrunggurr, the verb stem is nornlally a boulld form, as in the 
second example and is infixed within the auxiliary unit, as was the case with 
the Brinken Subgroup of  Ihc Brinken-Wogaity Group described above. 
However, the verb stein may also occur as a free form and precede the 
auxiIiai4y unit. The ii~depende~lt status of tllc auxiliary unit in Ngangi- 
kurrunggurr, then, is established, althougl~ with the same restrictions as apply 
to the Brinken Subgroup. Further discussion of the status of the auxiliary 
unit in Nga~~gikurruuggurl. may be found in  Try011 (1974). 

As an example of a basically transitive verb class, the singular auxiliary 
unit paradigm for the class 'verbs of seeking' is given, as follows: 

Past Present Future 
I yu-ni-X yu-pun yu-4-X 
YOU yu-ni-X yu-pun yu-4-X 
he ~vu-ni-X wu-pun wu-4-X 

Examples : 
?lunYananiygi nandu yu-pipili-yini 
tomorrow horse I-seek-FUT 
'I shall look for the horse tomorrow.' 
kultyi nimbi nandu yu-ni-pipili-tYe ya-kadi 
yesterday horse I-seeking-seek-PAST I-go 
'I went looking for the horse yesterday.' 

It is to be noted that with present tense forms the verb stem is usually p t  
'infixed' but precedes the auxiliary unit as a free form. 

4.3. Mulluk Group 
The Mulluk Group while nlanifesting basically the same type of compound- 
ing and conjugation by auxiliary as the other languages of the Daly Family 
differs in that only five verb classes have been found, compared with the twenty 
or so which characterise the remaining Groups within the Family. The Mulluk 
Group forms two subgroups, the Mulluk and Daly Subgroups. 

4.3.1. MULLUK SUBGROUP. The Mulluk subgroup consists of Mullukmulluk 
and Tyeraity. Since Birk (this conference) will be discussing the Mullukmulluk 
auxiliary system in some detail, illustrative material will be taken from 
Tyeraity, although in terms of verb morphology the two languages are very 
closely related. 

Within the Mulluk Group, the five verb classes, determined by auxiliary, 
are as follows: 

1. Verbs of sitting. 
2. Verbs of standing. 
3. Verbs of lying. 
4. Verbs of motion 
5. A general verb class. 

In Tyeraity, as in Mullukmulluk, the verb stem is always a free form, and 
is followed by an auxiliary unit appropriate to the particular verb class 
involved. As with the other Daly Family languages, each verb class has a 
special set of auxiliary units. For example, in Tyeraity, the auxiliary 
paradigm for the class 'Verbs of Lying' is as follows: 

Immediate 
Non-future Future future 

I a ~ @ ( m e )  awunYuy etayuy 
YOU nun Ya(me) nuwunYug nantayuy 
he Y E Y @ ( ~ ~ )  yiniyay 
she nan Ya(me) naniyay 
it (a) waya(me) w ~ n i y a y  
it (b) maya(me)  maniyay 
we pl. inc. eRtYe(me) aakuwunJ'uy e a t ~ y u g  
we pl. exc. era(me) aranYay ettayuy 
you pl. nukuau(me) n u y k u ~ u n ~ u y  nukuttuyuy 
they ~ v u R u ( ~ ~ )  w u ~ u n ~ u g  wuttuyuy 
we two inc. aykuyu(me) aykuwunYuy 

As is usual within the family, the auxiliary unit carries the actor and tense/ 
action type morphemes, a breakdown of which is unnecessary for purposes 
of this paper. The actor morpheme occupies the first place in the unit, as an 
examination of the paradigm will show, followed by morphemes indicating 
basic tense and/or action type. 
Examples : 

pentYu yuryur nun-yame 
yesterday sleep you-lie N F  
'You had a sleep yesterday.' 
nuyuyu gurgur nugku~u-nYuy 
tomorrow sleep you p1.-lie F 
'You can have a sleep tomorrow.' 

To this point, the auxiliary units of the Mulluk Subgroup will be seen tc 
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function in much the same way as for other Groups described above. All of 
the auxiliary units with the exception of Class 5 (General) may stand alone as 
complete utterances in their own right; this parallels the usage of auxiliary' 
units with verb classes whose sense is basically 'intransitive' in the previous 
languages described above. 

In Tyeraity the fifth class auxiliary units always require the presence of a 
lexical verb, thus : 

pentl'u tYuyu tYurp a-ya 
yesterday wood cut I-GEN N F  
'I chopped the wood yesterday.' I 

But: *pen/Ti a-j30 I 
Whereas with the Brinken-Wogaity arid Tyemeri Groups there are numerous 

verb classes with rathcr rigid membership, within the Mulluk Group, with 
only live verb classe?, rnenlbcrship is rather fluid. In fact Birk (personal 
communication) constders that the general class (Class 5) wilhin the Mulluk 
Group serves as a kind of 'lrnnsitivily index', sincc he reports that tlie great 
majority 01' verb stenis belonging per sc to this class arc transitivc, while 
int raiisi~ives belonging to other classes bccorne n~en~bers of Class 5 wher 
transitiviscd. Birk's paper will amply illus~rate this point. The ~*elalionshi~ 
bctwecn transitivity and ftilly indepei~denl auxiliary urlits will bc discussed 
further in section 5. 

4.3.2. DALY SURGROIJI~.  The Daly subgroup is represented by Matngal: 
Kamor and Yunggor, all dialects of the one language. The Matngala dialec 
will provide illustrative ~~laterinl For this scclion. 

Within the Daly subgroup there arc five verb classes, llle s:ime as thos~ 
listcd above for the Mulluk subgroiip. As with the Mulluk sub_eroup,  he verL 
phrase consists or a frec form verb srcm (lexical verb), rollowed by an 
auxiliary unit (gra~nrnaticnl verb) appropriale to thc particular verb class to 
which the lexical verb bclongs. For co~nparalive pur+poses, the auxiliary 
units for Mat~lgala Class 3 (Verbs of Standing) are cited bclow: Irnnicdiate 

Non-future 
I af tak 
YOU antl'utak 
he puttak 
we pl. inc. ururrcrh-urur 
we pl. exc. aratralr 
you pl. l ? l ~ y k ~ ~ r t l t ~ ~ ~ h +  
they praa~rcrk 
wc dl, inc. mrp~crtnk 

Examples of usage: 
WURUma ku-ta-yak 
get up lie-stand-FUT 
'He will gel up.' 
t y u ~ y i / j  I{(IJJ O I I I ~ L I - ( I ) I ( I - / <  

yesterday call we dl.-stand- PAS-^ 

Future 
katayak 
kantJ'utayak 
kutagak 
karatayakarar 
Itaratayak 
nuykuratayak 
kuratayak 
kamputayak 

future 
atay 
antJ'utay 
PutaY 
aratayarar 
arafay 
nuykuratay 
purtay 
amputay 

'we (dl.-inc.) cr~lled out.' 
With verb classes whose basic serise is intransitive, the auxiliary unit 

consti Lute a coniplete utterance, i11dt:pendent of any accompanying free 
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'lexical' verb. With the 'General' class referred to above, for the Mulluk 
Group, Matngala requires the presence of both free form verb stem and 
auxiliary unit. As with other members of the Daly Family, the auxiliary unit 
in Matngala indicates the actor as well as tense andlor type of action. The 
Daly subgroup, then, functions in a practically identical manner to the 
MuUuk subgroup, even as far an the 'General' verb class, see above, acting 
as a type of 'transitivity index'. The Mulluk Group can k seen, therefore: to 
be characterised by a high degree of homopneity, its auxiliary units servrng 
a slightly different function from that as~gnable to auxiliary units in the 
Brinken-Wogaity and Tyemeri Groups. 

5. SummPry 
Perhaps the most striking fearure of the languages which coestitute the Daly 
Family, apart from the large number of verb cIasses encountered, is the 
almost universal use of a double verb within most verb phrases. In all of the 
languages there are, in general terms, two verbs contained in any verb phrase; 
one is a grammatical verb, contained within the auxiliary unit; this is used to 
indicate both the verb class and the general type of action; such verbs are 
termed secondary or auxiliary verbs, for they indicate either the general action 
type or the physical position in which the action denoted by the primary or 
lexical verb is performed. The primary verb stem, as shown in the numerous 

Table 2: 

BRINKEN-WOGAITY GROUP 
1. Maranunggu subgroup 

(a) Maranunggu 
(b) Ami 
(c) Manda 

2. Brinken subgroup 
(a) Marithiel 
(b) Marengar 
(c) Maramanandji 

3. Wogaity subgroup 
(a) Pungupungu 
(b) Wadyiginy 

r~~~~~~ GROUP 
(a) Ngangikurrunggurr 

MULLUK GROUP 
1. Mulluk subgroup 

(a) Mullukmulluk 
(b) Tyeraity 

2. Daly subgroup 
(a) Matngala 

Aux. Present Aux. Indep. Verb Stem 

TV ITV TV ITV Free Bound 

+ + - + + -  
+ + - t + -  + + - + + -  
+ + -  + - + + + + -  + + + + +  
+ + + -  
- + Nil + + + 

+ + - + + +  

+ + - + + -  
- t + -  + + -  
+ + -  + + -  
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examples above, generally indicates the particular action which is performed which they occur as bound forms (Brinken subgroup and Tyemeri G ~ ~ ~ ~ )  
within the range delimited by the secortdary or auxiliary verb. the lexical bound form verb stem does not displace the grammatical verb, but 

some of the more important features of the verb phrase within the Daly occurs suffixed to it. 
Family, with particular reference to auxiliaries are presented in the table on In summary, then, this Paper has attempted with a fair degree of generality 
page 689. to provide an insight into the nature and function of auxiliary verbs 

The table above reveals that all Daly Family verb phrases, with the excep- I the Daly Family as a whole. Within individual languages there are minor de- 
tion of Wadyiginy, are composed of two verbs, one a lexical verb and the Partures from the system presented, but in the interests of generality these 
other an The auxiliary varies aecord~ng to vefb class, and, apart from have been excluded, as they would only obscure the presentation of the 'con- 
denoting general action type, carries morphemes ind~cating tense and actor. jugation by auxiliary' which SO markedly characterises the languages of the 
Ample illustration of its modu.~ operandi Itas been provided above. Exception- Daly Family. 
ally, with transitive verbs, Wadyiginy abandons 'conjugation by auxiliary' 
and all of verb class, all transitives being treated as n~ernbers of a 
single class, without auxiliary, the tense and actor morphemes being affixed Note 
directly to the 'lexical' verb stem, 1. the Daly area this feature appears to be restricted to verb 
In all cases throughout the Family, with verb classes whose range is classes whose sense is basically intransitive (i.e., verbs of sitting, lying, 

basically intransitive (that is, verbs of sitting, standing, lying, motion) the etc.). 
auxiliary unit may constitute a complete utterance in its own right. As was 
pointed out above, however, while the verb contained wlrhin the auxiliary 
may be intransitive the [exicrll verb may be transitive, thus rendering the References 
whole verb phrase transitive. For example, in Maranunggu, the sentence: Birk, D. [forthcoming]. Malakmalak language, Duly River (western Arnhem 

fawun ka-m-ni yi Land). Pacific Linguistics series B, no. 45. Canberra: Australian ~ ~ t i ~ ~ ~ l  
town NF-you pl-go PAST University. 
'You (pl) went to town.' Hoddinott, W. Ln.d.1. Unpublished materials. 

is intransitive, while Tryon, D. T. 1968. 'The Daly River languages: a survey.' Pacific Linguistics 
tawar ka-ra-ni kalkal ayi A14: 21-56. 
tree NF-you pl-go climb PAST 1970a. 'The D a l ~  language family: a structural survey.' In Linguistic 
'You (pl) climbed the tree.' Trends in Australia, PP. 51-57. D. C. Laycock (ed.). Canberra: Australian 

is transitive. Institute of Aboriginal Studies. 
With verb phrases in which the auxiliary has a basically transitive range, -- 197%. An ilztroduction to h'aranungku (Northern Australia). 

both a lexical and grammatical verb, are required if the verb phase is to Canberra : Pacific Linguistics B 15. 
constitute a complete utterance. In Wadyiginy, however, as stated above, 1974. Duly Family la~lguages, Australia. Canberra: Pacific Linguistics 
there js no auxiliary verb whatsoever with transitive verb phrases. C32. 

AS far as lexica1 verbs are concerned, these are always free farms within 
the Maranunggu and Wogaity subgroups of the Brinken-Wogaity Group, in 
general, as as in both subgroups of the Mulluk Group. With Wad~ig in~  
transitjves, however, only the bound form has been found, with a few 
exceptiolls beyond the scope and generality of this paper. Bound form verb 
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stems are normally required in the Brinken subgroup of the Brinken* 
Wogaity Group, with both transitives and intransitive% while with W. G. Hoddinott & F. M. Kofod 
Ngangikurrunggurr the lexical verb may occur either as a free form or as a 0. Introduction 
bound form within the 'auxiliary unit'. In these Cases, the Present writer Ngangikurullgur is a prefixing, multiple-classifying language of the Tyemjri 
considers that the validity of the term 'auxiriai-y unit* is not impaired as* group the D a l ~  Family of languages. It is now spoken mainly around the 
with intransitives, the lexical verb may be omitted from the 'auxiliary unit' D a l ~  River Mission area of Western Arnhem Land and is the main language 
without rendering the verb phrase incomplete. at the mission, being spoken by 150-200 speakers as a first language. 

Within the Daly Family, then, there is a formal relationship between the It has both simple and compound verbs. Simple verbs are conjugated by 
status and modus opcrarldi of the auxiliary units and transiti~ity/intransitivrty. prefixes alld suffixes added to a verb stem for person and number and tense. 

I In the most terms, with intransitives, the auxiliaries have a corn- Persoll and number of the subject are indicated by prefix except for the dual 
plctcly indrpcndent ststus, while with transitives they are dependent upon the which also adds a dual-suffix -gu/-gi to the plural form. A second alternative 
p r a e n a  of a lexical verb. The status of the lexical verbs as fm versus bound plural may be formed by the addition of the clitic to the dual form, 
forms appears a secondary consideration, since even in the subgroups In Tense is indicated by suffix and in the indicative usually requires the tense 
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markers tje (past) and yini (future) affixed to the verb phrase though not 1.2 AUXILIARIES. In addition to the full verbs the following verbs function 
necessarily to the verb itself. Compound verbs consist of a verb particle or as auxiliaries with verb particles. The auxiliaries designate types of action, 
series of verb particles which precede or follow the auxiliary verb, or both for example, actions involving movement of the hands, holding, lifting, 
precede and follow it. heating and so on. Some attempt has been made at distinguishing these but 

it is not always clear what the actual differences between the meanings of the 
verbs may be. They are again in the first person singular present tense. 

1. Simple verbs 
These form a closed set and may be divided into two groups : VERB ACTION TYPE 

(a) those verbs capable of standing as full verbs; 10. yinjerem (reflexive) look at one another, self 
(b) those verbs which exist only as auxiliaries, that is, which require ve I 11. gin put, lean 

particles. 12. yimiygin pick up 
13. yiwe (reflexive) fight, lift 

1.1 FULL VERBS. There are nine full verbs and they include verbs of orienta- 14. yebem movement downwards 
tion as well as basic action types. Ngangikurungur generally requires t 15. yerim make, cause 
provision of a frame of reference within which specific actions may take place 16. yemen (reflexive) bend, scratch 
It  requires to be stated if an action was performed sitting or at rest, or ij 17. yudupun push 
the actor was moving, standing, lying etc. As a result full verbs are used to: 18. yupun hit, scratch, cut 

I 19. yudem fall, turn 
(a) Describe these actions or states. I 20. yurum swallow 

(1) wa-yedi k-irbe-m kana I 21. yem have, make 
MASC man he-stand-PRES now 22. yaran carry, scratch, scrape 
'The man is standing now.' 

I 23. yi twist 
(b) As auxiliaries with verb particles which designate actions done in thest 24. yarim put, make 

orientations. 25. yanan go, move 
(2) kuri k-irbe-m tyir-tyir I 26. yitjibem hang 

water it-stand-PRES flow-REDUP I 27. yirem pull 
'Rain is falling.' 28. yinem burn, heat (trans) 

29. kawam (impersonal) 
(c) Optionally, but frequently after compound stems, to provide the frame 1 30. wayim (impersonal) 1 do, cause, be 

of reference within which specific actions may take place. 
(3) k-ebe-m lterkir 12-irbe-m 

1" 1.3 SOME A S P E ~ T S  OF THE MORPHOLOGY OF THE SIMPLE VERB. Morphologically the 
he-hitdown-PRES cut he-stand-PRES 

I simple verbs are very diverse and as yet no general criteria have been dis- 
'He is cutting (standing up).' I covered to classify them. Each simple verb may be regarded, meanwhile, as 

(4) k-ebe-m kerkir y-eni-m constituting a separate morphological class. Some groups of verbs have 
he-hitdown-PRES cut he-go-PRES I certain morphological features in common and these may provide the basis 
'He is cutting (walking along)'. 1 1 1 I for some general remarks. The full verbs are listed below with their meanings, action types and orienta- (1) The present tense suffix is usually a nasal -m or -n. 

tions. They are listed in the first person singular of the present tense except I (2) The future tense is usually formed by the loss of the nasal or in some 
for yirini which occurs only in the third person singular past tense form. cases by the loss of the syllable containing the nasal suffix. In many cases, 

but not all, the future ends in a vowel. For example: 
VERB MEANING ACTION TYPE OR ORIENTATION . . yebem (pres) yebi (fut) 

1. yirim I am sitting, I am sitting, state 
2. yirbem I am standing upright, standing : YuPun (pres) yu (fut) 

yudupun (pres) yudi (fut) 
3. yibem 1 am lying horizontal, lying 
4. yinjiygin 1 see seeing yem (pres) ye (fut) 

yinem (pres) yine (fut) 
5. yaganim 1 go motion 
6. yim I do, say but note the following: 
7. yemeygen (Reflex) I arrive carry (self) yagatjen (pres) yawam (fut) 
8. yagatjen I bring movements towards yirbem (pres) yirim (fut) 
9. yirini he went continuous movement yibem (pres) yim (fut) 

-- 
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(3) The past may be indicated by the sum -e where the future ends in -i or 
may be formed from the future by the s u f i  -ni. For example: 

#@me (Past1 

h y i  (fut) 
gimi (fut) !lime ( p a )  
gurfts (fut) uuduni (past) 
gar0 (fut) w a n i  @sf) 
gudi (fut) rjudu~i (past) 
!la (fut) yatii (past) 
yude (fut) gudeni (past) 

but note the following: 
yani (fut) yagadi (past) 
yawam (fut) gagandji (past) 
giwi (fut) gini {past), 

(4) There are often two forms of the third person smgular especially in the 
present. In the main thr: third pfsan is indicated by the prefix k- or w- 
in the present: w- is the usual form in the future; d- is often fourid as the 
third person indicator in the past alternarirl$ with w-. Reasons fqr this 
alternation are not clear. What is perhaps more ineresting 1s the 
alternation of third person singular Cams of v e h .  It w ~ l l  be seen from 
the list klow that some alternative forms involve the replacement of one 
person marker for another, but that in others a different form is 
chosen for the third person. This has some relevance to the selection 
of the verb particle, Some verb particles are selected by one form and 
some by another. 

Alternative third person singular present tense forms 
yenim kaganim 
daran karan 
wibem kibem 
dagam kanan 
diy im kem 
dem kerim 
dim kirim ' 

wupun Icupun 
wudem kudem 
wudupun kudupun 
dinjiygin kinjiygin 
wi ki 
dinem kinem 
beyim kebem 
dayim karin 

While it is difficult at this stage to generalise it is clear that where there are 
alternative third person forms one is preferred for impersonal constructions: 

davim yi kada 'I am sad.' 

2. Compound verbs 
All verbs listed above may take verb particles before or after the simple 
verb to form compound verbs. These form the majority of the verbs in 
Ngangikurungur. The particles carry much of the specific meaning of 
the verb phrase and seem to be able to combine with any semantically 
appropriate verb. For example du which has the notion of touching occurs 
with the following auxiliaries : 

yarin du I show, feel for turtles 
yudupun du I taste, try point of spear 
yebeni du I grind up 
yerim d ~ i  I wake up (trans) 

2.1 VERB PARTICLES. It is in its verb particles that the verb achieves its fineness of 
discrimination. The majority of particles follow the auxiliary verb, here 
indicated in brackets. 

(direm) bay it pulls out 
(dagam) batj he kicks, stamps 
(dem) batj he has, takes. 

Some, particularly with intransitive verbs, precede the auxiliary. 
deli (mem) he tells a lie 
dudu (yenim) he is swollen 
yirkirk (mem) he is short of breath 
kuri weri (yenim) he is drunk 
mutji (yenim) he dies 
muwi wurir (yenim) he is afraid 

but note : 
(kirim muwi wuriv he is afraid. 

There are a small num er of discontinuous particles. 2 
apokek apokek (metn) pi he bends his head 
jil (mem) muwi he looks up 
ket (kirirn) tjeri he forgets 
nanama (wereni) tjir they were all singing. 

2.2 WORD CLASSES OF PARTICLES. Verb particles are drawn from a number of 
word classes. Most exist only as verb particles, for example du occurs only 
as a verb particle with the generalised notion of touching. It has the re- 
duplicative form dudu. It is interesting to note that there is another verb 
particle dudu (redup. dududrr) which is an adjective meaning 'swollen', 
Some verb particles are adjectives or adverbs, particularly those occurr- 

ing with verbs of state, such as kirim, men7 and yetiini in intransitive 
compounds. 

tjutjuk mem he is sick 
dudu mem he is swollen 
yenim yubu he is well. 

Some of the particles are nouns. These are often used in conjunction with 
other particles as agents or instruments of the action. Where class-marked 
nouns are used the class marker is omitted. 

meggin he picks up 
meygin ba ~va  (arm = do-ba) he picks up by the arm 
garin bay he pokes 
garin deri bag (back = de-deri) he pokes in the back 

it (~MPER) puts me sad 
but note : 

karin du 'He shows.' 
he-put-PRES show 
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In others the noun is used to describe the actor, often with intransitive v minta yiwi kuduk tje ' I  did not drink.' 
detjeri weri yenim NEG I-sit-FUT drink PAST 
ears having he-go-PRES  he second person singular dual and plural without yini is used as the 
'He knows', OR 'He remembers.' imperative. 
yenim pi dudu yani WaP 'Sit down!' 
he-go-PRES head swollen IMP-go-FUT down 

'He has a swollen head.' yiwi kuduk 'Drink !' 
2.2.1 REDUPLICATION. Particles may be reduplicated to indicate re-iter IMP-sit-FUT drink 
continuation or intensity of the action described. The following uses of the future tense form with adverbals may be noted: 

yenim fa 'He screams.' NECESSITY is expressed by the future form. 
he-go-PRES scream wa-gi jime malargu 
yenim fafa 'He goes on screaming.' he-PUT-me give turtle 
he-go-PRES scream REDUP 'He must give me the turtle.' 
rvudem fel 'He dives.' I ~ I : S I R I ~  is expressed by the future rorm of the vcrb wit11 gl>. 
be-fall-PRES fall y i - ~ i  tic dark yubii 
wudem fe@l 'He jumps (or hops).' I-sit-FVT PAST place good 
he-fall-PRES fall REDUP '1 would like to live at that good place.' 

Habitual action is expressed by the use of the reduplicated form of the p i tie r J p  n~~icic/uprtt~ !lc>r I)Io(/~ /)jr 
with the past or present auxiliary. 1-go-i;vl- PAST but they-push-rnlis me side stop 

yawul yer-wu nide w-ar-im jitjutjuk IV-ann-im 'I wanted to go bill they wouldn't let me.' 
spear WOOD-that LOC 3-PL-PRES put REDUP 3-PL-go-PRES P~SSIBI~.ITY is expressed by cp and the Future Form of the verb with the future 
'They usually put their spears under the tree.' marker !)itri. 
minta d-a-ni ne yeriyer d-i-n-i ep wiregu bulbul gini 
NOT he-make-PAST him cheer he-sat-PAST if 3-FUT DU hit will 
'He used not to cheer him.' 'They (dual) may start fighting.' 

2.2.2 GERUNDIVE USE OF PARTICLES. Particles are used with the CONDITION is formed from the future form of the verb with the particle nimbi. marker -yini as verb complements. 
waddi tje tjutjur gini The present conditional has the particle yini. 
they-go-PAST PAST swim PURP ya-g i jime nimbi yini . . . 'If you give it to me . . .' 
'They went swimming.' you-PUT-me give if PUT 
yedi tje walalma gini wana feljil nimbi. . . 'If he runs . . .' 
he-go-PAST PAST hunt for he-go-FUT run if 
'He went-hunting.' The perfect conditional uses the future with the past marker tje, with nawa 

2.2.3 IMPERATIVE USE OF PARTICLES. Compound verbs form the imper and the conditional marker nimbi. 
two ways (a) by using the future form of the second person singular, a bnr nitnbi tjc' I a \,)a tjllfjtrk 
plural of the auxiliary with the particle; I T  I if PAST o~lly I-f:ilI-~;u~ 11ul.t 

yani wap 'Sit down.' 'If 1 had fallcn I would have liust myself.' 
IMP-go-FUT down TRYING is expressed by the future of the verb with the particle kit~ti. 

or (b) with a few common verbs by the particle alone. ytl krrt k i i ~ i i  yitii 
wap! 'Sit down.' I-hit-1:u.r catch like I-UT 

2.3 TENSE, MOOD AND ASPECT. Ngangikurungur has three morph 'I tried to catch it.' 

forms. Of these the present and the past indicate the time when t 2.4 IMI'ERSONAL VERBS. Perll~lps the most interesting feature of the Ngangikur- 

took place. Llngur verb is the large number of impersonal constructions used. Tilere are 
The future tense form is used to convey action taking place in the future' t!vo impersonal verbs kulvani and n7t~~/ i t~ l  which take particles. 

and, with a number of adverbial modifiers, ideas of obligation and \ ~ . ~ i t ~ i  pirlci /~i(r!j/~lir~~ hjlikatt j i lg~r; 
intention, desire, possibility, and condition. The future is esse IMPERS to them boiling billycat1 two 
tense for non-completed action. Thus: 'Thc two billycans are boiling.' 

gini kuduk tje ' I  drank.' aliyi karvam purlup 
I-sat-PAST drink PAST 

fat IMPEHs melt 

Bu t ,  'The fat melts.' 

- . -  --= - 
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With the verbs the effect is largely reflexive. In the f ist  example above w h ~ e  
the verb is singular and the billycans plural they should not be regarded as 
the subjm d the sentence but as an explanatory noun phrase making clear 
what it intended by the pronoun pirki 'them' (dual). 

There is dso a widespread use of the ordinary auxiliaries in imprsond 
construction, As stated earlier some verbs have two third person s~ngular 
forms. for exam& kebem-bedim ; garlm-hgim, one of which tends to be used 
mare !?requently>a itnpersanaf constructions. 

daf~im gi kudo 'I am sad.' 
it-puts me sad 
be~im ai da '1 am hit.' 
i*t-makes &e hit 

In the latter example above we have what may be regarded as a notional 
agentless passive and it is possible (though not frequently met with) for an 
agent to k supplied, fqr example we could say 

bmim ai da yawl niggi I 
it-makes m e  hit spear MST 
'I was hit by a spear.' 

There am however difficulties here. As the ergative and instrumental marker 
are identical fgiggi) we might regard this not as a @ve but as an ergative 
sentence. Again it muM be argued that the instrumental phrase is parenthetic 
and explanatory as in the Brst example (p. 697). Certainly there is no formal 
nassive in Naangikumngur and only at timw doe$ the impersonal con- 
itruction su&t i notional passive, 

86. Djamindjungan 
W. G. Hoddinott & F. M. Kofod I 

1. Introhetlon 
Xa all the three Djamindjungan languages, Djamindjung, Ngaliwuru and 
Nungali (spakca in the ViFtoria Riwr area, Northern Territory), the verb is 
wnjugated by prefixes for person and number of the subject m intransitive, 
and of the subject and object in transitive verbs. In addition, prefixes alsb 
indicate the foturedesiderative tease and the irmlis and imperative mood? 
The present and past tenses and the reflexive are indicated by su*. 

Morphologiollly the verb may b dasscd according to its tense suffixes. 
But the verbs are more sigdmntly divided into simple and compound. The 
simple verb adds its &xn directly to the verb stem. The ~ I n p ~ u n d  verb 
consists of a simple verb together with another element to which the. simple 
verb serves as sn auxiliary. We have refend to this element as a 'prepospd 
particle' (Bolt et al. 1970; 88). Metcslf has oallcd f t a 'pr~sfem' (Metcalf 1972: 
851 whiie Cape11 has referred to it as a 'verb base'. In this paper we shall refer 
to'it as the Grb psrti~le, 
Tk discussion of the Djarniladjun@in verb will confine itself to the verb in 

Nungall. Djamindjung and Ngaliwmu verbs are formed in the same way; 
and what is said of Nungali applies to them equally. 

2 Simple verb 
The Nungali simple wrbs may exist as 'fud' verbs witbut the q d  d 
parti~les and compdse both transitive and intransitive verbs. Sernanticatly 
the slmpk verbs designate basic ty of adon or mpms states, In Nuagali %" thee are twenty-two simple ver s, eighteen we transitive, four are in- 
transitive. The simple verbs are listed below with their stem and meanings 
as full verbs. They in the t h i i  person singular present indicative. 

NUNGALI VERB 
ya-na-ra-m 
ya-ni-yavga-m 
ya-ni- wada-gara-m 
ya-ni-nama-m 
ya-ni-yal-gara-m 
ya-ni-yada-m 
ya-ni-yana-m 
ya-ni-djama-nz 
ya-ni-malin-ma-m 
ya-ni-mili-m 
ya-ni-wiri-m 
ya-ni-ndji-m 
ya-nu-ygu-m 
ya-nu-ndja-4 
ya-ni-riga-dja 
ya-ni-yayi-m 
ya-ni-mala-yawu-m 
ya-ni-mayu-m 'P 

wa-ruma-m 
wa-da-m 
wa-llga-4 
wa-nandu-yu 

MEANING 
he-it-puts 
he-it-hits 
he-it-follows 
he-it-dances 
he-it-sends 
he-it-spears 
he-it-gives 
he-i t- brings 
he-it-makes 
he-it-gathers 
he-it-bites 
he-it-eats 
he-it-says (throws) 
he-it-takes 
he-it-cooks, burns 
he-it-sees 
he-it-hears 
he-it-hits, kills 
he-comes 
he-falls 
he-goes 
he-is, stays 

2.1 VERB m. Verb stems are either simple or compound. Simple verb 
sterns are either manwybbic tx disyllabic: and have the piatterns CV, CV.CV, 
CVC.CV. One stem -ggu- 'to go' has a CCV pattern. 

Them are four examples of compand stems: -wada-gara- 'to follow', 
-yd-gars- "to send', -ma!&-r~awu- 'to hear' (0.f. -pwu- 'to see3 -miin-ma- 
'to mke.' 

2.2 P I P E F ~  to the stem of the simple verb indicate: 
(i) Pemn and number of the subjecr of intransitive verbs in the p m t  

and past terms, for example, in Mungali the pronoun subjects of intransitive 
verbs consist of a set of Arst order p m b  to the intransitive verb stem. In 
Xhe singular the initial consomnts are: first person g-; second per so^ g; 
third perkon w-. Tbe stem vowel for the singular is 9. The second person 
singular has the Anal morpheme -4u. 
In tlie nonsingular, w'hh the ex tim of the first person d d  inchsIve 

ltre initial oonronrar pnon y-; second tKrd ws. 
w-. 'bid% e stem vowel in the first person dual and plural exelusive and t e third 
person dud and plural, and the first perwn plural inclusive is -w. ir 
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The dual is indicated by -nj (except in the first person dual inclusive), and 
the plural by -r-. 
(1) w-a-yga 'he goes' 

he-SING-80-PRES 
(2'1 w-ini-an% 'they (two) go.' , , d "U 

they -DUAL-go-PRES 
(3) w-ir-agga 'they (pl) go.' . . 

they-c-go-PRES I 
(ii) Person and number of subject and object pronouns in transitive verbs ' 

in the present and past tenses. The table below provides the morpheme lists I 
from which the subject and object prefixes may be formed. (For a detailed 
study of the formation rules see Bolt et al. 1970: 107-11). I 

Subject-object prefixes to transitive verb stems 
SUBJECT NUMBER OBJECT NUMBER 

1st sing. 
2nd sing. 
3rd sing. 
1st d in. 

?la- 
gadj- 4 sing 
yan- 
bidi- 

1st d ex/pl. ex. yi- 
1st pl in. Yu- 
2nd d/pl M'U- 
3rd d/pl w i- 

-an 
-nj(i) 
-01-i 
-mindi 

-nj dual - ir i- 
-r- plural -iri- 

-(w)u 
-(w)i 

4 sing 

-nj- dual 
-r- plural 

Thus 
(4) van-4-i-4-yada-m 'he spears it.' 

~ ~ - S I N G - ~ ~ - S I N G - S ~ ~ ~ ~ - P R E S  

(iii) The future-desiderative prefix to intransilive verbs. The term 'tense' 
has beet1 employed to designatc those suffixes which denote present and past. 
The future desiderative prefix is rormed by adding -wu- to the present-past 
pronomin:~l if i l  ends in  a vowel; and - i ~ * r r  or - i~ivu if it ends iil a rlon- 
palatalised consonant. Otherwise the form is -611 and causes depalatalisafion 
of preceding pafatalised consonants. For example: 

tlu -1 n-u -b yn1t.o 1st sing. 
i n  -1- t i  + i t  I st d ,  ex. 
i 1 I - I I st pi, ex. 

The future-dcsidcrative prefix is added to the verb skin usually w ~ t l l  
present tense suffix and i n  the ~nnin is used lo convey the notion of fu 
action. 

( 5 )  wawavlna 'He will go.' 
\ ,  

~ ~ - F U T : ~ O - P R E S  
It is also used to convey intention, desire or possibility often with words like 
giymjula 'perhaps', micfklr 'if' and t~ctlrr 'why'. 

(6)  giyayulu nliriwwrm1at71 'Perhaps they will come.' 
perhaps they-rwr-come-PRES 

(71 rrivusirl~ w~alr~idotn rligal 'Perhaps it will rain' . , L . ,  
perhaps j t-PUT-fall-PRES water 

I n  the transitive verb the future-desiderative prefix comes after the subject 
pronoun person and number marker and the object pronoun person marker. 
It occurs before the object pronoun number marker. 

(8) yadj-4-bi-nj-ara-m 
YOU-SING-them-PUT-DU-put-PRES 
'You (s) will put them (dual)'. 

As with the intransitive verb, the future desiderative prefix is also used after 
words like giyayula 'perhaps' to convey notions of desire, intention and 
possibility. In conjunction with the remote past suffix it expresses uncertainty 
or unfulfilled intention about actions which took place in the past in both 
transitive and intransitive. For example: 
(9) gala yandjanburu w-uru-4-4-wi-yada-nji 

why something you-PL-US-FUT-Spear-REMP 
diyayura yurag 
kangaroo us-PL-DAT 
'Did you spear us a kangaroo or something?' 

(iv) The irrealis aspect. In Nungali this is expressed by the prefix nja- 
placed before the present-past subject or subject-object pronouns and conveys 
the notion of an action which will not take place. With the negative particle 
guranj it expresses the future negative. 
(10) guranj nja-ni-yawu 'He will not see it.' 

not NEG-FUT-he-it-~ee 
(1 1) guranj njayidga 'He will not go.' 

not NEG-FUT-he-go 
(1 2) guranj njanurum 'I will not come.' 

not NEG-FUT-I-come 
In both transitive and intransitive verbs it is used in the second person 
singular, dual or plural with the negative particle guranj to express the 
negative imperative of prohibitive. 
(1 3) guranj dud njadjimili 'Don't pick it up!' 

not hold NEG-FUT-you(s)-gather 

(v) The imperative mood. In Nungali wa- (singular), wawunj- (dual) or 
lvawuru- (plural) are prefixed to the verb stem in intransitive verbs and to the 
object pronoun and verb stem in transitive verbs. 
(14) wa-n-yana gagawuli 'Give me yams.' 

IMP s ~ ~ ~ - m e - o ~ - g i v e  yams 
( 1 5 )  warurn 'Come!' 

IMP SING-come 
(1 6) wawinjidga 'Come' (Dual) 

IMP DU-Come 
(1 7) ganjala wawariyad 'Sing!' (pl) 

sing-IMP p ~ - b e  

2.3 SUFFIXES to simple verb stem indicate: 
(i) TENSE. Present, past and remote past tenses are indicated by suffixes 

to the verb stem. In Nungali verbs of Class 1 take -m in the present, -nj in the 
past and -nji in the remote. 

(ii) REFLEXIVE AND RECIPROCAL. The present tense reflexive suffix is -dji 
and the past -dji-nu. The suffixes replace the tense marker. The future 
reflexive is formed by the future desiderative subject pronoun prefixed to the 
verb stem with the present tense reflexive suffix-dji. Examples: 
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( 1 8 )  ga -maga -dji 'I cut myself. 

I -cut -self (PRES REFLEX) 
(19) gu -pt@ 4ji -nu 'I saw mysefEY 

I -see -sdf ( P A S T R W ~ )  
The imprdve r&exive adds -@i to #e im rative transitive verb. The iK negative imperative is formed by the reflexive su x to the itrea1is forms d the 

verb together with the negative particle garrmj. When the subject of the verb is 
dual or plural the verb may express reciprocal adan. 
(20) wmunjmarJadfl 'Hit each other]' 

IMP-nu-hit-self-~m 
(21) guranj mug djiram njungayidji 'Don't look at each other !' 

not look two NEG-IMP-DU-S~~-S~~~-PRES 

3. CImporma ~erbg 
Compound verbs f ~ r m  the majority of t h ~  verbs u7ed and appear to 
constitute an open net. They consist of a verb particle wbrch comes before the 
simple verbs listed above which now take on the fundion of auxiliaries. The 
particle may come from one of a number of word classes, tlrough adjectim 
md adverbs make up the ma'ority of them. The choice of particle is partly 
dietermined by the simple ver & used as an auxiliary. Thus in Nungali w q g a  
(he goes) may take the adjective budrcdj- {stee ), to Form tbe compbund verb 
b d u + q g ~  (he climb) while glrnimiiirn &e-it-ga~rrg) takes as particle 
the instrumenta1 noun njigal (mn-water) to form njigal ganimilim (he washes 
it). It is also partly a matter of custom. The degree of freedam varies within 
the language group. In Djamindjung particles are bound to particular verbs, 
In Ngaliwuru and Nungali a particle may crceur with a number of au?iliaries, 
for example, in Nunpli dlyu may occur in diyu ~ ~ a n u y g m  (he throws it away) 
or dyu wmjga (he Ales). The particie is invariable in Nungali and Djamind- 
jung. In Ngahiwuru the suffix -ug may be added to indicate the persistanca 
of the notion described. 

'He is Iooking at me.' 
'He keeps looking at me.' 

languages voice is either active or middle. There is 
passive though particles with WMUR&U may give 

the sepe of the agmtless passive, for example, habarfma ~~?arnandiyi 'he was 
hurt' wmmdzy, however, occurs largely as a verb of state or non-motion 
and the general sense here is stative rather than passive, 
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Appendix 
The following simple and comvound verbs occur in Class 1 in Nungali which 

I 
includes botL transitive and intransitive stems. The third singular I 
forms are given. 

Class l(a) 
Present tense suffix -m; preterite suffix -4. for example: 

(i) -ra- ganaram he it puts 
Present ganaram 
Preterite ganara 
Fut. desid. ganiwaram 
Imper. \varu 
Irrealis guranj njanara 
Imper. neg. guranj njadjara 
Rem. past ganaranji 

1 Other Simple Verbs 
(ii) -gangs- yanigaggam he it hits 

(iii) -wadagara- ganiwadagaram he it follows 
(iv) -numa- ganinamam he it dances 
(v) -yalgara- ganiyalgaram he it sends 

(vi) -yada- ganiyadam he it spears 
(vii) -gana- ganiganam he it gives 

(viii) -djama- ganidjamam he it brings 
(ix) -malinma- yanimalinmam he it makes 

Compound Forms 
(i) gul ganaram he makes it stop 

nuyug ganaram he makes a fire 
mudjud ganaram he it covers 
dul-ganaram he it uncovers 
wiri ganaram he it turns 

rn lunj ganaram he it puts 
milid ganaram he it shows 

I djulug ganaram he it pushes 

t mundul ganaram he it covers 
mu1 ganaram he it roasts 

I bag ganaram he it breaks 
(ii) dadaya ganigangam he it chops 

(iii) yibirag ganiwadagaram he it follows 
(iv) nuwangad ganinamam he it dances 

dul ganinamam he it kicks 
(v)  yiryir yanidjamam he it leads 

Class l(b) 
This consists of the intransitive verb -rum- to come. Present tense suffix is -am. 
Preterite suffix is -a. For example: 

-rum- warumam he comes 
Present warumam 
Preterite waruma 
Fut. desid. wawurumam 
Imper. \varurn 
Irrealis njarum 
Imper. neg. njadjurum 

Class l(c) 
This consists of the intransitive verb -do- to fall. The present stem is -da- and 
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the present suffix is -m; the preterite stem is -dba and the preterite suffix is -$. 
For example -da- wadam he falls 

Present wadam 
Preterite bvadba 
Fut,Desid. !~rrn~icl~t?? 
Tn~per, none recorded ; probably wark~ 
Isrealis (gur~itg) ~jar~arlbrnd 
I HI per. [leg. (gurmlj) ~ljacljidbad 
Compound forms 

c l j a g  n~ullu~11 he falls 
bulcrya waclun? lie is born 
Iu,qu n)udum he marries 
niymatjgu wn(lutl~ he forgets (lit., the ear Fdlls) 
!jobtrig ~z~nllanl he dives, he washes 

87. Gunwinjgu 
Peter J. Carroll 

Gunwinjgul is a prefixing, noun classifying language of Western Arnhem 
Land. Prefixes mark pronominal subject and object, incorporated noun 
subject and object, adverbial modifier and aspect. Suffixes mark aspect, tense 
and mood. The following examples show the structure of the verb. The vel 
root is shown in non-italic type. 

bene - ya~loyh - djarrk - durrkmirra - nginj (class 6) 
they again together worked (past completed) 
nga - yawoyh - red - na - ni (class 3) 
I again camp was seeing (past continuous) 
nga - m - re nga - re (class 9) 
I will come I will go 
nzirzj ku - m - bo - bebme - ninj (class 1) 
not it water appeared (past negative) 
'm' is an aspect prefix indicating motion towards the speaker. 

Verb suffixes have the triple function of indicating tense, tllood and aspect, 
which structurally are part of a single: sufixing system. '. . . the fact that t'-- 
five suffixes form a consistent pattern in each class indicates that they furlcti 
as a unity' (Oates 1964:46). Characteristic forms of the sutfix establ 
thirteen verb classes (some with very restricted membersl-rip) which can 
combined into six groups with various subgroups. The following examp 
illustrate verb class membership 

Class 1 (Oates 1A) suffix -me, 
-1ombe 'to run' -kurrme 'to put' 
-karrme 'to have' -yibme 'to sink' 

Class 2 (Oates 1B) suffixes -ke, -nje, -ye, -we, 
-djobke 'to chop' -munkewe 'to send' 
-dadjke 'to cut' -marrwe 'to be hungry' 
-kinje 'to cook' -baye 'to bite' 

Class 3 (Oates 2A(i)) suffixes -ka, -na, -wo, -ngu, 
-ka 'to take' -)YO 'to give' 
-manka 'to fall down' -bawo 'to leave' 
-nu 'to see' -ngu 'to eat' 
-wohna 'to keep watch' -bongu 'to drink' 

Class 4 (Oates 2A(ii)) suffixes -bu, -wa, 
-bu 'to hit' -yaiva 'to search' 
-bidbu 'to climb' -mule~va 'to inform' 

Class 5 (Oates 2B (i) and (ii)) suffixes -ru, -du, -lu, -dju, -do, -dje, -de, -ma 
-ru 'to burn' -dahkendo 'to put in a container' 
-karu 'to dig' -borrhborrdje 'to shake off' 
-djakdu 'to rain' -durnde 'to return' 
-kolu 'to go down' -ma 'to get' 
-kadju 'to follow' -djulkma 'to split' 
-do 'to throw stones' 

Class 6 (Oates 3A) suffixes -da, -rra, 
-wokda 'to talk' -rra 'to stand' 
-bengmidjda 'to forget' 

Class 7 (Oates 3A) suffixes -di, -rri, -ni 
-di 'to stand' -durrkmirri 'to work' 
-wokdi 'to talk' -ni 'to sit' 
-dirri 'to play' -wayini 'to sing' 

Class 8 (Oates 3B) suffix -yo, 
-yo 'to lie down' -bukirriyo 'to dream' 

Class 9 (Oates 4) suffix -re, 
-re 'to go' -djulkmire 'to tear' 

Class 10 (Oates 5) suffix -rre (reflexive), 
-burre 'to hit oneself' -dadjkerre 'to cut oneself' 

Class 11 
-mak 'to be good' -babang 'to ache' 
-+re 'to like' 

Class 12 (Oates 6A and B) suffix -men, 
-makmen 'to become good' -Garemen 'to want' 
-kimukmen 'to grow' 

Class 13 
-rrowe 'to be sick' 

In some classes monosyllabic verb roots occur as the form of the suffix 
which may also conlpound with other verb roots to form vcrbs of the same 
class. In some instances these n~onosyllabic verb roots are forms given in 
Capell's Common Australian (Capcll 1956:90-93). For cxalnple: -ria 'to see': 
-ka 'to take' (class 3); -bu 'to hit' (class 4): -1110 'to get' (class 5); and tt i -  'to 
sit' (class 7). Note that verbal auxiliaries in other languages tire sufixcs in 
Gunwi~~jgu (Dixon 1972: 15). 

1 have grouped the verbs into thirteen classcs. Oates has six classes, four of 
which are sub-dividcd (IA and B, 2A and B, 3A and B, 6A and B) and two 
of these are further sub-divided (2A(i) and (ii), 2B(i) and (ii)) niaking a lot:~I 
of twelve separate groups of verbs. My class thirteen has only one example, 
-rrowe 'to bc sick', which is given by Oates as an cxocption. 

The five cnlegorics indicated by the suffixing system are past :lnd non-past. 
il completed and a continuous aspect within past tense, past negative and the 



$ Indicates an addition to the base form. 
- Indicates a replacement of the base form. 

87. GUNWINJGU 

If one examines 

The verb clesses and their su0bs in the various &tegories are set out in 
the facing chart. 

Comments 
I .  There is evidence of vowel raising. For example class 8-past negativ~, 

-yuwirrinj occurs where -yowirrinj is expected. 
i.e. o -t u / w  
Classes 10 and 13-imperative and past negative, 
-rrimeninj occurs where -rremeninj is expected, 
-wimt?n o a r s  where -wemen is expected. 
i.e. e -s i / ~  (this dow not apply to class 2 verbs). 

2. There is evidence of lrotwl lo~vering, For example class 4-past completed 
-born occurs where -bum is expected. 
i.e. u 4 o l d  

3. There is no transitivily distinction in relation to class membership. 
4. Classes 1 to 5 are open with no semantic basis. Classes 6 to 13 are closed 

with SOW semaritic basis. 
Class 7 verbs involve sitting or standing. 
Class 8 verbs involve lying down. 
Class 10 are reflexives. 

5. Some verb roots occur in both class 1 and class 2. In class 1 they are 
intransitive with the -me suffix, and in class 2 they are generally causative 
with the -ke suffix. This does not apply to all verbs ending in -me or -ke. 
For exam~le  : 
-bakrne 'to break' 
-bakke 'to cause to break' 

-bebme 'to appear' 
-bebke 'to cause to appear' 

-warrhme 'to fall' 
-warrhke 'to cause to fall' 

bakmeng 'it broke' 
bakkeng 'he broke it' 

bebmeng 'it appeared' 
bebkeng 'he brought it out' 

warrhrneng 'it fell' 
warrhkeng 'he dropped it' 
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NoC 
1. GunwiGgu is spoken by approxhately 600 people resident at Om 

and its dutatatiws, and by another 4W resident in an ma bawd$"$ 
Darwin, Katherine and Maningrid% some of whom speak it ers a second 
langws. It has been studied by Capell, Oates and Harris. The o m g -  
raphy wed is that adopted by the OenpcIli Literature Pro*t, which is : 
&bilabial stop m-bilabial nasal 
~ I w l a r  smp M v e u I a r  nasal 
& - l d n d  stop mj-lamind nasal 
rd+mtroflex stop rn-retroflex nasaI 
k-w1w stop ng-velar nasal 
Lglattal  -alveolar lateral 
r~t-flap rkretroflex lateral 
r-retroflex resonant I 

i, e, a, o, u-vowels 
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words. A few verb particies have been found in Alawa beginning with pre- 
msalised stops (analysed as unit phonemes in this language). Rarely, verb 
particles in Alawa with a devoiced stop initially have a semantically related 
noun identical in form except for having the corresponding prenasalised stop 
initially, for example H&li 'bank, hillside', 4ili 'go along the side of a hill'. 
Phoneme patterns found in verb particles are shown below. L represents 
consonants / I ,  I, r, ?I; C represents any consonant including L. 

ALAWA MARA WARNDARANG 
(CV>CV((L)C) CV((L)C) CV((L)C) 
c v c c v ( c ( v ( c ) ) )  CVCCV(C(V)) CVCCV(C) 
CVCVC(C)V CVCV(C(V)) CVCV(C(V)) 
CvCvCVCvCv CVCvCvCvCv 
VL 

2. Auxiliaries and inflected verbs 
Auxiliary verbs and Mected verbs may be monoreferential MR (affixed for 
person-number of suttject only, both S, and S,), or direferential DR (affixed 
for person-number of subject, usually S,, and referent R, either object or 
dative object); transitive and intransitive verbs of both types occur (intran- 
sitive DR verbs lack a referent suffix, or have a 'dummy' 3rd singular 
masculine referent suffix (as for example with the auxiliary nedu 'do in a 
mob'). All person-number affixes are prefixes except in DR auxiliaries in 
Alawa, where 3rd person singular, either referent or subject (subject only 
when referent is other than 3rd singular), and some 3rd person non-singular 
referents, are suf%xw. Mara and Warndarang have no affix for 3rd person 
singular referent. Of tl~e three languages (Atawa with a two-gender system, 
Mara with no clear system at this point of analysis, and Warndarang with 
several noun classes), Alawa is the only one with gender (or class) reference 
in the verb pronominal afljxes; 3rd singular masculine and feminine are dis- 
tinguished for both subject and referent. 

88. Alawa, Mara and Warndarang 

Alawa, Mara and Warndarang, adjacent languages of Arnhem Land, have 
much common vocabulary and many similarities in grammar. Verbs consist 
of either an uninflected verb particle and an inflected auxiliary verb, or an 
inflected form or auxiliary verb only. (An auxilia1.y call be omitted after a 
verb particle, although the native speaker is likely to insist il is there.) The 
inflected forms or auxiliary stems are ,~f.lixed for person and number, and are 
suffixed or changed in form for tense, aspect and maod, and reflexivity. 
Some verb particles can be used as adjectives, and some may have sub- 
stantivising suffixes. 

1. Verb particles 
All three languages have verb particles commonly of a distinctive phoneme 
pattern, the most frequently occurring being CVC, a rare pattern in other 

2.1. Pronominal affixes in Alawa 
Space precludes exhaustive treatment of these. The reader is referred to 
Sharpe (1972:79-86) for full treatment. However, the following general 
observations can be made for Alawa. 
(i) DR subject prefixes with 3rd person singular referent are identical to 

MR prefixes except in the 1st and 3rd persons singular. 
(ii) Wherever a plural afix has the phoneme /I/, it is replaced by 171 for the 

dual.' Sometimes the dual-plural distinction is neutralised in D R  
affixes; usually then In/ marks non-singular, although 171 is used in some 
affixes. 

In DR auxiliaries (and inflected verbs) : 
(iii) There is ranking of persons in that, in general, affixes for 1st persons 

precede those for 2nd persons, which precede those for 3rd persons. 
(iv) Ranking of a slightly different sort is shown in that 2nd person involve- 

ment (as subject or referent, acting with 1st person or not) is usually 
signalled by the presence of i!/ in the prefixes. Involvement of 3rd person 

I! feminine, or 1st person wit out 2nd person, is usually signalled by the 
presence of either 191 or (3rd singular feminine or 1st singular only) 
/aF/ in the aftixes. 
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2.2. Consonant hardening for the three languages 
Pronominal prefixes with vowel or semivowel initially chaw form following 
a verb particle ending in a stop or nasal, according to the foilowing rule, 
where H signifies a hardening consonant (stop or nasal), # word boundary 
between particle and inflected form, and # absence of consonant. 

4 -+ gllg#- 
(4,  w, Y> + {g, g, d>/H#- 

Also, at least in Alawa, another consonant hardening rule applies within 
words across certain morpheme boundaries. The phoneme /g/ is inserted 
between prefixes a?i- 'towards', ya- 'with', and yay- 'kill' and the auxiliary 
stem a ;  also 

w -t b / H -  in pronominal suffixes. 
(The full statement of this internal hardening rule and its other applications 
do not concern us here.) Although the synchronic rules are formulated as 
hardening rules, historically it may have been a lenition of certain stops. 
Evidence to suggest this includes the prenasalised stop-devoiced stop cor- 
respondence in word initial positions in Alawa and Mara words, alternate 
names Alawa and Galawa for the Alawa tribe, and other correspondences. 

2.3. Tense-aspect-mood 
My data on Mara and Warndarang is still very sketchy, and I have had 
almost no time recently for further study of the data. That Alawa has seven 
tense-aspect-mood combinations is well established, and the data appears to 
show that Mara has six such distinctions, and Warndarang six or less. In 
each language there is a confusing array of irregularity in auxiliary verl: 
forms. In Alawa about 30 auxiliary and inflected verbs have been found, and 
they can be roughly classified into conjugations by the final vowel of the stem: 
but even then a variety of affixes occur to signal each tense-aspect-mood 
combination, according to the auxiliary stem. This classification cuts across 
the MR-DR and transitive-intransitive distinctions (except that one past 
punctiliar indicative suffix -wun does not occur with MR stems). In both 
Mara and Warndarang I have listed only about 15 inflectable verbs and 
auxiliaries with any degree of certainty and completeness, and it is hard to find 
even as much semblance of system in these as in Alawa. Jeffrey Heath, who is 
also working on Warndarang, also finds irregularity and incompleteness ir 
many paradigms; he hopes however in work later this year to gain a fullel 
picture. Some of his data are quoted below in 3.1. 

Table 1 shows the seven Alawa tense-aspect-mood combinations; Mar; 
has only one present subjunctive form, but otherwise follows the Alawa. 

Table I :  Alawa tense-aspect-mood matrix 

PAST PRESENT FUTURE 

indicative punctiliar - neutral 
mood continuous continuous 

subjunctive - punctiliar - 
mood - continuous continuous 

In Wmdwang the m&n@ of the different forms are not entirely cleatr.. 
The language definitely luas past unctiuar and contiuuous indicative tenses, 
and future can be formed from ase past tense forms by use of the p& U- tg 
inserted between verb particle and auxiliary (prefixed to inflected forms), 
or replacing 3rd prson singular subject p& when present. Two other forms 
translate as present or future tense; one form is a subjunctive; and a form in 
-yi has contradictory evidence as to its tense and mood. 

Subjunctive mood in Atawa and Mara is used for abilitative in the present 
('cana) and for probable action in the f u t u  @nay'), and with a negative to 
form negative verbs except for negative future (indiativeused here); thesub- 
junctive in Warndatang is used similarly, although the tense reference is not 
yet clear. Table 2 shows how negation is accomplished in Alawa and MBra. 
Wamdarang appears to use the partide gu before the verb partick for 
mwtion; AIawa uses gayi in this position, and Mara M a  (or gma) gu 
according to tense. 

Table 2: Negation in Alawa and Mara 
ALAWA MARA 

future definite 'will not' yayi+fut indic wulaffut indic 
present cts 'is not' yayi+fut subj wula+fut subj 
past 'didn't' yayifpres subj guf pres subj 

2.4. Reduplication 
AU three languages ma exhibit reduplication or repetition of verb particles 
when present, or of in&ohd fonm when verb partidm are, absent, usually 
co-oawring with confinuous aspect, to indicate repeated or extended action. 
Verb particles may be ~epeated even up to three or four times. In Afawa an 
inflected form is reduplicated according to one of CsNa patterns (the atteros 2 1 have a n  kr. checked for tbe other I~sguagc~): eitha the initial VCV d 
h e  idected form is duplicated, or the initial VC of the inflected s t m  is 
repeated. 

yiwi-yi-wiEa 'You (sg) will go.' 
REDUP-YOU-gO FUT 
yuli-yul-iEa 'We (excl) will go.' 
REDUP-We-gO FUT 

OR 
yil-ud-u~jala 'They were going.' 
they-REDUP-go PAST 
yil-ad-a&-nu 'They gave (it) to him.' 
they-REDUP-give PAST-him 

' 1 2.5. Other non-pronominal prefixes in Alawa 
Three prefixes other than pronominal prefixes have been isolated in Alawa, 

I all occurring with the DR auxiliary a. The resultant forms can stand alone 
as inflected verbs (which a cannot); two of them have also been found with a 
variety of verb particles, including all which occur as motion verbs with wifia 
'go' and adi 'come'. The three are: 

(a) yay- 'hit, kill', homophonous with the verb particle for 'hit, kill'; the 
inflected verb seems to have the same gloss as the verb particle and 
auxiliary. 
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yay g-4-a-ya-n-nu 'He hitlkilled it.' 
hit 4 - ~ ~ - ~ O - P U N C T - P A S T - ~ ~  
a-yay-g-a-ya-n-na 'He hitlkilled it.' 
~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ - ~ - ~ o - P u N c T - P A s T - ~ ~  

(b) or{- Gwwards'. As a full verb or with motion verb particles, this brings 
location-goal into nuclear position as object of the verb. 
1 i ( m  - a  1v alba 
man-sac (down) he - tO-$ -do -~~~~- i t  river 
'The man goes (down) to the river..' 
With certain intransitive verb particles a transitive verb is formed. 
wag n-e-ni 'He is laughing.' 
laugh he-be-PRES 
wag g-an-aN-g-a-ya-n-na-??ga 
laugh ~ - r n e - t o - ~ - d o - ~ u ~ c ~ - ~ ~ s ~ - h e - s u ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
'He laughed at me.' 

I 
With the quotative verb particle ga 'call out' there is no obvious change 
in transitivity or other focus. 
ga ya-mumba-n niba mu,r'ada-yi I 
call out I-say-PAST him canoe-GEN 
'T called out to him for a canoe.' - - 

g a a f  aN-g-a-ga-n-nu muwada-yi 
call out I - ~ o - ~ - ~ o - P u N c T - P A s T - ~ ~ ~  canoe-GEN 
'I called out to him for a canoe.' 

(c) ya- 'with'. AS a full verb or with motion verb particles, this is translated 
as 'take, go with'; it thus forms a converse to the inflected verb a!i 
'bring, come with'. 
at-ya-g-a-ya-n-nu 
I - w i t h - $ - d o - P u N ~ ~ - ~ A ~ ~ - i t  
'I took it.' 
ge4 4il-ya-g-a-n-nu nda malayin niba 
run they-with-$-do-p~s~-it CON belongings him 
'They ran away with his belongings.' 
lilmi-N (durn) a-ya-g-a-n-nu nda muwada ~valb-irir 
man-ERG (down) he-with-&do-p~s~-it CON canoe river-ALL 

'The man took the canoe (down) to the river.' 
lilmi-A (durn) 4-ali-n"a-nu nda giFimbu 
m a t l - ~ ~ ~  (down) he-bring-PAST-it CON stone kangaroo 

naudar-iv'yunu 
%I-ABL - 

'The man brought the kangaroo (down) from the hill.' 
ya- also carries the concept of action repeated over and over ('stuck wit11 ), 
as is seen in its use with the particle yay. 
y v  g-0-a-gu-n-no 'He bit it (once). ' 
htt &he-do-~u~c~-PAST-it 
yan g-$-a-n-nu 'He was hitting it.' 
hit &he-do-~~Sr-it 
yug g-a-ya-g-a-mna 'He was hitting it over and over.' 
hit #-he-with-#-do-~~s~-it 
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2.6. Wag of aradliarfes and inflected verbs 
Tables 3-5 (p. 730f) show some of the inflected forms (auxiliaries and full 
verbs for the languages. Many auxiliaries h v e  been omitted; for omitted one 
in M a a  and Warndarang, as no doubt also for some lisud, infomation has 
not always been sufficient to place the forms in their correct positions in the 
charts, In Alawa far some DR auxiliaries the final vowel listed changes when 
the 3rd singular sufEixes are added (detail on phonological rules here may be 
found in Sharpe (1972) by comparing chapter 5 with the tablm on ages 
91-92, or by consulting Appendix G). Numbers beside certain o the P auxiliaries in tables 3,4 and 5 cross reference auxiliaries fairly dearly relami 
by form or usage in the three languages. 

Table 6 (p. 734) shows the more abvious inflection patterns in AIawa and 
Mara. 

3. Semaatlm of amxikies and Meckd forms 
In d l  three languages. for certain auxiliaries (for example those translated 
'go', 'come', 'W, 'do, say', 'auw to', 'give'), &re is 8 core of verb partides 
for wbich the pal.ticular auxiliary chosen a n  be ~ s e d  from the meanings 
involved. Some auxiliaries occur with a large num r of verb partides of the % 
same fqp. In Alawa w i h  'go' and adi 'come' occur in a large number of 
motiun verbs, rE 'be' in most stative verbs, mmba 'do, sayy in many action verbs 
(including all introduced English action roots), a and g& in the mjority 
of fram'tive verbs with DR auxjkariw, and mdn 'give' apparently only with 
ditransitim, uootative and purpo&ve verbs. 

Some aux8ihtiw almost always add a particular meaning to the verb 
partide ; in Alam (tldonly one properly checked) &we indude: aqi 'conies, 
#id 'be abaut to', dga 'caw to', m"&~ 'go towards*$ yaga 'take', a[i 'bring', 
a@& '# a rn~b', and mu& 'givey (which very often has an animate dative 
aljject as r-efefeno; in Mara and Warndarang there is the auxiliary 'eat'. 

The form for 'go' in Wacudarang, ra, occurs as r& as m inflected verb, 
and as ra when &curring as an auxiliary (or also in certain tense-aspect- 
mood combinations as an inflected verb). 

In each language there are inflected forms which do not appear to occur 
with verb particles. Some of these are: 

ALAWA MARA 
lamu 'try' andayafi 'spear' 
maba 'keep' 
yuv'imu 'show' 
vir 'eat' 

WARNDARANG 
gaya 'hear' 

The Alawa verb p d h u  '&ow', like muda 'giue', always has an atrimate 
dative atlject as refe~nt. There is one definite example in Alma (and there 
may well be others ie the three languap) of a unique verb pdcle-awihry 
combination, where. d ther  theqerb particle nor the auxiliary have been fouud 
in other verbs; it is Ikrg lRbu 'spear'. 

Heath has sent a su of some of his Wmdarapg hdings for incor- 
poration in *is p a p e r m ~ o w ) .   is orthoga by h o ~  ban adapted for 
consistency *thin thia paper.) ~t w~ appear $om his q u ~  data, b t  
Warndarang auxiliaries have a more dismablti eemantic load than Alawa 
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and Mara auxiliaries. Although there are patterns of auxiliary choice in 
Alawa and Mara as mentioned above, these languagq have large numbers of 
verb particles for which choice of auxiliaries seems qtllte arbrt~ry, To further 
iUustrate this, some of the verb batteries in Alma are descrrbed and illus. 
trated with examples in 3.2. For a summary on the substantivising suQxes 
and their occurrences, see my Paper 69 on Alawa. 

3.1. Warndarang auxiIiaries 
The basic structure of the verb complex as descrilxd by Heath is '(Neg). 
(lknef.)-Vb-Prozlominals-Aux-Suffixes, all fused into a single phonological 
unit.' Compare Alawa and Mara (Neg,) Vb Pranominals-Aux-Suheg. 
(Pronominah) {suffured pronominals in Alawa only). have regarded the 
verb particle as a separate phonological unit to the auxdlary verb complex; 
however my main Alawa informant would refer to verb particle-auxiliary 
complex as one word, and a verb with repeated verb particle as two words, 
in Ahwa. Heath, in his communication for quoting in this paper, omits all 
inflected stem which are never used as auxiliaries, The rnyt important 
auxiliaries. he says, after discarding all identifiable affixes, are: 
(1) 'to go' (see below); 
(2) hlbilbu DR ' to hit' ("bul; ,-, - , 
(3) ga ~R to convey, take' pga) ; 
(4) Ija DR 'to tell' (possibly *qu 'to put') ; 
(5) darlcja MR (paradigm distinct from that of 4a) used mostly with position 

verbs (*$ulda 'to stand', reflected in Nunggubuyu, Ngandi, etc.); 
((il ida DR. used with verbs like mud 'to break' which involve handling or ,-, 

affecting the surface of something; 
17) igiri DR, used with motion verbs directed at or against an entity; 
(8) ilami[iIama DR 'to cut', rare as Aux ; 

MR, with dafag 'to fall down' (and others?); 
ircfyi DR(?), with l v e f  'to grab, pick up'; 

( I  1) milma MR 'to dolsay like that', very common as intransitive Aux (*ma, cf. Nunggubuyu yuma < *yay-ma 'voice-thus'); 
(12) m u l ~ u / m a l ~ ~  MR 'to sit', a derivative of (5) ; 
1131 munilmunn 'to stjng'; 1 
(14 mtcigi DR, causative; I 

(15) nogi MR 'to bum (intrans)', not common s Aux (*nu 'to burn (trans)' 
plus augment *-gu plus reflexive-mediopassive *-i, as is made clear by 
Nunggibuyu parallels); 

(16) nf4a DR 'to hold on to, to keep in one's possession', not common as 
Aux ; 

1171 )PIIMI DR. occasionally with waF4 'to pick up, grab'; 
(18 hYi MR; with gir 'tibreathe'; 

wahida DR 'to spear repeatedly' (tentative gloss), as Aux with mud . , 
'to break' ; 

(20) win& DR 'to go looking for', as Aux with war 'to see' and verbs of 
emotion with indirect objects like 'to fear' and 'to pity' (trans,); ..... 

(21) ya D R  'to bite'. 
Reflexives and reciprocals are formed from DR auxiliaries by adding 

reflexive or mediopassive -i or reciprocal -yi to the auxiliary stem; hence ga 
becomes gi, gayi. 
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The wtual paradigm are fairly imgutar, but some order a n  be g t e a d  
I 

by noting mat m many cases dl pwent and continuous form5 haw an augment 
I -ya or -ma. Some paradigms are defdv+h some cams this reflects tk 

informant's inability to r e d  rare form, in other cases the paradigm d l y  
is sup Ietive. For example, (5) and (12) have no punctual forms; they are 

this). S supple ed by another verb [possibly *i-Htath hw not had time ta check 

As mentioned earlier, 'to go' has different forms in its auxiliary function 
than it has in its (defective) independent function. Pastlfuture continuous 
rata and present ratani both lose their augment -Fa and become ra and rani 
when used as auxiliaries. 

miyi ya-ra-r'a-ni ' I  go now.' 
now I-go-PRES 
miyi nad-ya-ra-ni 'I run now.'3 
now run-140-ms 

Other forms of 'to go' are based on different stems; most cannot be used 
exoept as auxiliaries. The defixrive foms of 'to are suppleted by fstms with verb partide 41 $10 go* ass tbe auaiaryI Gs g i - w  '1 war, not 
*gi&z alone. There IS also an alternative 'to go' pacadigin W as auxiliary, 
basGd on a stem myI/mayu, which may have had a complete paradigm. 

3.2. Alawa verb batteries 
In all verb batteries quoted, some typical verb particles are listed first together 
with the auxiliaries and substantivising suffixes they can occur with; then 
follows a brief description of the battery and clauses to illustrate the battery. 

Qualitative battery, 
gulg: ri, -mayin, - m % i i ~ a ~ ~ a n d a  'heavy' . 
gulmug : mba, -mayin 'deaf' 
dewu: ri, -mayin 'white' 
wid: &a, -may& ' b W ,  blacken' 

Qualitafiv~ verb rtictes mast commonly occur in a clause k a e l  with 
auxiliary stem R. 'g' and are intransitive, or in a phrsp with the substanti- 
vising suffixes -myth 'being' as -m@aw&& 'not being'. The subject of the 
c l a m  or the item described by the tidjdve, am the same, being W item 
having the quality @nif~d. 

ruwu gulg n-e-ni 'The tree is heavy.' 
tree heavy it-be-PRES 
ruwu gulg-mayin 'The tree is heavy.' 
tree heavy-QUAL 
ruwu gulg-mafi&zwanda 'The tree is not heavy.' 
tree heavy-STATIVNEG 
yugu wid wid nu-mbi 'The water will blacken.' 
water black it-do FUT 

I I n s i m n d W t i v e W r y  
galid? a, ri, -gwal, -mayin, &yi 'round for water' 

gaId is ttre only verb particle found to suggest this battery. When agent is 
absent, the kernels arc the same as those for the quaJitativ'vo bat#?. Tt(c 
intransitive kern4 has a subject the instrument with the quality sign1 d; In 
the transitive kernel tbis item appears as the iustrument, 
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I 
l u ~ u l u ~ u  galui n-e-ni lgaluf mayin 
cooliman round i t - ~ ~ - P R E S / ~ O U ~ ~ - Q U A L  
'The cooliman is round for water.' 
lucjulucju galui-Eiyi 
cooliman round-PURP 
'The cooliman is for getting water.' 
a?-gir'ya galui aig-a-n-nu nda yugu ludulud-ii 
FEM ERG-woman round she-do-PAST-it CON water cooliman-ERG 
'The woman got water with the cooliman.' 
an-giiiya an-galui-yuwal 
FEM-Woman FEM-round-ACT 
'The woman is always getting water.' 

T r a i  tive sensation battery 
gaya: nu 'hear'' 
ifinaya: r i  'like' 
did:-a 'find, see' 

The transitive sensation battery includa verb particles which occur in 
transitive clauses. Instrument and partitive have not been found, nor have 
substantivising suffixes. 

dul yul-a-ya-n-nu nda yaigaia 
find we-do-PUNCT-PAST-it CON kangaroo 
'We found the kangaroo.' 
gaya ye-ye-ni nda g u h r e k  Aur ne-mbe-!i 
hear I-sit-PRES CON dingo howl it-do-PRES 
'I hear the dingo howling.' 
nu(a nda fiiyaya n-e-ni niba 
he CON like he-be-PRES him 
'He likes him.' 

Transitive action state battery 
gun": a 'see, watch' 
mabin : a 'think, remember' 
daw : gad.,  -8iyi 'feel, catch' 

The transitive action state battery includes verb particles which may occur 
with an object as referent, or (with the same auxiliary stem) with an object as 
purposed goal, when the action has not attained its goal; the object may be 
absent. The partitive represents the body part involved in the action; this is 
more commonly present when object: is absent. 

i i m -  guH g-$-a-n-na ntia giNmbu 
m a n - ~ l t ~  see & h e - d o - ~ ~ ~ ~ - i t  ODN kangaroo 
'The man sawlwas watching the kangaroo.' 
iilmi guA g-4-a-nda gir'imbu-yi 
man watch q5-hedu-~m kang:lroo-GEN 
'The man was looking for kangaroos.' 
lilmi ygului niba yayi yumai gun" g-4-a-ndai 
man eye him not good see 4-he-do-SUBJ 
'The man doesn't see welllhas poor eyesight.' 

Instrumental transitive battery 
yay: a ,  yaga, -yuwal, -maA&wanda, -Aiyi 'hit, kill' I 
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manbai: a 'cut oneself' (only reflexive found) 
Aag: abu 'spear' 

The instrumental transitive battery contains verb particles which occur in 
transitive constructions with an instrument, but which cannot occur in 
intransitive clauses. These verbs may occur as reflexives. Active and passive 
nominalisations are possible. When the part of the object 'touched' by the 
instrumental transitive action is mentioned, it is in nominative case, probably 
functioning as an inalienable possession item in the referent noun phrase. 

lilmi-A yag g-a-yada-n-nu nda gifimbu ruw-ii 
man-ERG hit @-he-do-p~s~-i t  CON kangaroo  stick-^^^ 
'The man hit the kangaroo with a stick.' 
lilmi yay fiun-yada-n-nu yguruguru niba ruw-ii 
man hit himself-do- PAST-^^^ head him  stick-^^^ 
'The man hit himself on the head with a stick.' 
i l m i - i  yay g-a-ya-g-a-n-na nda yayan 
man-ERG hit 4-he-with-~$-do-~~s~-it  CON snake 
'The man hit the snake over and over.' 
lilmi yay-yuwal 
man hit-ACT 
'The man is always hitting.' 
giiimbu yay-mafidawanda 
kangaroo hit-STATIVNEG 
'The kangaroo is unkillable.' 

Change of state battery 
leib: a,, fiidi 'fall down to ground' 
buy: fiidi 'be born' 
bub: wefidu 'cool' 
budid: wiiia 'get up, go' 

The change of state verb particles are those which denote actions which 
change the state or position of the subject. Only one kernel appears to exist, 
the intransitive clause. These verb particles do not occur with -mayin or 
-yuwal. 

bub ge-weA4i-lu-nu nda yalbun 
cool it- -PRES-it(dummy) CON lilyseed 
'The lilyseed damper cools.' 
lilmi budid n-a& 
man set out he-go PRES 
'The man sets out.' 

Transitive change of state battery 
mud:  wifia, a 'break' 
yawui: wifia, a 'drown' 
dayal: wiiia, uiga, -yuwal 'sick, die' 
diwan: nu, yada 'roast in ashes' 

In this battery, verb particles occur with an MR auxiliary with object as Si, 
and an optional instrument, or with an MR causative or DR auxiliary with 
transitive sense. They signify actions which inherently change the state of an 

I object, and which may be caused by an external agent. When the active suffix 
is used with one of these verb particles, it signifies the item undergoing the 
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change of state. Verb particles in this battery are often repeated in sumssiv~ 
clauses, first with the transitive kernel, then with the intransitive. 

aP-giFiyu diwun g-ePge-gede-flu-nu nda aga wwb-if 
FEM ~EIG-woman toast Q s h e d o - ~ m i t  CON fish fire-ERG 
'The woman is roasting the fish itl the lit$.' 
diwan ne-ne-ni nda aga wub-if 
roast ~ ~ - s ~ ~ - P R E s  CON fish  fire-^^^ 
'The fish is roasting in the fire.' 
cjayal-yuwal 
sick-ACT 
'He is always sick.' 

Motion battery 
wiRu, a&, afiga, yaga, a[i 'go', 'come', 'go to', 'take', 'bring' resp. 
Verb particles plus the above: 
m d  'go up' 4 4  'come back, return' 
rururb 'go in a mob' gfd 'y' 
bili 'enter' drwu fly" 
durn 'go down' k~v 'go across' 

Motion verb roots enter several clause type. All of them may occur with the 
auxiIiary stems listed above (which also occur as idected verbs); probably 
all can occur with nedu Tn a mob'. Not all verb partides which occur with 
w i ~  'go' are in this battery, bur almost all which may occur with adi 'come' 
are. These verb articles are Lsasidiy intransitive in meaning, and sub- 
classify accordin& as they are most likely to co-occur with a locatwe case item. 
or with aIlatiw ('towards') or ablative ('from'). When occurring with d igd ,  
ywa and ali the clauses are transitive; with afiga the referent is h e  place 
(or person) towards which the motion is dirwted, and no allativecan co-cxrmr; 
with yaw and aCi the referent is an item taken by the agent in the manner 
specified by the verb particle, yaga usually being used when it is taken away 
f r ~ m  the speaker, and a{i towards. Examples are not given here; some 
examples o m r  elsewhere in the paper, and the battery description is fairly 
self-explanatory. 

Ditransitive battery 
(malme): muda 'give' (most common with no verb particle) 
malme: mba 'give' 
dud: muda 'give back' " .  
yuFimu 'shofv' 

The ditransilive battery contains verb partides and inflected verbs whch 
appear to ocuur in only one clause type. The referent of the verb is human, 
and there is a second referent with whch the verb (if DR) has no agreement, 
and it is the object. OnIy dative direferential auxiliaries or inftected verb 
and the dative monoreferential auxiliary m h  (so called because it can take 
dative object as referent and commonly does so, and because it is the only 
M R auxiliaw which in combination with a verb partide can take two referents - - - - - . . -. . . . . . 
d b j e c t  and dative object) may occur in this batter 

lilrni-ii a-mu&-ya-yuiu nda an-gitipa n& ggumbi 
m a n - m ~  he-give-~~s~-trer CON PEM-woman CON beef 

OR 

lilmi-A me nu-mumba-n nda an-gifiya nda ygumbi 
man-ERG give he-do-PAST CON FEM-woman CON beef 
'The man gave the woman the meat.' 
lilmi-A a-yur'imu-wun-nu nda yacjada nda aga 
man-ERG he-show-PAST-him CON child CON fish 
'The man showed the fish to the child.' 

Quotative battery 
yo!: niuclu, a,, n~ba, -!lun*al. -nr~~r?~/ana/rr/u 'speak, say, tell' 
ga: r?~f)a, ufigcl, -yu~~.ul 'call out' 
n ~ ~ l c :  mtrllcl 'ask ;I question' 

The qi~otative battery shares with thc ditriinsitive battery the general restric- 
ti011 of'auxiliiiry verbs to tlie dative auxiliaries, though ur'iiya has also been 
found. Thc relircnt of the vcrb is human, and the matter of the speech is 
givcri in genitive case, unless the actual quotation is given. If an  M R  auxiliary 
is used, and thcre is no ovcrt referent (pcrson spokcn to), the sul>ject (speaker) 
may optionally be i n  liorninative casc; clsewherc i t  is ergative. Verbs which 
havc UR auxilinrics may occur as r.eflexivcs. Suhstantivisers -!lrcn*ul and 
- / ~ r u f i ~ l t a ~ r / a  occur; the suffix -ma,Tljaaltwrt(l(a here inclicates the conversc of 
-!lir~t'r~l, and does not have a passive scnse in this battcry. 

1 1 i - i  971 u- /~ i i i ( lc~~~~a-!~~~t lc  II[ /U u r i - ) ~ a ~ / ( ~ ~ i ~ ~  r,g(/-yi 
man-ERci speak lie-give-~ns,r-her CON k-~~-cllild fish-GEN 
'The man talked to the girl about the fish.' 
i i - i )  ,qa I ~ U - , P I L I I ~ I ~ U - I ~  r?ii~~t~(l~/u-yi 
rnnn(-~~c;) call out lie-do-PAST canoe-GIN 
'The man called out for a canoe.' 
lilmi ga ga-yuwal 
man call out-ACT 
'The man is always calling out.' 
lilmi yal-mafidawanda 
man talk-STATIVNEG 
'The man doesn't talk much.' 

3.3. Listing of vcrb particles and auxiliaries 
'This paper is concluded with 21 listing of verb particles according to the 
iluxilinries they occur with for the tlirce languages. Citation forms for the 
lluxiliarics are usually tliose fornis from which most tens~-a~pcct-11iood 

I Ibrms can be predicted, but as this in Alawa is most often the future tense, 
Lhe future tensc form is cited for very irregular auxiliarics such 13s 'go' i n  this 
language. The lists are riot exhaustive for eitlicr vcrb parlicles or auxrliarics, 
and the data given includes areas of unccrrainty. 

In the listings, indication is given (with dash and gloss) if the auxiliary 
1 can occur as a fill1 inflcctcd vcrb. Then a listing of verb ~wirticles occurring 

with the auxiliary is given with gloss of verb n ~ c a n i n ~  (and transitivity if 
d~n'ercnt froni the preferred tfiinsitivity of the auxiliary). I f  the verb particle 
occurs with other auxiliaries this is ~Iiowri, together with the transitivity (if 
dimerent) arid gloss (if dilTerentj. Cross-referencing number\ with ccrtain 
i~uxiliaries are those given in Tnblcr 3,  4, and 5. 
Alawn verb particles classified by ouxili:lry: 

i 
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danba 'hang up, be above' 
daf  (tr) 'cut stomach'; d a i  gada (tr) 
didi 'be covered with dust'; didi a, (tr); did! muda (tr) 
dil 'rain' 
4ir 'stand' 
dawai (tr) 'dig' 
dewu 'white' 
gad (tr) 'pick up with hands' 
gal (tr) 'bite'; ga4 a, 
galui 'round for water'; galui a 'fill with water, get 

water' 
gar 'dance' 
gulg 'heavy' 
gzd. 'drink'; gul a, (tr) 
la% 'split down front'; lafg yada (tr); yoga (tr) 
lef (tr); lef a,  (tr) 
lim 'dive'; lim wiEa; lim a (tr) 'dive for' 
gum 'eat' (homonym with Eam a 'shut, close' or maybe 

same) 
iiiyaya (tr) 'like, want' 
nid 'have headache' 
wab 'singe hair' 
wag 'laugh'; wag aiiga (tr) 'laugh at' 
wagai 'sit' (the state of sitting) 
wayai 'be hungry' 
wud 'be at rest' 
wulug 'be sleepy' 
yad 'wait'; yad na 'wait for' (+genitive); yad a, (tr) 

'wait for'; yad muda (tr) 'wait for' 
yana 'sleep'; yana iiidi 'go to sleep' 
ye4 'drop down'; yed uiga 'throw down' 
@)dug 'be thirsty' 
diwan 'roast in ashes'; diwan yada (tr) 
gays (tr) 'hear'; gaya uigamu (refl) 'feel oneself' 
liNw 'burn'; liiiw mba 
gal 'hot, burn' 
yad 'wait'; yad ri; yad aiia (tr) 'wait for'; yad muda 

(tr) 'wait for' 
buy 'be born' 
gum 'begin to burn'; gum mba (intr); gum ufga (tr) 
Yana 'go to sleep'; yana ri 'sleep' 
big (tr) 'finish, eat up'; biv gada (tr) 'finish' 

ufga MR 'cause to' a i  (intr) 'sunrise' (no causative sense) 
(mostly intrans) barig 'dry in sun'; barig ri (intr) 

bib 'fill up with water'; bib ri (intr) 
bili 'make go in'; bili wiiia (intr) 'enter'; bi!i nedu 

(intr) 'enter in mob' 
barig 'dry in sun'; barig uiga (tr) bu& 'cook'; bu& ri (intr) 
bib 'fill with water'; bib u?ga (tr) &gar 'eat breakfast' 
bu& 'cook'; buda u?ga (tr) dayal 'cause to die, kill'; &~ya! wiiia (intr) 'be sick, die' 

nu M R  (mostly 
intrans) 
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gad 'pi& up wiNith hands'; gutj ri; glf4 afta (fr) 
g m  'make burn'; pun @di (intr) 'begin to burn' 

am lnba Ontt.) 
ye4 'throw down'; p d  ri (intr) 'drop down' 

2. mba MR 'do, say' -'do, say' 
(mostly trans or All fpreign borrowings of actions, e.g. 
dative trans) diy 'sing' 

midim 'meet' 
milgim 'milk' 
wurg 'work' 

3. rir DR 'eat' 
4, a DR (mostly 

trans) 

belg 'tired' (intr) (cf. nelg wiiia) 
b i t  (intr) 'be full up (with food)' 
bu 'light fire' 

(men's mrroboree -11) 
Quy w~Wrr (ink) 'go away' 

ga''eall oit' ; ga digs 'call out to' 
&a& (in*) 'break'; galg @a (tr) 
geIcie (Antr) 'call pbte (women's ,earrobom d l ) '  
gulmug (intr) 'be deaf' 
guitdu (ink) 'thunder'; grrhdu ad; 'truck sound came* 
JiFi (intc) 'hurt, ache' 
i n 4  'hunt out, drive away'; maq' wi8a 
maP 'm'rry'; m d  muda 'make carry? 
me (ditransf 'give'; see mu&, ma muda 'give' 
m e  'forgee, I&* ; mug wfia (tr ?) 
fiw liatrl 'howl' 
pa/ 'ialks(to)); gal &a; & a2 
~ U r n  'bwd (intr); gum ufga (tr) 'make burn'; 
gum Iidi 'begin to bum' wad (intr) 'leave'; 
wad a (tr); wad &a (tt) wid fintp) 'blacken' 
-(tr) 'eat' 
4aw 'catch fish'; ~ U I V  yada (intrfgenitive) 'feel for 

fish' 
&1 ;find* see'; &I 
gal& 'get water'; gdleri: R (intr) 'be round for water 
Pd 'dig G U ~  f m  m' 3 'witch, see' 
llbi 'tre angry at' 
tim *dive far*; &m wiaa  (ink) "dive'; lim ri (intr) 'dive' 
mabin 'remember' 
malmal 'have children growing up'; (malmal (noun) 

'child') 
mmW (&I) 'cut oneself' 
mayag 'mdefstad 
mud break'; mud wiff'a (intr) 
fiam 'shut, close* (homonym with i?am ri 'at') 
yarhfi 'scratch' 

- - 
I 
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yawui 'drown'; yawui ~viiia (intr) 
wad 'leave'; wad mba (intr); wad yada (tr) 
wai  'sing corroboree'; wai  a, 
wid 'get'; wid a,; wid ali 'bring' 
yab 'sit down' (usually intr); yab gada (intr) 
yay 'hit, kill'; yay yaga 'hit repeatedly' 
yu? 'pull out'; y u i  adi (intr) 'come out' 

yaga DR 'take' (compound ya- 'with' f a )  
(trans) -'take' 

d a i  'pull out'; da i  wifia (intr) 'go out'; da i  a4i (intr) 
'come out' 

g a i  'cook in oven'; g a i  yada (homonym with gat 
muda 'pierce') 

ge4 'run away with'; ge4 wiiia (intr) 'run'; gecj a4i 
(intr) 'come running' 

laig 'split down front'; laig ri; laig yada 
law 'take over'; law wifia (intr) 'go across'; l a ~ v  adi 

(intr) 'come across'; law aiiga (tr) 'go across to' 
mal 'take up'; ma1 wifia (intr) 'go up'; ma1 a4i (intr) 

'come up'; mal aiiga (tr) 'go up to' 
yay 'hit repeatedly'; yay a 'hit, kill' 

aNga (DR) 'go to' (compound aii- 'to' + a)  'go towards' 
durn 'go down to'; 4um wiEa (intr) 'go down'; durn 

acji (intr) 'come down' 
dul 'see, find'; dul a ;  dul yada 

9 dun 'set out for'; dun w i h  (intr) 'arise, set out' 
ga 'call out to (a person)'; ga nzba 
law 'cross over to'; law wiEa (intr) 'go across'; law acji 

(intr) 'come across'; law yaga (tr) 'take across' 
ma1 'go up to'; ma1 wiiia; ma1 a4i;  ma1 yaga (as law) 
wag 'laugh at'; wag ri (intr) 'laugh' 
yagul 'be frightened of ' ;  yagul afia (intr) 'be afraid' 

a ,  (and aiia) dad DR 'catch fish'; dad muda 
MR and DR 4idi DR (tr) 'cover with dust'; 4idi ri (intr) 'be 
(intrans and trans)' covered with dust'; didi muda (tr) 

durn M R  (intr) 'go down'; 4um wiiiu, etc. 
dul DR 'find, see'; dul a (tr); dul yada (tr) 
gal (tr) 'bite'; gal ri 
gu! DR 'dunk in water'; guZ ri 'drink' 
guy MR (intr) 'hunt' (plus genitive); guy muda (as 

guy a,) 
l e i  'set fire'; l e i  ri (tr) 
ler'b 'fall down to ground' 
milai  MR (tr) 'build'; milai  wifia (tr) 
yal D R  'speak'; yal muda; gal mba 
war' DR 'sing corroboree'; w a i  a 
wid D R  'get'; wid a ;  wid ali 'bring' 
yad 'wait for'; yad ri (intr) 'wait'; yad nu (intr); yad 

muda 



gada DR (trans) 

ali DR 'bring' 
(trans) 

mabu DR 'keep' 
(trans) 
lamu D R  'try' 
(trans) 

5 ,  abu DR 'spear' 
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yagul MR (intr) 'be frightened'; yagul afiga (tr) 'be 
frightened of' 

Closely related to a, and takes many or most of those 
verb particles which occur with a, also big (tr) 
'finish'; big amu (intr) 

-'bring' 
tvid 'bring'; wid a 'get' 
Also motion verb particles mal, dum, etc. 
-'keep, have' 

fiag 'spear' 
(trans) 

6 .  muda DR 'give' -'give' 
(ditrans or trans) dad (tr) 'catch fish'; &q a, (tr) 

gidi (tr) 'cover with dust'; 4idi ri (in*; did; a2 
4uQ 'give back to'; dud otherwise is a motion verb 

particle and occurs with wifla, a&, a!i, etc. 
gaP (tr) 'spear, pierce with spike, cut deep' (homonym 

with g d  y e ,  gai gada 'roast') 
gel (tr) 'pull out' 
guy (intr-no R-plus genitive case goal); guy a,  (as 

guy muda) 
ma 'give' ; me mba 
ma? 'cause to carry' (R is person, object carried 

obligatorily absent) ; m a i  mba (tr) 'carry' 
nu! 'talk to'; yal mba; ga! a, 
yan (tr) 'catch (fish)' 
~vele 'ask' 
yad 'wait for'; yad a,; yad ri, yad nu (intr) 'wait' 

guiimu DR -'show1 
'show' (ditrans) 

Mara verb particles classified by auxiliary: 
1. yur'a 'go' -'go1 

(mostly intrans) ya- (aux prefix before pronominals) 'come' 
wuf- (verb particle prefix) 'coming to' 
ma- (verb particle prefix) 'back' 
balwad 'beplenty3 - 
balala '(truck) run' 
bay 'stand up'; bay nbu; bay di 
bididi 'rain come up' 
bilin 'finish'; bilin 4i 'be more plenty' 
big, wuibig 'finish'; big 4i ;  biy du;  big a 
dadba 'chop' 
dalab 'paddle canoe' 
cjalala (4alala ?) 'hunt' 
daggay 'hunt' 
dum 'go down' 
4uy 'go away' (redup. duyduyduyb) 

malgaya 
aidi  

2. ma 'say' 

da4 'stop (there)' 
daia 'tide go down' 
diwu 'fly'; diwu a (tr) 'take by air' 
drui 'muster, come in mob'8 
du4 'just finish' 
dun 'arise, get up, set out, take off, go away' 
gab 'come up' 
law 'go across'; law a (tr) 'bring over' 
lim 'wash, bathe, dive' 
ma1 'go up' 
nad 'run' 
nun 'run' 
nanna 'come back'; (nanga ? 'run back' ?) 
ga 'come' 
gab(&) 'go up (to)' (not 'climb') 
guy 'swim' 
WUA 'come back, go back' 
~vi(/i 'come in'; ~i~itl i  a (tr?) 
~ ~ u r i r i r i ~ ~ ~ a  'go round in corroboree' 
yil 'be tired, knocked up' 
yili 'go alongside' 
yingan 'come' (?) 
yu(r) 'turn up' 

-'sit' 
-'sit down' 
gun ya- 'bring up' 

-'say, know, talk' 
balwayi 'grow bigger'; (bahvayi ' 
ba i  'call' 

'big' is an adjective) 

bu 'burn' 
dad 'sit down, stop' 
dagag 'be on top' 
daln ' k ee~ '  
dun '(wiid) hot' 
gal 'chop' 
garig 'wind increase' 
gaN 'make' 
gelele 'call gelele' (women's corroboree call) 
gululu 'thunder' 
liii 'hungry' 
lul 'cry' 
gal 'talk' 
lvai 'pound, grind' (homonym with w a i a  'call') 

mbulma 'start' -'start' 
nbu bay 'stand'; bay yuia; bay g'i 

dalag 'land' 
wafi 'come back'; wari' yurh 
yana 'sleep' 



cjana, cjulu 
(classified with 
n bu) 

3. cji 'eat' (trans) 

nigu 'tell, say' 

GRAMMATICAL CATEGORIES IN AUSTRALIAN LANGUAGE: 
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bay 'stand' ; bay yuia; bay cji 3 gii 'split down front'; gif 4i 
dil 'rain' ya! 'talk' 
gul 'drink' ; gul cju vayi 'take away' 
guwab 'hear'; (guwah 'ear' is a noun in both wayi 'get wire'; wayi a 

I Alawa and Mara) yawur 'go walkabout' 
gangul 'sit down' -'blow' 
wayai 'be hungry' bad 'go out' 
wiru 'start' (?) ba&b 'get up' 
wulug 'feel sleepy' big 'finish'; big yurir; big di 
yana 'sleep' da i  'pull out' 
-'eat' diwu 'take by air'; diwu yurb (intr) 'fly' 
hnT 'split down back' du! 'find' 
bay 'stand'; buy yz4,'lr; bull I I ~ U  dun 'go catch' 
hi!) 'finish up'; biy ylli(i: biy clu; birl a gal 'dig out' 
brryuf 'dig out, clean' gurid 'turn belly up' 
&lag 'throw down' l a i  'cut' 
dufo 'start' law 'bring over'; law yuia 'go across' 
c/t~d 'cook i n  stone oven'; riacl <!u mun 'break' 
dalag 'stalk' iial 'make a person cry' 
dar 'cook in ashes'; dar niyu nabali 'look it up' 
dai 'cook in ashes' (dar ?) ; dai 414 rag 'hit' 
dj~lan 'cook in ashes' rag 'go hunting, kill, hit' 
gai  'cook in stone oven'; ga i  du wal 'go pull out' 
gii 'split down front'; gii nigu )vat 'call, name' (homonym with kvai ma 'pound, 
fiigaya 'want' grind' 
ya,v 'hugh'  waii(?)/wai(s 'go get' 
~.iwrr 'put out fire' ' wayi 'leave' (homonym with HlaJJi nigu 'get wire') 
bir~ 'finish up'; big yu?(~; bit) r!i; big a ~vur(?) 'put up house, put down(?)' 
biri ' f i l l ,  be in canoe' yiwu 'put out fire' 
butricr, htwlbu)~ 'burn, clean off hair' yuiu 'take bingy out' 
darag 'make' 4. mina 'see' (trans) -'see' 
di1 'rain'; dil nbu 5. andaj~a?i 'spear' -'spear' 
dad 'cook in stone oven'; dad di (trans) 
dai 'cook in ashes' ; dai di Warndarang verb particles classified by auxiliary : 
gai  'cook in stone oven'; gai  di 1. ra 'go' (intrans) -(raia) 'go' 
gul 'drink'; gul nbu bili 'enter' 
mayag 'look for' big 'finish'; big gafii 
wul 'catch fish' clalala 'go walkabout' 
ya4a 'find, look about' daggay 'hunt' 
-'tell, say' dub, y'udub 'go down' 
bal 'write down' duwi 'go away' 
bay 'stand up' dai  'get in, arrive' 
bid 'stalk' dirivu 'dive, plunge' 
bin 'carry' diwu 'fly'; diwu da (tr) 'throw away' 
biNn 'talk' gal 'grow' (homonym with gal 4a 'spear') 
di 'shake' gi, gil 'go, proceed'; gi win& 
dad in ashes' (cf. dad&-possibly same particle) giwal 'tell someone to come up' 
dun 'cook' liia 'bite' 
dar 'cook in ashes'; dar di ma1 'climb, go up' 
dun 'arise, set out'; dun yufa nad 'run around' 

-- - . .  - -- -- - . .  . . - - .. - 

yudi 'blow' 
a (trans) 



mal~ura 'camp, 
stop' 

2, mi 'do, say' 

3. gama 'eat' 
gaya 'hear' 

4. windi 'see' (trans) 

gafii 

GRAMMATICAL CATEGORIES IN AUSTRALIAN LANGUAGES h 
+vaii 'return' 
waya 'finish, die' 
wiya 'go' 
ya- 'come' 
yil 'tire, knock up' 
-'camp, stop' 

-'do, say' 
bii 'frighten' (tr) (homonym with bii windi 'build' 
bu 'burn, have fire' 
du(/ 'sit down' 
r l q p  ' r un  away' 
guy 'knock' 
gnr, goyogar 'dance' 
nrabai 'die out' 
mug 'forget' 
gal 'talk' ; gal q'a 
wunga 'want to do, say'; lvunga q'a 
wurg 'work' (borrowing) 
-'eat' 
-'hear' (cf. Alawa gaya nu 'hear') 
-'see' 
bui 'be same as' 
gi 'hunt'; gi ra (gi iga) 'go' 
ma 'put for them'(?) 
gil 'ask' 
wau' 'see' (homonym with lvai gaZi 'sing, call') 
yagu! 'be frightened of' 
had 'leave' - .. . 

big 'finish'; big ra 
munur 'take' 
fiuibget? 
gal 'write'; gal mi  'say, talk'; ,I"! i la 'say, talk' 
yi /# 'camp' 
!li!~<IaI 'get, bring back' 
ru!/ 'kill' 
I I W L ~ I ~  'finish' 
wtl; 'hook up, calch' 
,vai: 'sing, caH' (homonyln with rr3ai: ~l!i!r!li 'see] 
\ I ! ~ I I I ~ ~ V U  ' take news' 
pel 'slop (it)'; yt1~1 ?a 'wait' 
bul 'write ~ O W I I '  

rldc] Lc~~a ie '  
'/itilr:u 'throw away'; diwlr ra (intr) 'fly' 
h J  'send away' 
gal 'spear' (homonym with gul ra 'grow') 
~ ~ ~ a ~ i u !  'send' ; mu~Ii11 rlzi 
,,ul 'talk': ya! nri; gal gufii 'write' 

wudaau 'leave' 
wunga 'want to do'; wunga mi 
ya 'find'(?) 
yad 'wait'; yad gafii 'stop' 

Notes 
1. /i/ signifies the flapped or trilled alveolar, and / r /  the retroflexed continuant. 

/I?/ is used for the alveodental nasal and /j/ for the alveodental stop. 
2. In the convention I follow, the stem, even though it may never occur alone, 

is listed without hyphens; items prefixed to the stem are listed x-, and 
suffixed -x. 

3. In all three languages, word initial alveolar consonants become retro- 
flexed following vowels utterance rnedially. 111 definable ci~scs, a similar 
rule applies within words across morpheme boundar+ies. 

4. Note that Warndarang has a n  inflectable stem ga~ln 'hear'. 
5. There is an MR and a DR form of rhc auxiliary u2; lhe M R  forrn is 

sylnboliscd ufio it1 this list. 
6. Eigaya also occurs in the compounds fiiyaya yumuFi ri 'be happy', and 

Eigaya weneq'u ri 'be sad'. 
7. It is not clear whether a, and aZa are different auxiliaries or the same. 

Some examples are clearly either MR or DR, but where there is no referent 
affix, and incomplete paradigms lack 1st and 3rd persons singular, the 
forms are identical. 

8. druu', a particle which does not fit the phonological patterns of the 
languages, is probably derived from the English drover; the particle has 
also been found in 'Alawa text. 
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89. North-east Arnhem Land 

Jeffrey Heath 
At first sight, there appears to be a sharp break between the structure of verb 
complexes from the Mara-Alawic family (Mara, Alawa, Warndarang, Yugul) 
in the Roper River area (Northern Territory) and those of the languages just 
north of them (Nunggubuyu, Ngandi, and the Yuulngu group, exemplified 
here by Ritharngu).' In this paper I will argue that the discontinuity is less 
severe than it seems. 

In Mara-Alawic the verb-complex type is usually this: 
(1) Verb + Pronominals-Aux-Suffixes 
Here - is the usual word-internal morpheme boundary, and + a special 

boundary intermediate between - and a true word boundary. 
Example: way+ya-windi-ma-ni 'I see him' ('see+I/him-Aux-Continuous- 

Present'). 
The complex is usually tightly fused phonologically, with several morpho- 
phonemic rules applying over the + boundary which do not apply over word 
boundaries. The order of elements is rigidly fixed. 

A few verbs do not require the auxiliary and are instead directly inflected, 
the result being Pronominals-Verb-Suffixes. Most of these inflectable verbs 
can also function as auxiliaries. 

To the north, we find that main verbs are directly inflected for tense-aspect 
(Ritharngu), or for both tense-aspect and pronominal subject and object 
(Nunggubuyu, Ngandi). Thus Nunggubuyu yanu-nu-yi: 'I see him' ('Ilhim- 
see-Present'). In Ritharngu, subject- and object-marking pronominals are 
enclitics added to the first constituent of the clause: 

(2) bramu -ga fia ra ga: -ma ' I  see the man.' 
man Accus him I see Present 

This could also be $a:-nza fia ra daramu-ga with reordering, showing that the 
pronominal enclitics are not prefixes or proclitics to the verb. 

Ritharngu pronominal enclitics appear to historically represent reductions 
of independent pronouns found in other Yuulngu languages; in the others 
the pronominals can occur in any position in the clause. 

Despite these substantial differences between Mara-Alawic and the 
northern languages, the latter (especially Ritharngu) have constructions which 
could be regarded as parallels to or precursors of the Mara-Alawic auxiliary 
constructions. 

Ritharngu has a large verb-class, which 1 call class 5, whose roots are 
normally of the form CVC or CVCVC, where noninitial C may be a cluster 
or a single c o n ~ o n a n t . ~  To be inflected verbally, these roots must add a 
Ilienialis~np suflix -Cir- (-&I-, -j9i1-. ctc.). The consonant is prcdiclable from 
tile final segrncnt(s) of the ~.oot. For examplc, ba~jgir l~ 'rcturn' is the~natiscd as 
ha!lgu!q-j*il- 'to rclurn', :is in potential ba!)~u!?-~u-ru.~ Sometimes, but not 
often, the root can be identified historically with a nonverbal stern surviving 
elsewhere in tlic language: ba:nir (pa~.ticle) 'alone, abandoned', class 5 root 
ha:nu"(-y11-) ' to abandon, reject'.' 

Another thematising suffix, -ti-, is added to a different set of stems when 
inflected verbally. Most of these are clearly adjectival or nominal in nature, 
and some can occur with nominal inflection: mu:kuy 'dead body, devil', 
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verbalised mu:kuy-ti- 'to die'. I will refer to this as the inchoative verbaliser 
(following B. Schebeck). 

Thus Ritharngu, like Mara-Alawic, has mechanisn~s for coi~verling 
uninflected roots into main verbs. 111 one lariguage the root is verbally . 
thematised and then the affixes are added to it directly; in  the others, the root 
remains uninflected and a special auxilis~ry verb takes the affixes. We have a 
functional, but not formal, parallel here. However, going rurther into 
Ritharngu we find constructions which have both formal artd functionaI 
similarities to Mara-Alawic auxiliary constructions. 

Ritharngu verbs in -Cu- and -ti- are normally capable of dropping all . 
affixes (including thematising -Cu- or -ti-) and thereby showing a special 
'root form'. Since root forms of -ti-ver6 are often identical to, or at least L , 
confusable with, unverbalised nominal and adjectival stems, we will focus on w 

class 5 roots with -Cu-. 
The normal past tense form of baygul? 'return' is baygu(7-yu-nu. However, 

in narratives where all verbs are in the past tense, the truncated root form I 
baygul? can occasionally be used instead: 

(3) wa:ni-iia gay baygu? 'He went and returned.' 
go Past he return 

The root form can also sometimes be used as an imperative, though 
~otent ial  verbs are more common in this function: !I 
(4) ba~gu?  'Come back!' 
The root form is usually pronounced emphatically, like an interjection, and 

is definitely cxprcssivc. Therefore wit11 activity verbs it often refers to sudden 
cr surprising events, as in (3) .  Similarly, the imperative type (4) is a curt or 
rude typc which might be used when shouting at children. However, for the 
11iost part the root forni is best described simply as a contraction of longer 
and more complex forms, and thus as essentially atemporal and non- 
aspectual. Furthermore, i t  can be scerl from (3) and (4) that the root form can 
function as the contracted form oi'arl entire clause, not merely of a complex 
verb form. In (3), bangul? is not simply the simplified form of baygul?-yu-nu, 
but of tlie cl;luse bu!jgr~~~-~~u-l?o /INS with third person enclitic pronoun gay, 
and in (4) it is the cont~~nction or bo!lgul?-yu-ru gi:, with second singular gi: 
added to a potential verb. While it is true that the root form sometimes takes 
nronominal eilclilics and so can be siiid to be the nucleus of a clause, more 
oftcn il patterns as a single, isolated particle. 

Since the root for111 is not inflected verbally, it is not always easy to 
determine what its surface word-class is (verb, noun, adjective, adverb, etc.). 
In fact, there is no reason to draw a sharp line between root forms and other 
types of particle, including some which may well historically be non~i~ial or 
adverbial. For example, there is a particle n~rrrumrbu? rel'erring to the act of 
stealing or ru i i~~ i i~g  off wit11 a woman. The full expression usually contains a 
verb like 1na:r.u- 'to grab, get', as in tflis example: 

( 5 )  ~na:ra  -!zrt fiu !lujl mrrr~mnbu~ 'He ran off with her.' 
grab Past her he 

Although rnwat~~bcr" may well be a noun historically ('el 
likcl. it is not unlike tllc root form in fientences like (3). 

Grthermore, there are certain particles which appear 
suppletive root forms for verbs which cannot form regular 
example, git appears 10 correspond to the inflected verb la- 

opement' or the 
1 1 1  

to function as 
root forms. For 
'to strike with a k 

spear', dut to the verb $:nu- 'to sit', and bat to ma:ra- 'to grab, get'. These 
suppletive root forms are often used as adjuncts to the inflected verbs, and 
serve mainly to add an expressive flavour: 
(6) ma:ra-ga yay bal 'He grabbed it.' 

grab Past he 
The nuance of elements like ba! and gi! can sometimes bc expressed in 

11.nnslation by an expression such as all o f a  .rucl(/~~,n or even an interjection 
like Polrt! or B(l/rg!. However, the Ritharngu ele~iients are inore clearly 
related to verbal notions. 

So we have ii wide range of verb-plus-particle construclions, including 
such diverse types as (3), ( 5 ) ,  and (6). I would suggest that tlie Mara-Alawic 
riuxiliary system can bc plausibly explained as reflecting crystallisatio~l ol' 
certain of these verb-plus-particle constructions. The following developtncnts 
could convert Rithurngu into a language similar to Mara-Alawic: (a) increase 
in the number of verbs which can produce root forms (in Ritharngu. many 
verbs cannot): (b) loss of the inllected forms of many of tliese stems, so that to 
indicate tense arid aspect it is necessary to juxtapose to them onc of a 
dwindling number of inflectable verbs; (c) consequent scmantic dilution of 
inflectable verbs, at Icusl when juxtaposed to root forms; (d) lixation of 
ordering of verb-plus-particle constructions, including those whcre tlie 
particle is a root form of a verb but also those with other types of particle. 

The constructions of types (9, ( S ) ,  and (6) which wc havc been looking at 
arc more productive in Ritharngu than in Nunggubuyu, but this language 
does have some examples of them: the Ngandi types will probably turn out 
to be si~nilar after lnorc research is done on the language. 

There are not many root fornis related to inflcclable verb stenis in 
Nunggubuyu. One cxarnple is,ju!g, which is associated with tlie sten1 -.~*aldu- 
'Lo go past, to gct away'. This example is instructive, since the root form is 
phonologically archaic, and could riot possibly be a recent creation. The full 
stem can bc rcconstructcd as *-j(i/g-il(~-, with a thernatic suffix parallel to 
(and perhaps historically related' to) Ritliarngu -Cw. This becomes -ya!4(1- 
by lctiition arid loss of "-.p between consonants: thc -&7- is no longer clearly 
segmentable. The root form ja!g must be :i survival of a period whcre the full 
stem was still in  the form *-ju!g-da-. There are only a few other root forms, 
and in  general they are silnilarly indicative of or compatible with sporadic 
survival of a formation no longer productive. The use of tlie surviving root 
fornis is sin~ilar to that of siniilar Ritl~arngu forms, and like them they are 
usually pronounced as interjections. An example: 

(7) jalg ~ti-ya!d-i17 'He went past (all of a sudden).' 
he go past Past 

Nunggubuyu also has a few particles of basically nominal type i ~ s  in the 
case of Ritharngu r~larumba'? in (5). In fact, this Ritharngu element has an 
cxact correspondent in Nunggubuyu 11)ic-nlarj14ntcr!lu (with nominal deriv- 
ational prefix ivu-). Another example is ~t~u-!~a:ri 'fighting'. 

111 summary, tlicn, there is evidence tliat what we might call a 'proto- 
auxiliary construction' consisting of an inflected verb and a free particle is 
still productive in  Ritharngu (and, 1 iniglit add, other Yuulngu languages), 
was probably once productive in Nuriggubuyii and Ngandi, and may well 
underly the crystallised :luxiliary constructions 01' Mara-Alawic. We can now 
envisage a situation where all of tliese languages were rnore i~niform in the 
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structure of verb complexes than they are now. Starting from a relatively 
undifferentiated common base, each language or family has gone its own way 
by developing and suppressing different combinations of construction-types, 
so that of the four languages treated here only Nunggubuyu and Ngandi show 
substantial structural similarities to each other today. 

Our job is not yet completed, however, since we have yet to tackle tilt 
question of what the relationship is between auxiliary and proto-auxiliary 
constructions on the one hand and compounds on the other. I will now argue 
that there is a close historical connection between them, and specifically that 
compounds in tlic northern languages in  many cases reflect thc same historical 
prncesscs which have Icd t~~auxilinry construcliuns i n  Mara-Alawic. 

We are not i~llcrest~d in just any  ct)lnpounds here. For example, Nungg- 
ubuyu compounds with incol-pol.alccl noim slem are ol~ly marginally 
rdevanl to us. T l ~ c  compounds wllich arc I-elcvant are chiefly those where 
the inilia1 element is either definitely vcrbal or at least semi-verbal i n  force, 
and tlic sccoi~d (main) element is one of thc language's high frequency vcrb 
stems. 

In liitharngu, we iind a S;iir. nu~nbcr of co~npo~ulds oS this sort with final 
cleme~its -rfuru-(c€. ~l(~:r.u-'lo stand'), -tmrn- (cF. n~u:r.o- 'to grab, get'). and n 
few othci~s. Examples are ~irw~~lutrr?-~u~'~i-'to bend over' and ~~~~rZ--mur~u- 'to use 
magic against'. In the lat~er cxamplc ~ ~ ~ i r f i -  may be a noun historically, but its 
force in the co~npound is semi-verbal sir~ce i t  modil'lcs the sense nf the verb. * 
We note at once the similari(y bdwcen sucl~ compounds and Mala-Alawic 
;luxilial.y constlvctions, where thc initial stein is a verbal or semi-verbal 
particle and the auxiliary is one of n snlall sel of Iiigh-freque~~cy verbs which 
have lost most of their semantic force. 

Thc rer-lsoll why Marn-Alawic has auxiliary constrl~ctio~is wliile Ri tliarngu 
has corn pounds is riot hard to discover. It is an a~ltoiuniic cunsequencc of the 
E ~ c l  111:il M:lra-Alawic had subject- and object-marking pronclminal prcfixcs 
on main vcrbs ot  t h u  tirllc auxiliary co~~structio~ls were formed, while 
Ritharngu Ilad independcnl pronouns not bound 10 the verb. Therefore. when 
a sequence of uninflected pa~.ticle plus inflected vcrb became n single rused 
u n i t  in Mara-Alnwic, we wol i~~d u p  with l'a~*ticle-Protli>n~inals-Verb-Sufixes, 
rcintcrp~.eted as Verb-Prunoi~~inals-Aux-Suilixcs whcn the piu'ticle came to 
acquire the ~iiajor responsibility fill* specifying thu activity or slatc involved. 
On thc othcr hand, i n  Rilharngu tlie fitsion of the particle to all inflected 
vcrb did not (rap pronominal clenients it1 bctwcen, since these were 1101 fixed 
in pre-verbal positioi~, so we get Piuticle-Verb-Su(lixes, as in ~ u n ~ ( l ~ r t i ~ ' ' - ~ a ~ ~ u  
(reill ly cirrm~lu~n7-~i(irrr~n-(p wit I1 zero ~~rcsent-tense sullix) and wu~i- l~larc~-  
(for cxa~nple preseill 1i.uri-1?rar.ct-t~1~1). Thus the pobilion of the pronominal 
elements is rlecisivc in determining ihc s l~ i~pe  of verb cunlplexcs with fused 
particles. 

Unfortuiiatcly for illis theory. i t  turns out that Nu~lggubuyu and Ngandi 
have Rithal-i~gu-type cotnpounds rather than Mara-Alawic-type auxiliary 
constl.uctions. For example. Warndat-ang iilai~l vcrb rlrul 'to go up' (with 
'to go' as auxiliary, so that rlinl may once have merely ~.efcr~-ed Lo upward 
dil-ection) shows up  in Nu~lpgubuyl~ in one exanllllc as the first part of a 
cornpou~~d. In  Warndarallg we get nrul r ~)-i!la 'I went up' ('go up t I-Auxi) 
with 111al preoedi ng the pronoinil~al. but In Nuiiggubuy u wc pel !~on~r-~rrni- 
naj3i: 'I look u p  at him' ('llhiin-up-sec') whei*c -1rm1- follows the pronomin:tls. 

We might axpea *maI-gmu-nayi: with the fusion of particle *ma/ to an 
inflected verb *ganu-navi: 'I see him'. 

There are a-numb& of w s 6 t o  account for the difference bhrmn 
Nunggubuyu and Mama-Alawic in this regard. I would like to close by 
suggesting one interesting possibility which deserves consideration although 
it is much too early to assert that it is the best theory. M s  is the powibility 
that the difference between Mara-Alawic and Nunggubuyu (as well as 
Ngandi) in the relative ordering of f w d  particles and pronominal affixes 
is due to different timing of the furion of the pronominals themselves m 
prefixes to inflected verbs. That is, at the period when pattides like *ma1 were 
being fused to inflected vcrbs in Mara-Alawic, the pronominalti had already 
h m e  bound prefixes, so that *ma1 was added to a combination of the type 
Ronominals-VerbSuffixes. At the period when corresponding particles- 
were being fuscd to inflected verbs in Nunggubuyu and Ngandi, so this 
theory goes, the pronominais were still free or semi-free words or encIitics. 
In this case, particles like *ma/ would have been fused directly to the verb 
stem, and at a later period the pronominals became fused prefixes, yielding a 
combination honominals-Particle-Verb-Suffixes. That is, Mara-Alawic and 
the other two languages differ in the relative ordering of the two fwion 
prmsws, one affecting particles and the other applying to pronomiads. 

Thm is little or no direct evidenoe in Nunggubuyu for a relatively late 
fusion of pronominal prefixes, and since most languages in the area (except 
for Yuulngu Isnguages like Ritbarngu) have bound pronominal prefixes o m  
would normally a m m e  that the pronominal prefixes wen an early develop- 
ment. Against this view, however, we may adduce evidence from Ngandi, 
where the pronominal iprefixes' are in reality independent from the phono- 
logical point of view, though they must immediately precede the verb. Thus, 
while Nulypubuyu has ymunoyi: 'I see him', where, the pronominal prefixes 
are phonologieally part of the verb, in Ngandi we get Onnu + nanni, with at 
most a weak boundary +. Thc element ganu is bsrt described as pmclitic 
rather than prefixal, and has its own stms pattern and may be set off by a 
short pause from the verb. The facr that p- 'to see' begins with a retroffexed 
nasal is also instructive, since in Nun~ubuyu we get -no- (and cf. Rith. 
ha:-, etc.). There is evidence that Ngandi, like Ritharngu and some other 
Ianguage~ in the area, neofralises apim-alveolan and apicodomals (mm- 
flexes) word-initially (N.B.), and the neutralisd consonants are phonetically 
&pico-d~md. Thus a shift from *RP to fa- is  reawnable in Ngandi provided 
the preceding boundary is a word-boundary, or at least no more than the 
weak ditic-boundary +, and in any event not a normal word-internal 
morpheme-boundary. 

Sin- Nunggvbuyu and Ngandi a n  fsirly close ~neticaily, it now seems 
likely that N ubuyu also bad Ngandi-type pmclrtic pronominals not long 
ago. It is ha 7 ly likely that Munggubuyu-type fused prefixes couId have 
somehow become detached from verb stems in the recent history of Ngandi, 
since such fusions are generally irreversible. If we can recover a pro to ty~~ for 
Nwnggubuyu and Ngandi with semi-independent pronominals, is ~t not 
possible that going back one stage further we can envisage a situation where 
pronominals were a bit mom independent, so that particles like *mal wuld 
fairly freely intervene between them and the verb? 
A - .  
, I  he point is merely that the development of auxiliary systems and artain 
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types of compounds can only be accounted for in detail by simultaneously 
examining the history of other grammatical phenomena; conversely, an 
understanding of the history of auxiliary and compound constructions may 
provide precious clues for the reconstruction of the history of these other 
phenomena. 

Notes 
1 .  I have dolle Iicldwork on Nunggubuyu and Ritharngu, and to a lesser 

exkclit on Warudarang a u d  Nganrli. For a discussion of Mara-Alawic 
auxiliaries see Paper 88 by Margaret Sh:lrpc. 

2. These root-shapes are esselitially identical to those of 'main verbs' in Mara- 
Alawic auxiliary cons~ructions. 1 am u ~ ~ a h l c  to cite many actual cognatcs 
at this stage or research. Ncverthclcss, note Warndar:ing !err ' 1 0  cut up', 
Ritharngu class 5 root !cir.'!llr. 'to cut up' (a frozen reduplication). 

3. [ gloss i~~flcctable stems, includiilg tliematised class 5 stems, ;is Erlglisll 
infinitives ('to r e l un~ ' ) ,  and uninflcctablc roots as simple verbs ('return'). 

4. The fnttl  glottal stop is historically secoi~dary in the class 5 root, as in  
many otlicrs. M y  suspicion is that il originated in reduplications: 
*hu:r~rr(-yu-) reduplicated as !'ba:~ld'-bmlti(-.ytf-), with laler analogical re- 
shaping to *jbo:rrlPba~lu'?(-~j~~-) and si~rtplex bu:~tu''(-yit-). Ci: &:r(r"-~/ciru. llle 
rcduplicatiot~ of class I &:ru 'to stand'. and many other reduplications 
with'i~ior~~uic'  glottnl stop. 

5. To nwri-mur-n- someoilc you take :I piece of his clothing and seal it in a 
hole in a tree, preferably ironwood. As a noun, wui7 appears to denote 
the article used 'in lhis fashion. 

90. Arabana-Wangganguru 

Wangganguru [Waggaguiu] and Arabana are dialects of a single language, ~ 
originally spoken to the west of Lake Eyre, in the Simpson Desert and on the 
Lower Diamantina. I 11 

I 
1.0. The conjugation system 
The Arabana-Wangganguru verb is invariable for person and number, 
the verbal system is complex on account of the large number of affixes tha 
can be used. These indicate: 

Voice 
Mood 
Aspect 
Term 

In addition, there are certain other semantic modifications or 
types' ('Aktionsarten', as they have been called in Hindi 
S. Lienhard's Tempusgebrauch und Ak!iotrsar-re/~bi~ciu~~fi in (lrv 
1961). Some of these action types can be expressed by 
for example Arabana -mindi- 'action or stale lasting o111y 

in extent', -iwa 'while travelling', -ba- 'action carried out in all directions', 
-_nayga- 'continually'; 
(1) unguna didna yurgu-4;- nda-mindi-da 

your-pos foot good-become-SP -little -PRES 
'Your (sore) foot is suddenly getting a little bit better.' 
(SP = speed form, use of the affix -!z& to denote hastily finished action 
or development, also action taken before leaving.) 

Stem-forming affixes like -mindi- may have originated as auxiliaries, but now 
they exist only as bound forms and are very limited in their use. 

2.0. The main auxiliaries 
A number of these 'action-types' can be expressed by auxiliaries. When 
auxiliaries are used the main verb can be followed by the voice marker and 
by certain aspectual stem-forming affixes, particularly the speed-marking 
affix, but tense and mood are always expressed by the auxiliary. 

Two of the common auxiliaries generally retain their basic meaning: 
diga 'to return' yaridji- 'to descend' 

but considerable variation of meaning can be achieved by the use of the speed 
form in the main verb: 

(2) mani-digs-nda 'He is going back to get it.' 
fetch-return-AUX-PRES 

(3)  man&-diga-nda 'He's picking it up and bringing it back.' 
fetch SP-return-AUX-PRES 

The other three most common auxiliaries modify the semantic value of the 
verb in the following manner: 

marga- 
wanga- 
d a ~ J i  

1 SEMANTIC VALUE ADDED 
MEANING TO VERB 
to crawl slow movement, steady action 
to rise inceptive 
to throw rapid action 

(4) uga darga-marga- n& (W) 'He is getting up gradually.' 
he stand-crawl AUX PRES 

again the use of the 'speed' form in the main verb makes for a considerable 
difference in meaning: 
(5) uga darga nda-marga- nda 

he stand SP- crawl AUX PRES 
'He is getting up gradually, prior to leaving.' 

The following sentences illustrate the use of the other auxiliaries: 
(6) agda gadjiwiri-widji- nu ilana bidla-ru pawi-wanga- lugu(W) 

I big- become PRES thus name INSTR hear-arose AUX HIST 
'As I grew up I began to hear it called by that name.' 

(7) uga jani- wanga- da andida 
he speak-arise AUX PRES me DAT 
'He is starting up a conversation with me.' 

(8) gadi mani-nu-dawi! 'Get some meat quickly !' 
meat get SP-throw AUX IMPV 

A few other verbs, such as darga 'to stand' and guda 'to lie down' are occasion- 
ally used as auxiliaries. 

Apart from semantic limitations, any auxiliary can be used with any verb. 
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Conclusion 
In Arabana-Wangganguru the use of auxiliaries is peripheral, even long con- 
versations may not contain a single auxiliary. This is in contrast to the 
neighbouring Diwi language where the use of auxiliaries is central to  the 
verbal system. The peripheral use of auxiliaries to express semantic modi- 
fications, as in Arabana-Warrgganguru, may represent an early phase in the 
development of auxiliaries. 

91. Dieri 

Dieri (from Scllth Australia) has bwn chosen as the subject of a specimen 
paper not because it can be set out fully but because it seems to represent a 
special type uf~onjugation by auxiliaries .ad there is no suitable grammar of 
the language to hand. Thii papcr is therefore strictly an introduction to it 
and not the last word on it. The material used is drawn from existing published 
work: Reuther's translation of the N e w  Testament (1897) plus a httle more 
material presented in Berndt'r 'A day in the life of a Dicri man before alien 
contact' (1953). The spellings b e  been modified, and the analysis and 
interpretation are the author's. 

The Dimri verbal system seems to i>e mi ge~eris in Australia hut ti$ may be 
only m u s e  sd5cient material from the surrounding languages 1s not yet 
available. No pewon or number markers are used : in these regards the verb 
is invariable. The actor and goal are indicated by pronoun or noun. Dieri is 
an ergative language, and pronouns as well as nouns have -rate nominative 
and ergative c w .  

Dieri sentence syntax is fairly regularly SOV and in the verb the pattern is 
base+ auxiliary. The simple bare i s  used alone only in dependent claucn, and 
tbe suffix then is not a tense but an asgect marker. An exception is provided 
by the present tense, which it better regarded as an aorist. in one of kmdt's 
sentences we find nartiju ganai ~r-fdja ywmguru, 'she is woman strong', where 
the syntax (yonui = 'isy) can bc justified in a wag not relevant here. Apart 
from the pment or aorist, verb basta are used only with auxiliaria: joda 
yanai, 'is speaking'. 

S&ea to the stem 
There are two such suflixces: -PI&, perfective and -la imperfective. The auxiliary 
conveys the actual tense: the decision does not depend on a tense suffix to the 
auxiliary but on the choice of auxiliary. These do not carry a semantic load 
in the normal sense, but by their own basic meanings indicate the manner of 
the action first and only secondarily the tense. 

Auxiliaries 
There are six auxiliaries, each having its own basic meaning, and able to be 
used under certain conditions as a main verb. They are: 

AUXILIARY MEANING USE 
bara lie state just attained 
yana be permanent state 
waba go entry upon a state 
~vandi seek state attained or action done 
wara throw action already done 
wiri enter state recently attained 

Suffixes of mood 
In addition to the two suffixes of aspect, Dieri has a number of modal suffixes 
which are added to the verb stem, and if these are used the auxiliaries are not 
required. These are : 
1. Added to stem: 

Indicative tenseless : -ai 
Imperative : -au, and a number of others 
Dehortative : judi 

2. Added to perfective: 
intention: -ndu: jada-nu-ndu, 'that I may say' 
relative : -ni: jada-nu-ni, 'speaking' 

The last is not quite clear: nau worgara-nu-ni, 'he who comes, when he comes, 
the one coming', for the former: yajana daji-nandu, 'let us be happy'. 

Details on the auxiliaries 
The auxiliaries can be used as full verbs by themselves, with other auxiliaries 
but not with themselves: *wandina wandi is not acceptable; the example from 
Berndt above could not be 'nanija yana yanai for this reason; but winda yani 
dei yana-nu warai, 'when I was a young man' is acceptable because the 
auxiliary (wara) is not the same as the base (yana). 

The aspect endings may be used without an auxiliary in dependent clauses: 
nau worga-la wandi, buyani wiri-la, 'he came to enter the house': the imper- 
fective -la indicates the purpose of his coming. 

The details of tense, aspect, etc., are expressed in various combinations of 
root and auxiliaries. 

1. With -na perfective: qani jadana wandi, ' I  spoke'; yana ,jadana walai, 'I 
have spoken', yani- jada-nu bara-ia, ' I  spoke some time ago': bara suggests 
'I have thrown in my word' and it's all done. This verb and ~tlaba both use 
an ending -ia which needs explanation. 

2. With -la imperfective: yani jada-la yariai, ' I  am about to speak, I shall 
speak'; yani jaduh ~laba-ia,  ' I  am in process of speaking, going to speak'; 
yani jadala wiri, ' I  have entered upon speech, have begun to speak'. 

1 There is a tense that is formed by the combination of the two aspect markers : 
yani,jada-nu-la, which seems to be a close past: 'I spoke', at a time not exactly 
specified. This again needs more explanation. 

The entire system of auxiliaries here is clearly very different from those 
used in other languages. It seems to be a matter of expressing first of all by 
means of an aspect marker whether the act is complete or not, then by an 
auxiliary when it was completed or will be completed, and what sort of activity 
is involved in the completing. 
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In terms of nodes and phrase markers the various situations might be set 
out in something like the following ways. 

I 
Pron. 

I 
yani 

I 
' I  have just spoken.' 

I 
jada- 
speak 

I I 
na wandi 

perf. (attained) 

'I have come to speak.' 

An example of the ergative construction, the locative ending and the sen- 
tence medial use of -na aspect is seen in the following example (not so fullv 
analysed for the present purpose as the above): 

nu-lu bradjana madjadinda-nu nuga-yu-bini nzida-ni, mawa 
he-ERG everything now having-lost that-in-EMPH land-in, hunger 

bina bandji-na lvandi 
great make-PERF PAST 

'When he had lost everything, a great famine happened in that country.' 
Dieri is a language which will repay more detailed analysis than has yet 

been done or can be done in this paper, which, of course, is concerned chiefly 
with verbs and auxiliaries. 

92. Ngamini, and a note on Midhaga 
J. G. Breen 

Introduction 
Ngwmini and Midhaga are members of a dialect Mi which extends from 
Dhitari, OII the east of Lake Eyre, east to Dieri (Diyari), north to Ngarnini 
and Yaluyandi and east to Midbaga and Garuwali. Ngamini was spoken 
abbut Goyders Lagoon and further south, and Midhaga north-east of Biids- 
ville. These d i h  formed a single Iang~age,~ that is neighbouring members 
of the chain were mutualIy intellidbl although there were big differences, 
especially in vocolbulary, betwen members near dierent ends of the chain. 

Both Npmini and Midhaga are virtually extiact; neither has any living 
native speakers and the-only informants are an old couple who have a fair 
knowledge of Ngamini as a second language, and the wife of this couple and 
another old man who remember a little Midham. The old lady, Mrs Mudie 
Naylon, is a native s ~ k ~  of Waiagganguw and also knows Arabana, 
Dieri, Yaluyandi, Yandruwandha and Yawarawarka. 

Ngamini 
Ngamini resembles Dieri in its use of auxiliaries but differs somewhat in 
details. There seem to be at least eight auxiliaries, whose functions overlap 
only partially with those of the Dieri auxiliaries. Most marking for tense, 
mood and aspect is by suffixation. 

The Ngamini auxiliary verbs are : 
wara, basic meaning 'to throw', marks past tense; 
wapa 'to go, to walk', habitual action in the (distant?) past; 
yana, probably 'to do, to be', but rare as a main verb, as an auxiliary denotes 

intention; 
marka 'to crawl', marks a continuing action carried out while the agent is in 

motion; 
parka 'to run', marks a momentary action carried out while the agent is in 

motion; 
wiri 'to enter', appears to denote a r r i ~ a l ; ~  
jika 'to return', denotes action directed back towards where the action has 

come from; 
kurru, unknown as a main verb, denotes motion away (from the speaker or 

from some referent). 
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A brief summary of Ngamini verb morphology will now be given, followed 
by further discussion of the use of auxiliaries. Note that where a suffix has 
initial i the stem-final vowel of the verb is deleted. 

Verb stem formatives 
CAUSATIVE: -pa, added to intransitive verb stem, as wiripo 'to insert' from 

wiri 'to enter'; 
-ka, added to intransitive verb stem, as a~apaka 'to take' from wapa 'to go'; 
-naka, added to noun (adjective?) stem, as narinaka 'to kill' from nari 

'dead'. 
STATIVE: -ni, added to noun stem, as pinalli 'to grow' from pina 'big'. 

Mood 
IMPERATIVE: -4 or -ya, often followed by mayi, as in wapa mayi 'go away !'. 
PURPOSIVE: -la, as in winytya yini wapala 'when are you going?' 
POTENTIAL: - n d ~ , ~  as in qaji yulltuna tanrranda ' 1  might hit you (two)'. 

Aspect 
CONT1~uous : -numa, as in gaya qamanama~~i  Jaj'ina 'he's sitting down eating' 

(gama 'to sit', lajji 'to eat'). 
IMPERFECTIVE: -", as in the previous example. A few verbs have irregular 

forms. as man& from niani 'to get', palla from pali 'to die' and qanda - - -  

from jana 'to be'. 

Tense 
PRESENT: -yi, see continuous aspect example. 

Nominaliser 
AGENT: -ini, e.g. parkini 'runner' from parka. 

Subordinators 
COMPLEMENT: -iyimu, e.g. yaji gayayi kava ~ ~ a p i y i m u  'I can hear a man 

coming' (guru 'to hear', ~ ~ a p a  'to go'). 
IMMEDIATE CONSEQUENCE(?): -ili, e.g. qanaka ginakatu wapili 'make him go!'. 
SIMULTANEOUS ACTION : -nagju, see exampie (21) below. The difference between 

the last two is not completely clear.' 
Seven of the eight auxiliaries are used only with the main verb in its 

imperfective form; the other (gana) is used only with the main verb in the 
vurvosive form. The functiol~s of these two verb forms will therefore be 
looked at a little more closely. 

The -pa form of the verb seems to be best described as an imperfective in 
spite of the fact that its major use is as a component of the past tense form; 
if appears that it is the part tense auxiliary which overrides the imperfective 
connotation and imposes a perfective aspect. The imperfective, without an 
auxiliary verb, is used as a main verb to describe a continuing action or a 
state which. though possibly now completed, conti~lued for some time. . . - - 

( 1 )  gayiniwara ya,tayajana 
we ( ~ 1 .  inc1)-~l talk-talk-impf 
' ~ z r e  havkg a chat.' 

(2) ptalta llarilrlr m Q ~ i  
sit-ampf get down-~mper 
'Sit down t' (i.e. 'Get down so that you are seated'.) 

(3) g w m u  firr@a wfkani mrrapa 
always dog fis hit-irnperf 
'He belts his dog all the time.' 

(4) sawu yqtqtu wurayi Itolapafywa 
he say-past be very sick-impf 
'He says he's very sick.' 

(5)  mafya yini mydayi mrrrc tanrrana 
already you finah-pres firewood hit-impf 
'Have you finished chopping the wood ?' 

The purposive is used as a hture tense form as well as to denote purpose of 
an action and the complement of certain verbs. 
( 6 )  gaji wima w a g k a ~  

I song sing-purp ' I , m going to sing a song.' 

(7) gapa ~ m y a  kilpanih 
water this cold-become-purp 

1 
'This water will freeze.' 

(8) qanyi parigka wapayi gapa manila 
I river-to go-pres water get-purp 
'I'm going to the river to get some water.' 

(9) yini wapab wagamuli, wima girrkab, galkiyimu 
you go-purp tomorrow, corroboree see-purp, dance-comp 
'If you come herevtomorrow you'll see a corroboree.' 

(10) yindi gurku lcira &ka& 
you know-pres5 boomerang make-purp 
'Do you know how to make a boomerang?' 

(1 1) mayi, ganyi qanytyayi wirik 
well, I want-pres enter-purp 
'Can I come in ?' 

Of the auxiliaries, by f ir  the most frequently wed is wara, used in its present 
tense form warayi to mark the past tense. It may be used with any mmn verb 
(including itself; see example (12)) and may be added to a complex that 
a h a d  has an auxiliary (see examples (20), (21), (25), (26)). Them is one 
examp e in the wrpus where it does not immediately follow tbe main wrb in r 
a two verb construction and also two cases where the main verb is separated 
from and follows the auxiliaries in a three verb construction (see examples 
(15) and (21)). .. 1 ,  

(12) kupanu ma& galcanamu warana warayi 
child-op stone me-ind obj throw-past 
'That kid threw a stone at me.' 

(13) gqi mtya gurkupa warayi pIu latinu warayi kantu 
I already knogpast he spear-past wallaby 
? knew he speared a wallaby.' 

(14) rpanyi Ww@u warayi yfnkanamu mukamu 
I go*past you-ind obj sleep-loc 
'When I came here you were as1a:p.' 



'I f6rgot.' 
7he auxiliary wapo is used in its agent form wapini 'goer, walker' trr mark 

mtinuing ar habitual action in the past-probably the distant pas(. There 
are only a few mamples in the corpus. Contrast example (18) with (16) 
and (17) 
(16) yin f yinrrifa glw pmwa wapini k u p k u p ~ ~  

you cry-impf big nt-used to ch~ld 
'When you were a baby you used to cry a lot.' 

(17) gayiniwura tyukurru iaj*ipa n'apini, kariiigu guylylninwru 
we (pl irrol)-pl kangaroo eat-used to, now 

kheip-emph eat-pres 
'We used to eat kangaroos but now we a t  sheep.' 

(18) s l m a n y a  gufiyi wapagu wurayi wf?-driggo 
long ago I go-past Birdsvilkto 
'1 came to BirdsvilIe a Iong time ago.' 

WQ is used rarely in its present tense form in association with the purpos- 
ive; so rarely that it may be an intmsian from another of the informants' 
languages. However, it may be a genuine m a r k  of immediate future 
(example (19)). The use of tho past tense form to mart past intention Cwould 
have', $wanted to'), tbough not common, does seem to be genuine. 

3 
I 

(19) matyu pnlila r~mayI 
atready this dispurp be-pm I 
'(The he) is just abut  to go out.' 

(20) gnnyi y i n k ~ n m u  y&bo ymda waruyi, ompi kuf.!Iarra#a 
I yobind obj say-purp bepast, 1 forget-irnpf 

g&impf away-purp 
' I  was going to tell you but I forgot ( a d  went without telling you).' 

(21) gmyi gmda war& &a parra&, pyab  ivupaqfu g a k a m u  
I be-past sleep lie-pwp, this-cmgh go-sim act me-indobj 
'I was just going to have a s l e p  when he came.' 

The remaining five auxiliary stems are probably usable in various foms, 
although examples are few; J have found it diacult t? elicit these construe 
tions. Only the present tense form of parka, in its aux~llary function, has been 
obtained. The auxiliary wiri is known to occur in its present and past tense 
form,, rnwka in present tense and impcrfeotive, lik. in present, past and 
imwrative and kwru in p m n t  (see note 3, past, future, complement and 
im&ediate consequence f'arms. 
(22) laWYa yara wapayi, ki&ripa rnarkc~w 

they (p1u)-here hither go-pres, call out along-impf 
They are coming here, singing out as they come (to let us know the 

are coming).' 
(23)(;us/ayo yqa irrkwaparkayi 

he (0~)-here me k o k - p s ~ i n ~ - ~ ~  
'He laaM at me i ts  he went past. 

) p a r r t y m  wqana wiriyila 
go-arrive-pres-emph 

1 'Everybody came.' 

(25)  milyarumu gakatu wapana wirina ~varayi 
dark-loc he-there go-arrive-past 
'He came here in the middle of the night.' 

(26) yawa jirrila gakani parkana kurruna warayi, yali gilza 
that dog my run-away-past, I him 

manda tikana warayi 
get-back-past 

'My dog ran away, but I brought him back.' 
(27) parkana t ika  yara nulpa7 kaqanu yirrkanda 

run-back to here he (op)-that man-op see-might 
'Come back here beforc that man sees you.' 

2 i t  I I i I yuykina k u r r ~ / a  
wllen I go-purp, I you(acc) give-away-purp 
'Belbre you go I'll give you some moncy.' 

Although i t  is not an auxiliary in thc sanie sensc as the verbs discussed 
above, the verb wana 'to be' is of interest in the context of this paper. It is 
used only in association with certain words describing temporary states. for 
examule : 
(29) kupa muwanu wanayi 

child hungry be-pres 
'The baby is hungry.' 

(30) tadinu ganjji wanayi 
thirsty I be-pres 
'I'm thirsty.' 

(31) pandanu yanyi wanayi 
afraid I berpres 
'I'm frightened.' ' 

However, contrast ganyi kilpanu 'I'm cold' and ganyi ~jalrranu 'I'm hot'. 

Midhaga 
The data on this dialect are very meagre and unreliable, but it did have 
at least two auxiliary verbs. The verb morphology is, very tentatively and 
incompletely, as follows. - .  

imperative, -ya 
past tense, -ntari 
present tense (or imperfective), -nta, (-nu) 
purposive, - n a p ,  (-ga) 
reci~rocal. -aali , r - - - -  

The stim form of the verb kuli 'to sit', was frequently used with the present 
tense form and this may have added a continuous aspect. 
(33) wani Vatu yatapanta kuli 

song I sing-pres sit 
'I'm singing a song.' 

The auxiliary may be used with main verb kuli to give the phrase kulinta kuZi 
'sittinn'. 

  he verb wiri 'to enter' is used as an auxiliary in the same way as in 
Ngamini. The connotation 'arrived' is supported by the informant's comment 
'That's when you landed, like.' 
(34) watagantuwara yini tarinta wirintari 

where-from you come-arrive-past 
'Where did you come from ?' 
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Notes 
I .  See J. G. Breen, 'Aboriginal languages of Western Queensland', Li~fguistic 

Comrnmica;fons 5 :  1-88, especially pp* 21-24. 
2. The function of tviri was originally thought to be marking recent past, as 

in Dieti; Mrs Nylon once translated it as 'just lobbed in' which seems to 
imply recent past (as well as arrival). However, if this were so it would not 
ba expected to have a past tense form (see example (25)), except possibly 
in a subordinate clause. Ewrnples of this auxiliary in its present tense 
form (e.g. (24)) do seem to suggest a past tense meaning but are probably 
actvdly present tense; present tono af 'arrive' implies recent past of 'come' 
as arrival is the completion of coming. 

3. Note that Ngarnini seems to have a voiced/voiceless stop opposition, but 
only in the two apical ositions. Note also that there is an opposition 
botwcen bill (rr), Rap ($and glide 0. 

4. There are only two examples of this morpheme in the corpus and Austin 
(private communioation) suggests, probably correctly, that it is an intru- 
sion from Dieri of the suBx corresponding to Ngamini: -ili. 

5.  aurku 'to know' and kurrsr, -. the auxiliary 'away', have an irregular present 
iease marked by a zero s e x .  

6 .  This tvm of sentence requires further study. It may be in the present tense 
becausi 'he' is still going. 

7. #ulpa is probably not a genuine Ngamini form. 

93. Yandruwandha 

1. Introduction 
Yandruwandha is closely related to the dialects of the Dierichain. However, 
it does not make use of auxiliary verbs except that one form of the future 
tense in the dialect spoken along Strzelecki creek' uses yana 'to do' as an 
auxiliary. 

( I )  yartyi l n  \va!]a !~ana!u L)K yuf?jti lo \ru!?o 
I so-fut do-pres 
'1 am Loing to go:' 

It does, l~owever, have a sysle~n in which verbs (01. cel-tain other words) arc 
compounded witli a main verb to perform a widc range o l  fnnctions, illeluding 
some similar lo thosc performed by auxiliaries i n  Npn~in i .  Thus it forms n 
link between the auxiliary verb system and the nmre comlnon system in which 
verb modification is by affixation of mclrphemes wllicli exist only in bound 
forms. 

2. Verb morpltology 
The material used iu the remainder of this paper has bceu take11 from the 
dialect spoken around i n ~ ~ n m i n c k a .  Must marking of tense and inoocl is by 
means of bouild morpheincs (with no free counlelhpart), Ihc most ill~portant 
of which arc now listed: 
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IMPERATIVE : 4. 
PAST TENSE: nu, very recent. 

nana, within the last couple of days. 
(And others, to be dealt with later.) 

PRESENT TENSE: la. 
PRESENT CONTINUOUS : n a p .  
FUTURE TENSE: ya. 
UNSPECIFIED (because it is in the second clause of a sentence, or because it is 

unnecessary for other reasons) : yi. 
'AGAIN': kaldri (with no specification of tense). 
POTENTIAL : yi. 
COMPLEMENT : layi. 

Some important verb stem formatives are: 
GERUND: ini (with deletion of final vowel of the verb stem to which it is 

added). 
~EFLEXIVE/REC~PROCAL : yindri. 
STATIVE VERB FORMATIVES : yana, nu. 
CAUSATIVE VERB FORMATIVES: ka, ma, nu. 

Reduplication of verb stems to denote intensification, prolongation or 
extension of an action is fairly common. The morpheme nu is often suffixed 
to a reduplicated form; its function in such cases is not clear. 

( 2 )  \vulva 'to see, to look at', wawlawa\vana 'to look after' 
Stems which exist also (without phonetic modification) as bound forms 

modifying verbs include a number of verb stems, at least one probable, but 
unattested, verb stem, three adverbs and one probable adverb. In some cases 
the meaning of the combined form corresponds fairly closely to the meaning 
of the free form (for example lilca 'to return' in its bound for111 denotes action 
directed back), in other cases it is clearly related (for example yina 'to sit, to 
be', as a bound morpheme denotes continued action) and in others it is so 
different as to create doubt as to whether they are not simply homophones 
belonging to different morphemes (for example windri 'to enter', action 
directed awav). 

Stems funfiioning as productive compound verb formatives are listed, 
with examples of their use, in the following pages. Example (3), taken from a 
text, gives some idea of the usefulness of verb compounding in the language. 
(3) yapala kudru pakuyayiyi, ya yanlrula kurrawagayi, 

then hole dig-down-unspec, then bough-emph put-around-unspec, 
ga windripagdiya pug'& mukuli wilpiginanaya, gala kaji, 
then enter-down-fut, bird bone-op whistle-sit-pres, then animal, 
Lanu ya!.aya!.aminijayila ~~arruwityilityi. tawawarraya 
they hear-hear-run-comp-emph emu-op-emph. go-arrive-fut 
!ayguwagawagaya, yalu lrana p n u  purriginalayi yayi miykayi. 
stand-around-fut, then man he hide-sit-comp down hole-loc. 
yarru taygu~alka~~arralayi dranyiyalatyi yarali kali 
just stand-up-arrive-comp hit-fut-emph boomerang-op. animal 
Lana yandu pan&ipariparini 
they thus hit-used to 

'Then they would dig a hole and put boughs around it. Then (a man) 
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would p t  down into tho hole and whistle with a bird bone, and the 
emus would hear it as they were passing. They would come and stand 
around2 while that man hid down in the hale. Then be would just 
i u m ~  right UP and hit (one) with a boomerang. That'show they used to 

2.1. C o w u r n  VERB mRmnvEs. #.!nu, meaning as a free form 'to sit, to 
stay'. denotes. as a bound form, continuing action ar state, or alternatively 
a&& during-the day. 
(4) 1, 'to lie', l r a g h u  'to be lying' or 'to lie down during the daytimey. 
(5) ginqinu 'to be, or remain, seated'. 
(6) p d ~ a  'to hold', pu&minc1 'to hang on to'. 
(3 pirrityampa~(a ganyi, miniminiflini~i~ura 

tired-becomspres I run-run-sit-ger-ab! . 
Tm tired d k i n g  about all day.' 

law@, 'to go, to walk', denotes momentary action carrid out while the 
awnt is in motion, or about to go somewh~re, or has just co~npleted or 
iEterrupted motion. 
181 ma *to look', wawdlaHta 'to look at while passing, or to 89 and look 
1 .  

at, or to look at and go away'. 
(9) pay49 'to MI', pa~dr@wja 'to kill while travelling, etc.'. 

(10) iura to lie', lwalatva 'to camp (while on a journey)', Aur~cnva~UraJawa 
'to have two or three days an tk mad'. 

(I I) kumupagdi ~giggsrrsr lanuidnu rnamdrifawa!tz p n ~ l t a  
put-down Wre in the middle, get-go-pres I f erg) there 
'Put it dam in the middle. I'll pick it up as I'm going home.' 

mini 'to run', has the same function as Jaw but is used with different verbs, 
(12) lcytgu 'to stand', @ gumini 'to stand up and go away, or to come and 

stav for a while mi' then go away'. 
(13) ka&a 'to tie', k m m i n i  'to tie here and there'. 

&no mulpiniguru tvmtu payipayirru yina mafa ~ t i ~ j m y m i  g.apo[a 
t h y  cut-ger-abl short length emph finger-like, then 

karramininana 
tie-run-pres ' 

'After sing (tbe reeds) up into short lengths, about the size of a finger, 
they tie them here and there[on the net, so that it will float).' 

(huo, not known as a free morpheme, denotes a continuing action carried 
out while the agent is in motion. 
(I 4) Jayi 'to eat', loyi&~u 'to eat along'. 
U5) aha 'to sit', ~ i r r&r~  'to travel in a vehicle'. 
(1 6)  la  d a y i  yini, maQafra padipuyw 

walk-comp you, watch-alilong snake-wus . - 
'Watch out for snakes as you go along.' 

{ika, 'to return', denotes action directed back to camp, or to another 
polnt of ncmt origin of the s e t .  Alternatively3 it danotcr actan carried 
out on beWf of sameone other than the agent. 
fl7.1 mandri 'to get', m d r i ~ j k a ,  normaUy 'to go and get', but could mean 

'to get for Smmne else'. 
(18) wawu 'to look', ~clmvafika 'to look back'. 
(19) wdki 'to climb', ~ $ i  'down', walkilik~pa&i 'to c r i b  back down'. 
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(20) nina 'to sit', nina~ika 'to stay somewhere for a while (and then go back 
home)'. 
Itwrutia ~iirr!,ari4 loii!~~qi~*i yiricriikotrc/ 
who he-there here sit-return-past 
'Who's that fellow who was here a while ago?' 

( 2 1 )  kula 'to cook', k~~lu~i l ic i  'to cook for sonleone else'. 
The rcduplicatcd for111 liku,[iku has n separate function, "leaning 'to do 

sorncthing over a wide area, or afl'ccting many ruferents'. 
( 2 2 )  nVucrnta 'to look', ~tla~\wiikaliku 'to have a look around everywherc'. 

yut.u !u~~u~)urupcrrau ~rnu i I )~c~ ,  purllcilr u!rri pnrllnku!lri 
you (111) 30-habit-prcs not, place-one place-onc 

(= everywhere) 
wa~va~ikajikaya 
look-return-return-fut 

'You fellows ought to go and have a look all round the place.' 
(73) ~ I I U ~ I U  'to gather'. tnaj~n!ikc?(i/tn 'lo gather everything up'. 
(24) !/a~iu 'to tcll', ycr/icrJikcili/~u 'to tell everyone'. 
(25) tniit*u~~~m iuttri t~ritii~il;a~ih-u/u 

cliild they run-return-rcturn-pres 
'Thc kids are running about here and there.' 
nlarru, not known as a free ~norpheme, denoles arrival." 

(26) Ja111u 'to go', ~ C I H I C I I ~ ~ U ~ ~ I ~  'to come, to arrive'. 
(27) ~ilabu 'to carry', a~n&rn4.r/r1.a 'to carry in (to the camp)'. 
(28) kulilr/>a 'to jump',lalka 'up', ~ L / ~ ~ L I ~ I O ~ U / / < U ~ ~ ~ U ~ ' I ' C I  'to jump right up'. 
(29) ~ u n t ~  rti!)glyal/~afi3~i'rut~a ~~~c~~t~a~~itlcl~~i~)o~~~~i!~i~z/ 

he stand-up-arrive-past look-rell-down-unspccificd tense-thcn 
'He stood right up and looked down at himself.' 

~c~itrclri 'to enter', action directcd away fro111 the speaker or some other 
referent. 
(30) l )~ l i ( /  'to carry', ~ ~ a l i c r ~ ~ ~ i t ~ ~ l r i  'to take ilway'. 
(31) yrov*i 'to ~ive' ,  y~ot)~icr.int/~.i 'to givc to a n  outsider'. 
(32) p g g u  'to stand', !a!l,yu~t,itrrlri or ~cr!lglrt?~ittin*it~dri 'to get up and go, or to 

get up in order to go'. 
( 3 3 )  )*i/rliuri ku!.n prrla ~~~it lkm~i i~t i~rn~it ic /~i t ic~ 

wherc-alla maybe thcy (du) clisappear-run-away-past 
'I don't know where they ducked off to'. 

wugu 'to shlft (trans)'. action located or directcd around some ~+cferenl. As 
a bound n~orpheme i t  is usually reduplicated. 
(34) flitin 'to sit', ~ir~cr~t~c~ga~rnga 'to sit around (a fire, for example)'. 
(35) lcrlt'a 'lo walk', lmt.rr1tvuga\vagu 'to walk around'. Sce also example ( 3 ) .  

,/urra 'lo fly', denotes to do something thoroughly or completely. i t  also 
has other fiinctions which are not clear. There may possibly be two compound 
vcrb formntives, larru and _mru, 
(36) n-mtla 'to see', It7alrwlnt.rn 'to see i t  all'. 
(3  7) paltl~~nrr~uIu~111rra laria 

die-fly-far past thcy 
'They all died out long ago.' 

( 3 8 )  ~i.at.rku 'to throw', wuri'ko~urrc~ 'to Ict (so~iicthing) go'. 
(39) jlirtba 'to send'. yitibaltirrn 'to send riway'. 
(40) ~va!lsa 'to fall', ~tia//wlarra 'to fall down Rat'. 
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(41) ~ n a  'to sit', lika 'to return', ghaawalka 'to go and visit'. 
(42) mmdri 'to get', para 'inride', rnmdr~ur~puru 'to take out (e.& of a bag)'. 

~uyi ,  'to eat', action performed for the benefit of the actor. 
(43) mantdrf 'to get', mmdridnyyl 'to &t for oneself' (used also for winning 

money, e.g. at the races). 
maara rani mundrkayiga piw 
money we (pl, ex) get-eat-fut big 
'We'll win a lot of money.' 
yukaxro, 'to spend the night', action at night or in the dark. 

(44) lalva 'to walk', ~~rvcmyukurra 'to walk in the dark'. 
(45) pdfqvi yim kupulyi kurrayi, gala kandraldra 

ground-Ioc emph one-emph put-unspec. tense, then topemph 
#ambaikuri kuouliryi, kagu Jurayukarrar~u 
cover-unspc t e r n  one-opem ph, warm lie-ert night-fut 

'They would put one (kangaroo skin rug) on the grourid and cover them- 
selves with another and sleep warm at night.' 

warrka, 'to throw', action in the morning.' (There is some doubt about 
this; it was once translated as 'a long time ago".) 
(46) ~atnwa 'to go', lawwwarrkana 'went this morning'. 
(47) ramban~~ikoruarrkc~na qanyi  pit^ 

dance-returkmorning-past I there 
'I was dancing over there a while ago.' 

#QB#~, 'down', action directed downwards. 
(48) tvurrka 'to throw', ~crarrkup~@#i 'to throw down'. 
(493 ~ i n a  'to sit', ginapafidi 'to sit dawn'. See also examples (3) and (29). 

gwi, 'down', action directed downwards. 
(SO) paku 'to dig', pdtkugari 'to dig (down)'. 
(5 1) waw 'to Iook', wmqay i  (also w~aw&pdm#i) 'to look down'. 
The usage in example (52) is idiomatic; in English we mix things up. 
(52) puka ya~u papigqina madri 

damper J mix-down-past heavy 
'1 mixed a thick damper.' 

1uIka 'up', action directed upwards; also &ion in the morning.' 
(53) wtdki 'to climb', ndkifulka 'to climb up'. 
(54) tqgsr 'to stand', ~aogulafka 'to stand up, get up'. 
(55) dawa 'to go', farvqdka 'to walk uphill', or 'to go in the morning'. 
(56) wap 'to light (a fire)', wagalalkrmu 'lit (the 8re) this morning'. 

para, 'inside', denotes action across or in@) something, and in some cases 
its funotion is undar ar unusual {we e x a m p l ~  (63)-(67)). 
(57) ~ f n a  'to sit', #napma 'to sit inside'. 
(58) yinba 'to send', yinbapara 'to send across'. 

janma 'to swim', imrnapara 'to swim across'. 
wawa 'to see', ~vawapara 'to see (something) on the other side'. 

(61) 'to pdl', ligupmu 'to pull (a net) in (to the shore)'. 
wihdPi 'to enter', ma 'causative', windrimpara 'to put in'. 
kufi 'to go', kmfiipara 'to go early in the morning'. 

(64) &kar 'to pull out', #&upmi 'to pull out'. 
(65) @a 'to chop', ~inbuparm 'to chop something standing', in contrast to 

littya~df 'to chop something lying down'. 
166) man pi 'to get', yindri 'reciprocal', marsdriyiindripara 'to get married'. 
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The reduplicated form of this morpheme dmotes habitual action. Tbe gemnd 
form d such a verb is the normal means of expressing past habitual, 'used to' 
(67) ~vw~prsraparalafyi pq~a pulu, #arm g q ~  &&arar~gu 

sec-habit~prrsimp me ir (erg), just mc fit-in-fut-thcn 
'Every time he sees me he hits fie.' 

(68) tyukurru gani tayipariparini 
kangaroo we (pl, ex) kit-used to 
'We used to eat kangaroo.' 

See also example (3). 

2.2. SPECIFICATION OF PAST TENSE. It will have been noted that certain of the 
compound verb formatives involve some reference to time, that is action 
during the day, action in the morning, action at night. These are mostly used 
with past tense inflections, of which there are several, and allow a fair amount 
of specification of past time in the verb. 

Note that one of the past tense inflectional suffixes is itself a bound form 
of a morpheme which also functions, in a free form, as an adverb; this is 
~ u k a r a ,  'before', which denotes action within the last few days. 

The full list of suffixes denoting past tense, or combinable with past tense 
markers to further specify the time of an action, are as follows: 

na-very recent past; 
pana-within the last couple of days; 
yukara-within the last few days; 
nga-weeks or months ago; 
lapurra9-distant past; 
pariparini-past habitual; 
pina-action inb'the daytime; 
_talks-action in the morning: 
wmrk-&on in the rndrtuEig (some doubt); 
yukarra-actian at ni4ht. 

In addition, of course, cerhrr suffixes may implicitly specif past tense because 
a verb In a preceding clause or sentence has explicitIy spec Bed it, for example r 
kafdri 'again', [ ~ y i  complement marker, ri unspecified tense. 

The informants' usage of these suffizes has been fairly consistent except. 
for some possible confusion of gma and #&ma; however, a certain amount 
of overlap of the time ra spW by the past tense inffections is to be 
expected. The first six =e suffixes listed above may be used alone 
(priparini is, of course, a compound suBx), white the last four are auxiliaries 
providins edditional speeificqtion of time drady specified less precisely by 
one of the others. These awliliaria have not been hafd with 4g@, japwra or 
piprrriniJ although an informant acwpted combinations with nga and 
hpurra. 

'A few more examples will now be given. 
(69) pukuna g a ~ u  pa&ayukarrana tjukurru yaju ~varrlcanapana 

dream I (erg) hold-night-past kangaroo I (erg) spear-past 
windrali manipina 
spear-op fat-big 

'Last night I dreamt I speared a fat kangaroo.' 
Compare gayayukarrayana 'heard last night'; it may depend on what time 

of day the sentence is spoken whether action last night involves nu or pana. 
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The words ~ayqinapukam 'heard yesterday' and gafiginagana 'heard the 

day before yesterday', elicited in sumssion, illustrate the confusion between 
pna and pukara. Also elicited at the same time were guyagukara 'heard the 
other day', gorogana a w d  a eouplr of days ago, or the other day' and 
nara~alkatrukara 'heard yesterday morning'. Compare : 
(70)~wiki'' kuqu galu ~ ~ q ~ u k a r a  

week one I (erg) hear-past 
1 'I heard a week ago.' 

and note also: 
(71) wiki parkulu gaiu gayangatyi 

week two 1 (erg) hear-past-emph 
'I heard two weeks ago.' 

Further examples of ngu and lapurra are: 
(72) kilkola yundru kali ryukurru yaldra yina pandrir~ga, 

know-pres you(erg) animal kangaroo we (du incl) emph kill-past, 

i o u  c&e-return-past 
'Da you remember that kangaroo we tilled last time you were here?' 

(73) walya gap gaga kilkabtyi i$mri gmyi~yi pnldr ilapurrala 
not 1 (erg) h a  know-pres-uaph baby I-emph die-far past-emph 

gamatya gakani 
mother my 

'My mother died before I can remenlber her.' 

Notes 
1. See Paper 75 for details of location of Yandruwandha. 
2. Emus are notoriously curious. 
:3. lava and mini correrpond to the Ngamini auxiliary parko, and #urn 

corresponds to marka. 
-4. This is the =same function as the Ngamini auxiliary n~iri, rvindri, the 

Yandruwandha verb cognate with Ngamini wiri, has a quite different 
function as an auxiliary, It is discussed after warra. 

5. yindri, the reflexive/reciprocal marker, mn have the same function; see 
Paper 75. 

6. Compare Ngamini wwa 'to throw*. used as an auxiliary to mark past tens. 
This usage in Ngamini may result from generalisation of an earlier usage 
similar to the Yandruwand ha. 
Wangkumara also uses the same morpheme (pa) to denote action directed 
upwards and (with future tense only) action in the morning. Thus Jinapa 
'stand up l', ~ n y i  jtCIgFmparra 'rm going in the morning'. 
Note that rules must be formulated in such a way that when a verb stem 
of the form CI V, C2 Vz is reduplicated and nominalised by suffixation of 
hi, with deletion of the stem-final vowel of the verb, the result is not 
C, V1 C2 V2 C, VI CZ itti but C, VI C, i C1 V, C, ini. 
This may contain a bound form of thc free morpheme purr# 'always, all 
the time'. However, it does not denote past habitual but only far past. 

94. Dhirari 

Peter Austin 
Introduction 
This paper deals with an almost extinct language of the Lakes District of 
South Australia usually known as Tirari, but phonemically spelt as difafi.' 
Dhirari was once spoken on the eastern shore of Lake Eyre and has for many 
years been believed to be extinct, but some years ago Mrs L. A. Hercus was 
able to contact and record a speaker living at Farina in the far north of 
South Australia.' The data corpus now consists of some twelve field tapes and 
work with this speaker is still continuing. 

Dieri and Tirari 
Analysis of the available data shows that Dhirari and the language geo- 
graphically adjacent to it, Diyari (Dieri), are dialects of one language. They 
share a common morphology and syntax and differ in vocabulary by less than 
10 per cent. In both dialects nouns and non-singular pronouns are inflected 
in a nominative-ergative pattern while singular pronouns have separate 
forms for transitive subject, transitive object and intransitive subject func- 
tions. Sentences show a strong tendency to be verb final with the order of 
subject and object in the sentence being specified by the following rules : 
(i) if both subject and object are of the same morphological class (either 

noun or pronoun) then the subject precedes the object; 
(ii) nouns always precede pronouns regardless of syntactic function. 
The verb in Dhirari consists of a verbal base plus an obligatory auxiliary verb 
buii plus, optionally, one of a class of auxiliaries which specify the tense of 
the verb. The etymology of buN is not known (it was originally thought to be 
related to buyi 'to fall' but recent research has shown that not to be the case) 
but it is found as a copula in sentences which are normally verbless equationals 
in Diyari, as for example in:3 

(1) T gangu bina buE-nda 
boy big ~LL?~-PART 
'The boy is big.' 

the corresponding Diyari sentence is : 
(2) D nawu-baia gangu bina 

he this boy big 
This means that Dhirari verb affixes can be divided in two categories, firstly, 
those which are affixed to the verb stem and secondly those which are affixed 
to bufi. 

A. Verb stem affixes 
Affixes which may be attached to the verb stem in Dhirari are the reflexive 
and reciprocal, the forms of which are as follows: 

(a) Reflexive (REFL) has the form -dalri-, is attached directIy to the verb stem 
and must be followed by the participial desinence (see below). An example of 
its use is: 
(3) (a) T wada yani &nia-dafi-n& buii-nda 

not I hit-REFL-PART ~ U ~ ~ - P A R T  
'I didn't hit myself.' 
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this compares with Diyari : 
(3) (b) D wada yani nanfa-&ti-yi . .  . .  

(b) Reciprocal (RECIP) is of the form -mali-, is also attached directly to the 
verb stem and must be followed by the participial desinence. An example of 
its use is: 

(4) yalfa yaga-mali-nda bufi-yi 
we-dual talk-REFL-PART ~ U ~ ~ - P R E S  
'We are having a row.' 

(c) Participial (PART) has two alternatives: -& after a stem containing an 
intervocalic nasal plus stop cluster; -nda elsewhere. 

The selection of a particular alternant takes place after the operation of 
the Phonological Rule of Consonant Cluster Simplification, which can be 
roughly stated as : 

A verb stem with a participial desinence must be followed by buN in one of 
its tense or mood forms. 

B. Buii and its affixes 
The tense and mood affixes attached to bufi are as follows: 

(a) Imperative (IMP). In Diyari the basic form of the imperative is 
-U+NUMBER MARKER+~UY~, which is added to the verb stem or stem plus 
reflexive or reciprocal subject to the following two phonological rules:4 

v + v  
IaFl [uFI 

4-JI  v +- v 
[+high] [-high] 

The NUMBER MARKER indicates the number of persons addressed: -4- for 
singular addressee; -1u- for dual addressee; -ni- for plural addressee. 

Thus we find: 
(5) D ~~aba-mayi! wif-yalnayi! 

go-IMP enter-IMP 
'Go away! Get in there!' 

As we would expect the phonetically realised form of the imperative in 
Dhirari is -yamayi attached to bus, as in: 
(6) T niga duma-nda bufi-yamayi! 

him cut-PART bufi-~MP 
'Cut it out!' 

There is a strong imperative -awu in both dialects: 
(7) (a) D wabawu! wifiyawu! 

'Go away! Get in there' 
(7) (b) T w'aban& bufiya~vu! ,vifin& bufiyawu! 

(b) Present tense (PRES). The marker of the present tense is -yi attached to 
bufi. In Paper 91 on Diyari [Dieri], Capell notes that there is a modal suffix 
-ai added to the stem and called by him 'Indicative Tenseless'. Our work on 
hnth dialects suggests that there may have been some confusion here resulting 
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from a very common use of the present tense -yi in narratives, regardless of 
the time reference intended. A common linking device in Dhirari stories is: 

(8) T yadani yani ~~aba-nda  buA-yi 
then I go-PART ~U?~-PRES 
'And then I went to . . .' 

In other conversational situations -yi has a distinct present tense reference. 
(c) Recent past (PAST). In referring to recent events or to past events in 

general this tense is used. It is manifested as -yo attached to bufi, and an 
exam~le is: 

(9) ? nawu 4i.g~-n& bufi-ya mafi-nfu 
he return-PART ~ U ~ ~ - P A S T  Marree-ABL 
'He came back from Marree.' 

(d) Future (FUT). The future tense is marked by -la on buN. In Diyari -la is 
attached to the verb stem which is then followed by one of the future tense 
auxiliaries, normally yana-. Dhirari has no auxiliary verbs specifying future 
tense. An example of the use of -la is: 
(10) T yawafa yaya-nda bufi-la miga dana yada-n&z bufi-hli 

language hear-PART b~fi-FUT what they Say-PART bufi-pu~p 
'We will listen to what they say.' 

(e) Possibility (~oss) .  In his paper Capell makes note of a 'Dehortative 
Modal Suffix' of the form 'judi' and this appears to be a reference to one of 
the functions of the affix we call 'possibility'. POSS is phonologically -yadi and 
has two semantically related functions: 

(i) used in a simple sentence to speculate about future events which may 
not be felicitous. It corresponds roughly with English 'might', as in 
(1 1) T gana wifi-nda buff-yadi 

people enter-PART bufi-~oss 
'Someone might walk in.' 

The implication in this case is that someone's walking in would not be nice 
and might, for example, disturb one's sleep. 

(ii) to warn of the possible consequences of an action or state of affairs: 
(12) T yabu-ri-n& bufi-yamayi yadu yina-ga danfa-da 

silence-INT VERB-PART btlfi-IMP I-ERG YOU-ACC hit-PART 
bufi-j)adi 
buA-~oss 

'Shut up or I'll belt you!' 
The sentence which precedes the sentence in which -yogi occurs contains an 
imperative or conditional verb in all cases of this use of poss. This seems to 
be the reason why Capell named the affix 'dehortative'. 

(f) Continuous (CONT). Sentences which describe action carried out over 
a period of time have bufi marked with the participial desinence -n&. An 
example is ( 3 4  above. Although the si~uation is not yet fully clear and is the 
sub-icct of continuing invcsripation. i t  appears that attributive relative clauses 
also have the ~ I I A  of their verb uon1p11:x marked with the participial, as in: 
( 3 r I I u u -  I ~vinza niga-bafa yunfu 

no1 I-LKC; l i  ~ ~ - I J ) \ R T  bul:i-r>nl.s song him-this YOU-ERG 
wayga-& bufi-nda 
m a k e - p ~ ~ ~  ~UAPART 

'I don't like the song that you sing.' 
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(g) Purposive 1 (PURP~), The verb of a complement sentence whose subject 
is eoreferential with fie subject d the main sentence md which marks 
purpOM or intention hs -&li atlacbed to its buff auxiliary. For Diyari the 
corresponding inflaction is & attached to tho stem, this ixhg the same affix 
ns is found for the future tense forms (wmsponding to Capell's '-ha -- -- 
imperfective'). The purposive may be used: 

(i) where the verb of the matrix sentence is imperative 
(14) (a) T yinj w&-fl@a bufi-yamayi dona-$a gayi-nda buii-lali I 

you go-PkRT buici-~~p they-ACC S ~ ~ - P A R T  bufi-PURP~ 
I . 'You go and look after them.' 

tompare with t if&: 
114) 0) D yini w a h a y i  $mqa #a,vila 

(ii) where tho verb of the matrix sentence is a verb of motion: 

d 14 [a) T g y o n i  b v u b ~ d a  bur"i-yi mi@ eayi-nda buii-lali 
we g~-PART ~U?~-PREIS country, see-PART buii-PURP~ 
'We are going to see the country .' 

Diyari has: 
(b) D gayani wabayi mi& @ayi& 
($1 where the verb of the matrix f,entence is transitive 

0th verbs are corefwmtial 
(16) T y&$u mi-@& bu?i-@da &a-lga-nda 

1 - e ~ ~  ~ O ~ - P A R T  ~ W ~ ' ~ - P A R T  mtUrn-TR VERB-PART 
'I picked it up to return it.' 

Since the verb 'to want' is transitive we have : 
(17) 7 yuniu g&a~& b~fi- -pC n i ~ a  yagalga-nda 

vrnu-mG W&nt-PART byjCf-p~R+r him ask-PART - - 
'You want to ask him.' 

which contra& with (a) ~ I o w .  

: and the su bjects 

(h) Purposive 2 (~urrp2).  A purposi* complement safenee whose subject 
is not #referential with the subject of the main senence has its vrrb marked 
by -yoai in Dhirari and -ga#& in Diyad. Capell t a o s  this desinencr 
'intention' and analyses it as '-na+ndu'. Examples of its use we : 

(i) where the verb of the main sntmoe is intransitive 
(1 8) T ganj yipgugu y&-gda buii-yi yuniu puyama-p& 

1 you-DAT ry-PART ~ u ~ ~ - P R E S  YUU-auj ~nde~tsnd-PART 
bdi-yapi 
~ u ~ ' ~ - P u R P ~  

'I'll talk to you so you can understand.' 
(ii) where the verb of the main sentence is transitive 

(I P) T &nuIi buga yiggi-fh buii-!a Gayi-pda buii-~uz~i 
 they-^^^ food giW-PART bhl?i-FUT eat-PART b u r ' i - ~ u ~ ~ 2  
'They will give her food to eat.' 

The verb 'to want' falls under this category : 
(20) T g d u  J ? ~ D  ~&o-#II huii-yi ~rini (jagagu waraba-n& 

1 - g ~  you-ACC Want-PART buii-PRES you me-DAT teach-PART 
buv'i-yani 
~ u N - P U R P ~  

'I want you to teach me.' 

(i) Complement (COMP). A complement sentence where the subject 
is not 
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identical to the subject of the main sentence and which does not express 
intention or purpose has its verb complex marked with -yani in Dhirari and 
-nani in Diyari. In some cases these correspond to English POSS-ing comple- 
ments and four groups can be distinguished: 

(i) a verb of perception in the main sentence 
(21) T gadu guru-nda bu?i-ya nani ?vilabina diiaii ya&-p&z 

I-ERG hear-PART buii-PAST she old woman dhirari speak-PART 
but?- vani 
~ ~ N - ~ O M P  

'I heard the old lady talk diiafi.' 
contrast this with the Diyari example: 
(22) D qa$u pyi-yi miga gunzr waba-nani 

I-ERG see-PRES what one go-COMP 
'I saw something going.' 

(ii) other transitive verbs in the main sentence 
(23) T gadu &nana warara-n& buii-yi gaguni guru-ni 

I-ERG them-ACC leave-PART bufi-PR~s my-GEN camp-Loc 
gama-n& bufi-yani 
&-PART ~U?~-COMP 

'I left them sitting in my camp.' 
(iii) conditional sentence complements 

(24) T &nu wagaya-nda bur'i-yuni nulu yagalgu-nda buii-yi 
they come-PART buii-CoM~ he-ERG ask-PART b u f i - ~ ~ ~ s  'If they come he asks them.' 

(iv) sentence complements introduced by wicda 'when' 
(25) (a) T gambu .yani bali-nda buii-yi win& nulu gaca 

almost 'I  PART buii-P~Es when he-ERG 1-ACC 
ma&-nda buN-yani 
bite-PART b~fi-COMP 

'I nearly died when he bit me.' 
This compares with the Diyari sentence: 
(25) (b) D gambu gani balina Wicda nnlu gaca ma&znani 

C. Other auxiliary verbs 
As stated above, buii in the Participial form can be and often is followed by a 
further auxiliary verb which specifies more exactly the time at which an event 
occurred. Two auxiliaries which are fairly common in all speech situations 
are : 

(i) wag$ (original meaning 'to search') marking distant past as in 
(26) T na&u qagani miyga-ni buyi-nda buii-t~da wa&i-yi 

horse my hole-DAT fall-PART bu?i-PART AUX-PRES 
'My horse fell down a hole.' 

(ii) wara (original meaning 'to throw') marks recent past, of the order of 
days or a week ago 
(27) T yuniu guru-yali mani-nda buA-nda wara-yi 

you stealth-INSTR take-PA~T ~UE-PART AUX-PRES 
'You stole it (the other day).' 

Two further auxiliary verbs were elicited but they have never been heard in  
free speech or in narratives. They are: 
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(iii) bafa (original meaning 'to be') marks less recent past, of the order of 
a week or fortnight previously 
(28) T ganini gagani bali-nda buR-nda bafa-ya 

grandmother my-GEN die-PART bufi-PART AUX-PAST? 
'My grandmother died a week ago.' 

(iv) waba (original meaning 'to go') marks perfective, an event which 
has been completed altheady 
(29)  T ga~irri !lwu!ri hali-!yla bufi-yckr H ~ U ~ U - J ~ U  

'My grandmother has alrcady died.' 
I t  is interesting ~ h ; ~ t  two instances of wabu in tlie prcscnt have been notcd i n  
(he Diyari corpus, but wit11 a durative, llwbitual sense: 
(30) D w~uciu !~ani ir-algnfn-li <jrn;a-!ra it!abu-j-i 

not I sadness-INSTR be-PART AUX-PRES 
'I am not lonely.' 

(31) D nawu bilta durara-nu waba-yi 
he possum sleep-PART AUX-PRES 
'The possum sleeps (in a hollow tree).' 

Comparative note 
The following observations can be made about the dialects which make up 
the Dhirari-Diyari-Ngamini group : 
(a) Dhirari shows a development over Diyari and Ngamini by transferring 

some of their verb stem affixes to an auxiliary verb. 
(b) Diyari is more complex than Dhirari as it has auxiliaries for the future 

tenses. 
(c) Ngamini is more complex than Diyari as it has auxiliaries for various 

types of motion connected with event described. (See Paper 92 by Breen 
fb; details.) 

NOTE: Our work on Divari has shown that Capell's claim that 'The auxiliaries 
can be used as full veibs by themselves with other auxiliaries but not with 
themselves' does not hold and that sentences involving ~jandina wandiyi 
'searched', warana ~larayi  'threw', and ganaia ganayi 'will be' are all perfectly 
acceptable and used frequently. Similarly, his statement that 'there is a tense 
that is formed bv the combination of two aspect markers: nani ,jada-nu-la' 
has been disproved by the Diyari informants. 

Stop 
Nasal 
Lateral 
Trill 
Flap 
Continuant 

Notes 
1. The segmental phonemes of Diyari and Dhirari are: 

CONSONANTS 
LAMINO- APICO- LAMINO- APICO- 

BILABIAL DENTAL DENTAL PALATAL DOMAL 
b d d 4 cl 

VOWELS 

High 
Low 

FRONT 
i 

BACK 
U 

VELAR 

g 
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2. I wish to thank Mrs Hercus for the loan of her fieldtapes and for her 
valuable suggestions and help with the preparation of an earlier draft of 
this paper. which has been substantially rewritten following my own 
fieldwork on Dhirari. Thanks are also due to Mr Ben Murray without 
whose help and patience nothing would bc known of his ga~iitri's language. 

3. In order to identify rhc dialect from which the example senrenccs arc drawn, 
sentences preceded by T are Dhirari, and tllose preceded by D are Diyari. 

4. Notice that the imperative of the reciprocal and rcflexivc will alwavs bc 

95. Wangaybuwan 
Tamsin Donaldson 

Wangaybuwan, spoken in western New South Wales, divides active verbs 
into nine semantically distinct classes (eight transitive, one intransitive) 
through the system of roots it employs in the formation of compound verbs 
which qualify other verbs. 

English evaluates the performance of actions either with an adverb ('She 
dug the burrow energetically'); or with an evaluative verb which takes a* 
complement specifying the action being evaluated ('She failed to dig the 
burrow'). If the evaluation is made without specifying the action evaluated, 
the dummy active verb 'do' is used ('She did it energetically', 'She failed to 
do it'). Wangaybuwan has a set of a dozen bound morphemes which are 
obligatorily verbalised to form compound verbs. Half of these form a subset 
of 'evaluative' bound morphemes which evaluate the performance of actions. 
They are verbalised either by the addition of a semantically empty dummy 
verb-root which marks the resulting form as transitive or intransitive 
(-ma-/ TRANS 'do', -ma-y INTRANS 'do/move'); or by the addition of one of a 
set of eight transitive compound verb-forming roots which give some 
information as to the type of action being evaluated, without specifying it 
precisely (for example -ga-1 TRANS 'do piercing action'). The following 
examples illustrate the verbalisation of the morpheme gunu-, which evaluates 
an action as energetically performed, first with -ma-1, then with -ga-I. (The 
past form of verbs with the conjugation marker 1 involves dropping the I and 
the final vowel of the root, and adding -iyi.) 

(1) winaru gunumiyi 
woman-ERG energetic action-DO-PAST 
'Woman did (it) energetically/went hard at it.' 

(2) winaru gunugg{yi 
woman-ERG energetic ~C~~O~-PIERCE-PAST 
'Woman pierced energetically.' 

Compound evaluative verbs, whether formed with -ma-I, -ma-y, or one of 
the eight 'type-of-action' roots, may either stand alone as the only verb in 
the sentence (as in (1) and (2)); or they may play an adverbial role, qualifying 
other verbs (with monomorphemic roots) which fully specify the action being 
evaluated, for example : 
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( 3 )  winavu miyga gunutniyi b!gijji -\ 
woman-ERG burrow-NOM energetic action-DO-PAST dig-PAST 
'Woman dug burrow energetically.' 

or 
(4) winaru miyga gunuygiyi bagiyi 

Woman-ERG burrow-NOM energetic action-PIERCE-PAST d i g - p ~ s ~  
which cannot be translated any differently from (3, though gunuygiyi $ predicts that the verb qualified will refer to an action that involves 'piercing'- 
in this case 'digging'. (When an evaluative verb qualifies another verb, both 
have the same transitivity and carry the same inflections.) 

Since any verb may be qualified by evaluative verbs formed with only one 
of the eight 'type-of-action' roots, these subdivide transitive active verbs into 
eight classes, as shown in Table 1. 

Classes of verbs qualified by evaluative verbs formed with each of the roots 
Notice that -ma4 occurs twice in Table 1, once as the semantically empty 

transitive root 'do', and again as one of the eight 'type-of-action' roots. This 
means that verbs belonging to semantic sub-classes 2-8 can all be qualified 
by evaluative verbs formed either with -ma-I, or with a root specific to their 
class alone (like the class 7 verb baga-I 'dig' in (3) and (4)); while roots 
belonging to semantic sub-class 1 can be qualified only with evaluative verbs 
formed with -ma-I. 

Syntactic verb classes 
-ma-y 'move' 
Intransitive active verbs, for example bibubva-y 'run', biru:bi-y 'bend over', 1 
walga-y 'climb'. 
-ma4 'do' 
All transitive verbs. 

Semantic sub-classes of transitive verbs 
1. -ma-I 'do with hand' 
This class contains all those verbs which do not conform to the semantic i 
specifications for qualification by evaluative verbs formed with any of the 
other roots 2-8. Although it is a residual class and the verbs which belong to 
it are more diverse than those belonging to the other classes, there are positive 
semantic criteria for assigning verbs to it, associated either closely or at some 
remove with the notion 'do with hand'. Class 1 includes the following: 
Verbs of making (manufacturing): for example ma-1 'make', yibi-1 'net/ 
knot'. 
Verbs of receiving: 4 
(a) verbs of takinglholding, where the hand is used to retain the object or 

bring it closer to the agent (as opposed to verbs of class 4 which involve 
moving it further away) for example mama-1 'take' and now 'buy', 
mi:ma-1 'hold tight', ~varuma-1 'pick up'. 

(b) verbs of perception, where organs such as eyes, ears, rather than the hand, 
'take in' the object without physically moving it, for example ya:-y 'see', 
winaya-1 'hear'. 

(c) verbs of intellection, which deal with information received, for example 
\ z 

di-vba-y 'know/recognise', winaya-y 'think aboutlremember'. 
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2. -2ivama-1 'do with fire' 
B O ~ L  ~giyama- l  and -ginma-1 end in -ma-I. This would suggest sub-varieties 
of 'handling' verbs. Both classes of verb indicate types of instrument used 
to affect the object. With class 2 the instrument is fire. Examples of verbs of 
this class are wiri-y 'cook', banga-1 'burn'. 

3. ginma-1 'hit' 
With class 3 verbs the instrument strikes the object and is normally either 
the hand or something held in the hand as in bjnjdji-1 'hit with closed fist/ 
punch', marbi-1 'hit with flexible object/switch'. However there are 'hitting' 
verbs which do not specify an instrument. The Wangaybuwan equivalent 
of English 'kick', which specifies the foot as instrument, is 4ina:ygu buma-1 
(foot-INSTR hit). buma-1 being a hitting verb that does not specify an instru- 
ment, it is qualified by evaluative verbs formed with -_Dinma-1, not -@-I 'do 
with foot', even when the reference is to an act performed with the foot. 

4. -bi-1 'do away' 
In English 'give' is opposed to 'receive', 'take'. Class 4 verbs are opposed to 
class 1 'taking/holding' verbs. 'Give' does not quite convey the criterion for 
class 4, which is somewhat broader-the action should involve getting rid or 
letting go of the object, moving it away from the agent. Examples of class 4 
verbs are yu-y 'give', wana-y 'throw'. 

5. -ga-1 'do with mouth' 
This class includes verbs indicating any activity carried out with the mouth 
except those involving speech (class 8), for example da-1 'eat', ya:yu-y 'drink', 
guga-1 'swallow', djinjdja-1 'lick'. 

6 .  -@-I 'do with foot' 
Examples of class 6 verbs are gaya:fidi-1 'go in search of', mawa-1 'tread on/ 
crush', yaba-1 'track'. 

7. -ga-1 'pierce' 
Like class 2 and 3 verbs, class 7 verbs involve an instrument. With class 7 
verbs the instrument used penetrates the object (yamstick, needle, spear, 
axe, etc.). As with class 3 verbs the instrument used may be a body part. 
The failure of a dog to mount a reluctant bitch was described with an evalu- 
ative verb formed with -ga-I. Examples of class 7 verbs are baga-1 'dig', 
wuraya-1 'sew', du-r 'prick (with any degree of intensity, from spearing to 
writing)'. 

8. -ya-1 'speak' 
Examples of class 8 verbs are qiya-1 'speak', binba-l 'rouse on/shout at', gula-y 
'sing/call out to'. 
Three principles play a part in this classification: 

(i) association of actions with a particular part of the body; 
(ii) subdivision of actions which affect the object according to the type of 

effect on it, which depends on the type of instrument used; 
(iii) subdivision of actions which move the object according to the direction 

1 ' . of movement with respect to the agent. 
The final syllable of monomorphemic-verbs of the L conjugation prompts a 

historical speculation. 
The polysyllabic verbs of the L conjugation fall into two quite distinct 
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morphological groups, the oompound verbs (dl ttansiti*, and the mono- 
morphemic verbs (approximately 80 per cent transitwe). However* the 
phanologiml diRemnees between the fitla1 syllables of the two types of verbs 
are not as @at  as might be expected, given this difference in morphol 
The total rang of phonological possibilities for the last syllable o?% 
Wangaybuwan root ending in a vowel is summarked in the formula C'S(:), 
where C is one of 15 wnsonants, V one of 3 vowels. There am thus 90 posl 
sible Anal syllables. In monomorphemic verb roots of the L conjugation the 
possibiljties are systematically reduced to 14. There are no iii~ai vowels with 
le*. There is no final u. Only 7 consonants appear in the final syllable, 
b Q g m 0 w y. (If an eighth consonant, g, is added, this list is pnasely the 
list d permissible morpheme-initial consonants.) Of the 14 possible combina- 
tiom of these 7 consonants with a or i only 10 actually occur. Among tliese 
10, 6 are homomorphous with the 6 bound monosyllabic compound verb- 
forming roots. (Note too that the 2 polysyllabic compound verb-forming 
roots, -giyama-1 and -ginma-I, though not analysable in that -giya and -Din 
do not occur elsewhere as morphemes, end in -ma-I, homomorphous with the 
monosyllabic compound verb-forming root ma-1.) 

This homomorphism is striking. It is clear from a glanceat the examples given 
of verbs belonging to semantic classes 1-8 that the final syllable of a transitive 
verb of the L conjugation is not predictable from its semantic class; in other 
words it carries no p~dictable meaning. Nonetheless, there are a number of 
instances where a verb does end with a syllable hornomorphous with the com- 
pound verb-formmg root appropriate to its semantic class, for example 
baga-1 'dig', gaya:fidi-1 'go in search of '. 

There are also instances of other elements occurring elsewhere in the verbal 
system which show h61nomorphism with the final syllables of polysyllabic 
\ erbs. Such elements include : 

(i) all three free monosyllabic verb roots of the L conjugation; 
(ii) transitive derivational ai&ies attached to intransitive verb roots; 

(iii) derivational ames which indicate actions associated with the action or 
state referred to by the verb root to which they are attached. (These 
derive stems belonging to the Y conjugation with the $ame transitivity as 
that of the root.); 

(iv) transitive verbalisers of non-verbal stems and loan verbs from English; 
(v) intransitive verbalisers of non-verbal stems and onomatopoeic represen- 

tations of sounds. 
Table 2 sets out the forms involved, with glosses as appropriate. Also of 

interest, in view of the semantic association between some of the compound 
verb-forming roots and particular parts of the body, is the homomorphism 
between some final syllables of L verbs and the initial syllables of some body 
part nouns. The final column of Table 2 illustrates thisI 

The coaciusion suggested (though not proven) by the evidence is that the 
final syllables of L verbs that are synchronically monomorphemic, and even 
sometimes intransitive, originated as trarmsitive verb-fsrmiag auxiliaries; 1 
auxiliaries which were either bound monosyllabic roots, as in the synchronic 
compound verb system, or free monosyllabic verbs which have since been 
lost as independent L verbs (except for three), leaving traces of their former . - 
auxiliary function only. 
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Index of Australian Languages 
The approximate locations of Australian languages dealt with in this volume 
are shown in Map opposite. T o  the left of each language name in the index 
below is a reference number that can be found on the map. 

Languages are identified in the index by thc spelling used most frequently 
in the volume. Variant spellings are only given when they involve some 
radical difference. The reader will be able to identify variant representations 
of language names if he bears in mind that voiced and voiceless stops can in 
most cases be used interchangeably (p and b ;  t and d; I( and g); the palatal 
semivowel may be represented sometimes as jJ and sometimes as j ;  lamino- 
palatals may be shown as dy, d j  or d ,  and larnino-interdentals as dh or  d (and 
similarly for nasals and laterals); a long vowel may be shown as a :  or  asii o r  
as aa. 

References are to page numbers. 

Map Map 
Number Number 
93 Alawa 12,181-9.233.257-63, D-  see also T- 

301 -2,304,308,41 O, 505-1 5.61 6, 97 Dalabon 129,177,199,304,503 
620, 708-42 97 Dangbon 61 9 

74 Alyawara 300, 302, 304 11 Darawal 621 
73 Andegerebinha 294, 624 71 Dhirari 12, 126-7, 160, 308, 61 6, 

Anewan see Nganjaywana 745,757-63 
91 Anindilyaugwa 61 7, 626 66 Diyari (= Dieri) 12, 31 3, 598, 
82 Anrnatjera 41 6 61 6-8, 621, 742-5.750. 757-63 
72 Arabana-Wangganguru 229, 263-6, 19 Dja: bugay 301, 307, 31 5,321-9 

295, 301, 303,467-71, 474, 598, Djadjala, dialect of Western Kulin, 
61 6, 621, 745 q. v. 

81 Aranda 45,127-8, 302-4, 421 92 Djambarbuyngu 300 
67 Atjnjarnathanha 12, 45, 265, 303-4, 105 Djamindjung 390, 396-401, 421, 

534-44, 549-50 437-41, 61 6, 61 9-21, 698-704 
6 Djangadi 19-49, 240-1,300,303 

B - see also P- 85 Djingili 301, 31 4, 390-6, 432-7 
5 Baanbay 19-49 Duungidjawu, dialect of Waga-Waga, 

Babaram see Mbabaram q. v. 
28 Badjiri 336 17 Dyirbal (including Giramay, Mamu 
35 Bsgandji (including Gupu dialect) and Ngadyan dialects) 3-6, 8, 12, 

229-31, 265-6, 301, 307, 350-2, 38, 1 1 5-6, 120, 142,149-63, 
471, 598 167-9,174-5.213, 222,241 -4, 

2 Bandjalang (including Gidabal 298, 300,302-3, 307-9, 31 3-4, 
dialect) 12, 19-49, 11 5, 125-6, 160, 408,411-3, 421, 486-93, 601 -8, 
300, 302-3 632 
Bidha-Bidha see Pitta-Pitta 

14 Bidyara 106, 292, 295, 300, 302-4, Encounter Bay language, dialect of 
339, 624 Yaralde, q.v. 

79 Binbinga 390-6, 432-7 Enindhiljagwa, see Anindilyaugwa 
8 Birbay 42 10 'Enneewin' 19-49 

13 Biri 266-9, 302, 304 
Biyalgeyi, name for Flinders Island 21 Flinders Island language 225-9, 300, 
language, q.v. 302-3,308 

61 Bularnu 250-7, 293-5, 331-6, 340, 
586-90, 624 G -  see also K- 

113 Bunaba 619 7 Gadjang 19-49 
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Map Map 
Number Number 
57 Galgddungu 292, 295,. 301-2,304, MaGiMadi, dialect of Western Kulin, 

421 -2, 438, 440, 462, 464-6, 473, q. V. 

475, 485-91 Madjay, dialect of Yidip, q.v. 
Gambera, dialect of Wunambal, q.v. 106 Malak-Malak 301, 620, 674, 683, 

10 Gamblamang 19-49 
12 Gamilraav 19-49 

118 ~aradjari '302 
77 Garawa 297, 382-90 
50 Garuwali 745 

Gidabal, dialect of Bandjalang, q.V. 
112 Ginijan 61 9 

Giramay, dialect of Dyirbal, q . ~ .  
45 Goq-Nar 292, 295, 302-3, 462, 

~ a m u ,  dialect of Dyirbal, q.v. 
117 Mangala 61 8 

95 Mangarai 620 
88 Mara 181 -9, 41 0, 51 4, 61 6, 620, 

708-42 
106 Maramanandji 674, 680, 689 
106 Maranunggu 301. 620, 673-91 

627-4 10 Marbal 19-49 
45 Gogo Bera 278, 281 106 Marengar 674, 680-9 
86 Gudandji 295, 390-6.432-7 29 Marganj 292, 624 

Gugada, dialect of Pitjantjatjara, q.v. 106 Marithiel 674, 680-3, 689 
66 Gugadj 294-5 106 Matngala 674, 688-9 

Gugu-Badhun, dialect of Warungu,q.v. 98 Maung 617, 620, 626 
22 Gugu-Yalandji 203, 307 47 Mayagulan (including Ngawun 
4 Gumbaynggir 19-49.11 9,128-9, dialect) 292, 295, 624 

239-42, 303, 308, 31 3 23 Mbabaram 2, 23-4, 31, 41 
96 Gunbalang 301-2, 61 9 63 Midhaga 61 6, 624,745, 749 
42 Gundyen 421 109 Miriwung 584-6, 61 6, 61 9, 623, 
25 Gungari 624 646-53 

Gunin, dialect of Wunambal, q.v. 102 Mudbura 61 7-8 
26 Gunja 624 Mulluk-Mulluk, see ~ a l a k - ~ a l a k  

G u ~ u ,  dialect of BBgandji, q.v. 107 Murinjpata 287-90, 303, 328, 
97 Gunwinjgu 181-9, 297, 301-4, 393, 405-8.441 -4 

61 6, 61 9-20, 623, 704-8 27 Muruwari 244-9, 301, 308, 342-7, 
Gungay, dialect of Yidip, q.v. 472-5 

92 ~ u p a b u ~ n ~ u  (see also-~uulngu) 
300, 302, 31 3 

101 Gurindji 13, 104 
20 Guugu-Yimidhir 160. 203, 242, 

307-8 
70 Guyani 265 

lwaidja see Yiwadja 

K- see also G - 
83 Kaititj 3, 98-1 04 

Kalkatungu see Galgadungu 
51 Kayardilt 551 

Kulin see Western Kulin 
30 Kungkari 624 
32 Kuuku Ya ?u 208-1 1,301,329-31, 

450-2 

108 Laragia 626 
58 Lardil 12, 104, 489, 550-84 
40 Linngidhigh 27, 104 

I 38 Mabuiag 104 

Narrinyeri, alternative name for 
Yaralde, q.v. 
Ngaanyatjara, dialect of Pitjantjatjara, 
q. v. 
Ngadjan, dialect of Dyirbal, q.v. I 

103 Ngaliwuru 390, 396-401, 421, 
437-41, 621, 698-704 

97 Ngalkbon 185 
65 Ngamini 295-6, 336, 61 6, 745-50, 

756, 762 
94 Ngandi 8, 176, 189,735-42 

106 Ngangikurungur 401-5, 61 6, 620, 
685-6, 689, 691 -8 

10 Nganjaywana 2,19-49 
10 Ngarbal 19-49 

11 5 Ngarinjin 181 -9, 282, 301, 303-4, 
61 5-9, 622-9, 638 

121 Ngarluma 104, 11 3, 489, 492, 583 
87 Ngarngu or Ngarndji 390-6, 432-7 

Ngawun, dialect of Mayagulan q.v. 
Ngulibardu, dialect of Nyangumarda,q.v. , 
Njungar, see Wadjug 

i 
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Map Map 
Number Number 
104 Nungali 390, 396-401,437-41, 621, 307-8, 348-50,474-82, 61 6, 621, 

698-704 763-" 
90 Nunggubuyu 8,176-89, 393, 

409-1 1, 444-6,449, 605, 608-1 0, 
735-42 

119 Nyangumarda (including dialects 
Ngulibardu and Wanyarli) 2, 12, 
51 -77 

15 Nyawaygi 240, 307-8 
lyayimil, dialect of Yuulngu q.v. 

42 Ogh Unjdjan 452-6 

P- see also B- 
69 'Parnkalla language' 265 

111 Pitjantjatjara (including Ngaanyatjara 
and Gugada dialects, = 'Western 
Desert language') 160. 301, 303, 
308, 31 3, 322, 396, 41 6-7, 421 -3, 
427-31, 473-4, 486,488, 61 6-9, 
622, 624, 667-73 

62 Pitta-Pitta 291-2, 295, 301-3, 336, 
423, 597, 624 

106 Pungupungu 674, 683-5, 689 

97 Rembarnga 12, 301-3, 493-505 
Riratjingu, dialect of Yuulngu q.v. 

92 Ritharngu (see also Yuulngu) 
172-5, 285-7, 372-80,410, 
446-50, 601 -2, 735-42 

T- see also D- 
Tasmanian languages 23, 46 
Thangu, sub-group of Yuulngu q,v. 

122 Thargari 300-3, 488 
43 Thayorre 621-3 

124 Tiwi 41 
106 Tyeraity 673-4, 687-9 

37 Uradhi 41 6 

123 Wadjug (= Njungar) 421, 623-4 
106 Wadyiginy 674, 683-5, 689-90 

1 Waga-Waga (Duungidjawu dialect) 
6-7, 106-1 1 

75 Wagaya 292-5, 304, 340-2, 590-4, 
624 

100 Walbiri 3-4, 12, 41, 79-1 05, 300-3, 
31 3, 421, 462, 488-93, 61 7-8, 623 

110 Walmadjari 13-4, 205-8, 301, 307, 
31 3, 61 6, 61 8, 653-67 

80 Wambaya 390-6,432-7 
34 Wangaybuwan 13, 231 -8,301, 

" 
Wangganguru, dialect of Arabana- 
Wangganguru q.v, 

62 Wangga-Yudjuru 336, 597, 624 
49 Wangkumara 336-9, 624, 756 

Wanyarli, dialect of Nyangumarda 
q. v. 

76 Wanyi 292, 295, 297 
16 Wargamay 240-1, 307-8 
9 Warimi 42 

61 Warluwara (including dialects 
Gambera and Gunin) 250-7, 293-6, 
301 -3, 307,331 -6, 340,486, 
586-90, 624 

89 Warndarang 181-9, 41 0, 51 4, 61 6, 
620, 708-42 

84 Warramunga 104 
24 Warungu (including Gugu-Badhun 

dialect) 40, 21 4-29, 248, 300-4, 
307-8, 421.456-64.473 
Wemba-Wemba, dialect of Western 
Kulin q.v. 
Welgaia, dialect of Western Kulin, 
q. v. 
'Western Desert language' see 
Pitjantjatjara 

48 Western Kulin (including dialects 
Djadjala, MaiiMadi, WembaWemba, 
Wergaia, Woiwuru, Wudjubalug) 
233, 249-50, 266, 297, 300, 303, 
306-8, 31 4, 623 

39 Wig-Munggan 455 
41 Wik Me'nh 41 6 
33 Wiradhuri 203, 234, 236, 307, 61 7, 

621 
Woiwuru, dialect of Western Kulin, 
q. v. 

11 6 Worora 282, 61 9, 625, 638 . 
52 Wudjawuru 623 

Wudjubalug, dialect of Western 
Kulin q.v. 

114 Wunambal 282-5, 301,303, 424-7. 
474, 61 6, 61 9, 626, 629-46 

56 Yalarnnga 292, 295 
64 Yaluyandi 336, 745 
54 Yandruwantha 295-6, 335-6, 

594-7, 61 6, 745, 750-6 
31 Yanga-Mbara 462 
59 Yanggal 551 
78 Yanyula 31 3, 61 6 
78 Yanyuwa 301, 304 
68 Yaralde (= Narrinyeri, including 






